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MISCELLANEOUS TAX BILLS-1991

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 12, 1991

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION,

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
Washington, DC.

The hearing was convened, pursuant to notice, at 9:36 a.m., in
room SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. David L. Boren
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Also present: Senators Moynihan, Baucus, Bradley, Mitchell,
Breaux, Chafee, and Packwood.

[The press release announcing the hearing follows:]
[Press Release No. H-20, May 24, 19911

SUBCOMMI'rrEE HEARING PLANNED ON MISCELLANEOUS TAX BILLS; COMMENTS SOUGHT
ON LEGISLATION

WASHINGTON, DC-Senator David Boren, Chairman of the Senate Finance Sub-
committee on Taxation, announced Friday that the subcommittee will hold a hear-
ing on a series of miscellaneous tax bills.

The hearing will be at 10 a.m. Wednesday, June 12, 1991 in Room SD-215 of the
Dirksen Senate Office Building.

The bills include:
* S. 90, to modify the tax-exempt bond and depreciation rules with respect to
infrastructure facilities.
* S. 150, to generally treat bonds issued for section 501(cX3) organizations in a
manner similar to governmental bonds.
9 S. 267, to prohibit a State from imposing an income tax on the pension or
retirement income of individuals who are not residents or domiciliaries of that
State.
* S. 284, to amend the tax treatment of payments under life insurance con-
tracts for terminally ill individuals.

S 5. 649, to repeal the luxury tax on boats.
S 5. 913, to increase the amount of bonds eligible for certain small governmen-

tal issuer exceptions and to modify other tax rules with respect to bonds issued
by state and local governments.

"This hearing will give us an opportunity to examine these bills more closely and
hear from parties who are likely to be affected by the legislation," Boren said.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DAVID L. BOREN, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM OKLAHOMA, CHAIRMAN OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE

Senator BOREN. Today's hearing of the Subcommittee on Tax-
ation has been scheduled to consider testimony relating to six dif-
ferent bills: S. 90, the Environmental Infrastructure Act, by Sena-
tor Domenici, to modify the tax-exempt bond and depreciation
rules with respect to infrastructure facilities; S. 913, the Tax
Exempt Bond Simplification Act, by Senator Baucus to increase the
amout of bonds eligible for certain small-issuer exceptions, and to



modify other tax rules with respect to bonds issued by State and
local governments; S. 150, the Higher Education Tax-Exempt
Reform Act, by Senator Moynihan, to treat bonds issued for Sec-
tion 501(cX3) organizations in a manner similar to government
bonds; S. 649 by Senator Breaux to Repeal the Luxury Excise Tax
on Boats; S. 284, the Living Benefits Act, by Senator Bradley to
amend the tax treatment of payments under life insurance con-
tracts for terminally ill individuals, and S. 267 by Senator Reid to
prohibit a State from imposing an income tax on the pension or re-
tirement income of individuals who are not residents or domicili-
aries of that State. We have a large number of witnesses scheduled
to testify today, including several members of Congress, who feel
strongly about one or more of these bills. We are also pleased to be
joined by several State and local government officials who can tell
us firsthand about the struggle that they face in financing their op-
erations.

We have an extraordinarily large number of witnesses scheduled
to testify this morning At the latest count, I note we have 32 wit-
nesses scheduled to testify; there may be two or three others added
to the list, and some members may wish to appear this morning, as
well.

This is due, in part, to the large number of bills scheduled for
the hearing; but it is largely due, as I say, both to the unexpected
number of members who wish to testify-I believe 14 members this
morning-and to a number of member requests for inclusion of
particular witnesses.

There is a 2:00 o'clock hearing scheduled here for Senator Brad-
ley's Deficit Subcommittee, so this hearing is going to have to ad-
journ sometime after 1:00 o'clock-at the very latest, by 1:30.

As a result, I would like to ask all the witnesses to proceed in a
quick manner. We are going to have to set a shorter time limita-
tion than usual. We will use the light system and hold our wit-
nesses to 4-minute summaries of their statements-their full state-
ments will be included into the record-so that we will have an op-
portunity for questions.

I also want to make a brief comment about the Domenici and
Baucus bills which will be addressed together today by our panel-
ists. The bottom line is that the Federal Government continues to
impose mandates on State and local governments, especially
through environmental standards.

Some of these requirements are reasonable, but most are expen-
sive to achieve. It is likely that this Congress will see this trend
continue as it-re.writes the Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act-RECRA-and the Clean Water Act. The current debate on
education policy may result in additional requirements on the
States.

It is therefore obvious that the Federal Government will be
unable to provide large amounts of direct assistance to local gov-
ernments because of our budgetary problems.

Having had the experience of serving as a Governor---charged
with meeting these kinds of local responsibilities to meet Federal
mandates, even those very worthy mandates with which I strongly
agreed. I personally understand the struggle that those at the State
and local level are undergoing.



That is why many of us believe that we can get more services for
the Federal dollar through changes to the Tax Code that help State
and local authorities raise the money necessary to meet these
needs through the issuance of tax-exempt bonds, rather than
through direct outlays, which, frankly, we cannot afford at this
time.

So, with this general goal in mind, I look forward to hearing the
testimony today from the various witnesses who will appear before
US.

Before I turn too our witnesses, I want to turn to the members of
the committee who are here for any opening statements. I see the
distinguished Majority Leader is here, and I know that he has a
very busy schedule this morning. So I, with the consent of the
members of the committee, will turn to him first.

Senator Chafee has also spoken to me about time constraints
under which he is operating, so we will hear any opening com-
ments first from Senator Mitchell, then from Senator Chafee, Sena-
tor Baucus, and Senator Breaux.

[The prepared statement of Senator Boren appears in the appen-
dix.]

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE J. MITCHELL, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM MAINE

Senator MITCHELL. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. I would
like to make just a couple of brief comments. First, a welcome to
three witnesses from Maine who will testify at this hearing: Con-
gresswoman Snowe, and Shepard McKenney, the chairman of the
Hinckley Co., will be testifying on the 10-percent excise tax on
boats.

The subcommittee will also hear testimony from Sam Shapiro,
the Treasurer of the State of Maine, who will be testifying on the
bank eligibility rules for tax-exempt bonds.

Boat manufacturers have expressed their deep concern to me
about the 10-percent excise tax on boats. To accommodate their
concerns, I asked Chairman Bentsen if the committee would hold a
hearing on this issue, and I am pleased that this hearing is taking
place today.

The industry in Maine and around the country is in serious trou-
ble. Sales are down; people have lost jobs. That is of great concern
to me, as I know it is to Senator Chafee, Senator Breaux, and all of
us. The industry believes that the luxury tax is a major cause of its
problems.

I requested this hearing to give the industry a chance to present
its case, and to give the members of this committee the chance to
hear and consider that case.

I have also joined Senators Breaux, Chafee and Bradley in re-
questing that the Internal Revenue Service provide information to
Congress with respect to the cost of administering the boat excise
tax, the revenues expected to be generated by the tax, and the esti-
mated loss of income tax revenues resulting from job losses in the
industry due to the tax.

Finally, the General Accounting Office is now conducting a study
of the economic effects of the boat excise tax. It is my hope that the
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record developed today and later by the Internal Revenue Service
and the General Accounting Office will enable Congress to careful-
ly take another look at this issue to determine the appropriate
-Tiilid policy. If that record establishes that as a result of the impo-.
sition of the tax large numbers of jobs have been lost and revenues
are down, then I will do all I can to obtain repeal of the tax. Mr.
Chairman, there is a long list of witnesses for the hearing, and my
responsibilities as Majority Leader do not permit me to stay for the
entire hearing. I do hope to return for the panel testifying on boat
excise taxes, the floor schedule permitting.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your courtesy.
Senator BOREN. Thank you very much, Senator Mitchell.
Senator Chafee.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN H. CHAFEE, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM RHODE ISLAND

Senator CHAFEE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. And I
want to thank you for holding this hearing on S. 649, amongst
others. S. 649 is a bill that Senator Breaux and I have introduced
to end the so-called luxury tax on boats. I want to welcome Mr. Ev-
erett Pearson here, from Rhode Island, who is going to testify on
this subject. May I say that also I have a matter on the floor, but
will return for the panel that deals with the boat tax.

Mr. Chairman, this new tax was meant to soak the rich by put-
ting taxes on luxuries such as airplanes, boats, furs, jewelry, expen-
sive cars. However, it turned out to not tax the rich, but tax the
middle income/lower income people who build boats, and it has
been a disaster.

It is a very unfair tax. It does not deal with all the items that
might be perceived as luxuries. For example, it does not address
the purchase of a $250,000 second home in Vail, Colorado, or
Hilton Head, South Carolina.

The tax can be avoided by purchasing a boat from a foreign man-
ufacturer and registering it in a foreign country, such as the Baha-
mas. And, indeed, the government of the Bahamas is reducing its
taxes on boats registered in that country and is encouraging Amer-
icans to purchase and register their boats outside of the United
States.

The main reason the tax is unfair, however, Mr. Chairman, is
that it has had a dramatic impact on the boat-building industry. It
is not a tax on the people that buy these boats; it is a tax on the
boat-building industry. And it is being paid by American workers
who have lost their jobs as a result of the slow down in large boat
sales.

The boat-building industry obviously is sensitive to the economy.
We recognize that. When the economy goes down, boat sales go
down. And thus, boat sales dropped from 1988 to 1990 by 40 per-
cent. After this tax was enacted 8 months ago, the boat-building in-
dustry experienced another 25-percent drop in sales.

It is estimated that 19,000 boat builders across the country will
lose their jobs; already in our State 1,400 have lost their jobs, and
we expect more. According to the Joint Committee on Taxation,



this luxury tax on boats was meant to raise $3 million in 1991, and
$148 million over the next 5 years.

That did not take into account the cost of collection, the econom-
ic impact it would have on jobs and the ability of those individuals
and the employers-the companies-to pay Federal income taxes,
as well as payroll taxes. And, of course, we have had increased un-
employment compensation payments.

I will just tell you a little bit about my State, Mr. Chairman. We
have a million people. We produce more sail boat hulls than any
State in the Nationfrom that small State. But there are a lot of
other industries associated with it, such as those companies that
make the lines, the winches, the sails, the spars, the masts, and
many other parts that are associated with boat-building. All of
them have suffered.

And Mr. Chairman, the unusual thing was that the large boat
sales during recessions have generally held up pretty well in the
past. But this luxury tax has killed off those large boat sales even
during a recession.

David Walters, from his company, writes that his company sold
about six sail boats a year in the price range from $300,000 to
$600,000. Since the tax went in, they have not received a single
order, and he has closed his boat yard.

Pearson Yachts, going for over 30 years, employing 275 people in
our State less than 2 years ago, has closed its doors. They have not
sold any of the large boats. We are going to hear from Mr. Pearson,
but I would like to mention Ted Hood, whom he will refer to in his
testimony. The last contract for a big boat received by his large
custom boat-building operation was last September. Three other
contracts being negotiated fell through when the tax came in.

In conclusion, this is a terribly unfair tax. It is not on wealthy
Americans, but it is on skilled American workers who are em-
ployed in the boat-building industry.

Mr. Chairman, I hope we can remove this tax and remove it
quickly so that we can get on with those jobs involved with the
boat-building industry.

Thank you.
Senator BOREN. Thank you very much, Senator Chafee. Senator

Baucus, is there any opening comment that you would like to
make?

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. MAX BAUCUS, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM MONTANA

Senator BAUCUS. First, thank you very much for switching on
the microphone switch. Second, for holding this hearing. And third,
Mr. Chairman, just the point that you made. These communities,
local municipalities in our country are very, very strapped.

In Montana, for example, tax receipts are down by about 2 per-
cent, and yet, inflationary cost that municipalities are facing,
which is 15 some percent, so that on an effective basis in Montana,
communities have 17 percent less revenue to meet more needs than
they had formerly. And I think that the legislation that we are
considering this morning will go a long way-not enough-but at



least a long way to alleviate some of the financial constraints that
our communities are facing.

And I thank you for holding this hearing.
Senator BOREN. Thank you very much, Senator Baucus. Senator

Breaux, any opening comments that you would like to make?
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN BREAUX, A U.S. SENATOR

FROM LOUISIANA
Senator BREAUX. Very briefly, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for

starting our hearing today. It is going to be very extensive. I know
that there are a number of subjects, and opening comments indi-
cate that we are basically talking about the luxury tax on boats,
which is an interest that I have, having the legislation which will
repeal the so-called luxury tax on boats.

I know it is hard for everybody to believe, but every now and
then Congress makes a mistake. And the luxury tax on boats is
clearly an example of a good effort that has gone astray. Congress,
in fact, made a mistake when we passed the so-called 10-percent
luxury tax on large boats.

I think everybody thought we were going to get people who had a
very high income to contribute to deficit reduction. And the early
facts indicate that that is simply not happening. The last estimate
that we have from the Joint Tax Committee shows that we are
talking about $3 million in 1991. And the question is, is that worth
the hardship and the lost jobs and the loss of businesses in this
country to get $3 million? And I would suggest that the answer is
clearly no.

If the industry was already in a downturn, I think we have
shoved their head under water, because this is really the final blow
to an industry which is struggling to survive.

There are so many exemptions and ways to avoid the tax by
buying a used boat, by exporting the vessel and registering it over-
seas. People who are very wealthy are going to find a way to get
around this tax.

The real losers are the middle class workers who do not have
that option; they simply lose their job. Estimates as much as 18,000
jobs would be lost. I do not think that is worth $3 million a year in
revenues. We have mad.. a mistake, we should recognize it, we
should correct it, we should pass my bill.

Mr. Chairman, I also want to being to the attention of my col-
leagues a recent independent study demonstrating how harmful
this tax has been for the automobile sector as well. It projects sub-
stantial lost jobs and Federal and State revenue losses.

Mr. Chairman, I ask that you include in the record the study and
the prepared statement of Mr. Robert M. McElwaine, executive di-
rector of the coalition that funded the study.

[The material appears in the appendix.]
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BOREN. Thank you very much, Senator Breaux. We will

begin with our first witness this morning. Kenneth Gideon, the As-
sistant Secretary of Treasury for Tax Policy, who will make some
summary comments about the various proposals before us.



If Senator Domenici arrives after Mr. Gideon, we will then turn
to a panel consisting of Senator Domenici and Senator Dodd. They
will discuss the Domenici and Baucus bills that were describel ear-
lier.

But let me first turn to Secretary Gideon for his comments to set
the stage then for the testimony from the remainder of our wit-
nesses.

STATEMENT OF HON. KENNETH W. GIDEON, ASSISTANT
SECRETARY OF TREASURY FOR TAX POLICY

Assistant Secretary GIDEON. Mr. Chairman, members of the com-
mittee, I am pleased to be here today to present the views of the
Administration on a number of revenue measures. I thank you for
including my full written statement in the record.

[The prepared statement of Secretary Gideon appears in the ap-
pendix.]

Assistant Secretary GIDEON. We are generally concerned about
the revenue costs of these proposals in view of the pay-as-you-go
system adopted as part of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act
in 1990.

S. 649 would repeal the luxury tax on boats. We do not support
repeal of the luxury boat excise tax at this time. The tax has been
in effect for less than 6 months, a period which coincided with the
economic downturn. It is simply too early to assess what its actual
impact will be in terms of effect on the industry, revenues realized,
or difficulty of administration.

S. 284 would amend Section 101 of the Internal Revenue Code to
provide that amounts paid under a life insurance contract of a ter-
minally ill insured would be treated as amounts paid by reason of
the death of the insured and, therefore, excludable from gross
income.

A terminally ill insured individual is defined as "an individual
who has been certified by a licensed physician as having an illness
or physical condition that can reasonably be expected to result in
death in 12 months, or less." Other provisions of this bill are de-
scribed in my written statement.

We oppose expansion of Section 101, as proposed. Section 101 cur-
rently provides for the exclusion from income of amounts paid
under a life insurance contract by reason of the death of the in-
sured.

We believe the fundamental family security rationale for the tax-
free treatment of the inside build-up in life insurance would be un-
dermined if the provision is broadened in the manner proposed.

While we are sympathetic to the goal of helping the terminally
ill, let me simply note in briefly passing that the trigger proposed
for early payment is particularly problematic.

A physician's certification that an individual has less than 1 year
to live raises serious problems of administration. Audit of such a
certificate would be virtually impossible, and if the standard is ef-
fectively unauditable, compliance concerns are certain to arise.

S. 913 would remove or liberalize certain existing restrictions on
tax-exempt bonds. The bill contains seven specific provisions.
Taking those provisions one by one:



We oppose increasing the $5 million small-issuer exception to ar-
bitrage rebate to 25 million. The proposal would be expensive, and
would defeat, in part, the policy of discouraging arbitrage motivat-
ed transactions.

We recognize that an argument can be made for increasing the
small-issuer exception to 10 million to conform it to the $10 million
small-issuer bank qualified bond exception. However, absent an ac-
ceptable offset, we do not support even such a limited expansion.

We oppose the proposal to make the 2-year spend-down exception
to rebate retroactive. Our opposition is based both on our general
policy of opposing retroactive tax legislation, and the fact that the
proposal would provide a windfall for many issuers.

We oppose the proposal to increase the $10 million bank quali-
fied exception to $25 million. We do not believe there is a justifica-
tion for granting financial institutions additional relief under Sec-
tion 265.

We do not oppose the proposal to repeal the 5-percent private in-
terest business use test, provided that an acceptable offset is pro-
vided. This part of Section 141 is often misunderstood by issuers
and is not easily administered by the Internal Revenue Service.

We are in general agreement with the notion that it should not
be necessary to apply both yield restriction and arbitrage rebate re-
strictions to the same bond issue.

There may, however, be circumstances in which arbitrage rebate
alone may not be sufficient to prevent issuances with the signifi-
cant purpose of earning arbitrage. Therefore, we would request re-
sidual authority in the Treasury to impose yield restriction.

We believe that the proposal to permit issuers to retain a per-
centage of the arbitrage earned merits serious consideration, but
we think that it needs further study.

We support the proposal to define certain advance funding bonds
as a device under Section 149.

S. 90 would accord bonds issued to finance "infrastructure facili-
ties" the same treatment that non-private activity governmental
bonds currently receive under the Code.

There are three provisions in this bill. Let me outline quickly our
position on each of those.

We oppose treating infrastructure bonds as governmental bonds.
This provision would result in a significant increase in the amount
of tax-exempt bonds issued.

We oppose the proposed 3-year exception to arbitrage rebate.
This proposal was considered and rejected when Congress reached
agreement with respect to the 2-year spend-down exception to arbi-
trage rebate.

We oppose treating infrastructure facilities as 7-year ACRS prop-
erty and is exempt from the treatment as tax-exempt use property.
We do not believe that there is a basis for allowing accelerated de-
preciation on such facilities in addition to the implicit Federal sub-
sidy arising from tax exemption on the indebtedness.

All three of these items would result in significant revenue loss.
Finally, S. 150 would generally treat bonds, the proceeds of

which are loaned to or used by Section 501(cX3) organizations for
their exempt 501(cX3) purposes, in the same manner as governmen-



tal bonds. This would effectively repeal the limitation on such
bonds added in the Tax Reform Act of 1986.

We oppose this proposal. It would significantly expand a large
class of tax-exempt obligations and would result in significant reve-
nue loss to the Federal Government.

Mr. Chairman, I would be pleased to answer any questions which
you and other members may have at this time.

Senator BOREN. Secretary Gideon, do you have in front of you
the revenue estimates or estimates of lost revenue from these vari-
ous proposals?

Assistant Secretary GIDEON. I do not have specific revenue esti-
mates with me today, Senator, but we can provide those, if you
wish.

Senator BOREN. In weighing the position that Treasury has
taken-which is mainly negative on most of these proposals-have
you considered the additional costs mandated upon State and local
governments? In deciding whether or not this merits some consid-
eration by the Federal Government, have you made any effort to
determine the additional cost for State and local governments, or
in some instances, for certain elements of the private sector, to
comply with some of the mandated changes-for example, in the
environmental field?

Assistant Secretary GIDEON. I think that to the extent that that
refers to the infrastructure bill, which I think is the one to which
it primarily relates, we question whether an expansion of tax-
exempt bonds would be the most efficient way to deal with that
issue.

If Congress wishes to provide relief to the States, we think it
might far more efficiently do that through some other method. Any
use of tax-exempt bonds involves some loss that really does not go
to the States, but is felt in the loss of revenue to the Federal Gov-
ernment. We just do not think it is an efficient subsidy.

Senator BOREN. Do you feel that a direct subsidy would be less
expensive, or is there any data that would demonstrate this in
terms of the need?

Assistant Secretary GIDEON. I think that as compared with a tax-
exempt bond, a direct subsidy might well be less expensive.

Senator BOREN. Questions from other members of the committee.
Senator BAUCUS. I have no questions.
Senator BOREN. Senator Breaux.
Senator BREAUX. Thank you, Ken, for being with us. and having

to be an expert on so many different areas.
Let me just ask a couple of things on the luxury tax on boats.

You basically say that it is too early to support a repeal of' it be-
cause it has been in effect for less than 6 months.

I have taken the position that if we made a mistake, we ought to
try and correct it as early as possible and not let it continue to
cause problems and get set into place for a longer period of time.

We sent a letter to Commissioner Goldberg signed by four mem-
bers from the committee asking fbr some estimates. And I am won-
dering if your department has any preliminary indications of any
of the effects of the so-called luxury tax.

I know you have not completed it yet, but what we ask for, to
give us estimates on the cost of administering the tax, the revenues



expected to be generated, the estimated loss of income tax as a
result of any lost jobs in the boating industry. Do we have any kind
of early indications from you folks as to the trend in any of these
areas that we asked for?

Assistant Secretary GIDEON. I do not think that we are going to
be able to give you data on many of the areas that you ask for,
simply because the data simply does not come in that fast. What
we do have is some preliminary data on collection, and I would
stress that it is preliminary, because in the initial implementation
of any tax, we find that-the IRS is still receiving, for example,
first quarter returns.

But as of May 25th, which is the last date that we had, we be-
lieve that collections under the boat excise tax were approximately
$900,000. That would relate only to the first quarter period.

Senator BREAUX. Let me ask you the question, some of the stud-
ies that have been done by the industry that is affected-

Assistant Secretary GIDEON. Yes.
Senator BREAUX [continuing]. They are generally the people who

would best be able to give us that information early-said that in
the first 3 months alone, the taxes resulted in a 38-percent decline
in retail jobs in their industry. And, and during that same period,
sales are down 86 percent-almost $95 million over the same
period last year. Now, I know it is hard to say what is the reason
for that, recession, or people are just not buying boats because of
the difficult economic times, but do you have any thoughts about
what they have told us the effect has been, as to the validity of de-
cline that they are projecting from their results?

Assistant Secretary GIDEON. I think that we do not have data
that would allow us to disagree with them at this point, but I think
that you have already pointed out some of the reasons to wonder
whether at this point in time we really can assess this.

I mean, the first 6 months of this tax did coincide with the eco-
nomic downturn. Obviously, this kind of purchase tends to be af-
fected. It often is a discretionary purchase. It is the sort of thing
that people may choose to forego. So, there is a question, I think,
legitimately, about what the specific impact of the tax itself might
have been.

Second, and I think this is just a fact-I do not criticize members
for making these proposals, but it is a fact of life that if the public
believes there is a serious possibility of repeal, that in itself may
have an effect on how fast they are willing to jump out there and
make purchases.

Senator BREAUX. Let me just ask one final question, Mr. Chair-
man. I know that if an industry is in a downturn already, adding a
10-percent tax to it is certainly not going to help it recover. It has
just the opposite effect; it pushes it even faster into a downturn.
But how long do you think a period of time needs to pass before
your type of reflections on the effect of a tax would need to be a
valid reflection?

Assistant Secretary GIDEON. Well, let me parse that question into
its pieces. If you are asking how long would it be until we had a
good data base, that period typically takes us 2 or 3 years, mini-
mum. On the other hand, that may well be beyond the period of
time that those in the Congress want to wait to do that sort of



thing. But if you are asking me a data question, it will take awhile
to get a good data base.

Senator BREAUX. I thank you, Ken.
Mr. Chairman, I am only concerned that if you waited for that

period to occur, we may not have a problem, because we may not
have an industry left.

Thank you.
Senator BOREN. Thank you very much, Senator Breaux. Mr.

Gideon, we appreciate your comments. And I think in the press of
time, we will receive, of course, your full statement for the record,
which you have summarized for us. I see Senator Domenici is not
yet here, but I know that Senator Dodd must go on to a mark-up,
so we will proceed with Senator Dodd, who will, I believe, address
S. 913. Is that correct, Senator Dodd?

Senator DODD. Correct.
Senator BOREN. And then Senator Reid is not yet here, but Rep-

resentative Vucanovich is here, and also Senator Bryan is here.
And we will proceed with them immediately after we hear from
Senator Dodd.

Senator Dodd, we appreciate your understanding of our time con-
straints today. We know you are under pressure, and we would
welcome your comments on S. 913.

STATEMENT OF HON. CHRISTOPHER J. DODD, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM CONNECTICUT

Senator DODD. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. First
of all, I appreciate immensely the opportunity to be able to appear
before the committee today, and I will ask in advance that any pre-
pared statements and supporting material be included in the
record at the discretion of the Chair.

Senator BOREN. Without objection, we will receive your full state-
ment.

[The prepared statement of Senator Dodd appears in the appen-
dix.]

Senator DODD. I will just quickly comment as well on two other
matters. Senator Breaux talked about the luxury boat tax, and I
am a co-sponsor of that legislation. As he points out, by the time
we get the data, there will not be much of an industry left.

It is a vitally important industry all across this country, but par-
ticularly in coastal States. Certainly Louisiana and Connecticut
have been adversely affected by this.

When I think of that, Mr. Chairman, and think of the Tax
Reform Act of 1986, I remember that wonderful commentator on
language, Yogi Berra, who said, "it is a great pity that we do not
have hindsight in advance." His comments certainly are applicable
to this situation.

Also, Mr. Chairman, you will be hearing testimony a little bit
later on S. 284, the Living Benefits Act. Knowing the demands the
Federal Government is under-it seems to me this piece of legisla-
tion makes all the sense in the world in terms of meeting the
public policy of allowing people to live out their remaining few
days with a sense of dignity and allowing them to have access to



some of their life insurance benefits during those limited days, I
strongly support that legislation, as well.

Mr. Chairman, I am here this morning primarily to comment on
a piece of legislation introduced by my good friend and colleague,
Senator Baucus, and co-sponsored by the Chair, dealing with our
local governments, S. 913, the Tax-Exempt Bond Simplification Act.

Mr. Chairman, you will be hearing from four State Treasurers
later this morning, from Ohio, California, Texas, and Maine. They
strongly support this legislation, as do a variety of other public af-
filiations that recognize the importance of this particular legisla-
tion.

Mr. Chairman, I have already held some hearings on the plight
of municipalities. In a sense, I was stepping a bit beyond the limita-
tions of my jurisdiction as the chairman of the Subcommittee on
Securities. We looked at municipal securities and what is happen-
ing in cities.

What Senator Baucus has proposed had a ringing endorsement
from peolaX who are working to address the funding needs of our
cities and counties.

Our hearing record produced dramatic testimony about the mag-
nitude of the problems facing State and local governments. And I
will submit for the record those reports from the National Gover-
nors' Association, the National League of Cities, and the U.S. Con-
ference of Mayors.

The National Governors' Association report states that, "From
Connecticut to California State, fiscal conditions in 1991 are the
worst in nearly a decade. The most important single indicator of
State fiscal health, total balance has fallen to a level of $5.9 bil-
lion, or just 2 percent of expenditures," to quote that report.

If you leave out Alaska, State balances are about 1.5 percent of
expenditures. That is less than one-third of what they were just 2
years ago.

The Governors' report shows that 29 States have reduced their
fiscal 1991 budgets by $8 billion in this country. Proposed State tax
and other revenue increases for fiscal 1992 now totals $6.6 billion,
and are likely to grow if the recession persists.

More tax increases and budget cuts will be necessary for many
States just to keep their heads above water. We cannot forget
about funding new bridges, roads, and schools.

I know there are some who say that we are moving out of this
recession. I hope that is true, Mr. Chairman, but I am not con-
vinced that that is the case. The dramatic budget cuts and tax in-
creases that are occurring in State after State across this country,
at best, will be a serious drag on any recovery; and at worst, they
will push us even deeper into the recession.

And what about this crisis in our cities, Mr. Chairman? Of
course, all of you must be aware of what has happened to the larg-
est city in my home State of Connecticut-the most affluent State
in the Nation, by the way, on a per capita income basis-and yet
Hartford, Bridgeport, and New Haven rank as the fourth, seventh,
and ninth poorest cities in America with populations over 100,000.

Mr. Chairman, I would just cite some statistics to tell you what
is going on here. Put aside the recession. Put aside the credit
crunch we are facing.



In 1960, per capita income of people living in urban areas was
105% of the per capita income of people living in the immediate
surrounding suburban communities. That was 1960. In 1980, it was
almrvt 90 percent. That was 10 years ago. In 1987, it was about 57
percent. It has just fallen off the ledge. That is number one.

Number two, in 1980, the Federal Government contributed on
the average about 17.5 percent of the funding needs of local budg-
ets. That is when we had a deficit in this country of $35 billion on
an annual basis. Today we are contributing about 6.2 percent of the
funding needs of those same urban areas. So consider those statis-
tics: the diminishing tax base to support what is needed in these
cities, and the lack of Federal contribution. Now, consider what we
are trying to do in this legislation. That is to attract what has been
an historic major asset to our States and cities, tax-free bonds. Con-
gress added tremendously to the cost of issuing these bonds as a
result of the 1986 Tax Act. There is a great deal of data, Mr. Chair-
man, in my testimony about these additional costs.

Just to give you an idea of what we are talking about, I am told
by Connecticut Treasury officials that before the passage of the
1986 Act, bond counsel fees for a $150 million issue were about
$50,000. And the documents were about a half an inch think. That
is a general comment.

Today, the bond counsel fees as a result of the 1986 Tax Act for
an issue of that size range from $250,000 to $350,000. And the docu-
ments they have to file are about 4 inches thick.

So, with the 1986 Tax Act, the intention was to try and expedite
things and make it simpler, but we just added tremendously to
these costs and to the bureaucracy that is associated with it. And
so, we are strangling what historically has been a very important
and vital means to assist local governments.

Mr. Chairman, I included some other material here. I see my col-
league from New Mexico is here. He has a different kind of propos-
al, dealing with environmental infrastructure, but nonetheless, I
think, it is equally important.

I want to commend Senator Baucus for taking the lead on this
issue. I am honored to be a co-sponsor with him. I realize that you
have a large agenda and many issues to consider.

But, in addition to what we have to do in terms of tightening the
belt at local and State levels-and they are certainly trying to do
that-we should also be aware that as a result of the changes in
1986, it is almost impossible for these cities and States to be able to
attract revenues to support the vitally needed infrastructures they
must have in order to grow.

So, my compliments to the committee.
Senator BOREN. Thank you very much, Senator Dodd. I think

those statistics you cited about the shrinking ability of the inner
cities, for example, to meet their responsibilities are really, really
dramatic.

And many of us are involved in trying to help some of those com-
munities struggle with those problems. I have the privilege, be-
cause of university involvement, of trying to help one of the cities
in your home State grapple with these problems-New Haven-
and I have seen in a very dramatic fashion just what the shrinking



tax base does when the needs are increasing at an inverse propor-
tion to the ability to meet them.

And then when we make it even more difficult for these commu-
nities to obtain the borrowing capability and add to the cost of bor-
rowing to meet these needs, we just hit them again and make it
even more difficult for them to ever climb out of this cycle.

You probably heard Secretary Gideon's comment saying that he
felt that one: we could not absorb the revenue loss that would come
from the changes that are advocated in both S. 913 and S. 90,
which relate to the same problems.

He also indicated that, well, if we wanted to help the local com-
munities, maybe a better way to do it was through direct subsidies
and direct grants, and so on. I wonder if you would have any com-
ments about his statement in that regard.

Senator DODD. Well, Mr. Chairman, first of all, I should point out
that the headline last week was Bridgeport, but if we think that is
the end of it, we are deluding ourselves. You mentioned New
Haven. That may not be far behind Philadelphia. This is going to
go right across the country. So, what happened in Bridgeport, Con-
necticut is not an isolated example of what is going on, and that
point you make, I think, is important.

We have looked at and obviously anticipated your question about
the revenue losses and the offsets here. We actually believe that
the numbers are not quite clear.

In fact, we think the Joint Tax Committee numbers-and Sena-
tor Baucus certainly is aware, if not more aware than I am about
this-are actually high. In fact, the revenue loss may be substan-
tially less than what has been suggested. Talking more, probably,
in the neighborhood of 300 million, or a little higher than that,
rather than the 700 million I think they were talking about for S.
913.

But Mr. Chairman, the hard realities of life are such that, with a
deficit that we are operating under, we cannot realistically come
up with the kind of resources for our cities that historically the pri-
vate sector has generated.

And frankly, it may be more efficient, as I heard Mr. Gideon sug-
gest. I do not argue that it is more efficient, I suppose, to write a
check from the Federal Government. But being efficient and practi-
cal is another matter here, and we just do not have the resources
to be able to do it. Historically, we have been able to attract pri-
vate dollars into these areas. That is far more realistic, it seems to
me.

Senator BOREN. I would make only one comment. I agree with
everything you said. I would add to it-and maybe again, this is
the former Governor coming out in me-that I never saw a single
program that we operated at the State level, a direct grant pro-
gram, a social program, or any other program, in which we operat-
ed at a higher overhead than did the similar program by the Feder-
al Government.

We usually operated with a 10th the number of people in over-
head. There were also a lot fewer strings attached, a lot fewer ap-
plication forms, and a lot lower mountain of paper work involved.

And I have some difficulty in believing direct grant approaches
are the most efficient solutions, given the application process, with



the Federal bureaucratic overhead involved, and all the associated
guidelines and regulations, and the legal staff required to under-
stand those regulations. I usually find that the Tax Code is a more
effective way, in many respects, of helping people devise ways to
meet their own local responsibilities than that kind of direct grant
process.

I have never been convinced that some of those subsidies that
stimulated the rebuilding of our inner cities through the Tax Code
were necessarily less costly or less desirable than some of our HUD
programs, which have received such great reviews in the past in
terms of their cost, and so on. So, I wonder if my perception is ac-
curate.

Senator DODD. No, I think your point is well-taken. I would rec-
ommend as well, Mr. Chairman, if you have not seen it already, a
study done by a Mr. Ashauer. People who are specialists in this
field have examined it pretty closely. He compares the investment
in public infrastructure and productivity rates.

Senator BOREN. Right.
Senator DODD. And has drawn the conclusion that there is a

direct correlation. When you fail to invest an infrastructure, it has
a dramatic impact on productivity rates. But your point is very
well-taken.

Senator BOREN. Any questions, Senator Baucus?
Senator BAUCUS. I want to just thank you, Senator, for your com-

mittee's work. I mean, the data you have developed is very compel-
ling. It just buttresses and complements the testimony and experi-
ence of others around the country. And I very much thank you for
all your work.

Senator DODD. Thank you.
Senator BAUCUS. I am glad that you crept close to intruding upon

another committee's jurisdiction. It is very reliable data. Thank
you.

Senator DODD. I will not do it again.
Senator BAUCUS. I hope you do.
Senator DODD. Particularly the Finance Committee.
Senator BAUCUS. I hope you do.
Senator DODD. Thank you very much. Anything else, Mr. Chair-

man?
Senator BOREN. Senator Breaux?
Senator BREAUX. No questions.
Senator BOREN. Thank you very much, Senator Dodd.
Senator DODD. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I appreci-

ate it.
Senator BOREN. I know that you must go; I see Senator Domenici

has joined us. He is scheduled to speak next, and then we will turn
immediately to Senator Bryan and Representative Vucanovich to
testify. Did I see Senator Reid come in, or is he coming back? All
right. Senator Domenici, we welcome your comments on S. 90, the
Environmental Infrastructure Act, of which I am very proud to be
a co-sponsor.
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STATEMENT OF HON. PETE V. DOMENICI, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
NEW MEXICO

Senator DOMENICI. Thank you. Thank you very much, Mr. Chair-
man and members of the committee. Let me say to the Senator and
Representative who are waiting, I am going to be brief because ob-
viously members and the staff of this committee understand what
Senate Bill 90 is about, but let me just-

Senator BOREN. We will receive your full statement for the
record, and all documents.

Senator DOMENICI. I appreciate that.
[The prepared stat.inent of Senator Domenici appears in the ap-

pendix.]
Senator DOMENJ.CI. Let me just suggest that if there is anything

that is obvious in America, it is that Congress is imposing many
mandates on cities, counties, and States, and we are not giving
them the wherewithal to take care of those mandates. We do not
have to do that. But I am not suggesting we should in all respects,
because many of these mandates are health standards and are
quite appropriate.

However in crafting S. 90, I looked at two national studies. One
in-depth study was done at the direction of the Public Works Com-
mittee, called "Fragile Foundations, A Report on America's Public
Works, National Council on Public Works Improvements." Another
study was done for the Budget Committee of the Senate, called The
Private Advisory Panel on Infrastructure Financing. Both of those
studies focused on environmental infrastructure in the country,
and on the inability of communities, cities, States, and counties to
pay for that infrastructure.

What I have done in S. 90 is to take two recommendations that
were made by those two panels, and have incorporated them into a
very narrow bill that deals with environmental infrastructure, that
is projects for water supply, sewage treatment, solid and hazardous
waste disposal, and facilities needed to meet EPA standards. The
bill permits municipalities to finance such facilities at the local
level through fax-free bonds, lifting the cap on tax-free bonds.

Additional, these bonds would no longer be subject to the mini-
mum tax-that is the interest that comes on those tax-free bonds.
Finally, the bill encourages partnerships between t,.e private and
public sectors with reference to investing in environmental infra-
structure projects.

Mr. Chairman, in current law we have permitted one tax treat-
ment for solid waste disposal, but not for other environmental in-
frastructure needs. This bill allows us to go ahead and treat all
types of environmental infrastructures the same for tax treatment
under the Code as you do for solid waste facilities, thus permitting
the private investor to get a better investment opportunity in any
of these kinds of investments.

Now, frankly, I believe, contrary to what was said by the repre-
sentative of the Administration-and clearly, I understand that
this might cost as much as $350 million a year to the tax coffers of
the country-unless and until we find a way to do that with the
budget agreement that says neutrality is the thing, we just will not
do it.



I believe this is a far more efficient way to deal with infrastruc-
ture needs rather than grants or other kinds of aid. It may cost us
more, but we will get better facilities by doing it this way than
under any grant program.

As well, we will get an injection of private sector initiative in
two or three of these areas, where they will form partnerships be-
cause they will get tax benefits. Nonetheless, these will be efficient
facilities, or they will not invest in them. So, I truly believe the
time has come for this kind of approach to meeting environmental
needs in the country. We are not going to be able to finance them
any other way, and we are going to have to use the Tax Code and
give our cities, States, and investors a break.

I have heard no one say that we are overloaded with tax-free
bonds, and to put these on the market would negate their effective-
ness. If somebody were here to say that, that would be a pretty
good argument. But I do not believe there is anybody here saying
that.

Senator BOREN. Well, thank you very much, Senator Domenici.
Needless to say, it will not surprise you to hear that I agree very
strongly with the comments that you just made. I think we all
have these very important environmental goals that we want to see
achieved.Congress has legislated and mandated in many areas already;
undoubtedly it will legislate and mandate in others where we need
to take action. We do not deny the need to do so, but I think we
must provide help to those at the State and local level to meet
these responsibilities that are being placed on them.

I also agree with you that we are going to have more cost-effec-
tive and better designed programs and projects to meet the unique
local needs if we let these projects operate through the market-
place rather than through the creation of an expanded Federal bu-
reaucracy. Given the way that the budget rules now operate, we
are probably not going to have such expansion anyway as the Sena-
tor from New Mexico well knows.

Senator DoMENICI. I want to thank you for co-sponsoring this,
Mr. Chairman.

Senator BOREN. Thank you very much. Any comments from
other members of the committee?

[No response.]
Senator BOREN. Thank you very much, Senator Domenici. Sena-

tor Pell has arrived, and Senator Graham has arrived. I have just
explained that Senator Bryan and his colleague from Nevada have
been here some time. I will ask all four of you to please come up to
the front at this time, and we will proceed.

Since Senator Bryan and Representative Vucanovich have been
waiting for some time, let me allow them to make their brief open-
ing statements, and let me say again, we will receive your full
statements and any supporting documentation for the record. And
then we will immediately proceed to Chairman Pell and to our col-
league, Senator Graham, to talk about the boat tax, proposal S.
649.

So, at this time, Senator Bryan, we would welcome your com-
ments about S. 267, and the comments of your colleague in regard



to the pension and retirement income provisions of that particular
bill.

STATEMENT OF HON. RICHARD H. BRYAN, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
NEVADA

Senator BRYAN. Mr. Chairman, I thank you very much, and I ap-
preciate your courtesy in arranging for this hearing today.

As you have indicated, I am here testifying in support of S. 267,
legislation introduced by Senator Reid and myself, to eliminate the
State source income tax on retirement income.

Later this afternoon, you will be hearing testimony from Mr. Bill
Hoffman of Carson City, Nevada, who is here to testify on behalf of
his group, RESIST. RESIST has been an extremely effective group
on bringing this issue to the attention of not only the Congress, but
the American public.

As we all know, many individuals choose to retire to States other
than those where they spent their working life. There are many
reasons for such moves, and I think all of us could agree that retir-
ees ought to have the right to live wherever they choose.

As Mr. Hoffman will describe in greater detail, many retirees are
not allowed to break their ties to their former State. These individ-
uals are not allowed to vote or receive services in their former
State. Nevertheless, they are forced to pay their former State
income taxes on their retirement income.

In Nevada, approximately 100,000 retirees face this unfair and
burdensome taxation. While this problem is especially acute for re-
tirees who move to States like Nevada, which collects no State
income tax, the injustice of this taxation without representation
should offend all of us.

In addition to placing an undue burden on retirees who choose to
move to a different State, the source taxes restrict the new State's
ability to raise revenues, even though the new State is now
charged with the responsibility of providing services to the retiree.

While none of us enjoy paying taxes, most of us understand the
necessity for taxes, with two major caveats.

First, we expect to have some sort of control, no matter how indi-
rect, over the decision-making process regarding both the assess-
ment of the taxes, and the spending of the associated revenues. As
we all know, this is the very principal upon which our Nation was
founded.

Second, we expect to receive some sort of benefit from the taxes
we pay. The victims of the source tax have neither the control, nor
the benefits of the taxes which are collected by their former States.

Over the past few years, I have listened to many accounts of how
the source tax effects the constituents in my State. Let me just cite
one that appeared in the Las Vegas Review Journal recently, and I
quote, "Perhaps the saddest case is that of a 72-year-old Gertrude
Eberly, of Fallon, NV. Nine years after moving to Nevada, she sud-
denly was hit with a bill for $4,000 in delinquent California income
taxes. Unable to pay it all out of her $13,000 annual income, Ms.
Eberly agreed to pay $50 a month to California. If she lives long
enough, she might eventually be able to pay off that debt."



Mr. Chairman, retirees should not be subjected to this type of
abusive taxation. While there is a legitimate concern in some cases
regarding deferred income and the lack of tax payments on pension
contributions in the past, such situations cannot justify a life-long
servitude to a retiree's former State. Settlement arranges can and
should be worked out that reflect the interest of both the retirees
and their former States.

I have spent most of my nearly three decades of public service at
the State level. I value the right of States to govern themselves as
much as any other member of this distinguished body. Neverthe-
less, these rights stop at the State border. Taxation without repre-
sentation was not tolerated by our forbearers, and ought not to be
tolerated today.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you very much for holding this hearing,
and I am hopeful that we may move forward and act upon this leg-
islative proposal.

[The prepared statement of Senator Bryan appears in the appen-
dix.]

Senator BOREN. Thank you very much, Senator Bryan.
Representative Vucanovich, we would welcome your comments.

STATEMENT OF HON. BARBARA VUCANOVICH, A U.S.
REPRESENTATIVE FROM NEVADA

Representative VUCANOVICH. Thank you very much, Senator, and
I appreciate the opportunity to be here. My colleague from the
Senate has made a good many of the points that I would like to
make in support of S. 267. And he has also mentioned Bill Hoff-
man, who is in the audience, and who will be testifying later on.

So, I would just like to make a couple of comments about the
companion legislation that I have in the House and make a few
comments that I think are relative, and then, naturally, my com-
ments will be part of the record, I understand.

Bill Hoffman himself came to see me quite a few years ago on
this subject, and I have introduced legislation prior to this time,
but again, on January 3rd of this year, in response to a growing
anti-tax movement in my State of Nevada, and many other States,
I have introduced H.R. 431 in the House. And both S. 267 and H.
431 would put an absolute ban on the unfair practice of taxing non-
residents pension income.

I am going to just summarize here, if I can. I think Senator
Bryan has made the same point. You know, the Boston Tea Party
and the Revolution occurred because of unreasonable taxation
without representation. And I think Congress has to resolve this
situation as soon as possible. Our seniors and our retirees deserve
no more.

In addition to H. 431, which has 115 co-sponsors, I have intro-
duced H.R. 1655, which has been referred to the House Ways and
Means Committee. And this is a little bit different bill.

This bill would amend the Tax Reform Act of 1986 to number
one, provide tax payers with an advance notice of the tax; second,
it would use a taxing formula that does not include income from
other States. And third, it would provide taxpayers an opportunity
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to repay the tax before they actually leave the State. Now, this bill
has 33 co-sponsors.

Mr. Chairman, I just would again say that it is important to the
seniors who are out there and who feel they have enough burdens
in this world without having to pay unfair income tax, and so I ask
that my full statement be made part of the record, and appreciate
the opportunity for this hearing. It is very important to the people
I represent. Thank you very much.

Senator BOREN. Thank you very much. Certainly both you and
your colleague, Senator Bryan, haxe done a good job in expressing
the problem that people face in being harassed by the burdens and
the administrative problems related to double taxation, and I think
you make a good case for the need to address this problem. I am
sure that it affects a large number of people-

Representative VUCANOVICH. It does.
Senator BOREN (continuing]. Who now are full-time residents in

your State. So we appreciate your testimony and will receive the
full statement and the back-up documents for the record.

Representative VUCANOVICH. Thank you very much, Mr. Chair-
man.

[The prepared statement of Representative Vucanovich appears
in the appendix.]

Senator BOREN. Any questions from our colleagues of this panel?
[No response.]
Senator BOREN. Thank you very much.
Representative VUCANOVICH. Thank you very much.
Senator BOREN. Thank you for your patience in waiting this

morning. Glad to have you with us.
We now are going to turn to a panel that relates to S. 649, the

luxury tax on boats. Some comments have already been made in
the opening statements of members about this particular proposal.
Our panel will consist of Senator Claiborne Pell of the State of
Rhode Island, Senator Bob Graham of Florida, Representative
Olympia Snowe of Maine, and Representative Clay Shaw, Jr. from
the State of Florida. We are happy to have all of you. I welcome
my colleagues and welcome our colleagues from the House who are
here to talk about a bill that I know is of great importance.

It has really a very strong regional impact. This is not a tax
burden that is distributed evenly across the country, and it has had
a very strong negative impact on the economy of certain regions of
the country. So, we welcome your testimony in relation to this bill.

Senator Pell, I know you have to return to your committee re-
sponsibilities, so we will begin with your statement. I might say to
all of you, before you arrived, I explained that we have close to 40
witnesses today and another hearing scheduled this afternoon.

As it was learned that we were having the miscellaneous hear-
ings, more and more items seemed to 1 e brought forward, and
more and more witnesses wanted to testify. We wanted to accom-
modate them all, so we are trying to hold all of our witnesses to 4
minutes in their opening statements, taking summaries of their
full statements, and all other documents for the record.

We welcome your comments, but I did want to let you know we
are trying to move along because of our time constraints. I know
you probably all have the same problems, as well.



Senator Pell.

STATEMENT OF HON. CLAIBORNE PELL, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
RHODE ISLAND

Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and thank
you for this opportunity to testify.

At the outset, I would like to congratulate and commend my col-
league from Rhode Island, Senator Chafee and Senator Breaux, for
their leadership in proposing S. 649 that would repeal the recre-
ational boat luxury tax, of which I am an original co-sponsor.

Mr. Chairman, the 10-percent excise tax on the sales price in
excess of $100,000 on recreational boats was enacted last year with
two objectives. One, to raise revenue. Two, to tax the rich. In reali-
ty, the tax fails in both of these objectives.

What the tax has produced in tandem with the economic reces-
sion, is a catastrophic collapse in the recreational boat industry.
Rhode Island is one of our nation's leading producers of recreation-
al boats, with a proud heritage of the great names in American
yachting history-Herreshoff, Pearson and the like.

That industry in Rhode Island has now been devastated by bank-
ruptcy, closings, and layoffs. Those in the industry of selling motor
and selling yachts to the rich will tell you today that the luxury
tax has played a major part in that collapse.

I have not heard one cry of complaint, Mr. Chairman, from rich
yachtsmen about the luxury tax on boats. But I have heard desper-
ate pleas for help from those whose jobs have been eliminated or
threatened by collapse of boat orders and sales.

I have heard from marine architects, shipwrights, skilled work-
ers in wood and fiberglass, engineers who have produced some of
the world's greatest and most admired sailing vessels and who are
now either jobless or will soon be.

Is the luxury tax raising revenue? The best informal estimates
are that it will raise less revenue than the cost to the Federal Gov-
ernment of imposing and collecting that tax.

Is the luxury tax really taxing the rich? Hardly. Any well-off
yachtsman who wishes to pursue his recreation can do so easily
without paying a luxury tax. He can, for example, buy a $500,000
yacht in England, home port it in the Caribbean, sail it up and
down the coast of the United States, stopping into such waters as
those of my own Naragasset Bay, or the Chesapeake Bay, and he
would pay no luxury tax.

Or, a well-off person can simply decide to pursue another less-
taxed recreation-buy a hunting lodge, a condominium at a ski
resort, maybe a string of polo ponies if he is really active, and
there is no luxury tax.

In truth, Mr. Chairman, if we wish to tax the well-off we must
tax their income, not their purchases.

To suggest this tax on recreation boats offsets the excise taxes
imposed last year upon beer, wine, cigarettes and gasoline con-
sumed by the average American is, I believe, absurd.

The luxury tax in boats is little more than a symbolic gesture to-
wards tax equity, but for the boating industry worker,; in my own



State of Rhode Island and other seashore States, it is a symbol they
cannot afford.

It is a tax that raises little or no revenue and instead of taxing
the rich, imposes a crushing burden of unemployment on thou-
sands of skilled American workers. I urge the subcommittee to ap-
prove legislation to repeal this tax.

Senator BOREN. Thank you very much, Senator Pell.
[The prepared statement of Senator Pell appears in the appen-

dix.]
Senator BOREN. Senator Graham.

STATEMENT OF HON. BOB GRAHAM, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
FLORIDA

Senator GRAHAM. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I, too,
appreciate this opportunity to testify on an issue of very great im-
portance to my State.

As Senator Pell has just stated, one purpose for the adoption of
the luxury tax on boats last year was to tax the wealthiest of
Americans.

Instead, those wealthy Americans have decided to postpone their
purchase, to acquire used boats not subject to this sur-tax, or to
buy boats in another country.

All of this has caused serious damage to the manufacturers, re-
tailers, and workers in America's boating industry, particularly in
my State of Florida.

Mr. Chairman, in Florida, manufacturing and sale of recreation-
al boats is a $3.5 billion annual industry. Since the luxury tax went
into effect on January 1, this industry has been in marked decline.

A study of 17 Florida boat dealers and custom manufacturers re-
vealed that boat sales have declined nearly 90 percent in the first
quarter of 1991, as compared to the first quarter of 1990.

These retailers have had to lay off nearly 30 percent of their
workers. No one can deny that the recession has had a devastating
effect on the boating industry. Throughout Florida boat dealers
admit that business was bad. Yet, they were weathering the reces-
sion. They cannot survive this tax. We are-not talking about the
demise of large, bureaucratic corporations. These retailers and
manufacturers are mostly family-owned proprietorships with less
than 100 employees.

This tax is also hurting cities and towns where the boat manu-
facturers are located. One example is Sarasota, FL, where Well-
craft Marine is located. Wellcraft, in 1988, produced more boats
than it had produced in its entire first decade of existence. Last
year, however, Wellcraft's employment decreased from 2,000 to 800,
and two other boat manufacturers in Sarasota declared bankrupt-
cy.

As a result of this, 4,000 people in that one community in my
State have lost their jobs. This loss of manufacturing is particular-
ly harmful, since those jobs in the recreational boating industry
generate employment in other affiliated industries, such as service,
supply, and outfitting.

Using the U.S. Chamber of Commerce estimate that for every
100 manufacturing jobs, a county earns $2 million in gross income.



At that rate, Sarasota County has lost $80 million as a result of the
decline in the recreatio-tal boating industry. This is just one
example.There are 626 boat manufacturers in our State.

This tax has had consequences throughout Florida. The marine
industry has estimated that the State of Florida will lose $3.5 mil-
lion in sales tax revenue for just the first quarter of 1991. As I
mentioned, cities and counties are also suffering from impact of
this tax.

The luxury tax on boats has not just cost jobs, it has not just cost
State revenue, but as Senator Pell pointed out, it could also cost
the Federal Government revenue. The Joint Committee on Tax es-
timates that the tax will raise only $3 million this fiscal year. That
is less than the sales taxes that the State of Florida lost in the first
90 days of this tax.

On April 23, a partner at the accounting firm of Coopers & Lyb-
land reported that the Internal Revenue Service could spend two to
three times this amount on collecting the tax. Several members of
Congress have requested the General Accounting Office to study
this claim.

These administrative costs, combined with unemployment com-
pensation, lost corporate and payroll tax revenues, could mean that
this tax will actually result in a loss in Federal revenue.

While Americans are losing money, Bahamian boat builders are
seeing profits soar. Rather than pay a 10-percent tax in West Palm
Beach, a yacht buyer can take a 20 minute flight to the Bahamas.
In fact, Bahamian Prime Minister Pindling recently cut import
taxes specifically to encourage such purchases.

It is obvious, Mr. Chairman, that people are suffering, and those
people are not the luxury yacht buyers. They can wait to buy their
yachts. The workers, the manufacturers, the retailers cannot wait.

It is important that Congress move quickly to repeal this tax. I
wish to commend our colleague, Senator Breaux, for his leadership,
as well as my colleague, Congressman Shaw for his. I hope that
others will join as co-sponsors and that this misguided proposal will
soon be repealed.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BOREN. Thank you very much, Senator Graham.
[The prepared statement of Senator Graham appears in the ap-

pendix.]
Senator BOREN. Representative Snowe.

STATEMENT OF HON. OLYMPIA SNOWE, A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
FROM MAINE

Representative SNOwE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members
of the committee. Chairman Boren, I certainly want to express my
appreciation to you for giving us this opportunity to testify on
behalf of legislation to repeal the 10-percent excise tax on boats
costing more than $100,000. I can only say that this legislation is
critically important to the people I represent in Maine. '-

And as others have mentioned here today, the fact is while the
goal was commendable in terms of making sure that high-income
taxpayers continued to pay their fair share, what has happened in



the boat-building industry in the State of Maine is that highly-
skilled blue-collar workers are being put out of their jobs.

According to the Maine Marine Trade Association, there are 24
companies in the State of Maine that build recreational boats for
more than $100,000. These businesses directly employ 500 people in
Maine. In addition, this tax has affected other boat builders who
build boats for less than $100,000.

The 500 Mainers who are employed in these boat building indus-
tries, half of them have lost their jobs, or the other half, their jobs
are at risk. There is no question that there has been a slump in the
industry, and what has happened with this 10-percent tax, it has
sent the industry in a freefall.

This is happening, as has been mentioned here today, because
few boat orders are being placed. Indeed, the June 1991 edition of
"Trade Only," a Marine Trade publication, reports that sales of
boats costing more than $100,000 have fallen 86 percent from last
year's levels.

It is clear that the revenues projected under this 10-percent tax
will not be realized. Obviously, compounding the problem will be
the increased cost to the government from the loss of income taxes
because individuals are being laid off, as well as increased costs in
unemployment compensation.

I would like to give the committee several examples of what has
happened in the State of Maine, in particular in my district, as a
result of this 10-percent tax.

Earlier this year, one well-known boat building company in
Maine let go 10 percent of his work force. In addition, he required
the remaining 135 workers to take a 10-percent cut in pay. This
same firm only had one boat order this year. And the only reason
he had a boat order is because the company was willing to pay the
10-percent tax.

There is another family-owned company in East Boothbay
Harbor that has been in operation for more than 160 years. Their
business has been so bad that they have had to lay off 11 employ-
ees of their level of employment of 20, down to 9.

A custom boat building compare in Southwest Harbor has suf-
fered such a decline in sales, they used to employ 40 people; they
are not only employing 13.

Another boat builder has had four orders for boats put on hold
.because the customers have said specifically because of the tax. As
a result of putting those orders on hold, they have had to lay off
half their work force, and plan to lay off the other half if business
does not pick up soon.

Finally, there is a boat building company in Trenton, Maine, re-
cently filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection from its creditors,
is trying to reorganize itself, but is saying that the luxury tax is a
barrier to speedy recovery.

I might note that in Maine many of these boat building compa-
nies are small, family-owned, held for generations. They are in
coastal towns along the rocky coast of the State of Maine. Building
boats has been a way of life, and it is not a 9-to-5 job.

All I am asking is consideration by this committee for swift
repeal of this legislation. I cannot impress upon you how devastat-
ing it has been to the small boat building industry in the State of



Maine, that really, most coastal communities are characterized by
it, and thousands of jobs are indirectly affected by what is happen-
ing to that industry. That is why I am co-sponsoring the legislation
that has been offered by the gentleman from Florida, Mr. Shaw,
and I appreciate his leadership on this issue.

Mr. Chairman, as we try to affect the wealthy, what we have
done is hit the low to middle-income workers. As one boat building
in Maine said very succinctly, he said, "These rich guys don't need
to own the boat as bad as we need to build them." I think he sums
it up very well. The recession in Maine is tough enough without
piling this on, so I urge you to defeat this 10 percent-tax.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Representative Snowe appears in the

appendix.]
Senator BOREN. Thank you very much. I think you make a good

point about the need to look at the revenues collected in a non-
static fashion. The revenues are not collected if sales are not made;
moreover we have to offset the costs of unemployment and other
benefits, as you have indicated.

Representative Shaw, we are very glad to have you with us
today, and we would welcome your testimony.

STATEMENT OF HON. E. CLAY SHAW, A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
FROM FLORIDA

Representative SHAW. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I would
like to add my voice of appreciation for this committee to hold
these hearings. I am hopeful that my committee on the Ways and
Means Committee will hold hearings in July upon this same sub-
ject.

Mr. Chairman, I have a full statement that- I would ask to
appear in the record in total.

[The prepared statement of Representative Shaw appears in the
appendix.]

Representative SHAW. Mr. Chairman, I think probably last Octo-
ber, as we very often do prior to election-and no party can point
the finger at any other party with regard to having a complete
franchise on making mistakes-but in the speed of making legisla-
tion, sometimes political considerations are put out in front of prac-
tical considerations.

This is exactly what happened with the imposition of this boat
luxury tax, which is, I think by all accounts, an absolute disaster.
This year, it is estimated that some $2.7 million will be collected in
the entire year on this tax. It does not take any of us who have
served around here any time at all to realize that it is going to cost
far more than that for the Federal Government to collect this tax.
It is a total loser.

Some time ago, the National Marine Manufacturing Association
made a prediction that this tax would put 8,000 out of work. That
8,000 people would have paid, had they have had their jobs, some
$30 million in income tax. However, Mr. Chairman, Senators, those
predictions are wrong. They are going to be closer to 19,000 people
put out of work because of this tax.



The American marine manufacturers employ, in this country,
486,000. Now, when you start thinking about what industry em-
ploys what people, the steel industry employs half that amount. So,
the marine industry is twice as large as the steel industry. Now,
can you imagine, all hell would break loose in this Congress if we
were all of a sudden to put a tax on American steel produced.

Now, the question is, who gets hurt with all of this? The people
who are losing their jobs. They are the ones that are getting hurt.
Sure, these big companies are going out of business. And sure, we
are concerned about that, because this industry contributes to the
trade surplus of this country of over $600 million just last year.

Now, what is going to happen with the domestic industry going
away is that we are going to lose our world leadership position in
this particular area. And when we are looking at such things as
critical to the future of the United States as our balance of trade, it
does not take a rocket scientist to figure out that the marine indus-
try is a very important component in that particular area.

Just a couple of weeks ago, I visited Dennison Marina, which is a
mega-yacht manufacturer in the city of Fort Lauderdale. In doing
that, I talked to a young man by the name of Robert Holloman. He
is a gentleman who is a skilled mechanic. He has a fourth grade
education. He has one leg. He is a very productive citizen. He is
very concerned.

Let me tell you what he has told me, and this comes from the
transcript in which he prepared on NBC News just a week or two
ago. He said, "The boat business is worse than it ever was. Yeah.
I'm worried. What am I going to do tomorrow? We're really slow
here right now. We're losing money. The jobs are going away.
There's nothing happening."

Now, what the Congress has done-and we make mistakes, we
did it on catastrophic health care, and we were big enough to re-
verse that. What the Congress has done is imposed a tax where
they took a shot at the rich, they missed the rich, and they hit the
working man right in the pocketbook. Now what is a guy going to
do who has developed his skills in the marine industry, with a
fourth grade education, he has got a couple of kids, he has got 6
mortgage, and he could very well lose his job. Dennison Marina hag
five boats right now that they are completing the manufacturing
on, but they do not have one order that was taken this year. This is
all from before the tax was imposed.

Senator Graham, I think, made a very good point, as this is ex-
actly what is going to happen. is that business is going to go to the
Bahamas. If you buy a boat outside of the United States, I do not
care how many hundreds of thousands of dollars it is, as long as
you keep it in the Bahamas you escape the tax. Let me read you
something that happened.

Now, this is something our research told us about Congress
levied a 10-percent tax on boats revenue for World War I. Then it
repealed it in 1924. This is taken from the text of the hearings.
"The tax upon the sale of yachts is a great burden to yacht build-
ers of this country, since it forces persons to purchase yachts out-
side of the United States from foreign manufacturers in order to
avoid the tax." That tax, of course, was repealed.



This is a destructive tax, Mr. Chairman and members of the com-
mittee. I would hope that you would join with Senator Breaux and
the other sponsors and co-sponsors of this particular bill, repeal it
here. And I hope and pray that we will follow suit over in the
House. It does nobody any good at all.

Senator BOREN. Thank you very much. And again, you certainly
make a strong case, both in terms of the facts concerning the do-
mestic economy, and as Senator Graham said earlier, the loss of a
lot of this industry to the United States and the danger that it will
move off-shore.

Questions, members of the committee, of this panel?
Senator Breaux?
Senator BREAUX. Just very quickly, I want to thank the panel

and thank our House colleagues for coming over, and also remind
them that you have to send us something over here in the form of
a tax bill so that we can add this little measure to it. So, we are
anxiously awaiting something coming over from the House in the
form of a vehicle, certainly, for us to work with.

You might not have been here for the testimony of our first wit-
ness this morning, Ken Gideon, Assistant Secretary for Treasury. I
had asked him how long is it going to take for them to give us a
report on the effects of the tax, and their response was, well, prob-
ably 2 to 3 years.

And I think you would all agree that we are not going to have an
industry left in 2 to 3 years if we have to wait that long to get the
reports from the Treasury Department.

Representative SHAW. Senator, if I may comment on that, Robert
Holloman, and so many like him all across this country from
Maine to Florida, all the way to the West Coast, they do not have
time. Their jobs are on the line- they are going to lose their jobs.

Senator BREAUX. Well, I think you all have made an excellent
presentation. I think the consensus is that Congress misfired, and
not only did we miss the target, we hit ourselves and a lot of the
people that really need help and not any extra tax burdens. We
have made these mistakes before. It is easy enough to correct it.
And the estimates on the revenue for the first year, possibly of $3
million certainly is not worth what we are doing. Thank you, Mr.
Chairman. Thank you, panel.

Senator BOREN. Senator Bradley.
Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Chairman, let me thank the panel very

much for their testimony. I think they raised some important
points, and I know you and the committee will want to look at it
very carefully. I certainly want to look at the testimony very care-
fully and make a judgment. -

Senator BOREN. Thank you very much. I appreciate the testimo-
ny from all members of the panel. Thank you for joining us.

The next panel relates to a bill which has been introduced by
Senator Bradley, a fellow member of this committee, S. 284, the
Living Benefits Act to amend the tax treatment of payments under
life insurance contracts for terminally ill individuals.

Senator Bradley, you have joined us since we have commenced
the hearing today, and you might well want to make some opening
comments about this matter. We would welcome them, and then
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we will turn to our friend and colleague, Senator Lieberman, to tes-
tify on this matter.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. BILL BRADLEY, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM NEW JERSEY-

Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Chairman, I thank you. I would just like
to get on with the hearing. I think that it was very interesting that
Mr. Gideon testified earlier that he was for capital gains, but
against assisting the terminally ill, and I think that is a very inter-
esting juxtaposition.

I think as the committee looks at this and as it hears the testi-
mony of the witnesses today, that the overwhelming needs of the
terminally ill will begin to make a real impact on the committee,
and I hope that the result will be that we will be able to deliver
some relief in terms of some small tax benefit for those who are
suffering from terminal illness.

It seems to me this is a decision that the life insurance industry
has taken on itself in a very, I think, humane gesture and action,
and I think that it is only fair and just that the Congress follow
suit in terms of the tax status of these living benefits.

So, Mr. Chairman, I thank you for scheduling this hearing. And I
am very pleased that my main co-sponsor, Senator Lieberman, is
here today. I know that he will probably have several stories. I
might not be able to stay for the whole testimony, but I will be
back later for the other panel.

Senator BOREN. Thank you very much, Senator Bradley.
Senator Lieberman, we are certainly pleased to have you this

morning, and appreciate your taking time to come and be with us.
I know this signals your strong interest in this matter, and we
would welcome your testimony. Let me Bay we will receive your
full testimony for the record.

As I have been indicating to our witnesses, we have almost 40
witnesses today with time constraints because of another hearing
scheduled in this same room later on. So, we will receive your full
testimony for the record, and would welcome any summary of it
which you might like to present to us.

[The prepared statement of Senator Lieberman appears in the
appendix.]

STATEMENT OF HON. JOSEPH I. LIEBERMAN, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM CONNECTICUT

Senator LIEBERMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, Sena-
tor Bradley, members of the subcommittee. Responding to the
Treasury Department earlier, I am both for the capital gains tax
cut and the Living Benefits Act, and I think that is the appropriate
mix. I want to thank you for this opportunity to appear here on
behalf of this idea.

The legislation quite simply amends Section 101 of the IRS Code
to exclude accelerated death benefits from income if paid to an in-
sured person who is certified by a licensed physician as being ter-
minally ill, and expected to die within 12 months.

In addition, the bill amends the 'Social Security Act to insure
that policyholders are not compelled to elect pre-payment of death



benefits in order to become eligible or remain eligible for Federal
means-tested programs.

I am very honored to be working with Senator Bradley on this
legislation, and with my colleagues, Senator Dodd, and Congress-
woman Kennelly, who I believe will not be able to be here this
morning.

The fact is that when individuals suffer from serious or terminal
illnesses, such as cancer or AIDS, they are forced not only to con-
front the tragedy of their illness, but also the overwhelming eco-
nomic consequences of their condition. Some o these people are in
the prime of their lives, and the principal financial supporters of
their families.

If they lose their jobs, or are too ill to work, their families are
unable to meet the everyday expenses to cover the cost of housing,
food, and other necessities of life. And often, they really do not
have the resources to obtain even the necessary medical help.

Too many people who find themselves seriously ill soon find
themselves destitute as well. Yet, tragically, for many of these
people, thousands of dollars that they have saved carefully over the
years lie just beyond their grasp at that moment of need in the
form of life insurance policies.

Many Americans make life insurance their primary form of sav-
ings. In 1989, the American Council on Life Insurance found that
104 million Americans were covered by $5 trillion in individual life
insurance, and 138 million people had $3.4 trillion through group
policies.

Now, that is big money even around the Congress of the United
States, and it is great to see that that kind of saving is occurring.
This is money which could insure a terminally ill person access to
needed medical care, or could make the difference between keeping
their home or becoming homeless. Our legislation would allow
those who have a year or less left to live to opt for pre-payment of
death benefits, thus providing them with funds to pay for the enor-
mous expenses associated with a terminal illness.

Our bill gives seriously ill people a chance to live the remaining
months of their lives as normally and comfortably as possible by
allowing them the opportunity to choose between receiving health
care in a hospital, in a hospice, or in their home by giving them
access to the medical equipment they need, or even making it pos-
sible for them to make one last trip to visit a close friend or a rela-
tive.

Pre-payment of death benefits would provide a unique opportuni-
ty to channel a significant pool of existing financial resources to
those that are desperately in need, with minimal Federal cost to
the government.

Terminal illnesses strike people from all segments of the popula-
tion. Our bill would give such people economic flexibility and wider
options to take care of their special needs as they approach the end
of their lives.

For example, one resident of Florida, where a pre-payment of
death benefits is allowed, who lived alone in a trailer and whose
only source of income was from Social Security, received an accel-
erated benefit on her life insurance so she could finance a last visit



to her sister in Maryland, and she could purchase a powered wheel-
chair so she could be mobile.

Along with Florida, 48 other States have approved the sale of ac-
celerated death benefits, and many insurance companies, to their
credit, have taken the leadership and are now offering pre-pay-
ment of death benefits if the person insured under the policy be-
comes terminally ill.

But there is a gray area that remains, and that has to do with
tax treatment of such benefits. And this bill of ours would clear up
that gray area and allow the good work that the industry wants to
occur to occur.

Mr. Chairman, finally, both Prudential Insurance Co. and Con-
necticut Mutual are to be commended for taking the lead in the
insurance industry and proposing and crafting these policies that
would allow the terminally ill access to these benefits.

I am very proud to be working with Senator Bradley and the
other 51 co-sponsors in the Senate on this legislation. And I hope
that we can enact it this session so that those who qualify can ben-
efit from this provision as soon as possible.

Thank you very much.
Senator BOREN. Thank you very much, Senator Lieberman. You

make a very good point, and I think there are very few of us who
have not come in contact with this situation in trying to help our
constituents. The moment of terrible tragedy in people's lives, and
then stress for them and their families to have these additional
concerns put upon them is something that I think it is imperative
that we deal with. There are certain things that touch people's
lives that we simply must be responsive to.

Action should not be postponed, and I join you in hoping that we
can have action on this legislative proposal as soon as possible, and
1 commend you for your interest in it, and for joining with Senator
B radley as a member of this committee, in pushing this legislation.
You have certainly given a strong testimony today.

Senator LIEBERMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am greatly en-
couraged by your response.

Senator BOREN. Senator Bradley.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Senator

Lieberman, I think that most people are probably not aware of
what this bill attempts to correct. If you have a life insurance
policy and you die, the beneficiaries receive the benefits of that
policy, tax-free.

Senator LIE3ERMAN. Right.
Senator BRADLEY. If you are terminally ill, and have been so cer-

tified by a doctor, and you cannot get any more health care or any
of the many other possible needs you might have in the last
months of your life, you decide to cash in, you have got to pay a
tax on that.

Senator LIEBERMAN. Right.
Senator BRADLEY. And that is the issue that we are addressing

with this bill, that if you are judged to be terminally ill, in the last
year of your life, and you cash in, you should not have to pay a tax
on what you have cashed in.

Now, the Administration raised a number of issues. One of the
things they raised was the slippery slope argument. That, if you do



it for someone who is terminally ill, next year it is going to be
housing. And the year after that it is going to be education. And
the year after that who knows what it will be, whatever.

Do you think that is a really big problem? Do you think it is pos-
sible to draw a distinction between someone who is terminally ill
and every other use that some lobbyist might dream up?

Senator LIEBERMAN. Well, of course, I think those distinctions
are not only possible, but that is our responsibility. The old slip-
pery slope argument is used by people who want to stop something
that, in itself, is so commendable they cannot oppose it on its
merits, but they want to get you alarmed about what might follow.
And it is our responsibility and our ability to draw those lines, and
I know we are perfectly capable of it. The reality that your state-
ment makes clear is that we are talking about really a very minor
change here. These folks who have paid money into their life insur-
ance policies are entitled to the benefits of those policies, and they
are going to get them-or their beneficiaries are-when they die.

Why not give them the opportunity to move up, at the maximum
by a year, their opportunity to have those benefits? I do not see the
consequences for the Federal Government. I think it is very, very
wise use of these literally trillions of dollars of assets that are out
there.

Senator BRADLEY. And it does require a doctor's certification.
Senator LIEBERMAN. Absolutely.
Senator BRADLEY. So the question about abuse-defining some-

one who is terminally ill, is not an impossible job. Isn't for a doctor,
would you not agree?

Senator LIEBERMAN. Absolutely.
Senator BRADLEY. The Administration indicated some concern

that there would be abuse. If you had measles, that the doctor
would say you are terminally ill.

Senator LIEBERMAN. Yes.
Senator BRADLEY. I do not think that is a reasonable worry, do

you?
Senator LIEBERMAN. I do not either, Senator Bradley. Legal defi-

nitions of terminal illness are well-accepted. Obviously, someone
might make a mistake.

A doctor might conclude that someone Was terminally ill and
they lived on, and the worst consequence was that they would have
received the life insurance proceeds they paid for anyway a little
earlier than otherwise, and the benefits would not be there when
they, in fact, did die.

Senator BRADLEY. And as you know, in the bill we provide that
there are no restrictions on how they use the funds, because some-
one who is dying might have any number of needs that some of us
might not understand. And do you not agree that that is a reasona-
ble approach?

Senator LIEBERMAN. Yes, I do, because this bill and this option
would cover such a wide variety of individuals with a wide variety
of needs. If we start to try to limit the use of it, it makes no sense.

And again, this is something that is literally owned by the
person who has paid those life insurance premiums over the course
of his lifetime. And all we are saying is let him or her enjoy the
benefits just a little bit earlier and do what they feel they want to
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do with them. And that is the right that we are talking about. Let
them live out their life in decency, as they define decency.

Senator BRADLEY. Well, Senator Lieberman, from my perspective,
you have totally refuted the Administration's objections. [Laugh-
ter.]

Senator LIEBERMAN. Well, I must say that your cross examina-
tion, though withering, has--Laughter.]

Senator BOREN. Chair was almost ready to intervene in light of
the viciousness that has been going on with cross examination.
[Laughter.]

Senator BOREN. But I think that it is just very difficult to quarrel
with what either the witness or the cross-examiner has to say
about this matter, because there is no one that has really present-
ed any opposing testimony on the substance of the proposal.

It has simply been a matter of wanting us to defer imagined lost
revenues, which would be, I think, very insignificant when we
weigh the human element and the compassion that needs to be
demonstrated to those people.

Senator LIEBERMAN. Exactly right.
Senator BOREN. Thank you very much, Senator Lieberman, for

being with us. We appreciate your testimony. And as I say, I am
hopeful we will be able to have the full committee and the Senate
take action on this matter in a timely fashion.

Senator LIEBERMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I thank you for
your kind words and your encouragement.

And if I may, I just want to thank personally and commend to
you Mr. Dennis Mullane, who is the CEO of Connecticut Mutual,
who is here and will testify before you, who has been a leader in
this, an outstanding citizen of my State, and a real national busi-
ness leader. And I am proud and appreciate the fact that you are
going to hear him as the day goes on.

Senator BOREN. Thank you very much, Senator Lieberman.
Senator LIEBERMAN. Thank you.
Senator BOREN. Our next panel consists of several local officials.

Mrs. Mary Ellen Withrow, treats irer of the State of Ohio; Ms.
Kathleen Brown, the treasurer of the State of California; Ms. Kay
Bailey Hutchison, treasurer of the State of Texas; Mr. Samuel Sha-
piro, treasurer of the State of Maine; and Mr. Stephen Kafoury, a
board member of the Portland Public School District in Portland,
OR. We are very pleased to have all of you with us to testify. I
know some of you will be testifying on S. 90, the Environmental
Infrastructure Act. Some will be testifying on S. 913 relating to
Tax-Exempt Bond Simplification Act, the Baucus proposal, and
some of you undoubtedly will have comments on both.

As I indicated earlier, we are particularly glad to have this input
from those in State and local government who are trying to meet
the responsibilities that have been thrust upon you. I know from
my own experience of trying to balance State budgets and local
budgets that it is not an easy task these days with additional man-
dates imposed by Federal Government.

I always had strong feelings about the Federal Government being
very "helpful" in the area of mandating all of the things we
needed to do, making those judgments for us, but then providing us



no ability to pay for it, and often further reducing the capacity
that we had previously.

When we talk about reducing the ability of financing tax-exempt
bonds with less burden at lower cost, we particularly hurt those
States that are in the position of having to borrow because they
sometimes do not have adequate financial resources. We make it
even more difficult for them to meet those responsibilities.

This was a matter that I felt strongly about at the time that the
1986 Act was passed, and I opposed the Act. I am very glad to see
these proposals for some remedial action. Let me ask members of
the committee: Senator Packwood, you have a witness in this
group. I do not know if you have any opening comments. You have
joined us since we heard opening comments.

Senator Baucus has made some opening comments. This panel
does touch on his legislative proposal. Before we begin the panel,
let me just ask my colleagues if they have any introductory com-
ments they would like to make.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. BOB PACKWOOD, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM OREGON

Senator PACKWOOD. I am an old friend of Mr. Kafoury's. He has
been an active Democrat for years, and he and I are on opposite
sides of the fence in many matters. But he is the epitome of a good
citizen, and has probably given as much time to public service as
anybody sitting up here on the rostrum, and is exactly what you
would hope a great citizen would be. And now I do not know how
much time he gives on the Portland School Board, but he does not
get paid for it.

Senator BOREN. I am glad my colleague from Oregon has de-
scribed the typical member of the Democratic party here today-
[Laughter.]

Senator BOREN. Who exercises this kind of civic responsibility.
We do welcome you, and thank you, Senator Packwood, for your
comments. Senator Baucus, any additional comments before we
begin?

[No response.]
Senator BOREN. We will begin then. This is in no particular

order-unless you have plans among yourselves as to how to begin.
Ms. Withrow, do you have such plans?

STATEMENT OF MARY ELLEN WITHROW, TREASURER, STATE OF
OHIO, COLUMBUS, OH

MS. WITHROW. Well, I think we sort of set up the agenda.
Senator BOREN. Let us follow the order here. All right. Then we

will go to Ms. Brown next, and Ms. Hutchison, and then Mr. Sha-
piro and Mr. Kafoury, in that order. agenda. And I may have to be
out for just a moment. If I am, Senator Baucus will continue Chair-
ing, and then I will rejoin you. But we welcome you. We value the
insights that you bring to us from State and local government.

MS. WITHROW. Thank you very much, Chairman Boren, and
members of the subcommittee. I am Mary Ellen Withrow, the
Treasurer of the State of Ohio, and\ Senior Vice President of the
National Association of State Treasurers. And I want to thank the



subcommittee for the opportunity to testify today on behalf of
NAST in support of Senate Bill 913.

We have heard a lot about infrastructure in our country, and I
want to tell you about something that happened in Columbus, Ohio
back in July of 1986 when a lawyer in his Mercedes Benz fell
through the street into a sink hole that had been created by the
collapse of a sewer. This was something that caught worldwide at-
tention. He emerged unhurt, but it was disastrous because of the
fact that hundreds of people travel this every day, and it is just a
half a block from the Statehouse. In November of 1987, the voters
of Ohio-

Senator BOREN. I wonder if any litigation flowed from this.
[Laughter.]

MS. WITHROW. I imagine there was a lot of litigation. But then in
Novernber of 1987, the voters of Ohio responded to our State's in-
frastructure emergency and approved an historic ballot issue. This
referendum oi'eated the Ohio Infrastructure Bond Program, the na-
tion's first infrastructure program created by an amendment to the
Ohio Constitution.

This program allows the State to use general revenue as support
for general application infrastructure bonds. And these bonds are
issued solely by the Treasurer of State.

In the Ohio Treasury, it is our objective and our duty to make
the most out of every tax dollar. Since I have been treasurer, we
have earned $1.6 billion in investment earnings, which is non-tax
dollars.

Some other public officials, however, see the picture differently.
And why should they earn as much as they can on the investment
of their bond proceeds when the earnings must go, not to their
community or needed projects, but to the Federal Government?

Unfortunately, some public officials now resort to what is called
yield burning. The potential of public investments is not maxi-
mized, and less is earned, and ultimately fewer dollars are rebated
to the Federal Government.

But those money managers must realize that when they burn
yield, the Federal Government gets burned while brokerage houses
reap the benefits. There are those of us who do it right. We follow
the laws that you put forth, and we -try to maximize our invest-
ments.

STAR Ohio, the State Treasury Asset Reserve, is a public funds
investment pool that I manage. It was started in 1986 and we now
invest-close to $2.9 billion of the Ohio people's public money.

Its users are Ohio governmental subdivisions. Both the 1988 and
1989 infrastructure bond issues and local bond issues, monies were
placed in STAR Ohio. We have the capabilities of calculating arbi-
trage rebate on these bond issue earnings at no cost to the share-
holders.

But today, we ask you to remove some of the roadblocks that
Congress has placed in our way in addressing our problems. Specifi-
cally, we ask you to support Senate Bill 913, to support increasing
the small user exception to arbitrage rebate from $5 million to $25
million, and to allow the bond issuer to pay only 90 percent of the
arbitrage earned as a rebate.



Permitting the issuers to keep 10 percent of what they earn in
arbitrage would be a real incentive to maximize the earning poten-
tial and stop this abhorrent practice of yield burning. So, we would
appreciate an even larger portion of arbitrage earnings.

And for those of us who comply fully with Federal arbitrage
rebate laws, we would like to have a Federal credit back to our
States in highway dollars, or other Federal funds to complete
much-needed projects. This is still money that it earned by State
and local governments, and it grants us the opportunity to benefit
from our efforts.

It is through my membership in national associations that I have
spent much time talking with my colleagues in other States, and
we are pleased that you have incorporated the recommendations of
the Anthony Commission in Senate Bill 913, and we ask for your
support of that.

Thank you very much for this opportunity.
Senator BOREN. Thank you very much.
(The prepared statement of Ms. Withrow appears in the appen-

dix.]
Senator BOREN. Ms. Brown.

STATEMENT OF KATHLEEN BROWN, TREASURER, STATE OF
CALIFORNIA, SACRAMENTO, CA

Ms. BROWN. Good morning, Senators, Mr. Chairman, distin-
guished members of the committee. My name is Kathleen Brown. I
am Treasurer of the State of California, and I am here today to
urge your support of S. 913, the Tax-Exempt Simplification Act of
1991.

There are some who might argue that a Tax-Exempt Simplifica-
tion Act is an oxymoron, and while arbitrage rebate, small-issuer
exemptions and yield restrictions may not rise to the level of the
evening news top story, nor present very many photo opportunities
for newspapers around the country, it is, indeed, a subject of tre-
mendous concern and importance to State and local government fi-
nance officials. And I would like to explain why.

California, as you may have read, is in a bit of a fiscal crisis, not
unlike many States across the country. Ours approaches $14.3 bil-
lion this year, and our-legislature and Governor are grappling with
that problem right now.

Not as well-known is our infrastructure crisis. Our major roads
are more often than not in gridlock. Workers cannot get to work on
time, and businesses have trouble getting their goods to market.
While we do not have bridges that have collapsed, such as they had
in Mianus, CT, nor do we have bridges yet that have been closed,
such as Williamsburg Bridge in New York, but L.A. had its version
of the Ohio sewer swallowing car just a few years ago, and it may
be the kind of subject that some Hollywood "B" movie production
company may want to make a film, about, but we can top that with
our earthquake horror stories following October 17th, 1989's "little
big one." Suffice it to say for the committee's purposes that thou-
sands of our public buildings are not seismic safe in earthquake
country.



And then there are our schools. We have more than 200,000 new
students each year, which means we will have to build 11 class-
rooms 365 days a year for the next 10 years simply to keep up.

And then there are our water supplies. They have been depleted
through drought and freeze, and impacted by our significant popu-
lation growth. In fact, our infrastructure crisis is as much a prod-
uct of rapid growth as it is of old age.

We have 30 million in population today, and expect about 35 mil-
lion citizens by the end of the 1990's, nearly 7 million new citizens
since 1980, which means that our transportAtion systems, our
schools, our prisons, our water support systems, must support the
use of a new population base the size the size of Delaware, Arkan-
sas, and Oklahoma combined.

Federal resources to help meet these needs have dwindled since
the 1960's, as Senator Dodd testified earlier. And State and local
governments are undergoing the severe effects of our recession.
Thus, tax-exempt financing, with its lower debt service costs, play
an increasingly important role for State and local governments. as
they attempt to finance their public works needs.

And my goal as Treasurer is to insure that our limited resources
go to actual project needs to build roads, classrooms, sewer pipes,
and to provide the bricks and mortars for building.

The problem has been that the Federal arbitrage and rebate
compliance requirements are a prime example of the kind of ad-
ministrative burden which provide full employment for account-
ants and lawyers at taxpayer expense, without adding any real
value to the taxpayer investments.

Rules originally intended to curb abusive financings, well-inten-
tioned, have had a series of unintended consequences which have
created a new Excedrin arbitrage headache.

For example, the State of California did not issue any GO (Gen-
eral Obligation) bonds for more than a year after the effective date
of the 1986 Tax Reform Act, in spite of the fact that our voters had
voted for over $7 billion in bonds for infrastructure. It took the
State that long to come up with a fail-safe method of compliance.

And that best method that we came up with resulted in eight
new employees in the Treasurer's office, and five in the Comptrol-
ler's office simply to monitor arbitrage rebate compliance.

And that best method has cost taxpayers more than $30 million
a year in added interest costs, because of the method we had to
use. I could go on to cite examples of local government agencies in
similar predicaments.

I urge your support for S. 913. It will save taxpayer dollars, it
will help build infrastructure, and it will, I believe, redound to the
betterment of the economy across our Nation.

Thank you very much.
Senator BOREN. Thank you very much, Ms. Brown.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Brown appears in the appendix.)

STATEMENT OF KAY BAILEY HUTCHISON, TREASURER, STATE OF
TEXAS, AUSTIN, TX

Ms. HUTCHISON. Senator Baucus, I am Kay Bailey Hutchison, the
State Treasurer of Texas.



Since Kathleen and Mary Ellen have talked about infrastructure
needs, I think that I will just say that Texas also has very large
infrastructure needs. But I would like to focus on some of the
added costs that have been on State and local governments by the
Tax Act of 1986.

Construction bond issuers must often split what could be one
bond issue int otwo or more in order to insure that proceeds will be
spent in accordance with the 2-year spend out schedule.

They may also issue more frequently to comply with the require-
ment that no more than 25 percent of bond proceeds be spent on
equipment. These additional sales increase costs of issuance.

For example, a State agency regularly finances the design and
construction phases of projects separately in order to comply with
the 2-year spend out schedule. This practice cost them approxi-
mately $80,000 in additional issuance cost during the last fiscal
year.

A university in Texas will regularly issue notes for the construc-
tion of several projects at once. However, to comply with the re-
quirement that no more than 25 percent of an issue be used to pur-
chase equipment, they must often purchase additional bonds, even
when bond proceeds are on hand. These additional bonds are issued
to handle equipment purchases which, if purchased from bond pro-
ceeds on hand, would take them over their 25-percent limit. This
practice cost that university $50,000 over the last fiscal year.

The second area I would like to speak to is the complex and
lengthy regulations of the Tax Reform Act which are not able to be
complied with without the assistance of financial advisors, bond
counsel, and accounting firms.

There are also significant costs to States and localities for inter-
nal tracking systems which must be created for compliance. The
State Treasury, on behalf of two State bond issuers, is paying an
outside consultant to calculate arbitrage rebate; approximately
$35,000 per year for 33 bond issues.

Another State agency paid $93,000 in one fiscal year to outside
consultants to create a tracking system and perform the calcula-
tions. Their costs will likely be $20,000 per year for future annual
calculations.

Another Texas city is paying $29,000 per year for internal
record-keeping costs and calculation of rebate by outside consult-
ants. Still another city spends $10,000 per year for the man-hours
needed to maintain the necessary internal records.

The third area is the arbitrage rebate regulations. A Texas issuer
sold over $300 million in bonds in 1983. The outstanding bonds
carry coupons ranging around 10 percent. With current tax-exempt
rates at 7 percent, the refunding of the outstanding debt could
produce substantial savings.

But due to the rules which would impact the refunding, the
issuer is not going to refund the outstanding issue, because they
cannot produce savings because it would make that issue now sub-
ject to the arbitrage and rebate regulations of 1986.

It is these expenses, in addition to the loss of investment earn-
ings which must be rebated to the Federal Government, which
make financing processes more difficult and costly. This makes it



even more difficult for States and localities to provide the needed
infrastructure, which you have heard about today.

In addition, my State Treasury is now providing a service re-
quested by localities to invest in tax-exempt funds in order to avoid
having to calculate the arbitrage and rebate provisions so that
even in some instances, they are looking at negative arbitrage just
for the convenience and ease of added expense to be avoided. I
would like for you to support S. 913 in the hopes that you can put
my tax-exempt fund out of business, and make it profitable for the
States and the Federal Government to earn the amount that is
now in arbitrage and is being frittered away and not helping any of
the taxpayers of America.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Hutchison appears in the appen-

dix.]
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you, Ms. Hutchison.
Mr. Shapiro.

STATEMENT OF SAMUEL SHAPIRO, TREASURER, STATE OF
MAINE, AUGUSTA, ME

Mr. SHAPIRO. Mr. Baucus, Mr. Packwood, thank you very much
for remaining, and the staff as well. I am Sam Shapiro, Treasurer
of the State of Maine, and I am in my sixth term as Treasurer.
And I am going to talk to you about a very narrow issue that we
are asking an amendment to the bill. It is an issue that refers to
the municipal Bond Banks.

And we do things a little differently in Maine, perhaps, than
they do in other places. I had a staff of 15 when I became Treasur-
er in 1980. Today, I have a staff of 11. When the Tax Act went into
effect, we were first to issue a bond anticipation note in January.

We have already rebated excess arbitrage, and did it immediate-
ly. We obey the law. And as some of the Senators themselves ad-
mitted, you do make mistakes, as someone said in the boat tax, and
I think you have made a mistake in how you effect these municipal
Bond Banks.

Let me tell you about Monmouth, ME; Kennebunkport, ME.
SAD-47, SAD-49. Let me tell you about small sewage districts and
water districts, who issues small amounts of debt. Hundreds of
thousands of dollars, sometimes a million or two. We pool them in
our municipal Bond Bank. And because they are pooled in the
Bond Bank, they are treated different than as if they borrow that
money on their own.

They are treated differently when the pooling of those monies
are more than the $10 million, they no longer have the ability of
bank eligibility, or bank deductibility, which would further de-
crease the cost of their borrowing. When there is bank eligibility
and bank deductibility, the banks are able to deduct part of their
carrying costs.

So, in essence what you are doing, you are penalizing small issu-
ers who go into a pool, and the reason they go into a pool, obvious-
ly, is because their lower costs of selling the bonds, one bond coun-
cil fee, and one underwriting fee, one spread, as such.



So, I think that it so unfair, so unfair to these small issuers just
because they are being pooled, that they are treated differently
than they would be if they wefit out and borrowed it on their own
with costs that would be greater to them.

And there is no benefit that I can see, or costs to the Treasury.
Treasury's argument, as I understand it, is that, well, you are al-
ready getting a break by being a part of a pool and getting a lower
interest cost. Why do you need a further break? And that is asi-
nine-and you may pass that word to the Treasury-and I have
called them worse over the years.

I think that long ago, several hundred years ago, they put togeth-
er a Constitution. And somebody in their great wisdom said every
State will have two Senators. No matter how big they are, no
matter how populous they are, no matter where they are.

And I do not have to give you a lesson in government; I think
you could give me one. But you know why they did that; to protect
States' rights. And somewhere back in 1986, you all said-the ones
I have talked to-that is bad, we really did not mean to do that,
but we had that package that we had to put together.

And you did some things in that package that you wish you- had
not, I am sure. And now I hope you will be able to change that.
And I will finally read something that somebody brighter than me
put together, rather than what I have to say myself.

I have attached to my written statement draft legislation de-
signed to prevent local issuers from being penalized by virtue of
their participation in a Bond Bank issue. The legislation is tightly
drafted to prevent abuses that have, at times, been perceived in
some Bond Bank programs. The language requires a matching of
dollar amounts, maturities, and debt service between Bond Banks
and local banks, and is designed to afford the local borrowers both
the lowest possible borrowing cost, and the other benefits of partici-
pation in a Bond Bank program. We believe that what is good for
cities benefits States, and what is good for States benefits the Fed-
eral Government. And hopefully, you will give serious consider-
ation to bank deductibility legislation.

And, in closing, there are Bond Banks in Texas, Alaska, Michi-
gan, Vermont, New Hampshire, Indiana, and Colorado. And I think
this would be a help to poor little Monmouth and Litchville, ME.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Shapiro appears in the appen-

dix.]
Senator BAucus. Thank you, Mr. Shapiro.
Mr. Kafoury.

STATEMENT OF STEPHEN KAFOURY, BOARD MEMBER,
PORTLAND PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICT #1, PORTLAND, OR

Mr. KAFOURY. Thank you, Mr. Chair. Senator Packwood, f appre-
ciate your kind comments.

My name is Stephen Kafoury. I am here representing the Port-
land, Oregon School Board. I am immediate past President of the
Oregon School Board Association, and I am here also representing
the National School Board Association; over 97,000 local school



board members across this country. I would like to make a few
points.

Number one, Oregon law precludes the issuance of arbitrage
bonds. Oregon school districts rely on property taxes to fund the
cost of providing public education to our students.

The annual operating budget of Oregon school districts is subject
to a local property tax cap passed last November, which will sub-
stantially reduce the amount of money available to school districts
over the next 5 years, despite the fact that we anticipate signifi-
cant increases in enrollment, personnel, and education program-
ming.

Facility construction and building improvements are not subject
to this cap. The projects are financed by voter-approved general ob-
ligation bonds. Because that is so, Oregon school districts are effec-
tively precluded as a matter of law from issuing arbitrage bonds, or
using the proceeds of tax-exempt issuances, including arbitrage, to
fund any project other than those which satisfy the facility con-
struction and improvement definition contained in the Oregon Con-
stitution.

Second, education benefits of S. 913, the Tax-Exempt Bond Sim-
plification Act of 1991. In Oregon, as in many other States across
the country, the cost of school district compliance with the current
arbitrage rebate rules, must come directly from funds which would
otherwise be used to fund education.

In that regard, we believe that the bill you consider today would
go a long way toward insuring that the interest of students' school
districts in the Federal Government are both furthered and pre-
served.

This is true for several reasons. First, small-issue rebate exemp-
tion, removal of disproportionate regulatory costs. Increasing the
small-issuer rebate exemption from $5 million to $25 million will
provide relief to over 7,000 small school districts in our country
that are at least able to understand and pay the cost of compliance
with over 234 pages of complex Treasury Department arbitrage
rebate regulations and penalty requirements.

For example, this provision would have been of significant bene-
fit to the Beaverton, Oregon School District which, in 1988, issued a
bond to finance the cost of facility construction. Properly sized at
$13.8 million, the bonds were issued at the commencement of a
plan design for the facilities. Nevertheless, because the proceeds
were invested and paid out over the term of the construction con-
tract, the district was required to pay rebate.

The district, as a result, spent over 100 hours of management,
and 250 hours of clerical time on compliance activities; purchased
computer software for $5,000, educated auditors in how they ar-
rived at their rebate costs, and paid to the Federal Treasury a
rebate in excess of $512,000.

Alternatively, enactment of this provision in 1991 would assure
that at least a portion of the $250,000 to $300,000 rebate the North
Clackamas School District estimates it will cost to pay on a $22
million issue to fund the cost of constructing new buildings will be
available for construction maintenance and equipment upgrades.

Small-issuer Bank Interest Deduction. Increasing the small-
issuer bank interest deduction exception from $10 million to $25



million would simplify and reduce the cost of borrowing for small
school district users by allowing them to borrow directly from their
local bank, rather than incurring the additional costs associated
from borrowing from the bond market.

In addition, the National School Board Association believes that
increasing this exception will have a positive political impact on
local taxpayers who understandably would rather their local tax
dollars be invested in their own community, supporting the local
economy.

Retroactive Rebate Provisions. Third, this legislation would make
the rebate relief provisions contained in the 1989 Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act retroactive to bonds issued after August 31,
1986. The National School Board Association believes that this pro-
vision is needed to assure that districts which issued bonds prior to
enactment of the 2-year rebate exception are not penalized in their
efforts to comply with rules that Congress has expressly recognized
as unworkable.

Fourth, the bill would repeat the 5-percent disproportionate or
unrelated use restriction. We believe that, with respect to the facts
that were obtained in the local school districts settings, this rule
serves no legitimate purpose. That is, although certain portions-of
a local school district may be available for pre-arranged use by the
public-for example, our gymnasiums, our tennis courts, or thea-
ters-State laws operate to preclude the private sector from
owning an interest in school district property.

Finally, legislation would require that school district users pay
only 90 percent, rather than 100 percent, of rebate. As the commit-
tee is aware, it is exceedingly difficult to accurately determine the
rebate that will be due and owing at the termination of a project.
This is particularly true when bond proceeds are used to fund
projects at a number of different sites. -

Because that is so, the National School Board Association be-
lieves it is important for Congress to recognize and address this in-
equity which flows from a rule which requires school issuers to pay
100 percent of rebate by extending this 10 percent "safe-harbor" to
school districts.

Thank you very much for your time. I appreciate your having us
here.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Kafoury appears in the appen-
dix.]

Senator BAUCUS. Thank you very much, Mr. Kafoury. I will first
turn to Senator Packwood.

Senator PACKWOOD. Mr. Chairman, I have no questions, but I
will comment on what Mr. Shapiro has said. I remember when we
put this provision in the 1986 Act, and I remember why. Both Sen-
ator Moynihan and Senator Baucus were a part of that. There
were grave abuses. We almost found-not quite, but almost-issu-
an'ce of bonds that would give you the impression they were issued
for the sake of making money. I understand they were not, legally.
It was a tremendous drain on Federal revenues.

So, we asked any number of groups that were knowledgeable
about municipal bonds and how we should correct the abuse. But,
as I have discovered so often, where there is something in the law
that favors some group and you are asking the group to trim it a



bit, they are hesitant to give you any advice at all. There is prob-
ably a tremendous problem within associations that have to give
the advice as to being the one to step forward.

So we painted with a broad brush, and we clearly painted too
broadly. I think the case you have made today is absolutely exem-
plary, and I, being one of the principal authors of the 1986 bill, will
support you.

I just want you to understand how it happened. We saw an abuse
and we did not know quite how to close it. Those who, perhaps,
were unintended beneficiaries of the abuse were enthusiastic to tell
us how to close it. So we went ahead and closed it. Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.

Senator BAUCUS. Thank you, Senator. I was going to basically
make the same point. I think it is clear that the 1986 Act just went
too far to correct some perceived abuses, and some actual abuses
that occurred prior to that time.

I take it that nevertheless, you are willing to live with some of
the restrictions that are contained in this bill. That is, this bill does
not put us back to pre-1986 insofar as there is still a 10-percent
limit on the arbitrage. Are you willing to live with that 10-percent
limit that is contained in this bill?

MS. WITHROW. I know how much the Federal Government is in-
terested in what happens to the States, and you allocate money in
other ways. And I guess maybe that was the reason in my testimo-
ny that I said if this would be earmarked back to the State for a
specific purpose, such as infrastructure, or highways, or whatever,
that that was the purpose for my testimony on this. It would make
it more of an incentive for those of us that invest public dollars to
try to maximize it as much as we can.

I never had any idea anyone would come up with yield burning
when this came about, either. So, I guess we were both surprised
with what happened with trying to correct the abuses, and I can
sympathize with that.

Mr. SHAPIRO. Senator Baucus, might I say this. That Rome did
not fall in a day. And what happens to Bridgeport and New Haven,
and other cities, soon will happen to States, and you have a diffi-
cult job.

You somehow have to balance that scale that takes care of the
Federal Government's needs, full well knowing that the Federal
Government is made up of cities, and towns, and States. And what-
has worked for 200 years has been changed. If I were sitting up
there, probably I would have voted like you did, if there are abuses.

But there are less abuses in our Treasurers, who I know-and if
you notice, I am the token male here, by the way; that is why I am
here. But these people do one heck of a good job, and I have yet
been in a group of State Treasurers where they have sat around
and tried to figure out some way to schnook the Federal Govern-
ment out of money. It just does not happen. We care about the Fed-
eral Government, but we have a responsibility to care about our
States first.

Senator BAUCus. But to re-ask the question, you are basically
saying that in return for repeal of 1986 provisions, you are willing
to live with a 10-percent limit on the arbitrage.



See, the problem in the past, obviously-at least as perceived by
the Congress-was that a lot of the arbitrage was abused, and it is
difficult for this committee to enact precise limitations, because
that got them the problem that you are now facing. So, in return,
there is a 10-percent limit. But what you are saying to this commit-
tee, as I take it, that is fine. That the 10-percent limit is fine com-
pared with all the restrictions and burdens, and the 243 pages of
regulations, and so forth that prevent you from going ahead.

Mr. SHAPIRO. Yes. In short, yes, I am.
Ms. HUTCHISON. Senator, I would just like to say I do not think

10 percent is enough. I understand how bills are worked together
to try to come up with what is doable, and I think this is a great
step in the right direction.

But it is really a 90-percent restriction, still, and a lot of the 10
percent is going to go to the cost of calculating the arbitrage re-
bates.

So, I would like to say I wish it were more, and I do not want to
be silent when you ask the question directly.

Senator BAUCUS. I appreciate that.
Ms. BROWN. And I would second my colleague's comments from

Texas, Ohio, and Maine. Ten percent is a first step, but relief-I
think a greater incentive to create more earnings for the Federal
Government in the arbitrage arena would be a 15 percent-retaining
number in percentage. But 10 percent-is certainly welcome as an
incentive. I think a greater percentage would more successful.

Senator BAUCUs. Yes. I appreciate very much your testimony.
You have come great distances, and have very compelling cases to
make. And they are just examples, frankly, of many others that
could be made around the country, as well. I just thank you very
much for your support of the bill.

Ms. BROWN. Thank you.
Ms. HUTCHISON. I would like to just make one final comment. If

Mr. Packwood is going to help us on this, I would not want you to
use Mrs. Withrow's suggestion as an example, because I am afraid
if people in Texas thought that we could use a few more lawyers in
potholes, they might never approve another bond issue. [Laughter.]

Senator BOREN. Closing on a very strong argument, I must say. I
thank the panel, and I apologize that I was called away through
part of the discussion. We appreciate your input, and other mem-
bers of the committee will want to read the hearing record from
these witnesses.

Let me say also that I wish to submit three questions that will be
put to committee staff and to Senator Bradley on S. 284. I will not
take time to ask them now.

Senator BAUCUS. Mr. Chairman, would you also do that for Sena-
tor Danforth, who has a statement on S. 150?

Senator BOREN. I would be happy, on S. 150, also to submit the
statement for the record, and any questions or matters that Sena-
tor Danforth might wish to submit on this question.

[The prepared statement of Senator Danforth appears in the ap-
pendix.]

Senator BOREN. Our next panel will address S. 150 by our col-
league, the distinguished Senator of New York, Senator Moynihan.
This legislation deals with higher education tax-exempt bonds, and



would treat bonds issued for Section 501(cX3) organizations in a
manner similar to government bonds.

This panel is composed of Dr. James T. Laney, president of
Emory University and Mr. Louis Katz, vice president and treasurer
of the George Washington University here in Washington. We are
very happy to have both of you.

When we commenced the hearing, Senator Moynihan was not
with us. I would like to ask my colleague, Senator Moynihan, if he
might have some opening comments that he might want to make
on this legislation? Or would you like to go directly to the panel?

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN, A
U.S. SENATOR FROM NEW YORK

Senator MOYNIHAN. You are much too generous, Mr. Chairman.
But let me just say that it is Very good of Dr. Laney to appear here.
It is very heartening to us to see both the public and the private
institutions-if that distinction really amounts to much-coming
forward on this issue.

Because at issue-at stake is the survival of something we have
in the United States, and no place else on earth does, which is pri-
vate institutions of higher education. If we look up in 30 years'
time and find that, at the university level, private in3titutions have
been hugely impaired, we well know it is in consequence of this
simple change in the Tax Code.

The Tax Reform Act of 1986, by limiting the amount of tax-
exempt finance available to private institutions of higher educa-
tion, but not their public counterparts, has introduced a pernicious
distinction that will work great harm.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BOREN. Thank you very much, Senator Moynihan. One

of my responsibilities, that I say is a privilege, is of serving on the
corporation-the board of trustees of Yale University, and it has
given me an opportunity to see firsthand the kinds of problems
that we are facing, as you have said, because of this change in the
tax law. We have immense responsibilities that must be met by our
institutions of higher education. Capital facilities, major innova-
tions that are going to have to be made, and additions, for example,
in all areas of the university, but science laboratories, and others,
is creating a tremendous, tremendous problem in terms-and that
relates directly to not only the educational well-being of this coun-
try, but the economic well-being as well, in terms of our ability to
stay current with research that impacts the productivity of this
country. So there are inany, many issues here involved. And I ap-
preciate our witnesses taking the time to come.

Dr. Laney, we will begin with you. As I have explained to
others-you may have been in the room-we have a huge number
of witnesses today. It seems inappropriate to ask a distinguished
educator to summarize his remarks so briefly, but we will certainly
receive your full statement for the record, and any other data you
wish to supply for us. And we would welcome your testimony at
this time.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Laney appears in the appendix.]



STATEMENT OF JAMES T. LANEY, PH.D., PRESIDENT, EMORY
UNIVERSITY, ATLANTA, GA

Dr. LANEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am deeply
grateful for this opportunity to testify on behalf of, and in support
of S. 150. And I want to express not only my appreciation, but that
of all private, independent colleges and universities for this legisla-
tion introduced by Senator Moynihan and co-sponsored by you,
Senator Boren.

This legislation, in my mind, would rectify aspects of our tax
laws which should never have been enacted; that are very impor-
tant to private colleges and universities.

And I speak today on behalf of the National Association of Inde-
pendent Colleges and Universities, an association of almost 850 in-
dependent, non-profit institutions of higher education ranging all
the way from small liberal arts colleges, to major research univer-
sities.

We are deeply concerned about our ability to utilize tax-exempt
financing to carry out our educational mission on behalf of this
Nation.

Over the years, tax-exempt bonds have been used by colleges and
universities, both public and private, for construction and renova-
tion of facilities, whether they are libraries, laboratories, dormito-
ries, major equipment for research, et cetera.

At Emory, we use tax-exempt financing prior to 1986 to finance
$250 million of facilities-research facilities where Federal re-
search is being conducted; dormitories, hospital facilities, class-
rooms, et cetera.

Because of the 1986 $150 million cap imposed on private, inde-
pendent colleges and universities, we have had to resort to taxable
borrowing since then, obviously increasing the costs to families, the
overhead to Government, and to the university's own operation.

An important, maybe basic, reason for tax-exempt status for in-
dependent, private colleges and universities is that they serve pur-
poses and carry burdens governments would otherwise bear.

In 1986, the Act removed the critical ability of 501(c)(3) organiza-
tions to issue tax-exempt bonds above an arbitrary ceiling. And this
has fallen especially hard on large research universities with medi-
cal centers. Twenty-four at the present time have already reached
or surpassed that cap.

Now, how did this happen? Well, first of all, it began by treating
the private institutions the same as profit-making ventures; a cate-
gory that we strongly object to. In short, it removed the distinction
between private and non-profit institutions, like universities and
private for-profit organizations or ventures. That is the first thing
that must be corrected.

The Act also has the effect of discriminating. Tax-supported col-
leges and universities still have access to tax-exempt borrowing
through their States, without limit. But these 24 research universi-
ties that I mentioned, all private, are precluded from issuing new
tax-exempt bonds. And those represent 20 percent of the independ-
ent doctoral granting institutions, like Emory.

I therefore, Mr. Chairman, urge repeal of the $150 million limit,
because one, all of our institutions-and I would include, Mr.
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Chairman, your trusteeship at Yale-need very much to renovate
old facilities.

The National Science Foundation reports that for every dollar
that we are spending now for renovation and repair, $3.60 remains
untouched. Most capital expenditures these days goes for renova-
tion and repair to bring them up to code and up to state-of-art.

Second, the $150 million ceiling unfairly singles out independent
colleges and universities. We do not want them-us-to have any
special advantage; we simply want to have parity. We would like to
be unshackled from what we feel is an arbitrary, inappropriate
limitation of our ability to offer tax-free bonding that would contin-
ue to make us the envy of the world with our research and our
education.

Thank you very much for supporting S. 150. We support it with
you, and I appreciate you allowing me to appear and give this testi-
mony today.

Senator BOREN. Dr. Laney, thank you very much. Do you have
any figure on the total amount of unmet capital needs, or even the
figure on the total amount of unmet scientific research facility
needs in the university community across the country?

Dr. LANEY. I do not. It would be on horseback, yes. I know that,
for example, I am also familiar with the institution you spoke of, in
that the President of that institution has said that he has a billion
dollars in deferred maintenance costs.

Senator BOREN. Yes.
Dr. LANEY. And we begin there. I am not talking about new fa-

cilities. And proportionately, all of us have comparable problems
that we must face.

Senator BOREN. So we are really into the billions and hundreds
of billions of dollars probably (' ferred-

Dr. LANEY. Well, we are certainly in the billions of dollars. I
would not say hundreds, but it is absolutely essential to allow us to
move with some facility. This is simply a hobbling of our capacity
to be competitive world-wide, as well as do the service to the coun-
try here in the Nation.

Senator BOREN. And we are particularly impacting those univer-
sities that have been the leaders in the research effort.

Dr. LANEY. Right.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, if I could just make a profes-

sor's observation, I fhink what we are also experiencing-I feel
very seriously about this-what Schumpeter called the "conquest
of the private sector by the public sector." He said that this con-
quest would be an inexorable proceeding of the 20th Century, and a
much more powerful force than anything that the Marxists ever
dreamed of.

And you see it right in front of you. I mean, where did the pro-
posal to put the private universities out of business come from?
From the administration which nominally most espoused the pri-
vate sector.

And so, when the Reaganites knocked down the Emorys and the
Yales, you know you have got a social process on your hands. You
had better understand it, or it is going to defeat you.

We are so grateful to you, sir.



Dr. LANEY. Let me just say, Senator, that speaking of the points
of light, I would ask the President to let our light shine.

Senator BOREN. Thank you very much.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, I have to tell you you have a

vote that-
Senator BOREN. We have a vote. We are down to the last panel-

ist. Dr. Katz, I hate to ask you to-
Senator MOYNIHAN. I can go over and have it held for you, if you

would like.
Senator BOREN. You want to go over and start?
Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes. I-
Senator BOREN. And then we will probably just have to take a

short-
Senator MOYNIHAN. I will tell them you are coming.
Senator BOREN. We are coming. And why don't we try to get Mr.

Katz's testimony in before we break; that way we will not hold you.

STATEMENT OF LOUIS H. KATZ, VICE PRESIDENT AND TREASUR-
ER, GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. KATZ. Thank you. I will be very brief. Thank you, Mr. Chair-

man and members of the subcommittee. My name is Louis Katz. I
am the vice president and treasurer of the George Washington
University here in Washington.

I am also here on behalf of the same associations that President
Laney mentioned, The National Association of Independent Col-
leges and Universities, American Council on Education, American
Association of Universities, and National Association of State Uni-
versities, and land grant colleges. Thank you for the opportunity to
appear before you today.

I am testifying in support of legislation introduced by Senator
Moynihan which would make two important changes in the Tax
Code which are critical to the health and continued viability of col-
leges and universities across the nation.

This legislation, S. 150, would first modify the characterization
under the current law of bonds issued by independent colleges and
universities as private activity bonds.

And second, the legislation would remove the $150 million limit
on the amount of non-hospital tax-exempt bonds that a non-profit
organization could have outstanding at any time. President Laney
has already appropriately discussed :he disparity between the inde-
pendent higher education, the institutions, and our public counter-
parts. I do have a few remarks before I address the impact of the
$150 million limit.

The 1986 decision to re-characterize tax-exempt bonds issued by
independent colleges and universities as private activity bonds, has
significant tax policy implications, and is deeply troubling.

It imposes different rules on independent colleges and universi-
ties than their public counterparts, despite the fact that both
public and independent institutions have identical public purpose
missions.

The $150 million limit reflects a congressional objective that was
addressed and-achieved by other tax rules contained in the 1986
Act.



The 1986 Act included a number of modifications to tax-exempt
bond rules for 501(cX3) organizations, including arbitrage rebate re-
quirements, as well as bond maturity, hedge bond, and advance re-
funding restrictions. These changes, as well as the TEFRA public
approval requirements, rend the $150 million limit obsolete.

This special limit has also impacted smaller institutions that
have participated in pooled financings. These schools traditionally
do not require large amounts of capital, and thus, do not find it
cost-effective to issue tax-exempt bonds on their own.

However, by participating in a pooled financing, they are able to
share and gain the access to the capital markets without the pres-
ence of these larger institutions which have been restricted by this
cap in the tax-exempt market. These pooled financings simply are
not available for many smaller colleges and universities.

In conclusion, I would like to state thet many feel that the $150
million cap was a wealth test. I would like to say that at the uni-
versity that I am at, George Washington University, it is not a
wealth test.

Our endowment provides the university approximately 3 percent
of our revenues. I think most public institutions would find it very
difficult to operate if their public appropriations were cut to that
level.

I would also like to state that 3 percent that we receive from the
endowment barely makes up half of the amount that we, on an in-
stitutional level, provide for financial aid.

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I urge you to
give favorable consideration to Senator Moynihan's legislation.
Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Katz appears in the appendix.]
Senator BOREN. Thank you very much. You make an excellent

point: that it is not only those universities that are considered
wealthy, if we can use that term, that have huge endowments, that
are impacted here. Instead, there are institutions of all sizes and
all circumstances that are certainly struggling. Let us put it this
way. It affects all universities that have needs-

Mr. KATZ. Absolutely.
Senator BOREN [continuing]. That they are trying to meet. In

many cases, when they do not have the funds themselves, they are
the most impacted because they must resort to borrowing up-front
to finance these facilities that are vitally needed, or to finance ren-
ovations.

So, you make a very, very good point and present very strong tes-
timony. And I know this will help our case when we argue it to the
full committee in terms of trying to get this changed.

We are going to have to take a very short recess because of the
vote. When we return, we are going to have to change the order
slightly. Senator Bradley will preside over the next part of the
hearing, which will be a panel consisting of Mr. Robert Hill, Mr.
Daniel Mica, and Mr. Denis Mullane, in regard to the Living Bene-
fits Bill, S. 284. Then we will go the panel on S. 649, the boat tax
question, with Mr. Napier and other colleagues; followed then by
the panel on the pension and retirement income, S. 267, including
Mr. Duncan and colleagues.



So, that will be the order when we return. Senator Bradley will
preside over the next portion of the hearing, and we will begin
with Mr. Hill and his colleagues on that subject. We will have a
brief recess.

[Whereupon, the hearing was recessed at 12:06 p.m.]

AFTER RECESS

Senator BRADLEY. The subcommittee will come to order. We will
now hear a panel consisting of Robert Hill, executive vice president
and chief actuary of Prudential Insurance Co.; Dan Mica, executive
vice president of Federal affairs, American Council of Life Insur-
ance; and Denis Mullane, chief executive officer and president of
Connecticut Mutual.

Gentlemen, welcome to the subcommittee. Let us begin with Mr.
Mullane, and then Mr. Mica, and then Mr. Hill. The floor is yours.
Mr. Mullane, you want to begin? You may be the first witness.

STATEMENT OF DENIS F. MULLANE, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
AND PRESIDENT, CONNECTICUT MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.,
HARTFORD, CT
Mr. MULLANE. I was under the impression, sir, that I was to be

the third.
Senator BRADLEY. No, you will be the first witness.
Mr. MULLANE. All right, sir. Thank you very much for the oppor-

tunity to address the panel. I am Denis Mullane, the CEO of Con-
necticut Mutual, the sixth oldest life insurance company in the
United States, celebrating today its 145th anniversary.

I would like to add my support for the Living Benefits Bill,
Senate 284, and to thank both you, sir, and your very talented
staff, and Senator Lieberman and Representative Kennelly for
your leadership on this bill.

Since my written testimony is already on file, I shall not read it
to you, but I would like to make a couple of points.

Senator BRADLEY. Your full statement will be in the record, as
will all the witnesses' testimony.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Mullane appears in the appen-
dix.]

Mr. MULLANE. Thank you, sir. One of the reasons that we consid-
er it important that this bill be passed promptly is that while we
are currently making this benefit available to new policyholders,
the clarification of the tax status of these payments would make it
possible for us to make these benefits payable to our own policy-
holders, as well.

Connecticut Mutual has a 1.4 million insureds who would benefit
from this, and it has been longstanding tradition of our company to
offer new benefits to our existing policyholders at no additional
cost. As an example, in my own case, I have a policy purchased in
1956, which has been liberalized 19 times at no additional cost.

The cloud over the tax status, both over the company and the in-
sureds, is preventing us from making a responsible decision to do
that at this time.

In addition to that, I think it is important to make the point that
this bill is very definitely a pro-family bill in the sense that with



the unrestricted use ofthe proceeds, it allows a family to sit togeth-
er and determine what is the best use of this money rather than
having it channeled in any specific way.

Decisions can be made about whether it is needed mostly for
health care or needed for education, or for other things that will
keep the family together. Having it available during this last year
may also prevent the family from having to borrow, which would
obviously add to the cost of keeping the family together.

So, we think it is a very important bill, and should be acted on as
promptly as possible.

Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Mullane.
Mr. Mica.

STATEMENT OF DANIEL MICA, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
FEDERAL AFFAIRS, AMERICAN COUNCIL OF LIFE INSURANCE,
WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. MICA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure to be here.

Let me first say I am accompanied by Steve Kraus, who is our
Chief Counsel for Pensions at the American Council of Life Insur-
ance.

I am testifying on behalf of the insurance industry, the Ameri-
can Council of Life Insurance. We represent some 616 companies
with about $4 percent of all life insurance in force in the United
States.

I am also testifying on behalf of the Health Insurance Associa-
tion of America, which represents 300 private health insurance
companies providing health insurance for some 95 million Ameri-
cans.

We are pleased to express our support, Senator, for your bill, S.
284. As you know, it would treat accelerated death benefits on ac-
count of terminal illness as a non-taxable death benefit.

As a result of recent activities by some of the nation's largest in-
surers who are offering terminal illness accelerated death benefits
to existing policyholders, more than 4 million individuals are now
eligible for this benefit.

Therefore, we think it is vitally important that Congress act
quickly on this issue. We do believe that your bill is an excellent
first step, and like many who are in the room today we would like
to see Congress do additional work in this area.

First, Congress needs to clarify the tax treatment of death bene-
fits which may be accelerated under conditions other than terminal
illness.

Second, we think Congress should clarify that long-term care in-
su-rance be treated like health insurance. Taken together, this
three-pronged approach will help address an important aspect of
the health care crisis facing this Nation.

We are all concerned, obviously, about the escalating costs associ-
ated with terminal illness, catastrophic illness, and the need for
long-term care. We believe there is an important role for the pri-
vate sector, indeed, the public/private sector has been a winning
combination for many years for this country. And we would like to
see it continue, particularly in providing protection against the



devastating financial impact that these costs have on individuals
and their families.

The life and health insurance industry has developed some inno-
vative products that could be helpful to meet these needs. Unfortu-
nately, the reason we are here today, the ambiguity of the tax
treatment of these products is discouraging the public from pur-
chasing these items. The tax law needs to be clarified as quickly as
possible to foster growth and development of these products.

Senator, let me stop my written testimony here, even my sum-
mary, just to point out something I noticed during my nearly 20
years in public service. Rarely does an insurance product get edito-
rial praise throughout the Nation.

In fact, in talking with folks who have made a career with this
industry, they say it is almost unheard of. But I have with me edi-
torial comments from the New York Times, the Denver Post,
U.S.A. Today, Atlanta Journal, Fort Worth Star Telegram, Detroit
Free Press, and some others, essentially saying the concept of ac-
celerated death benefits is excellent, and Congress needs to act
quickly.

I see that the time is running out here, so I will just point out
that in addition to terminal illness which is covered in your bill,
we do have concerns over the tax treatment of accelerated death
benefits for long-term care, catastrophic illness, and permanent
confinement to nursing homes.

I believe I will stop here and submit my statement for the record.
We have some statistics on the number of companies-- over 70 that
started out, ever 100 that are now involved in selling accelerated
death benefit products; some Roper Organization polls showing
very, very strong national support for the concept that you have
embodied; and ask you to move as quickly as possible, and hopeful-
ly bring into the legislation as much as possible that could be han-
dled in this session of Congress.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Mica appears in the appendix.]
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Mica.
Mr. Hill.

STATEMENT OF-ROBERT P. HILL, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
AND CHIEF ACTUARY, THE PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE COMPANY
OF AMERICA, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. HILL. Thank you, and good morning. I am Bob Hill, execu-

tive vice president of the Prudential Insurance Company of Amer-
ica. I am pleased to have the opportunity to testify today in sup-
port of Senate Bill 284.

Before I get into the subject, I would like to take this opportunity
to thank you, Senator Bradley, and thank Senator Lieberman for
your leadership and his leadership on this issue, as well as Senator
Lautenberg, and the other co-sponsors of this bill.

Medical science has made enormous strides in keeping people
alive, but there does come a time when no more can be done to pre-
vent the inevitable. Then, the best thing that can be offered may
be a way to help provide peace of mind; the ability to live out life
in dignity, and that is what this bill is all about.



It will insure that the life insurance benefits that terminally ill
patients receive while they are alive are not taxed, and that is
simply the same treatment as if the benefits were paid a few
months later after death.

To illustrate the importance of this bill, I would like to tell you
about our first accelerated death benefit payment. Our president,
Ron Barburo, was visiting with some AIDS patients. He talked
with one who was virtually destitute, but he did have a Prudential
policy. And Ron thought to himself, how much better this patient's
life could be if he could unlock the value of the death benefit in his
insurance policy. So Ron asked, "Why not pay the benefit now?" So
we made a discounted payment in advance, and helped make our
insured's final months more comfortable.

We now have what we call our living needs benefit program.
This allows policyholders to receive death benefits before the in-
sured dies when there is certification of a terminal illness by a
physician

The use of the funds is unrestricted, in the same way as benefits
paid after death on the normal life insurance payment. Our experi-
ence is that the funds have been very well used. Typically, they
have been used to pay for extra medical or home care, to pay off a
mortgage, to set up plans for the financial security of dependents,
or to fly loved ,ries in for a final visit.

We began our program about 16 months ago. So far, more than
135 policyholders have received accelerated death benefits. Most
have been victims of cancer or AIDS. Though their numbe_ is rela-
tively small, the difference these benefits have made in their lives
is great.

Today, more than 900,000 Prudential policyholders have a
"Living Needs" rider on their live insurance policies. The Pruden-
tial makes it available on both existing and new permanent life in-
surance policies at no extra charge. We do not make money on this
program, it is just the right thing to do, which brings us to your
bill.

First of all, it would explicitly exclude from taxable income accel-
erated death benefits for the terminally ill, and this only makes
sense. Section 101 of the Tax Code already excludes from taxable
income benefits paid by reason of death. And accelerated death
benefits are death benefits, they are just paid a few months early.

We do not believe that terminally ill people have to pay taxes as
the price for receiving their death benefits a little early. This legis-
lation would make it absolutely clear. We believe the legislation
would have no adverse revenue impact, because under current law,
death benefits are already paid on a tax-free basis on the death of
the insured.

Indeed, to the extent a terminally ill person used accelerated
death benefits to pay for medical costs that would otherwise be cov-
ered by Federal programs, the Federal Government may realize a
net savings.

Besides income tax treatment, S. 284 would clarify something
else. Policyholders would not be required under the eligibility test
for SSI and Medicaid to make a claim for their accelerated death
benefits. This makes good sense, too.



There are compelling arguments that current law already covers
these two issues, but S. 284 would make it crystal clear. Let us give
the terminally ill help with their financial worries. S. 284 can
enable them to live out their last days in dignity. We at the Pru-
dential urge you to pass it. Thank you very much.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Hill appears in the appendix.]
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Hill, Mr. Mica and

Mr. Mullane. I appreciate your testimony. I would like to ask just a
few questions. You heard Mr. Gideon today raising his series of
problems. And one of them relates to whether the fund should be
restricted to certain things; certain uses. Is it your experience that
these funds have been well-used by recipients to date, Mr. Hill?

Mr. HILL. That certainly is our experience, Senator. The stories
really are very heart-warming. Our claims people have talked, of
course, with the claimants and the beneficiaries. In fact, media re-
ports have been considerable on TV, and- on the radio, and in the
paper. The experience really is that very often the money is used
to cover mortgage payments, to cover homemaker expenses, to
cover medical expenses that are not covered by the medical plan.
Often these people are very short of resources. They are out of
their job, and they are short of cash. We have saved many houses
for people that were going into foreclosure. So, our experience is,
indeed, that the funds have been very well-used.

Mr. MULLANE. I think it is appropriate-
Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Mullane, do you have a few stories that

you can tell about the use of funds?
Mr. MULLANE. I think it is entirely appropriate, sir, that the

families themselves should decide what is the best use of their
money for their unique circumstance. Limiting the use of these
funds might prevent-for example, using the money to provide for
re-training or education of a spouse so that that spouse could earn
enough money to keep the family together after the death.

Senator BRADLEY. Yes. I think those are very good points. Flying
in a relative, I think you said in your testimony, in the last weeks
of an illness. What about the concern about fraudulent terminal ill-
ness? And I assume those who oppose it on this ground raise the
specter that maybe doctors will, what, not be honest? I mean, make
a mistake? I mean, do you see this as a problem?

Mr. HILL. Well, we, of course, are in the business of paying
claims and operating a sound financial institution. So, we are very
experienced in working with doctors on claims of all sorts, so you
cannot say that you will never have a fraudulent claim, but cer-
tainly, our financial interests are very strong to make sure that the
claims are valid, and we certainly will do that. I do not think the
Treasury needs to worry about that; we will do it.

Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Mica.
Mr. MICA. Well, I just second what was said here. Not only will

the companies be very, very careful because they will be the ones
paying out the money, but from a public policy perspective, certain-
ly every governmental program has a potential for abuse, and I
cannot imagine anybody objecting to a strong system to check on
fraud and to make sure it does not happen. We see that, obviously,
from Medicare to Medicaid, and we will prohibit it. There will be



laws against it, and I guess there will be people who will try to do
it.

Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Hill, another objection that is raised that
somehow or another this is going to be a selling and marketing
technique. I mean, as I heard your testimony, Prudential does not
make any money on these, that this is truly an effort to reach out
and help people in real need and distress. Do you want to comment
on people who see danger where there are no dangers?

Mr. HILL. Well, yes. As I described our program, we did start by
looking at our in force customers. In fact, we had people we saw
were in need, and we wanted to help them. We designed our whole
program so that it would apply to our existing base. Much as my
colleague here described, when we liberalize our plans of insur-
ance, we want to apply those liberalizations to everyone. And that
is why we designed a program that had no additional costs.

So, the fact that the product is, as a result of this change, more
useful, more flexible, more valuable, I do not feel we should defend
that. I think that is good, and it is good for the American public.

Mr. MULLANE. I would like to add to that, sir, if I may. During
the year that we have been doing this, we have not seen any
sudden upsurge in sales that would validate that somehow this
makes the product that much more attractive. And the other thing
I would say is I can hardly see how the existence of this provision
would make it any more attractive to be terminally ill.

Senator BRADLEY. A very good point. Very good point. Senator
Chafee.

Senator CHAFEE. As I understand it, if you did this, there would
be no income tax consequences. If this did not occur, there would
be estate tax consequences, correct?

Mr. HILL. Correct.
Senator CHAFEE. In other words, the insurance would count in

the estate of the individual if the individual did not receive it in
this form. So, it does cost the Federal Government some money, if
you want to look at it harshly, is that not right?

Mr. HILL. I do not think there is any estate tax effective at this
date.

Senator CHAFEE. The estate. I am talking estate.
Mr. HILL. Yes, I know.
Mr. MULLANE. Yes, sir. There is an estate tax on the death bene-

fit in the event the insurance policy is owned by the insured. As a
result of that, very few insurance policies are, in fact, owned by the
insured. And in that event, there is no estate tax.

Mr. KRAUS. Senator, there is also a 600,000
Senator BRADLEY. Would you state your name, for the record?
Mr. KRAUS. I am Steve Kraus with the ACLI. There is also a

$600,000 estate tax exemption, and so, in order for there to be any
estate tax in the first place, there would have to be assets in the
estate of at least $600,000.

Senator CHAFEE. Is there any suggestion that to have this work,
that the amount, even though it had been paid and expended,
would count toward the estate of the individual, if, indeed, it would
have normally been included in the estate. Do you see what I am
saying?

Mr. KRAUS. Could you repeat the question, please?



Senator CHAFEE. Well, let us say that the individual did own the
policy and it comes to the individual in the terminal illness and is
expended. Let us say that $100,000 is paid out to the insured and
that when he dies there is $10,000 lft. What would be the reaction
if you still counted it in the individual estate as it normally would
have been? Now, maybe there is no money to pay it, it is all gone.
Well, never mind. I will not put you in a position of answering that
question.

Mr. KRAUS. I think the answer would be that, you are right, if
the money was expended on account of the terminal illness, there
is nothing left to tax in the estate.

Senator CHAFEE. Yes, except-well, never mind. Let us go on.
Senator BRADLEY. You mean, if the individaal takes the benefits

and invests it in a growth stock, and in 6 months is worth $32 mil-
lion-

Senator CHAFEE. No.
Senator BRADLEY [continuing]. That $32 million is part of the

estate of the individual who just died. So, I mean, we catch him in
an estate tax net regardless. It is just a matter of whether they get
the benefit before they die without an income tax.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, I will not pursue this any further. Thank
you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator BRADLEY. Senator Breaux.
Senator BREAUX. No questions. Just thank the Chairman for

bringing this to our attention. I am a co-sponsor of his legislation,
and it is good to see our good friend and former colleague, Con-
gressman Mica, before the panel. Thank you.

Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Mica, could I ask you, how many more in-
surance companies do you think would offer this kind of product if
this were enacted?

Mr. MICA. I think we cannot project, but we have been talking to
our member companies. I think a large number of companies
would take advantage of this, and maybe a little bit in the vein of
Senator Chafee's comments that there certainly will be some
impact on the calculations that would be done by Joiht Tax.

But we first start with the premise that if they died and received
the money, there would not normally be a tax, so this money
should be given before death without a tax under certain circum-
stances. And in addition-

Senator BRADLEY. You had a number in your testimony for the
number of companies that-

Mr. MICA. Yes, sir, we do. We started out with 70 companies that
were offering it, and it went up to, I believe, over 100. As I indicat-
ed, we represent 616 companies, and we think there would be a tre-
mendous interest in it. The point that I was going to make, though,
with regard to cost, is one of the things that Joint Tax does not
calculate, and I have seen this many times over the years in things
that I was involved with. They had a program where we vaccinated
for polio. They figured it would cost so many million dollars a year,
and it was an expenditure to the government.

Joint Tax is not allowed, nor do they calculate, that by vaccinat-
ing for polio, the government is saved hundreds of millions of dol-
lars a year, and what I am saying is there will be some public
offset of any cost for people who do not become a public charge be-



cause of taking care of their own needs. And that figure is never
calculated when it is given to the Congross.

Senator BRADLEY. Yes. What do you have to say about the slip-
pery slope argument that the Treasury Department offers? If you
do this today for the terminally ill, tomorrow you will be in here
for housing accounts, b6at accounts, whatever. I say that to draw
the whole room's attention to this bill. [Laughter.]

Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Hill?
Mr. HILL. Well, it seems to me the event of death is very clearly

defined, and I do not see that there is any difficultly in distinguish-
ing a terminal illness from education. I do not see the slippery
slope argument applying at all.

Mr. MULLANE. Well, I think also, sir, that the event of death is
actuarially calculable in advance, whereas the other kinds of
things you have mentioned are not. And I think the Congress can
count on the fact that we need to protect the financial stability of
our companies, and would not be willing to enter into the kind of
arrangements that would present the kind of risk that you have
just described.

Senator BRADLEY. Yes. I think that is a good point. Mr. Mica, you
had your three-prong approach. If we cannot do anything about
long-term or catastrophic, you still think it is wise to move ahead
with this very limited, but very humane bill, do you not?

Mr. MICA. Senator, we are absolutely not here to muddy up the
waters. We like your concept, your bill. We would love to see it en-
acted. Obviously, I represent several hundred companies whc
would like to have some additional pieces to that puzzle, but we un-
derstand the political reality.

And in answer to your previous question, the reality is that
health care is a crisis in this Nation, something needs to be done
now, and whatever can be done now ought to be done now. So, we
would like to see the full three prongs, but we obviously support
your concept, your approach. And if that is all we can do right
now, we will do it.

Mr. MULLANE. I would agree, sir, that there are terminally ill
families that are depending upon the passage of this bill right now,
and to confuse that matter with other matters would be a shame.

Senator BRADLEY. Let me thank all three of you very much for
your testimony. I think that you have taken the concerns head on
and I appreciate your candor and knowledge, and I look forward to
working with you in the future. Thank you very much.

We now have a panel consisting of Jeff Napier, president of the
National Marine Manufacturers Association, Chicago; Mr. Shep
McKenney, Hinckley Co., Southwest Harbor, ME; Everett Pearson,
president, Tillotson-Pearson, Warren, RI; Mr. John Chantrey, presi-
dent, Schubert's Marine Sales Services, New Orleans, LA; and Dr.
Dennis Zimmerman, specialist in public finance, CRS. And wel-
come to the subcommittee, and the baton of the chairmanship will
now be passed to Senator Breaux.

Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Chairman, while this panel is getting
seated, I wish to state on behalf of the distinguished Majority
Leader, Senator Mitchell, that he, unfortunately, because of his
leadership duties, cannot be here. He wanted to extend again a



welcome, as he personally gave it earlier to Mr. McKenney, chair-
man of the Hinckley Co. of Southwest Harbor.

And Senator Mitchell wanted me to stress to everyone his deep
interest in this subject, his concern over this luxury tax. I have
trouble getting the words out, I find them so distasteful. And as
you know, Senator Mitchell gave a statement earlier in the day. So,
he is sorry he cannot be here.

Senator BRADLEY. Thank you. Senator Chafee, I appreciate it. I
know that this industry is in deep stress, and that is what this
hearing is all about. It is an attempt to get all the facts out on the
table so we can respond to what is a legitimate crisis in this indus-
try. Senator Breaux.

Senator BREAUX. Let me welcome the panel, but start by asking
our colleague who has been here waiting and has to go back to the
floor, what we have done with all other Senators who have been
here, is to allow him to give us his remarks on a matter that is
scheduled for the next panel. And if our panel members will just
bear with us for a moment, we would like to welcome our col-
league, Harry Reid, from Nevada.

Senator Reid is fresh from a victory. I know who lost, and I also
know who won. Senator Reid just had a big victory on the floor on
his amendment. So he should feel flushed with excitement and
pleasure.

Senator CHAFEE. I think that the Senator from Rhode Island
shows great character in not objecting to Senator Reid testify right
now out of order.

Senator Reid.

STATEMENT OF HON. HARRY REID, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
NEVADA

Senator REID. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Also, you,
Senator-Chafee, a man who, as I have told you personally, I greatly
admire not only what you have done in the Senate, but what you
have done outside the Senate as well.

I would like to take about 5 minutes and talk about something
that is extremely important to the people of this country. First, I
thank the committee for allowing me to testify, and also, I thank
Mr. Bill Hoffman from the State of Nevada, who is here today to
acknowledge the magnitude of the source tax issue.

A few years ago, I was approached by a Nevadan by the name of
Bill Hoffman, whom you will hear from later today, who told me
about a problem Nevadans were having. You see, many Americans
are coming to Nevada to retire because, among many other rea-
sons, there is no State income tax in the State of Nevada.

Bill Hoffman informed me, however, that these new Nevadans
were being harassed by their former States of residence and that
they were being taxed by them. I have to tell you, Mr. Chairman, I
frankly did not believe what he was telling me. I have always been
a resident of Nevada, and I have never had another State levy a
tax on my income or assets. But I know many, many people have
moved to Nevada and other places, retirees and otherwise, who cer-
tainly never expected to be told they must continue to pay State



income taxes to the State where they used to live. To be perfectly
honest, I stress again, I could not believe wiiat he was telling me.

There are Nevadans and citizens of every State who are forced to
pay taxes to States where they do not reside. These retirees pay
taxes on pensions drawn in the States where they spent their work-
ing years, despite the fact that they are not present to participate
in the programs which their taxes are funding.

They do not participate in Medical Assistance programs, visit
senior centers or public parks, or even vote in their former States
of residence. Yet, they are still being asked to pay taxes-not only
on the pension income, so-to-speak, but on all their income.

No one wants to pay a penny more in taxes than he or she has
to; we all know that. But most Americans graciously pay what they
owe. They pay because they know what they are getting in return,
and, in the United States, we get a lot in return.

But you do not get a single benefit from a State in which you do
not reside, except in some instances. And that is what we are here
to talk about today: a tax bill. As you will hear many times today,
this is taxation without representation. This practice is affecting
more and more Americans as economic times become tougher, and
certain States have become more creative in looking for revenues.
That is why Retirees to Eliminate State Income Source Tax,
RESIST it is called, founded in July of 1988, has grown beyond the
borders of Nevada, to include members in every State of the Union.

This is a non-profit, grass-roots organization in the truest sense
of the word. It operates entirely through the work of volunteers; no
members are salaried. The credibility of this group has convinced
other long-established organizations, such as the National Associa-
tion of Retired Federal Employees, to make a commitment to pro-
hibiting taxation of non-resident retirement income.

This is a bipartisan effort of millions of Americans who cannot
live with unfair reductions in the fixed incomes which their retire-
ment provides them. I know of people who are taxed at a rate
which reflects their entire income, not just their income derived
from the taxing State.

An individual could find himself or herself paying a tax on his
pension that far e-ceeds the rate that would have been applicable
at the time the pension was earned. He could also find himself
paying tax on the same income to more than one State. Most
States offer a tax credit when their residents pay their income
taxes to other States. While this allowance is admirable, the State
offering the credit is losing revenues. If I retire from California to
Oklahoma, and California decides to levy on a tax on my pension,
Oklahoma will most likely grant me a credit for the amount I owe
California.

But Oklahoma will still be the State providing me with the Medi-
cal Assistance and other senior programs, as well as access to its
parks, not to mention the right to vote. And Oklahoma will be pro-
viding me all this free of charge, since California will be receiving
my tax dollars.

To prohibit this, I believe, unethical practice, I have offered legis-
lation which prohibits States from taxing pensions on retirement
income of non-residents. States are crossing State lines, collecting
taxes from non-residents, and are retreating and offering nothing



in return. State residents who conscientiously pay taxes on their
pensions have the privilege of voting in this State. Non-residents
just pay.

All too frequently, retirees are unaware that they must pay tax
to the State from which they draw their monthly pension check. As
in Nevada, many people plan retirement in States with low or non-
existent income tax, and spend and save accordingly. Notifications
of back tax and penalties to a State other than where someone re-
sides is rightfully met with indignation and horror. The indigna-
tion rises from the shock of post-Revolutionary taxation without
representation. The horror rises from the inability to pay an enor-
mous tax debt when one lives on a fixed income.

Once more I would like to thank this committee for allowing me
to testify and to remind the committee that there are numerous or-
ganizalions that support this legislation.

Senator BREAUX. Harry, let me just ask you one quick question. I
think you have raised a very interesting point. The situation you
have described aiid the situation like we have in Senator Bradley's
area a person who works in New York City but retires, say, in New
Jersey, spends his time there, lives there, has his house there, but
still must pay his income tax on pension payments in New York on
money that he earned working in New York during the day, even
though he retires and resides, say, in New Jersey, must also pay
taxes in New Jersey.

Senator REID. I think that there are some legal arguments that
show a difference. I think they are a difference of degree, rather
than a different in kind. I would submit that a person working
there receives some benefits from the State; they have the subway
system at their disposal, they can walk at noon time to a park.
There are a lot of things the State of New York has to offer some-
one who is working there. We are talking about someone that is
not even in the State, does not live there, and most of the time
does not want to return.

Senator BREAUX. Good point. Questions?
Senator BRADLEY. Well, let me thank Senator Reid for his testi-

mony. I think it is a very important issue. I, of course, would like
to broaden it, but I think it does address a very specific problem
and it is one that is felt in a lot of places outside of Nevada. New
Jersey is one of them.

Senator REID. That is right.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you.
Senator REID. I would also want this committee to know that it

does not cost the Federal Government a single penny.
Senator BREAUX. Thank you, Senator, very much, for your pres-

entation.
[The prepared -statement of Senator Reid appears in the appen-

dix.]
We would like to take the panel in reverse order from how it was

set out in the witness list, and we will take from the Library of
Congress and the Congressional Research Service, Dr. Dennis Zim-
merman. Dr. Zimmerman, if you would go first, we would be
pleased to receive your testimony.
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STATEMENT OF DR. DENNIS ZIMMERMAN, SPECIALIST IN PUBLIC
FINANCE, CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE, LIBRARY OF
CONGRESS, WASIAINGTON, DC
Dr. ZIMMERMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the

committee. In 1990, 504,100 boats were sold, of which 9,100-1.8
percent-were in the two categories identified by the National
Manufacturers Marine Association as containing boats subject to
the luxury tax. Total sales were $4.6 billion, of which 33.8 percent
were in the luxury boat class. These 1.8 and 33.8 percent figures
represent upper bounds on the share of the boat industry subject to
the luxury tax.

The model detailed in my written remarks estimates the influ-
ence .f price and income changes, both individual and business, on
the demand for luxury-class boats. The model accurately tracks
sales over the 1970 to 1990 period, including the decreases in sales
that occurred during the recessions of 1974 and 1982, and the very
large decrease that occurred in 1990.

I conclude from the estimates of the model that luxury boat sales
have not been responsive to real price changes over this 1970-1990
period. If this zero relationship exists today, the luxury tax prob-
ably is not responsible for the sales reductions being experienced
currently by the boat industry. The model also estimates that sales
are quite sensitive to changes in real disposable personal income,
and somewhat sensitive to changes in real after-tax corporate prof-
its.

The finding of a near-zero price sensitivity is, of course, a diffi-
cult proposition for the boat industry to accept, particularly at a
time of decreasing sales when a new excise tax has been imposed.

Suppose we assume the price elasticity is actually equal to minus
one. The average nominal sale price of these 9,100 luxury-class
boats sold in 1990 was $171,000, which implies an average tax of
$7,000, or 4.2 percent of average price.

Thus, even assuming demand to be price-sensitive, the expected
decrease in boat sales due to the luxury tax would be 4.2 percent.
Industry revenue would be expected to decline by about 1.4 per-
cent, far short of the large decreases being reported in the press.

Of course, I must re-emphasize that based on data for the last
two decades, the model estimated finds no such sensitivity to price.

When ones looks at the sales data for the boat industry, it is
quite clear that something very unusual happened in 1990. The
number of luxury units sold declined by 37 percent; a decrease far
beyond any experienced by the industry since 1970. This drop in
business cannot be explained by observed changes in individual or
business income, nor can it be explained by the luxury tax, whose
pending adoption for 1991 ought to have accelerated 1991 sales into
1990 in order to avoid the tax.

The model treats this 1990 experience as an unexplained down-
ward shift in the demand for boats. Consumers desired to purchase
considerably fewer boats, no matter what their price. Several possi-
ble explanations come to mind.

First, there is preliminary evidence that the change in real dis-
posable personal income for the portion of the population that buys
luxury boats suffered income reductions substantially larger than



other portions of the population. With a 1.8 income elasticity, a
large income decrease among the wealthy could explain a signifi-
cant portion of the drop in sales.

Second, the Gulf War increased uncertainty, and may have made
buyers reluctant to purchase boats beginning in the third quarter
of 1990.

Third, it is possible, given the rapid increase in sales throughout
the 1980's, that the market for luxury boats is saturated. And
fourth, the relationship between the markets for new and used
boats may have changed substantially in 1990.

Perhaps what we are observing is the combined effect of the four
facto-s. Whatever the cause, it is clear that the luxury boat indus-
try has experienced a substantial decline in business. However, the
model discussed here indicates this decline is not attributable to
price changes, and certainly not to the luxury tax on boats.

In closing, I would like to make a brief comment on a 1987
Patton Boggs & Blow study on luxury boats. Their study uses the
same output and price data that I have used, but estimates a large
price sensitivity equal to minus two. I believe their estimate of
price sensitivity is incorrect.

Their use of nominal rather than real values causes the income
and price variables to be highly correlated. Unfortunately, their
technique for handling this statistical difficulty has the effect of
pre-determining a high and arguably incorrect estimate of price
sensitivity, and rendering the estimate unsuitable as a guide for
policy.

Again, thank you for the opportunity to share my results with
you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Zimmerman appears in the ap-
pendix.]

Senator BREAUX. Thank you very much. We will have questions
for you in a moment. Let me see.

I am delighted to welcome from Louisiana Mr. John Chantrey.
John, we appreciate you very much coming up. I have not had a
chance to visit with you, but I am looking forward to your testimo-
ny.

STATEMENT OF JOHN CHANTREY, PRESIDENT, SCHUBERT'S
MARINE SALES AND SERVICES, NEW ORLEANS, LA

Mr. CHANTREY. Thank you, Senator Breaux. On behalf of Schu-
bert's and Schubert's people, we appreciate.the tireless efforts you
have put forth to attempt to repeal this bill. As you and I both
know in Louisiana, we have been in a recession for almost 10 years
now. You have done a great job, and we have great respect for your
abilities. I greatly appreciate the opportunity to appear before this
distinguished committee.

As a small boat businessman, this subject has turned the entire
future of our business from a progressive business with new mar-
kets, to a business that will shortly be fighting to survive.

From 1981 to 1987, Louisiana's economy was failing to the degree
we had never seen before. In 1987, betting that the worst was over,
I purchased Schubert's Marine, a run-down boat yard and fuel dock
that was and is located in the most perfect location in the Gulf



area, in between two major marinas, and in the middle of West
End Park.

Over the past 20 years of boating and yachting activities over an
entire lake, I was able to bring large sailboat work to what was a
power boat yard exclusively. This increased our sales by 35 percent
in our first year of operation and put us in the black. I began the
first phase of three modernization phases at the end of 1987-re-
minding you that we are still in a very bleak economy-by pur-
chasing and installing a 65-ton yacht hoist that replaced a danger-
ous 20-ton lift. This allowed us to service yachts to 70 feet, as com-
pared to 40 feet previously. We added highly skilled and specialized
personnel, and began for the first in Schubert's history, major
yacht conversion and customizing. Our sales began to climb.

In 1989, our economy in Louisiana, in the eyes of our customers,
were improving. It was improving slowly, but there was a promise
that we were out of the rut that we were in for the past 8 years.
With sales inquiries building, we ran out of space in our old, anti-
quated production building, and we sold our first major yacht in
the previous 2-year period.

With high expectations of a slow, but improving economy, we
built a new production building and parts building with a modern
carpenter shop, and outfitting shop, modern mechanics overhaul
shop, and a paint and fiberglass shop with offices on the second
floor.

During this time, two more major yachts were sold that we out-
fitted. The sum total of the outfitting of these boats exceeded
$400,000. One was a Hatteras, and one was a Viking. Our new facil-
ity not only allowed us to be more efficient, but brought us more
business from those who wanted to be associated with a first-class
yacht yard, and were tired of the problems they were having with
small boat yards on the lake.

Then the luxury tax hit us. This tax has stopped qualified buyers
in Louisiana from buying yachts. They are turning to condos with
second home write-offs, or they are sitting back waiting for the
luxury tax to be repealed. We had, in March of this year, a flat
cancellation of a qualified buyer buying a 70-foot Hatteras motor
yacht.

We sold a year and a half before that his 45-foot Hatteras. He
was attempting to put his personal financial portfolio in order to
buy the boat before the luxury tax came down. It was impossible
for him to do so. He did not do so until after the first of the year,
and he has cancelled that order entirely.

What does this mean to the people of Schubert's? This means
that with no new yachts being sold, we not only have lost the out-
fitting and customizing revenues, but in another 3 years, existing
yachts in the area will be 7 to tlO years old, making updating and
retrofitting, which is the heart of our present business, not practi-
cal because of costs. When this happens, the alternate will be our
business will fail.

What does this mean to Schubert's people? By October, we will
have a 30-percent reduction in force. We are presently in the up-
swing of the summer season, mainly because of the rains we have
had. We have had a delay of 2 months because of that. And second-
ly, we have a major contract we are working on-two major yachts



in Morgan City. But without the projected revenues and the outfit-
ting of major yachts, that reduction in force will take place.

Second, and if I can make one point clear, we have a short-term
and a very short long-term effect on this luxury tax with Schu-
bert's. Initially, we have lost the outfitting revenues-$300,000 to
$400,000 a year. That affects our business adversely. But as the
fleet ages, the heart of what our business has been all along is
going to disappear. And we estimate 2 to 3 years from now there
will be a drastic reduction on the amount of retrofits and updating
of major yachts just based on age.

What does that mean to the 35 employees of Schubert's, and
what does that mean to the owner of Schubert's? I am a person
who came up through the corporate rolls. I do not have the fat bill-
fold to carry a financial burden that this tax creates for us over a
three or four period of time. And the options are to list the-compa-
ny for sale, perhaps to a major corporation that wants to buy it-it
is unlikely because of the personal nature of our business-some-
body who has got a much bigger billfold than I, or sell it to devel-
opers who want to build condos in West End Park. This is a real
situation for me, and I want to make one quick and last remark.

When I put the 65-ton lift in, and it cost over $273,000, I told my
key people if they helped me pay for that and the production build-
ing that would follow, we could do it over an 8-year period. From
that point on, I would share the profits of the company with them,
spending less time at Schubert's, and having not to walk the edge
financially. Those hard-working people paid for that crane in 21/2
years.

Now, I am faced with the fact that I have to face them saying
that our projected revenues are going to be such that we will have
a tough time, or if we can pay for that facility at all, or I may have
to sell the business.

That is real to me. Having come from the corporate world, I have
never had an opportunity to work directly with people who help
make companies :,uccessful. I have in this venture. We have been
successful. But we can handle the problems with the economy and
the changes in the economy; that is part of being in business. But
when we are dealing with a legislative matter that cuts the ability
for us to change our direction or to make up in areas that will
make us successful in the future, we have no other alternative. I
think the final effects of this luxury tax, if not repealed, will have
a dramatic effect.

And last, it takes in the area of 10 years to build the specialized
people that actually do major yacht retrofitting and modifications.
These are not people that can be picked up through ads in the
newspaper. Once this art is lost, it will be lost for many years to
come.

I appreciate your efforts, Senator. I ask for your consideration. I
offer anything I can do to help repeal this law as expeditiously as
possible. Thank you very much.

Senator BREAUX. Thank you, Mr. Chantrey. Next, from Rhode
Island, Mr. Pearson.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, I join in welcoming Mr. Pearson. I am so
glad he is here, and appreciate his coming down. Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.



[The prepared statement of Mr. Chantrey appears in the appen-
dix.]

Senator BREAUX. Mr. Pearson.

STATEMENT OF EVERETT PEARSON, PRESIDENT, TILLOTSON-
PEARSON, INC., WARREN, RI

Mr. PEARSON. Mr. Chairman, Senators, I am here this morning
representing and I am President of ASAP-it is a 150 firms in-
volved in the boating industry-Bristol Sailing Industries, and the
Rhode Island Marine Trades Association.

I have been in this business for 34 years, and I have never seen
the boat business as such a disastrous state as it is now. We have
suffered through the recession, we have had the banking crisis up
in New England.

The banking crisis has taken the money away from the boat
buyers, floor plan money away from dealers, lines of credit for
builders, put a lot of people out of work up there. We have got
probably 2,000 people in New England in the boating industry who
have been put out of work.

The companies that survived the- recession moved up in their
product lines, building larger boats. And then last October when
the effect of the luxury tax came in, it was a coup de gras for this
industry. It shut down the upper end of the whole business, putting
a lot more people out of work.

There are three luxury yacht builders in Rhode Island. We have
Ted Hood building his line of boats, Alden, and we build the J-44.
All these boats sell from roughly $350,000 to $3 million. These com-
panies have been averaging for the last 10 to 12 years roughly over
30 of these luxury yachts a year. Since this tax went into effect last
October, Ted Hood has not sold a single boat-zero. The Alden firm
has not sold a single boat. In 1989, we sold 19 J-44s. In 1990, we
sold 24 J-44s. And since the luxury tax went into place, we have
sold two.

It is not the recession that is causing this problem. I have been
in the business back through the 70's and I have seen the oil crisis
come and go, and I have watched the small boat end of the busi-
ness fall off, and the luxury end has always held on; it is recession-
proof. We had the crisis in the 80's when we had the stock market
fall off. Our small boat lines fell right off dramatically. The Alden
line and the big boats continued to sell.

Evidence that people are still spending money on boats is the
used boat market. The luxury tax has affected the new boats, but
they are spending the money on the used boats. And not one job
has been created by the people who are buying the used boats. The
brokers are reporting the best years ever.

While we are not selling boats in the U.S. market, I would like to
point out that last year we started a joint venture with a French
firm. And in these last few months, we have sold seven $350,000
Catamarans under a French law, the Loi Pons Law, that went into
place in 1986. Any firm investing that creates jobs in the islands,
they can write off these boats and create a lot of jobs.

We are asking for a repeal of this. A law that has negative cash
flow could be turned into positive cash flow.



I would like to point out that this is not the first time that a gov-
ernment made this type of mistake. In 1973, England had a 10-per-
cent value added tax put on. In 1975, the Labor Party, when they
won the election, they proposed cutting the value added tax from
10 to 8 percent, and put on a luxury tax. Within 9 months, they
had destroyed over half of the boat building businesses in England,
and the tax was repealed at the end of 9 months.

Yachts are an alluring and a logical target to tax; they are the
epitome of the public's concept of wealth. But what it is doing here
is destroying an industry. I look at it as a boxing match between
the government and the wealthy people. And the government has
not laid a glove on them, and the only one you are really knocking
out is a boat builder. We have got over 19 percent unemployment
up in the city of Fall River.

And I ask you now to repeal this tax now and let us put some of
these people back to work before you destroy the whole industry.
Thank you.

Senator BREAUX. Thank you very much, Mr. Pearson.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Pearson appears in the appen-

dix.]
Senator BREAUX. Next, from Maine, Mr. McKenney.

STATEMENT OF SHEPARD W. McKENNEY, CHAIRMAN, THE
HINCKLEY CO., SOUTHWEST HARBOR, ME

Mr. MCKENNEY. My name is Shep McKenney. I am one of the
owners of the Hinckley Co., a yacht-building firn in Southwest
Harbor, Maine. Thank you for allowing me to testify.

Mr. Gideon from the Treasury Department, earlier said that it
was difficult to measure the effect of the luxury tax because it coin-
cided with the recession. I do not think Mr. Gideon has spent much
time in Maine, or around boat builders. This thing has been going
on for 2 years, and I think most of the firms have done a reason-
ably good job of dealing with this recession.

At the Hinckley Co. in 1989, we instituted a wage freeze, which
has stood. We have eliminated all capital spending. And through
1990, we have been at to maintain reasonably full employment.

But since January 1, sales have gone to zip. We have sold only
two boats that are subject to the luxury tax, and what we are find-
ing is that in order f-o be able to sell boats, we effectively have to
agree to absorb the tax. The fact is, people do not want to pay this
tax, and it does not take a high-priced lawyer or accountant to
figure out the loophole in this tax law. You just do not buy the
boat, and people are not.

We have already had to institute drastic steps. We have laid off
10 percent of our work force. We have cut pay for all our remain-
ing employees by 10 pe rcent. I would like to give you some exam-
ples of the effect of these cuts.

Bill Garver worked for the Hinckley Co. for 26 years before he
became one of 15 people laid off earlier this year. Bill works as a
rigger, and his skills are not transferable to other industries. Bill is
on unemployment, as are many of the people we have laid off.

Mike LaPlante was an apprentice carpenter, and he was not laid
off. But, like our other employees, he had his pay cut by 10 per-



cent. Mike was already struggling to pay his rent, but with a 10-
percent pay cut, he could no longer afford to support himself, his
three young children and his wife, and he has now moved to Con-
necticut, where he and his family live with his mother-in-law.

Mike is one of seven employees that have left the Hinckley Co.
as a result of the pay cut, including Kay Stein, who could no longer
afford day care for her 5-year old daughter Haley, and her 3-year-
old son, Evan.

These stories are being repeated across Maine as boat building
employment plunges to 50 percent of what it was, and getting
worse. I believe that on the Maine coast we build some of the most
beautiful yachts in the world, employing the highest levels of
craftsmanship. I hope the owners of our boats will forgive me when
-I say that I believe we own these yachts as much as they do. These
yachts are great redistributors of wealth, because of the enormous
amount of labor they require.

Today at the Hinckley Co., our principal competitors are for-
eign-in Taiwan, where the effective labor rate is less than half of
ours, and in Finland, where boat building companies are directly
subsidized by the government.

We are confident of our ability to compete, despite these adverse
circumstances. For that matter, we accept the challenges of the ups
and downs of a free economy, including the recession. We ask for
no help from the government.

What we cannot understand is why the government would delib-
erately institute a policy that seems designed to single out our al-
ready depressed industry for extinction and for no good purpose.

Thank you.
Senator BREAUX. Thank you very much, Mr. McKenney.
[The prepared statement of Mr. McKenney appears in the appen-

dix.]
Senator BREAUX. And finally, to wrap it up, Mr. Jeff Napier.
Mr. Napier.

STATEMENT OF JEFF NAPIER, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL MARINE
MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION, CHICAGO, IL

Mr. NA'IER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I would like to
thank you, particularly, and Senator Chafee for your championing
our cause and our jobs.

Let me depart from my written remarks, and if I may, introduce
them into the record, along with supplemental material on job loss
and a fevi statistics which I will provide to the committee.

Let-me say that we are talking about 500 almost entirely small
businesses spread throughout every State of the Union who are
almost exclusively in the business of manufacturing boats subject
to the tax. In addition, there are several score more who manufac-
ture the larger boats, and as well, smaller boats.

These companies and their retail dealers-probably 2,000 in
number-account for about 60,000 jobs, not counting the many
after market service jobs, not counting a lot of the jobs connected
with the components in the boats. So, in all, we are talking about
more than 100,000 jobs just in this segment of the boating industry.



Let me underline the eloquent remarks of Mr. McKenney about
the fact that we are talking about people's lives here-real, live
people. All the statistics that I will provide you, and other wit-
nesses have provided, take on meaning when you get to meet the
people who are unemployed; people with mortgages, people with
tuition, people with hopes and dreams who no longer have the jobs
because of actions of their government.

Our witness this morning from the Treasury suggested that we
ought to postpone any action until government data is available,
perhaps in 2 or 3 years. Let me confirm that the industry that is
now subject to this tax will be extinct by that time.

We are now seeing an increasing number of Chapter 11 filings.
My guesstimate is that we will see quite a number of them in the
next 3 to 6 months as these small businesses simply run out of cap-
ital and close their doors. Their capital has been very severely
strained right now, and simply there is not going to be much more
left to support these companies.

Our sales are down very significantly in this industry due to the
recession. As a big ticket, discretionary income durable, we are
probably the leadingest of the leading economic indicators, particu-
larly in terms of an economic downturn. Our sales have been off
over the last 2 years about 40 percent, and this is in all segments
of our industry, including the smaller boats not subject to the tax.
The 40 percent, I might add, typically tracks our historical record
in a good, strong recession. That is about the bottom in a strong
recession.

In the case of the larger boats subject to the tax, however, our
sales are down not only 40 percent, but typically a minimum of 60
percent, and in the largest boats, as much as 80 percent.

So that suggests very strongly the difference between a recession-
ary effect on the one hand and, as to the bigger boats subject to the
tax, recession plus the tax itself.

Fortunately, we do not have to wait 2 or 3 years to get the Treas-
ury Department statistics on what the tax yield will be with updat-
ed data.

Our association is hiring a Big Eight accounting firm to basically
use the Joint Tax Committee methodology to bring the data that
was hastily put together last fall up-to-date, and we expect to be
able to provide the committee with data on real tax yields, particu-
larly for the out years, within the next 30 days. So, I think that
will give us a better basis on which to procee,' 4ji this bill.

It seems to me that when you are talking about a product that
has about a 50-percent labor component, and ii addition, the after
market with very strong service labor, that you cannot really say
you are taxing the rich. What you are really doing is redistributing
the wealth; you are creating jobs. And that is what is happening
here. And to pooh-pooh it as a minor trickle down effect to workers
really is to miss the point altogether. We are an extremely labor-
intensive industry, so anything that is invested in a new boat, in
fact, creates a lot of jobs.

Our industry is one of the very few U.S. manufacturing indus-
tries that has a favorable surplus of trade. Our favorable surplus of
trade in 1990, according to the Commerce Department, was $600
million on exports of $1.1 billion. That creates a lot of U.S. jobs.



The reason that we are so successful internationally is because of
our economies of scale in the domestic market. But, as the market
goes down due to this tax, our competitiveness internationally goes
down dramatically as well.

I think one of the earlier witnesses referred to the experience of
the United Kingdom, which had a tax very similar to this tax-an
excise tax. They virtually killed their industry, but fortunately,
promptly repealed the tax when they discovered what they were
doing.

A similar experience happened in Italy, and they, too, repealed
their tax largely, and the result is they brought the jobs back
before it was too late.

In summary, Mr. Chairman, let me say that this tax is bad eco-
nomic policy, bad tax policy, because it does not yield net revenue.
It is bad jobs policy, and it is bad trade policy, and it has to be re-
pealed at the earliest possible date, because we are losing 100 jobs
a day.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Napier appears in the appendix.]
Senator BREAUX. Well, I thank all the panel members for travel-

ing and being with us from their respective States, and making
their presentations.

I think there is no question that boat sales are down-boat sales
in the category that are affected by the tax are down. The question
is why? Dr. Zimmerman, in his testimony and the modeling that he
has done suggests three possible explanations.

First was the Gulf War. Second was, perhaps, the market for
luxury boats is saturated, and third, you mentioned could be the
change in real disposable personal income has occurred, and there-
fore, fewer sales are made.

And then, Dr. Zimmerman, you point out that according to the
model estimates, the large decrease in the boat sales is not attrib-
utable to either the luxury boat tax, or even changes in the real
disposable personal income for the entire population.

Having eliminated some of those-what you feel to be the rea-
sons, what would you offer as-or did ycur model show what would
be the reason for the decline in the sales if it is not these that you
have eliminated?

Dr. ZIMMERMAN. Well, I think if I were able to have my ideal in-
formation, I would like to have some information about what has
happened to the income of the portion of the population that has
the income and wealth to buy these large luxury boats, rather than
the data available for the population as a whole.

And I suspect for 1989 and 1990 that the portion of the popula-
tion that can buy these boats has suffered larger reductions in
their disposable personal income than the rest of the population.
And that if we had that number to look at and applied it to our
knowledge of income sensitivity, we would find that would go a
long way towards explaining the drop in boat sales.

We have the experience of both the Treasury Department and
the Congressional Budget Office's capital gains realizations equa-
tions that predict capital gains realizations, way over-predicting in
1989, which I think has continued. And that is an important com-
ponent of the income of these individuals.



So, if I add to my primary thinking, it is that the drop in income
of that slice of the population has been very large with the real
estate collapse, and that sort of thing.

Senator BREAUX. Certainly looking at that drop in income, plus
the added 10-percent tax, combines to make it, I would think,
worse. I am interested in you commenting on two points made by
the witnesses. One of them, Mr. Napier, pointed out that looking at
the sales in the Pacific Northwest, an area that has been relatively
only minorly touched by the recession, that sales in the first quar-
ter of these type of vessels would total about $29 million, and in
the first quarter of this year when the tax is in place, it is only a
$3 million worth of sales for the same vessels; a dramatic decline.

And then, I think Mr. Pearson pointed out that there has been a
real stable, if not increase, in the amount of sales to foreign cus-
tomers who are not subject to the tax. How do these factors affect
your modeling estimates, if at all?

Dr. ZIMMERMAN. Well, with respect to the first issue, if you look
at the average price of these luxury-class boats and actually work
out what the effect of the tax is, it averages only about 4.2 percent.
So, we are not talking about a 10-percent tax.

Senator BREAUX. That is 4.2 percent of the total price of the boat
since the tax is only on the amount over $100,000.

Dr. ZIMMERMAN. Correct. Based on 1990 prices. So we are talking
about a 4.2-percent tax, which even if we assume a relatively sensi-
tive price response, would get you a 4.2-percent drop in sales. And
the luxury portion of the industry is only about 34 percent of total
industry sales, so you are talking about a third of 4.2 percent. So,
even if we say my results are wrong and the industry is price sensi-
tive, you cannot get there from here because of price changes.

Senator BREAUX. Are you saying that a 4.2-percent increase in
the final price should result in only a 4.2 percent-reduction in
sales?

Dr. ZIMMERMAN. That is right, if, indeed, you had what econo-
mists refer to as a unitary elastic demand curve. That is, a given
percentage increase in price results in an equal percentage de-
crease in number of units purchased.

Senator BREAUX. I am not sure I understand all of that. 1 just
think the average guy goes and is very marginal as to whether he
can afford a boat, and he walks in and sees it almost 5 percent
more than it was the day before, that is enough to turn off 100 per-
cent of the potential buyers.

Dr. ZIMMERMAN. Well, I do not think if we look at the way
people buy, that they totally eliminate their purchases of things
when prices go up 4 or 5 percent. Or particularly, there may be an
individual or a small portion of all individuals who react that way,
they get so mad about a price increase. But when you add every-
body in the economy making these purchases together, statistically,
you are only going to get a small percentage of them making the
decision not to purchase.

Senator BREAUX. Senator Chafee.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would just like to

say, Dr. Zimmerman, that to repeat that noted philosopher, Yogi
Berra, he said, "You can see a lot by looking." And the facts are
that these folks who have testified, whether they are from Louisi-



ana or Rhode Island or Maine, have all testified that during previ-
ous recessions, their large boat sales have stood up and, indeed,
that is what has carried them through those times.

The elasticity is far more on the lower end of the scale than the
upper scale. That is, the elasticity in association with presumably
prosperity. And so that when times are good, they sell the small
boats and the big boats. When times are bad, they only sell the big
boats, or fewer small boats than normally, but the big boats hold
up.

So, those are the facts. And I think to suggest that the Gulf War,
or something else is deterring people-I know you are searching for
solutions-but I just think it flies in the face of the experience of
these individuals who are not newcomers to the business. Maybe
Mr. Chantrey has been in a relatively short time, but I suspect he
has probably been associated with the business one way or another.
But somebody like Mr. Pearson or the Hinckley folks have been
there for years in this business.

And, furthermore, I think you have got to assess the options that
are available to an individual to spend his money. You say if a
$200,000 boat, a 10-percent tax is really only 5 percent on the total
purchase price, but I do not think that people look at things that
way. They look at it that doggone it, they are being hit with a 10-
percent tax on the high-priced boat.

And Mr. Pearson, in his lengthy statement, pointed out as the
others have, that people spend their money on condominiums, or
vacation resorts, or whatever it might be-real estate-which for
some curious reason is not considered a luxury.

But more than that, they can purchase a boat overseas and keep
it there, and the 10 percent affords them the transportation back
and forth. According to some there really is some enjoyment in
keeping a boat in the Bahamas, or wherever it might be, and feel-
ing that you are paying for it by not paying the tax on your U.S.
boat. Such are the results that they are experiencing.

Dr. ZIMMERMAN. Well, do you want me to respond?
Senator CHAFEE. Well, it is more of a statement on my part, I

suppose, than a question. But I wanted to get it off my chest. I
have read your statement. I am not an economist, and I am sure
that this is brilliantly done, but I must say I did not understand all
of what you said.

Dr. ZIMMERMAN. Well, one thing I would like to add is that the
tax that has been imposed, even if we assume it is 10 percent, and
people behave as though it is 10 percent, if you look at the price
changes in this industry since 1970, there have been 5 years where
the average price of boats changed by somewhere between 9 and 10
percent up to 18 percent.

And in none of those instances did we get any kind of change in
boat sales anything remotely like experienced in 1990, which sug-
gests that, in fact, what is happening this year is probably not at-
tributable to the price change.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, first of all, I will let them respond. But I
suspect they have got the price increases, anyway. Materials are
going up, help is going up, even though they, in Hinckley, they
took a 10-percent wage cut. I suspect that for some of their people,
certainly for their suppliers, I cannot believe they are selling a



boat-Hinckley Pilot-for the same price they were selling it 5
years ago, or 2 years ago. It has all gone up.

Well, Mr. Pearson, do you want to respond to that? And by the
way, I think you can stress, Mr. Pearson, you were selling your ex-
pensive boatE during some bad times. We have had some bad times.

Mr. PEARSJN. I would like to say that we have had pretty close
contact with out customers. When you are selling people these
yachts that cost a lot of money, you have close contact with them,
so we know what they are doing. And since this tax went into
effect, we have had the actual buyers that we have been negotiat-
ing with just leave the marketplace. They have refused to pay the
tax. Several have gone overseas; others are just sitting on the side-
lines.

I think that the critical thing that faces our industry right now
is that we do something, because we have so many buyers who now
have heard about this repeal effort who absolutely will not be the
last one to pay the luxury tax. So we need some action to get a
decision made one way or another so we can get on with our busi-
ness.

Senator BREAUX. Yes, Mr. Napier.
-Mr. NAPIER. Senator, I would like tc. address, if I may, some of

the remarks of Dr. Zimmerman. Let me first confirm that we do
find them hard to accept. And I would suggest that it is sort of like
a magic act. What you see in econometric modeling is not always
what really happens in real life. And our real life experience over
many years is that our elasticity factor is a 2 to 1 ratio, which is to
say that for every 1 percent our price goes up for whatever reason,
beyond the current cost of living or annual inflation rate, our sales
go down by 2 percent.

So, if you have a price increase that stays within the cost of
living or the inflationary cost increase, jou are all right. In some
years, in the last 20 years, our price increases were very great be-
cause inflation was very great, and that was pushing us. In most
years we are-even in the big inflation years-we are within the
inflation rate. And so, we do not have a drop off in sales.

If you slap on a 10-percent tax, what happens at that point is you
are running way ahead of the inflation rate. And simply, sales drop
off predictably, at 20 percent. And, indeed, that is exactly what has
happened, except it is more than 20 percent.

The other factor is there is a leverage on this whole thing simply
because of the fact that about two-thirds of all boats are financed
in their purchase. The banks and other lending institutions will
not finance the tax portion of the cost, because there is no collater-
al, no security behind it.

So, the result is if you are going to buy a boat, you have to come
up with 10 percent extra on the front end and a lot of people
simply will not do that.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman. I just want to
stress the point that Mr. Chantey made in his testimony that these
are not the rich and famous that are buying these boats. In many
instances, they are professional people to whom this is-a substan-
tial investment that they think about, and when they are hit with
a~a extra 10 percent, it is a real damper on the whole business.



And all we know, Mr. Zimmerman, is the facts. You have heard
these gentlemen. I do not think there is any reason to dispute what
they are telling us. Their sales have just gone south, and it is
tragic. In our State I see it, and Mr. Pearson has recounted what
has happened with his competitors who are in Rhode Island, people
like Ted Hood and those people who build these great, big, expen-
sive boats running up close to $600,000. Just once upon a time they
would sell five or six a year; now they are selling zero.

Well, Mr. Chairman, I think the point that Mr. Napier made is a
good one about nobody wants to be the last one to pay the tax, and
this has thrown a good deal of uncertainly. In our legislation, we
do provide for better or ill, that it is retroactive. When we remove
this tax-and I hope I am accurate when I say when we remove
it-it will be retroactive to January 1, 1991.

Senator BREAUX. Right. Well, I also want to join with Senator
Chafee in thanking the panel. I think you have made some very
good and cogent points in the real world. I appreciate Dr. Zimmer-
man's model. He put a lot of effort and time into it. The fact that
we do not necessarily agree with it does not mean we do not appre-
ciate the work and effort that he put into it.

But I think that in the real world that we are hearing from these
people who are telling us what is actually happening out there. I
do not think the modeling takes into consideration the emotions
that go into a decision to purchase a luxury yacht. And that, obvi-
ously, I think, has been drastically affected by the tax, and I do not
think we are going to get the money out of it that anybody hoped
for is the second reason.

So, we thank the panel very much, and appreciate your being
here today.

Gentlemen, let me go ahead and make an announcement that
you are not going to like, but the committee is going to have to
take a recess so that the committee room can be set up for the next
hearing.

Therefore, this panel will be heard following the next panel,
which begins at 2:00.

[Whereupon, the hearing was recessed at 1:42 p.m.]

AFTER RECESS

Senator BRADLEY. Mr. William Hoffman from Carson City,
Nevada; Mr. Harley Duncan from here in Washington; Mr. John
Killian, Library of Congress. This is a panel that came to Washing-
ton to testify on Senator Reid's State Taxation of Non-Resident
Pension Income. Little did you know you would leave Washington
as experts on capital flight.

I want to apologize to you, because I do have another meeting. So
I hope that you will summarize your testimony in a few minutes,
and take your full testimony for the record. I, personally, am very
sensitive to the issue. Mr. Hoffman, you want to be first? I am
going to be ruthless here and try to see if I can hold you to 2 or 3
minutes. You have come a long way, and I apologize, but I have
been asked to do this-to hold you to 2 or 3 minutes.



STATEMENT OF WILLIAM C. HOFFMAN, PRESIDENT, RESIST OF
AMERICA, CARSON CITY, NV

Mr. HOFFMAN. All right. I will try my best, Senator. Good after-
noon Senator. My name is Bill Hoffman. I am currently the Presi-
dent of RESIST of America, and I want to thank the committee for
hearing S. 267 and inviting me to speak for it. Now, I realize it is
going to be difficult to cover this issue completely in a few minutes.
I will do my best to hit the highlights.

Senator BRADLEY. Assume the committee knows the issue. Why
is this a good thing to do? That is the best way.

Mr. HOFFMAN. Well, I wanted to first bring out some of the high-
lights. The lady that Senator Bryan mentioned that makes about
$13,000 a year and was hit by California for enormous taxes, they
did say she could pay $50 a month. But she had to decide could she
pay the gas bill, or could she pay the $50. She decided she could
not pay the tax, and so California went all the way back to 1978
and increased her tax liability to $6,000.

And then, if you can imagine a man in New York whose wife
died, who meets a lady, marries her, and moves to New York be-
cause his new wife is working there, he discovers he has to pay
California taxes not just on his pension for the rest of his life, but
on his total income and his new wife's total income. And he pays
New York much less, because they have a very favorable resident
tax exemption. And I do not think you can blame him for being
angry.

A lady in Tyler, Texas just recently received a bill from Califor-
nia for more than $24,000. That is quite a shock. Unfortunately,
none of these are imaginary cases, and they are just a few cases
out of thousands in our file.
- What can we do to stop this unfair practice? Source taxes, unfor-

tunately, were declared Constitutional some 70 years ago. I will not
go into the cases, but they occurred at a time before pensions were
common.

Now, we have been trying and are trying to work the problem at
the State level, as some of the Senators have suggested. New
Jersey is the only State that has repealed this resident tax.

We had legislation introduced in California both last year and
this year, and we were treated last year as true non-residents by
the California legislature, and not allowed to testify, even though
we were invited. They claimed they was not enough time, even
though an ostrich barbecue and a debate took over 4 hours ir~volv-
ing maybe three people. This year, Dick Millington, vice president
of NARFE, received the same treatment. Now, we still have not
given up, but I am not optimist on that score.

We have stop-gap measures introduced in four States to prevent-
the seizure of property by collection agencies for the collection of
these taxes. Nevada, Florida, Utah, and Washington State have
passed this legislation. Arizona, Hawaii, and Oregon have pending
legislation. Ttere are a number 'of other States considering it-I
think Texas is one of them-and it is clear that an economic war
between the States has begun.

Now, what can we do about this? Where can we turn for help?
We believe we can only turn to you, the Congress of the United



States. You are our last hope. You might ask what about States'
rights? Well, we believe in States' rights, but we also believe that
States' rights end at their borders. When borders are crossed, indi-
vidual rights must be protected by the Federal Government.

Now, bill S. 267 does not cost the Federal Government one red
cent. They will get some added revenue. We can show that there is
no ultimate loss to the States, either. Everyone should pay tax to
their resident State where they can vote, petition, are represented,
and get services and benefits. -

With the millions of people in our coalition, I urge you to pass S.
267, a bipartisan bill, with no cost impact on either the Federal
Government or the States, stop taxation without representation, an
issue that caused our Revolution, and stop this injustice to seniors
and future seniors. After all, this tax affects everyone, even the
employee who has no pension or never leaves the State where the
pension is earned.

Thank you very much for the "ime.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Hoffman appears in the appen-

dix.]
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you, Mr. Hoffman.
Mr. Killian.

STATEMENT OF JOHN KILLIAN, SENIOR SPECIALIST. AMERICAN
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW, CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE,
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS. WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. KILLIAN. Mr. Chairman, I am John Killian, Senior Specialist,

American Constitutional Law at the Congressional Research Serv-
ice, and I am appearing by invitation of the committee to address
the sole issue of the Constitutionality of S. 267. I have no opinion,
nor can I express any views, about the policy issue whether Con-
gress should or should not pass the legislation.

The sole issue of the Constitutionality is, unlike a lot of Constitu-
tional questions, easily resolved here. Congress clearly has the
power under its power to regulate interstate Commerce to enact
laws which displace State laws, including tax laws.

There are clearly interstate transactions involved here. The re-
tirees have moved in interstate commerce. The pension benefits, by
definition, move in interstate commerce when they are paid
through the mails or by electronic transfers, and the like.

There is substantial case law to the effect to the effect that Con-
gress, when it chooses to regulate commerce, need not merely sup-
plement what the Constitution would prohibit. The fact that these
tax laws may be Constitutional is of no moment to Congress' deci-
sion to abolish them. There is case law to establish the Congress
has the power to make its own determinations on the basis of its
own sense of policy and judgment and fairness and the like to de-
termine that there is an interference of commerce beyond what the
Constitution would prescribe, and to legislate to prohibit it. Neither
is there a problem with respect to the fact that there are only a
few States involved here; perhaps five, perhaps a few more.

One of the cases that is involved and I cite in my memorandum
to the committee involved a dispute between New Mexico and Ari-
zona in which Arizona prevailed at having Congress abolish or



outlaw a New Mexico tax on the generation of electricity which
was produced in New Mexico and sold in Arizona.

And the Supreme Court unanimously held that Federal statute
to be unconstitutional, unanimously held that it did go beyond
what the commerce clause required, and that Congress was well
within its rights to enact it.

So, in this instance, I think I can advise the committee that
there is no Constitutional difficulty at all in enacting this legisla-
tion.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Killian appears in the appendix.]
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Killian.
Mr. Duncan.

STATEMENT OF HARLEY T. DUNCAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
FEDERATION OF TAX ADMINISTRATORS, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. DUNCAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am with the Federa-
tion of Tax Administrators, an association of State tax agencies,
and we oppose enactment of S. 267 and other similar measures that
would limit State taxation of non-resident income. We do so for
several reasons.

Foremost, S. 267 would disrupt the underlying principle of State
income tax systems, namely, that income is to be taxed where it is
earned, and that States may tax the income from all sources
within the State.

The source tax principle is important to the sovereignty of the
States and to our Federal system. Without the ability to tax in-
comes from in-State activities, certain taxpayers may avail them-
selves of the State marketplace and services without assisting in
the financing of those in proportion to that income.

The States are not unfettered in this regard. They are bound by
the Constitution. In particular, the taxation of non-resident income,
as has been mentioned, was upheld 70 years ago. States have to
meet three tests. It has to be limited to the in-State income, it has
to pass the due process standards and not have double taxation,
and it cannot be discriminatory toward the non-residents. We think
that the States do this through the manner in which it is computed
and a universal system of offsetting credits for taxes paid to other
States.

We believe that S. 267 would create inequities of its own. Impor-
tantly, it would take what is intended to be a tax deferral and con-
vert it to a tax exemption for those retirees who had the ability
and desire to move to a non-income tax State.

It would create inequities between two people who work in a
State their entire life and their lifetime burden on that income
would differ. It would also create situations in which it would be
advantageous for certain high-income people to defer large
amounts of income in their latter years, move to a non-income tax
State, and received that on a deferred, non-tax basis.

Finally, we think that the taxation of non-resident income is a
matter of State tax policy that is best decided by State Legisla-
tures. It needs to be considered as a part of overall State tax policy,
balanced with other issues, such as the taxation of non-resident
income generally, the taxation of retirement income, the economic



and demographic characteristics of the State, the administration of
the tax, and the like. A variety of interests have to be balanced.
We think that is better done at the State level rather than through
a blanket prohibition such as proposed in S. 267. The States have
done this in the manner in which they have addressed the taxation
of non-resident incomes. Some exempt significant portions of it,
others do not.

In addition, while this gentleman believes that it is Constitution-
al, earlier Congressional Research memoranda were not so explicit
and said that there were some reservations that needed to be
looked at. At the very least, we would have to agree that it is a
substantial expansion of congressional authority into the definition
of what is taxable and what is not for the States.

The only other three instances that the Congress has stepped
into this area are with respect to Armed Services personnel, mem-
bers of Congress themselves, and intrastate commerce workers of
railway and motor carriers. We think it is inadvisable for the Con-
gress to move further. Thank you.

Thank you.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you all three very much. Mr. Duncan, I

just want to clarify something. So that your view is someone that
lives in New Jersey and commutes to New York ought to pay taxes
on the income earned in New York to New York?

Mr. DUNCAN. That is correct, sir.
Senator BRADLEY. If a retired person works for the State Police

in New York, retires, and decides to move to the Jersey shore, your
view is that New York State should still be able to tax that pen-
sion?

Mr. DUNCAN. That is correct, sir. It is income arising from serv-
ices performed in New York. New Jersey also has a right to tax the
income under both of those situations, and included in that tax
base. Through a system offsetting credits, however, there is no
double taxation on the income.

Senator BRADLEY. To the extent of your liability in New Jersey.
Mr. DUNCAN. That is correct. You would end up paying- -
Senator BRADLEY. If you happen to live next to a high-tax State,

and one of the reasons you decide to retire on the Jersey shore is
because it is low tax, are you saying that one of the reasons that
you would have moved to retire on the Jersey shore is taken away
from you because the long arm of the New York State Department
of Treasury reaches into your pocket and taxes you, so-to-speak?

Mr. DUNCAN. The effect of the offsetting credits is that you are
taxed at the higher rate where you earned it, or where you live. It
would go to the point that it is income derived from services per-
formed in the State of New York.

Senator BRADLEY. But from your standpoint, if New York State
voluntarily chose to give up the right to tax those State pensions of
individuals who move to New Jersey as opposed to those who move
to Connecticut, or California, that would be all right with you?

Mr. DUNCAN. The State of New York can choose to tax that
which it desires. In fact, with respect to retirement income, it has
very liberal approach.

Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Hoffman, your view is that this is outra-
geous that these senior citizens are being taxed, right?



Mr. HOFFMAN. Well, I think it is my view that it is outrageous
that the States have taxed them in the manner in which they
have. Now, we realize we were not told, some of our companies,
States agencies, and so forth, did not pay taxes to the States on
their contributions.

We, of course, paid taxes on our contributions. And I think most
of us would be willing to pay if they had told us this and set up a
fund like a 401 K and allowed you to settle when you left the State.
That might have been appropriate. But to be taxed without repre-
sentation for the rest of our life is outrageous.

Senator BRADLEY. Did they never tell you, Mr. Hoffman?
Mr. HOFFMAN. We have never been told._
Senator BRADLEY. They never tell you. Nobody will tell you.
Mr. HOFFMAN. No.
Senator BRADLEY. And then it comes in the mail, you owe the

$24,000 and you are the little old lady in Texas, right?
Mr. HOFFMAN. Could I speak to the equal treatment that Mr.

Duncan mentioned about?
Senator BRADLEY. Sure. Speak fast. We have about 2 minutes.
Mr. HOFFMAN. All right. Well, one of the things which is very

unequal about this is the States like California have a very haphaz-
ard way of contacting people, so some people pay-

Senator BRADLEY. Well, put New York in there, too, now, Mr.
Hoffman.

Mr. HOFFMAN. All right. And New York. And some people pay,
and some do not pay. I think that is unequal. What is good for one
should be good for another, and I think that only the Fedeiai Gov-
ernment is going to sort this out. I heard Senator Reid's answer to
your question, and I agree with what he said. But if you notice, our
acronym-stands for Retirees to Eliminate State Income Source Tax.
If I thought that were possible, I would have tackled that problem.
I think that there are inequalities in this entire source tax-

Senator BRADLEY. Yes.
Mr. HOFFMAN [continuing]. That only the Federal Government

can handle.
Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Duncan, is this really happening because

States now have more sophisticated taxing mechanisms?
Mr. DUNCAN. With respect to taxation of non-resident pension

income, there has not been a great deal of movement in recent
years. And the fact that one

Senator BRADLEY. You mean before the computer everybody was
sent a little piece of paper-this lady in Texas-saying you owe
them $24,000?

Mr. DUNCAN. The ability to enforce the tax law on non-resident
income has significantly imlroved-

Senator BRADLEY. Right.
Mr. DUNCAN [continuing]. With information reporting and com-

puters, that is correct.
Senator BRADLEY. So, what we are doing is we are reaching out

and touching more people.
Mr. HOFFMAN. That is right. All the way to Saudi Arabia, Sena-

tor.



Senator BRADLEY. Well, this is a very interesting issue. As I say,
it is not my bill, but it is an issue that I am familiar with. I am
pleased that you have had a chance to present your case.

And Mr. Killian, I might call on you to come back and make
more constitutional arguments. I do not think this is going to come
down to a Constitutional question-just my hunch-the way this is
developing. But I appreciate your willingness to come over, and
CRS is always a very valued institution for the Congress as a
whole.

Thank you very much. And the subcommittee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, the hearing was adjourned at 4:25 p.m.]



APPENDIX

ADDITIONAL MATERIAL SUBMITTED

PREPARED -STATEMENT OF SENATOR DAVID L. BOREN

Ladies and gentlemen, this hearing of the Subcommittee on Taxation has been
scheduled to consider testimony relating to six different bills:

S. 90, the Environmental infrastructure Act, by Senator Domenici-to modify
the tax-exempt bond and depreciation rules with respect to infrastructure facili-
ties;
S. 913, the Tax Exempt Bond Simplification Act, by Senator Baucus-to in-

crease the amount of bonds eligible for certain small-issuer exceptions and to
modify other tax rules with respect to bonds issued by state and local govern-
ments;
S. 150, the Higher Education Tax Exempt Bond Reform Act, by Senator Moy-

nihan-to treat bonds issued for section 501(cX3) organizations in a manner
similar to government bonds;
S. 649, by Senator Breaux-to repeal the luxury excise tax on boats;
S. 284, the Living Benefits Act, by Senator Bradley-to amend the tax treat-

ment of payments under life insurance contracts for terminally-ill individuals;
S. 267, by Senator Reid-to prohibit a State from imposing an income tax on

the pension or- retl-rement in&6om-e of individuals who are not residents or domi-
ciliaries of that state.

We have a large number of valuable witnesses scheduled to testify today, includ-
ing several members of Congress who feel strongly about one or more of these bills.
We are also pleased to be joined by several state and local government officials who
can tell us first-hand about the struggle they face in financing their operations.

Let me make one comment about the Domenici and Baucus bills, which will be
addressed together today by our panelists. The bottom line is that the federal gov-
ernment continues to impose-mandates on state and local governments, especially
through environmental standaXd&_Some of these requirements are reasonable,
many are excessive, most are expensive to achieve.

It is likely that this Congress will see this trend continue as it rewrites the Re-
source Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) and the Clean Water Act. The cur-
rent debate on education policy may result in additional requirements on the states.
it is obvious that the federal government will be unable to provide large amounts of
direct assistance to local governments because of our budget problems.

Therefore, many of us believe that we can get a greater bang for the federal buck
through changes in the tax codes that help state and local authorities raise the
money necessary to meet these needs through the issuance of tax-exempt bonds.
With this general goal in mind, I look forward to the testimony we will hear today.
Attachment.

STATEMENT OF THE U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

Mr. Chairman, you have asked us to prepare a statement for the record about our
ongoing evaluation of the policy and administrative issues associated with luxury
excise taxes. We are pleased to provide the Subcommittee with information on what
we plan to accomplish in this area. We are doing this work at the request of Con-
gressmen Hughes, Guarini and Saxton, and Senators Bradley and Lautenberg.

As you know, Congress enacted luxury excise taxes that generally took effect on
January 1, 1991. These taxes are levied on the first retail sale of five products: boats
costing over $100,000, cars costing over $30,000, airplanes costing over $250,000, and
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jewelry and furs costing over $10,800. The seller remits the excise tax to IRS, which
is 10 percent of the price over these threshold amounts. Parts and accessories in-
stalled within 6 months after a vehicle is placed in service may be taxable, and
some uses (such as for business purposes) are exempt.

In examining these new taxes, our objectives are to:

-evaluate IRS' current efforts and future plans to collect luxury excise taxes,
-identify compliance and policy issues arising from the design of the tax,
-estimate the relative tax incidence on producers and consumers of these prod-

ucts, and
---examine the impact on the boating industry.

To provide some general background, we will describe the current luxury excise
taxes and describe IRS' efforts to implement the tax, including its efforts to inform
taxpayers about the new taxes and process the returns. We will obtain data from
the first quarterly filing results from returns filed by April 30, 1991.

In evaluating the administrative issues associated with the luxury excise taxes,
we will assess IRS' examination plans and, to the extent they are available, early
audit results. If possible, we will attempt to estimate the costs to IRS in administer-
ing the tax. We will also review public comments on the proposed regulations imple-
menting the tax to determine what provisions may be causing problems.

We alzr, will evaluate policy issues arising from the design of the tax, such as defi-
nitional ambiguities in products covered and the exclusion of some used products
from the tax. To determine the relative incidence of the luxury excise tax, we will
obtain and analyze data on prices, labor costs, and income over time to calculate
supply and demand elasticities for each of the five luxury products. These measures
will help show how responsive demand is to price changes, such as tax increases.
They will also permit us to estimate what portion of the tax will be passed on to
consumers or absorbed by manufacturers. We can then be in a position to assess
what portion of the tax burden falls on producers and on consumers.

An analysis of these measures should help in determining whether reported de-
creases in luxury item sales are due in part to the taxes and whether Congress'
intent that wealthy consumers bear the burden of the tax is being achieved. We also
will use this information on relative tax burden, along with other industry informa-
tion, to develop an indication of the impact on each taxed industry. An important
analytical question here involves sorting out the impact of the taxes from other fac-
tors likely to affect product sales, such as the general economic climate and credit
availability. Although we will attempt to control for the impact of these other fac-
tors, precision is unlikely and we may not be able to quantify the impact of the tax
alone.

Finally, due to our requestors' interest in the boating industry, we will study this
industry in more detail. We plan to look at the number of businesses starting up
and going out of business over time, interview industry members regarding the tax,
and attempt to obtain information about employees and their job prospects. We will
attempt to assess the significance of the luxury excise taxes relative to other broad-
er economic trends affecting sales in this industry.

We are in the design phase of our work, where we investigate what data is obtain-
able and make decisions about what information we will be able to develop in our
analysis. We plan to reach this decision point in mid-July. By that time, we will
determine the character and format of our final product. At a minimum, we antici-
pate briefing our requesters on our analyses by mid-September 1991.
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INTRODUCTION

The Subcommittee on Taxation of the Senate Committee on Fi-
nance has scheduled a public hearing on June 12, 1991, on six tax
bills: (1) S. 90 ("The Environmental Infrastructure Act of 1991");
(2) S. 150 ("/he Higher Education Tax-Exempt Bond Reform Act of
1991"); (3) S. 267 (relating to State taxation of pension income of
nonresidents); (4) S. 284 (relating to the treatment of payments
under life insurance contracts for terminally ill individ-
uals); (5) S. 649 (repeal of the luxury excise tax on boats and
yachts); and (6) S. 913 ("The Tax-Exempt Bond Simplification Act
of 1991").

This pamphlet,1 prepared by the staff of the Joint Committee on
Taxation, provides a summary and description of the six tax bills
scheduled for the June 12 Subcommittee hearing.

The first part of the pamphlet is a summary of the bills. The
second part is a description of each bill, including present law, ex-
planation of the bill and effective date, and the principal issues re-
lating to the bill.

I This pamphlet may be cited as follows: Description of Tax Bills (S. 90, S 150, S. 267, S. 284,
S. 649, and S. 913)(JCS-7-91), June 7, 1991.



I. SUMMARY

1. S. 90 (Senators Domenici, Boren, Symms, and Others):

"The Environmental Infrastructure Act of 1991"

Tax-exempt bonds
Interest on State and local government bonds generally is ex-

cluded from income for purposes of the regular individual and cor-
porate income taxes if the proceeds of the bonds are used to fi-
nance direct activities of these governmental units (Code sec.,103).
Present law also excludes the interest on State and local govern-
ment bonds ("private activity bonds") when a governmental unit
incurs debt as a conduit to provide financing for private parties if
(1) the financed activities are specified in the Code and (2) at least
95 percent of the net proceeds of the bond issue are used to finance
the specified activity. Tax-exempt bonds may not be issued to fi-
nance private activities not specified in the Code.

Among the infrastructure-type activities of private businesses for
which tax-exempt bonds may be issued are: (1) airports, docks and
wharves, mass commuting facilities or high-speed intercity rail fa-
cilities; (2) water, sewage, solid waste, or hazardous waste disposal
facilities; (3) facilities for the local furnishing of electricity or gas;
and (4) local district heating or cooling facilities.

All tax-exempt bonds are subject to arbitrage restrictions, includ-
ing a requirement that profits on most nonpurpose investments be
rebated to he Federal Government.

S. 90 would liberalize several of the tax-exempt bond rules. First,
the bill would create a new type of tax-exempt bond between gov-
ernmental and private activity bonds, called "infrastructure facili-
ty bonds." Bonds for infrastructure facilities (largely facilities cur-
rently eligible for private activity bond financing) would not be
subject to the restrictions currently applicable only to private activ-
ity bonds. Among the restrictions that would not apply are: (1)
State volume limitations; (2) treatment of interest on such bonds as
a preference item under the individual and corporate alternative
minimum taxes; (3) prohibition of the advance refunding of these
bonds; (4) application of the change-in-use restrictions on such fa-
cilities; (5) limitation on bond-financed issuance costs; (6) maturity
limits; and (7) public hearing and approval requirements applicable
to private activity bonds.

Second, the bill would create an exception from the arbitrage
rebate requirement for all government and infrastructure facility
bonds, if prescribed percentages of the gross proceeds are spent
within specified time limits. To qualify for this exception, at least
20 percent of the gross proceeds of the issue must be spent within
one year after issuance, at least 50 percent within two years after
issuance, and at least 95 percent within three years of issuance.

(3)
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Capital cost recovery
Present law generally prescribes accelerated cost recovery peri-

ods and methods for most tangible property.
The bill would assign a seven-year ACRS recovery period, and a

10-year ADR midpoint, to all infrastructure facility property which
does not already have a shorter recovery period and ADR midpoint,
and would make other changes to the cost recovery rules.

Effective dates
The tax-exempt bond provisions of the bill would apply to bonds

issued after December 31, 1991. The capital cost recovery provisions
of the bill would apply to property placed in service after December
31, 1991.

2. S. 150 (Senators Moynihan, Danforth, Boren, Chafee, Pryor,
Daschle, Symms, and Others):

"The Higher Education Tax-Exempt Bond Reform Act of 1991"
Present law generally excludes from income interest on State

and local government bonds if the bonds are issued to finance
direct activities of these governments (sec. 103). Interest on bonds
issued by States and local governments to finance activities of
other persons, e.g., private activity bonds, is taxable unless a specif-
ic exception is included in the Code. One such exception is for pri-
vate activity bonds issued to finance activities of charitable organi-
zations described in section 501(cX3) ("section 501(cX3) organiza-
tions") when the activities do not constitute an unrelated trade or
business (sec. 141(eX1XG)).

Before enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, State and local
governments and section 501(cX3) organizations were defined as

exempt persons" under the Code, and their bonds generally were
subject to the same requirements. As exempt persons, section
501(cX3) organizations were not treated as "private" persons, and
their bonds were not "industrial development bonds" or "private
loan bonds" (the predecessor categories to current private activity
bonds).

Section 501(cX3) organizations also may not benefit from more
than $150 million per institution of outstanding tax-exempt bonds.

S. 150 would amend the tax-exempt bond provisions of the Code
to conform generally the treatment of section 501(cX3) organization
bonds to that provided for bonds issued to finance direct State or
local government activities. The principal substantive effect of the
bill would be the repeal of the $150 million per institution limit on
outstanding nonhospital bonds for 501(cX3) organizations. -

Effective date.-The bill would apply generally to bonds issued
after the date of enactment.

3. S. 267 (Senators Reid, Bryan, Symms, and Others):

State Taxation of Pension Income of Nonresidents

Under present law, State taxation of retirement income varies
from State to State. Effective for taxable years beginning after De-
cember 31, 1991, S. 267 would prohibit any State from imposing
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income tax on the pension or retirement income of nonresidents of
the State.

4. S. 284 (Senators Bradley, Symms, Grassley, Chafee, Danforth,
Baucus, Breaux, Packwood, Roth, and Others):

Treatment of Payments Under Life Insurance Contracts for
Terminally Ill Individuals

Under present law, amounts received under a life insurance con-
tract prior to the death of the insured generally are includible in
the gross income of the recipient to the extent that the amount re-
ceived exceeds the recipients investment in the contract. Effective
for taxable years beginning after December 31, 1989, S. 284 would
exclude from gross income amounts received by an individual
under a life insurance contract if the insured under the contract is
terminally ill.

In addition, in determining whether a contract qualifies as a life
insurance contract for Federal income tax purposes, S. 284 would
treat a qualified terminal illness rider as a qualified additional
benefit. The bill would also provide that the addition of a qualified
terminal illness rider to a life insurance contract would not be
treated as a modification of, or material change to, the contract for
purposes of the definition of a life insurance contract and the defi-
nition of a modified endowment contract. Further, for purposes of
the rules that apply to life insurance companies, a qualified termi-
nal illness rider would be treated as life insurance. These provi-
sions of the bill would be effective for taxable years beginning
before, on, or after December 31, 1989.

Finally, effective on January 1, 1990, the bill would provide that
applicants for, and recipients of, benefits under certain public as-
sistance programs would not be required to take into account the
right to receive an accelerated death benefit in determining eligi-
bility for the public assistance benefits.

5. S. 649 (Senators Breaux, Chafee, Pell, and Others):

Repeal of the Luxury Excise Tax on Boats and Yachts
S. 649 would repeal the 10-percent luxury excise tax applicable to

boats and yachts. The excise tax currently applies to the portion of
the retail price that exceeds $100,000. The repeal would be effective
retroactive to January 1, 1991 (the effective date of the tax under
the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990).

6. S. 913 (Senators Baucus, Dodd, Riegle, and Boren):

"The Tax-Exempt Bond Simplification Act of 1991"
Interest on State and local government bonds generally is ex-

cluded from income for purposes of the regular individual and cor-
porate income taxes if the proceeds of the bonds are used to fi-
nance direct activities of these governmental units (sec. 103).
Present law also excludes the interest on State and local govern-
ment bonds ("private activity bonds") when a governmental unit
incurs debt as a conduit to provide financing for private parties, if
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the financed activities are specified in the Code. Tax-exempt bonds
may not be issued to finance private activities not specified in the
Code.

Issuers of all tax-exempt bonds generally are subject to two sets
of arbitrage restrictions on investment of their bond proceeds.
These restrictions are a yield restriction requirement, and a re-
quirement that certain profits on nonpurpose investments be rebat-
ed to the Federal Government.

S. 913 makes numerous changes to the requirements governing
issuance of tax-exempt bonds. Among the changes are: (1) repeal of
a limit on unrelated and disproportionate private business use; (2)
liberalization of the arbitrage yield restriction and rebate require-
ment; and (3) expansion of an exception from a financial institution
interest deduction disallowance for smaller governmental units.

Effective date.-The bill generally would be effective for bonds
issued after December 31, 1990.



II. DESCRIPTION OF THE BILLS.-

1. S. 90 (Senators Domenici, Boren, Symms, and Others):

"The Environmental Infrastructure Act of 1991"

Present Law

a. Tax-exempt bonds

In general
Interest on State and local government bonds generally is ex-

cluded from income for purposes of the regular individual and cor-
porate income taxes if the proceeds of the bonds are used to ft-
nance direct activities of these governmental units (Code sec. 103).
Present law also excludes the interest on State and local govern-
ment bonds ("private activity bonds") when a governmental unit
incurs debt as a conduit to provide financing for private parties if
(1) the financed activities are specified in the Code and (2) at least
95 percent of the net proceeds of the bond issue are used to finance
the specified activity. Tax-exempt bonds may not be issued to fi-
nance private activities not specified in the Code.

Private activity bonds are bonds (1) more than 10 percent of the
proceeds of which satisfy a private business use and payment test,
or (2) more than five percent ($5 million, if less) of the proceeds are
used to finance loans to persons other than State or local govern-
ment units. A special restriction limits to no more than five per-
cent the amount of bond proceeds that may be used in a private
business use that is unrelated to direct governmental activities also
being financed with a bond issue. This five-percent restriction is
known as the "unrelated and disproportionate private business use
limit."

Interest on the following private activity bonds qualifies for ex-
clusion:

(1) Exempt-facility bonds;
(2) Qualified mortgage and qualified veterans' mortgage

bonds;
(3) Qualified small-issue bonds;

'(4) Qualified student loan bonds;
(5) Qualified redevelopment bonds; and
(6) Qualified 501(cX3) bonds.

Exempt-facility bonds are bonds the proceeds of which are used
to finance the following: airports, docks and wharves, mass com-
muting facilities, or high-speed intercity rail facilities; water,
sewage, solid waste, or hazardous waste disposal facilities; facilities
for the local furnishing of electricity or gas; local district heating
or cooling facilities; and certain low-income rental housing projects.
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Additional restrictions on private activity bonds
The Code imposes several restrictions on private activity bonds

that generally do not apply to bonds issued to finance direct activi-
ties of States and local governments. The more significant of these
private activity bond restrictions are described below.

State volume limitations
States are subject to annual issuance limits of the greater of $50

per resident or $150 million on the volume of private activity bonds
they may issue. These volume limitations do not apply to qualified
501(eX3) bonds and to exempt-facility bonds for airports, docks and
wharves, and governmentally owned solid waste disposal facilities.
Additionally, only 25 percent of exempt-facility bonds for qualified
high-speed intercity rail facilities are subject to the volume limits,
and qualified veterans' mortgage bonds are subject to separate
volume limitations based on historical issuance by the five States
authorized to issue such bonds.

Alternative minimum tax treatment
Interest on private activity bonds (other than qualified 501(cX3)

bonds) issued after August 7, 1986, is a preference item for both the
individual and corporate alternative minimum taxes.

No advance refundings
Most private activity bonds may not be advance refunded. An ad-

vance refunding is the issuance of refunding bonds without re-
demption of the refunded (original) bonds within 90 days. Govern-
mental bonds and qualified 501(cX3) private activity bonds may be
advance refunded one time.

Change-in-use restrictions
Beneficiaries of private activity bonds are subject to special inter-

est deduction disallowance rules if the use of the property financed
with the bonds is changed to a use not qualifying for tax-exempt
financing while the bonds remain outstanding.

Bond-financed costs of issuance
No more than two percent of the net proceeds of a private activi-

ty bond issue may be used to finance the cost of issuing the bonds,
and these amounts are not counted in determining whether the
bonds satisfy the requirement that at least 95 percent of the net
proceeds of each bond issue be used for the activity qualifying the
bonds for tax exemption.

Maturity limit
The weighted average maturity of private activity bonds may not

exceed 120 percent of the average economic life of the property fi-
nanced with the bonds. (Unlike governmental bonds, private activi-
ty bonds other than qualified 501(cX3) bonds may only be used to
finance property as opposed to operating expenses or working cap-
ital.)
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Public approval
A public hearing must be held and an elected public official must

approve private activity bonds before they are issued (or the bonds
must be approved by voter referendum).
Additional restrictions on all tax-exempt bonds

Arbitrage restrictions
In general, issuers of all tax-exempt bonds generally are subject

to two sets of restrictions on investment of their bond proceeds. As
explained more fully below, the two sets of restrictions generally
apply with respect to different time periods following issuance of
the bonds.

Yield restriction requirement.-Tax-exempt bonds proceeds gener-
ally may not be invested at a yield materially higher than the bond
yield, i.e., only limited arbitrage profits may be earned. Exceptions
are provided to this restriction for investments during any of sever-
al "temporary periods" pending use of the proceeds (generally pre-
scribed in Treasury Department regulations). Additional exceptions
are provided throughout the term of the issue for bond proceeds in-
vested as part of a reasonably required reserve or replacement
fund and for a "minor" portion of the issue proceeds.

Unlike the rebate requirement, described low, the yield restric-
tion requirement applies both to investments unrelated to the pur-
pose of the borrowing ("nonpurpose investments") and to invest-
ments such as a loan to the ultimate borrower of the bond proceeds
in the case of private activity bonds ("purpose investments').

Rebate requirement.-Generally, all arbitrage profits earned on
nonpurpose investments of bond proceeds during periods when
such earnings are permitted (e.g., temporary periods) must be re-
bated to the Federal Government. Permitted arbitrage profits on
purpose investments (limited by the yield restriction requirement
described above) are not subject to the rebate requirement. Present
law also includes three principal exceptions to the rebate require-
ment on nonpurpose arbitrage profits.

First, if all gross proceeds of an issue are spent for the purpose of
the borrowing within six months after the bonds are issued, no
rebate is required. This exception may be satisfied notwithstanding
the presence of a reasonably required reserve or replacement fund
if all proceeds other than those invested as part of that fund are so
spent and arbitrage profits on the reserve fund (and any bona fide
debt service fund subject to rebate) are rebated.

Second, no rebate is due in the case of certain construction bond
issues if the available construction proceeds are spent for the pur-
pose of the borrowing at least at specified rates during the 24-
month period after the bonds are issued. Construction bonds eligi-
ble for this exception include all governmental bonds, qualified
501(cX3) bonds, and' private activity bonds the proceeds of which
are used to finance property owned by a governmental unit.

Third, bonds, other than private activity bonds, issued by govern-
mental units having general taxing powers are not subject to the
rebate requirement if the governmental unit (and all subordinate
units) issues $5 million or less of governmental bonds during a cal-
endar year.

49-891 0 - 92 - 4
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Tax treatment of financial institutions investing in tax-
exempt bonds

Banks and other financial institutions generally are denied a de-
duction for the portion of their interest expense (e.g., interest paid
to depositors) that is attributable to investments in tax-exempt
bonds acquired after August 7, 1986. This disallowance is computed
using a prorata formula that compares the institution's average ad-
justed basis in tax-exempt bonds acquired after that date with the
average adjusted basis of all assets of the institution.

An exception to this prorata disallowance rule is permitted for
governmental bonds and qualified 501(cX3) bonds issued by or on
behalf of governmental units that issue no more than $10 million
of such bonds during a calendar year.

b. Capital cost recovery

In general

Accelerated cost recovery system
For regular income tax purposes, present law generally allows

accelerated cost recovery deductions for tangible personal property
and for real property (other than land) that is used in a trade or
business or for the production of income (sec. 168). Personal proper-
ty generally is classified according to its present class life (or "ADR
midpoint") and assigned to one of seven cost recovery classes:
three-year, five-year, seven-year, 10-year, 15-year, and 20-year class-
es. Real property is assigned to a 27.5-year (residential rental) or a
31.5-year (nonresidential rental) class. These classes generally are
shorter than the applicable ADR midpoint for the property includ-
ed in the class.

The method used to calculate cost recovery deductions likewise is
accelerated for personal property. The cost recovery method appli-
cable to property included in classes having recovery periods under
15 years is the double declining balance method, switching to the
straight-line method at the time that maximizes the cost recovery
allowance. For property in the 15-year and 20-year classes, the ap-
plicable method is the 150-percent declining balance method
switching to the straight-line method at the time that maximizes
the cost recovery allowance. The cost of real property is recovered
using the straight-line method.

Alternative cost recovery system
An alternative cost recovery system is provided for property that

is (1) leased to or otherwise used by a tax-exempt entity ("tax-
exempt use" property), (2) financed with the proceeds of tax-exempt
bonds, (3) predominately used outside the United States, or (4) im-
ported from a foreign country with respect to which an Executive
Order is in effect because the country maintains trade restrictions
or engages in other discriminatory acts. Additionally, taxpayers
may elect to decelerate cost recovery deductions on other property
through use of the alternative cost recovery system. The alterna-
tive system also is used for computing a corporation's earnings and
profits.
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The recovery period under the alternative system generally is
equal to the property's ADR midpoint life (12 years for personal
property with no ADR midpoint life and 40 years for real proper-
ty). The recovery method under the alternative system is the
straight-line method.

Explanation of the Bill

a. Tax-exempt bonds

In general
S. 90 would create a new type of tax-exempt bond between gov-

ernmental and private activity bonds, called "infrastructure facili-
ty bonds". Bonds for infrastructure facilities would not be subject
to the restrictions currently applicable only to private activity
bonds.

Further, the bill would substitute a three-year spending require-
ment for the arbitrage rebate requirement in the case of govern-
mental bonds and the new infrastructure facility bonds.

Expanded finan' ing eligibility and elimination of present private ac-
tivity bond restrictions

Under the bill, certain facilities for which private activity
exempt-facility bonds currently may be issued would be eligible for
financing with the new category of infrastructure facility bonds.
These facilities would include sewage and solid waste disposal fa-
cilities, hazardous waste disposal facilities, and facilities for the
furnishing of water. In addition, infrastructure facility bonds could
be issued to finance any other facility that was "constructed, recon-
structed, rehabilitated, or acquired" to assist a State or local gov-
ern-nent in complying with any Federal statute or regulation ad-
ministered by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. This au-
thorization is not restricted to existing statutes or EPA regulations.

Because the facilities eligible for financing with infrastructure
facility bonds (other than the unspecified facilities for EPA compli-
ance activities) generally may be financed under present law, the
principal substantive effect of the bill would be to eliminate appli-
cation of the following private activity bond restrictions to these
financings:

(1) Application of State volume limitations on the issuance of
these bonds, other than for governmentally owned solid waste dis-
posal facilities which are exempt under present law;

(2) Treatment of the interest on such bonds as a preference item
under the individual and corporate alternative minimum taxes;

(3) Prohibition of advance refundings of the bonds;
(4) Application of the change-in-use restrictions on the facilities;

and
(5) Application of the limitation on the amounts of issuance costs

that may be bond financed, the maturity limits on the bond issues,
and the public hearing and approval requirements applicable to
private activity bonds.
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Arbitrage rebate restriction
The bill would create a new exception to the requirement that

arbitrage profits on nonpurpose investments be rebated to the Fed-
eral Government for governmental bonds (other than tax and reve-
nue anticipation notes) and infrastructure facility bonds. Arbitrage
profits on these bonds could be retained by the issuers if prescribed
percentages of the gross proceeds of the bond issue were spent
before set intervals during the three-year period following issuance.
The set intervals and required percentages would be as follows:

(1) 20 percent within one year after issuance;
(2) 50 percent within two years after issuance; and
(3) 95 percent within three years after issuance.
Expenditures for soft costs such as costs of issuance made during

the first year following issuance would be included in determining
if these requirements were satisfied; however, such expenditures
would not be treated as qualifying expenditures if made more than
one year after the date the bonds were issued.

b. Capital cost recovery
The bill would assign a seven-year ACRS recovery period, and a

10-year ADR midpoint, to all infrastructure facility property for
which a shorter recovery period and ADR midpoint is not currently
prescribed. Infrastructure facility property would be defined as
property eligible for financing with tax-exempt infrastructure facil-
ity bonds (as provided for in the bill, described above).

For infrastructure facility property, the bill also would override
the present restriction requiring that the cost of tax-exempt use
property be recovered using the decelerated alternative cost recov-
ery system. That restriction as applied to property financed with
tax-exempt bonds would be retained.

Effective Dates

The tax-exempt bond provisions of the bill would apply to bonds
issued after December 31, 1991.

The capital cost recovery provisions of the bill would apply to
property placed in service after December 31, 1991.

Issues

Pros
1. Projects funded using infrastructure facility bonds are suffi-

ciently similar to governmental projects that they should be grant-
ed the same tax treatment as governmental projects. Under
present law, the projects which are the subject of the infrastruc-
ture facility bonds proposal may be financed using private activity
bonds. However, the restrictions placed on private activity bonds
may, to some extent, hinder the utilization of these bonds since the
restrictions impose some burdens (e.g., the requirement to receive a
State volume lit allocation) on the issuer which would be re-
moved under the proposal.

2. Governmental construction and infrastructure facility projects
may require longer lead times than the two-year construction
period implicit in the present-law spend-down requirement for pur-
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poses of determining arbitrage rebate payments by issuers of tax-
exempt bonds. Accordingly, a longer spend-down period than is pro-
vided in present law during which arbitrage profits may be earned
by the issuer without being rebated to the Federal Government
may be required to ensure that issuers may undertake construction
projects without being subject to arbitrage rebate requirements.

3. Many projects that are defined as infrastructure facility bond
projects are required by Federal regulations; providing a tax subsi-
dy to these projects is a reasonable response to the need for equita-
ble cost sharing.

4. Infrastructure facility projects tend to be large projects that
require large amounts of capital to support them. The State private
activity volume limits imposed under pres ut law hamper the abili-
ty of State and local governments to finant.-e infrastructure projects
along with other projects that benefit private parties.

5. Shorter depreciation lives combined with faster depreciation
schedules for property financed by infrastructure bonds would en-
courage businesses to invest in these projects by increasing the
present value of the depreciation deductions available to the tax-
payer.

Cons
1. Infrastructure facility bond projects provide subsidized financ-

ing for private business capital. The Federal tax subsidy provided
to private entities through tax-exempt bonds are generally subject
to the requirements imposed on private activity bonds (e.g., State
volume limitations, alternative minimum tax preference treat-
ment, etc.). Singling out infrastructure facility projects for more fa-
vorable treatment would be inequitable.

2. Infrastructure facility projects are often subsidized through
governmental grants (e.g., through various direct spending pro-
grams); added Federal tax subsidies may be excessive.

3. Given large Federal budget deficits, Federal tax subsidies
should be targeted to benefit those most in need. The infrastruc-
ture facility bond program does not consider the social desirability
of individual projects eligible for low-cost financing through the use
of tax-exempt bonds.

4. The removal of the advance refunding prohibition on infra-
structure bonds could result in more than one tax-exempt bond
issue being outstanding simultaneously for a single infrastructure
project. This results in issuers being able effectively to hedge
changes in interest rates with Federally subsidized financing.

5. Removal of the tax-exempt property leasing rules for infra-
structure facility projects could result in tax-exempt entities receiv-
ing much of the benefit of the Federal subsidy inherent in depre-
ciation. Moreover, prescribing faster depreciation schedules for this
property may result in an indirect arbitrage opportunity where
governmental entities lease facilities from a taxable entity that can
make use of depreciation deductions for tax purposes that far
exceed the decline in the economic value of the infrastructure
assets.

6. The category of infrastructure is so broad that use of a single
ADR life will result in depreciable lives that are totally unrelated
to the economic life of the asset.



2. S. 150 (Senators Moynihan, Danforth, Boren, Chafee, Pryor,
Daschle, Symms, and Others):

"The Higher Education Tax-Exempt Bond Reform Act of 1991"

Present Law

In general
Present law generally excludes from income interest on State

and local government bonds if the bonds are issued to finance
direct activities of these governmer ts (sec. 103). Interest on bonds
issued by States and local governments to finance activities of
other persons, e.g., private activity bonds, is taxable unless a specif-
ic exception is included in the Code. One such exception is for pri-
vate activity bonds issued to finance activities of charitable organi-
zations described in section 501(cX3) ("section 501(cX3) organiza-
tions") when the activities do not constitute an unrelated trade or
business (sec. 141(eX1XG)).

Classification of section 501(c)(3) organization bonds as private ac-
tivity bonds

Before enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, State and local
overnments and section 501(cX3) organizations were defined as
exempt persons," and their bonds generally were subject to the

same requirements. As exempt persons, section 501(cX3) organiza-
tions were not treated as "private" persons, and their bonds were
not "industrial development bonds" or "private loan bonds" (the
predecessor categories to current private activity bonds).

Under present law, a bond is a private activity bond if its pro-
ceeds are used in a manner violating either (1) a private business
test or (2) a private loan test. The private business test is a two-
pronged test. First, the test limits private business use of govern-
mental bonds to no more than 10 percent of the bond proceeds.2
Second, no more than 10 percent of the debt service on the bonds
may be derived from private business users of the proceeds. The
private loan test limits to the lesser of five percent or $5 million
the amount of governmental bond proceeds that may be used to fi-
nance loans to persons other than governmental units.

Special restrictions on tax-exemption for section 501(c)(3) organiza-
tion bonds

As stated above, present law treats section 501(cX3) organizations
as private persons; thus, bonds for their use may only be issued as

a No more than five percent of bond proceeds may be used in a private business use that is
unrelated to the governmental purpose of the bond issue. The 10-percent debt service test, de-
scribed below, likewise is reduced to five percent in the case of such unrelated and dispropor.
tionate" private business use.

(14)
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private activity "qualified 501(cX3) bonds," subject to the restric-
tions of Code section 145. The most significant of these restrictions
limits the amount of outstanding bonds from which a section
501(cX3) organization may benefit to $150 million. In applying this
$150 million limit, all section 501(cX3) organizations under common
management or control are treated as a single organization. The
limit does not apply to bonds for hospital facilities, defined to in-
clude only acute care, primarily inpatient, organizations. A second
restriction limits to no more than five percent the amount of the
net proceeds of a bond issue that may be used to finance any activi-
ties (including all costs of issuing the bonds) other than the exempt
purposes of the section 501(cX3) organization.

The Technical and Miscellaneous Revenue Act of 1988 imposed
low-income tenant occupancy requirements on existing residential
rental property that is acquired by section 501(cX3) organizations in
tax-exempt bond-financed transactions. Under these requirements,
a minimum number of the housing units comprising the property
must be continuously occupied by tenants having family incomes of
50 percent (60 percent in certain cases) or less of area median
income for periods of up to 15 years. These same low-income tenant
occupancy requirements apply to for-profit developers receiving
tax-exempt private activity bond financing.

Other restrictions
The Code imposes several restrictions on private activity bonds

that generally do not apply to bonds used to finance direct State
and local government activities. Many of these restrictions also
apply to qualified 501(cX3) bonds.

(1) No more than two percent of the net proceeds of a bond issue
may be used to finance the costs of issuing the bonds, and these
amounts are not counted in determining whether the bonds satisfy
a requirement that at least 95 percent of the net proceeds of each
bond issue be used for the exempt activities qualifying the bonds
for tax exemption.

(2) The weighted average maturity of a bond issue may not
exceed 120 percent of the average economic life of the property fi-
nanced with the proceeds.

(3) A public hearing must be held and an elected public official
must approve the bonds before they are issued (or the bonds must
be approved by voter referendum).

(4) If property financed with private activity bonds is converted
to a use not qualifying for tax-exempX financing, certain loan inter-
est penalties are imposed (the changee in use" restrictions).

Both governmental and private activity bonds are subject to nu-
merous other Code restrictions, including the following:

(1) The amount of arbitrage profits that may be earned on invest-
ments of tax-exempt bond proceeds is limited, and most such prof-
its on investments unrelated to the governmental purpose of the
borrowing must be rebated to the Federal Government; and

(2) Banks and other financial institutions may not deduct inter-
est they pay to the extent of their investments in most tax-exempt
bonds.
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Finally, interest on private activity bonds, other than qualified
501(cX3) bonds, is a preference item in calculating the alternative
minimum tax for individuals and corporations.

Explanation of the Bill
Subject to certain exceptions described below, S. 150 would

amend the tax-exempt bond provisions of the Code to conform the
treatment of section 501(cX3) organization bonds generally to that
provided for bonds issued to finance direct State or local govern-
ment activities.

Repeal of private activity bond classification for section 501(c)(3)
organization bonds

The concept of an "exempt person," that existed under the Code
bond provisions before 1986, would be reenacted. An exempt person
would be defined as (1) a State or local governmental unit or (2) a
section 501(cX3) organization, when carrying out its exempt activi-
ties under section 501(a). Thus, bonds for section 501(cX3) organiza-
tions would no longer be classified as private activity bonds. Fi-
nancing for unrelated business activities of such organizations
would continue to be treated as a private business use for which
tax-exempt financing is not authorized.

As exempt persons, section 501(cX3) organizations would be sub-
ject to the same limits as State and local governments on using
their bond proceeds to finance private business activities or to
make private loans. Thus, no more than 10 percent of the bond pro-
ceeds s could be used in a business use by a person other than an
exempt person if the Code security interest test were satisfied, and
no more than five percent ($5 million, if less) could be used to
make loans to such "nonexempt" persons.

Repeal of most additional restrictions on section 501(c)(3) organiza-
tion bonds

Present section 145, which establishes additional restrictions on
qualified 501(cX3) bonds, would be repealed, along with the restric-
tion on bond-financed costs of issuance for section 501(cX3) organi-
zation bonds (sec. 147(h)). This repeal of section 145 would elimi-
nate the $150 million per institution limit on outstanding nonhospi-
tal bonds for section 501(cX3) organizations.

Retention of certain requirements for section 501(c)(3) organization
bonds

As stated above, certain special restrictions on bonds for section
501(cX3) organizations would be retained. First, the bill would
retain the requirement that existing residential rental property ac-
quired by a section 501(cX3) organization in a tax-exempt bond-fi-
nanced transaction satisfy the same low-income tenant require-
ments as similar housing financed for for-profit developers. Second,
the bill would retain the present-law maturity limitations applica-
ble to bonds for section 501(c3) organizations, and the public ap-

s This limit would be reduced to five percent in the case of unrelated and disproportionate
private business use as under the present-law governmental bond limit on such use.
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proval requirements applicable generally to private activity bonds.
Third, the bill would continue to apply the penalties on changes in
use of tax-exempt bond-financed section 501(cX3) organization prop-
erty to a use not qualified for such financing.

Finally, the bill would make no amendments, other than techni-
cal conforming amendments, to the present-law arbitrage restric-
tions, the alternative minimum tax tax-exempt bond preference, or
the provisions generally disallowing interest paid by banks and
other financial institutions on amounts used to acquire or carry
tax-exempt bonds.

Effective Date

Subject to two exceptions, the bill would apply generally to bonds
issued after the date of the bill's enactment.

The first exception would exempt bonds issued pursuant to tran-
sitional exceptions included in the Tax Reform Act of 1986, unless
the issuers elected to be subject to the bill's provisions.

Second, for purposes of the special arbitrage rebate exception for
small governmental issuers (a calendar year exception), the bill
would apply in calendar years beginning after its enactment.

Issues

Pros
1. The principal beneficiaries of the bill would be private, non-

profit colleges and universities. These institutions provide substan-
tially identical educational services to those provided by govern-
mental higher education institutions. Consistent with the general
tax policy goal of providing like treatment for similarly situated
persons, the tax-exempt bond rules should recognize this fact and
provide comparable access to tax-exempt financing for these enti-
ties.

2. In general, private activity tax-exempt bonds are of two types:
those used to provide financing for service providers (airports,
rental housing developers, charitable organizations) and for service
recipients (mortgage revenue bond and student loan bond borrow-
ers). Service-recipient bonds typically are subject to Federal wealth
targeting rules like direct Federal spending programs. Service pro-
vider bonds on the other hand, generally are targeted by reference
to the ultimate beneficiary of the financing, not the service provid-
er. In fact, section 501(cX3) organizations are the only service-pro-
vider beneficiaries of tax-exempt bonds that are subject to wealth
targeting (i.e., a limit on outstanding bonds). In the case of service-
provider bond beneficiaries, the service provided, not the provider,
is the appropriate measure for determining availability of tax-
exempt financing.

3. The $150 million per-institution limit on outstanding nonhospi-
tal qualified 501(cX3) tax-exempt bonds was intended as a limit on
tax arbitraging of college and university endowments. Other
present-law tax-exempt bond restrictions, e.g., the arbitrage rebate
requirement and public approval, bond maturity, hedge bond, and
advance refunding restrictions, adequately address this concern.
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4. The argument that private colleges and universities engage in
tax arbitraging of their endowments reflects a misunderstanding of
the restrictions governing endowments. Most State laws prohibit
depletion of endowment corpus. Further, approximately 65 percent
of endowment funds nationally is subject to donor-imposed restric-
tions on the uses for which even the income may be used.

Cons
1. The present-law tax-exempt bond rules appropriately distin-

guish between States and local governments and all other permit-
ted beneficiaries of these bonds. Nonprofit colleges and universities
are not legally governmental entities or accountable as such. Ac-
cordingly, it is appropriate to classify bonds for their benefit as pri-
vate activity bonds.

2. In the short run, repeal of the $150 million limit would pri-
marily benefit a relatively small number of private, nonprofit uni-
versities having endowments among the largest of any in the
United States. Such nonprofit institutions with large endowments
may use tax-exempt bonds to engage in economic, if not direct tax,
arbitrage activities by borrowing at tax-exempt rates instead of
spending other available funds. It is appropriate in light of high
Federal budget deficits to limit such activities. The $150 million
per institution limit on nonhospital qualified 501(cX3) bonds
achieves this objective in a way that is administratively simpler
than direct taxes or yield restrictions on these universities' endow-
ment investments.

3. Notwithstanding donor-imposed restrictions on the use of some
endowment funds, nonprofit colleges and universities also benefit
from substantial amounts of restricted endowment funds available
for activities being bond-financed, unrestricted endowment invest-
ments, and quasi-endowment funds ("funds functioning as" endow-
ments) which are available for bond-financed activities. Tax-exempt
bond financing should not be available to these institutions until
such available funds are exhausted.
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3. S. 267 (Senators Reid, Bryan, Symms, and Others):

State Taxation of Pension Income of Nonresidents

Present Law

Certain State laws provide that some or all retirement income is
included in income for State income tax purposes if the income was
earned within the State, even though the individual resides outside
the State when the retirement income is actually received. Some
States achieve this result through general rules that tax income
earned within the State, whereas others have explicit provisions re-
garding retirement income.

Explanation of the Bill

S. 267 would prohibit any State, including any political subdivi-
sion of a State, the District of Columbia, and the possessions of the
United States, from imposing income tax on the pension or retire-
ment income of any individual who is not a resident or domiciliary
of the State.

Effective Date

The bill would apply to taxable years beginning after December
31, 1991.

Issues

Pros
1. The bill would eliminate what may be perceived as an unfair

imposition of State tax on individuals who have little current con-
tact with the State.

2. If a large number of States were to tax pension benefits
earned in the State when received, then a retiree who worked in
several different States would have complex State income tax filing
responsibilities.

Cons
1. The bill will likely be viewed by States with income tax laws

as an unwarranted intrusion on their ability to tax inome derived
from the State and an unjustified erosion of their tax base. Some
States enacted laws taxing nonresident retirement income to pre-
vent avoidance of State tax. For example, in the absence of such
laws, individuals can avoid State taxation of income by structuring
compensation agreements to characterize what otherwise would be
current compensation as pension income. The proposal would make
it more difficult for States to prevent such abuses.

(19)
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2. The ability of the Federal Government to enforce the bill is
unclear. While the Constitution gives the Federal Government
some authority to regulate State tax laws in particular circum-
stances, it is unclear whether that authority would extend to this
bill.
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4. S. 284 (Senators Bradley, Symms, Grassley, Chafee, Danforth,
Baucus, Breaux, Packwood, Roth, and Others):

Treatment of Payments Under Life Insurance Contracts for
Terminally III Individuals

Present Law

In general
The undistributed investment income ("inside buildup") earned

on premiums credited under a contract that satisfies a statutory
definition of life insurance is not includible in the gross income of
the owner of the contract. In addition, death benefits paid under a
contract that satisfies the statutory definition are excluded from
the gross income of the recipient, so that neither the owner of the
contract nor the beneficiary of the contract is ever taxed on the
inside buildup if the proceeds are paid to the beneficiary by reason
of the death of the insured. Amounts received under a life insur-
ance contract (other than a modified endowment contract) prior to
the death of the insured are includible in the gross income of the
recipient to the extent that the amount received exceeds the recipi-
ent's investment in the contract (generally, the aggregate amount
of premiums paid less amounts previously received that were ex-
cluded from gross income).

Definition of a life insurance contract
In order to qualify as a life insurance contract for Federal

income tax purposes, a contract must be a life insurance contract
under the applicable State or foreign law and must satisfy either of
two alternative tests: (1) a cash value accumulation test, or (2) a
test consisting of a guideline premium requirement and a cash
value corridor requirement. A contract satisfies the cash value ac-
cumulation test if the cash surrender value of the contract may not
at any time exceed the net single premium that would have to be
paid at such time to fund future benefits under the contract. A con-
tract satisfies the guideline premium/cash value corridor test if the
premiums paid under the contract do not at any time exceed the
greater of the guideline single premium or the sum of the guideline
level premiums, and the death benefit under the contract is not
less than a varying statutory percentage of the cash surrender
value of the contract.

The net single premium for purposes of the cash value accumula-
tion test and the guideline single premium or guideline level pre-
miums for purposes of the guideline premium/cash value corridor
test are the amounts necessary to fund the future benefits under
the contract. For this purpose, the term "future benefits" means
death benefits and endowment benefits. In addition, the charge
stated in a contract for any qualified additional benefit is treated

(21)
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as a future benefit, thereby increasing the applicable limitation by
the discounted value of the charge. The term "qualified additional
benefit" means guaranteed insurability, accidental death or disabil-
ity, family term coverage, disability waiver, and any other benefit
prescribed under Treasury regulations.

Explanation of the Bill
S. 284 would provide an exclusion from gross income for amounts

received by an individual under a life insurance contract if the in-
sured under the contract is terminally ill. For this purpose, an indi-
vidual would be considered terminally ill if the individual has been
certified by a licensed physician as having an illness or physical
condition that can reasonably be expected to result in death in 12
months or less.

In addition, in determining whether a contract qualifies as a life
insurance contract for Federal income tax purposes, the bill would
treat a qualified terminal illness rider (i.e., a provision in the con-
tract that provides for the payment of a benefit to an individual
upon the insured becoming terminally ill) as a qualified additional
benefit. Consequently, the applicable limitations for purposes of the
definition of a life insurance contract would be increased by the
discounted value of the charge for the qualified terminal illness
rider.

Under the bill, the addition of a qualified terminal illness rider
to a contract would not be treated as a modification of, or a materi-
al change to, the contract for purposes of the definition of a life in-
surance contract and the definition of a modified endowment con-
tract. Further, for purposes of the rules that apply to life insurance
companies, a qualified terminal illness rider would be treated as
life insurance.

Finally, under the bill, applicants for, and recipients of, benefits
under certain public assistance programs (for example, Medicaid)
would not be required to take into account the right to receive an
accelerated death benefit in determining eligibility for the public
assistance benefits. For this purpose, an accelerated death benefit
would be defined as any payment made under a life insurance con-
tract while the insured is alive as a result of a recalculation of the
life expectancy of the insured.

Effective Dates
The provision of the bill that provides an exclusion from gross

income for certain amounts received under a life insurance con-
tract would apply to taxable years beginning after December 31,
1989. The other Federal income tax provisions of the bill would
apply to taxable years beginning before, on, or after December 31,
1989. The provision of the bill that relates to public assistance ben-
efits would be effective on January 1, 1990.
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Issues
Pros

1. The bill would ease the financial burden of many terminally
ill individuals and their families by not imposing Federal income
tax on benefits received under life insurance contracts prior to
death. The amount of Federal income tax that would otherwise be
paid could be used to pay the medical bills and other living ex-
penses of the terminally ill individual.

2. The bill may reduce the amount that would otherwise be paid
under Federal or State public assistance programs (such as Medic-
aid) by encouraging terminally ill individuals to elect to accelerate
the receipt of death benefit payments.

3. Certain noninsurance companies currently purchase life insur-
ance contracts from terminally ill policyholders. These companies
may not pay policyholders the present value of the death benefit
under the contract. The bill would encourage policyholders to elect
to accelerate the death benefit payment from the issuing insurance
company, which is subject to State regulation and, therefore, is
more likely to pay the policyholder the present value of the death
benefit under the contract.

Cons
1. The bill would result in the unequal treatment of terminally

ill individuals because it would provide a tax benefit only for those
who own life insurance at the time of their terminal illness. In ad-
dition, the bill would primarily benefit higher-income individuals
who are able to afford greater amounts of life insurance. A more
efficient and equitable tax subsidy could be developed if the goal is
to assist the terminally ill.

2. The treatment of inside buildup under present law favors life
insurance as an investment over other investment vehicles thereby
distorting the flow of savings and investment in the economy. The
bill would provide an additional incentive for individuals to pur-
chase life insurance and would exacerbate the inefficiencies of
present law.

3. If the purpose of the bill is to encourage individuals to pur-
chase insurance that covers the expenses of a terminal illness, the
bill is inefficient because it requires the purchase of life insurance
in order to obtain the favorable tax treatment. A more efficient ap-
proach would be to provide a tax subsidy for the purchase of termi-
nal illness insurance.

4. The certification requirement contained in the bill may be dif-
ficult to administer and may result in the receipt of tax-free bene-
fits in certain cases where the insured is not reasonably expected
to die within 12 months. The life insurance company may be indif-
ferent to the payment of benefits where the insured is not reason-
ably expected to die within 12 months if the amount paid is dis-
counted sufficiently to compensate the insurance company for the
early payment of the benefit.
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5. S. 649 (Senators Breaux, Chafee, Pell, and Others):

Repeal of the Luxury Excise Tax on Boats and Yachts

Present Law
General rules

Present law imposes a 10-percent excise tax on the portion of the
retail price of boats and yachts that exceeds $100,000.

Boats and yachts that are used exclusively (other than a de mini-
mis amount) in a trade or business (except for entertainment or
recreation purposes, including the trade or business of providing
entertainment or recreation) are exempt from this tax. In addition,
boats and yachts that are used exclusively in the trade or business
of commercial fishing or of transporting persons or property for
compensation or hire are exempt from this tax. The transporting of
persons or property for compensation or hire includes transporta-
tion by a cruise ship (regardless of destination) or by a boat char-
tered with a pilot. These may be exempt from the tax provided that
the other conditions for exemption are met.

In addition, present law imposes a 10-percent excise tax on the
portion of the retail price of the following items that exceeds the
thresholds specified:

(1) Automobiles above $80,000.-The tax applies to passenger
automobiles, which includes trucks and vans with a loaded gross
vehicle weight of 6,000 pounds or less. Limousines are subject to
this tax regardless of weight. The tax does not apply to the sale or
leasing of any passenger vehicle for use by the purchaser or lessee
exclusively (other than a de minimis amount) in the active conduct
of a trade or business of transporting persons or prnperty for com-
pensation or hire.

(2) Aircraft above $250,000.-The tax applies to nircraft above
$250,000, with exceptions for aircraft 80 percent of the use of which
is in a trade or business, and certain other uses.

(3) Jewelry above $10,000.-The tax applies on an item-by-item
basis. Custom fabrication of jewelry (from new or used materials)
also is subject to this tax. Repairs and slight modifications to jewel-
ry are not subject to this tax.

(4) Furs above $10,000.-The tax applies to items made from fur
or in which fur is a major component. The tax does not apply to
leather or to artificial fur.
Special rules

Tax applicable only to newly manufactured items.-The tax ap-
plies only to the first retail sale (for a purpose other than resale)
after manufacture, production or importation of items subject to
the tax. It does not apply to subsequent sales of these items. Thus,
for example, if a boat dealer sells a new boat for $150,000, that

(24)
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item is subject to this tax. If, however, the boat dealer sells a used
boat for $150,000, that sale is not subject to this tax.

If a sale is voided, the tax is refunded. Thus, for example, if a
taxpayer purchases a boat subject to the tax and pays the tax, but
later returns the boat to the dealer for a refund of the purchase
price, the tax would also be refunded at that time.

Collection and deposit of tax.-In general, the retailer must col-
lect the tax and remit it to the IRS in accordance with the rules
generally applicable to excise taxes.

Anti-abuse rules.-An anti-abuse rule prevents businesses from
briefly using boats subject to tax in their trade or business and
thcn selling them (or converting them to personal use) a short time
thereafter as a way of avoiding tax. An additional rule prevents
the avoidance of the tax on boats and yachts through separate pur-
chases of major component partL. Thus, for example, if the taxpay-
er purchases a sailboat from a distant boatyard without an inboard
motor or mast, and purchases and has installed locally the inboard
motor and mast, those purchases would be aggregated for purposes
of this tax. The installer must collect the tax due and remit it to
the IRS.

Special rule for leases.-A special rule applies to the leasing of
boats and yachts by a person in the trade or business of leasing.
These lessors do not pay the tax on their purchase of these items;
instead, their leasing of these items is treated as a sale. Thus, a pro
rata portion of the tax is due on each lease payment, unless the
lease payment is being made by a person who would be exempt
from the tax (because of the nature of the use of the item) if the
person owned the item.

Exemptions.-In addition to the other exemptions from this tax,
the tax does not apply to boats used exclusively by the Federal
Government or a State or local government for public works pur-
poses. Thus, a State ferry boat would not be subject to the tax. The
use must be directly and integrally related to the public works pur-
pose.

Determination of price.-The retail sales price is the price paid
by the retail customer, including any charge incident to placing the
article in condition ready for use (such as preparation charges,
dealer add-ons, and delivery charges). Retail sales taxes (if sepa-
rately stated) are excluded. The retail sales price is determined
without subtraction for any trade in. Thus, the total price paid
(whether paid in cash, in a trade in, or otherwise) is the retail sale
price. The manufacturer's suggested retail price (if any) is not the
basis on which the price is computed. Significant variation from
general retail market prices of comparable items may, however, b,
considered by IRS to be an indication of an attempt to avoid the
tax. Rebates that are fixed at the time of sale and that go directly
to the customer reduce the sales price for purposes of computing
this tax.

Tax applicable to imports.-This tax applies to all boats and
yachts subject to the tax upon their importation into the United
States (regardless of whether the boat or yacht was used outside
the United States prior to importation), unless the item is being
imported by someone in the trade or business for subsequent retail
sale or leasing (in which instance the subsequent retail sale or
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lease would be subject to tax). Thus, for example, the tax is im-
posed on the retail value of a boat (whether new or used) that an
individual imports for personal use. The tax does not apply to any
use of a boat or yacht after import if the user establishes to the
satisfaction of the Secretary that the first sale or use occurred out-
side the United States prior to January 1, 1991.

Tax inapplicable to exports.-This tax does not apply to exported
boats and yachts.

Effective date of tax.
The luxury excise tax on boats and yachts and the other luxury

excise taxes were enacted as part of the Omnibus Budget Reconcili-
ation Act of 1990, which included increases in the rates of several
existing excise taxes. The tax on boats and yachts applies after De-
cember 31, 1990, and before January 1, 2000. The tax does not
apply to a boat or yacht purchased pursuant to a contract that was
binding on the purchaser on September 30, 1990, and at all times
thereafter and before January 1, 1991.

Explanation of the Bill
S. 649 would repeal the luxury excise tax applicable to boats and

yachts.

Effective Date
The bill would be effective as if included in the Omnibus Budget

Reconciliation Act of 1990 (retroactive to January 1, 1991).

Issues

Pros
1. The luxury excise tax on boats and yachts may be difficult and

potentially costly to administer relative to the revenue raised from
the tax.

2. The luxury excise tax on boats and yachts may reduce the
demand for boats and yachts costing in excess of $100,000, which
may lead to a reduction in employment in the boat and yacht in-
dustry.

Cons
1. By imposing luxury excise taxes upon many of the luxury

items that higher income persons might purchase, the burden of
these taxes is more likely to fall on the higher income individual.
This increases the progressivity of the overall Federal tax system.

2. The demand for luxury goods may be relatively price insensi-
tive, in which case the demand for luxury goods and employment
in those industries is more likely to be determined by general eco-
nomic conditions than by taxes imposed upon such goods.

3. Taxes on consumption generally discourage consumption and
promote saving, which is important to future economic growth.

4. Repeal of the luxury excise tax on boats and yachts would in-
crease the comparative advantage of boats and yachts over several
other taxed luxury goods.
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5. The luxury excise taxes were included in the Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1990 as a partial offset for the perceived
regressivity of increases in other excise taxes (e.g., motor fuels, al-
cohol, tobacco). Repealing the luxury excise tax on boats and
yachts may be viewed as counter to the 1990 budget agreement.
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6. S. 913 (Senators Baucus, Dodd, Boren, and Riegle):

"The Tax-Exempt Bond Simplification Act of 1991"

Present Law

In general
Interest on State and local government bonds generally is ex-

cluded from income for purposes of the regular individual and cor-
porate income taxes if the proceeds of the bonds are used to fi-
nance direv.- activities of these governmental units (sec. 103).
Present law also excludes the interest on State and local govern-
ment bonds ("private activity bonds") when a governmental unit
incurs debt as a conduit to provide financing for private parties, if
the financed activities are specified in the Code. Tax-exempt bonds
maynot be issued to finance private activities not specified in the

Private activity bonds are bonds (1) more than 10 percent of the
proceeds of which satisfy a private business use and payment test,
or (2) more than five percent ($5 million, if less) of the proceeds are
used to finance loans to persons other than State or local govern-
mental units. A special restriction limits to no more than five per-
cent the amount of bond proceeds that may be used in a private
business use that is unrelated to direct governmental activities also
being financed with a bond issue. This five-percent restriction is
known as the "unre'ltted and disproportionate private business use
limit."

Interest on the following private activity bonds qualifies for ex-
clusion:

(1) Exempt-facility bonds;
(2) Qualified mortgage and qualified veterans' mortgage

bonds;
(3) Qualified small-issue bonds;
(4) Qualified student loan bonds;
(5) Qualified redevelopment bonds; and
(6) Qualified 501(cX3) bonds.

Exempt-facility bonds are bonds the proceeds of which are used
to finance the following: airports, docks and wharves, mass com-
muting facilities or high-speed intercity rail facilities; water,
sewage, solid waste, or hazardous waste disposal facilities; facilities
for the local furnishing of electricity or gas; local district heating
or cooling facilities; and certain low-income rental housing projects.

Arbitrage restrictions
Issuers of all tax-exempt bonds generally are subject to two sets

of restrictions on investment of their bond proceeds. As ex plained
more fully below, the two sets of restrictions generally appfy with
respect to different time periods following issuance of the bonds.

(28)
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Yield restriction requirement
In general, tax-exempt bond proceeds may not be invested at a

yield materially higher than the bond yield, i.e., only limited arbi-
trage profits may be earned. Exceptions are provided to this re-
striction for investments during any of several "temporary peri-
ods" pending use of the proceeds (generally prescribed in Treasury
Department regulations). Additional exceptions are provided for
bond proceeds invested as part of a reasonably required reserve or
replacement fund and for a "minor" portion of the issue proceeds,
both throughout the term of the issue.

Unlike the rebate requirement described below, the yield restric-
tion requirement applies both to investments unrelated to the pur-
pose of the borrowing ("nonpurpose investments") and to invest-
ments such as a loan to the ultimate borrower of the bond proceeds
in the case of private activity bonds ("purpose investments').

Rebate requirement
Generally, all arbitrage profits earned on nonpurpose invest-

ments of bond proceeds during periods when such earnings are per-
mitted (e.g., temporary periods) must be rebated to the Federal
Government. Permitted arbitrage profits on purpose investments
(limited by the yield restriction requirement described above) are
not subject to the rebate requirement. Present law includes three
principal exceptions to the rebate requirement on nonpurpose arbi-
trage profits.

Six-month expenditure exception.-First, if all gross proceeds of
an issue are spent for the purpose of the borrowing within six
months after the bonds are issued, no rebate is required. This ex-
ception may be satisfied notwithstanding the presence of a reason-
ably required reserve or replacement fund if all proceeds other
than those invested as part of the reserve fund are so spent and
arbitrage profits on the reserve fund (and any bona fide debt serv-
ice fund subject to rebate) are rebated.

24-month construction bond expenditure exception.-Second, no
rebate is required for certain construction bond issues if the avail-
able construction proceeds are spent for the purpose of the borrow-
ing at least at specified rates during the 24-month period after the
bonds are issued. A construction bond issue is an issue at least 75
percent of the net proceeds of which are to be used to finance con-
struction (as opposed to acquisition) expenses. Construction bonds
eligible for this exception include all governmental bonds, qualified
501(cX3) bonds, and private activity bonds the proceeds of which
are used to finance property owned y a governmental unit.

The minimum spending rates are as follows: (1) at least 10 per-
cent spent within six months after the bonds are issued, (2) at least
45 percent spent within 12 months, (3) at least 75 percent spent
within 18 months, and (4) 100 percent spent within 24 months.
Amounts of reasonable retainage (not exceeding five percent of the
available construction proceeds) that remain unspent after 24
months, and which are spent no later than 36 months after issu-
ance do not preclude eligibility for this exception.

Issuers of construction bonds with respect to which these spend-
ing requirements are not satisfied may elect to pay a special penal-
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ty equal to 1.5 percent of shortfall in spending at each six-month
interval in lieu of complying with the general rebate requirement.
Additionally, these issuers may elect to terminate these 1.5-percent
penalties by payment of an additional 3-percent penalty on the ear-
lier of (1) expiration of the initial temporary period when proceeds
may be invested without regard to yield or (2) substantial comple-
tion of the spending purposes of the borrowing.

The construction bond exception applies to bonds issued after De-
cember 19, 1989.

Small-issuer exception.-Bonds other than private activity bonds
issued by governmental units having general taxing powers are not
subject to the rebate requirement if the governmental unit (and all
of its subordinate units) issues $5 million or less in such govern-
mental bonds during a calendar year.
Restrictions on advance refundings

The Code restricts authority to advance refund tax-exempt bonds
to bonds other than private activity bonds and to private activity
qualified 501(cX3) bonds. An advance refunding is a refunding
where the refunded bonds are not redeemed within 90 days after
the refunding bonds are issued. Except for certain bonds originally
issued before 1986, each issue of new money governmental and
qualified 501(cX3) bonds may be advance refunded only one time.

In addition, the Code prohibits the advance refunding of any
bond if the transaction involves the use of a "device" to obtain a
material financial advantage (based on arbitrage) other than the
savings received from lower interest rates on the refunding bonds.
The Treasury Department is authorized to identify prohibited de-
vices by regulation.
Tax treatment of financial institutions investing in tax-exempt

bonds
Banks and other financial institutions generally are denied a de-

duction for the portion of their interest expense (e.g., interest paid
to depositors) that is attributable to investments in tax-exempt
bonds acquired after August 7, 1986. This disallowance is computed
using a prorata formula that compares the institution's average ad-
justed basis in tax-exempt bonds acquired after that date with the
average adjusted basis of all assets of the institution.

An exception to this prorata disallowance rule is permitted for
governmental bonds and qualified 501(cX3) bonds issued by or on
behalf of governmental units that issue no more than $10 million
of such bonds during a calendar year.

Explanation of the Bill
S. 913 would make numerous changes to requirements governing

issuance of tax-exempt bonds.
Unrelated and disproportionate private business use limit

The bill would repeal the unrelated and disproportionate private
business use limit, effective for bonds issued after the date of the
bill's enactment. Allowable private business use of governmental
bond proceeds would continue to be restricted by the general pri-
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vate business use and payments test and the private loan bond re-
striction.
Liberalization of arbitrage restrictions

Elimination of yield restriction requirement in certain cases
The bill would eliminate the present-law arbitrage yield restric-

tions for all bonds other than advance refunding bonds except
where the Treasury Department by regulation identified the yield
restriction requirement as existing for a purpose other than pre-
venting the earning of arbitrage profits. This provision would apply
to bonds issued after the effective dates of the bond provisions in
the Tax Reform Act of 1986, but only with respect to earnings ac-
cruing after the date of the bill's enactment.

Reduction of arbitrage profits subject to rebate
The bill would permit issuers to retain 10 percent of the arbi-

trage profits they earn on nonpurpose investments, effective for
bonds issued after the date of the bill's enactment.

Expansion of small-issuer rebate exception
The bill would increase the $5 million annual issuance limit for

small issuers whose governmental bonds are not subject to rebate
to $25 million, and would expand the exception to apply to govern-
mental bonds issued (1) by governmental units without taxing
powers and (2) by "on behalf of" authorities that are not them-
selves governmental units.

This provision would be effective for bonds issued after December
31, 1990.

Retroactive relief for certain construction bond issues
The bill would make retroactive the present 24-month expendi-

ture exception to the arbitrage rebate requirement for certain con-
struction bonds. Thus, issuers of such bonds issued after August 15,
1986 (August 31, 1986 for governmental bonds) would be exempt
from rebate on a prospective basis if they satisfied the 24-month ex-
penditure schedule. Additionally, issuers of bonds issued after those
dates could elect to comply with the exception's penalty regime on
unexpended proceeds in lieu of further rebate.

Identification of prohibited device
The bill would treat as a prohibited device the issuance of ad-

vance refunding bonds in conjunction with thol investment of exist--
ing bond funds (released from bond indenture restrictions) in in-
vestment contracts having materially higher and substantially
guaranteed yields, if such an investment occurred within 90 days
before or after issuance of advance refunding bonds.

This provision would apply to advance refunding bonds issued
after February 26, 1990.
Expansion of financial institution small.issuer exception

The bill would increase from $10 million to $25 million the small-
issuer exception to the interest expense deduction prorata disallow-
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ance rule applicable to banks and other financial institutions, effec-
tive for bonds issued after December 31, 1990.

Issues

Pros
1. Whether a private business use is "related" to a governmental

activity also being financed with a bond issue is a complex facts
and circumstances determination. In light of the general 10-percent
limit on private business use, the private loan restriction, and the
State volume limit requirement for larger governmental bond
issues, the complexity associated with this determination outweighs
any marginal benefit (maximum of $7.5 million per issue) derived
by limiting tax-exempt financing for unapproved private activities.

2. The arbitrage rebate and yield restriction requirements serve
the same policy objective-elimination of earlier and larger than
necessary issuance of tax-exempt bonds. The ability to earn-but
not retain-arbitrage profits does not create an incentive to violate
this Federal policy.

3. Requiring issuers of tax-exempt bonds to rebate all arbitrage
profits to the Federal Government encourages investments that
nominally produce no such profit, but may in fact, represent cre-
ation of an indirect profit for suppliers of investment vehicles such
as guaranteed investment contracts. Such an indirect profit is pro-
hibited under present law as a deflection of arbitrage, but factually
the activity is difficult to police. Repealing the yield restriction re-
quirement could reduce the incentive to engage in this "yield burn-
ing" investment activity. Further allowing these issuers to retain a
portion of any profit earned will encourage more efficient invest-
ment, with the Federal Government sharing the benefit of these in-
vestments.

4. The exception from the arbitrage rebate requirement for bonds
of smaller governmental units reflects a balancing of the policy of
preventing arbitrage-motivated bond issuance and the administra-
tive responsibilities necessary to comply. Increasing the current $5
million annual issuance limit defining eligible governments may be
appropriate if administrative complexity is shown to outweigh the
threat of potential arbitrage-motivated issuance.

5. The 24-month construction bond exception applies to bonds
issued after December 19, 1989. Making this exception retroactive
to the effective dates of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 will relieve ad-
ditional issuers of the administrative complexities associated with
rebate, while not encouraging issuance of additional bonds.

6. Bonds of smaller governmental units are exempt from general
restrictions on banks and other financial institutions deducting
costs of acquiring and carrying tax-exempt investments because the
small size of their bond issues may render other markets unavail-
able. Increasing the current $10 million annual issuance limit for
eligible governments may be appropriate if non-financial institu-
tion markets are demonstrated to be unavailable for bonds of the
additional issuers.
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Cons
1. The five-percent unrelated and disproportionate private busi-

ness use limit is the effective limit on private business use for
many tax-exempt bonds. Repealing this limit will increase the pri-
vate activities for which tax-exempt financing may be provided out-
side of restrictions (e.g., State volume limits) generally applicable
to such private, conduit financing without ensuring the Congres-
sional review generally accompanying the allowance of this Feder-
al subsidy.

2. Issuers of tax-exempt bonds have been subject to yield restric-
tion requirements since 1969, with rebate having been required for
all bonds only since 1986. Except for reasonably required reserve
funds, the rebate and yield restriction requirements generally
apply to different time periods. An administratively simpler ap-
proach to the problem of duplicative requirements might be to
limit the rebate requirement to prescribed temporary periods and
to reserve funds because issuers have been accustomed to comply-
ing with the yield restriction requirement for over 20 years.

3. While allowing issuers to retain a portion of arbitrage profits
may discourage yield-burning transactions, it also could lead to ear-
lier and larger issuance of tax-exempt bonds-at an increased Fed-
eral revenue cost-if issuers attempted to maximize the arbitrage
profits they could retain. This would be particularly true if the
present-law yield restriction requirement also were repealed, there-
by allowing issuers to earn profits and to retain a percentage of
them over extended periods.

4. The small-issuer arbitrage rebate exception is intended to re-
lieve the smallest governmental units from the administrative com-
plexity of compliance with that requirement because they may lack
in-house accounting personnel and is premised in part, on the lim-
ited incentives for arbitrage-motivated transactions with smaller
bond issues. Increasing the annual issuance limit on this exception
to $25 million is inconsistent with these objectives because of (1)
greater availability of in-house accounting staff to these larger issu-
ers, (2) ready access to computer programs for performing rebate
calculations, and (3) greater incentive for arbitrage-motivated
transactions due to larger dollar volumes of eligible bonds.

5. Issuers of bonds issued before December 20, 1989, are unlikely
to have complied with the spending requirements of the 24-month
construction bond exception to the rebate requirement because the
rule did not exist when their bonds were issued. Retroactive appli-
cation of this provision, therefore, merely creates a financial plan-
ning opportunity in that the issuers will choose to terminate their
current rebate liability in cases where substitution of the 1.5-per-
cent penalty regime of the 24-month exception is more financially
advantageous to them.

6. The growth since 1986 of individual investors in tax-exempt
bonds, primarily through investment in mutual funds, has elimi-
nated the marketing difficulties historically addressed by bank and
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million per issuer provides an unnecessary tax subsidy to these fi-
nancial institutions.
financial institution purchases. In light of these market changes,
allowing banks an exception from the prohibition on deducting in-
terest incurred to acquire or carry tax-exempt bonds of up to $25

0

[SUBMITTED BY SENATOR JOHN BREAUX]

STATEMENT OF ROBERT M. MCELWAINE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, FEDERATION AGAINST
INEQUITABLE AND REGRESSIVE TAXATION (FAIRTAX)

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: On behalf of the Federation
Against Inequitable and Regressive Taxation (FAIRTAX), we file this statement in
support of S. 649 to repeal the 10% retail excise tax on boats. FAIRTAX is com-
prised of dealers of BMW, Ferrari, Jaguar, Mercedes-Benz, Porsche, and Rolls-Royce
automobiles.

We believe the boating industry has made a compelling case for repeal of the in-
aptly named "luxury tax". The legislation has failed miserably in achieving its ap-
parently intended goal of "soaking the rich." All it has done is hurt small business-
es and working men and women and their families across the country. Moreover,
the evidence continues to mount that the tax ultimately will result in net revenue
losses. As the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants recently said in
formal comments to the Internal Revenue Service: "It appears that the revenues to
be produced by this tax will be far outweighed by the costs of administration, collec-
tion and compliance by the government and taxpayers." In short, the "luxury tax"
has proved to be a dramatic example of the law of unintended consequences.

We therefore urge you to join with your colleagues in supporting legislation to
repeal the "luxury tax" before it inflicts any more damage on the economy, hurts
any more families, or causes any further increase in the federal deficit or state
treasury losses.

To help you appreciate the impact the tax is having on the automobile sector, we
have included with our statement a recent independent study prepared by Temple,
Barker & Sloane, Inc., a general management consulting and market research firm
with two decades of experience in the automobile and transportation sectors. The
Temple, Barker & Sloane study concluded:

* The tax has caused at least a 20 percent permanent drop in demand for vehicles
priced over $30,000, with the burden falling most heavily on European makes;

@ A 20 percent decline represents at least $1.3 billion in lost sales for high-line
dealerships in 1991 alone;

a At least J,320 employees in these dealerships will lose their jobs as dealerships
close across the country and as others cut back on the number of employees they
can keep gainfully employed; and

* The federal government and state governments will lose at least $1J5.5 million
in 1991 just as a result of the impact of the tax on high-line automobile dealerships.
These losses include lost customs duties ($22.5 million), lost federal income tax reve-
nues ($26.0 million), lost gas guzzler tax revenues ($22.5 million), and lost state sales
tax revenues ($64.5 million). These estimates are clearly conservative because they
do not include other costs to the federal government, such as the cost of enforcing
the tax or paying unemployment benefits to workers who lose their jobs.

The study documents what dealers know only too well: The American public is
refusing to be saddled with another tax. They have stopped buying cars, boats, small
airplanes, jewelry, and furs. We believe it is essential for Congress to repeal this
terrible tax before more Americans are hurt and the budget deficit grows any
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larger. As cne of your colleagues so aptly said on the floor last week, "this tax is a
luxury that American's economy and workers cannot afford".

We offer three additional reasons for you to repeal the tax this year. First, its
existence has led Ft number of state legislatures to consider imposing additional
state "luxury taxes." T, date, legislation has been introduced in California, Con-
necticut, Kansas, Minnesota, and Nevada, but fortunately not one of these bills has
been enacted into law. As long as the federal law remains on the books, however,
state legislatures will continue to make the unfortunate assumption that this form
of taxation raises revenue painlessly. In fact, the imposition of state taxes on top of
the federal tax-could be the final! crippling blow to many retailers and their employ-
ees. It is essential for Congress to signal to the states that "luxury taxes" don't
work as advertised.

Second, the legislation violates U.S. obligations under Articles I and III of the
General Agreement of Tariffs and Trade. Although structured as a trade-neutral
revenue measure applicable to both imported and domestic vehicles, the tax burden
falls primarily on imports, principally European-made vehicles. Whether it intended
to or not, Congress discriminated against European-made cars and put them at a
competitive disadvantage in the U.S. market. The European Commission already
has signalled its concern about the legislation in its annual Report on United States
Trade Barriers and Unfair Practices (1991). Press reports indicate the European
Commission is now weighing a formal GATT challenge that, if successful, could lead
to restrictions on U.S. exports to the Community. At this crucial stage of the GATT
Uruguay Round multilateral trade talks, with the Finance Committee having over-
whelmingly supported continued "fast track" negotiations, we think it important for
the Subcommittee to support repeal legislation.

Finally, by acting quickly as the Australian federal government has done, our
government can eliminate a significant drain on the federal treasury. In January
1990, the Australian federal government had enacted a new "luxury tax" on auto-
mobiles with the hope of raising approximately $A109 million in additional revenue.
After one year of operation, however, the law had led to revenue losses projected to
reach $A260 million annually. Faced with widespread job losses, dealership closings,
and mounting revenue shortfalls, on March 12, 1991 the Australian federal govern-
ment rescinded the legislation.

Given the harm this terrible tax has caused here in the United States, we urge
you to help our colleagues in the boating industry and in all the other affected in-
dustries by enacting repeal legislation this year.

Thank you.
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Executive Summary

Effed of the Luxury Tax on Demand for High-Line Cars

The luxury tax on automobiles, effective January 1, 1991, has created a permanent drop in
demand of at least 20 percent for vehicles priced over $30,000. This decline in demand, exhibited
by the severe decrease in sales during the first quarter of 1991, underscore the price senitivity of
potential luxury car buyers. The burden of the tax has fallen most heavily on European makes.

A 20 percent decline represents lost sales of 24,316 vehicles during 1991 alone and
approximately .A1.31 billion in lost sales for high-line dealerships.

Net Employment Effect of the Luxury Tax

The significant decrease in sales caused by imposition of the luxury tax will directly affect
dealerships and their employees by forcing dealerships already in precarious financial positions out
of business and by compelling surviving dealerships to lay off employees. Further, other businesses
related to the importing of luxury cars will be adversely affected. The net employment effect of the
luxury tax will be a loss of at least 3,320 jobs, or 8 percent of total high-line dealership
employment.

In addition, as sales fall, dealerships will continue to lay off additional personnel such as service
technicians and clerical workers. Because our employment figures do not include these additional
job losses, our projection of dealership employment effects should be considered conservative.
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Toa Cost of the Luxury Tax to Feder and State Goveuments

The luxury tax will cost the federal and state governments at least $135.5 million in 1991.
These costs come from reductions In federal custom duty revenues, gas guzrier tax revenues, and
state sales tax revenues caused by lost sales. In addition, federal income tax revenues will suffer
from a dramatic increase in the number of unprofitable dealerships in 1991.

Source 1901 Lost Govermmte

Lost Fl n $2.5 mnon

Lost Fed&Wa Incme Tax $V6.0 Irdsor

Lost Gas Guzzler Tax $22.5 mnion
Revenues
Lost State Sales Tax $US milon
Revenues

Tota Cost of Luxu.y $135.5 mllon
Tax

We have not attempted to estimate other costs to the federal government, such as the cost of
enforcing the tax or paying unemployment benefits to worken who lose their jobs as a result of the
decline in sales. Thus, our estimates of lost revenue also appear to be conservative. -
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Introduction

Purpose of ONe Study

As of January 1, 1991, Congress has imposed a"luxury" tax of 10 percent on auwmobfles
priced over $30,000. The purpose of this study is to explore the magnitude of costs associated with
the luxury tax.

Research and Analysis

Whenever possible, data necessary for the research and analysis have been obtained from
publicly available sources such as Ward: Auomodve Reports and the National Automobile Dealers
Association. Calculations have been based on conservative assumptions and are easily duplicated.

9ponsor of the Study

The study was sponsored by the Federation Against Inequitable and Regressive Taxation
(FAIRTAX), a coalition of BMW, Ferrari, Jaguar, Mercedes-Benz, Porsche, and Rolls-Royce
dR nd Wioner

Consultant for the Study

The study was conducted for FAIRTAX by Temple, Barker & Slosne, Inc. (TBS), a general
management consulting and market research firm. The 0 members of TBS's profession staff
offer management and economic counsel to a broad range ofcommerclal and government clients.
TBS has assisted many organizations in the automotive and transportation sectors In solving a
variety of management problems. The study was prepared under the direcdon of John B. Schnapp.
Vice President and head of the autmotive practice at TBS.

Although several members of the FAIRTAX coalition contributed data for this study, neither
these firms nor the sponsor of the study attempted to influence TBS's findings or conclusions.
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Chapter )
Effect of the Luxury Tax on Demand for High-Line Cars

Asming Price Sensitivity of Buyers otHigh.Llne Can

TBS explored the effect of the luxury tax on demand for high-line cas, the majority of which
wry manufacturer suggested retail prices (MSRP) in the $40.000-50,000 range, by analyzing
records of buyer behavior in three instances:

* Histrc experience with sudden pri increases in the high-line automoble maret

* Buyer re tion to knowledge of dhe impending application of the tax

* Buyer behavior since the tax has been imposed

We have concluded that buyers of typical high-line cars are seAdve so the $1,000 to $2,000
additional expense caused by the tax, and that demand for automobiles in this category has dropped
permanently since the tax has been In effem

Historcal Analogy: The Mercedes-Benz 300E, 1986 through 1990

For the pat five years, the best-selling high-line vehicle series has been the Mercedes-Benz
300L In 1987 and again In 1988, its price was increased by more than 5 percem The price-sales
pattern that emerged is shown below.

Prloe-slee Pattern of Meroed 8onz 30E
1sm I97 In 1989 1990

PHO (On $3.7 $41.1 $43.4 $44.9 $46.0

wease OiWpdrW WA 11.8% 5.6% 3.4% 2.%

(in 23.6 16.4 15.7 18.6 16.9

oue or dweme WA (30.5%) (4.3%) 18.5% (9.1%)

Soure: WWf AuIW V* Repof Now Car Cost Guide.
WA.- Not appq e.

4

49-891 0 - 92 - 5
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Two observations stand out in tracing this history:

* Significant price Increases were accompanied by significant declines in demand.

@ Despite relative price stability in 1989 and 1990, sales did not return to the level they
had reached prior to the increase instituted in 1987.

To place this "case history" in perspective the increase encountered by a prospective buyer of
this particular vehicle in 1991 would comprise $1,250 in MSRP plus $1,720 from the luxury tax, for
a total of $2,970. or 6.5 percent, above the 1990 price.

Buyer Anticipation of the Luxury Tax: The December 1990 Buying Rush

Over the course of the first 11 months of 1990, sales of high-line cars were less affected by the
general downturn in demand than were sales of all passenger cars. It is a conservative assumption
that without the onset of the luxury tax, sales In December would have maintained the same
correlation to overall passenger car sales that existed during the previous I I months. Under this
assumption, combined sales of BMW, Jaguar, Mercedes, and Porsche models soon to be subject to
the tax would amount to approximately II ,500 units in December. However, 15,567 units were
actually sold in that month, more than 35 percent above the figure that would have been expected
without the tax. (See Appendix A.)

Changes In Bales from Previous Year: High-Une and All
Passenger Cars

High-Uri All Passenger Cam
Januwy-NWom r 990 (I.0%) (5.3%)

omber 1990 43.9% 1.6%

Source: Ward; Au #oonvo R .ports.

TBS has concluded that the magnitude of this sales abnomality indicates that the prospect of
the luxury tax led large numbers of pospecve buyers of high.line cars to purchase these cus
earlier than they would have otherwise.
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Buyer Behavior Under Oh Tax: 20 Percent Decline In Demand

After analyzing passenger car Sales daa TBS has conluded that the luxury tax has resulted in a
permanent drop in demand of at least 20 percent for high-line cars. Our analysis factors out the
effects of both the hlgh-line buying rush that led to inflated sales figures In December 1990 and the
overall decline in passenger car sales in the first quarter of 1991. which resulted from the war and
recession. 7h methodology TBS used to isolate the luxury tax from the other factors affecting
demand is detailed in Appendix A.

The chart below summarizes our findings.

Effects of the Luxury Tax on Sales of High-Lne Vehicles'
"Nonmr Actual Units Units Percentage

Sa1s Sale Accounted AtUti d of Sale
Oorby to Lost
BuWyng Permanen Attrutable
Rush Demand to Tax

Decline
DeCe r M0 11.459 15.587 +4,108
Jenuaty 1991 7,013 4,441 -2,.572
F cvwy 1991 8,450 5,302 -1,536 -1.680 -19.0%
March 1991 10.215 7,777 -2,438 -23.9%
W1991 9.598 7,76 .1,63 -19.2%

Co~nw.Mn we of MW, JWua,. Mec dWnez and Ponsche sas of mods sedt t Me Wxy ta.

Thwmn sW loo & l moaity of ve* od in the W-in cate,".

Source: Wad'sAuWt W Repo"; TBS anaVs.

TBS projected what sales levels in 1991 would have been without the luxury tax ("normal" sales
levels) from the high-line Sales level's historical relationship to that of the overall passenger car
market Overal passenger car sales figures for the first quarter of 1991 show a steep decline in
demand.

In January and Februara, sales were far below "normal" levels. This is in large pat attributable
to the unusually high sales levels of December, during the tax-avoidance buying rush.

Sles of high-line cars remained below expected "normal" levels in late February as well as
through March and April. ThIs clearly points to the same son of permanent long-teln shrinkage in
demand observed in the case of the Mercedes-Benz 300E.
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Our analysis assumes. conservatively, thaztai of de sales attribted to the buying nrsh in
Decemb would, without the tax. have bo transacted in January and eary February. Howem. if
we had assumed such sales woid have been spread out ovara lnger period of di the permanent
loss of demand calculated above would be considerably greater. Howemv, it seems cle that the
luxury tax has cuued a permanent drop in demand for high-line cars of at east 20 percent

Decline In Demand: $1.31 Billion in Los Real Sales for High-LUne Dealerships

Using 1990's hiSh-line sales base of 121,581 (see Appendix A), a 20 percent decline amounts to
losales of 24,316 vehicles during 199 1. At a weighted average, price of $54,000 per vehicle
retaUed,* this represents approximately $1.31 billion in lost retail sales for high-line dealerships.

Initially, a tax on luxury goods would appear to be a natural method of progressive taxation.
However, a rent ConSessional Research Service report implicidy disputes this view.**

*NAmo th maty of athe isb e veic e camy -MSRP of 40,000 to s50,0, te, wod avee prices
S4.00, because some ot Me vedcls in this category =cy a price sip ircasdy pevmw dm $50000.
s h "rm primary eownm effect c eacie W is ooo iamf widk te privmu emscnd do4uction
decisions; ey am deskiab xe wiw mde uch r¢ame Is the Oov,,aum's godas with rmp" sy t bxe, they
am "c Well aed op0Poducinga ulivdar ofo u paymeme... .1W ae to ,ms o comti
bIues by born hi ly mbjecive," Lois Alm TaleyJak Tuaylr. Demis Zkmerms "CS Report for
Cm.,o History and Eonaomics of US. EciseTauxatonofLswyGoods,- Conpe W Imles Sevice Te
U~brry ofConemsJue 17,.9IM (Updawd April 2,1991).
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Chapter 2
Effect of the Luxury Tax on Small Businesses and

Their Employees

Dealership Profitabliity at an All-Titme Low

Total dealership profitabiity has declined steadily since 1986. Decreasing profitability of new-
vehicle sales has been driving this decline.

Dealership Profitability for All Franchised
Automobile Dealers

(Net Prof it ee Per ntWgeoIToWSaeI)
Total New Vehile

1988 2.2 2.3

197 1.9 1.6
1988 1.7 1.1

1989 1.0 0.1
190 1.0 (o.1)

Source: Natoal Aomoile Dealers Assocation.

High-Une Dealerships Experiencing a Similar Decline in Profitability

Nearly all cars affected by the luxury tax are sold by BMW, Jaguar, Mercedes-Benz, and
Porsche dealers. These high-line dealerships have also experienced declining profitability; the
percentage of unprofitable dealerships has increased over the last few years.

Percentage of High-Une Car Dealerships That
Are Unprofitable

1987 16.6%

1990 27.5%

Source: BMW. Jaguar, and Mercedes-Benz ipolers.
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Inaetsing Rate of Unprofitable High-Line DeakrohIps Gaing Out of BusDne

T e pecentage ofunprofitable deale forced out of business lo doubled In 199 and again
In 1990. Oven dhe worsening condition of mew-vehkile sales depamenmt profitabillty, dii trend Is
lily tocoontinue TBS esdma that te 1991 percentage of unprofitable dealers going out of
business will also be double thda of 1990, or approximately 20 pe-COfL Since implenmV at of dbe
luxury U the numbe of dealers losing money has Incr esed substantially. As of the end of the
f&rs qum of 1991, 505, or 55 peret, o( hish-lie dealerhips wer in a loss po tion. If 20
pecen of these unprfiable dealeshps go out o(busine, 100 dealerships will close dtir doon in
1991.

Number end Percentage of Unprofitable Kigh-Une Dealerships Forced
Out of Business

IM IM I 1990191

ULwoflabi 206 327 254 60S

Mkmnbe Of
Deaes That 6 20 27 100,
Ha eGone O
OfSuskon

perwntw or
Lhpwfab 3% 6% 11% 2%'
O&**5 ThW

Of 81 sinm -

* Provide.

Sorwe: U.S. hig-ne Imr rs: TBS analysis.

Hlgb-ne Dealership Closing Caused by Luxury Tax: A Lou of 2,150 Jobs

We believe it would be conseriatve to assume that approximately half of these dealerships
would have gone out of business even if dte luxury tax had not been imposed. TBS concludes,
therefore, that the closing of the remaining projected 50 dealersips can be ascribed to the effects of
die luxury tax. In 1990, these deaderships employed 43 people on average. Losing 50 dealrhips
will result in the loss of approximately 2,150 jobs.
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Chapter 3
Employment Effect In Surviving Dealerships

High-Une Salesperson Compemutlon Related to Sales Revenues and Profit Margins

Surviving high-lio dealerships will be adversely affected by the projctid 20 percent downturn
in sales caused by the luxury tax.

Automobile dealers compensate their salespeople primarily through commissions based on the
gross profit of units they have sold. When dealership volume and gross profit per unit both drop,
dealerships must lay off salespeople to keep the incomes of remaining salespeople high enough to
retain them.

Salesperson Layoffs at Surviving High-lUne Dealerships: A Los of 1,12S Sales Jobs Alone

In 1990. the weighted average gross margin on high-line vehicles sold was 9.3 percent. As of
the end of the first quarter of 1991, this figure had dropped to 8.2 percent; this Is the best figure
available for 1991 projected gross margin.

On average, high-line dealerships employed 5 salespeople each in 1990;, on average, each
salesperson sold 25.3 vehicles. The average income of each salesperson was $36,000. For
surviving dealerships to preserve the same average income per salesperson in 1991 with the
projected tax.related decline in unit volume and grosses on sustained volume, salesperson
employment! will decline as shown in the table below. (See Appendix B.)

Effect of Changes In Sales Volume and Gross Margin on Salesperson Employment
Units Gros - Amow pentan Numberof Numbeof
Sol margin Saleem soa Salmpemp Slepel

as Perentagof Dar
OrossProm Deolrahlp

117.000 913% 29% 5 4.6N

lt 94,000 8.2%' 29%' 4' 3,500"

Net Effect Of Tax (1,125)

"Prce:cted.

Source: BMW, Ja9Jar, and Meeuedes.Benz krpors; TBS ariayds.
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The proisceed 20 peromen d a In sales, aconaanied by the 12 percent daline nusm
mugn, wl cause h-llnc dealerships i lay off 1.125 salespeople. A mrvey o i.h-ae dealaw
uppor dis asdmax cm avrag t deale con i e d o lay off I io 2 people per

delrsip in 191; may have ablredy done. In addit dealerships wl lay off service sad
clerki help as sales faL We have moesdmased the magaude of he lay Because our
employment fgurm do no include we adMdoal job losses, cur projecdon ofdealrhlp
eqIoyment effect should be considered coseeva .
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-Chapter 4
Secondary Employment Effect of the Luxury Tax

Luxury Tax Will Reduce Volume Through Vehkie Processing Centem: A Lou o145 Jobs

Importers ofhigh-line cars maintain vehicle processing centers (VPCs) in most ports where
these vehicles arrive. These VPC repair shipping damage, install accessories, and administer
customs paperwork. Each of these importers owns its own VPC, to ensure the vehicle processing
procedure meets Its own quality standards.

The high-line importers opeae a total of 10 VPCs. each of which employs an average of 30
people. The 20 percent drop in volume caused by the luxury tax on vehicles over $30,000 will
translate into 15 percent drop in the flow of vehicles through the VPCs (23 percent of the vehicles
passing through these VPCa cost the consumer less than $30,000. and are therefore not subject to
the luxury tax). This volume reduction will cause approximately 45 people to lose thelrJobs.
while this number Is relatively small compared to the 3.275 people expected to lose their jobs as a
result of dealership closing and layoffs, it highlights the ripple effect of the luxury tax on the
economy.

We have not attempted to calculate the additional secondary employment effects of the luxury
tax on other sectors of the economy, such as the effects on ports, the transportation sector,
advertising agencies, newspapers, and radio and television stations. Thus, our estimate of the ripple
effect clearly is onservative.
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Chapter 5
Differing Effects of the Luxury Tax on European and Japanese

Makes

Luxury Tax Affects the Price of High-Une European Makes Significantly More Than That of
High-Line Japanese Makes

A greater proportion of the price of European high-line vehicles is subject to the luxury tax than
that of Japanese high-line cars such as the Lexus LS400 and Infiniti Q45. This results in a price
advantage in excess of sticker-price differences for most Japanese cars in this category. For the
average Japanese high-line vehicle, which costs $40,000, the luxury tax amounts to $1,000, or 2.5
percent of the purchase price. For the average European high-line vehicle, which costs $54,000, the
luxury tax amounts to $2,400, or 4.4 percent of the purchase price.

The effect of this price advantage is apparent in the sales results for January-April 1991. As the
data below indicate, Japanese high-line car sales changed at a rate similar to that of overall
passenger car sales, while European high-li., c"tr sales plummeted in comparison. The luxury tax
appears to have given a competitive advantage to Japanese high-line cars over Europea high-line
makes during the first four months of 1991.

Change In Sales from Previous Year: Japanese and European High.Une Cars
Overall Passenger Japanese Hlgh-Une European High-Une

Car Sales Car Sales Car Sales

,anuay-AWod 1991 (16.6%) (17.4%) (37.0%)

Source: Ward Automo'v* Repods.
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Chapter 6
Fiscal Ffect of the Luxury Tax

Influen e on Custom Dutiew- A Lou of $22.S Miion

Tbe federal government collects 2.5 percet of the dutiab value* of a vehicle as a customs
duty when it is imported into the United States. The projected minimum 20 percent drop in sales
attributed to the luxury tax will thettfore reduce the amount of customs duties collected.
Specifically, sae will be reduced by 24.316 units, resulting In a loss of at kst $22.5 million for
the fdaal government In 1991 alone

Total Lost Cutoms Duty Revenu

MSRP Rang, 190 1991 Los Unit BaMe Dt VsbleVskae 1"1 DUtie Loot
PeioMag of by AP Range pr Vecle from Luxury Tax
Units Sold In

Range"

.OO00-40,O00 2018% 5.000 $25400 $3.?57.000
$40.000-0.000 34.4% 8.000 32.600 6.520.000
$S0O.O-X.000 11.2% 3.000 39,900 2,992.500
SM.000-0000 24.8% 6.000 47,100 7.065.000
Ovew$70000 8.8% 2.000 54.300 2.715.000

Totw 100.0% 24.000 22.487.500

"0the total onInsd sales of BMW. Jaga. Mercedes-Benz. and Poruchs models subect to the tax.

Source: WarU Aurofve Rpoc; TBS ana/s.

TBS ealult ua" vaueo vehicles by aabactng an eaztd 20 pumv for d elr mwarg m an ead m
IS percent for Impon VoN Mari from the MSRP.
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Effect on Income Tax Revenue A Lou of at Leat $26.0 Million

Hgh-line dealerships forced into an unprofitable podton by the luxury tax will pay no income
tax to the federal government in 1991. TBS projects the federal government will lose at leat $26.0
million in income tax revenues from these dealehIps.

Numbe of 19i Avre 1g NN PrOMi Cow" LadI Fed
Unpr"o Babre Tantq of Thenm Taxt Rite Inw Tax

tea*%Mw That Wer DN W e
prmi n I000

261 X $36.079 X 34 SM 0a

Source: U.S. hio4ne krgofder.

Reduced Profitability Will Result In Further Income Tax Revenue Los

In addition to this 1991 loss, the federal government will lose income tax revenues in 1992 and
beyond because the dealers will be able to carry their losses forward and offset future eangs.
Further, dealerships that remain profitable will pay less income tax than they did in 1990, because
of their decreased profitability.

Government Luxury Tax Revenues Deferred by Leasm

According to US. high-line impor daa approximately 40% of high-line vehicles "sold" by
dealers ar actually leased. Luxury tax payments on leased vehicles am spread over the life of the
lease. Because it does not gin use of the funds until later, the federal governments earns less
income from taxes that are deferred. Tax revenue from a leased vehicle, therefore, will be less than
tax revenue from a vehicle sold outuighL And because a significant percentage of high-line vehicles
are leased, total revenue from the luxury tax on sales of these vehicles will fall hort of pwojections
based on simple sales figures for each year.
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Influence on Gas Guzzler Tax Revenues A Las of $22.S Mllio

ba 1990.56% of high-line vehicles subject to the luxury tax were also subject to the gas guzzler
tax. In 1991, this tax ranges from $1,000 to $7,700pervehcle. The 20 peretdcres In high-
line sales caused by the luxury tax will reduce revenues generated by the gas guzzler tax by $22.5
million.

Gas Guzzler Tax Revenue Lost As a Result of Luxury Tax
1991 Gas Guider 990 Percentage of 1991 Lost Unit gae 1991 Gas Guzler
Tax per Vehicle GasO Guzzler Tax Tax Lost Iam

Vehles Taxed This Luxury Tax
Amount

so 44.0% 10.50 $0
s1,000 0.4% 1538 i630.ooo
$I,3=0 27.7% 6.64 8.642.400
$I,'m0 6.6% 1.S4 2,092.800
$2,100 4.8% -- 1.152 2,419.200
$200 6.7% 1,60e 4,180.800

,060 2.1% 504 1.512,000
$3,?0- $7700 1.7% 408 1.50,00

Total 100.0% 24,000 22.492,800

Source: Ward's AAomo've Repos New Car Cost OuW TBS Analysis.
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Effed on Stae SWas Tax Revasuw A Loi of $64 Mi=ion

Stae ovemmento collect saks tx on vehcks. Reduced demand for vehicles will cut dircty
into belrrevenues. Several swaes, including Kansas and California, have considered imposing their
ow state luxury tax.; apparny with t hope.o (.eiII5 some of the expected lOUs of sawe tax
revenues. Using a weighted average sales tax rza of 532 percent (based on the stuae-by-m
distribudon of high-ine car sales). TBS concludes that an can expect to loe a tot of $64.5
million in revenues.

State Sales Tax Revenue Lost As a Result of Luxury Tax
mR Rano, 11 Loet Siles Sals Tax Lost per 111 Stae Sae Tax

Vohk, Lost from Luxury
Tax

OO.4OOO 5.000 $1.20 $,100.000
6O.= 8,000 2340 18.720.000

SO-.to 3,000 2.660 8.60.000
W.0,0007V.,oO 6.000 3.360 20.6.000
ObWSM OOO 2.000 3.00 7,600.000

ToWa 24.000 64.480.000
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Oveal Cot of the Luxury Tax for Federl and State Goverummnts: Al Least $135.5 Miima

The minimum 20 percent decrease in higb-line sales caused by the luxury tax wil directly affect
federal customs duty revenues ,gs guzzler tax revu and state sales tax revenues, while the
decrt-Ased pmflm q to the hiSh-line dealerships will cost the federal government lost income tax
revenues. n toIml, the luxury tax wil cost government at least $135.5 million.

sulm Ibel Lost GovernMn
Lostcuiv $22. nimo

LOW I Tax $.0 on

Lot Gas GAzzfe Tax $22. Mlon
Reu

Lot SWt SalWS Tax $64S Mon

ToW CoN of Lwu $135.5 Mrlion
Tax

We have not attempted to estimate other costs to the federal government, such as the cost of
enforcing the tax or paying unemployment benefits to workers who lose their jobs as result of the
imposition of the luxury tax. Thus, our estimates of the impact appear to be conservative
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Appendix A
Methodology for Determining Luxury Tax Effect on Demand

Step 1: Comprer bigh-Urn. car market to overall pamenger car market prior to luxury tax

TM compared she combined ales of BMW, Jauar, Mercedes-Bea:, and Porscbe (minus sales
of the Meredes 190 and dh BMW eSrie which a generally not subject to th luxwry tax) to the
overall puseae car waW for Jauary 1990 throogh Mrch 1991 oan a .onth-by-moot basi. The
percenap cha from the previous year of th combined sales of te four European manufac users
M y vad mo a du1 0 per engage points from d prcentag chng from the previous yer of
overall pusenger car sales from January 1990 so November 1990. In die instances where the
valance was geas tan 10 pyecentage points, the variance was posdve, meaning t combined
s of de four manufacturers outpaomed the overall maret

In oder words, befor implementadon of the luxuy ta& t ulea parn of the four Europen
manufactues vacked rdadvdy closely to the rest of the market.
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Comined Sales and Overall Pssmengr Car 8ale Prior to Luxury Tax Imposition
1990 COmne M Percntag Oyeai Pfontg VarIac

Salas of UM Chae hE PasnW Cham f vM
leguar. PrevoWs Yew Car Sues Previous You of

merood and of Combnac Ovonl PaOenger
Po e90 Sales Car SaUes

An $me (0.0) 743.334 4.4 (6.3)

F0ebSA (2.5) 71650 (3.9) 1.4

Md 111M 2.7 050*5 (3.3) 6.0
10.027 7.4 0AMI9 (11.3) 18.7

me 10,731 7.0 072.411 (0.5) 17.1
An 10,400 (0.3) 0SPAS (3.6) (2.7)

Ai 8,718 (11.2) 9W.240 (4.1) (7.1)

AV 0.000 (0.5) 700O (15.4) 0.9

S" 10,150 2.6 705,004 (7.4) 10.0
OW 04 (2.6) 787,721 6.6 (9.4)

MW 10.774 1.5 861.216 (1.7) 3.2

ra 110.122 (1.0) 60649.64 (5.3) 4.3

*oe rt VintAb aol. of V Me vada 10 ant BMW S4asAm which we gnr not Ko
lo Ow umry to.

8oumce: w&VV ,k~wmv p, *v.
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Step 2: Establish a "normal" pattern of difference between the luxury car market and the
overall passenger car market

During the sales period from January to November 1990, sales of BMW, Jaguar, Mercedes-Benz,
and Porsche vehicles decreased 1.0 percent from the prior yeu's levels. The overall passenger car
market feU 5.3 percent over the same period; this Lndicates that BMW, Jaguar, Mercedes-Benz, and
Porsche performed better than the overall market by 4.3 percentL

Combined Percent a Overall Percentage Variance
Sale Of Change from Passenger Change from
BMW, Previous Car Sale Previous

Jaguar, Year of Year of
Mercedes, Comnbined Overall

and Porsche' sales Passenger
Car Sales

Nove~be 110.122 (1.0) 8,649.SS4 (5.3) 4.3
1990

'Does not Inchude sies of the Mercedes 190 and the BMW 3-Sedes.

Source: WaW Automot0 Repot.
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Step 3: Compare luxury car market to overall pamager car market after lmuy lix

Dudrg Dewcber 1990 and January. February, March. and April 1991. the luxury tax distorted
the sales patern for BMW, Japar. Mercedes-Beu, and Punche. The p went& change from the
previous year for those manufacturers vu more than 12 percentage points from the percentage
change from the previous year of overall passengr car sales. Implementation of the luxury tax
created two significant distorions: 1) a jump in sales during December 1990. driven by purchasers
avoiding the tax. and 2) dramac declines In sales in January, February, March. and April 1991, once
the tax was implemented.

Combined Sale and Overall Passenger Car Siles After Luxury Tax Imposition
Combined Percentae Overall Percentage Variance

Sa4e Of Change from Pasengor Change from
BMW, Previous Car Sale Previous

Jaguar, Year of Year of
Meades, Combined Overall

and Porsche' sales Paseenger
Car Sales

15,67 43.9 651.110 1.6 42.3

1991 liD
25.278 (37.0) 2.58,.43 (16.6) (20.4)

.1. 4.441 (60.1) 664.640 (26.4) (24.6)

Feb 5.,02 (42.9) 621.564 (13.3) (29.0)
M7,777 (31.3) 730,126 (14.1) (17.2)

Ap, 7,768 (27.0) 090.623 (14.0) (13.0)

'Does not lnckde ale of th Mecdes 190 And fth BMwfW 3-Sed .

Soume: wrft A v e R.po,.
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Step 4: Determone the difference between results expected without the luxury tax and the
actual results with the luxury tax

We assumed that BMW. Jaguar, Mercedes-Benz. and Porsche would have continued to
outperform the overall market by 4.3 percent for December 1990 through April 1991 had Congress
not imposed the luxury tax. We enned these results expected without the tax "normal" sales
results. Comparing the "normal" results with the actual results demonstrates that the Increse in
sales for December 1990 offsets the declines in January and paut of February.

"Normal" vs. Actual Result of the Combined Sales
Actual Eqected Actual "Normal" Actual Aberratlon

Percentage Percentage Percentage Baes Sales in Units
Change Change Change Volume Volume

from Por from Prors from Prior of Com. of Com.
Year of Year of Year of bled bined
Overall Combined Combined Sales' sales,

Pasenor sates* Sale'
Car sales

D#m 1990 1.6 5.9 43.9 11.459 15,567 4,108

Jauay Igo1 (25.4) (21.1) (50.1) 7.013 4.441 (2,172)

Feftry 1991 (13.3) (9.0) (42.9) 8.450 5.302 (3,148)

Jarch I991 (14.1) (9.6) (31.3) 10.215 7,777 (2.438)

aff 11 (14.0) (9.7) (27.0) 9,596 7.758 (138W))

*omninod sals of BMW. Jaguar. Mercedes-Benz. and Porsche. not In uf ss of the Mercedes 190 and

the BMW 3-Sees.

Source: Wdes AubPnve Repoif TBS anaysis.

Had the luxury tax not created a surge in December sales, we would have expected the combined
sales to outperform the overall passenger car market by 4.3 percent (as It had during the period of
January through November 1990), which would have resulted in an increase of 5.9 percent over
December 1989. Instead, the combined sales exhibited a 43.9 percent increase. This percentage
jump translates into an incremental 4.064 BMW, Jaguar, Mercedes-Benz, and Porsche vehicles
being sold during December beyond what would have been expected.
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Sales for January and February 1991 decreased dramatically beyond what would have been
expected, given the changes in the overall passenger car market. Given that the overall passenger
car market was off 25.4 percent In January and 13.3 percent In Februa, the combined aes of
BMW, Jaguar, Mercedes.Benz, and Porscbe would have been expected to drop 21.1 percent In
January and 9.0 percent In February - outperforming the market by 4.3 paet. Instead, the
combined sales plummeted 50.1 percent In January and 42.9 percent in February. This translates
into 2,572 vehicle sales lost In January and 3,148 vehicle sales lost-in February.

Comparing the increase In December es to the decreases in the following months, we can
assume that the decrease In January and a portion of the decrease In February were compensated for
by the Increase In December. To be more speciflc. the 2.572 vehicle sales lost in January and 1,536
of the vehicle sales lost In February can be attributed direy to the 4,108 vehicle sales pain In
December (2,572 + 1,536 -4,108).

Once the abnormal December increase is absorbed by the slump in sales in January and
February. a "normal" combined sales pattern would return to mimic the pattern of the overall
passenger car markeL In odr words, for the remainder of February and all of March and April. we
would expect the combined saes to outperform the market by 4.3 percent. The overall passenger car
market dropped 13.3 percent In February, 14.1 percent in March. and 14.0 percent In Apri; "normal"
combined sales, therefore, would drop 9.0 percent in February. 9.8 percent in March, and 9.7 percent
in April. The actual result, however, was a much more dramatic drop in combined sales, even aftr
accounting for the December Increase
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"Nome" and ActM Resuls of the Combined 8Ies* After Accounting for the Decenber
Icrewe In Sales

Atual Expected Actual "Normal" Actual Aber- Aberreation
Peen PeOMM Perce sales sales ration In In
Cag as age Volume Volume Unite Percentage

rom Prior Change Change of Com. of CoM.
Year of from from bkned blad
Overall Prior Prior Sle Bales

Pesevger You of YeWr of
Car saM Com- Com-

b~wed bbed
8a104' Wales,

00=19W'

1990 1.6 5.9 43.9 11.450 15.567 4.108

199t (25.4) (21.1) (50.1) 7.013 4,441 (2,572)

0"se by
DOC.
WOM

199 (13.3) (9.0) (42.9) 8,450 5,302 (3,148)
Not

l99 (13.3) (9.0) (26.4) 8.450 6,838 (1,612) (10.0)

Ame the Oeoa

March to999
Not offset (14.1) (9.6) (31.3) 10.215 7,777 (2,438) (23.9)
by Ow..

Not offet (14.0) (9.7) (27.0) 0.596 7,768 (1,836) (10.2)
by Dw.

'Conmlnd sales of BMW, Jaguia, Mercedes-Bmz. and Porsche. not including sales of the Mercedes 190 and

the BMW 3-ssews.

Source: Wards Aun W Repoft: TBS analysis.
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After accounting for the December increase, the tre effect of the luxury tax on she sales of
BMW, Jaguar. Mercedes-Benz, and Porsche can be analyzed. A review of the February, March. and
April results after accounting for the December effect reveals a continuing loss of sales, In February.
the combined sales were down 26.4 pcent; at "normal" sales levels they would have been down
9.0 percent. T amounts to a unit sales loss of 19.0 pe t. In March, the combined sales were
down 31.3 percent; at "normal" sales levels they would have been down 9.8 percent. This amounts
to a unit sales loss of 23.9 percent. In April, the combined sales were down 27.0 percnt; at
"normal" sales levels they would have been down 9.7 pecn.. This amounts to a unit sales loss of
19.2 percenL In other words, after accounting for the December increase In sales and for the general

downturn In the overall passenger car market, the sales level of BMW, Jaguar, Mercedes-Benz, and
Porsche has normalizedat s20 percent below the sales level of 1990. Thls 20 percent decrease Is
directly attibutable to the luxury tax.

Step S: Demonstrate thai the gap Is not nameplate-related (not due to sudden consumer
avoidance of BMW or Mercedes.Benz) by comparing Mercedes 190 and BMW 3-Series sales
to sales of other models

Percentage Change In Sales from Prior Year of the BMW 3-Serles and the
Mercedes 190

BMW S. Total BMW MB 190 Total MB Overall
8erle" without the Without the Passenger

3-Series 190 Car Market
JA5I)' (8.6) (2.8) (1.4) 1.4 (5.3)
bvember

1990
Di~ 16.0 84.0 (11.6) 37.9 1.6
f990
Jmua*,-4p (20.8) (30.0) 17.9 (34.1) (16.6)
199

Source: Wprfd Aulomodv RpMo.
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The severe drop in BMW and Mercedes-Benz sales during January. February, March, and April
1991 (compared with aes for the same period of the prior year) camio: be attributed to a sudden
market shift away from the BMW and Mercedes nmeplates. A comparison of ues of the BMW 3-
Series and the Mercedes 190. vehicles which are relatively unaffected by the luxury tax. with the
sales of BMW and Mercedes vehicles that are affected and with the overall passenger car market
rveass the continued desirability of the unaffected vehicles. BMW 3-Series sales for January
through April 1991 were off 20.8 percent from the same period of the prior year. This corresponds
with a 16.6 percent drop for the overall passenger car market. which Indicates that BMW 3-Sees
vehicles track closely with the market. Other BMW vehicle sales were off 30.0 percent, a significant
decline ompard to the overall MkeL Mercedes 190 vehicles presented an even sronger
showing, with a 17.9 percent iweau for January through April 1991 over the same period of the
prior yea. This compares again with a 16.6 percent drop In overall passenger car sales and a 34.1
percent drop in the sales of other Mrcedes-Benz velices.

Step 6: Project the luxury tax etect on BMW, Jaguar, Mercedes-Benz, and Porsche sales for
the entirety of 1991

The corned sales of BMW, Jaguar, Mercedes-Benz, and Porsche have suffered a substantial
decrease attributable to the luxury tax. Current sales levels have stabilized at 20 percent below last
year's levels. Assuming a 1990 combined sales base of 121.581 (equal to last year's actual of
125,689 vehicles sold minus the December aberration of 4,108 vehicles sold), a 20 percent decline
represents lo sales of 24.316 vehicles during 1991. At a weighted average price of $54,000 per
vehicle retailed, this represents approximately $1.31 billion in iost retail sales for those dealerships.
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Appendix B
Notes on Determining Employment Effect in Surviving Dealerships

effmt of aiss DS" n end Lo~r amee M qgI on Empoyment
UW Gre Oros AMu AM" Moun hsr 0M. Pk.
6w WMIN Prom E " on Ope"Of of berw of

- -4taw OSDe 8 s ale*.
by ss prs peru - pe

Senrle 51st u pet

thoueends) (IA e
thoee~) -e me

From

1990 117,000 0.3% $"5.000 $10.500 29% 926 5 4,626
199F 94000' 62% $413600' $1-9,944' 2 "76' 4' $6.00'

Nt
EOW (1,126)

Soe: WarVA s Avw 9 po,. U.4 1 n bped.: TUS udi.

M Units sold IPent BMW, Jaguar, mnd MuoedesBenz veides sold minus the
IineaMs, 190 sad d BM 3-Sais, which we i nerflly at subject to te luxury
tax.

a Gross mrgi I u aerg of the gross margins obtained on the ule of d, dlffeac
YehIcl welghted by veWcl volum

a At a average price ot $5400 per vehicle, the gros profit gaeted in 1990 ws
5.000 per vehicle in the firs quar of 1991 it wu $4,40D0 per vehicle.

S 1990 amot spen on salesperson ularies Is derived by multiplying the number
o( salespeople by the average saary. $36,000

a The 1991 amount spent on salesperson sales i derived from the assumption da
the amount spm on saesperson series na a perce tage of goss profit wil reIn
the same (29 percent) In 1991.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF KATHLEEN BROWN

Mr. chairman And honorable members of the Suboocmittee, I
appreciate the opportunity to testify before you today. As
California's Stats treasurer, y. goal is to assist
California's governmental agenoLes In meeting their
financing nees. i an hers today to urge your support for a
bill which vould greatly assist state end local governments
across the country in tax-exept financing.

Califormlias Growlmg Nods

As many of you )ow, California is suffering through a major
fiscal crisis. What may not be vell known, since ye are a
relatively young state, is that ve have an infrastructure
crisis, as ell. Our maaor roads are gridlookd more often
than not, making it ditfiouit for workers to get to their
jobs and for businesses to get goods to market.

While ye haven't had a bridge collapse like"-
Connectiout's ienus River Bridge or closed 1'e Nev York's
Willisbtrg Bridge, Los Angeles saw a car nearly swallowed
by an eight-toot hole near the Pacific coast Highvy caused
by a rotting sever pipe. It this sounds like a grade-9
Hollyvood film, ve Californians can also give you our cvn
personal oarthquaks horror stories following the October
17, 1969 *little big one.* For purposes of this committee,
suffice it to say thousands of our public buildings are not
up to seismic safety standards.

And then, there are our schools. Because school population
is expected to increase an average of 200,000 students each
year for the next several years, ve vill need to build 11
classrooms each day, 365 days a year for the next 10 years
simply to meet current enrollment projections.

Our vater supplies have also been stretched folloving a
five-year drought and a depletion of our ground water.

As my fellow state treasurers will testify if they have not
already, the problems of an overburdened infrastructure are
troubling for many state governments. They are particularly
troubling for California because of its rapidly growing
population. California has a population of about 30 million
residents, approximately seven million more than in 1980.
This means our infrastrcture must support use by a nev
population base the ass of the sates of Oklahoma,
Arkasas, ontana and Delavare combined.

it trends continue, our population will climb to more than
34 million by the end of the sstury. To met sm of the
needs of this growing population, the state plans on
spending a mnium of ss billion in the next 10 years on
capital facilities.

The following statistics illustrate the magnitude of the
problems ve face in trying to provide infrastructure and
faoilities for our growing populations

e To aooonodate the 1.4 million increase in X-12
students in the next 10 year the state will need
$11 billion to finance an additional 26,000
classrooms,
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To house the inmate opulation that is expected to
mell to 137,000 In =, another $3 billion to
$3.5 billion is needed for prison construction.

And, to bring all savage treatment plants in
California up to federal health standards, it
would cost about $5.6 billion and at least $8
billion by the year 2005.

Unfortunately, federal resources to help meet these needs
have dwindled since the 1940's (see attached graph). For
example, federal spending for major public capital
Investments has dropped from 4.40 of gross national produot
to a 2.4% In the last 20 years, according to the office of
Management and budget. When measured in constant dollars,
the federal government has provided states with less
financial support. This is particularly difficult for
California and our local governments which are now facing
unpreoedentd budget shortfalls caused by the national
economic recession and exacerbated by our recent frese and
the long-lasting drought.

With reduced federal and state funding, tax-exempt
financing, with its attendant lover debt service costs,
plays an increasingly Important role for state and local
governments as they attempt to finance critically-needed
public Improvements. In foat, since 1965, state and local
governments have issued nearly $146 billion in tax-exempt
finaning to fund a varie:y of capital needs. To help
ensure that our limited monetary resource. end up where they
are most needed - in the actual building of roads, sewers,
schools and Jails -- my goal is to diligently try to
minimize costly administrative overhead. Unfortunately, the
arbitrage and rebate copliance rpuirements imposed on tax-
exempt inanoings by the federal tax laws are a prime
example of a kind of Insidious administrative burden, and
that is why I an before you today.

aestritioms of the tan Reform bet of 19

The arbitrage nd rebate rules vere originally and
appropriately Lntemded to cure abusive tax-exempt
financings. However, like many vell-intended cores, these
regulations have caused a series ft uniended consequences
that not only drive state and local government officials to
suffer xoodrLn arbitrage headaches, but more Importantly,
they have proven to be extremely costly tog our taxpayers.
To comply with these rules, ftnanoally-strapped state and
local government spend thousands of dollars and devote
hundreds of hours of staff time.

Let me share with you California's experience. The State
was unable to Issue any geneVal obligation bonds for more
than one year after the effective date of the tax Reform Act
of 1366 it took this aount of time to determne how best
to oo wly ith the regulafis and to implement the changes
to staeaws and prcdrsthat were needed to do so.
Unfortunately, this 'best met;hod or comliance is alse
extremely costly.

Since the State issue bonds on behalf of local entities
(such as schools) that than overse the actual contruction
recess, the state was faced with the dilma of attempting

ensU" that compliance with those obnging en often
oontusing rgjuiremente was afred to by a myriad of small
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local entities that in many cases locked the necessary
systems. Sinoe the risk or nonooiplianoe with the federal
tax laws is so draoonLan, California decided to follow a
rall-eafe method at compliance. Thus, the State chose to
advance construction fands at taxable rates and to take out
thee funds with tax-exemp financing only when construction
was complete. This inter m borrowing process costs the
State an additional $30 million annually in interest oasts,
dollars which could, and should, be used instead to build
more schools and other critically-needed local
infrastructure.

Even with this advance funding process, which is presumably
simpler than arbitrage tracking, we have had to add eight
people in the Treasurer's Office and five people in the
Controller's Office whose able responsibility is to respond
to the retirements of the 1956 Tax Reform At at the state
level.

For local agencies, the adninistrative and monetary burdens
associated with rebate ad arbitage compliance are just as
substantial. For example, officials with the City of Los
Angeles estimate that they will spend about $25,000 this
year to hire outside experts to comply with the arbitrage
rebate rules. in addition, countless hours of staff time
have been devoted to the rules rather than to overseeing the
construction of important city projects.

With California cities, counties, school distrLcts and other
special districts issuing $10.4 billion during 1990 in 722
separate issuanoes, even a sall cost per issue becomes
sinificant in the aggregate.

the moportaae of 8.913

With this by way of background, let ae now address some of
the specific provisions of Senator Daucus's bill, the Tax-
Exeampt Bond Simplification Act of 1991, and tell you why I
support passage of this important legislation.

ZLIr&s. 21,212 Xi11 InamA ths M--11 im/a Avamon to
jhrbjtM2a v a- XIM RA u11lion to 92m :1ion.

This proposed revision of the mall issuer exception would
benefit citiesl counties, school districts and other
governmental entities in California. many of these entities
are small ad unable to keep up with the changing arbitrage
and rebate rules. But their financing needs are
subetantial, particularly because of their rapidly growing
populations.

The experience of Sante athara County provides an example
of the dLtfiulty of compliance with rebate rules. That
County ha had one tax-eempt Lmance a year since 1986,
mostly in the $5 million to $25 million nge. With that
volume of business, the County Treasurer decided to
implment an in-house rebate tracking system rather than pay
outside rebate compliance experts Rowver, the rsete
rules have changed so often that different rules apple to
each lesuance and the rules are so oomplcated that the
County officials are concerned that they Vill make an
inadvertent error even it they use their best efforts to
comply. At a time when this County, like all California
counties, is facing a serious budget shortfall, the County
has reluctantly decided to hire an outside expert at a cost
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of approximately $12,000 per year to ensure oepliance. wo
one would argue that such m ney would be better spent on
despe2vtely-needed county servoos and facilities.

The $5 million exception in current law exists because it
viOe Lied that the small a o o the ratsurywoo 4 ob tn tram create omplianc did notaJstify the
adainistative burdens. A s million exoeption Is
justlfable on the same bis and vould substantially
Inocease the umber of California agencies vho would be able
to go about their business without the out-of-pocket coets
snd/or staff time neossery for rebate compliance. Based on
1990 figures, 37% of Vrnmental bond issuers in California
issued between 05 million and $25 million.

A $25 million exception would also save issuing entities
thousands of dollars. we estimate that there were 384

e.noies Lsuing bonds totalling between $5 Killion and $25
Killion In 1990 alone. while these agencies completed 302
transactions in 1990, they paid a total of about $600,000 in
arbitrage omplianoe costs.

doka f na sk,&ie rogcsatly

As I have described earlier, rebate omliance Is costly and
burdensome . congress in effect reoognixed this fact by
enacting the 1ost two-yea construction period exception.
The same logic that brought relief prospectively Justifies
relief retroactively. VLftorm tax rules ould be more
comprehensible and much easier to administer.

adtlntlhlliran gigsi 311 glln ta sag mLl~ion.

The 1986 Tax Reform Act eliminated the incentive for banks
to invest in tax-exet bonds. Uistorically, a local bank
was an efficient source of credit for a local agency. The
bank vas familiar with the local economy and the local
agency and could advance money on a ta-exempt basis without
the need for an offering document. since the 1986 Tax
Reform Act, however, banxs' appetites for tax-exempt bonds
have greatly dLmnshed. Today, the market for issues other
than small issues has become primarily institutional or
retail. Naay regional investment banking firm have closed
in recent years and whether or not large national
investment banking firm are going to be interested in
underwriting mll issues is uncertain.

This aspect of 8.913, if enacted, vould have the following
positive effects for those issuers with issues not exoeding
a total of $25 million annually:

i. it would provide a cost-effective source of
capital by recreating the historical partnership
between the local private sector and the
government, thus providing an alternative to an
underwriting with a full-blown public offering.

2. It would provide a safe investment-vehicle for
local banks that would also met local needs

3. my bringing banks beck into the market .913
oild ihorese the demand for tax-exempt bonds and

thus reduce inter res t rates.

r~~mtrink JW~a high aim not lub4 elnto r!' XSat and
Will 1 Uh m= th _zata.v =IN S 201 h OrIN r1MSIMra
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The present rules eliminate the Incentive for issuere to
invest above the bond yield, eve though they could do so
and meet the requilrment of the law. inevitablys the
result is that the Issuers end/or the federal government
lose an opportunity to earn mich-nooded revenue. As a
practical matter the only way to change this course of
conduct while stil gett ng compliance with the market price
rules is to give issue an Incentive to maximize their
return. Allowing tbem to keep 10 of the interest earned
would provide such an incentive.

moreover, eliminating the yield-restriction requirement
would mean that governmental officials would once again be
able to invest in instruments with which they are familiar
and for whioh they can evaluate liquidity, risk and return.

Cosolusiom

With reduced state and federal funding for Infrastructure
needs, local governmental entities are Lncreasingly forced
to rely on tax-exempt financing. S.913 would ease some of
the financial and administrative burdens now associated with
this Important financing tool without increasing the
opportunities for abuse. 8.913 will enable California and
other states to Invest In their futures ore efficiently. I
urge your support for ,913.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR RICHARD BRYAN

Mr. Chairman, I am testifying today in support of S. 267, legislation introduced by
Senator fReid and myself to eliminate the state source income tax of retirement
income. I am very pleased that Mr. Bill Hoffman of Carson City, Nevada is here to
testify today; Mr. Hoffman and his group RESIST have been extremely successful in
bringing the problem of source taxation of pensions to the attention of both Con-
gress and the general public.

As we all know, many individuals choose to retire to states other than where they
spent their working life. There are many reasons for such moves, and I think we all
agree that retirees have the right to live wherever they choose.

As Mr. Hoffman will describe in greater detail, many American retirees are not
allowed to break their ties to their former state. These individuals are not allowed
to vote or receive services in their former state; nevertheless, they are forced to pay
their former state income taxes on their retirement income.

In Nevada, an estimated 100,000 retirees could face this unfair and burdensome
taxation.

While this problem is especially acute for retirees who move to states like
Nevada, which collects no state income tax, the injustice of this "taxation without
representation" should offend and outrage us all.

In addition to placing an undue burden on retirees who choose to move to a
different state, the source taxes restrict the new state's ability to raise revenues,
even though the new state is now charged with providing the retiree with govern-
ment services.

While no one enjoys paying taxes, most of us understand the necessity for taxes,
with two major caveats. First, we expect to have some sort of control, no matter how
indirect, over the decision making process regarding both the assessment of the
taxes and the spending of the associated revenues. As we all know, this is thq very
principle upon which our nation was founded. Second, we expect to receive some
sort of benefit from the taxes we pay. The victims of the source tax have neither the
control or the benefits most of us expect when we pay taxes. Over the past few
years, I have listened to many accounts of how the source tax affects my constitu-
ents. One of the most distressing stories I have heard regarding these taxes has
been reported in a Nevada newspaper. Quoting from the Las Vegas Review Journal:

... Perhaps the saddest case is that of 72 year old Gertrude Eberly of Fallon
[Nevada]. Nine years after moving to Nevada, she suddenly was hit with a bill
for $4,000 in delinquent California income taxes. Unable to pay it all out of her
$13,000 annual income, Eberly agreed to pay $50 a month to California. If she
lives long enough, she might be able to pay off the debt...

Retirees should not be subjected to this type of abusive taxation: While there is's
legitimate concern in some cases regarding deferred income, and the lack of tax
payments on pension contributions in the past, such situations cannot justify a life-
long servitude to a retirees former state. Settlement arrangements can, and should,
be worked out that reflect the interests of both the retirees and their former states.

I have spent most of my nearly three decades of public service at the state level. I
value the right of states to govern themselves as much as any other member of this
distinguished body. Nevertheless, these rights stop at the state border.

"Taxation without representation" was not tolerated by our forefathers, and
cannot be tolerated today.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you again for holding this hearing, and I am hopeful that
this hearing will be a step forward in our efforts to pass this important legislation.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN CHANTREY

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, thank you for convening this im-
Mtant hearing on S. 649, which would repeal the 10% excise tax on recreational

sales.
I represent Schubert's Marine Sales and Service, which is based in Baton Rouge,

Louisiana. Schubert's is the largest full-service yachting service between Houston
and Mobile. We have on site representation of the two largest yacht manufacturers
in the United States, Hatteras Yachts and Viking Yachts. Schubert's has a full-serv-
ice fuel dock, yacht yard, and a fully inventoried parts department. We sit in the
middle of two marina's that have over 1,000 boats located on Lake Chartpontrain's
south shore just north of New Orleans.

At the time I purchased Schubert's in 1987, the Louisiana economy was at the
bottom with the oil industry all but shut down. Suppliers of the oil industry consoli-
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dated their businesses, some went bankrupt, and others moved out of state. Lou-
siana's economy was at its worst.

Betting that the worst was over, I purchased Schubert's. For the first two years,
we survived by bringing in a larger percentage of our existing business in the Gulf
area, mainly from our competitors. With the purchase of our 65 ton yacht hoist, we
were able to service larger yachts going out of the state than in the past. By 1989,
our economy, in the eyes of our customers, was as bad as it was going to get, and
those who survived felt they were reasonably safe. In 1989, we outfitted our first
major yacht in two years. This was followed by a second and third with total sales
of over $1.8 million and outfitting revenues to Schubert's of over $340,000. Outfit-
ting was broken down into one-half labor and one-half parts. New jobs were based
on these sales alone. My plans for this company were on track, and we proceeded to
build a modern production building with a parts and administrative section. We
completed this project in October of 1990, just about the time the luxury tax was
enacted.

The prospective buyers of the yachts I'm talking about are not on the roles of the
rich and famous, but rather successful small business owners, doctors, and lawyers.
They buy yachts that costs between $400,000 and $1.2 million. This initial cost,
along with the annual maintenance expenses, represents a substantial portion of
their recreational budget. Our customers use their boats regularly, not on a season-
al basis. Because of preluxury tax costs on these yachts, the luxury tax means the
difference between buying or not buying a yacht. We had our first cancellation in
March of 1991. My customer was buying a 70 foot Hatteras motor yacht. He sold his
45 foot yacht last year and cancelled his new boat due to the luxury tax.

This means if the luxury tax is not repealed soon, we will begin reducing our
work force by a third. Not only does this mean highly skilled people lose their jobs,
but the overhead costs of this newly rebuilt facility will be so high compared to our
gross sales that our business may not survive andall of my thirty-five people may
lose their jobs.

As a small businessman who does not have the revenue to weather a long finan-
cial storm, I have already listed my business as up for sale before I am put in a
position of not having a choice. Located in the picturesque West End Park in Lake
Ponchartrain, condominium developers consider our property prime for develop-
ment. If the luxury tax is not repealed, I feel I have no other choice but to sell out. I
ask the Committee's assistance in repealing this tax as soon as possible.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR WILLIAM S. COHEN

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased that the Committee is holding this hearing today to
consider legislation to repeal the luxury tax on recreational boats.

I am deeply concerned about the current condition of the boating industries, in
my state of Maine. Since enactment of the new luxury tax, I have heard from many
representative of and workers in the boating industry, both in my state and across
the country, on the serious toll that this new tax is taking on their industry. The
pleasure boat industry has experienced declining sales over the past two years due
to the economic recession, and there is widespread concern that this new tax is ex-
acerbating the industry's decline.

As you will hear from industry witnesses today, significant numbers of jobs-by
some estimates well over 8,000 jobs--will be lost due to the new tax. Boat builders
and employers in boat related industries in my state of Maine are already feeling
the devastating effects of lost boat sales, in large part due to the new excise tax. The
Hinckley Company in Southwest Harbor, Maine, for example, has been forced to
lay-off ten per cent of its work force. As the second largest employer in Hancock
County, reductions at Hinckley have taken a great toll on this part of my state. This
case is certainly not unique: every Maine boat builder has reported worker lay-offs
and significant slow-downs in production due to this tax. Customers are backing out
of contracts once they realize that a tax is-being applied to their boat purchases,
thus affecting even those sales that were generated fore the tax went into effect.
In most cases, the workers who lose their jobs due to the slow-down have no trans-
ferable skills, and are unable to find other jobs in the state. The demise of the boat-
ing industry will quickly have a wide, ripple effect on other parts of the Maine con-
omy, from the state government which depends upon revenues from new and used
boat sales, to the hotels, restaurants, marinas, and other Maine industries that rely
on a thriving recreational boat industry for their survival.

The luxury tax was included in the Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990 for two rea-
sons: to raise revenues and to impose a tax on wealthy taxpayers. I have concerns,
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however, that neither goal will be realized by this particular tax on boats. First, nu-
merous articles and experts have noted that the administrative, collection, and com-
pliance costs may substantially reduce, if not totally negate, the $3 million in reve-
nues that were estimated to be raised by the tax. even more importantly, the feder-
al government stands to lose significant amounts in income taxes that would other-
wise be paid by boat builders and their employees.

Second, the real effect of this tax will not be borne solely by wealthy taxpayers.
These people often have the financial means to pay the ten per cent tax, to choose
to spend their money on some other item that is not taxed. Instead, the real burden
of this tax falls on the hardworking men and women of the boating industry who
are losing their jobs.

Mr. Chairman, I recognize that some may misconstrue efforts to repeal this tax as
simply an attempt to help rich taxpayers. Nothing could be further from the truth.
I, for one, fully support proposals to make wealthy taxpayers Fay more in federal
taxes. During the Senate debate on the budget reconciliation bil that contained this
excise tax, for example, I supported amendments to increase the tax burden on
upper- income taxpayers, and, ultimately, I did not support the final bill because I
believed that the deficit reduction package, as a whole, disproportionately hurt low-
and middle-income taxpayers, and did not place enough of the burden on the
wealthy. A luxury tax on recreational boats, however, is not simply a tax on the
wealthy, but rather threatens severe, harsh consequences on an already troubled in-
dustry. I ask the committee to seriously reevaluate the wisdom of the boat tax, in
light of the compelling testimony you receive today on the critical condition of the
industry. I urge you to consider whether the job losses, as well as administrative,
collection and compliance costs outweigh the projected revenues for the tax itself.
This is an issue of utmost importance to states like Maine, where the recreational
boating industry constitutes a major segment of the state's economy.

Finally, I urge the committee to explore alternative means of raising the $3 mil-
lion in revenue that would be raised by the boat tax. While we must, of course, take
strong action to bring the deficit under control, losing the domestic boat industry
and robbing thousands of their jobs is, in my opinion, far too dear a price to gener-
ate this relatively small amount of revenue.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOt, - C. DANFORTH

Mr. Chairman, I am proud to support S. 150, legislation to aid major colleges and
universities and other charitable institutions in their efforts to expand and improve
their facilities.

As part of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, Congress placed a cap on the amount of
tax-exempt bonds that can be issued by organizations such as charitable groups and
private colleges and universities. Because of this legislation, private colleges and
universities and other philanthropic institutions may not have outstanding more
than $150 million of tax-exempt obligations. But, the $150 million cap does not
apply to bonds if the proceeds are used with respect to a hospital. This bill elimi-
nates the $150 million cap for all qualified organizations. In other words, this
bill.will allow private colleges and universities and other qualified, charitable insti-
tutions to issue tax-exempt bonds without limitation for the purpose of building, ex-
panding and improving their facilities and equipment. It should be noted that these
tax-exempt bonds, will be treated in the same manner as governmental ltonds, and
that these private institutions will receive this benefit only with respect to their
exempt activities.

Mr. Chairman, every day we are bombarded by reports of our Nations' competi-
tive deficiencies. Our trade deficit grows, jobs are exported while goods are import-
ed, and new technology is increasingly being developed overseas. We are told that
our declining position in the world economy is due to, among other factors, a decline
in our country's educational system and our research facilities. Japan produces
more engineers and scientists per capita than the United States. Both Japan and
West Germany spend more of their gross national product on civilian research than
the United States. It is said that in order for us to be able to compete effectively
with economic leaders such as Japan and West Germany, our society must place
more emphasis on educating our children, and must make a bigger commitment to
research.

However, it is difficult to ask Americans to make such commitments when we on
Capitol Hill have taken steps to devalue such important functions as education and
research. Instead of encouraging more students to continue their education, we cut
back on Federal assistance to higher education, we eliminated the deductibility of

49-891 0 - 92 - 6
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interest paid on student loans, and we tax some student scholarships and fellow-
ships. Instead of working with higher education and industry to develop a joint gov-
ernment-education-industry partnership to get America back on its feet, we raise
business taxes, increase the cost of capital, limit incentives for private individuals to
make gifts to colleges and universities, and increase the costs of research activities
conducted on the campuses of our major private research colleges and universities.

The bill introduced today certainly doesn't address all of these pressing issues, but
it would solve one problem. This bill says that private colleges and universities, as
well as other charitable institutions, will be able to seek sorely-needed financing.

In order for colleges and universities to continue to carry out their mission, they
need to have access to resources sufficient to fulfill their needs. Tuition cannot be
expected to pick up the slack, even though the average tuition almost doubled in the
1980s. Indeed, the magnitude of the problem is such that even if tuition doubled
again, the unmet facilities' needs could not be funded. Instead, colleges and univer-
sities, need to be able to turn to the bond market to fund their essential projects.
Unfortunately, many premier rest*arch institutions are now or will soon be at the
$150 million cap. Many millions are needed to fund these schools' pressing capital
needs over the next three to five years. These needs include more research space,
library expansion, and rehabilitation of existing structures. Without this bill, col-
leges Fnd universities will make increased interest payments instead of improving
facilities and holding the line on tuition. Let's help our colleges and universities
educate our children, not discourage these institutions.

Listen to the words of D. Allan Bromley, Director of the Office of Science and
Technology Policy, Executive Office of the President, testifying in front of the
Senate Commerce Committee on July 21, 1989:

A healthy and-productive national economy is fundamental to all else that we
do. Increasingly it is our.know-how that constitutes our edge in an increasingly
competitive global market. But to respond successfully to growing pressure from
international competitors, we must continue to innovate at a rapid rate. That in
turn means both continued investment in research and development, by both
the federal and private sectors, and the development of policies and mecha-
nisms to insure the rapid application of research discoveries and the mainte-
nance of a healthy science base. We are unique among the developed nations,
for example, in the demands that our private sector make upon our colleges and
universities both for new fundamental knowledge and for the young minds
trained to use it creatively. But after more than a decade of belt tightening,
when even more than ever before is being demanded of them, these institutions
find themselves with decaying infrastructures, obsolete equipment and growing
shortages of both faculty and students in many important areas. These are
problems that we can only ignore at our peril.

In its most recent survey of science and energy research facilities at the nation's
colleges and universities, the National Science Foundation (NSFI reports some
alarming developments. The deferral of needed construction of science and engi-
neering facilities at colleges and universities continues to grow; the current $12 bil-
lion of deferred capital projects represents a 40 percent increase over the level
found by the NSF in 1988. The NSF found that for every dollar that will be spent
for new facilities construction in 1990-91, $3.11 of needed construction will be de-
ferred. By the end of 1991, the amount of deferred repair and renovation of research
facilities will have increased by $4 billion, resulting in the deferral of $4.25 for every
dollar spent for these purposes.

It is not getting easier to make up these deferred costs. Federal, state, and local
safety and regulatory requirements (such as animal care facilities, toxic and hazard-
ous waste storage and disposal facilities) as well as the needs for more sophisticated
and costly systems add, not reduce, the costs of these facilities. The NSF survey
shows that the costs of research facilities has increased by more than one-third
since limitations were placed on tax-exempt bond financings for colleges and univer-
sities, from $207 per square feet in 1986-87 to $311 per square feet in 1990-91.

There can be no doubt but that limiting tax-exempt debt for private institutions is
affecting their capacity to conduct needed research for the nation. Nearly two-thirds
(19) of the 30 independent universities that are among the 100 largest research per-
formers in the nation have already reached the $150 million maximum borrowing
limit. In contrast to the privately funded and supported colleges and universities,
their public counterparts received almost half of all funds spent on facilities from
state or local governments. Private colleges and universities, undertaking the same
activities, must rely on private gifts-which are also negatively affected by other
changes make in the Tax Reform Act--or more expensive forms of borrowings.
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In 1989, Coopers & Lybrand's report "The Decaying American Campus," con-
firmed the NSF findings. Of the estimated $60 billion needed to renew and replace
aging facilities, more than $7.2 billion represent urgent needs of research universi-
ties. Thus, the longer we wait to help these vital institutions, the more troubling
and enormous the problem will become. Already, one-third of higher education's
physical plants are at least 30 years old. Let me emphasize again that this problem
is not solely these institutions' problem; it is our Nation's problem.

Leaders of public colleges and universities, that would not directly benefit from
this legislation, endorse the idea of extending this proposed benefit to their private
counterparts. Robert L. Clodius, president of the National Association of State Uni-
versities and Land Grant Colleges has said that ". .. the cap on private universities
merely increases the cost of research at U.S. institutions and must be removed if
the United States is to retain its world leadership role." Dr. Hans Mark, chancellor
of the University of Texas System, testifying in front of the Subcommittee on Tax-
ation and Debt Management of the Committee on Finance on April 3, 1987, stated
that ". . .in recent years, the tax exempt securities market has become an impor-
tant source of funds for building new laboratories." He went on to state that the
$150 million tax cap ". . .will affect many of our nations' foremost research univer-
sities, and for that reason we should all be concerned." Although Dr. Mark was tes-
tifying with respect t( eliminating the cap for research facilities, his concern was
based on the recognition that basic research undertaken by our colleges and univer-
sities, regardless of whether they are public or private institutions, is essential to
maintaining our Nation's leadership position in a world of rapidly expanding tech-
nological capabilities. This bill would provide support for this critical activity, by
allowing private colleges and universities to further all of their educational objec-
tives more easily.

Others share this view that increased support of higher education will help solve
our competitiveness problem. In 1986, the White House Science Council Panel on
the Health of U. S. Colleges and Universities submitted its report, "A Renewed
Partnership," to the President of the United States. This report emphasizes that in-
creased Federal support of research conducted by our Nation's universities is criti-
cal to the health of our economy. The report states:

We are certainly not alone in recognizing that science and technology are
critical to our force. Nations everywhere are investing in these capabilities. We
conclude that we must rethink and, in many ways, rebuild the critically impor-
tant interaction between universities, government, and industry that has served
this Nation so well in the past. The federal government-university relationship
is too fundamental to the maintenance of our national science and technology
base to be taken for granted, and the industry-university partnership is emerg-
ing as critical to exploiting that base in order to compete in the world market-
place.

One conclusion is clear: our universities today simply cannot respond to soci-
ety's expectations for them or discharge their national responsibilities in re-
search and education without substantially increased support.

The strength of the nation in trade, defense, and health has been directly re-
lated to past investments in science and technology. Our future position in
global markets will similarly depend on our willingness to respond to opportuni-
ty and to mobilize our strengths today. T) this end, we must promote a broad
interdisciplinary approach to problem-solving by focusing on university-based
centers that will improve cooperative linkages between scientists, engineers,
and industry.

This bill addresses only one of the issues that needs to be dealt with as we work
to regain our competitive edge in the world, but I believe that it deals with an im-
portant issue in a positive, constructive manner.

Mr. Chairman, I join with my distinguished colleague from New York in urging
the Senate to act quickly to pass S. 150.

PR.:'PARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR CRISTOPHER J. DODD

Chariman Boren and members of the Taxation Subcommittee, thank you for
giving me the opportunity to testify on S. 913, "The Tax Exempt Bond Simplifica-
tion Act of 1991. this is legislation I cosponsored with Senator Baucus, together
with the distinguished chairman of this subcommittee and Senator Riegle. We intro-
duced the bill April 24th.
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This legislation is designed to provide relief for State and local governments now
struggling to comply with the burdensome and expensive requirements of the Tax
Reform Act of 1986. Passage of this bill will lower their cost of issuing bonds, and
taxpayer funds now spent on lawyers and consultants will be redirected to pay for
the infrastructure and other needs of our cities and states.

The Banking Committee's Subcommittee on Securities, which I chair, has held
two hearings on the issue of "State and Local Governments Under Stress: The Role
of the Capital Markets." The Securities Subcommittee has jurisdiction over the SEC,
Securities Brokers and Dealers, and transactions in the Securities Markets. Our
broad responsibility is to protect investors and ensure that investors have confi-
dence in the markets-not just the market for corporate securities but the market
for municipal securities as well. During our hearings, I have questioned many ex-
perts about the safety of the municipal bond market, and I have urged the SEC to
be especially vigilant in its oversight of this market, during a time when we see in-
creasing numbers of downgradings and defaults.

I also hoped our hearings would help us find a means to assist State and local
governments in their efforts to raise funds through the capital markets. It was clear
to me that, after more than a decade of reduced Federal commitment to cities, and
with the recession producing lower and lower tax receipts for State and local budg-
ets, our cities and states must have the ability to raise low cost funds in the bond
market.

At the outset, I had no intention of holding hearings on tax issues. But I found
that there is very little we can do through amendments to the Federal securities
laws to enhance the ability of State and local governments to issue municipal bonds.
As we continued the hearings, and as I talked with officials in my State and around
the country, it became clear that state and local governments were under very seri-
ous burdens as a result of the 1986 tax reform act. That jurisdiction rests with this
committee, and I am here this morning to share with you some of the information
we developed through hearings in the Securities Subcommittee.

Our hearings produced dramatic testimony about the magnitude of the problems
facing State and local governments. Today, I am submitting the reports of the Na-
tional Governors' Association, the National League of Cities, and the U.S. Confer-
ence of Mayors, which were presented to the subcommittee. Please feel free to read
them and include the reports or any portion of the reports in your record.

The National Governors' Association report states that, from Connecticut to Cali-
fornia, "State fiscal conditions in 1991 are the worst in nearly a decade. The most
important single indicator of State fiscal health-total balances-has fallen to a
level of $5.9 billion, or just two percent of expenditures." If you leave out Alaska,
State balances are about 1.5% of expenditures. That is less than one third of what
they were just two years ago.

The governors' report shows that twenty-nine States have reduced their fiscal
1991 budgets by $8 billion. Proposed State tax and other revenue increases for fiscal
1992 now total $6.6 billion and are likely to grow if the recession persists. More tax
increases and budget cuts will be necessary for many states just to keep their heads
above water. We can forget about funding new bridges, npw roads, or new schools.

I know there are some who say we are moving out of this recession. I hope, but I
am not convinced, that they are right. The dramatic budget cots and tax increases
that are occurring in state after state, at best will be a serious drag, on any recovery.
At worse, they may push us deeper into the recession. We are walking a very peril-
ous path.

And, what about the cities? It is clear that our States are ini no position to help
our cities. And we are seeing the results of more than a decade of retreat from our
cities by the Federal Government as well. A survey of 50 cities by the U.S. Confer-
ence of Mayors showed that Federal funds as a percentage of city budgets averaged
17.7 percent in 1980, but only 6.4 percent of city budgets last year.

The report of the National League of Cities shows the devastating implications of
that Federal retreat. Our central cities are fast becoming the homes of only those
who are left there. The most disturbing statistics in the report show the growing
disparity in per capita income between central cities and their suburbs.

-in 1960, per capita income of cities was 105% of the per capital income of their
suburbs.

-in 1980, the ratio was 89%.
-by 1987, per capita income in central cities was only 59% of that of their sub-

urbs.

I would emphasize that these are 1987 numbers-we do not have 1990 numbers
yet. These numbers, therefore, do not show the effects of the recession. They do
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show a 27-year trend, in which the last 10 years are almost a straight line down-
ward. It is no wonder that our cities are impoverished; that their tax bases are de-
clining. In some cities, unemployment is almost double the rate of the surrounding
suburbs.

As a Senator fiomo Connecticut, I have a special interest in these issues. If you
leave out Alaska, my State is probably the richest State, per capita, in the country.
Yet the cities of Hartford, New Haven, and Bridgeport in 1990 were the fourth, sev-
enth, and ninth poorest cities in the Nation. That's before the effects of a recession.
And today, my State is grappling with the twin effects of a recession and a credit
crunch. It's strapped for funds, and it is in no position to help our cities.

Over the past week, Connecticut State officials have been struggling with the
problems of Bridgeport. For those who think it cannot happen in your state or in
your for cities, I would say, Bridgeport is only today's headlines. Look around you.

rom New York City, to Philadelphia, to New Orleans, to Los Angeles, the crisis in
our cities is a national crisis, and one that demands a national solution.

What can we do about it? At the subcommittee's hearings, virtually all of the
public and private sector witnesses talked about the adverse and unforeseen effects
of the 1986 Tax Reform Act on State and local finance. It clearly went too far.

Connecticut State Treasurer Frank Borges testified that, as a result of the "multi-
ple hoops imposed by the tax reform act of 1986 .... our direct costs of issuance of
tax-exempt bonds have quadrupled."

Just three weeks ago, officials from the Connecticut treasurer's office came to
Washington to talk with the Internal Revenue Service about newly proposed regula-
tions and their impact on the state. They were accompanied by lawyers from three
separate law firms. I am told by Connecticut treasury officials that, before passage
of the 1986 Act, bond counsel fees for a $150 million issue would be about $50,000,
and the documents were about one-half inch thick today, bond counsel fees for an
issue that size range from $250,000 to $350,000, and the documents are three to four
inches thick. It my view, that's absurd. while I appreciate the hard work of the Con-
necticut legal community, I believe taxpayer funds spent on lawyers could be better
spent on the educational and infrastructure needs of my State.

Mayor Bolen of Fort Worth, Texas, who testified before the subcommittee on
behalf of the National League of Cities, told us, "the arbitrage and rebate require-
ments alone have diverted hundreds of millions of dollars out of public reinvestment
into consultants, advisers and others whose sole purpose is to attempt to reduce the
amount of money which eventually must be rebated to the U.S. Treasury."

Today we face a more volatile market and much greater costs in issuing debt. At
the same time, State and local governments must place greater reliance upon debt
than ever before to meet their capital needs.

Mr. Chairman, S. 913 will not solve the for problems facing our State and local
governments today. But it is a much needed first step in facilitating the means for
state and local governments to help themselves.

I know it will cost money. Let me say that the revenue estimate by the joint com-
mittee is on the high side. For example, there is reason to believe permittir ; munic-
ipal issuers to keep 10% of arbitrage earnings will not cost us revenues, and :nay, in
fact, bring in revenues. We will try to develop that information for you.

Overall, I would suggest that the savings to States will be ear greater than any
Federal revenue loss-simply because their cost of compliance will be lower.

I believe that when my colleagues have had an opportunity to talk with their own
State and local officials and make their own assessments of the need for this meas-
ure, it will receive broad, bipartisan support. Let me thank you again for the oppor-
tunity to testify on this very busy morning. Let me also thank my colleague, Sena-
tor Baucus, for his leadership on this issue, as well as for letting me join him in
sponsoring the legislation. I look forward to seeing the legislation adopted in this
Congress.

THE STATES

"Fiscal Survey of the States," National Governors Association and National Associa-
tion of State Budget Officers, April 1991

The report by the National Governors' Association states, "state fiscal conditions
in 1991-the worst in nearly a decade. The most important single indicator of state
fiscal health-total balances-has fallen to a level of $5.9 billion, or just 2.0% of
expenditures." The report notes that, excluding a large surplus in Alaska, balances
are estimated at just 1.5% of expenditures." This compares to 1989, when state bal-
ances totaled $12.5 billion and represented 4.8% of total state general fund expendi-
tures.
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These balances are important, because they measure the amount of resources
states have available to use if the condition of the economy declines. The report ob-
serves, "Only six months into this recession, states are at nearly the same level of
distress as they were after more than a year of recession in fiscal 1983 .... If the
recession persists well into fiscal 1992, the levels of state budget cuts, tax increases,
and balances are likely to be far 'orn than they are now estimated to be." For most
states, fiscal 1992 begins July, 1991.

Other major findings of the report include:
e Reflecting the extreme difficulties states face, twenty-nine states have reduced

fiscal 1991 budgets by $8 billion.
e Proposed state tax and other revenue increases for fiscal 1992 total $6.6 billion.

If the recession persists, this amount is likely to grow.
9 Governors' fiscal 1992 budgets contain growth of just 4.8 percent. This is the

lowest rate of growth since 1983 and represents a reduction of services in many
states.

* The three major state tax sources--personal income taxes, sales taxes, and cor-
porate income taxes-are performing below expectation for may states. Corporate
income tax continues to be the weakest, with 31 of 46 states reporting collections
below estimates.

9 Federal increases in cigarette, alcohol, and gasoline taxes have reduced state
tax activity in these areas.

e The eastern U.S. is in worn condition than the western U.S., and northeastern
states continue to face the most severe budget crises.

* Medicaid, which grew by more than 18 percent in fiscal 1990, is consuming
more resources than current state taxes " .

THE CITIES

"Research Report on America's Cities: City Fiscal Distress," National League of
Cities, March, 1991

While the problems of New York City, Philadelphia, and Bridgeport have reached
crisis proportions, a recent report by the National League of Cities shows that the
problems affecting these and other cities stem from converging patterns of econom-
ic, social and intergovernmental change. The report notes, "it is these deeper pat-
terns, rather than short-term political or management behavior that dominates
headlines, that require the attention of policy-makers at all levels."

The major patterns include:

* The U.S. is undergoing a major industrial restructuring. For the central cities
in particular, the consequence of this process of economic change is steady erosion
of their tax bases, concurrent with increasing joblessness.

e Most startling is the growing disparity in per capita income between central
cities and suburbs. In 1960, per capita income of cities was 105% that of their sub-
urbs; by 1880, the ratio was 89%; and by 1987, per capita income in central cities
was only 59% of that of their suburbs.

* There are significant differences in rates of unemployment between almost all
cities and their suburbs. In a few, such as Detroit, Baltimore and St. Louis, central
city unemployment rates are almost double those experienced of their suburbs.

9 Major demographic shifts have combined with structural economic change to
erode the tax bases of central cities. More than 5.5 million more people lived in pov-
erty at the end of the decade of the 1980s than ten years previously, and, during
this period, poverty became increasingly concentrated in the nation's central cities.

e Federal cutbacks and fiscal retrenchment in many states have scantly reduced
the share of local revenues provided by the Federal Government and states. At the
same time, the escalating costs of federal and state mandated programs are placing
growing fical burdens on cities. some states impoverish their cities by tightly regu-
lating types and rates of taxes cities can use.
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City Fiscal Conditions
1980-1990

A 50-CITY SURVEY
January 1991

THE UNITED STATES CONFERENCE OF MAYORS
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THE UNITED STATES CONFERENCE OF MAYORS
1620 EYE STUE. NORTHWFST

WASMIN0TONI DC 20006
TELEPHONE (2021 293 7330

FAX (202) 293 2352

January 1991

Dear Mayor:

The following report was compiled from responses of
50 cities -to a survey questionnaire sent to them last
November. The United States Conference of Mayors was
directed to undertake the survey by its Executive
Committee at a meeting held in Colorado Springs, Colorado
in September.

Over the past decade Mayors have testified before
Congress, sent letters and telegrams to Congress and the
Administration, and placed phone calls to Federal
officials apprising them of the financial difficulties
facing cities in light of drastic federal funding
cutbacks, emerging physical and social infrastructure
problems, and a plethora of unfunded federal and state
mandates.

A massive effort was mounted to protect General
Revenue Sharing, the most efficient, cost-effective,
federal program to aid cities ever devised. However, our
efforts failed. This study documents what has happened
in the era of "fend-for-yourself" federalism and what
cities have been doing to responsibly deal with federal
disinvestment.

The cities covered in this survey span the spectrum
in terms of size and geographical location. What it
shows is simply this: while the federal government's
contributions to cities has been declining dramatically,
states have stepped in to fill a small fraction of the
gap, cities have used an assortment of traditional and
innovative measures to fill the gap, but the growing
problems facing cities are overwhelming.

If the federal government can rescue mismanaged and
corrupt financial institutions it certainly can expend
just a fraction of that amount on the crisis facing
American cities. Just as we can find resources to
protect our troops abroad, we must find resources to
protect our citizens at home.

Sincerely,

E as Cochran
Executive Director
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report summarizes responses by 50 cities on the fiscal trends
over the past ten years in view of the shifting sands of federalism
brought about by the Reagan Revolution. Chronic budget deficits
and the accompanying budgetary austerity combined with a deliberate
shift in budget priorities away from domestic discretionary
spending which Congress and the Administration approved over the
past decade have produced the following:

0 federal funds as a percentage of city budgets was reduced by
over 64 percent from an average of 17.7 percent in 1980 to an

- average of 6.4 percent in 1990.

" cities have moved to fill this gap, increasing their
percentage of city budgets from 64.7 percent in 1980 to 75.0
percent in 1990.

" states have moved to fill the gap but only marginally so,
increasing their average contributions from 11.1 percent in
190 to 12.2 percent in 1990.

* at the same tme, city budgets have increased by 95.5 percent
to deal with increasing problems.

to deal with the resulting financial shortfalls, 72 percent
of those cities responding elected to raise taxes, 42 percent
raised taxes and cut services, and 32 percent raised taxes,
cut services, reduced city workers, and raised revenues
through various other measures.

* 56 percent of those responding indicated that they had raised
taxes in the last year.

* to compound these trends, unfunded federal and state mandates
have had tremendous cost impacts upon cities: environmental
and labor issues lead the list.

* public safety, economic development, infrastructure, public
finance, and community/neighborhood development issues were
among the top five priorities facing cities in 1990.
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CHAPTERI

PLEASE INDICATE
BELOW HOW MUCH

MONEY EACH LEVEL OF
GOVERNMENT PROVIDED IN
REVENUES TO YOUR CITY'S

BUDGET IN 1980AND 1990.

Of the fifty cities surveyed, federal funds as a percentage of city
budgets averaged 17.7 percent in 1980 and only 6.4 percent of city
budgets in 1990. This represents a 63.8 percent reduction in
federal effort over the decade. This occurred at a time when city
budgets increased an average of 95.5 percent to cope with ever-
growing social service demands and inflation. When adjusted for
inflation, city budgets grew by 22.4 percent in real terms during
the 1980-1990 period. Thus, while city budgets were growing in
both nominal and real terms, the federal government's contribution
was contracting by nearly 64 percent.

To help fill this gap, city contributions were increasing from an
average of 64.7 percent in 1980 to 75.0 percent in 1990. This
represents an increase of 15.9 percent. At the same time, state
government contributions grew from an average of 11.1 percent of
city budgets to 12.2 percent, an increase of 9.9 percent. Hence,
while city budgets were increasing and federal contributions were
being reduced dramatically, both city and state governments stepped
in to try to fill the resulting gap, with cities increasing their
percentage contributions by nearly 70 percent more than
corresponding state percentage contributions.
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TADLN I

Revenue Source 1980% of Total 1990% of Total %Change
City Revenue City Revenue in Fund

Federal Government

State Government

City Government

17.7

11.1

64.7

6.4

12.2

75.0

Table I represents the consolidated averages of
contributions of the fifty cities surveyed. Table II
a breakdown of the fifty individual cities and their
percentage Contributions.

-63.8

+ 9.9

+15.9

percentage
represents -

respective

Table III shows the nominal percentage change in city budgets over
the decade, not accounting for inflation in Column I as well as the
real percentage change in city budgets adjusted for inflation in
column 2.



TABLE II

PERCENTAGE OF GAL CONTRIBUTIONS
TO CITY BUDGETS
1980-1990 BY CITY

FEDERAL STATE CITY OTHER

19019 80/ 90 I1980 19900 80/90 I198011990180/90 I198011990160/90
% CH 1CR _ _ HGE 01%CG J CH

Akron 31.6 20.4 -35.4 6.5 5.9 - 9.2 61.9 73.5 +18.7 0 0.3
Albany 13.7 1.5 -89.1 20.1 12.8 -36.3 66.2 85.8 +29.6 -
Alexandria 10.1 3.8 -62.4 13.5 17.3 +28.1 76.4 76.5 + 0.1 - -
Allentown 10.6 6.8 -35.8 2.8 3.2 +14.3 85.9 89.4 + 4.1 0.6 0.6 0
Baltimore 29.9 15.0 -49.8 38.2 33.8 -11.5 29.6 48.2 +62.8 0.5 1.7 +240
Binghamton 28.9 6.6 -77.2 4.6 13.1 +176.6 49.5 67.3 +36.0 17.0 13.2 -22.4
Birmingham 13.5 4.5 -65.2 0.4 1.7 +325 82.4 91.1 + 8.0 2.3 2.8 21.7
Boise 28.0 8.8 -68.8 4.4 7.0 +59.1 67.5 84.2 +24.7 0 0 0
Boston 14.6 4.5 -69.2 21.1 30.6 +45.0 63.4 64.6 + 1.9 0.9 0.2 -77.8
Charlotte 18.8 6.5 -65.4 2.3 3.3 +43.5 56.2 87.3 +55.3 22.7 3.0 -86.8
Cheyenne 20.4 1.4 -93.1 22.8 35.1 +53.9 39.1 36.0 -7.9 19.4 27.5 +41.8
Chicago 29.6 11.7 -60.5 18.5 16.4 -11.4 51.9 71.8 +38.3 0 0.2 -
Colorado Spg 7.5 0.9 -88.0 4.5 7.2 +60.0 87.8 88.2 + 0.5 0.2 3.8 +1800
Cranston 24.1 4.7 -80.5 13.7 19.7 +43.8 62.1 75.6 +21.7 - - -
Decatur 18.0 5.5 -69.4 10.6 14.1 +33.0 70.5 80.0 +13.5 0.7 0.4 -37.7
Detroit 22.9 11.7 -48.8 17.0 25.1 +47.3 60.8 63.0 +3.6 - - -
Evanston 1.3 0.4 -69.2 0.7 0.6 -14.3 97.7 99.0 + 1.3 0.2 0.4 +100
Galveston 18.6 3.9 -79.0 0.4 5.4 +1250 80.9 90.6 +12.0 0.1 - -100
Glendale 9.2 6.6 -28.3 16.4 27.2 +65.9 74.4 62.1 -12.3 - 4.1 0
Houston 0.09 .03 -66.0 0.6 0.03 -95.0 99.1 97.9 - 1.2 0.1 1.4 +1300
Indianapolis 43.8 9.0 -79.5 6.8 9.2 +35.3 49.4 81.6 +65.2 0 0.2 -
Irvine 2.0 1.3 -35.0 7.7 10.1 +31.2 79.1 88.1 +11.4 11.1 0.5 -95.5
Jackson 28.5 10.0 64.9 23.6 29.0 +22.9 29.2 41.3 +41.4 18.7 19.8 + 5.9
Jacksonville 24.2 10.8 -55.4 6.2 7.7 +24.2 69.1 81.0 +17.2 0.5 0.5 0
Kansas City 21.1 9.3 -55.9 3.7 3.3 -10.8 75.2 86.2 +14.6 0 1.2 -
Los Angeles 10.6 3.6 -66.0 10.4 6.1 -41.3 78.5 88.7 +13 0 0.5 1.6 +220.0
Louisville 22.9 14.5 -36.7 3.2 4.8 +50.0 41.9 57.3 +36.8 32.0 23.3 - 27.2
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FEDERAL STATE CITY OTHER

1980 1990 80/90 1980 1990 80/90 1980 1990 80/90 1980 1990 80/90
% CHGE %CHGE UNGE %CKGE

Madison 4.1 7.1 +73.2 43.4 26.7 -38.0 52.4 66.1 +26.1 0.1 0.05 -50.0
Meridian 40.5 5.3 -86.9 1.5 1.2 -20.0 58.0 93.6 +61.4 - - -
Mesa 6.6 3.0 -54.5 14.7 24.2 +64.6 78.5 72.8 - 7.3 0.2 0.04 -80.0
Newark, CA 18.0 .03 -99.8 2.2 2.1 - 4.5 73.6 97.3 +32.2 6.3 .006 -99.9
Newark, NJ 19.7 2.7 -86.2 27.5 23.9 -13.1 33.9 49.2 +45.1 19.0 23.9 +25.8
North Miami 4.5 .02 -99.5 7.7 9.3 +20.8 86.9 88.4 + 1.7 0.9 2.3 +155.5
Oak Park 2.9 1.1 -62.1 17.8 18.5 + 3.9 79.2 80.0 +0.01 0.02 0.4 +1900
Ogden 25.1 7.7 -69.3 4.8 5.1 + 6.3 68.8 84.8 +23.3 0.2 2.3 +2100

,' Pasadena 21.5 9.5 -55.8 13.8 8.3 -39.9 58.7 73.6 +25.4 6.0 9.3 +55.0
Phoenix 20.6 6.7 -67.5 20.3 23.2 +14.3 59.1 70.1 +18.6 - - -
Pocatello 7.3 4.8 -34.2 4.6 6.2 +34.8 82.8 86.3 + 4.2 5.3 2.7 -49.1
Portland 19.3 2.4 -87.6 4.2 3.8 - 9.5 75.5 89.6 +18.7 1.0 4.1 +31.0
Rochester 31.5 15.3 -51.4 16.2 14.0 -13.6 51.7 68.8 +33.1 0.5 2.0 +300
San Diego 7.4 0.8 -89.1 8.4 3.0 -64.3 84.2 91.2 + 8.3 - - -
Sandy City 11.1 1.3 -88.3 6.0 5.4 -10.0 82.9 93.4 +12.7 - - -
Sarasota 5.5 2.7 -50.9 7.0 17.8 +154.3 38.0 29.3 -22.9 49.6 50.2 + 1.2
Savannah 27.7 3.9 -85.9 1.9 0.07 -96.3 68.7 94.8 +38.0 1.7 0.06 -96.5
St. Paul 21.6 8.1 -62.5 28.2 31.8 +12.8 45.0 58.1 +29.1 5.1 1.4 -72.5
St.Petersburg 4.0 0.3 -92.5 11.0 8.1 -26.4 84.3 89.6 + 6.3 0.7 2.1 +200
Topeka 20.8 1.7 -91.8 5.6 8.6 +53.6 71.5 88.6 +23.9 2.0 1.1 -45.0
Williamsport 15.3 35.1 +129 9.9 5.9 -40.4 63.6 49.9 -21.5 1.2 9.2 -17.0
Winston-Salem 20.0 2.3 -88.5 12.8 9.0 -29.7 23.1 20.3 -12.0 43.9 68.5 +56.0
York 23.3 5.8 -75.1 5.8 3.1 -46.6 69.6 90.5 +30.0 - - -
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TABLE III

CITY NO6IML CAING3BTWEV REAL 4 CHANGE BiTWEI'
1980 & 1990 CITY BUDGET 1960 & 1990 CITY BUD.MBT

Akron 41.3 - 11.7
Albany 100.6 + 25.4
Alexandria 135.8 + 47.4
Allentown 55.2 - 3.0
Baltimore 17.0 - 26.9
Binghamton 101.1 + 25.7
Birmingham 35.7 - 15.2
Boise 116.7 + 35.4
Boston 61.1 + 0.7
Charlotte 105.1 4 26.2
Cheyenne 56.7 + 0.8
chioago 114.2 + 36.7
Colorado 8pga. 106.9 + 29.3
Cranston 66.2 + 5.1
Decatuur 62.1 + 1.3
Detroit 27.1 - 20.5
Evanston 124.8 + 40.2
Galveston 5S.6 - 1.0
Glendale 204.4 + 90.3
Houston 67.3 + 4.6
Indianapolis 60.9 + .5
Irvine 218.6 + 99.1
Jackson 36.5 - 13.4
Jacksonville 56.6 - 2.1
Kansas City 59.1 - .6
Los Angeles 195.7 + 84.8
LouisvLlle 34.4 - 16.0
Madison 53.4 - 4.1
Meridian 4.6 - 34.6
Mesa 208.8 + 93.0
Newark, CA 167.9 + 67.4
Nevark, NJ 70.5 + 6.6
North Miami 72.2 + 7.6
Oak Park 71.1 + 7.0
Ogden 41.7 - 11.5
Pasadena 131.4 + 44.6
Phoenix 158.8 + 61.7
Pocatello 98.3 + 23.6
Portland 100.5 + 25.3
Rochester 52.9 - 4.4
San Dieqo 189.1 + 80.7
Sandy City 187.8 + 79.9
Sarasota 198.3 + 86.5
Savannah 174.4 + 71.4
St. Paul 78.9 + 11.8
St. Petersburg 129.4 + 43.4
Topeka 89.8 + 18.6
Williamsport -18.6 - 49.1
Winston-Salem 118.6 - 36.5
York 70.5 + 6.5

+95.5 +22.4TOTAL
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CHAP=R U

IF YOUR CITY'S FEDERAL OR
STATE REVENUES HAVE

DECLINED, HOW HAVE YOU
MADE UP THE DIFFERENCE?

When asked ho they dealt with the fiscal shortfalls during the
1980-1990 period, cities were asked whether they raised taxes, cut
services, and/or reduced the number of city employees. Twenty-four
cities or 48 percent of those responding indicated that they cut
services. Thirty-six cities or 72 percent of those responding
indicated that they raised taxes, and thirty-four cities or 68
percent of those responding indicated that they reduced the number
of city employees.

Table IV lists the cities responding and the option(s) they
exercised in making up the corresponding fiscal shortfalls. Column
4 includes other sources of revenue-raising measures undertaken by
cities, most notably increasing or implementing user fees.

Table IV shows that of those cities responding to the survey,
twenty-one, or 42 percent, both raised taxes and cut services.
This table also shows that sixteen cities or 32 percent raised
taxes, cut services, reduced city employees and raised revenues
through other revenue measures.

Table V documents the list of options mentioned under other revenue
sources. Table V shows the other revenue sources listed to
counteract the fiscal shortfalls experienced by cities over the
past decade. As can be seen from Table V, 20 cities or 40% of
those responding, reported that they increased user fees. Other
categories in which responses were made are listed as well in Table
V.
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OPTIONS EMPLOYED BY CITIES TO RESPOKD TO FISCAL SHORTFALLS

CUT SERVICES RAISED TAXES REDUCED OTHER
CITY EMP.

Akron x x x x
Albany x
Alexandria x
Allentovn xx x x
Baltimore x x x x
Binghamton x x
Birmingham x x
Boise x
Boston x
Charlotte x
rheyanne K x
Chicago x x x
Colorado Spqs. x
Cranston x x x
Decatur x
Detroit x x x x
Evanston x x x
Galveston x x x
Glendale x x x x
Houston x x x x
Indianapolis x x x
Irvine x x
Jackson x x x x
Jacksonville x x x x
Kansas City x x x
Los Angeles x x
Louisville x x
Madison x x
Meridian x x x
Mesa x x x X
Newark, N3 x X x
Newark, CA x x x
No. Miami x
Oak Park x
Ogden x X
Pasadena x x
Phoenix x x x x
Pocatello x x x x
Portland x x x
Rochester x x x
San Diego x x x
Sandy City x x
Sarsota x x x x
Savannah x x x
St. Petersburg x x x x
St. Paul Kx x
Topeka x K
Williamasport x
Winston-Salem K x K X
York K x K K
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WEl38 Oa OiE RETIU EOoRCes

UsrSFla

Akron, OH
Baltimore, ND

Charlotte, NC
Chicago, IL
Cranston, RI
Decatur, IL
Glendale, AZ
Houston, TX

Jackson, MS

Los Angeles, CA
Louisville, KY
Madison, WI
Meridian, MS
Mesa, AZ
M. Miami, FL
Phoenix, AZ
Sarasota, FL
St. Paul, MN
St. Petersburg,FL
Winston-Salem, NC

Chicago, IL
Irvine, CA
Pasadena, CA
Pocatello, ID
Portland, OR

Chicago, IL
Glendale, AZ
Sarasota, FL

Fees
Expand license fee base and new service charges

User fees
Increased fees for services
User fees and impact fees
Increased user fees
User Fee (garbage)
Soo admission fee, fire inspection permit fee,
increased ambulance fees, library fines and
miscellaneous library charges
Increased existing fees and established new
user fees
Raised fees
Increased insurance premium tax rate
Ambulance fees
Increased fees
User fees
New fees
Increased emphasis on user fee cost recovery
Increased fees for services
Fees
Other user fees
Increased user fees

Gas utility tax
Utility user tax
Utility users fee and utility contribution
Street utility fee
Raised utility license fee 3-5 percent investor
owned

Vehicle fuel tax
State gas tax
Gas
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?A3LU Y (oont'd)

Charlotte, NC
Chicago, IL
Decatur, IL
Kansas City, MO
Sarasota, FL

Hotel/Motel

Glendale, AZ
Decatur, IL

CaDital

Galveston, TX
Meridian, HS

Sales tax
Sales tax
Implemented Sales Tax
Sales tax for capital improvements
Local option sales tax

Hotel tax
Hotel/Motel tax

Found alternative funding to capital projects
Sold bonds for capital items

General Fund/General Revenue

Charlotte, NC
3acksonville, FL
Meridian, MS

General Fund
General Fund/ General Revenues
Used Fund Balance

inroved Government Efficiency measures

Alexandria, VA

Allentown, PA
Baltimore, MD
Baltimore, MD
Baltimore, MD
Baltimore, MD
Colorado Spgs. CO
Decatur, IL
Evanston, IL

Louisville, XY
San Diego, CA
York, PA

Chicago, IL
Evanston, IL

New commercial growth in city expanded city's
real property tax base
Citizens contributions
Transferred operation to state
Privatized
Consolidated certain city operations
Received new state aid
Federal decline offset by state increase
State income-tax
Development of research park in cooperation
with university to expand tax base
Implemented more cost effective operations
Reduction in non-essential services
Privatization

real property transfer
sell properties
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T&3L3 V (contsd)

Motor Vehiclo

Charlotte, PC
Chicago, IL
Chicago, IL

Sin Taxes

Baltimore, MD
Chicago, IL
Chicago, IL
Chicago, IL
Chicago, IL

Motor Vehicle
Parking tax
Auto Rental tax

Beverage container tax
Liquor tax
Anussuent tax
Off-track betting
Cigarette tax
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TAULS VI

CIT12 VMT INClZl MD LOCAL TMXB IN THE LAST YER

Akron, OH
Allentown, PA
Baltimore, MD
Binghamton, NY
Boise, ID
Boston, MA
Colorado Springs, C
Cranston, RI
Decatur, IL
Evanston, IL
Jackson, MS
Jacksonville, FL
Kansas City, KO
Los Angeles, CA
Madison, WI
Meridian, MS
Mesa, AZ
Newark, CA
Newark, NJ
Pasadena, CA
Pocatello, ID
Rochester, MY
San Diego, CA
Sarasota, FL
Savannah, GA
St. Petersburg, FL
St.Paul, MN
Winston-Salem, NC

Albany, NY
Alexandria, VA
Birmingham, AL
Charlotte, NC
Cheyenne, WY
Chicago, IL
Detroit, MI
Galveston, TX
Glendale, AZ
Houston, TX
Indianapolis, IN
Irvine, CA
Louisville, KY
North Miami, FL
Oak Park, MI
Ogden, UT
Phoenix, AZ
Portland, OR
Sandy City, UT
Topeka, KS
Williamsport, PA
York, PA
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CHAPTER M

HAVE YOU INCREASED LOCAL
TAXES IN THE LAST YEAR?

When asked if the city had increased local taxes in the last year
twenty-eight, or 56 percent of those responding said that they had
while twenty-two, or 44 percent of those responding said that they
had not. (Table ViS

Table VII outlines the types of local taxes raised over the past
year by those cities responding to the survey.

Additionally, cities were asked whether their local tax rates
were at the maximum allowable amount under state law. In response
to this question, 26 or 52 percent responded yes, while 22
responded no. The responses to this question are found in Table
Yil.
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TABLZ VIZ

Advolores Tax

Jacksonville, FL
Sarasota, FL
St. Petersburg, FL
St. Paul, MN

Earned Income Tax

Allentown, PA

Pension Fund

Jackson, MS

Hotel/Motel Tax

Baltimore, MD
Decatur, IL
Los Angeles, CA
Mesa, AZ
Newark, CA
Savannah, GA

Property Tax

Akron, OH
Binghamton, NY
Boise, ID
Boston, MA
Newark, NJ
Colorado Spgs. CO
Kansas City, MO
Madison, WI
Pocatello, ID
Rochester, NY
Savannah, GA
St. Paul, MN
Winston-Salem, NC

1*11

Allentown, PA
Birmingham, AL
Cranston, RI
Evanston, IL
Mesa, AZ

Disability and Relief Pension Fund

Hotel tax
Hotel/Motel tax
Transient Occupancy tax
Transient Occupancy taxes
Transient Occupancy taxes
Special tourism (Hotel/Motel tax)

Garbage fee
Increased fees on items such as permits etc.
User fees
Long-term care and food inspection fees
Renewal fees for sales tax licenses
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nTaLU VII (oontsd)

u utility

Allentown, PA
Mesa, AZ
Newark, NJ

Los Angeles, CA
Nevark, CA
San Diego, CA
Savannah, GA

Parking Tax

Baltimore, XD
Evanston, IL
Lou Angeles, CA

Other

Evanston, IL
Evanston, IL

Savannah, GA
Meridian, MS
San Diego, CA
Kansas City, NO

Water and sewage rates
Utility rate
Sever rates

Business tax
Business license
Business license
Business and alcohol license

(Parking user tax)

Undertakers tax
Admissions amusement and beverage container
taxes
Cable T.V. tax
Debt service
Rental unit tax
Cigarette tax
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TA1BL VIII

ARE TOUR LOCAL TAI RATES AT MAXIMUM
ALLOWABLE AMOUNT UNDER STATE LAW?

Alexandria, VA
Allentown, PA
Baltimore, MD
Binghamton, NY
Boise, ID
Boston, MA
Cheyenne, WY
Chicago, IL
Detroit, MI
Houston, TX
lIrvine, CA
Jacksonville, FL
Kansas City, MO
Los Angeles, CA
Meridian, MS
N. Miami, FL
Newark, NJ
Oak Park, MI
Pasadena, CA
Phoenix, AZ
Portland, OR
Sandy City, UT
Savannah, GA
St. Petersburg, FL
St. Paul, MN
Topeka, KS

Akron, OH
Albany, NY
Birmingham, AL
Charlotte, NC
Colorado Springs, CO
Cranston, RI
Galveston, TX
Glendale, AZ
Houston, TX
Indianapolis, IN
Jackson, MS
Jacksonville, FL
Madison, WI
Mesa, AZ
Ogden, UT
Pocatello, ID
Rochester, NY
San Diego, CA
Sarasota, FL
Williamsport, PA
Winston-Salem, NC
York, PA

Not Agolicable

Decatur, IL
Evanston, IL



CHAPTER IV

IN WHAT AREAS HAVE THE
1986 TAX REFORM ACT

RESTRICTIONS ON
PRIVATE-ACTIVITY BONDS
HAD THE MOST IMPACT ON

YOUR CITY?

To compound the loss of federal aid during the 1980's, cities were
also faced with federal restrictions on their ability to issue tax-
exempt bonds. The Tax Reform Act of 1986 placed restrictions on
the issuance of private-activity bonds which has placed hardships
on city economic development efforts.

Table IX indicates the types of activities which have been affected
by the Tax Reform Act restrictions.
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TABLI IX

In what areas have the 1916 Tax Reform Act restrictions on private-
activity bonds had the most impact on your city?

Cranston, RI
Louisville, KY

Newark, NJ
Allentown, PA

Bonds
Cranston, RI

St. Petersburg,FL

Tighter limits on arbitrage
Complicated arbitrage rebate reporting
requirements
Arbitrage rules restricted usage of interest
Limitations on amount of arbitrage allowable

Prohibition of advanced refunding (refinancing
of bonds by the proceeds of a new issue prior
to the date of outstanding securities are due
Cost complexity of accounting bond issues

Economic development

Cheyenne, Wi
Jackson, MS

Madison, WI
San Diego, CA
Savannah, GA
St. Paul, 0

St. Petersburg, FL

Williamsport, PA

Parking Garages

Charlotte, NC
Rochester, NY

Economic development
Limited some industries', albeit uncertain
which ones, ability to expand
Economic development
Economic development
Reduced economic development
Hurt older city in competition with suburbs to
keep industry, lose built-up industry in need
of expansion to suburbs
Downtown redevelopment (especially parking
garages public/private usage
Substantial increase in economic development
in partnebhip with private sector

Parking decks
Parking garages must be now financed through
other means because use to be operated by
private companies
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TABLN IX (Cont'd)

Industrial Revenue Bonds

Glendale, AZ

Louisville, KY

Public Arenas

Charlotte, NC
Charlotte, NC
Phoenix, AZ

other

Binghamton, NY

Birmingham, AL

Boston, KA

Louisville, KY

Winston-Salem, NC

Some difficulty obtaining IRB funding for
industrial downturn residential uses
Elimination of IRBs for commercial development

Football stadium
Convention Center
Sports Stadium

Increased cost of issuance and loss of legal
arbitrative earnings
Inability to earn interest on finds to be used
for other projects and restrictions on time of
expenditures
Housing, particularly first time buyers
Alternative minimum tax requirements and
resultant increasing cost of borrowing
Ability to participate in mixed-use projects
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CHAPTER V

WHAT ARE THE FIVE FEDERAL
MANDATES WHICH HAVE THE

GREATEST COST IMPLICATIONS
FOR YOUR CITY GOVERNMENT'SBUDGET?

When asked which federal mandates have had the greatest cost
implications on the city, clearly thirty-three cities representing
66 percent of those responding to the survey, cited environmental
mandates. Included in the environmental category were responses
dealing with waste, landfills, sewers, and leaking underground
storage tanks. Under the category of labor issues responses on
the following issues were included: Fair Labor Standards Act,
Americans with Disability Act, Davis-Bacon, Social Security and
Medicare mandates, Occupational Safety and Health Administration,
and tne Job Training Partnership Act. Thirty cities, comprising
60 percent of those responding listed mandates in the area of labor
issues as having the greatest cost implications for their cities.

Eleven cities, or 22 percent of those responding, cited public
finance restrictions such as arbitrage rebate regulations as having
the greatest cost implications for their cities and six cities, or
12 percent, said that Conmunity Development Block Grant reductions
and the loss of General Revenue Sharing have had the greatest
impact on their cities. Ten cities listed items which have been
categorized as others, these include employee compensation and
benefits and the 1990 census undercount.

Table X is a list of the federal mandates listed by cities as
having the greatest cost implications on the city's budget.



Akron, OH
Akron, OH
Akron, OH
Alexandria, VA
Allentown, PA
Allentown, PA
Baltimore, MD
Baltimore, MD

Baltimore, MD
Birmingham, AL
Birmingham, AL
Birmingham, AL
Birmingham, AL
Boise, ID
Boise, ID
Boise, ID
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Chicago, IL

Chicago, IL
Chicago, IL
Colorado Spgs.
Colorado Spgs.
Cranston, RI
Decatur, IL

Detroit, MI
Glendale, AZ
Houston, TX
Houston, TX
Indianapolis, I
Indianapolis, I
Indianapolis, I
Jackson, MS
Jackson, MS
Jackson, MS
Jackson, MS
Jackson, MS
Jacksonville, F
Jacksonville, F
Jacksonville, F
Jacksonville, F
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TAB LE X

ENVIRONMENTAL / INFRASTRUCTURE

Solid waste
Clean Air Act
Clean Water Act
Environmental regulations
Clean Water Act
Clean Air Act
Underground storage tanks requirements
Solid Waste - landfill design/construction
requirements
Asbestos Removal
Stormwater runoff
Wetlands regulations
Landfill regulation
Underground storage tanks
Underground storage tanks
Clean Water Act, NPDES and other requirements
Clean Air Act - buses and other transportation
Clean Water Act
Clean Air Act
Water Service regulations - lead pipe
connections
Combined sewer overflow regulations
Clean Air Act
Stormwater discharge
EPA mandates
Wastewater
Clean Water Act - sludge disposal and effluent
standards
Clean Air Act of 1990
EPA
Solid waste management standards
Stormwater Runoff Standards
EPA - Air Quality
EPA water quality
EPA storm/sewer separation planning
Sludge regulations
Stormwater
Subpart D RCRA (landfill)
Safe Drinking Water Act
Clean Water Act
Wastewater
Clean Air Act
Landfill clean-up
Clean Water Act



Kansas City, Mo
Kansas City, MO
Kansas City, MO
Los Angeles, CA
Los Angeles, CA
Los Angeles, CA
Louisville, KY
Meridian, MS
Meridian, MS
Mesa, AZ
Mesa, AZ

Newark, NJ
Newark, NJ
Newark, NJ

North Miami, FL
Ogden, UT
Pasadena, CA
Pasadena, CA
Phoenix, AZ
Phoenix, AZ
Phoenix, AZ
Phoenix, AZ

Phoenix,AZ
San Diego, CA
San Diego, CA
Savannah, GA
Savannah, GA
St. Paul, MN
St. Petersburg,
St. Petersburg,
St. Petersburg,
Topeka, KS
York, PA
York, PA
York, PA

Akron, OH
Alexandria, VA

Allentown, PA
Boise, ID
Charlotte, NC
Charlotte, NC
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TABLZ X (eonted)

ZNIROMXMZTAL / IMRhBTRUCTURS

Air Quality
Hazardous waste disposal
Refuse disposal
Wastewater program
Clean Air Act
Storawater pollution control
Clean Air Act regulations
Landfill requirements
Water and sewer requirements
Water quality requirements
Other environmental requirements excluding
water quality standards
Prohibition on Ocean Dumping - sludge disposal
RCRA
Superfund - disposal and clean-up of hazardous
waste
EPA legislation
Fuel storage tank regulations
EPA
Clean Water Act
Clean Air Act
Clean Water Act
RCRA
Comprehensive Environmental Response
Compensation and Liability Act (CERLLA)
SDWA
Clean Water Act
EPA's Clean Water Mandate
Clean Water Act
Lining landfills
Clean Water Act - sewer separations

r Storuwater quality
L Clear Air/Asbestos Removal
6 Toxic waste disposal

EPA regulation for Clean Water
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)
C.R.C.L.A. - superfund regulations
Clean Water Act

LABOR ISSUES

Medicare payments
Section 504 of 1973 Rehabilitation Act
(handicapped access)
Mandated social security tax
Contracting requirements such as DBA
FUSA
Handicapped compliance



Decatur, IL
Decatur, IL
Detroit, MI
Detroit, MI

Detroit, MI
Evanston, IL
Glendale, AZ
Glendale, AZ
Ihdianapolis,
Irvine, CA
Irvine, CA
Kansas City,
Los Angeles,
Los Angeles,
Louisville, 9
Madison, WI
Madison, WI
Madison, WI
Meridian, MS
Mesa, AZ
Mesa, AZ
Mesa, AZ
Mesa, AZ
Newark, CA
Newark, CA
Newark, CA
Newark, CA
Oak Park, MI

MO
CA
CA

Ogden, UT
Pasadena, CA
Pocitello, ID
Rochester, NY
Rochester, NY
Sarasota, FL
Sarasota, FL
Sarasota, FL
Savannah, GA
Savannah, GA
St. Petersburg,
St. Paul, MN
Topeka, KS
Winston-Salem
York, PA
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TABLE I (oonted)

LABOR IBSUES

Wheelchair lifts on mass transit buses
DBA for prevailing wages
1990 Disability Act
Federal mandates covering all local employees
under medicaid
FLSA requirements
Davis-Bacon Prevailing Wage Act
Americans with Disabilities Act
DBA requirements

N Medicare coverage
Medicare requirements
Change in social security payments
Low sedicare/medicaid reimbursements
Medicare
FLSA
Mandated social security coverage
FLASA
Pl'-vical Accessibility - 504
Fl%!
FLSA
Federal OSHA requirements
FLSA
OSHA requirements
Handicap accessibility
Regulations on Handicap Accessibility
FLSA
Medicare
Social security
Elimination of Federal Funds for on site job
training (CETA)
Additional restrictions on federal funds
Social Security
Bid laws for public works projects DBA
Social security contributions requirements
Occupational safety regulations
Medicare/aid for civil service employees
FLSA
Mandatory medicare insurance paperwork
FLSA
Social Security Act and amendments

FL Handicapped Accessibility -
FICA/medicare changes
FLSA
JTPA
Davis Bacon law



Akron, OH
Decatur, IL

Evanston, IL
Houston, TX
Jacksonville, FL
Jacksonville, FL
Louisville, KY
Ogden, UT
Pasadena, CA
Savannah, GA
St. Paul, N
York, PA

Cheyenne, WY
Cheyenne, WY
Cranston, RI
Jacksonville, FL
Oak Park, NI

Oak Park,HI
Williamsport, PA
Williamsport, PA
Winston-Salem, NC
Winston-Salem, NC

Colorado Spgs. CO
Decatur, IL

Evanston, IL

Irvine, CA
Madison, WI
Oak Park, MI
Oak Park, MI
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TANIZ I (coated)

PUBLIC FINANCE

Rebate of G.O. bond arbitrage
COBRA coverage for former employees and
dependents
Arbitrage restrictions on municipal bonds
Arbitrage rebate requirements
Arbitrage regulations
COBRA
Arbitrage rebate regulations
Arbitrage requirements
Audits
COBRA
Arbitrage regulations
Single Audit Act

COX(UXlTY DVLPXINT

General Revenue Sharing (GRS)
CDGB
Cut back in CDGB administrative cost
Loss of federal revenue sharing
Cutback of monies for CDBG projects in areas
designed to improve community standards
Elimination of federal revenue sharing
Elimination of GRS funds
Reduction of CDGB entitlement funds
GRS
CDGB

OTZIUR

Transit
Federal Hazard Communication Standards
districts
Cost of the savings and loan industry bailout
funds housing increases cost of debt service
Shift of financial burden to state
MBE requirements
Elimination of urban grants to business
Cut back for monies for low and moderate income
of capital equipment for mass transit



Ogden, UT
Ogden, UT

St. Paul, mN
Topeka, KS
Williamsport, PA
Williamsport, PA

Will iamsport,PA
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TM5LB X (ntd)

OT Afl

Federal defense budget restriction on federal
Federal redevelopment funding reductions
private-activity bonds which substantially
redevelopment of commercial and industrial
atching funds requirements - floodwalls

Revision of minimum wage laws
Elimination of Urban Development Grant program
Elimination of federal funds for acquisition
of capital equipment for mass transit
Restrictions imposed 1986 tax-reform Act on
private activity bonds which substantially
increases cost of debt service
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CHAPT1RMVI

TOP CITY PRIORITIES IN 1990

When listing their top priorities, twenty-nine cities, or 58
percent of those responding, cited public safety issues, including
drugs, police, and fire issues. Twenty-eight cities, or 56 percent
said economic development was one of their top priorities. Twenty-
six cities, or 52 percent, listed infrastructure in their list of
top priorities. Twenty-four cities, or 48 percent, cited public
finance issues in their list of top priorities. Twenty-one cities,
or 42 percent of those responding, cited community/neighborhood
development in their list of top priorities. Included in this
category were responses citing quality of life issues.

Eighteen cities, or 36 percent said environmental issues were their
top priority. This category included recycling responses.

Table XI shows the list of city priorities listed by cities for
1990.

Fifteen cities, or 30 percent cited social services in their list
of top priorities. Nine cities, or 18 percent cited education
issues, eight cities, or 16 percent responded that
intergovernmental cooperation was their top priority. Thirteen
cities, or 26 percent, have been placed in the others category
which includes issues like youth programs and labor issues.

26
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TABLE XI

Public Safety (Public Safetv

Akron, OH
Albany, NY
Albany, NY
Alexandria, VA

Alexandria, VA
Alexandria, VA
Allentown, PA
Allentown, PA
Allentown, PA
Baltimore, MD
Baltimore, MD
Baltimore, MD
Binghamton, NY
Boise, ID
Boston, MA
Charlotte, NC
Chicago, IL
Detroit, MI
Evanston, IL
Galveston, TX
Galveston, TX
Glendale, AZ

Houston, TX
Indianapolis, IN
Jackson, MS
Jackson, MS
Jackson, MS
Los Angeles, CA
Los Angeles, CA
N. Miami, FL
Newark, NJ
Oak Park, MI

Rochester, NY
San Diego, CA
Sarasota, FL
St. Petersburg, FL
St. Paul, MN
Topeka, KS
Williamsport, PA
Winston-Salem, NC

Drug law enforcement
Combatting drug abuse
Public Safety
Construction/full operating cost for homeless
shelter/substance abuse center
Continue efforts in coping with drug problems
Anti-Drug enforcement efforts (public safety)
War on Drugs
Crime
Fire, emergency medical services and public
Drug abuse, education, treatment and prevention
Fire services
Police protection
Public safety-drug control
Public Safety
Public Safety/Anti-Drug Program
Crime and drugs
Drug abuse education, prevention and treatment
"Boot" camp
Continued attention to public safety funding
Fire department
Police department
Public safety (especially burglaries, drugs and
gangs)
Control of illegal drugs
Public Safety
Law enforcement
Police protection
Jail facilities
Improve paramedic/ambulance service
Increase police protection
Continue police and community prevention
Continued of upgrading of police levels and
Reduction of crime (especially in area of
substance abuse)
Anti-drug programs
Meet public safety needs
Public Safety
Enhance public safety operations
Management of drug related crimes
Crime
Handle influx of people recovering from
Public Safety
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ABWLU II (oont'd)

Economic Development

Akron, OH
Birmingham, AL
Boston, NA
Charlotte, NC
Colorado Spqu. CO
Cranston, RI
Detroit, HI

Evanston, IL
Glendale, AZ
Houston, TX
Indianapolis, IN
Jacksonville, FL
Louisville, KY
Keridian, MS
Mesa, AZ
Oak Park, MI
Ogden, UT
Phoenix, AZ
Pocatello, ID
Rochester, NY
Sarasota, FL
Savannah, GA
St. Paul, MN
St. Petersburg, FL
Topeka, KS
Williameport, PA
Winston-Salem, NC
York, PA

Economic development
Open 7500 acre mixed use development
Economic development
Economic development
Economic development
Economic development
Enhanced Detroit-Canadian trade am result of
U.S.- Canadian trade agreement
Economic development
Economic development
Economic development
Economic development
Economic development
Enterprise zone development
Downtown development
Promote economic development
Expansion of business and industrial facilities
Increased economic development
Economic viability
Economic development/business expansion
Economic development
Downtown redevelopment
Revitalization of downtown area
Economic growth
Strengthen economic vitality and redevelopment
Economic development
Economic development to provide employment
Economic development
Complete City's Industrial Park

Communitv/Neiahborhood Develo2ment

Albany, NY
Allentown, PA
Baltimore, MD

Binghamton, NY
Birmingham, AL

Boise, ID
Chicago, IL
Decatur, IL
Detroit, MI
Houston, TX
N.Miami, FL
Newark, NJ
Ogden, UT

Affordable housing
Quality of Life services
Low and moderate income assisted housing
(including homelessness)
Housing
Begin new residential programs for low and
moderate income families
Quality of life maintenance and improvements
Affordable housing funding
Establish neighborhood improvement strategy
Single family housing
Quality of life
Commence downtown art redevelopment program
Provision of low-income/affordable housing
Neighborhood rehabilitation
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TALII ZZ toont'd)

Communitv/Neiahborhood Development

Pasadena, CA Address and maintain affordable housing
Pasadena, CA Preserve and build elements that enhance the

quality of life
Phoenix, AZ Neighborhood/security
Phoenix, AZ Community image and pride
San Diego, CA Quality of life
Sarasota, FL Community livability/quality of life
Savannah, GA Homeless problem
Savannah, GA Affordable housing
Savannah, GA Livability and quality of neighborhoods
Savannah, GA Removal of dilapidated buildings
St. Petersburg, FL Maintain neighborhood identity and vitality
Williamsport, PA Provide low and moderate income oriented

assistance programs for housing and low-
interest loans for housing rehabilitation

Williamsport, PA Comprehensive code enforcement program
Winston-Salem, NC Affordable housing

Infrastructure

Binghamton, NY
Boise, ID
Chicago, IL
Colorado Spgs. CO
Colorado Spgs. CO
Cranston, RI
Detroit, MI
Detroit, MI
Evanston, IL
Evanston, IL
Galveston, TX
Glendale, AZ
Indianapolis, IN
Irvine, CA
Jackson, MS
Kansas city, MO
Los Angeles, CA
Louisville, KY
Meridian, MS
Mesa, AZ
Newark, CA
Oak Park, MI
Ogden, UT
Pasadena, CA

Pocatello, ID
Pocatello, ID

Street maintenance
Repair and maintenance of infrastructure
New airport site in Chicago
Transportation and traffic improvements
Airport construction
Extension of sewers
Development of light rail system
Airport expansion
Construction of library
Improvements to sewer system
Street reconstruction
Traffic (congestion and accidents)
Transportation
Resolution of transportation issues
Infrastructure
Capital improvements
Reduce traffic congestion
Standiford Field airport expansion
Major capital improvement projects
Work toward freeway and road improvements
Establish capital improvement plan
Completion of improvement of city-wide streets
Better freeway access to the city of Ogden
Complete city's aggressive infrastructure
programs
Street repair and maintenance
Downtown improvements: infrastructure, building
repair and renovation
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Infrastructure

Rochester, NY
Sandy City, UT
St. Paul
Topeka, KS

Social Service

Infrastructure maintenance
Provide more funding for capital projects
Sewer separation/street reconstruction
Transportation system

Akron, OH Providing satisfactory public service without
overtaxing citizens

Akron Curbing spiraling health-care costs
Boise, ID Meeting Boise's social service needs
Boston, MA Maternal and child health
Indi&napolis, IN Social Programs
Kansas City, MO Improving selected services
Madison, WI Improve basic services
Madison, WI Target special assistance to low-income

families
Newark, CA Maintain acceptable service levIls
Newark, NJ Expansion of health and counseling services

for the AIDS crisis
Oak Park, MI Maintaining high level of city services
Pasadena, CA Develop human services strategy and the city's

role in that strategy
Pocatello, ID Maintain services at current levels
San Diego, CA Maintain other essential city services
Sandy City, UT Maintain service levels
St. Petersburg, FL Provide essential public services
York, PA Maintain services with little or no tax

increase

Alexandria, VA
Baltimore, MD
Charlotte, NC
Cranston, RI
Cranston, RI
Glendale, AZ
N. Miami, FL

Newark, CA

Phoenix, AZ

Quality of public education
Pre-K, elementary and secondary education
Education
New schools
Education
Education
Enhance public school system and reduce
overcrowding
Implementation of policies and programs to
improve education
Education
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TABLE XI (cont'd)

Public Finance

Albany, NY
Alexandria,
Binghamton,
Birmingham,

Boise, ID

Chicago, IL
Decatur, IL

Evanston, IL
Evanston, IL

Houston, TX

Irvine, CA
Irvine, CA
Jackson, MS
Jackson, MS
Kansas City
Kansas City, MO
Kansas City, NO
Madison, WI
Madison, WI
Madison, WI
Meridian, MS
Meridian, MS
Mesa, AZ
Newark, CA
Newark, CA

Pasadena, CA
Rochester, NY
San Diego, CA

St. Paul, MN
Topeka, KS
Topeka, KS
Williamsport, PA
Winston-Salem, NC
York, PA
York, PA

Resource management
Residential real property tax relief base
Balanced budget in light of diminished revenue
Continue partnerships with other local
governments in dealing with issues such as
transportation and zoning
Planning for future fiscal and community
stability
Public/private partnerships to improve
Create housing and economic organization
development efficiency and cost effectiveness
Identifying ongoing revenues and expenditure
Facing issue of higher expenditure growth than
fee-based services governments in dealing with
issues such as growth
On-going management improvement incoming
revenues
Shift of burden by feds and state to cities
Dealing with slowdown in economy and reduced
City reorganization
Fair taxation issues between city and county
Bond issues
Increase in cash reserves
Raising revenue
Review alternative revenue sources
Reduce amount of loiiq-term debt
Increase revenue sources from state
Local sales tax option
Consolidation of services
Build foundation for long-term fiscal health
Protect operating reserves
More efficient use of resources (DS check if
repeated this statement elsewhere)
Ensure a sound financial base for the city
Budget/tax restraint
Achieve maximum cost recovery in provision nf
fee based service
Cost containment
Broaden tax and revenue base
City-county cooperation
Hold line on local taxes
Budget and finance
Develop strategic plan to address the 1990's
Encourage state to legislate helpful tax reform
measures
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TABLE XI (cont'd)

Znvironuman

Akron, OH
Albany, N
Binghamtor
Colorado
Cranston,
Decatur,
Decatur,

Glendale,
Indianapo
Irvine, C1
Los Angel

Los Angele
Louisville
Louisville
Louisville

Mesa, AZ
N. Miami,
N. Miami,

Ogden, UT
Phoenix, A
Sarasota,
Sarasota,
St. Peters
Winston-Sa

Solid waste management
Y Solid waste management
n, NY Recycling
Spgs. CO Park trails development
RI Open space

Continue work nn recycling and solid waste
Complete water wellfield and begin lake
dredging project

AZ Environment
lis, IN Environment

Conservation of open space
is, CA Begin implementation of stormwater pollution

control program
as, CA Begin implementation of recycling program
a, KY Downtown waterfront redevelopment
a, KY Phase-in curbside recycling program
e, KY Operation Brightside - citywide clean-up and

beautification
Develop solid waste management/recycling action

FL Increase recycling efforts in community
FL Resolution of munisport issue with Superfund

requirements
Improve park facilities

Z Environment
FL Waterfront protection and improvement
FL Environment protection and enhancement
burg, FL Protect and enhance waterfront and open spaces
lem, NC Environment protection including waste removal

Others

Charlotte, NC
Chicago, IL
Decatur, IL

Houston, TX
Newark, NJ

0den, UT
Pocatello, ID
York, PA

Public resources
Zebra mussels
Begin GIS application,development and
programming
Employee com-ensation and improved productivity
Creation of additional recreational
opportunities for youth
Better programs for our youth
To fund new salary/benefit program
Determine extent of 1990 census error and
refute if warranted
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TABLE II

CITZ8 AND POPULATIONS RESPONDING TO SURVEY

Of the 50 cities responding to the survey, seven cities had
populations between 30,000 and 50,000. Ten cities represented
populations of between 100,000 and 200,000. Thirteen cities had
populations of between 200,000 and 500,000 and ten cities had
populations of 500,000 and above. Half of those cities responding
with populations above 500,000 represented cities with populations
above 1 million.

CITY

Akron, OH
Albany, NY
Alexandria, VA
Allentown, PA
Baltimore, MD
Binghamton, NY
Birmingham, AL
Boise, ID
Boston, MA
Charlotte, NC
Cheyenne, WY
Chicago, IL
Colorado Spgs. CO
Cranston, RI
Decatur, IL
Detroit, MI
Evanston, IL
Galveston, TX
Glendale, AZ
Houston, TX
Indianapolis, IN
Irvine, CA
Jackson, MS
Jacksonville, FL
Kansas City, MO

POPULATION CITY

222,060
97,020
107,800
104,360
752,800
52,910

277,510
108,390
573,600
352,070
53,960

3,021,912
272,660
73,760
90,360

1,200,000
71,570
60,210
125,820

1,729,720
719,820
104,781
208,420
658,437
441,170

Los Angeles, CA
Louisville, KY
Madison, WI
Meridian, MS
Mesa, AZ
Newark, CA
Newark, NJ
North Miami, FL
Oak Park, MI
Ogden, UT
Pasadena, CA
Phoenix, AZ
Pocatello, ID
Portland, OR
Rochester, NY
San Diego, CA
Sandy City, UT
Sarasota, FL
Savannah, GA
St. Paul, MN
St. Petersburg, F]
Topeka, KS
Williamsport, PA
Winston-Salem, NC
York, PA

POPULATION

3,310,057
286,470
175,830
42,970
300,317
37,420
316,240
42,650
31,120
67,490
129,900
981,846
44,420
432,175
235,970

1,086,592
67,430
51,500
146,800
263,680

L 239,410
118,580
31,710
148,080
44,430
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CITY FISCAL DISTRESS

INTRODUCTION
The roots of local fiscal stress and crisis can be found in converging patterns of economic,
social, and intergovernmental change. It is these deeper patterns, rather than short-term

political or management behavior that dominates headlines, that require the attention of

policy-makers at all levels.

1. The United States is undergoing a major industrial restructuring. All cities and
metropolitan areas are affected by this process of economic change. For many,
particularly the nation's central cities, the consequence of this process of economic

change is steady erosion of their tax bases concurrent with increasing joblessness.

* Per capita income in the largest central cities is approximately 58.5 percent of that of
their suburbs on average. The range of these income disparities between cities and
suburbs around this average, however, is pr.at. The magnitude of these income
disparities is a clear indicator of the disparities in their tax bases.

" The evidence suggests that disparities in per capita income between cities and
suburbs may have increased dramatically in the I 980s. Confirmation of this trend
must await availability of data from the 1990 Census.

• There are also significant differences in rates of unemployment between almost all
cities and their suburbs. In a few, such as Detroit, Baltimore and St. Louis, central
city unemployment rates are almost double those experienced in their suburbs.

2. Major demographic shifts have combined with structural economic change to erode the

tax bases of central cities. More than 5.5 million more people lived in poverty at the end

of the decade of the 1980s than ten years previously. Over this period, poverty became
increasingly concentrated in the nation's central cities. These trends result in systematic

differentials among localities in income, wealth, and poverty. These differences create
fiscal stresses in many central cities.

3. Changes in the intergovernmental system are increasing the fiscal squeeze on cities and

towns throughout the United States.

" Federal cutbacks and fiscal retrenchment in many states have significantly reduced
the share of local revenues provided by the federal government and states.

* The escalating costs of federal and stated mandated programs are placing growing
fiscal burdens on cities.

" Some states impoverish their cities by tightly regulating types of taxes cities can use
and by exercising detailed controls over tax rates and assessment practices.

NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES RESEARCH REPORT
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The current economic recession compounds the problems of cities already attempting to
cope with difficult fiscal circumstances. Even without a recession and with the best
practices of fiscal management, many cities and towns will face severe fiscal difficulties in
the 1990s as a result of the differential effects of these trends.

L ECONOMIC RESTRUCTURING
AND FISCAL DISPARITIES

Even as all levels of government--federal, state, and local--attempt to deal with the fiscal
pressures created by the recession, their economies are undergoing a process of industrial
restructuring. This process is driven by new technologies, changing tastes and values of
consumers, and changing patterns of regional and international competition.

No region, city or town will be immune to these forces of economic change. A 1988 study
of the future of the U.S. economy concluded:1

During the next two decades, new technologies, rapid increases in foreign
trade, and the tastes and values of a new generation of Americans are likely
to reshape virtually every product, every service, and every job in the
United States. These forces will shake the foundations of the most secure
American businesses. Fewfeatures of the change seem inevitable.

This process of industrial transformation is essential to the long-term competitiveness of the
nation in the global economy and to that of U.S. regions. The strength of cities and their
regional economies is directly related to their capacity to facilitate the transition to new
economic functions in response to the changing requirements of the national and global
economies.

But these patterns of economic change differ across regions, states, and localities. As a
consequence, different cities and towns attempt to meet the needs of their residents and to
balance their budgets with very different resource bases from which to derive revenues.
Many jurisdictions in the United States have been adversely affected by the ongoing

restructuring of their economies.

IU.S. Cmgress, Office o Tecology Auessama, Technolo aid the Anerca Econogic Transition:
Chokes/or the Futre OTA-TIET-283, (Washington, DC.: U.S. Goveruimtnt Printing Offce, May
1988), p.3 .

NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES RESEARCH REPORT
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Per capita income is a measure of the economic health of places, a reflection of the potential

tax base, and an indicator of the economic welfare of a city's residents. The magnitude of

disparities between per capita income of cities and their suburbs are a mirror of differences-

in their tax bases. For some, these disparities are sharp and distinct.

A substantial decline in the economic welfare of cities relative to their suburbs has been

occurring since at least 1960, and a precipitous drop appears to have occurred in the 1980s

(Figure 1). In 1960, per capita income was five percent greater in cities in metropolitan

areas than in their suburbs.
2 By 1973, per capita income in cities had fallen to 96 percent

of their suburbs.
3 

Seven years later, in 1980, this ratio had fallen to 89 percent.
4 

This

decline in the economic welfare of cities relative to suburbs appears to have accelerated

sharply in the 1980s. By 1987, per capita income in central cities was only 59 percent of

that of their suburbs.
5

Figure 1
Central City/Suburban Income Disparities, 1960.1987

(Central City Per Capita Income as Percent of Suburban Per Capita Income)

I10- - 105%

100- 19.60 96%

90- 1973 89%

1960i 98

70.

60- 1987 59%

50V
1950 1960 1970 1980 1990

2
Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, Trends in Metropolitan America (Washington,

D.C.: ACIR, February 1977), p. 40.3
Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, Trends in Metropolitan America (Washington,

DC.: ACIR, February 1977), p. 40.4This figure is based on a sample of the 85 largest cities in 1980. See Advisory Commission on
Intergovernmental Relations, Fiscal Disparities: Central Cities and Suburbs, 1981 (Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1984)5This is the average ratio for the sample of 62 cities and their suburbs presented in the Appendix. This
sample is a majority of of large cities for which 1990 Census data initially became available.

NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES RESEARCH REPORT
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Those comparisons between 1980 and 1987 muwt be vewed with ccaon.6 Nonetheless,
the orders of magnitude are striking. A great deal of attention has focused on the
polarization of incomes in the United States , t _ !st decade. These data provide a
geographical dimension to this issue. Quality of life is directly related to geographical
places and the economic vitality of these places. If, indeed, we are witnessing increasing
disparities between per capita incomes in cities and their suburbs, the issue of the fiscal
limitations of cities must be addressed anew. Final documentation of this trend toward
increasing city-suburb income disparities must await the availability of data from the 1990
Census.

Figure 2 identifies 20 larger cities with very large city/suburban differences in per capita
income in 1987. The range of variation in the ratio of city and suburban per capita income
is large. Within this set of 20, the city with the highest per capita income, San Francisco,
also has the highest suburban per capita income.

I !IIA Iii i IJIiI I I 1)I IV

6Caution is required both because of the computational steps necessary to estimate 1987 per capita income
for suburbs and die slightly different samples of cities used to genere the average figures for the two years,

NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES RESEARCH REPORT
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There does not appear to be any consistent reltionship between population size of cities
and economic health, as measured by per capita income. As illustrated in Figure 3. the
range of variation is great. Per capita income among these cities in 1987 ranged frm over
$15,000 in San Francisco to less than $8,000 in Louisville.7 Some cities, such as San
Francisco, Washington D.C., Seattle, and Charlotte are doing well by this measure of

economic health. Othlarge cities like Philadelphia, Detroit, San Antonio and Philadelphia
have relatively low per capita incomes. Even within the set of cities with populations
between 100,000 and a half million, the variation in per capita income is extremely wide.

Figure 3CITY POPULATION AND PER CAPITA INCOME

14000-

12M 0

I0000D

6= 0

0 So 1000 1500
1990 Popolmallo (In thousands)

2000

7
Cleary, the cost of living differs significandy among the cities in Figur 3. The differences in real or cost

of giving adjusted per capital ircme would be less.
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Unemployment is another measure of both the economic vitality of a city and the potential
service demands of an affected population. Although data are limited, the evidence is
strong that central city unemployment rates greatly exceed those of many metropolitan
areas. Figure 4 examines the differentials of 15 metropolitan areas for which data are
available. With the single exception of San Diego, the central cities of these areas are more
sharply impacted by joblessness.

NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES RESEARCH REPORT
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Demographic trends also provide a mirror of the changing economic fortunes of cities and

their suburbs. Between 1980 and 1990, 19 major cities lost population (Figure 5). Of
these only five were in metropolitan areas that lost population. The rest were in growing
metropolitan areas, some of which were growing rapidly even as their central cities

declined in size.

NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES RESEARCH REPORT
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II. THE BURDEN OF POVERTY
Demographic change has combined with the dramatic structural changes in the economies

of central cities to erode the tax bases of many of these jurisdictions. Most important of
these are the movement of higher income households from cities to suburbs and the

increasing concentration of poverty in central cities and cities and towns in nonmetropolitan

areas.

In 1987, NLC pointed to the linkage between the performance of the national economy and
poverty (Poverty in America: New Data, New Perspectives).

The direction of this causation, however, is not only from the national

economy to poverty. Poverty has a breaking influence on the vitality of the
economy. Responding to the critical needs of those in poverty directs
scarce national resources from other uses which might spur economic
growth. Further, the segment of the poverty population which might be
added to the workforce should be viewed as a national resource whose
potential can promote economic growth.

This 1987 research report documented the increasing urbanization of poverty in the United

States between 1979 and 1985, a year when the rate of poverty stood at a twenty-year high

(1970-1989).

A decade of structural economic change and recessions in the 1980s and early 1990s have

increased poverty in the United States.

More than 5.5 million more people were living in poverty in 1989 than ten
years previously.

NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES RESEARCH REPORT
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The rate at which poverty afflicted Americans increased by one percent over the decade
1979-1989 (Figure 6). This increased poverty rate accounted for fully one-half of the
increase in poverty between the beginning and end of the decade. The other half occurred
because of overall population growth. Recession in the early 1980s sharply increased

poverty. Relative prosperity in the last five years of the decade brought this rate back to
levels similar to those at the beginning of the decade.

NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES RESEARCH REPORT
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Central cities experienced the highest rates of poverty again in 1989, as they did in 1985
and in 1979 (Figure 7). By 1989, there were approximately 4.4 million more persons in
poverty in central cities thaw in 1979. Nonmetropolitan areas continued :o experience high
rates of poverty. The incidence of poverty increased by two percentage points over the
decade, although the number of those in poverty in nonmetropolitan areas decreased by
slightly more than one million over this ten-year period.

Figure 7
POVERTY RATES OF INDIVIDUALS BY TYPE OF RESIDENTS

Percent of All Persons ia the Areas

The relative prosperity of the last five years of the decade did not, by this measure, favor
the suburbs. Although suburbs had the lowest rates of poverty in each of the three years

examined, the incidence of poverty in the suburbs of metropolitan areas decreased by only
one-half of one percentage point between 1985 and 1989, the same as in the metropolitan
area as a whole and in their central cities.

NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES RESEARCH REPORT
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Slightly more than 60 percent of all those afflicted by poverty lived in metropolitan areas in
1979. The remainder lived in nornetropolitan areas. The data do not identify how many

of these were in nonmetropolitan cities and towns. The urban share of those in poverty,
however, is clearly greater than simply that of central cities and their suburbs (Figure 8).

Figure 8
DISTRIBUTION OF INDIVIDUALS IN POVERTY

By Type of Residence, 1979, 1985 & 1989

s~oO U 1979 iN [
40.00% -

30.00%-00

20.00%-

10.00%

0.00%
NonMetro Cenua Cities Other Metro

Ten years later, by 1989, 72.7 percent of those in poverty were in metropolitan areas. This
represents an increase of over 10 percentage points in the metropolitan share of poverty.

Poverty is increasingly concentrated in central cities in the United States. Over the decade,

the central city's share of the nation's poor increased from 37 to 43 percent or by six
percentage points. The economic recovery of the 1980s had little effect on the incidence of

poverty in central cities, and their share of the nation's poor increased as the national
economy grew. Although the proportion of those in poverty in suburban rings increased by

over this period, sharp disparities between central cities and suburbs in both rates and

shares of poverty remained at the end of the decade.

NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES RESEARCH REPORT
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III. CHANGES WITHIN FEDERAL SYSTEM

Critics of urban fiscal management often fail to recognize how these changes within the
intergovernmental systems, as well as the control states exercise over taxing sources
available to cities, affect the fiscal conditions. Federal cutbacks, current budget shortfalls
in many states, and escalating mandated costs are increasing the fiscal burdens of cities and
towns, even as many attempt to cope with the costs of economic and demographic change.

The federal government has retreated from its commitment to the welfare of cities made in
the late 1960s. Since roughly 1986, federal assistance to local governments has been
declining (Figure 9).8 Adjustment of federal assistance to local governments for inflation
would further accentuate the precipitousness of the federal retreat in its commitment to local
governments.

8Data for Figures 9-13 are from Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, Significant
Fealnres of Fiscal Federahsm. (Washington, D.C.: January 1989).

NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES RESEARCH REPORT
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The share of total local government revenues provided by the federal government, after
increasing throughout the 1970s, began to decline precipitously in 1980 (Figure 10). In
1978 integovernmental mutsfers from the federal government constituted 9 percent of local
government revenues. By 1987, this figure had decreased to 4.2 percent. In 1986, as part
of the New Federalism, general revenue sharing, a major source of unrestricted funding for
cities, ',,as eliminated. Other programs providing assistance to cities have been
sys.-amically pared or eliminated.

Figure 10
SHARE OF TOTAL LOCAL REVENUES
FROM FEDERAL SOURCES, 1972.1997

10%-

9%

8%-

7%

6%

5%

4%

3%.
1970 1975 1980 1985 1990

Prospects for increased federal funding to meet domestic priorities and address die
problems of die nation's cities are extremely limited. Continuing federal deficits, the
growing federal dell % political opposition to new taxes, and lack of political consensus on
national goals effectvely preclude any federal response to the needs of cities.

Even as federal assistance to cities has declined, the cost of federal mandates to cities has
soared. In particular, environmental and medical care mnudates, unaccompanied by federal
funds for implementation, now pose major challenges to city fiscal capacities. In addition,
new controls on the ability of local governments to issue bonds legislated in die 1986 Tax
Act further handicap cities as they attempt to address their fiscal needs.

NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES RESEARCH REPORT
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The ability of states to assist cities has been constrained by their own expanded
responsibilities under the New Federalism and by their own budgetary problems. Between
1980 and 1985, the state share of total local revenues declined (Figure 11). Since 1985,
this contribution appears to have stabilized. In 1975, the state share of total local revenues
was 32 percent. By 1987, this share was 29 percent.

Figure 11
SHARE OF TOTAL LOCAL REVENUES

FROM STATE SOURCES, 1972-1937

In the current recession, however, 28 states confront serious deficits that will require

cutbacks in programs, including those benefiting cities, and, in some cases, tax increases.
This will hamper the ability of many states to respond to fiscal stress of cities through

increased assistance.

States have also increased fiscal pressures on cities through mandates. In many cases,
cities are mandated by states to provide services without any state provision for funding.

Some states have attempted to address this problem. California and Florida, for example,
have passed reimbursement acts that require mandates to be accompanied by funding.
Florida legislation permits any mandates for which funding is not provided to be ignored

by local governments. Other states require fiscal notes which are financial impact

NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES RESEARCH REPORT
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statements of the costs to local governments of pending mandate legislation. Fiscal notes,
by specifying the costs of pending mandate, ar intended to force consideration of costs in
the legislative process.

States can impoverish their cities through state policies regulating the type of taxes local
governments can use. In some states, cities may use any taxes not prohibited by state
legisla.on. In others, cities must be authorized to used particular taxes by state legislation.
In addition, some states exercise fairly detailed controls over local tax rates and assessment
practices.

Local governments have not been passive over this period. The share of local revenues that
had to be derived from local sources has increased sharply since 1980, after falling
consistently throughout the 1970s (Figure 12). In 1979, local governments derived
slightly less than 60 percent of their revenues from local sources. By 1987, this figure was
almost 67 percenL

NATIONAL LEA VE OF CITIES RESEARCH REPORT
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This increased local share is not an artifact of federal cutbacks. During this period local
governments were significantly increasing the revenues they derived from their own
sources (Figure 13). Between 1979 and 1987, locally generated revenues increased by
84.4 percent.

Despite this increased level of local avenue effort, some cities and towns are experiencing

fiscal distress because of economic and demographic change, and changes and restrictions
within the intergovernmental system. Fiscal crises resulting from these structural and

institutional problems cannot be addressed by cities acting alone, particularly where local

revenue efforts are already high.

Figure 13
LOCAL GOVERNMENT REVENUES
FROM OWN SOURCES, 1972-1987

Million of
Dollars
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Answers must be found within the intergovernmental system, in metropolitan regionalism,

and by addressing the negative tax climate that pervades cities and states. Among these are:

The federal and state governments must recognize that cities, acting alone, cannot

effectively address structural and institutionally induced fiscal distress. Both of

these levels of government should consider programs to assist cities confronting
budgetary problems due to these sources.

NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES RESEARCH REPORT
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0 In addition, both the federal government and states must recognize the increasing
costs of mandates on cities and towns. New mandates should be accompanied by
revenaue for implementation, especially for local governments already confronting

fiscal proba ns.

0 The federal and local governments should recognize the burden on city fiscal
systems created by the increasing concentration of the nation's poor in central cities.
Poverty is not simply the responsibility of cities. Federal and state programs
should assist central cities, as well as distressed jurisdictions in suburbs and
nonmetropolitan areas, in responding to the needs of those in poverty.

* States should address the issue of the effects of restrictive state tax policies on the
ability of local governments to respond to their fiscal problems.

9 In an era of federal and state deficits, part of the answer must be found within

metropolitan areas. Metropolitan areas are a single regional economy. The
economic health of any jurisdiction within the region affects the health and potential
of the whole. The decade of the 1990s must be a period of coalition building and
tax base sharing among jurisdictions within metropolitan areas.

• An unfortunate legacy of the 1980s is the prevailing pejor tive attitudes toward any
new taxes, even when the need is great and the justification strong. This must

change. In particular, cities cannot respond to their own fiscal needs if their ability
to derive new revenues is restricted by voter unwillingness to approve new taxes or

tax rates.

NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES RESEARCH REPORT
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APPENDIX

CENTRAL CITY/SUBURBAN
DISPARITIES IN INCOME

CENTRAL CITYSUBURBAN DISPARITIES IN PER CAPITA INCOME

PER CAPITAL INCOME
RANX CITY CITY SUBURBAN CM AS PERCENT

1917 (S) I () I OF SUBURBAN

1 Newark
2 ElPaso
3 Cleveland
4 Bosto
5 Chi 0g

6 Sunse
7 San Francisco
I Memphis
9 Balimore
10 Philadelphia
II Detrit

12 Milwaukee
13 Buffalo
14 Toledo
is St. Louis. MO
16 Tucson
17 Jacksonville
18 Albuquerque
19 Rochester, NY
20 Dayton
21 Birmingham. AL
22 Fresno

23 ndimanapolis
24 Miami
25 New Orleans
26 Oakland

27 Columbus
28 LoLisville
29 Wichita
30 Fort Woth

31 Austin
32 Houston
33 Atlanta

34 Dallas
35 Was& D.C.
36 Norfolk. VA
37 Cincbiat
38 San Bernardino
39 Ptmbu-a
40 Phoenix

41 Denver
42 La Angeles
43 Sacwseso
44 Pwdsind. OR
45 Kansas City. MO

7.622
8,027

8.690
12,934

10.806
13,711
15.137
10.347

9.989
10.002
9.662
10.593
9.354
10,872
9.718
10.204
11.514
11.98
10.456
9.135
8.954
10,151
12,111
9,830
9.340
12,215
10.811
9.852
12.43t,

11,082
11.360
12.007
11,689
13.489
14.778
10.070
11.223
9.623
10.91
12,373
12,960
13.592
11.530
11.830
12.077

23.747
19.049
20305
30,158
24.005
29,463
32.315
21.919
21.054
20.692
19.755
21.i04
13.072
20,344
18,074
18.837
21,136
21.515
18,758
16.255
15.892
17.759
21.057
16,941
16.083
20.909
18.248

16.574
20.521
17.938
19.103
18,457
17.392
20.413

22.310
15.165
16.392
14.471

16.397
18.333
19.174
20.070
17.057
17,293
17.552

32.1%
42.1%
42.3%
43.1%
45.0%
46.5%
46.8%
47.2%
47.4%
48.3%
48.9%
50.2%
51.8%
53.4%
53.8%
54.2%
54.5%
55.7%
55.7%
56.2%
56.3%
57.2%
57.5%
58.0%
538.1%
538.4%
59.2%
59.4%

60.3%
61.8%
62.1%
65.1%
65.3%
66.1%
66.2%
66.4%
66.4%
66.5%
67.0%
67.4%
67.7%
67.7%
67.9%
68.4%
68.8%
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CENTRAL CITY/SUBURBAN DISPARTIiES IN PER CAPITA INCOME

Omaha

Tamps
San Diego
min"apolis
NuhviUc-Dvsn.
Lasg Beach, CA
Oklahoma City

SLcenbuSt. Peimb cg

Newpon News, VA
Tulsa
Ha'oluJu
Rivnmide, CA
Salt Lake City
Chetlocte
Vsrgiri Beach
San A.Atonio

12,430
12.004
12.978
23,092
12.553
12.947

1m..47
14.431
12.170
12,396
12.829
14.483

12,034
11.064
13.970
13,141

12.592

18.112
15.783

13,602
13,675
17,669
17,774
15.818
19.369
15.501
14.463
15,715
17.448
14,371
12.,3W
15.519
14.455

12.893

68.9%
69.7%
69.8%
70.t%
71.2%
72.8%
73.0%
74.5%
78.5%
78.8%
31.3%
33.0%
33.7%
87.9%
90.0%
90.9%
97.7%

46
47
48
49
50
51

52
53
54
55
56
57
58

59
60
61
62

Average 10,7%6 I 1& 9 i 5.5%
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Preface

The Fiscal Survey of the States is published twice annually by the National Association of State
Budget Officers (NASBO) and the National Governors' Association (NGA). The series was started In
1977. The survey presents aggregate and individual data on the states' general fund receipts,
expenditures, and balances. While not the totality of state spending, these funds are used to finance
most broad-based state services and are the most important elements in determining the fiscal health
of the states. A separate survey that includes total state sp,!nding also is conducted annually.

The field survey on which this report is based was conducted by the National Association of State
Budget Officers in January, February, and March 1991. The surveys were completed by Governors'
state budget officers in the fifty states. Due to gubernatorial elections, Alabama and Rhode Island have
not yet submitted 1992 budget proposals.

Fiscal 1990 data represent actual figures. fiscal 1991 figures are estimates, and fiscal 1992 data are
figures contained in proposed 1992 budgets. In fo"y-six states, fiscal 1991 will close onJune 30,1991.
New York's fiscal year ended March 31, 1991. Texas' fiscal year will end on August 31, 1991, and
Alabama and Michigan will close their fiscal years on September 30, 1991.

The Fiscal Survey of the Slates is a cooperative effort of the National Association of State Budget
Officers and the National Governors' Association. Marcia Howard of the National Association of State
Budget Officers compiled data for the report and prepared the text. Laura Shaw produced the report.
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Executive Summary

In September 1990 theFiscalSurvey offbeStates warned that 'state fiscal conditions for 1991 are
based on budgets that assume slow, but positive, growth. They do not anticipate a recession. If a
recession were to occur, states would be in substantially worse condition than the data in this report
indicate.'

A recession did occur and, consequently, state fiscal conditions In 1991 are the worst in nearly a
decade. The most important single indicator of state fiscal health-total balances-has fallen to a level
of $5.9 billion, or just 2.0 percent of expenditures. Excluding a large surplus in Alaska, balances are
estimated at just 1.5 percent of expenditures. The last time balances were this low was in 1983 when
they also dropped to 1.5 percent of expenditures.

States entered this recession In a much weaker position than they entered the recession of the
early 1980s. While the underlying economywas worse in the earlier recession, state budgets are faring
worse now. As a result, a prolonged recession could batter state budgets very badly. Based on state
estimates, ending balances contained in Governors' proposed 1992 budgets will total $6.1 billion. If
the recession persists, even this modest improvement will be almost impossible to achieve.

The re esion has blurred, but not eliminated, strong regional differences in state fiscal health.
The eastern United States is inworse condition than thewestern United States and northeastern states
continue to face the most severe budget crises. While almost every state in the Northeast has faced
large budget shortfalls this year, few states west of the Mississippi River have reported significant
budget problems.

Even without a recession state fiscal conditions would be weak. Some argue that state tax systems
cannot generate sufficient revenues to support current programs. Medicaid, which grew by more than
18 percent in fiscal 1990, is consuming more resources than current state tax levels can provide. This
causes one of two things to happen: other programs must be scaled back to pay for increased Medicaid
spending or taxes must be increased. In many states both options are being pursued.

Thirty-seven states will spend more on Medicaid than they originally budgeted for fiscal 1991.
Until this program is brought under control, state budgets are likely to remain in severe distress and
Governors will be forced to scale back or abandon other program initiatives.

Other major findings of this survey include:

o Reflecting the extreme difficulties states face, twenty-nine states have reduced fiscal 1991
budgets by $8 billion.

* Proposed state revenue increases for fiscal 1992 total $6.6 billion. If the recession persists,
this amount is likely to grow as states exhaust other balancing options.

o Governors' fiscal 1992 budgets contain growth of just 4.8 percent. This is the lowest rate of
growth since 1983 and represents a reduction of services in many states.

o Federal increases in cigarette, alcohol, and gasoline taxes have reduced state tax activity in
these areas. The number of states proposing increases in these taxes has declined dramati-
cally since the federal increases were enacted.
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I. State Expenditure Developments

Overview

State budgets were projected to grow by 6.5 percent in fiscal 1991. As the year progressed and
the nation experienced a recession, state fiscal conditions deteriorated even further and spending was
scaled back to avoid deficits. As a result, state spending for fiscal 1991 in now estimated at 5.2 percent,
the lowest rate of growth since 1983. Summaries of state spending for fiscal 1990, 1991, and 1992 are
contained in Appendix Tables A-1, A-2, and A-3.

Table 1 shows the volatility of state spending over the last fourteen years. The growth in fiscal
1992 budgets-estimated at just 4.8 percent-represents the second lowest level of growth since these
data have been collected. The only year with lower growth was 1983, when a severe and prolonged
recession drained state resources and spending was actually reduced from the prior year's level. While
the current recession has been less severe, state budgets have been hit harder and spending growth
has been reduced only months into the downturn.

Table 1
STATE NOMINAL AND ARAL ANNUAL BUDGET INCREASES,

FISCAL 1979 TO FISCAL 1992

State General Fund
Nominal Real

Fiscal Year Increase Increase

1992 4.8% (est.) 0.3% (est.)
1991 5.2 (est.) 0.3 (est.)
1990 6.4 1.7
1989 8.7 3.5
1988 7.0 2.9
1987 6.3 2.6
1986 8.9 3.7
1985 10.2 4.6
1984 8.0 3.3
1983 .0.7 -6.3
1982 6.4 -1.1
1981 16.3 6.1
1980 10.0 .0.6
1979 10.1 1.5
1979-92 average 7.7% 1.6%

NOTE: The state and local government implicit price deflator was used for state expenditures in determine.
ing real changes.

SOURCE: National Association of State Budget Officers

While no states enacted budgets in 1989 that were lower than the previous year, three did so in
1990, seven did so in 1991, and eight are expected to do so in 1992. This reflects the general
weakening in state fiscal conditions over the last two years and the pessimistic outlook for fiscal 1992.
Whereas sixteen states had more than 10 percent budget growth in fiscal 1990, Table 2 shows that
eleven exceeded 10 percent growth in fiscal 1991 and only seven are expected to exceed in it fiscal
1992.
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Table 2
ANNUAL STATE GENERAL FUND EXPENDITURE INCREASES,

FISCAL 1991 AND FISCAL 1992

Numbr of stes
Focal 1991 Fiucal 1992

Spendt Growtsh (o ) (EstbiRa) (Proposed)"
Negative Growth 7 8
0.0% to 4.9% 15 19
5.0% to 9.9% 17 14
10% or Higher 11 7
Average Growth Rate 5.2% 4.8%

NOTE: Data for Alabama and Rhode Island are not available.
SOURCE: National Asaociation of State Budget Officers

Regional variations in spending growth are beginning to blur, as more states are affected by the
slow national economy. Figure I shows that no region exhibits remarkably strong growth or steep
declines. The majority of states fall into the mid-range of budget growth, with Increases near the
national average of 4.8 percent.

Figure 1
NOMINAL EXPENDITURE GROWTH IN FISCAL 1992 STATE BUDGETS*

.' - -~~

Nominal Percent Change - ft

* Negative growth
* 0% to 4.9%
* 5% to 9.9%
o 10% or higher
*Data for Alabama and Rhode Island are not available.
SOURCE: National Association of State Budget Officers

Budget Management

States generallystrive for balanced budgets and, for the most part, achieve them through spending
cuts or revenue increases when those become necessary. In fiscal 1991, states have had to take
dramatic action to balance their budgets in order to avoid ending the year with a deficit.
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Table 3 lists the states that have reduced their fiscal 1991 budgets and the size of these reductions.
In total, budget cuts that have been proposed or enacted amount to more than $8 billion. This amount
is alarming because It exceeds the amount of tax and revenue increases proposed in Governors' 1992
budgets, confirming that budget cutting is playing a very important part in balancing state budgets.

Frequently, certain programs will be exempted front cuts. Table 3 also Identifies programs that
have been exempted this year. These exemptions reflect both legal considerations and Governors'
priorities. For example, debt service on bonds is exempted in some states because repayment
represents a contractual arrangement. Medicaid is often exempted because it is an entitlement

Table 3
BUDGET CUTS MADE AFTER THE FISCAL 1991 BUDGET PASSED*

Size of Cut
State (millions) Programs or Expenditures Exemptdfrom Cuts
Alabama 590.7 Debt service
Arizona 108.0 K.12 education
California 500.0 Debt services, Proposition 98 (K-14 education), constitutional expenditures
Colorado 43.0 K-12 education (partial and if revenues improve)
Connecticut 56.0 Direct care programs
Delaware 43.9 Federal and state mandated programs
Florida 749.9 Cuts are targeted to less sensitive areas
Georgia 359.0 Law enforcement, prisons, mental health
Illinois 53.9 K.12 education, income assistance, medical benefits for the needy
Indiana 91.9 Reductions are targeted
Iowa 47.5 X.12 education, local aid, entitlements
Maine 160.0 Debt service
Maryland 179.8 Prisons, Medicaid, human resources
Massachusetts 850.0 No generic program areas are exempt
Michigan 750.0 K.12 education, higher education, revenue sharing
Minnesota 197.0 No exemptions
Mississippi 105.0 Medicaid
Missouri 136.9 K-12 education, AFDC, adult basic education, entitlements, certain mental

health programs, student financial aid
New Hampshire 50.0 Direct aid to local government, federal programs
N-wJersey 600.0 Direct care programs (e.g., human services institutions, corrections,Medicaid)
New York 816.0 Debt service, pledged revenues associated with bond issues
North Carolina 222,2 No exemptions
Ohio 220.6 Human services, education, corrections, revenue-generating programs
Pennsylvania 358.0 No exemptions
Rhode Island 144.3 Core safety net programs such as cash assistance
South Carolina 132 6 Reductions are targeted
Tennessee 201.0 K.12 education, Medicaid
Vermont 40.0 Entitlement programs, education, property tax relief
Virginia 731.2 Aid to individuals, debt service

Total $8,038.4

* Includes cuts recommended but not yet implemented.
SOURCE: National Association of State Budget Officers



program with federal regulations attached to It. In other states, programs like education may be a
high priority and therefore not subject to reduction.

What particular actions are states taking to balance to their budgets? Appendix Table A-9 lists
strategies states have implemented or are considering. Only five states plan to close their fiscal 1991
budget gaps through tax Increases. The most widely used strategies are targeted reductions (24
states), hiring freezes (22 states), and travel freezes (19 states). In and of themselves, freezes do not
generate large savings and are seldom the sole options implemented In a cutback environment.

Targeting reductions to specific programs and agencies allows the Governor to protect programs
that he or she deems to be of relatively high priority. In general, targeted reductions take slightly
longer to implement since they reflect judgments of the relative worth of programs and therefore may
require additional analysis.

Other strategies that states are pursuing include:

* Across-the-board cuts. These Impose a fixed percentage cut on all state agencies.

*Layoffs and furloughs. These involve removing personnel from the state workforce
(layoffs) or having state employees take a specified number of days off without pay
(furloughs). In NewYork, employees will work five days without pay In fiscal 1991, with the
understanding that they will receive full compensation when they leave state employment.

* Revenue or tax Increases. These can range from raising fees for services, such as vehicle
registration or use of state parks, to increasing taxes.

" Delay spending. This can include postponing projects until the next fiscal year or delaying
payments to vendors or local governments.

* Borrowing/bonding. This can mean two things. Either the state will begin to sell bonds
to finance capital spending that is currently funded by general funds or the state will sell
bonds to finance its operating deficit.

" Rainy day funds. These funds, also known as budget stabilization funds, are established
when state revenues are strong to provide a cushion when revenues are weak. States that
hold balances in such funds may decide to tap those balances.

" Reduce/delay pension contributions. Some states have changed the assumptions for
earnings in their state pension funds. This allows them to make smaller state contributions
based on the assumption that the rate of earnings of the fund will be higher than previously
assumed. Delaying pension contributions is a specific example of deferred spending.

Other Expenditure Issues

Aid to Families with Dependent Children. This survey has followed cost-of-living increases for
Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) for the last few years. The decline in state fiscal
condition is reflected in the small number of states proposing increases for fiscal 1992. Whereas
twenty-four states increased benefits in fiscal 1991 and twenty-nine increased them in fiscal 1990, this
year only twelve Governors have proposed increases. The states where increases have been proposed
and the size of the proposed increases are listed on Table 4.

Employee Compensation Increases. More than In previous years, bargaining agreements
between states and their employees are still under discussion or being renegotiated. In many states,
no pay increases have been recommended for state employees. Appendix Table A-8 lists proposed
increases in employee compensation for fiscal 1992.
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Table 4
PROPOSED COST-OF-LIVING INCREASES FOR AD TO FAMILIES WITH

DEPENDENT CHILDREN, FISCAL 1992

State Proposed 1992 $tte Proposed 1992
Alaska 12.9% Ohio 1.4%
Arizona 14.0 Oregon 1.6
Hawail 1.0 South Dakota 5.0
Kansas 7.9 Tennessee 3.8
Nevada* 12.7 Utah 3.0
Noth Dakota 5.0 Washington 4.4

NOTES: Nevada increased Its payment from $330 to $370 for those not in public housing
SOURCE: National Association of State Budget Officers

Aid to Local Government. One of the first cuts states are assumed to make when their budgets
are out of balance is aid to local governments. Since this is one of the few spending areas that is largely
discretionary, it is often the first to reflect the effects of a weakening state economy. Table 5 reveals
the extent to which Governors' are still proposing programs to assist local governments. Ina few cases
an Increase in state aid accompanies an increase in local responsibltlies.

Medicaid and AFDC Spending. Although relatively few states are considering increases in AFDC
payment levels, states continue to feel the stress of caseload increases and expenditure growth in both
AFDC and Medicaid. Figure 2 identifies states that will spend more on AFDC or Medicaid than was
originally budgeted for fiscal 1991. Forty-five states will spend more on one or both of the two
programs than was originally budgeted and twenty-eight states will exceed their original spending
estimates for both programs. Since these programs often are exempted from budget cuts, their high
rate of spending growth forces even larger cuts in programs that are not exempted.

Figure 2
MEDICAID AND AFDC SPENDING COMPARED WITH ORIGINAL ESTIMATES,

FISCAL 1991

E Medicaid above estimate
N AFDC above estimate
* Both above estimate

SOURCE: National Association of State Budget Officers
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Table 5
PROPOSED NEW SPENDING OR TAX PROGRAMS TO AID

LOCAL GOVERNMENT, FISCAL 1992

Alaska The capital project matching grant program will provide state capital appropriations based on a
formula that incorporates a partial match from local communities.

Ark4nas Governor proposed establishing an education trust fund financed with a half-cent increase in
the state sales tax rate and extension of the sales tax to the trade difference on vehicles. This
will provide 5102.8 million to local school districts for education.

Calfornia The Governor has proposed several programs including a 8942 million shift of specified mental
health and public health programs to counties with an equivalent increase in the vehicle license
fee and alcohol tax to fund these or other programs according to county priorities. Another
proposal would facilitate passage of bonds for school and criminal Justice facilities by lowering
the approval requirement from two-thirds to one-half of the voters. Counties would be
authorized to increase the sales tax by up to a half cent for drug enforcement and crime
prevention purposes. Distribution of growth in sales tax revenues would be on a per capita
rather than situs basis to promote greater nterjurisdictional equity and better land use decisions.
The Governor also has promised to veto any unfunded state mandates and has expressed
commitment to eliminate or amend state required programs that are no longer effective or can
be demonstrated to unreasonably limit local government decision making

Connecticut The Governor has proposed dedicating 2 cents per gallon of the motor fuels tax for local

government expenditure on roads and bridges.

Florida A program to provide revenue flexibility at the local level is under study.

Georgia The Governor increased the loan program to local governments for water and sewer needs from
$20 million to 850 million.

Idaho The Governor has proposed 8 10 million in one time property tax relief and $4 million to begin
replacing the county medically needy program with a statewide program.

Illinois The Governor recommends a permanent Increase In the dedicated allocation to local govern-
ment from one-twelfth to one-ninth of net income.

Kansa The Governor's proposal to broaden the sales tax base is intended to provide property tax relief
through increased aid to school districts, assumption of the cost of certain education programs,
and enhancement of some direct aid programs. Local option sales taxes also are proposed.

MaryLand The Governor has recommended that the state assume all operations and responsibilities of the
Baltimore City jail. The Governor has supported a tax restructuring plan that would make the
state's tax system more equitable and progressive and that would result in a 8400 million increase
in net new local revenues.

Minnesota The Governor's recommendations will continue the state takeover of local costs associated with
income maintenance and court operations enacted In 1989. General local government aid and
other property tax relief paid directly to local governments will, however, be reduced and
convened to income-related property tax refunds to homeowners.

Montana The "Big Sky' dividend program would provide up to $29 million in coal trust fund revenues for
local government infrastructure Improvement grants.

Nevada The state is transferring responsibility for some of its optional long-term care programs to
counties since federal mandates have forced the state to cover recipients (particularly pregnant
women and children) who were formerly a county responsibility.
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Table 5 (continued)
PROPOSED NEW SPENDING OR TAX PROGRAMS TO AD

LOCAL GOVERNMENT, FISCAL 1992

NewJersey Based on the Income tax increase that took effective January 1,1991, the state will increase aid
to school districts (111.2 billion), increase homestead rebates (1296.4 million), take over county
and local costs related to the operation of state mental hospitals and developmentally disabled
centers ($128.6 million), take over welfare payments (11194.3 million), take over county mental
hospitals (140.9 million), and take over out-of-home placements (1125.2 million).

New York The Governor has proposed several programs Including enhanced local revenue authority (1875
million), a Medicaid cost containment package (1105.7 million), mandate relief (1391 million),
an environmental infrastructure fund (11190 million), a transportation fund (1500 million), and
sales tax base broadeners (129.5 million).

North Carolina The Governor recommends that local governments be granted the option to levy a half-cent sales
tax in lieu of a state appropriation for local aid. A bond referendum also Is proposed.

North Dakota By statute, 12 percent of all sales tax colections go to aid local government. For the 1991.93
biennium this amounts to S63 million. The Governor recommends that 16.25 million of the 163
million' e used at the state level by the Department of Human Services to avoid shifting costs to
counties for human service programs.

Oklahoma The Governor's proposals include new funds for local economic development pants.

Oregon The Governor proposes to use 120 million of cigarette tax revenue to fund a light rail project
(one-time).

Tennessee The Governor's education reform package includes a new Basic Education Program for K.12
education with a 70/30 state/local match, a tax equalization formula, and a 27 percent increase
in first-year funding

Wyoming The Governor recommends an increase in the number of education classroom units and,
consequently, in state funding for local schools. He also recommends 11.8 million for a 4.3
percent salary increase for community colleges.

SOURCE: National AssociAtion of State Budget Officers
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II. State Revenue Developments

Overview

Much of current state fiscal troubles are due to weak revenue growth. Twenty-nine states estimate
that their tax collections for the current year will be lower than the estimates they used in formulating
their budgets. States now estimate that fiscal 1991 revenues will grow by 5.1 percent over fiscal 1990
revenues and that fiscal 1992 revenues will grow by 6.3 percent. The 1992 Increase Incorporates tax
increases amounting to $6.6 billion, though some of these new revenues will not be credited to state
general funds. Table 6 places proposed 1992 revenue Increases in historical perspective.

Table 6
STATE REVENUE INCREASES, FISCAL 1978 TO FISCAL 1992

Retveue Increase Revenue Increase
Fiscal Year (S in billions) Fiscal Year (J In billions)
1992 S6.7 (est) 1984 $10.1
1991 10.3 1983 3.5
1990 4.9 1982 3.8
1989 0.8 1981 0.4
1988 6.0 1980 -20
1987 0.6 1979 .2.3
1986 -1.1 1978 0.5
1985 0.9

SOURCES: Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, S"Inytcant Features of Fiscal
Federalism, 1985-86Edao-*, page 77, based on data from the Tax Foundation and zi.,-
National Conference of State Legislatures. Fiscal 1988, 1989, 1990, and 1991 data
provided by the National Association of State Budget Officers.

Revenue Collections for Fiscal 1991

The three majorstate tax sources-personal income taxes, sales taxes, and corporate Income taxes--are
performing below expectation for many states. All three have generated less revenue than they originally
estimated for fiscal 1991. Appendix Table A-2 lists current state estimates for total general fund revenues
for fiscal 1992, and A.6 lists current estimates and original estimates for each of these three taxes for each
state.

Of the three, the corporate income tax continues to be the weakest, with thirty-one out of forty-six
states reporting collections below estimates. Since the corporate tax is frequently the first tax to reveal
weakness In the underlying economy, It is not surprising that most states are having to reduce their original
estimates. Twenty-seven out of forty-two states have reduced their personal income tax estimates and
twenty-four out of forty-five have reduced their sales tax estimates.

Only thirteen states report that revenue collections are higher than estimated this year. All but one
are located west of the Mississippi River. This confirms that eastern states continue to be more negatively
affected by the national recession than western states. In particular, the Rocky Mountain and Plains states
exhibit strength, with the majority of states in these regions reporting stronger-than-anticipated revenue
growth.
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Fiscal 1992 Tax Changes

Tax activity in fiscal 1991 was significant, with twenty-six states Increasing net taxes by $10.3 billion.
Most of that activity was centered in northeastern states, with three states in that area accounting for
almost half of the increase. Table 7 summarizes state rev,'nue proposals for fiscal 1992 and Appendix
Table A-7 provides additional detail on specific changes Governors have recommended.

Given the high level of tax activity in fiscal 1991 and the perception that voters are unwilling to
support higher state taxes, there has been some doubt as to whether states would seek to address
current budget difficulties through tax increases. The answer to this question Is still uncertain.

Although revenue proposals for fiscal 1992 total $6.6 billion, activity is again focused on a handful
of states. Three northe:tern states-Connecticut, NewYork, and Pennsylvania-account for half of the
total proposed Increase. Also, the level of proposed tax increase is less than the amount of budget
cuts enacted. Thus, revenue Increases are playing a smaller role in budget balancing than might be
expected.

In all, twenty-three states have proposed net tax Increases and none have proposed net decreases.
The majority of activity is proposed in sales taxes (twelve states), miscellaneous taxes and fees (twelve
states), and personal income taxes (eleven states).

Sales Tax

The net increase from sales tax proposals totals $523.6 million in fiscal 1992. This number reflects
a $933.2 million reduction in Connecticut's sales tax that would be offset by the introduction of a
broad-based income tax. The Governor's proposal would reduce the state sales tax rate from 8 percent
to 4.25 percent.

The largest sales tax increase proposal comes from Kansas, where the Governor has proposed
eliminating several exemptions to the sales tax, expanding the tax base, and increasing revenues by
$478.4 million in fiscal 1992. There is also a proposal to introduce a sales tax in Oregon, but this was
not a component of the Governor's budget proposal.

In Tennessee, a major tax reform package has been proposed that would introduce a state
personal income tax and roll back the combined state and local sales tax rate from 8.25 percent to 6
percent. The sales tax revenue impact associated with this proposal is not yet available.

Personal Income Tax

The personal Income tax is the single largest source of tax increase proposals for fiscal 1992. It
accounts for more than 37 percent of total proposed revenue increases. A proposal to introduce an
income tax in Connecticut would increase state revenues by $1.8 billion. This represents almost
three-fourths of total proposed income tax increases.

Another significant income tax proposal has been made in Tennessee, where a broad-based
income tax does not currently exist. This proposal is part of a broader tax reform package that would
increase total state revenues by $702 million in fiscal 1992. The portion of the increase attributable
to the introduction of an Income tax is not yet available, but would potentially rival the magnitude of
the Connecticut increase.

Corporate Income Tax

There is little action in the area of corporate tax increases. An initiative to increase Pennsylvania's
tax by 2 percent would increase state revenues by $334 million. This represents the vast majority of
proposed net increases totaling $346.4 million. Connecticut's tax reform proposal contains the only
proposed corporate income tax decrease.
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Table 7

SUMMARY OF PROPOSED FISCAL 1992 REVENUE INCREASES BY

TYPE OF REVENUE AND NET INCREASE OR DECREASE*

($ In millions)

Parial'of C-opoa 04gar0t/ Motor
$at Ssal; /*come lacer Tobacco Feds Alcohol OrbTs Toal
Alabam 010
A0.0
Arizona 0.0
Arkatns 170.0 -14.2 155.8
Califcni 283.0 570.0 17.0 85.0 755.0
Colorado 0.0
Connectcut -933.1 1.834.0 -55.0 0.5 876.4
Delaware 0.0
Plorida 55.9 332.9 38.8
Gof& 0.0
Hawal 0.0
Idaho 35.0 29.0 64.0

Onois.0
Indan 0.0
low 25.6 2.4 28.0
Kansas 478.4 - 478.4
Kentucky 0.0
Louisiana 0.0
Makne 10.0 6.0 21.7 26.5 64.0
Mand 0.0
Massachuetlts 0.0
Michign 101.0 101.0
Minnesota 5.0 36.0 3.0 77.0 11.0 130.0
Mississippi 0,0
Missouri 0.0
Monstaa 9.9 -4.2 5.7
Nebraska 0.0
Nevada 20.7 156.5 157.2
New Hampshire 5,0 5.0
Newlerey 0.0
New Mexico 0.0
NewYork 69.0 25.0 500.0 189.0 7830
North Carolina 4.6 4.6
North Dakota 0.0
Ohio 61.5 51. 1.7 3.8 98.0
Oklahoma - 0.0
Om n 70.0 11.0 .10.4 0.4 71.0
keutvania 288.0 334.0 3000 773.0 1,695.0
Rhode land 102ff 5.0 20.4 127.4
South Carolina 00
South Dakota 0.0
Tennessee* 703.0
Texas 500.0 5000
Utah 00
Vermont 38.1 57.4 2.7 78.2
Virginia 0.0
Washington 96.4 96.4
Weat Virginia 0.0
Wisconsin 0.0
W o-Lns  

0.0

Total $523.6 S2,482.3 $346.4 $419.4 5590.9 135.0 $2,265.3 6,662.9

See Table X7 for details on specific revenue Increases.

STaxes proposed to Increase or fcresse ame shown with the direction of the change. Specific numbers are not yet available.
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Cigarette and Tobacco Taxes

The federal government adopted a cigarette tax increase that Incorporates two Increases - one
effective In December 1990 and the other In December 1991. A number of state officials argued at that
time that federal Increases In this tax would make it more difficult for states to increase the cigarette
tax.

That concern is borne out In 1992 tax proposals. Whereas states raised cigarette taxes by more
than $500 million n fiscal 1991, proposals for 1992 total $419.4 million, of which more than 70 percent
comes from Pennsylvania. There, a proposal to raise the tax by 30 cents per pack would increase state
revenues by $300 million. In all, only seven states are considering cigarette tax increases.

Motor Fuel Taxes

The federal government also raised motor fuel taxes in December 1990. As with the cigarette tax,
federal increases have coincided with reduced state activity in this tax area. Only five states have
proposed gasoline tax increases and New York accounts for $500 million of the total $590.9 million
proposed. In fiscal 1901, state gasoline tax increases amounted to more than $1.4 billion.

Alcohol Taxes

Alcohol taxes are the last shared tax that the federal government raised in 1990. Again, the impact
of federal increases on state action is apparent. Only four states have proposals to increase alcohol
taxes and these proposals total just $35 million. This compares with increases of nearly $200 million
In fiscal 1991.

Miscellaneous Taxes

Miscellaneous tax and revenue increases represent the growth area of state taxation. As public
reluctance to support sales and income tax increases grows, states have begun to focus their efforts on
increasing other areas of the state tax base. As a result, taxes and fees in this category are proposed to
increase by more than $2.2 billion. Revenues included in this category includevehicle registration fees,
franchise taxes, and bank taxes.
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III. Year-End Balances

Total state balances are the best measure of a sate's fiscal condition. These balances measure the
amount of resources states have available to use If the condition of the economy declines. In general,
state balances grow during periods of economic expansion and decline during periods of economic
contraction (see Table 8).

During the most recent business cycle, state balances peaked in 1989, when they totaled $12.5
billion and represented 4.8 percent of total state general fund expenditures. Since then, balances have
been steadily and rapidly declining and are estimated to be just $5.9 billion at the dose of fiscal 1991,
or less than half their level of two years earlier.

Table 8
SIZE OF TOTAL YEAR-END BALANCES,

FISCAL 1979 TO FISCAL 1992

Total Tol
Balance Balance

Fiscal Year (S in biions) (As % of Expenditumre)
1992 $6.1 (est.) 2.0%
1991 5.9 (eat) 2,0
1990 10.2 3.7
1989 12.5 4.8
1988 9.8 4.2
1987 6.7 3.1
1986 7.2 3.5
1985 9.7 5.2
1984 6.4 3.8
1983 2.3 1.5
1982 4.5 29
1981 6.5 4.4
1980 11.8 9.0
1979 11.2 8.7

SOURCE: National Association of State Budget Officers

When fiscal 1991 budgets were originally enacted, total state balances were estimated at $7.4
billion. A decline of $1.5 billion between enactment and current estimates reflects a decline in the
national economy that Is forcing states to utilize their reserves. Based on current estimates, reserves
will represent only 2.0 percent of total state expenditures for the current year.

Fiscal 1992 looks no better. While reserves are proposed to increase to $6.2 billion, they will still
represent only 2.0 percent of state spending. if the national recession persists, this level of balances
will probably prove to be too optimistic.

Alaska serves to bolster state balances considerably. A robust state economy has greatly expanded
its reserves so that its total balances for fiscal 1991 are estimated at 77.8 percent of state spending.
For fiscal 1992, balances are estimated at 64.2 percent of expenditures.

Because Alaska's economy is so volatile, it is sometimes removed from national totals on state
fiscal condition. Excluding Alaska, state balances for fiscal 1991 decline to only $4.3 billion, or 1.5
percent of state spending. For 1992, they drop to $4.7 billion, or 1.6 percent of state spending.
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TOTAL YEAR-END BALANCES AS A PERCENT OF EXPENDITURES,
FISCAL 1991

Percent of Expenditures

1 Less than 1%
* 1% to 2.9%
* .3% to 4.9%
o 5% or More

SOURCE: Nstonal Association of State Budget Offkrs

Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the distinction between the fiscal condition In the East and the West.
While few states east of the Mississippi River hold balances greater than 5 percent of expenditures,
several west of the Mississippi River do. The South is the area with the greatest variation In state fiscal
condition. A continued decline in the national economy could accelerate the spread of poor fis-al
conditions, though fiscal 1992 budgets do not reflect this.

Figure 4
TOTAL YEAR-END BALANCES AS A PERCENT OF EXPENDTURES,

FISCAL 1992*

rPj 1 j

Percent of Expenditures

* Less thon 1%
* 1% to 2.9%
* 3% to 4.9%
0- 5% or More

*Data for Alabama and Rhode Island are not available.
SOURCE: National Assocation of State Budget Officers
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Table 9 shows the decline in fiscal condition since 1990. Many states had budget problems in
fiscal 1990, and ten ended the year with balances of less than 3 percent of expenditures. As the national
recession set In, the number of states holding balances this low increased. The number is expected
to nearly double in fiscal 1991.

The table shows a significant split in state fiscal conditions. Few states hold balances in the middle
ranges in fiscal 1991, while nineteen (including almost every northeastern state) hold less than I
percent and seventeen (predominantly western states) hold 5 percent or more. Delaware is the only
northeastern state that has managed to maintain a balance of more than 5 percent throughout this
downturn.

In 1992 state fiscal conditions will begin to equalize. Fewer states anticipate holding balances
below I percent and fewer anticipate holding 5 percent or more. Consequently, the number of states
holding balances in the middle ranges increases. Total state balances remain unchanged from fiscal
1991, at 2.1 percent.

How does the current condition of state balances compare with the recession of the early 1980s?
Total balances for fiscal 1991, excluding Alaska's large surplus, represent the same percentage of
expenditures as balances in 1983, the last year of a long and deep recession. IncludingAlaska's surplus,
both fiscal 1991 and fiscal 1992 balances register 2.0 percent of expenditures, the lowest percentage
since 1983.

Table 9
TOTAL YEAR-END BALANCES AS A PERCENT OF EXPENDITURES,

FISCAL 1990 TO FISCAL 1992

Number of States
Fiscal 1990 Fiscal 1991 Fiscal 1992

Percentage (Actual) (Estimated) (Proposed)
Less than 1.0% 10 19 15
1.0% to 2.9% 10 9 11
3.0% to 4,9% 7 5 9
5% or More 23 17 13
Average Percent 3.7% 2.0% 2.0%
SOURCE: National Association of State Budget Officers

Figure 5 graphically illustrates of the impact of the national economy on state budgets. The
dramatic decline in balances during the 1980-83 period is paralleled in 1989-92. While the dollar
level of state balances is higher nowthan it was in the early 1980s, the percent of state spending those
balances represent is roughly the same.
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Ony six months Into this recesson, saes are at nearly the same level of distress as they were
after more than a year of recesson In fiscal 193. Casy. the pressures on state spending from
programs like Medicaid nu&e states much more vulnerable to this recession than to the las one. if
the recession persists well into fIscal 1992, the Jeve ofsae budge cuts, tax increases, and bslancea
are likely to be far worse than they are now estimated to be.

-Fgure 5
SUM OF TOTAL YEAR - END BALANCES,

FISCAL 1980 TO FISCAL 1992
14

12

to

4

2

1940 191 1982 1983 1984 19S5 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

I- As a Percent of Expenditures -
- 

Billions of Douss

SOURCE: National AsSOciation ofStte Budget Ofiers
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IV. Regional Fiscal Outlook

Oveniew
The strong regional patterns of state fiscal decline are beginning to blur but have not disappeared.

Western states continue to outperform the national average with the exception of California, where
significant budget problems have emerged over the last few years. The Plains and Rocky Mountain
regions are the strongest, with both the lowest unemployment rates and the highest balances in the
country. For the third year in a row, New England continues to have the weakest performance.

The data in Table 10 reveal an overall weakening in the economy. Each of the variables shown
has declined since this report was last published. Unemployment is higher, and income growth,
population growth, balances, and budget growth are all lower than they were six months ago.

Table 10
REGIONAL BUDGET AND ECONOMIC INDICATORS

Fiscal 1991 Proposed
Annual % Total 1992

Weigbted Change in Annual % Balances as a General Number of
ntaempl Ds me Personal Cbane in PCn of Fund Budget States in

Region Rae ,,come Populaon' pendintres Growth (%) Rego,,

New England 6.1% 3.3% 1.5% -3.2% 2.4% - 6
Mideast 5.5 5.6 0.2 -0.3 4.8 5
Great Lakes 5.7 5.5 -0.3 2.6 1.7 5
Plains 5.0 6.2 -0.7 5.5 5.2 7
Southeast 5.9 7.2 0.3 1.9 5.0 12
Southwest 6.4 7.3 0.5 3.0 15.1 4
RockyMountain 4.6 7.1 -0.2 6.3 4.8 5
FarWest 6.2 7.4 2.7 4.1 3.6 6
Average 5.8% 6.3% 0.6% 2.0% 4.8% 50

SOURCES: a. U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. February 1990.

b. Survey of Current Business, January 1991, 1989.3-1990.3, p. 41.

c. FFIS Issue Brief 90-21, Population of the States and Regions, 1989-1990. p. 2.

New England

The situation in New England remains roughly the same. A few states had budget troubles in fiscal
1988, several had them in fiscal 1989, and every state has struggled in both 1990 and 1991. Whereas
this region had distinctly lower unemployment rates and higher income growth rates than the rest of
the country throughout the mld-1980s, It now underperforms the nation in both areas. Three of the
six states In the region will end fiscal 1991 with deficits and 1992 budget growth is estimated at just
half the national average.

Mideast

This region followed New England in entering a recession. Byfiscal 1990 almost every state was
dealing with budget imbalances, and in fiscal 1991 every state has taken action to balance its budget.
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Only one state, Delaware, plans to have a significant balance at the end of fiscal 1991. Like New
England, unemployment rates and personal Income growth in the Mideast hav worsened relative to
the national average over the last few years. Budget growth for 1992 equals the national averages of
4.8 percent.

Great akes

The Great Likes region is the latest to slip Into a recession. Whereas fiscal 1990 balances were
estimated at 6.2 percent in the last survey, fiscal 1991 balances are now estimated at just 2.6 percent.
OnlyMichigan had to take action to reduce Its 1990 budget, while everystate In the region has reduced
its 1991 budget. Fiscal 1992 budget growth is estimated at just 1.7 percent, the lowest growth rate in
the country. This reflects few proposals to increase revenues and the resulting need to restrain
spending growth in order to maintain balanced budgets. It also reflects a reduction In balances
available to finance expenditure growth.

PlaIns

Although the economic indicators in the Plains region have declined since the last survey, the
region now, as then, continues to outperform other regions. It has the second lowest unemployment
rate in the nation and is the only region to hold more than 5 percent of expenditures in balances. In
fact, three of the seven states will hold balances of more than 10 percent at the end of the year. Fiscal
1992 spending growth, at 5 percent, exceeds the national average but is moderate relative to spending
growth over the last few years. Like the Great Lakes and Rocky Mountain regions, the Plains region
has experienced a decline in population over the last year.

Southeast

This is a region full of variety. Because It encompasses twelve states, it is difficult to generalize
about the Southeast. Only one state in the region, Louisiana, plans to hold balances of more than 5
percent of expenditures at the end of fiscal 1991 and most of the states in the region will hold closer
to 1 percent. The region's unemployment rate and expenditure growth rate are approximately the
national average, while personal Income growth rate exceeds the national average. Five states in the
region have proposed spending growth for fiscal 1992 that exceeds 5 percent and one, Virginia, has
proposed spending that is lower than fiscal 1991.

Southwest

Economic indicators for the Southwest tend to be carried by Texas, since It is by far the largest
of the four states in the region. The region shows the highest spending growth for fiscal 1992, but
this is due to proposed growth of more than 21 percent In Texas, where education funding reform is
placing significant pressure on state spending. The other three states in the region plan to increase
spending by 4.5-5.1 percent. While the region plans to hold balances of 3 percent of expenditures in
fiscal 1991, in 1992 balances will decline significantly as Texas struggles with balancing its budget.

Rocky Mountain

Like the Plains region, the Rocky Mountain region continues to exceed the economic performance
of the nation while losing population. As a region it plans to hold the highest percentage of spending
in balances at the end of fiscal 1991. It also has the lowest unemployment rate in the country. For
fiscal 1992, spending growth in the Rocky Mountains is estimated at 4.8 percent, exactly the national
average. This average masks a very high increase in Montana (25.4 percent) and a decrease in
Wyoming (.4.1 percent).
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Far West

As Texas dominated the Southwest, so California dominates the Far West region. In the current
year, this serves to paint a far more pessimistic picture of the region dmawould exist if Califoria were
excluded from region totals. For example, a $700 million deficit In California at the end of the year
pulls the region's balances down to 4.1 percent of expenditures. [n fact, everyother state In the region
will hold more than 5 percent in balances. Alaska's fortunes areasbright as Cahfonia'sareblealt I's
bala at the end of fiscal 1991 will represent almost 78 percent of expenditures. The region
continues to show the strongest population and personal Income growth In the nation. On the other
hand, its proposed spending growth for fiscal 1992 is only 3.6 percent, below the national average of
4.8 percent.
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NOTES TO TABLE A-I
For all states, unless otherwise noted, transfers Into budget stabilization funds are counted as

expenditures and transfers from budget stabilization funds are counted as revenues.

Colorado Ending balance includes required reserve of S99.1 million.

Delaware Ending balance Includes budget stabilization fund of S 62.5 million.

Florida Ending balance includes reserve of $163.3 million.

Maryland Ending balance includes budget stabilization fund of $ 118.1 Million.

Minnesota Ending balance includes budget stabilization fund of $550 million.

Montana Revenues include adjustments.

New Hampshire Revenues Include transfer from budget stabilization fund.

NewJersey Figures include property tax relief fund.

New Mexico Ending balance Is held in a budget stabilization fund.

New York Revenues reflect a $460 million reduction for impoundment of 1988-89 deficit notes
and receipt of $775 million In proceeds from 1989-90 deficit notes.

North Carolina Revenues include tax and non-tax revenues, transfers, and bonding. The ending
balance includes $141 million budget stabilization fund,

Oklahoma Expenditures include transfer to budget stabilization fund.

Oregon Expenditure information has been estimated by assuming 48 percent of the budget
is spent in the first fiscal year of the biennium and 52 percent Is spent in the second
year. Year-to-year comparisons of this information may be misleading.

Pennsylvania Revenues include $112 million in lapses. In addition to its budget stabilization fund,
Pennsylvania has a $58 million "sunny day fund" for economic development.

South Carolina Ending balance includes $88 million budget stabilization fund.

Tennessee Ending balance includes $100 million budget stabilization fund.

Vermont Deficit was eliminated through transfer of $2.6 million from the budget stabilization
fund.

Virginia Ending balance represents the undesignated fund balance.

Wisconsin Ending balance represents the undesignated fund balance.
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APPENDIX

Table A-I
FISCAL 1990 STATE GENERAL FUND, ACTUAL

(In Mllions)

SAOML,'td B.INca RewAga Zasoweas &p..dnawf 8aI^v" Fad

NEW ENGLAND
cemecdcdm so 56,112 6.112 56.372 -526o 5102
Malae 169 1,300 1,669 1,605 61 1
MmsachliuK 147 10,266 10.413 11,692 -1,279
New Hpnshire, 6 591 596 607 .11
Rhode Mard 14 1,476 1.489 1.459 0 6
Vermont* 11 576 587 5 .5 12

W[DZST
Delawar 185 1,157 1,342 3.170 172
Maryland 390 5.707 6",0 6,041 57
NewJersey- 411 11,400 11,512 11,811 I
NewYAO, 0 29.229 29,229 29,229 0
PensYmnlmi8 585 11,571 11,956 11,520 136 127

GREAT LAKES
'bmb oS 41 12.841 15,382 12,97 393

nirulna 425 5,459 5,554 5,512 372 318
Mchlgan 61 7.446 7,507 7,517 .310 3"6
Ohio 475 9,382 9,857 9,412 445 364
Wisconsin 375 5,751 6,126 5,820 306

PLAINS

Iowa 95 2,828 2,923 2,852 72
Kanas 573 2,301 2,673 2,400 275
mnaoa 946 6,631 7,577 6,692 885

Mismouri 110 4.050 4,160 4,103 57
Nebruka 290 1,163 1,453 1,194 259 40
North Dakota 40 543 5853 529 54 21
South Dakot 39 444 484 446 58

SOUTHEAST
Alabama 53 3,232 3.285 3,220 65 33
A.kansas 0 1,512 1,812 1,812 0
Fkoida 199 10,003 10.202 9,947 255
Geora 224 7,196 7,420 7,363 57
Kentucky 48 3,573 3.621 3,533 87
Louisiana 635 4,386 5,041 4,339 702

mmsshppi 84 1,850 1,934 1,929 5 17
North Carolna* 157 6,958 7.145 6,923 222
South CwoLna 217 3,326 3,543 3,407 136
Tennessee 225 3.652 3,910 3,742 168
Vinies 0 5,275 5,273 5,273 0
we" Vzirni 66 1,746 1,812 1,712 100

SOUTHWEST
Arizona 1 3,095 5,097 3,062 34
New Mezico 0 1,783 1,783 1.750 * 108
Oklahocau 157 2,697 2,554 2,707 147 151
Tcm 187 13,927 14,114 15,647 467 19

iOCICYMOUNTAIN
Coorado 134 2,454 2,619 2,485 134 *
Idaho 77 857 934 884 50 35
McNsaa* 67 454 521 432 89
Utah 71 1,630 1.701 1,624 77 52
WyomIns 54 363 417 317 101 35

PAR WEST
Alaska 167 2,301 2,668 2,56 500 567
California 1,22 38,750 40,002 39.455 547
HaWaIW 629 2,452 3,051 2,625 436
Newada 27 512 839 763 76 40
Orego 2" 2,217 2,515 2.168 327

mhinsto 515 6,517 7,035 6,136 599 260

TOTAL 511,059 5272,030 S283,059 $275,865 $7,221 $2,995
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Table A-2
FISCAL 1991 STATE GENERAL FUND, ESTIMATED

(S in mmons)

Budget
BQ&Vmft Bxa 1 sk lass

Rw"Ilem Ad-e isAsu -Af m -g!!!! Boren" Ansi

VNM9OIAND
Conecticut 4157 4042 853 56.593 4707

61 1,570 1.631 1,627 4 1
Minsma.eim .1,79 12,604 11,325 11279 46
New 14ap&lik -1 635 624 624 0
thde land 0 1,428 1.428 1.450 .22

VUUonI' 0 601 601 630 .29 8

Dekwwe 172 1.156 3I.32 1,223 105
Mar/and 57 5,904 5,961 S.99 2
New ~a 1 12.217 12,218 12.217 1
New Yore 0 29,204 29,204 29.,204 0
P i 136 11l,71 12.07 12.22 -315

GMtAT LAI S
Ruu395 13,453 15,848 13,748 100
Inia 372 5,921 5,894 5,820 74 321
MidApis' .310 7490 7,590 7,590 0 203
Ohio 445 9.859 10,304 10,251 53 300
Wiscosin 507 6,157 6,463 6,355 109

MAW~
r, mt 72 3,083 3,155 3,337 18

anss 273 2,382 2,655 2,501 154
minnsois 815 6,889 7,774 7.274 500
Misouri 57 4,276 4,555 4,280 53
Nebraska 259 1.397 1,656 1,489 167 32
Noah vakois 54 573 627 523 104 22
South akots 38 485 524 483 40

sotnmea,,S
AxGhsm5* 65 3,382 3,447 3,450 .3
Mblnsss 0 1,862 1,862 1.862 0
Iloelda 255 10,433 10,688 10,539 149
Georia' 57 7.426 7.632 7.632 0
Kemcky 87 4,381 4,468 4,286 182
Louisan 702 4,233 4,935 4,498 4%7
NMwipsspa 5 1,956 1.961 1,960 0 17
Noath Cuvotina 222 7,647 7,869 7.762 107
South Carolina 136 3,460 3.596 3,453 143
Tennessee 168 3,738 3,906 3,857 49
Vwrginiao 0 6,246 6,246 6,246 0
west vsinia 100 1,836 1,936 1,914 21

SOUTHWEST
Ari.ona 34 3348 3,382 3,382 0
NCew MeICo 0 1,875 1,875 1,926 -50 96
OLdahom* 147 3,030 3,177 2,992 185 157
Tam 467 13,910 14.576 14,247 129 166

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
C*klo&* 117 2,618 2,734 2,654 80
Idaho s0 907 957 935 22 35
Moana.s 89 433 522 459 63
Utah 76 1,685 1,761 1,745 16 56
WI-Ing 101 359 460 422 38 85

FAA WEST
A uft 300 2,826 3.126 2,288 838 941
Californis 547 40,438 40,85 41,720 -735
Hawai 456 2,574 3.030 2,796 234
Nevada 76 Sol 957 939 18 40
Oreaon* 327 2,389 2,716 2,371 345
Wuasingtot 899 6,777 7,676 7,286 390 260

TOTAL 17.08 $285.88 8293.315 M2.J,202 83,113 52,740
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NOTES TO TABLE A-2
For all states, unless otherwise noted, transfers into budget stabilization funds are counted as

expenditures and transfers from budget stabilization funds are counted as revenues.

Alabama Revenues include a $33.3 million transfer from the budget stabilization fund.

Colorado Beginnng balance reflects pro-ision that 50 percent of the balance In excess of the
requi,ed reserve be transerred to the capital construction fund ($134.2 -99.1 =
35.1 X 50% - 17.5 to capital construction fund). Ending balance reflects required
reserve of $80.1 million.

Delaware Ending balance includes budget stabilization fund of $65.4 million.

Florida Ending balance includes reserve of $148.9 million.

Georgia Total resources include $149 million gain from cash to bond conversion.

Kansas Figures reflect Governor's proposal. Ending balance includes a reserve of $145.1
million created by the 1990 legislature.

Maryland Ending balance includes budget stabilization fund of $55.6 million.

Michigan Figures reflect Governor's proposals. Ending balance would be achieved through
use of $213 million budget stabilization fund, $750 million expenditure reduction,
and $398 million in accounting changes and one-time revenue sources.

Minnesota Ending balance Includes budget stabilization fund of $500 million.

NewJersey Figures include property tax relief fund.

New York Revenues reflect a $775 million reduction for impoundment of 1989-90 deficit notes
and receipt of $905 million in proceeds from planned 1990-91 deficit notes. Does
not reflect the impact of Local Government Assistance Corporation bond proceeds.

North Carolina Revenues include tax and non-tax revenues, transfers, and bonding.

Oklahoma Expenditures include transfer to budget stabilization find.

Oregon Expenditure information has been estimated by assuming 48 percent of the budget
is spent in the first fiscal year of the biennium and 52 percent is spent in the second
year. Year-to-year comparisons of this information may be misleading.

Pennsylvania Revenues include a $133.8 million transfer from the budget stabilization fund.
Pennsylvania also has a $23 million "sunny day fund" for economic development.

South Carolina Ending balance includes a $94 million budget stabilization fund.

Tennessee Ending balance includes a $49 million budget stabilization fund.

Vermont Deficit will be reduced by $8.2 million transfer from budget stabilization fund.

Virginia Ending balance represents the undesignated fund balance.
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Table A-3
FISCAL 1992 STATE GENERAL FUND, PROPOSED

(In million)

Co 0deul' so 50,835 56135 15,35 so
Iakw 4 ,570 1.574 1,569 5
Mamwmuecsm 45 11,550 11,575 11.550 45

New Hmpshre 0 66 665 665 0
Rhode Isbard Not aalhhie
Vemont -21 663 642 662 .20

MIDEAST
105 ,I01 I,5m0 1.201 01

Maryland a 6,512 6,514 6,512 2
NewJersey 1 14,191 14,192 13,918 274
New Yorks 0 29.189 29,189 29,145 * 44
Pnewqfnla -315 13.407 15092 13.090 2 42

GREAT LAKES
111oua 100 14,278 14,378 14,178 200
Inian 74 5,705 5.777 5,741 36 531
I aN', 0 8,073 8.073 8,057 16 218
Ohio 53 10,192 10.245 10.179 66 150
Wisconsin 109 6,361 6,470 6,567 103

MLAINS

1o0a 18 345 3,53 3.358 5
Karas 154 2.956 3.110 2,902 206
Minnesota 50 7,254 7,754 7,413 541
Mosouri 53 4.445 4.497 4,442 53 2
N2beka 167 1,454 1,623 1,489 132 32
Norh Dakota 104 534 638 585 55 23
South Dakota 20 496 519 519 0 20

Alabama Not avadable
Arkansas 0 3,938 13,938 1,938 0
Florida 149 11,557 1,686 11,522 163
Ge-92 0 7.900 7,900 7.900 0
Kentucky 182 4,541 4,723 4,676 92
Loutsisn 437 4.168 4,603 4,554 51
m aasaiPi 0 2,137 Z,137 2,136 1 17
North Carohna 107 7,680 7,787 7,787 0 95
South Carolina 111 3,654 3,765 3,649 116
Tennesee 49 4.491 4,540 4,491 49
Virgn 0 6,288 6.288 6.074 214
we" mywia 21 1.965 1,986 1,986 1

SOUTHWEST
Arizoa 0 3,545 3,545 3,540 5
New Mim€o 0 2,040 2,040 2,024 " 96
Oklahoma 185 3,169 3,354 3,128 226 157
Tacul 129 14,798 14,927 17,259 .2,331 183

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
Colorado 80 2,765 2,845 2,763 82
Idaho 22 971 995 995 0 35
Montana 63 572 65 576
Utah 15 1,762 1,777 1,777 0 60
W-.omin 38 367 405 405 1 53

FAR WEST
Alaska 0 2378 2,378 2,.375 0 1,52
Califorria .737 45,771 45,034 43,282 1752
Hawaii 234 2.714 2,948 2,763 185
Nevada is 1,065 1,063 1,068 1 40
Oregon 345 2,577 2,722 2,548 174
Washingon 590 7,252 7,642 7,415 227 260

TOTAL $3,011 1298.700 8301,711 1296.989 82,706 S3585
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NOTES TO TABLE A-3

For all states, unless otherwise noted, transfers Into budget stablllzatlon funds are counted as
expenditures and transfers-rom budget stabilization funds are counted as revenues.

Alaska Beginning balance reflects transfer of $838.2 million to a budget stabilization fund.
Revenues Include transfer of $253.5 million from this fund.

California Ending balance includes budget stabilization fund balance of $1,401 million.

Colorado Ending balance Includes required reserve of $82 million.

Delaware Ending balance includes budget stabilization fund of $65 million.

Connecticut Revenues exclude $287.1 million, of which $272.1 million is being dedicated to
finance the first year of a three-year deficit elimination program aimed at financing
the cumulative 1990-91 deficit. The remaining $15 million is being transferred to
the Department of Revenue Services for administration of the new personal income
tax.

Florida Ending balance includes reserve of $163.4 million,

Kansas Ending balance includes reserve of $159.3 million created by the 1990 legislature.

Kentucky In addition to the ending balance, there is $43.5 million (biennial) included in a
budget stabilization fund.

Maryland Ending balance includes budget stabilization fund of $75.4 million.

Michigan Expenditures for fiscal 1992 are based on fiscal 1991 current services baseline
reflecting the Governor's recommendations for solving the current year deficit.
Revenues for fiscal 1992 reflect Governor's proposal to implement an investment
tax credit to replace the Capital Acquisition Deduction (CAD) to the Single Business
Tax.

Minnesota Ending balance includes budget stabilization fund of $550 million.

NewJersey Figures include property tax relief fund.

New Mexico Ending balance Is held in a budget stabilization fund of $95.8 million.

New York Revenues reflect a $905 million Impoundment of 1990-91 deficit notes. Ending
balance is held in the tax stabilization reserve fund.

Oregon F.pendlture Information has been estimated by assuming 48 percent of the budget
'Pent in the first fiscal year of the biennium and 52 percent is spent in the second

year. Year-to-year comparisons of this information may be misleading.

Pennsylvania in addition to its budget stabilization fund, Pennsylvania has a $3 million "sunny day
fund* for economic development.

South Carolina Ending balance Includes a $99 million budget stabilization fund.

South Dakota The Governor has introduced legislation to create a budget reserve fund in fiscal
1992. The beginning balance reflects the transfer of $20 million into this fund at the
end of fiscal 1991.

Tennessee Ending balance includes a $49 million budget stabilization fund.
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Table A-4
TOTAL BALANCES AS A PERCENT OF EXPENDITURES,

FISCAL 1990 TO FISCAL 1992

Toealaa.aspca (Ii. as1o,,aJ As ew a 'a. agtu--d-,i. s
Rasi R5d Fssc.I aIst Fs8 Fsa

.tAfAm/we. 1990 J99 1992 Z990 J991 1992

NEW ENGLAND
Gonnwssu 4157 -1707 s0 -2.5% -10.7 % 0.0 %
Maine 62 5 6 3.9 0.3 0.4
Massachusetts .1,279 46 45 .10.9 0.4 0.4
New Hampshre -11 0 0 -1.8 0.0 0.0
Rhode Iand 6 -22 N/A 0.4 .1.5 N/A
Vermoan 10 -21 -20 1.6 -3.3 .3.0

MIDEAST
5elawar 172 105 101 14.7 8.6 8.3

M 57 2 2 0.9 0.0 00
NewJersey 1 1 274 0.0 0.0 2.0
NewYok 0 0 44 0.0 0.0 0.2

263 -315 44 2.2 .2.6 0.3
GREAT LAKES
llinois 395 100 200 3.0 0.7 1.4
Indiana 690 395 367 12.5 6.8 64
Mbddpan 76 203 234 1.0 2.7 - 2.9
Ohio 810 353 217 86 3.4 2.1
Wisconsin 306 109 103 5.3 1.7 1.6

PLAINS
Iowa

M.innesoul

Missouri
Nebraska
North Dakota
South

SOUHEAST
Alabama
M m

Florida
Georgia
Kentucky
LoAWjna
Miswasppi
North Carolna
South Caroina
Tennessee
Vilrinia
West Virgi nia

SOUTHWEST
Arizoia

New Mexico
Oklhom
Texas

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
Colonkdo
Idaho
Montana
Utah
Vyominjj

FAR WEST
"Alaska

Californa
H-awaiil

Nevada
Oregon
Washington

TOTAL

72 18
273 154
885 500

57 53
299 199

75 126
38 40

98 -3
O 0

255 149
57 0
87 182

702 437
22 17

222 107
136 143
168 49

0 0
100 21

34 0
108 45
298 342
486 296

154 80
85 57
89 63

129 72
135 123

1,167 1,779
547 -735
456 234
116 58
327 345

1.159 650

341
57

163
78
20

N/A

0
163

0
92
51
is
95

116
49

214
1

-3--
96

383
.2,150

82
35
59
60
53

1. ,26

1,752
185

55
174
487

2.5 0.6
114 6.2
13.2 6.9

1.4 12
25.0 133
14 2 24.1
8.5 8.3

3V+ -0 1

00 0.0
26 1.4
08 00
25 43

162 97
12 09
32 1.4
40 4.1
4.5 13
0 u 00
58 11

1.1 0.0
61 24

11.0 114
56 21

54 30

9.6 6 1
206 137
7.9 4 1

42.7 29.0

49 3 778

1 4 .1.8
17.4 8.4
15 2 62
149 14,6
18.9 89

0.2
7.2
4.6
1.3

11.0
134
3.9

N/A

0.0
14
00
20
l.1
0.9
12
32
1.1
3,
0+0

01
47

12 2
-12.5

30

3.5
102
3.4

13 2

642

40
6.7
5.1
6.8
66

3.7% 20% 2.O%1110,316 $5,854 16,088
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NOTES TO TABLE A-3(con't)

Texas Expenditures are based on a "current services" budget prepared by the legislative
budget board staff.

Virginia Ending balance Includes $200 million revenue reserve.
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Table "
NOMINAL PERCENTAGE WENDIrUE CHANGE

FISCAL 1991 AND FISCAL 1992

091 1992

NEWENGLAND

-massahumeas

New fbmpslhre
Rthode hind
VeNont

Delaware

NewYork

GREAT LAKES

1nssaIndiana

Michigan
Ohio

PLA S

Kans

Minnegots
Missouri
Neorska
Norh Dakota
South Dakota

SOUTrHEAST

Arkanss

Kentucky
Loumiarka

Nasisspp
North Carolina
South Carolina
Tennessee
Virginia
West Virginia

SOUTHWEST
Arizona

Oldahoms
Tes

ROCKY MOUNTAIN

Idaho
Montana
Utah

PAR WEST

Caliornia
Hawal

Ne sd n

Washington

TOTAL

3.3%
1.2

.3.3
2.8
.26
6.9

4.2

.1.4
3.4
-0.1
4.2

2.9
8.9
9.2

42
8.7

43
24 7
-1.1
83

28
6.0
3.7

21.3
37
1.6

121
1.3
31

18,4

184

10.5
44

6.8

5.8
6,2
7.5

33.3

.3.4
$,7

6.5
23.1
83

18.7

52%

37 %
-3.6
2.2

6.6
N/A
5.0

-1.5
9.3

13.9
.02
6.2

-1.4
6.1
.0.7
02

16.0

1.9
38
0.0

11.5
7.3

4.1
9.3
3.5
9.1
1.2
9.0
03
5.7

164
.27
37

4T7

5.1
4,'

21.1

4 1
62

25.4

-4.1

3.9

3.7
-1 2
13.7

7.5
1.8

4.8%
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Table A-6
TAX COLLECTIONS COMPARED WITH PROJECTIONS

USED IN ADOPTING FISCAL 1991 UDGBT
($ in millions)

Swlls Tax Personlo56me Ax - hAeo. TAX rowe
Or 4m ZORN Or Gammt Umrsft cwy Pwx

NEW V4OUA4D
CmnrecUctvs 52.624 32,473 67 8621 198 $743 L

32ine 52 470 602 573 85 79
Matuse= 2,163 1.869 3.42 4,99 679 535 L
NewlaFpdie N/A N/A N/A N/A 159 141 L
Isod aMu 491 450 458 419 54 43 L
Vermont 130 129 29 264 27 27 T

MMAAST
Deaware N/A N/A 459 474 72 61 L
Maryland 1.701 1.80 5.136 3.019 178 132 L
Newietsy 4.605 4.140 3,62 3.62 1.085 1,08 L
NewYork. 6.158 3.830 15,30 14.352 1,515 1,313 L
Pesvuy?"wifa 4,477 4,.303 ,512 3.470 1.128 1,073 L

GREAT LAX]ES
gwk"ks 4,040 3,9W0 4,274 4,274 592 592 T
Indiana 2.326 2,236 . 2,204 2,174 810 653 L
Michigan 2,919 2,775 3,771 31692 2.022 1.893 L
Ohio 3.549 3,380 3,863 3803 897 765 L
VWcon&Ln 2,114 2,045 2,965 3,000 430 430 L

PLAINS

]CA 757 772 1,540 1,547 267 238 L
Anmw 8354 861 892 908 170 147 H

Minnesota 1,79 1,949 2,3 2560 412 468 L
Missourl 1,303 1,264 2,216 2,157 334 263 L
Nebraska 562 52 603 624 55 73 H
North Dakota 255 243 124 125 32 57 H
South Dakot 243 248 NIA N/A N/A N/A H
SOU'THTIb

Alabama 830 830 1,170 1,150 190 163 L
Arkansas 853 866 582 882 143 143 T
Florida 7,495 7,046 N/A N/A 896 810 L
Gelorg 2,731 2,759 3,107 3.029 480 460 L
Kentucky 1,303 1,303 1,757 1,757 340 340 T
Louislana 1,444 1,472 791 803 312 55S H
Massuspp 853 855 486 439 205 165 L
North Carolina 1,801 1,739 3,891 3,706 690 614 L
South Carolina 1.203 1,198 1,513 1,477 207 152 L
Tennessee 2,458 2.400 102 111 385 313 L
Vir1inia 1,460 1.339 3,704 3,267 300 275 L
West Vironia 502 524 527 546 140 143 H

SOUTHlWEST
Arzona 1,498 1,452 1,231 1,202 237 188 L
NewMexico 727 731 433 398 59 40 L
Oklahoma 925 927 1,250 1,146 99 122 T
Tezaa 7,764 8.154 N/A N/A N/A N/A H

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
Colorado 767 778 1,5 3 2,522 165 103 L
Id o 339 344 400 429 70 62 H
Monma N/A N/A 146 252 38 45 H
Utah 730 732 645 690 93 90 H
Wyom

i
ng lot 108 N/A N/A N/A N/A H

PAR WEST
Alaska N/A N/A N/A N/A 210 210 L
Calohra 14.485 13,830 18,709 17,620 5, 5,370 L
liWsL 1,143 1,162 871 819 8 79 L
Nevada 283 302 N/A N/A N/A N/A H
Oregon N/A N/A 2,097 1,990 148 145 H
Washingmono 2,936 3.,206 N/A N/A 1,053 1,209 T

TOTAL 198,406 593.596 $104,516 3100,559 524,415 $22,629

0 L= revenues lower ithan estimates; H= revenues higher than estimates; and T- revenues on tarr.
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NOTES TO TABLE A-6

Connect/cut Personal income tax includes capital gains, dividends, and interest tax only.

Georgia Current sales tax estimate L-icludes $116 million not in original estimate. A limited
food exemption was halted by a court challenge.

Kansas Current personal income tax estimate is the consensus revenue estimate adjusted
by the Governor's recommendation.

Michigan The Single Business Tax is reported under corporate income tax.

New York Current sales tax estimate does not reflect anticipated change in payment schedule.

Rhode Island Current estimates exclude tax increases passed on February 14, 1991 that amount
to $28 million for the sales tax, $3 million for the personal income tax, and $5 million
for the corporate income tax.

Texas The sales tax rate was Increased from 6 percent to 6.25 percent effective July 1990
during a special legislative session.

Washington Figures reported under corporate income tax are for the corporate business and
occupations tax.

33

49-891 0 - 92 - 9
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Table A-7
PROPOSED 1992 REVENUE CHANGES BY TYPE OF REVENUE

Fiscal 1992
Effective Revenu cbane

State Tax Chan Descrpon De(s) in milions)

SALES TAX

Arkansas Increase from 4.0 percent to 4.5 percent. 5/91 5121.9

Apply tax to used can ($2,000 floor). 5/91 48.1

California Eliminate certain exemption& 4/91 283.0
Connectcut Reduce rate from 8 percent to 4.25 percent 7/91 -933.1

and expand base to include clothing under
$75 In value, children's clothing, gasoline,
movies and amusements, magazines and
newspapers, and other items.

Florida Close loopholes and institute administrative 7/91 559
adjustments.

Kansas Broaden tax base to Include certain services. 7/91 478.4

Maine Freeze manufacturers fuel tax rate at 2 per- 7/91 100
cent

Minnesota Realize increase due to cigarene tax increase. 7/91 3 0

New York Expand base to include Interstate and Inter- 9/91 69.0
national telecommunications, certain
moving services, non-custom computer
software, the "shipping" portion of shipping
and handling. telephone answering services
provided by individuals, mandatory gratuities,
and certain food sold to airlines

Ohio Eliminate early payment discount. 7/91 53.4

Cap receipts going to local governments 12/91 7.9

Pennsylvania Include cable TV and insensate phone use; 7/91 2880
include liquor at retail rather than wholesale

Tennessee Exempt food 1/92 N/A

Reduce combined state and local rate from 7/92 N/A
8 25 percent to 6 percent.

Vermont Increase rate from 4 percent to 5 percent and 3/91 38.1
broaden base to include soda, beer, wine, and
snack foods. Provision expires December 31,
1993.

Wisconsln Redefine taxable telecommunications ser- 7/91 3.5
vices and materials removed from state.

PERSONAL INCOME TAX

Arkansas Remove low-income households from tax 1/91 -514 2
rolls.

California Change In certain withholding (generally - 1/91 370.0
one-time revenues).

Connecticut Institute tax of 6 percent of federal adjusted 7/91 2,360.0
gross Income with a 512,500 exemption for
single filers and a $25,000 exemption for joint
files.

Eliminate separate tax on capital gains, 7/91 -526.0
dividends, and interest and Incorporate these
Items into the new personal income tax.

Illinois Make surcharge permanent. No revenue in-
crease.
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Table A-7 (continued)
PROPOSED 1992 REVENUE CHANGES BYTYPE OF REVENUE

Kansas

Maine

Minnesota

New York

Ohio

Rhode land

Tennessee

Vermont

CORPORATE TAXES

Connecticut

Maine

Michigan

Minnesota

New York

Ohio

Oregon

Pennsylvanla

Rhode island

Wisconsin

Tax Ch n Dec lon
Acceleration of payment dates for one-time
gain in fiscal 1991.

Revise alternative minimum in.

Accelerate withholding payments for large
employers.

Delay Investment tax credit.

Conform to federal internal revenue code.

Subject retirement Income to tax

Extend freeze of tax rate cut scheduled for 1990
and continue 199 rates. No revenue increase.

Change employer withholding schedule.

Cap receipts going to local governments.

Repeal percentt kicker" law and reconnect to
the federal Income tax code,

Increase rate from 22.96 percent of federal
liability to 27.5 percent of federal liability.

Introduce a 4 percent tax and repeal existing
tax on investments.

Increase tax rate by one percentage point and
extend 3 percentage point surcharge; 4 per.
centage point increase for taxpayers with
federal liability exceeding $16,000. Provision
expires December 31, 1993.

Eliminate 20 percent surcharge so that effcc-
tire rate drops from 13 8 percent to 11.5 per-
cent.

Revise alternative minimum tax.

Delay investment tax credit.

Delay biomass Investment tx credit.

Replace Capital Acquisition Deduction (CAD),
which was ruled unconstitutional, with an in-
vestment tax credit. The policy is revenue
neutral but timing differences result In gain.

Conform to federal internal revenue code.

Eliminate tax expenditure that allows certain
corporatl.ans to allocate Income to states that
cannot tax that income.

Cap receipts going to local governments.

Reconnect to the federal Income tax base and
elltinate pollution control facility credit.

Rate Increase of 2 percent. '-deral treatment of
dividends.

Impose 11 percent surcharge until January 1,
1993.

Remove pari-mutuel and carline" exemption.

Conform to federal tax code.

.ffrciv
Date)

5/91

1/91
5/91

7/91

1/91
7/91

7/91

12/91

7/91

3/91

1/92

1/91

fiscal 1992
Revenue Chiange
ci in mi tons)

8.0(F9I)

3.4

0.6

2.0

36.0

9.9

10.0

212

70.0

102.0

N/A

37.4

1/92 -55 0

1/91
7/91
1/91
3/91

1/91
1/91

12/91
7/91

1/91

3/91

7/91

7/91

21
18.1
1.5

500

3.0

25.0

1.7

11.0

334.0

50

22

0.7
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Table A-7 (continued)
PROPOSED 1992 REVENUE CHANGES BY TYPE OF REVENUE

FtwRa1992

StATe Tax Cha DeScuffon Dan(s) (fn WaUton)

CIGARIETTE AND TOBACCO TAXES

Iowa Increase of 10 cent/pack.

Minnesota Increase of 24 cents/pack.

Nevada Eliminate sunset on 1989 Increase.

Ohio Eliminate samp discounts to dealers

Oregon Dedicate $20 million in cigarette tax revenues
to the Westsade light rail project. Loss to
general fund.

Pennaylvania Increase of 30 cents/pack.

Vermont Increase of 4 cents/pack.

MOTOR FUEL TAXES

Connecticut Increase o 2 cens/gallon dedicated to local
government Infrastructure projects,

Idaho Increase of6 cents/gallon (with halfdedicated
to local governments)

New Hampehire Increase 0 2 cent/gallon,

New York Increase of 10 cents/gallon to fund a dedi-
cated highway fund.

Rhode Wand Increase or 5 cents/gallon

ALCOROUIC BEVERAGES

California Increase tax rate.

Iowa Tax beer as liquor.

Minnesota Increase beer and wine taxes to levels more
comparable to liquor ta

North Carolina Increase beer tax and licenses

MISCEU.ANEOUS TAXES

Change depreciation schedule for vehicle
registrat ion fees.
Rate increase for drivers license and vehicle
registration leea

increase user feea

Increase educational tuition.

Increase license plate renewal feas

Double vehicle registration fees and truck trip
permits (wits half dedicated to local govern-
ments).

Acceleration of liquor, privilege, and mineral
taxes for one-time gain in fiscal 1991.

Increase audit staff.

Modify proper ytax and rent refund program.

Delay homestead property tax exemption.

Various fee increase

Contributions from hospitals providing
Medicaid scrvacs.

Introduce oil and gas Incentives.

$25.6
77.0
20.7

3.8
-10.4

300.0
2.7

530.5

350

50
500.0

20.4

517.0
2.4

11.0

46

$120

73.0

226.2
96.5
10.2
29.0

13 8(F91)

4.0
9.4

12.9
31.0
70.0

-42

California

Florida

Idaho

Kansas

Maine

Michigan

Montana
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Table A-7 (continued)
PROPOSED 1992 REVENUE CHANGES BY TYPE OF REVENUE

Fiscal 1992
Effective Reveowe Cbawsj

Tax Cbmn DescrPton

Impose business actMty tax and business license
fee.

Change basic of scot route operators gaming as.
segment fee.

Conver weight-based vehicle registrations to an
ad valorem basis and increase motor vehicle fees
that will be offset by other changes in this
category.
Eliminate certain tax expenditures under bank
tax

Revise estate tax rates and credit.

Impose $5 tax on tires to help finance Environ.
mental Infrastnucture Fund.

Enact administrtlve and technical changes to
reform withholding, reverse court decisions etc.

Redefine the tax base for the amusement device
tax

Date(s) (S in millions)

7/91 129.5

1/91

enactment
enactment

enactment

7/91

Slft
Nevada

New York

Orqeon
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Table A-S
PROPOSED STATE EMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION CHANGES,

FiSCAL 1992

Across &
SMand Rasgon Board Meit Oeer Notes

New Fngoad
Connecticut - Although half of the collective bargaining

unlit hafe settled conuac for fiscal 1992, the

Governor's recommended budget was
reduced by S417 million to reflect anticipated
savings from collective bargaining negota.
tons with employee unions. The negota-
tions which are taking place at this time.
Include wages.

Maine 7.0% 2.0% - An additional 5 percent for conlldential and
supervisory unit Is effective 1011/91. Com-
pensation package for fiscal 1992 was ratified

by mate and union but was not funded.

Massachusetts - - - Employee compensationpackae Isutillunder
discussion.

New Hampshire - - - Employ" compensation package Isstill under
discuslon.

Rhode 1hsln - - - No increases are recommended.

Vermont 3.25 - - In addition, all eligible employeesrecelve step
increases.

Delaware - - - No Increases are recommended.

Maryland - - - No Increases are recommended.

Newjerswy 5.5% 3.0% - Merit Increases range from 3.5 percent to 5.0
percent, depending on employee z step and-

range, except at madmum of rngc no merit
Increase is given. Estimated coa is 3.0 percent t

on average. Although the contract Is s5 reed
to. because of fiscal situation this contra t Is

not funded In fiscal 1992.

NewYork - - - Compensation package has not beer.
negotiated yet

Pennsylvania - - - Compensation package has not been
negotiated yet.

Great Lakes

IUllnois - Compensation package has not been

Indiana

Michigan

Ohio

Wisconsin

negotiated yet and Governor's budget as-
sumes no pay increase as well as contract

take-backs.

-- - No Increase Is recommended.

- - Governor's 1992 budget recommends reject-
ing pay raise.

- - Collective bargaining contracts for 1991 and
1992 will be renegotiated.

- - Compensation package has not yet been
negotiated.
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Table A-8 (continued)
PROPOSED STATE EMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION CHANGES,

FISCAL 1992

Across the
Staft atd Rgfo Board Mmrl: Other Notes

Plains
Iowa - - Increases are not yet determined.
Kasas 1.5% 2.5% ATh is for the last half of fiscal 1992. Other

is based on movement from step to step on
the clasisfled pa) matrix

Minnesota - - No specific package has been recommended,
nor has separate funding been set aside for
labor contracts currently under negotiation.
Any increases wil be funded within existing
budget levels.

Missouri - - No Increase Is recommended
Nebraska 30 - All employees receive 3.0 percent on July 1,

an additional 1.5 percent on anniversary
date, and an additional 1.0 percent if
employed 10 years with the state and below
the midpoint of salary range (subject to satis.
factory perfonmance).

North Dakota 4.0 - - The package includes 4.0 percent or $50 per
month, whichever is greater

South Dakota 40 - The Governor has recommended longevity
increasesbased on all years of service, adjust-
ments for certain pay grades that range from
0 3 percent to 8 9 percent, and an adiust-
ment of 2 5 percent for employees belowthe
midpoint of their pay range

Southeast
Alabama 5 5% * ATB recommendations have not yet been

made. Merit raises based on employee per-
formance and may range from 0-5 percent
based on evaluation Longevity pay ranges
from $300-1600 per employee pr year basedon years of service.

25 2.5 - Employees ar eligible for a 2 percent merit
increase on their anniversary date

3.0 - - Nurses are to receive an average increase of
15 percent of minimum pay, child welfare
classes are to receive 12,5 percent; judiciary
law enforcement Investigators are to receive
$3,000.

- - - Although there is no policy against In-step
salary increases, restrictions on agency
budgets will limit their availability.

50 1.5 20 There is an appropriation of$13.5 million to
address market, recruitment, and retention
needs in state government.

Mississippi

North Carolina 2.0

Approximately 10 percent of the workforce
is at the top of its paygrade and not eligible
for a merit increase. Therefore, a 4 percent
increases averages 3 6 percent

No increase Is recommended.

A 2 percent performance pay increase is cf.
fective January 1992.

Arkan Ls

Florida

Georgia

Kentucky

Louisiana
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Table A-8 (continued)
PROPOSED STATE EMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION CHANGES,

FISCAL 1992

AcrosshO
State and Region Boar" Merit Orber Notes

South Carolina - - - All proposed increases are to "annualize" In.
creases Implemented in fiscal 1991 for a por-
tion of the year.

Tennesse 4.0 - Funding is subject to economic recovery.

Virginia - - No Increase Ia recommended.

West Virginia - - - No increase Is recommended.

Southweat

Arizona - No increases are recommended.

NewMealco - 5.0% Employees would receive enhanced benefits
and take home Increase totalling 3 percent
across the board

Oklahoma - 24 - Governor has proposed a perfornanc" pay
package that would average 2 4 percent if
given to all employees. Since it Is targeted to
certain employees, tne Individual increases
will be larger.

Texas - - In the past few years, employee pay increases
have been added to the budget during the last
days o(the legislative session

Rocky Mountain

Colorado 3 3% 1 3% - Correctional officers classification is under
study but there i0 no planned increase.

Idaho - s0 03 "Other" is to move employees with 5 or more
)tlr iIn the same position wiph satisfactory
performance toward the mid-point of the
salary schedule

Montana 30 1 5 "Other' is an average "progression Increase"
to move salaries closer to market level In
addition, state is increasing the insurance
contribution by 5180 per year.

Utrh -30 2 0 'Other" Is to cover benefit cost increases

Wyoming 2 5 38 Most employees will receive a merit increase
after an increase in health insurance con-
tribution of $50 per month for employees
earning less than $20,000 per year and 540
per month for those earning more than
$20.000. State contribution to retirement
system will increase from 66 percent to 90
percent

Far West

5,0% 30%

40-50

40 25

Ment salary adjustments are provided within
departments and range from 0-5 percent
Costs for these Increases are absorbed within
existing budgeted resources

Annual merit increase of 5 0 percent is avail-
able to those qualifying and not at top opay
grade. Fiscal year equivalency s 2,5 percent.

Alaska

California

Hawaii

Nevada
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Table A-8 (continued)
PROPOSED STATE EMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION CHANGES,

FISCAL 1992

Across *b
Swne ansd Jtiom Board merit Otber NoteS
Oregon 0

Washington

-- Amo all employees receive a mcit increase
wile. they are at the top ofthelr salary rce.
Very few are a the top because state just
implemented anewdcl yisklaon aer- nd
mom employees' salary rang=s lncreamv

06 About 26.000 o" 60.000 cimifled er p,, es
will receive Increases for Compp, --ole
worth. In additional, about 45 percent of all
clamife d employees wil receive an annual
step increase of 5.0 percent.
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Table A-9
BUDGET REDUCTION STRATEGIES IMPLEMENTED OR UNDER CONSIDERATION, FISCAL 1991

A-T- raira.d LAy- fur, 0w Detay 8--1X/aiy Dy A. /lelay H-8 rr-W
Star$ Cuts Cute offi kwaugs Trame Ramowsu~ SVemx Beed Au" Pex"eioes eg A*-e= Pna.
AlaMma I I
Alasks
Ar-,tomar

California I I I I I

Connectcu t I X X I
Delaware I P
Florida I
Geo gia I 1 1 1 I
1-aw'l
ldeiso

Illinois I
Indiana I I P
Iowa I I I 1 I

Kansas
Kentucky
Louitiana
Maine X X X X X X X X
Maryland - I I I I I
Messchusetts I 1 I I I I I I I
Michigan I IX I I X I
Minnesota I I I
Mississippi 1 I I
Missoun I 1 1 I
MonLana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hainpshtre X X X X
New Jer2 1 1 1 I I I
New M.xIoo
New York 1 I I I I
North Carolina I I I I I I
North Dakota
Ohio I I I I I I
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania I I I X X I I X I I
Rhode Island I I I I I I I I I I
South Carolina I I
South Dakota
Tennessee I I I I I
Texas
Utah
Vermont I I I I I 1 I
Virginia I I I I
Washington
Wes Viripnia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
Total 16 24 11 7 5 11 13 2 14 10 22 19

-ey: X- Str egy proposed I= Strategy implemented P- Strategy partly implemented
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR DOMENICI

Mr. Chairman, distinguished Members, it is with great pleasure that I come
before this Committee to testify in strong support of legislation I have been pursu-
ing for several years-S. 90-the Environmental Infrastructure Act of 1991.

I cannot think of a more appropriate time for this Committee to be reviewing S.
90. On the Senate floor right now, we are considering a major new bill to provide
important funding for our nation's highways and transportation programs. This bill
moves us forward over the next five years to tackle the significant backlog of main-
tenance on our nation's highways and to address the transportation needs of our
growing cities. [IF SENATORS MOYNIHAN CHAFEE AND SYMMS ARE
PRESENT--COMMEND THEM ON THIS BILL]

But what about other infrastructure problems--our deteriorating water and sewer
system; our landfills that have reached capacity?
S. 90, Mr. Chairman, is a step in the right direction in our effort to help commu-

nities with these and other environmental projects?
Over the past 20 years, the Congress has passed a multitude of environmental

laws. Much of the burden of meeting the environmental standards set in these laws
rests with our states and our municipalities. However, what the Congress has not
done, is adequately attempt to grapple with the question of financing these extreme-
ly important project. We have a are opportunity to begin to come to terms with that
problem.

The Environment and Public Works Committee will be reauthorizing both the
Clean Water Act and the Resource Conservation Recovery Act (RCRA) during this
next Congress. Many of the Members who serve here on the Finance Committee
also serve on the Public Works Committee. I cannot think of a better time for the
two Committees to work together to determine how our municipalities will meet
present environmental requirements and new ones that will emerge during reau-
thorization of these two statutes.

OUR ENVIRONMENTAL INFRASTRUCTURE

But first, let me discuss what I like to term America's "environmental infrastruc-
ture. " In doing so, I want to quote from a study that was done several years ago on
America's infrastructure.
"If we spend too little on public works or if we invest in inefficient projects, socie-

ty loses more than the direct public cost. In the long run, our ability to compete in
the international economy will be weakened, and our standard of living will suffer.

That is a sound assessment. There is no doubt that, over the long run, a close link
exists between our infrastructure and our competitive position in the world, our pro-
ductivity.

Nor is there any doubt that we-throughout the entire political system-have al-
lowed much of our national infrastructure to decline over the past three decades.

Infrastructure spending is down across the nation. It was 2.3 percent of our GNP
in 1960; it is about 1 percent today.

The Congress confronts many alternatives. Some people tell us that we can solve
our infrastructure problems by taking all the existing infrastructure trust funds off
budget.

Others may say we need to move toward a capital budget at the Federal level, or
a major infusion of new Federal grants. Some argue for higher, dedicated taxes.

Each of these alternatives merits attention. We need to encourage the construc-
tion of envir3nmentally-related investments in every way we can. Our assistance is
needed, not only because of the value of the investment, but because the Federal
government has mandated these investments.

But let me focus my remarks on S. 90, that Senator Boren and I have sponsored.
Our bill is a relatively narrow one, designed to benefit four basic types of public

works, each related to improving the American environment:
* Water supplies;
* Sewage treatment;
* Solid and hazardous waste disposal; and
* Facilities needed to meet EPA standards. This final category would include such

things as mass transit investments in those regions of the nation where air pol-
lution problems exist. -

What S. 90 does is to encourage the construction of such facilities through the
bond market. Frankly, I can't see how we can meet future needs without greater
reliance on the bond market.
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The Domenici-Boren bill will make these public works improvements less costly as
investments, both to local government and the private sector, by ensuring that these
investments receive fair and favorable treatment in the Tax Code.

I do not need to tell this Committee that the ease with which local governments
fi ance public facilities through bonds is governed directly by the Tax Code. In turn,
local utility rates are determined by how local capital investments are financed.

Large sums are at stake. The Public Securities Association found that over the
period from 1984 through 1988, state and local jurisdictions issued an average of
$137.2 billion annually in municipal bonds for public purposes.

Assuming that average annual interest rates remain constant, the PSA concluded
that if those five years of bonds had all been taxable, the added burden by the end
of this century on communities and states would have been $283 billion.

To help build our future, S. 90 creates a new category of tax-exempt bond, an "in-
frastructure bond." An infrastructure bond would be an obligation, issued by a state
or local government, that is used to finance any of the four types of public facilities
I have cited.

These public infrastructure bonds would be freed from constraints imposed on
tax-exempt bonds in recent tax laws. These bonds would not be subject to a cap.
These bonds would not be subject to the alternative minimum tax. These bonds
could be refunded at any time.

S. 90, 1 should point out, is based directly upon the recommendations of two im-
portant recent studies of America's infrastructure.

The initial study came from a distinguished panel of public officials and private
citizens, the Private Advisory Panel on Infrastructure Financing. That Panel was es-
tablished several years ago to advise the Senate Budget Committee on techniques
the Congress might use to increase public investments in roads, dams, airports,
bridges, water systems, and waste disposal.

The second report-"Fragile Foundations: A Report on America's Public
Works"-was released two years ago by an equally distinguished group, the Nation-
al Council on Public Works Improvement.

Both reports concluded that America faces a great challenge in reviving our de-
caying public works investment. Both reports deserve your careful attention.

Since then, the Congressional Budget Office's study, "New Directions for the Na-
tion's Public Works," suggested greater non-Federal responsibility in targetting in-
frastructure investments.

Infrastructure bonds are one area of concern to me. Another is public-private
partnerships, which have taken on new importance as we seek capital to meet
public needs.

So the second major thrust of S. 90 encourages private investments in public fa-
cilities. S. 90 extends to all types of environmental infrastructure facilities the same
tax treatment the Tax Code now gives only to solid waste facilities.

To attract private investment, sewage, solid and hazardous waste, and water fa-
cilities must hold the promise of profitability. Projects of this sort are long-term in-
vestments. They do not generate a quick profit; the return is low and spread over
many years. The cost-recovery rules now in the Tax Code lessen the economic feasi-
bility of such arrangements.

I think the National Council may have set the correct tone when it said America
needed "a national commitment shared by all levels of government and the private
sector, to increase capital spending by as much as 100 percent above current levels."

The Joint Committee on Taxation has examined the version of S. 90 that we intro-
duced during the 100th Congress; it estimated the cost in lost revenues at about
$350 million per year. This is certainly a modest revenue loss in comparison with
the benefits and need.

Mr. Chairman, the Environmental Infrastructure Act of 1991 is but one step for-
ward in a comprehensive program to meet America's infrastructure needs. Support
for the bill continues to grow. A number of important organizations endorsed this
bill under its earlier number, S. 700--organizations such as the American Consult-
ing Engineers Council and the National Associution of Home Builders.
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Mr. Chairman, I look forward to working with you and the Committee on this
extremely pressing problem. I would be happy to answer any questions at this point.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HARLEY T. DUNCAN

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: The Federation of Tax Adminis-
trators extends its appreciation for this opportunity to appear before you on S. 267,
a bill which would prohibit states and political subdivisions from imposing an
income tax on the pension or retirement income of a person who is not a resident or
domiciliary of the state or political subdivision. The Federation and its members
oppose this measure and respectfully request that you not enact it.

INTRODUCTION

The Federation of Tax Administrators (FTA) is a non profit corporation comprised
of the principal tax and revenue collecting agencies in each of the fifty states, the
District of Columbia, New York City and the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec,
Canada. Our purpose is to improve the techniques and standards of tax administra-
tion through a program of research, information exchange, training, and represent-
ing the interests of state tax administrators before the Congress and federal execu-
tive branch. The Federation is governed by a 15 member Board of Trustees elected
by the 54 member agencies.

The policy of the Federation with respect to this issue was embodied in Resolution
Sixteen adopted unanimously by the membership at its June 1990 Annual Meeting
in Charleston, S.C. A copy of the resolution is attached.

The Federation opposes enactment of S. 267 (and similar measures) because it
runs directly counter to the fundamental underlying principle of state income tax-
ation-namely that income should be taxed where it is earned or the "source princi-
ple." As such, enactment of S. 267 would overturn a long history of judicial prece-
dent and strike at the heart of state sovereignty-the ability to define the state's
own tax system within the confines of the U.S. Constitution. Other reasons states
oppose enactment of S. 267 include: (a) It would create serious inequities with other
similarly situated taxpayers; (b) This is an issue of state tax policy which is best left
to resolution by state legislatures; (c) S. 267 could lead to enactment of other, less
desirable, alternatives; (d) The premises underlying the bill are erroneous; and (e)
The legal basis for the legislation is less than clear. The remainder of this testimony
addresses each of these concerns; it also presents results of a survey of states on the
taxation of nonresident pension income.

SOURCE TAX PRINCIPLE

The basis of current state income tax systems is that a state may tax income that
is derived from "sources" within the state. In-state sources are defined generally to
include the performance of services in the state, the conduct of a trade, business or
occupation in the state, or the receipt of income from property owned within the
state. Further, income from in-state sources are subject to tax regardless of whether
it is earned by a resident or a nonresident who otherwise enters the state for a
period of time to carry on the income-producing activity.

Authority to Tax. State authority to tax nonresident income from in-state sources
was validated by the U.S. Supreme Court over 70 years ago in Shaffer v. Carter 252
U.S. 37(1920) when it wrote:

• ..we deem it clear, upon principle as well as authority, that just as a State
may impose general income taxes upon its own citizens and residents - . . , it
may, as a necessary consequence, levy a duty of like character, and not more

- onerous in its effect, upon incomes accruing to non-residents from their proper-
ty or business within the state, or their occupations carried on therein .. ..

As the Shaffer court noted, and as has been developed in subsequent cases, the
essential constraint on the states in the taxation of nonresident income is that the
nonresident not be taxed to a greater degree than a similarly situated resident of
the state and may not be discriminated against by virtue of the nonresident status.
Beyond this, the Court has essentially left it to state legislatures to control nonresi-
dent taxation.
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Authority to Tax Pension Income. With respect to nonresident pension or retire-
ment income' in particular, states take the position that the pension income is
simply deferred income or compensation for services performed at an earlier point
in time. Thus, a state has authority to tax that portion of the retirement income of
a nonresident that results from services performed earlier in the taxing state. The
issue of taxing nonresident pension income has not been addressed directly by the
Supreme Court. The Court's ruling in Davis v. Michigan Department of Treasury
109 S.Ct. 1500 (1989) (intergovernmental tax immunity and 4 U.S.C. 111 prevent a
state from taxing federal pensions to a greater degree than they do state and local
pensions), however, certainly supports the state interpretation that pensions are de-
ferred income paid for services performed previously. In Davis, the Court clearly
stated that the deferred nature of federal pension income did nothing to disrupt its
character as "federal compensation" which was subject to the limits on differential
taxation contained in 4. U.S.C. 111 and the constitutional doctrine of intergovern-
mental immunity.

Double Taxation. In addition to the taxation of nonresident income, it is also
clear that states have authority to tax all income received by a resident, regardless
of the source of that income.2 Thus, one could hypothesize a case of potential
'double taxation' where the retirement income would be taxed in the state where
the services were performed and in the state of residence of the retiree. This does
not happen in practice, however, and concern for double taxation cannot be the basis
for suJpporting enactment of S. 267. All states with a broad-based income tax3 pro-
vide ) tax credit to residents for income taxes paid to another state on income
which is also included in the tax base of the state of residence.4 This system of re-
ciprocal credits prevents retirement (and other) income from being taxed in both the
state in which it is earned and in the state of residence. 5

Policy Significance. Thus, it seems clear that states choosing to impose tax on
nonresident pension income are well within the constitutional latitude granted
them as Govereign entities. They are taxing income from "sources" within the state.
Moreover, they are not discriminating against nonresidents by taxing them at
higher rates than residents, and they have taken steps to avoid any double taxation
(and consequent Due Process concerns) through a system of reciprocal credits for
taxes paid to another state.

The "source tax" principle is important to the states and is important to our fed-
eral system. Within their sphere of responsibility, states are able to define the level
of government services they desire. Further, they are, within the bounds of the U.S.
Constitution, free to tax the activities occurring within the state to finance those
services. The source tax principle is consistent with and necessary to that federal
system. Abrogation or abandonment of the source tax principle would create a situa-
tion in which persons could avail themselves of the marketplace created by one
state and many of the services provided by that state without compensation to the
state. It could well lead to a series of "tax havens" in certain interstate metropoli-
tan areas and unhealthy interstate tax competition which would have the ultimate
effect of weakening all parties concerned. The source tax principle should not be
lightly discarded by the U.S. Congress.

STATE PRACTICES

To clarify some confusion over the extent to which states attempt to impose tax
on nonresident pension income, the Federation of Tax Administrators, in May 1991,

' Throughout the testimony, references to nonresident pension or retirement income should
he read to refer to that portion of any deferred compensation arrangement which is attributable
to services performed in the state at a earlier point in time. A state would not have authority to
tax pension income of a nonresident if it did not arise from services or other activities per-
formed in the state.

2 New York ex. rel. Cohn v. Graves, 300 U.S. 308 (1937) and Lawrence v. State Tax Commis-
sion< 286 U.S. 276 (1932).

3 Forty states and the District of Columbia levy a broad-based personal income tax. Connecti-
cut, New Hampshire and Tennessee levy an income tax on limited types of interest, dividend
and capital gains income. Alaska, Florida, Nevada, South Dakota, Texas, Washington and Wyo-
mingdo not levy a personal income tax.

4 Maine and Virginia do not grant such a credit on retirement income. Neither state, howev-
er, includes retirement income from non-state sources in the tax base of the resident.

5 Certain groups of states do not use such a system of credits. Instead, they have reciprocal
agreements under which all income is taxed by the state of residence rather than the state in
which it is earned. (This also avoids taxation by two states.) These agreements are most preva-
lent in the Virginia-D.C.-Maryland, Pennsylvania.New Jersey, and Ohio-Indiana-Illinois areas.
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surveyed state tax agencies with respect to their practices in taxing nonresident
pension income. That survey yielded the following results.6

Thirteen states responded that their income tax statute would authorize imposi-
tion of tax on nonresident pension income: Arizona, California, Georgia, Iowa,
Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Minnesota, New York, North Dakota, Ohio, Oregon
and Vermont. Five of these states (Arizona, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana and
North Dakota), however, answered that they do not attempt to impose the tax on
nonresident pension income. Of the remaining eight states, only California, New
York and Vermont report that they have a program in place to attempt to identify
nonresident pension income recipients.

Some states taxing nonresident pensions have important limits on the types and
amount of pension income subject to tax. Ohio and Vermont impose tax only on dis-
tributions to nonresidents from "non-qualified" deferred compensation arrange-
ments. Similarly, New York exempts the first $20,000 in retirement income for both
residents and nonresidents and does not tax annuities received by nonresidents
from New York sources. Some of the other states also exempt a portion of the pen-
sion income of certain types of resident and nonresident retirees (e.g., state, local
and federal employees.)

In short, eight states respond affirmatively to the taxation of nonresident pension
income. In New York, Ohio and Vermont, the coverage is limited to a relatively
narrow category of retirement income.

OTHER ISSUES

Tax Inequities. Enactment of S. 267 or other similar measures, rather than cor-
recting some perceived inequity, would create inequities in the tax burden of simi-
larly situated taxpayers.

It would have the effect of converting what was intended to be a tax deferral de-
signed to promote retirement savings and self-sufficiency into a tax exemption for
those retirees who had the ability and desire to move to a state with no income tax.
In the interests of simplicity and retirement policy, most states have conformed
their income taxes to the federal tax, thus allowing tax to be deferred on certain
contributions to retirements systems and deferred compensation arrangements. At
the federal level, and intended at the state level, these contributions would be taxed
on withdrawal when the income is actually available to the recipient. Enactment of
S. 267 would, however, convert this deferral to an exemption for those retirees who
choose to move to a state without an income tax. 7

The attempt to avoid tax entirely, rather than any philosophical concern, seems
to be crux of the issue with respect to taxing nonresident pension income. As an
American Association of Retired Persons (AARP) policy paper noted, "Because the
[nonresident pension] income has not previously been taxed, there seems to be no
compelling case against this tax on fairness grounds ... " 8 That same publication
outlined the essential characteristic of this debate when it said:

In general, this issue would probably have little salience, even if more states
engaged in the practice, if retirees only moved between states which levy broad-
based income taxes. In these cases, the tax would be levied by both the state of
residence as well as the source income state. However, double taxation would
normally be avoided by virtue of credits allowed by the state of residence for
nonresident taxes paid. .. . It is usually when an individual moves to one of
these states [with no income tax] from one of the handful of states levying a tax
on nonresident pensions that the issue becomes salient. 9 (citations omitted.)

S. 267 would create inequities between persons who move from a state and a
person who remains in the state. Despite the fact that both persons may have spent
all their working years in the state, the one who remains a resident will face a
higher lifetime tax than the one who moves. As Smith and Hellerstein noted in a
recent analysis of the interstate issues involved in taxing federally deferred income,
" .. . it nevertheless offends our notions of fairness to provide the person who
moves interstate with a tax windfall not available to one who moves intrastate." 10

6 Complete survey results are available from the Federation of Tax Administrators on request.
7 Retirees moving to a state with an income tax would be taxable in either the state in which

they reside or in the state where the services were performed, but not both
" John R. Gist and Mark Schorsch, "State Taxation of Non-Resident Pension Income," Ameri-

can Association of Retired Persons Public Policy Institute, No. 9001, February 1990, p. 6.
9 Gist and Schorsch, op. cit., p. 3.
'0 James Charles Smith and Walter Hellerstein, "State Taxation of Federally Deferred

Income: The Interstate Dimension," Tax Law Review. Vol. 44, p. 351.
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State Legislative Role. Under current law, the decision to tax nonresident pen-
sion income is clearly a matter of state tax policy to be determined by the State
Legislature. It should remain this way. Determining whether and in what manner
to tax nonresident pension income is an issue that must be decided within the con-
text of state tax policy generally. The decision must consider matters such as the
degree to which the state taxes other retirement income, the economic and demo-
graphic characteristics of the state, the tax policy of surrounding states, administra-
tion, and the treatment of other nonresident income. The balancing of these inter-
ests cannot be accomplished through a blanket policy adopted by the Congress; it
must be accomplished at the state level.

The varying state practices are evidence that state legislatures take these factors
into account and arrive at different answers. Most states have, in fact, determined
not to tax nonresident pensions. Others such as Ohio, Vermont and New York tax
only a limited portion of nonresident pension income. Laws in these states are de-
signed primarily to avoid situations in which a wealthy person could choose to defer
large amounts of current income in anticipating of retiring and moving to a non-
income tax state where the deferred amounts could be withdrawn tax free. In addi-
tion, the California legislature in 1990 considered a measure which would have ex-
empted up to $20,000 in nonresident pension income, thus avoiding tax on low-
income nonresident retirees.1" A blanket prohibition such as embodied in S. 267
would not respect these judgments. It would instead simply prohibit all taxation.

Some may argue that there are no effective constraints on state legislatures in
their consideration of nonresident issues. This is simply not the case. As noted
above, the Constitution requires that state taxes on nonresident income may not be
more onerous in their effect" on nonresidents than they are on residents. In addi-
tion, the action of any one state is constrained by the actions of others. That is, if
one state is considered especially onerous in its tax policy, its residents (particularly
retirees) may simply to choose to move elsewhere. ' 2

Undesirable Alternatives. It is no secret that with the recession and growing med-
ical, education, corrections and other service needs, states are hard pressed to gener-
ate the revenues necessary to meet the demands placed on them. If S. 267 or similar
measures are enacted, it is reasonable that they would examine other means of
taxing amounts deferred under federal law when they are prohibited from taxing a
portion of them on withdrawal. It is very likely that any of these alternatives would
have undesirable side effects.

For example, states might consider alternatives such as not recognizing certain
federal deferral techniques, taxing certain deferred income on a current basis, or
otherwise limiting amounts which could be contributed to deferred arrangements.
Each alternative would overcome the effect of S. 267. Each would, however, also
create areas of non-conformity with the federal tax, increase the complexity of state
and federal taxes for taxpayers and employers, and frustrate stated U.S. retirement
policy. Nonetheless, if prohibited from taxing nonresident pensions on withdrawal,
states would necessarily be forced to consider such alternatives.

Faulty Premises. Supporters of S. 267 and similar measures argue that taxing
nonresident pensions somehow constitutes "Taxation Without Representation." The
concern is that without some "representation," states will simply raise "nonresident
tax rates" whenever they need money.' 3 Such statements are patently untrue. As
noted earlier, the U.S. Constitution clearly provides that nonresidents may not be
taxed in a manner which causes the effect of the tax to be greater than for similarly
situated residents. No action could be taken which would raise "nonresident rates"
to levels greater than those of residents. In addition, the Supreme Court over 70
years ago ruled that states could constitutionally tax nonresident income.14 An indi-

'' This measure would have effectively exempted over 95 percent of California Public Employ-
ee Retirement System employees giving in non-income tax states, but was opposed by RESIST
(an organization of retired California employees living primarily in Nevada.i (Source: "Issues
Surrounding Federal Bills To Prohibit State Taxes on Non-resident Pension Income," Prepared
for the Board of Administration, California Public Employees' Retirement System by David
Vienna and Associates, Alexandria, Va,, April 5, 1991.

12 See Gist and Schorsch, op. cit.. p. 7.
'3 See, for example, "Arguments in Support of AB-3976," by William (Bill) C. Hoffman, Presi-

dent, RESIST of America as reprinted in Vienna and Associates, op. cit. AB 3976 was a bill con-
sidered by the 1990 California Legislature. It would have exempted nonresident retirement
income. RESIST is the acronym for "Retirees to Eliminate State Income Source Tax."

,4 Shaffer v. Carter. 252 U.S. 37 11920).
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vidual earning income within a state has clearly brought himself within the juris-
diction of the state and availed himself of state services. For that, a tax on the
income (whether received currently or on a deferred basis) may lawfully be asked.
As the AARP policy paper noted, "As long as nonresidents and residents are treated
equally, and income is not taxed twice, this argument [taxation without representa-
tion] represents only an appealing political argument and not a cause of legal
action." 15

Opponents of nonresident pension income taxation also argue that the pension re-
cipient receives no services from the state, and thus should not be subject to tax.
The fact remains that this is not a new tax; it is taxation of deferred income arising
from services performed at an earlier point in time. Moreover, the income was de-
ferred for the benefit of the taxpayer who used state services at the time the income
was earned. While services and payment may not coincide in time, both are ac-
counted for at some point, and the taxpayer benefits from a savings that is allowed
to grow tax-free. The states are simply not overreaching the constitutional bounds
of their state tax sovereignty.

Finally, opponents of nonresident pension taxation sometimes argue that it acts
as a barrier to free movement of persons from one place to another. As the AARP
analysis stated, "This would no doubt be true if only those who migrated paid the
tax, and those who remained in the state did not. However, that is plainly not the
case. The tax is levied equally on residents and nonresidents alike." 16

Basis for Congressional Action. While the authority to tax nonresident pension
income is clear, such cannot be said about the authority of Congress to enact a
measure such as S. 267. There are three instances in which the Congress has limited
the taxation of nonresident income. The Soldier' and Sailors' Relief Act of 1940 pro-
vides a member of the U.S. military is not to be considered a resident of a state for
income and certain other tax purposes simply because he/she is stationed in the
state. Similarly, 4 U.S.C. 113 provides that states in which a Member of Congress
maintains an abode for purposes of attending sessions of Congress may not treat
such Member as a resident or domiciliary or treat the Member s congressional pay
as income for services performed in the state. Finally, the Amtrak Reauthorization
and Improvement Act of 1990 (P.L. 101-322) prohibits any state, other than the
state of residence, from taxing the compensation of interstate railroad and motor
carrier employees derived from services performed in more than one state.

The first two of these measures has withstood judicial scrutiny.1 7 In both cases,
however, the judicial analysis drove in large part from prohibitions on state tax-
ation of the federal government and its activities and instrumentalities and in the
taxation of contractors doing business with the federal government. The courts
noted the kinship between the service personnel and Members of Congress on the
one hand, and the actual operations, functions, agencies and instrumentalities of
the federal government, on the other. This is similar to the analysis employed in
evaluating state taxes on federal contractors and agencies. In such cases, the courts
attempt to determine whether the function or entity being taxed is an "integral
part" of the federal government. While the provision enacted in 1990 has not been
attacked, one could presume that the authority to limit state taxation of railroad
and motor carrier employees would derive from its plenary authority to regulate
interstate commerce.' 8

Neither of these situations is present with respect to the taxation of nonresident
pension income. That is, there is no special employment or operating relationship
between nonresident pensioners generally and the federal government (as there is
with service personnel and Members of Congress.) Likewise, there is no interstate
commerce at stake with nonresident pensioners. Thus, the jurisdiction of the Con-
gress to enact a prohibition on a constitutionally authorized act of state sovereignty
as proposed in S. 267 must be questioned.

This same conclusion was reached in an analysis by the Congressional Research
Service.

"5 Gist and Schorsch, op. cit., p. 1.
16 Ibid.
' The provisions of the Soldiers' and Sailors' Relief Act were challenged in Dameron v. Brod-

head 345 U.S. 322 (1953). The provisions regarding congressional pay were addressed in United
States v. Maryland, 636 F.2d 73 (4th Cir., 1980.1

19 Other measures limiting state taxation authority are also generally limited to clear in-
stances involving interstate commerce. See, for example, Railroad Revitalization and Regulatory
Reform Act of 1976 (P.L. 95-473) affecting taxation of interstate railroads, or section 9125 of the
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990 affecting the taxation of interstate airlines, P.L. 86-
272 (codified as 15 U.S.C. 381) defining the terms under which state may impose net income
taxes on interstate sellers of tangible personal property.
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Clearly, Congress does have some authority to limit state taxation of nonresi-
dents. Whether that authority is broad enough to justify the kind of flat ban
described, however, has not as yet been conclusively established.1 9

Even if one believes Congress has the authority to legislate in this area, it must
be acknowledged that enactment of S. 267 would represent a substantial expansion
of Congressional authority into the area of state individual income taxation. It
would constitute defining the standards under which a class of taxpayer, without a
direct relationship to the federal government or without direct involvement in inter-
state commerce, is to be treated. Addressing the perceived needs of one class of tax-
payer will undoubtedly generate demands for addressing alleged injustices being ex-
perienced by other groups. Soon, Congress could be in the business of defir ing more
and more elements of state tax policy. Moreover, it would most likely be doing so
without a strong policy backdrop against which to evaluate its choices and with a
serious inability to identify and balance all the appropriate interests in each of the
fifty states. Such a development would not be healthy for state tax policy or for the
U.S. Congress. It seems preferable to E cknowledge that this is an area of state tax
policy better left to state policymakers.

CONCLUSION

The Federation of Tax Administrators and its member state tax agencies respect-
fully request that the Congress refrain from enacting S. 267 and other similar meas-
ures which would prohibit or limit state taxation of pension and retirement income
received by nonresidents.

Enactment of S. 267 would disrupt the principle of source taxation which is the
foundation of state income taxation. The courts have consistently held that states
may legitimately tax income arising from sources within or services performed
within a state, provided that appropriate constitutional standards are met. Those
states choosing to tax nonresident pension income have met these standards by
avoiding discriminatory tax treatment of nonresidents and by a system of reciprocal
tax credits to avoid double taxation and attendant Due Process concerns. Beyond
meeting these constitutional requirements, which no one disputes, state tax admin-
istrators believe the decision of whether or not to tax nonresident pension income is
appropriately left to state policymakers who can best balance the various interests
involved in the issue and blend that decision with the overall tax policy of the state.

Some may argue that nonresident pension taxation constitutes "taxation without
representation.' While that may have a visceral appeal, it is simply not the case.
The tax imposed is legal and bears a relation to the services provided to the individ-
ual. At its most basic level, the issue of nonresident pension taxation is whether
what was intended to be a tax deferral should be converted, wholly or in part, to a
tax exemption if one chooses to move to a state with no income tax. Tax administra-
tors believe this decision should be made by policymakers in the state foregoing the
revenue, after a careful balancing of all appropriate interests. It is not an issue for
the U.S. Congress to resolve by imposing a blanket ban on legitimate state taxation
authority. Such a blanket ban will create significant inequities.

Finally, there appears to be a serious question about the authority of Congress to
enact a measure such as that proposed in S. 267. It would, at the very least, consti-
tute a substantial expansion of congressional authority and activity in the area of
individual income taxation. Such a step should not be taken light ly because of the
substantial long-term policy ramifications thereof for both states and the U.S. Con-
gress.

RESOLUTION SIXTEEN

NONRESIDENT INCOME

WHEREAS, federal legislation to restrict state taxing authority is frequently pro-
posed, ad

WHEREAS, the freedom to structure state revenue systems is essential to the op-
eration of state governments, and

WHEREAS, restrictive federal legislation would deprive the states of badly
needed revenue, and

WHEREAS, the U.S. Constitution provides adequate safeguards to insure that
states do not violate principles of Due Process and other constitutional guarantees,
and

19 Robert B. Burdette, "State Taxation of Nonresidents' Retirement Income," American Law
Division, Congressional Research Service, Library of Congress, March 27, 1989.
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WHEREAS, the states' authority to levy a tax on nonresidents deriving income
within the state has been repeatedly upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court and state
courts for sound and valid reasons, and

WHEREAS, numberous measures restricting the taxation of nonresident income
have been introduced into the 101st Congress now, therefore, he it

Resolved, that the Federation of Tax Administrators urge that Congress refrain
from preempting, either directly or indirectly, sources of state revenue, state tax
bases, or state taxation methods, and be it further

Resolved, that the Federation of Tax Administrators respectfully request Congress
to reject efforts to restrict state taxation of nonresident income.

Adopted by a unanimous vote of the membership at the Annual Meeting in
Charleston, S.C., on June 13, 1990

PREPARED STATEMENT OF KENNETH W. GIDEON

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: I am pleased to be here today to
present the views of the Administration on a number of revenue measures. We are
generally concerned about the revenue costs of these proposals in view of the pay-as-
you-go system adopted as part of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990
(the "1990 OBRA").

1. REVEAL THE LUXURY TAX ON BOATS

Current Law
The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990 added various luxury taxes to the

Internal Revenue Code ("Code"). Under new section 4002, if the actual retail sales
price of a new boat exceeds $100,000, a 10 percent tax is imposed on the excess. The
tax is also imposed on parts and accessories that are installed on a new boat within
6 months of the purchase and on the use of a boat before there has been a retail
sale. The tax does not apply to boats sold for export, but does apply to new and used
boats that are imported into the United States. The tax applies to sales between
January 1, 1991 and December 31, 1999.

Proposal
The proposal would repeal the luxury tax on boats.

Administration Position
We do not support repeal of the luxury boat excise tax at this time. The tax has

been in effect for less than 6 months, a period which coincided with the economic
downturn. It is simply too early to assess what its actual impact will be in terms of
effect on the industry, revenues realized, or difficulty of administration. On the last
point, I might note that excises generally have been among the simplest taxes for
the Internal Revenue Service to administer. Proposed regulations issued at the end
of last year should be made final in the relatively near future.

2. AMEND THE TAX TREATMENT OF PAYMENTS UNDER LIFE INSURANCE CONTRACTS FOR
TERMINALLY ILL PATIENTS

Current Law
Undistributed investment income ("inside buildup") credited under a contract

that is a life insurance contract for tax purposes is not taxed currently to the con-
tractholder. Section 101(a) of the Code provides further that proceeds of life insur-
ance contracts that are payable by reason of the death of the insured are excluded
from gross income. As a result, inside buildup amounts that are paid out as death
benefits escape tax completely. If an insurance contract is not a modified endow-
ment contract ("MEC"), amounts not exceeding the cash value of the policy may be
borrowed tax free, and any pre-death distribution of the contract's cash value is tax
free to the extent of the policyholder's basis in the contract. If a policy is a MEC,
loans or pre-death distributions are treated as coming first out of income and only
thereafter as recovery of basis. Consideration received from the sale or assignment
of a life insurance contract is includable in gross income.

Under section 7702, a policy that is a life insurance contract under the applicable
state or foreign law qualifies for the tax benefits available to life insurance if it sat-
isfies one of two alternative tests: (1) the cash value accumulation test or (2) the
guideline premium/cash value corridor test. The cash value accumulation test is
satisfied if the contract's cash surrender v.,lue does not at any time exceed the net
single premium that would be required at tnat time to fund future benefits under
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the contract. The guideline premium/cash value corridor test is satisfied if the pre-
miums paid under the contract do not at any time exceed the greater of the guide-
line single premium or the sum of the guideline level premiums, and the death ben-
efit under the contract is not less than a prescribed statutory percentage (which de-
creases with the increasing age of the insured) of the cash surrender value of the
contract.

The net single premium used in applying the cash value accumulation test and
the guideline single premium or guideline level premiums used in applying the
guideline premium/cash value corridor test are the amounts necessary to fund
future benefits under the contract. Future benefits include the death or endowment
benefit under the contract as well as the charges stated in the contract for provid-
ing certain "qualified additional benefits." Currently such benefits are limited to (1)
guaranteed insurability, (2) accidental death or disability benefit, (3) family term
coverage, and (4) disability waiver benefits. The treatment of a benefit as a qualified
additional benefit therefore increases the section 7702 limitation to the extent of the
discounted value of the stated charge for the benefit.

Section 7702 applies to contracts issued after December 31, 1984. For this purpose,
contracts that are issued in exchange for existing contracts after December 31, 1984
are treated as new contracts issued after that date. Section 7702A, which provides a
test for determining when a life insurance contract is a MEC, has a similar grandfa-
ther rule.

Proposal
The proposed legislation would amend section 101 to provide that amounts paid

under the life insurance contract of a terminally ill insured would be treated as an
amount paid by reason of the death of the insured and therefore excludable from
gross income. A terminally ill insured is defined as an individual who has been cer-
tified by a licensed physician as having an illness or physical condition that can rea-
sonably be expected to result in death in 12 months or less.

The proposed legislation would provide further that a "terminal illness rider,"
which permits the payment of benefits to an insured upon his becoming terminally
ill, would be treated as a qualified additional benefit for purposes of applying the
tests of section 7702 and that the addition of such a rider to an existing life insur-
ance contract would not constitute an exchange of contracts for purposes of apply-
ing the effective date rules under sections 7702 and 7702A.

The bill also provides that applicants for or recipients of certain public assistance
benefits may not be required to exercise any right to receive an accelerated death
benefit as a condition of eligibility for such public assistance benefits.

Administration Position
We oppose the expansion of section 101 as proposed. Section 101 currently pro-

vides for the exclusion from income of amounts paid under a life insurance contract
by reason of the death of the insured. We believe the fundamental family security
rationale for the tax-favored treatment of the inside build-up in life insurance would
be undermined if broadened in the manner proposed.

As we understand the proposal, there is no restriction on the use to which tax-
free proceeds could be put. While the circumstances under which the withdrawal
could be made compel our sympathy, we should recognize that any such expansion
of section 101 will bring forward proponents of further expansions for similar
needs-such as long-term care-or other worThy goals, such as education or housing.
Such expansions and the potential adverse revenue consequences they entail would
undoubtedly place section 101 under severe pressure. It is a journey we should not
begin.

The goal of endeavoring to assist the terminally ill is a sympathetic one. Under
the bill, however, assistance would not be equally available to all terminally ill per-
sons. Only those terminally ill persons holding life insurance contracts at the time
of their illness could avail themselves of the benefits, and the benefits would be
greatest for those able to afford large life insurance policies.

Finally, the trigger proposed for early payment-a physician's certification that
the individual has less than one year to live-raises serious problems of administra-
tion. "Audit" of such a certification would be difficult, to say the least. Yet if the
standard is effectively unauditable, compliance concerns are certain to arise.
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3. INCREASE THE AMOUNT OF BONDS ELIGIBLE FOR CERTAIN SMALL GOVERNMENTAL
ISSUER EXCEPTIONS AND MODIFY OTHER TAX RULES WITH RESPECT TO BONDS ISSUED BY
STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

Current Law
The Internal Revenue Code contains restrictions on the issuance of tax-exempt

bonds by State and local governments designed to prevent inappropriate arbitrage
profits by issuers of such bonds and to prevent the benefits of tax exemption from
inuring to other than intended beneficiaries as described in the Code. A require-
ment to rebate arbitrage was imposed on virtually all tax-exempt bonds by the Tax
Reform Act of 1986. Among these restrictions are the following:

(i) Small governmental issuers with general taxing powers are exempt from the
arbitrage rebate requirement only if they issue less than $5 million of governmental
bonds during a calendar year. This is commonly referred to as the "small issuer ex-
ception" to arbitrage rebate.

(ii) A 2-year spend-down exception to the requirement to rebate arbitrage was en-
acted as part of the 1989 OBRA. This exception generally provides that bond issues
used to finance construction projects are not subject to the rebate requirement if the
proceeds are expended within 2 years of the date of issue of the bonds at rates speci-
fied in the statute (at least 10 percent within 6 months, 45 percent within 12
months, 75 percent within 18 months). The 2-year spend-down exception to arbitrage
rebate is generally effective for bonds issued after December 19, 1989.

(iii) Section 265(bX3) currently permits an issuer that reasonably anticipates issu-
ing $10 million or less of governmental and qualified 501(cX3) bonds during a calen-
dar year to elect to exclude such issues (sometimes referred to as "bank qualified
bonds") from the interest disallowance provisions of section 265(bX3). Section
265(b)(3) provides generally that banks may not deduct interest expenses attributed
to tax-exempt bonds under a formula provided in the statute.

(iv) Section 141(bX3) of the Code currently prohibits more than 5 percent of pro-
ceeds of a governmental bond issue from being used for a private business use that
is unrelated to the governmental use of the facility or that is disproportionate to the
governmental use of the facility. This provision effectively reduces the 10 percent

private business use threshold to 5 percent when the private business use is not re-
ated to the governmental use of the facility or the private use is disproportionate in

multi-facility projects.
(v) Failure to restrict the yield on the investment of bond proceeds to the bond

yield as required by section 148 may not be remedied by rebating the arbitrage to
the Federal Government.

(vi) Under section 149 of the Code an issuer must generally rebate 100 percent of
the arbitrage it earns to the Federal Government.

(vii) Certain advance refunding bonds the proceeds of which are invested in sub-
stantially higher yielding investments currently are not described as a device in
income tax regulations under section 149(d).

Proposals
The proposal would remove or liberalize certain existing restrictions on tax-

exempt bonds. The bill contains 7 specific proposals which may be summarized as
follows:

(i) The $5 million small issuer exception from rebate in section 148(f)(4) would be
increased to $25 million. The requirement in section 148(f)(4) that governmental
units must have general taxing powers to be eligible for the exception would be
eliminated. This would permit governmental units such as special service districts,
authorities and similar entities with limited or no taxing powers to be eligible for
the exception. However, subordinate entities would still be required to be aggregat-
ed for purposes of the exception.

(ii) The 2-year spend-down exception to rebate in section 148(f)(4Xiv) would be
made retroactive to the effective date of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (generally
August 15, 1986). The 2-year spend-down exception was substantially amended in
the 1990 OBRA. The provision would not permit refunds of rebate paid prior to the
date of enactment of the bill.

(iii) The small issuer exception (or "bank qualified bond" exception) from the in-
terest expense disallowance provision of section 265(bX3) relating to financial insti-
tutions would be increased from $10 million to $25 million.

(iv) The 5 percent test for private business use not related or disproportionate to
government use financed by the issue in section 141(bX3) would be repealed.

(v) Section 148 would be amended to permit the payment of rebate in lieu of re-
stricting yield on investment of bond proceeds. Currently section 148 requires yield
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restriction as well as rebate, and a failure to yield restrict when required cannot be
cured by rebating the improperly earned arbitrage. This provision would not apply
to advance refundings. Treasury would be given authority to require yield restric-
tion in circumstances in which the yield restriction requirement applies for pur-
poses other than preventing the earning of arbitrage.

(vi) Section 148 would be amended to reduce the amount of rebate from 100 per-
cent to 90 percent of arbitrage earned.

(vii) Define certain advance refunding bonds the proceeds of which are invested in
substantially higher yielding investments as a device under section 149(d).

Administration Position
(i) We oppose increasing the $5 million small issuer exception from rebate to $25

million. The proposal would be expensive and would defeat in part the policy of dis-
couraging arbitrage motivated transactions. We recognize that an argument can be
made for increasing the small issuer exception to $10 million to conform it to the
$10 million small issuer "bank qualified bond" exception under section 265(bx3).
However, absent an acceptable offset, we do not support even such a limited expan-
sion.

(ii) We oppose the proposal to make the 2-year spend-down exception to rebate ret-
roactive. Our oppr : ion is based both on our general policy of opposing retroactive
tax legislation an. '. fact that the proposal would provide a windfall to many issu-
ers. Bonds issued after 1986 and before the effective date of the 2-year rule were
structured and sized to take into account the rebate requirement.

(iii) We oppose the proposal to increase the $10 million bank qualified bond excep-
tion to $25 million. There is no justification for granting financial institutions addi-
tional relief under section 265.

(iv) We do not oppose the proposal to repeal the 5 percent private business use
test provided there is an acceptable revenue offset. This part of section 141 is often
misunderstood by issuers and not easily administrable by the Internal Revenue
Service. Repeal would accomplish significant simplification without sacrificing sig-
nificant policy objectives.

(v) We are in general agreement with the notion that it should not be necessary to
apply both yield restriction and the arbitrage rebate requirement to the same bond
issue. There may, however, be circumstances in which arbitrage rebate alone may
not be sufficient to prevent issuances with a significant purpose of earning arbi-
trage. Accordingly, were the proposal revised to include residual, prospective Treas-
ury regulatory authority to impose yield restriction (without a rebate alternative)
where necessary to prevent abuse, we would support the change. We believe that
the provision if so revised would not lose revenue.

(vi) We believe this proposal merits serious consideration. However, we have not
completed our own analysis to determine what the optimal percentage division
might be and whether the proposal involves significant revenue consequences. Cur-
rently, there is no economic motivation for an issuer to maximize or even achieve
efficient investment yields on bond proceeds subject to the rebate requirement. This
is so because once the investment yield equals the bond yield, the issuer has no mo-
tivation to earn a higher yield because earnings attributable to the yield in excess of
the bond yield must be paid to the Federal Government in the form of rebate. While
the income tax regulations require that bond proceeds be invested at arm's length,
in practice this requirement is extremely difficult if not impossible to enforce.

A relaxation of the arbitrage rebate requirement of the sort contemplated by the
rule raises significant policy issues as well since it would in effect permit-and even
encourage-issuers to achieve some, though quite limited, arbitrage. We therefore
recommend that this issue be formally studied to determine: (i) whether such "per-
mitted arbitrage" would undermine the objectives of the arbitrage rebate provision,
and ii what division of arbitrage profits would provide an incentive for issuers to
maximize investment yield without encouraging them to issue bonds for the purpose
of realizing an arbitrage profit.

(vii) We support the proposal to define certain advance refunding bonds as a
device under section 149(d). Investment of "released revenues" in forward purchase
contracts at an unrestricted yield in the manner proscribed by this provision results
in the earning of arbitrage.

4. MODIFY THE TAX-EXEMPT BOND AND DEPRECIATION RULES WITH RESPECT TO
INFRASTRUCTURE FACILITIES

Current Law
Infrastructure facilities, such as sewage, solid waste disposal, hazardous waste dis-

posal, and facilities for the furnishing of water may be financed as exempt facility
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private activity bonds. As private activity bonds, these obligations are subject to re-
strictions which include aggregate dollar limitations of issues by state volume caps,
treatment of interest thereon as a preference item for purposes of the alternative
minimum tax, and -the limitations contained in section 147 including-limitations
on substantial users. 120 percent af economic life requirement, limitations o i land
and existing property acquisitions, limitations on skyboxes, airplanes and gambling
establishments, public approval requirements and the 2 percent cap on costs of issu-
ance. In addition, private activity bonds are not eligible for the 2-year spend-down
exception from arbitrage rebate, generally cannot be advance refunded, and are sub-
ject to "change in use" restrictions under section 150b) of the Code.

Proposal
The bill would accord bonds issued to finance "infrastructure facilities" the same

treatment that non-private activity governmental bonds currently receive under the
Code. Accordingly, infrastructure bonds would generally not be subject to the
volume cap and other restrictions described above. (Governmentally owned solid
waste disposal facilities are exempt from the volume cap under present law.) Ac-
cordingly such infrastructure bonds would also be eligible to be advance refunded.

(i) Infrastructure bonds would be defined as bonds issued to provide infrastructure
facilities "which are available for the ultimate use of the general public (including
electric utility, industrial, agricultural, commercial, nonprofit, or governmental
users)." Infrastructure facilities would include: sewage facilities, solid waste disposal
facilities, hazardous waste disposal facilities, facilities for the furnishing of water
and facilities which are constructed, reconstructed, rehabilitated, or acquired for the
purpose of achieving compliance by a state or local government with Federal stat-
utes administered by the EPA. Sewage, solid waste disposal, hazardous waste dispos-
al, and water furnishing facilities are currently permitted to be financed as exempt
facility private activity bonds under section 142. These categories of exempt facility
bonds are repealed under the bill. The bill would liberalize the definition of hazard-
ous waste disposal facilities by deleting the limitation that disposal be only by incin-
eration or entombment and by requiring that the facility be "ultimately" used by
persons other than the owner, operator or related persons.

ii0 The bill would also liberalize the 2-year exception to the arbitrage rebate re-
quirement by providing a 3-year spend-down exception to the rebate requirement in
addition to the 2-year exception. The 3-year exception would apply to any bonds
other than private activity bonds and tax and revenue anticipation bonds and;
unlike the 2-year exception, would not be limited to construction issues. The 3-year
exception would require expenditure of bond proceeds as follows: 20 percent in the
first year, 50 percent in the second year, and 95 percent in the third year. "Soft
costs' such as costs of issuance would be included in the spend-down requirement if
not made more than 1 year after the date of issue of the bonds.
(til The bill would also amend section 168(e) (relating to depreciation) and would

classify infrastructure facilities as 7-year ACRS property with a 10-year ADR mid-
point to the exte- t such facilities do not already have a shorter recovery period.
Also, infrastructLt-e facilities financed with tax-exempt bonds would not be treated
as "tax-exempt" use property for purposes of section 168(h).

Administration Position
(i We oppose treating infrastructure bonds as governmental bonds. This provision

would result in a significant increase in the amount of tax-exempt bonds issued.
(ii; We oppose the proposed 3-year exception to arbitrage rebate. The proposal was

considered ard rejected when Congress reached an agreement with respect to the 2-
year spend-down exception to arbitrage rebate.

(iii) We oppose treating infrastructure facilities as 7-year ACRS property which is
exempt from treatment as tax-exempt use property. There is no justification for al-
lowing accelerated depreciation on such facilities in addition to the implicit Federal
subsidy arising from tax exemption on the indebtedness.

All three items would result in significant revenue loss.

5. TREAT BONDS ISSUED FOR SECTION 501 (C1 3) ORGANIZATIONS IN A MANNER SIMILAR
TO GOVERNMENTAL BONDS

Current Law
If proceeds of a bond are used in the trade or business of a 501(cX3) organization,

the bond is treated as a private activity bond. Under section 145, qualified 501(cX3)
bonds may be issued as tax-exempt private activity bonds subject to a number of
limitations. The most significant limitations with respect to qualified 501(cX3) bonds
are: (1) the amount of qualified 501(cX31 bonds outstanding for non-hospital uses
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cannot exceed $150 million per 501(cX3J organization, (2) if proceeds of qualified
501(cX3) bonds are used to provide certain residential rental housing for family
units, the housing units must meet the low- and middle-income targeting require-
ments of section 142(dX3) under section 147, the maturity of the bonds cannot
exceed 120 percent of the economic life of the property, (4) no portion of the bond
proceeds may be used for skyboxes, airplanes or gambling establishments, (5) the
bonds must be approved by the public, (6) costs of issuance financed with bond pro-
ceeds may not exceed 2 percent of the amount of the bonds, and (7) "change in use"
restrictions with respect to facilities required to be owned by a governmental unit or
a 501(cX3) organization under section 150(b).
Proposal

The proposed legislation would generally treat bonds the proceeds of which are
loaned to or used by 501(cX3) organizations for their exempt 501(cX3) purposes in the
same manner as governmental bonds, effectively repealing the limitation on-such
bonds added in the Tax Reform Act of 1986. The-provision does not apply to bonds
the proceeds of which are used by 501(cX3) organizations in unrelated trades or busi-
nesses. All of the restrictions under section 147 of the Code currently applicable to
qualified 501(cX3) bonds would no longer apply to such bonds other than the restric-
tion under section 147(b) that the bonds not have an average maturity in excess of
120 percent of the average economic life of the bond-financed property and the re-
quirement under section 147(0 that the bonds be approved by the issuing govern-
mental unit after a public hearing or referendum. Also, the restrictions under sec-
tion 150(bX5) of the Code with respect to "change in use" of facilities required to be
owned by governmental units or 501(cX3) organizations would be retained. Addition-
ally, bond proceeds used by a 501(cX3) organization to provide certain residential
rental housing for family units would remain private activity bonds and would be
subject to the low- and middle-income targeting requirements of section 142(d).

Administration Position
We oppose this proposal. It would significantly expand a large class of tax-exempt

obligations and would result in significant revenue loss to the Federal Government.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR BOB GRAHAM

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, thank you for allowing me to testi-
fy today on the impact on Florida of the luxury tax on boats.

The luxury tax on boats, created by last year's budget deficit package, was intend-
ed to affect the wealthiest Americans. Instead, potential buyers decided to postpone
their purchase, buy used boats not subject to the surtax, or buy their boats in an-
other country. This has caused serious damage to the manufacturers, retailers and
workers in America's boating industry, particularly in my home state.

Mr. Chairman, in Florida, manufacturing and retail sales of recreational boats is
a $3.5 billion annual industry. Since the luxury tax went into effect on January 1,
this industry has shown a marked decline. A study of 17 Florida boat dealers and
custom manufacturers revealed that boat sales declined nearly 90% in the first
quarter of 1991 compared to the first quarter of 1990. These retailers have had to
lay off nearly 30% of their work force.

No one can deny that the recession has had a devastating effect on the boating
industry. Throughout Florida, boat dealers admit that business was bad. Yet they
could weather the recession. They could not survive this tax. We are not talking
about the demise of large, bureaucratic corporations. These retailers and manufac-
turers are mostly family-owned and operated proprietorships with less than 100 em-
ployees.

This tax is also hurting the cities and towns where the boat manufacturers are
located. Wellcraft Marine, established in 1955 in Sarasota, Florida, produced more
boats in 1988 than in their entire first decade of existence. Last year, however, Well-
craft's employment decreased from 2,000 to 800. Because 2 other major boat manu-
facturers in Sarasota declared bankruptcy last year, 4,000 people in that community
have lost their jobs. The loss of manufacturing jobs is particularly harmful since
these jobs generate employment in other affiliated industries, such as service,

pply and outfitting. A U.S. Chamber of Commerce study estimates that for every
1 manufacturing jobs, a county earns $2 million in gross income. At this rate,
Sara ta County has lost $80 million.

just one example. With 626 boat manufacturers, the most in any state, this
tax has ad the same consequences in other communities throughout Florida. In
fact, the arine industry estimates Florida would lose more than $3.5 million in
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sales tax revenue for just the first quarter of 1991. States, cities and towns are suf-
fering from this tax.

The luxury tax on boats has not just lost jobs and state revenue, but it could also
lose revenue for the federal government. The Joint Committee on Tax estimates this
tax will raise only $3 million this fiscal year. This is less than the $3.5 million Flori-
da could lose in sales tax revenue in just 4 months. On April 23, the Wall Street
Journal reported that the - _nj.eral-Bevenue Service could spend two to three times
this amount on collection costs. Several Members of Congress have requested a Gen-
eral Accounting Office study to examine this claim. These administrative costs, com-
bined with unemployment compensation and lost corporate and payroll tax reve-
nues, could mean that this tax will actually cost taxpayers money.

While Americans are losing money, Bahamian boat builders are seeing profits
soar. Rather than pay a 10% tax in West Palm Beach, a yacht Luyer can take a 20
minute flight to the Bahamas. In fact, Bahamian Prime Minister Pindling recently
cut import taxes to specifically encourage such purchases.

It is obvious that the people suffering from this tax are NOT the luxury yacht
buyers. They can wait to buy their yachts. Boat builders, retailers and their employ-
ees cannot wait. And Congress should not wait to repeal this tax.

I want to thank Senator Breaux and my fellow Floridian, CO.-, ressman Shaw, for
their leadership in repealing this tax. I urge my colleagues to j,-',, me as a cosponsor
of this proposal. I hope this misguided tax will be repealed quickly.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT P. HILL

My name is Bob Hill and I am Executive Vice President of The Prudential Insur-
ance Company of America. I appreciate the opportunity to testify in support of S.
284, a measure to aid and comfort the terminally ill. By enacting this legislation,
you will ensure that the death benefits terminally ill policyholders -receive from
their life insurance policies are not taxed, making their last days more comfortable.
The Prudential strongly supports this legislation and urges that it be enacted as
quickly as possible.

Before I discuss the importance of S. 284, I would first like to tell you a little
about The Prudential's accelerated death benefit program-how it works, its pur-
pose, and how it has touched the lives of some of our policyholders.

As part of a program that we call the Living Needs Benefit, a terminally ill pol-
icyholder can receive the death benefit under his or her life insurance policy while
still alive. To obtain this early payment of the death benefit, the policyholder must
provide a physician's certification that the insured is expected to die within six
months. The amount the policyholder receives is the present value of the death ben-
efit, which we would expect to pay six months in the future. Let me emphasize that
our purpose is to pay the terminally ill person the present value of his or her policy.
The Prudential does not make any money on this program.

Forty-nine states have approved our Living Needs Benefit. The Living Needs Ben-
efit has been made available at no additional cost to over 3 million of our existing
policyholders and is available on most of our newly issued policies.

The Prudential's Living Needs Benefits program has several advantages.
First, we all know the financial and emotional devastation that a final illness can

cause. We think that easing the financial strain of such an illness makes an in-
sured's last months of life more comfortable and dignified. Accelerating death bene-
fits allows us to make funds available to the terminally ill to pay for the costs of a
final illness and provides terminally ill insureds more choice with respect to their
lifestyle and care.

Second, by accelerating death benefits, we can provide this help to terminally ill
policyholders without cost. The policyholder gets the present value of his policy. Be-
cause death is imminent, this value is simply the present value of the death benefit
payable in six months. This generally works out to about 96 percent of the death
benefit-virtually all policyholders would get far less if forced instead to surrender
their policies for their cash surrender values. We can pay this amount without
harming our other policyholders since we are simply paying the present value of the
amount we would have to pay soon anyway,

Because our program also allows people to use their Living Needs Benefits for any
purpose, including payment of the costs of a final illness, dependence on medicaid
ard other government health programs can be reduced.

Since we began paying Living Needs Benefits 16 months ago, we have paid 135
claims for terminally ill people, for a total amount of about $8.5 million. Most are
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cancer or AIDS victims. While the number of claims has been small, the importance
to each individual involved cannot be overstated.

For example, one of Prudential's policyowners, a 54 year old former machine op-
erator, was terminally ill with cancer when he received the Living Needs Benefit.
His illness had forced him to stop working, and the family's financial resources had
been drained by medical expenses. His wife had this to say to a reporter about the
Living Needs Benefit:

"This program is a godsend. We were able to pay for medication, pay bills
which were getting way behind and pay off our second and third mortgages. We
have one less worry to deal with."

She described her husband as having been "down and distraught," but said he
became more relaxed after he realized that his family's financial situation had im-
proved.

An Iowa man, a truck driver in his 50's, who was terminally ill, used his Living
Needs Benefits to pay off his home mortgage, settle all his financial affairs, pay for
his funeral, and arrange for his wife's financial security after his death.

Another policyholder, a 41-year old Californian woman, who was terminally ill
with lung cancer, used the Living Needs Benefit to save her home from foreclosure
and to pay for a trip back east to visit her mother one last time.

Each of these people was able to turn to the Living Needs Benefit to provide
funds when there was literally no other money available to them.

The Prudential is pleased that you are considering S. 284, which we believe is
very important to the future of accelerated death benefit programs. S. 284 would
encourage the provision of accelerated death benefits by making two important
clarifications of the treatment of these benefits.

First, S. 284 would clarify that accelerated death benefits for the terminally ill
are not includable in taxable income. Section 101 of the Code excludes from income
amounts paid by reason of death. Thus, these benefits would clearly be excludable if
paid upon death. From tax and social policy standpoints, it makes sense to exclude
these amounts when paid shortly before death as well. Also, from an insurance
point of view, the risk insured against-that of premature death-has matured
where an insured is determined to be terminally ill and is expected to die within a
period of up to 12 months.

Second, S. 284 would clarify that holders of policies with accelerated death bene-
fits options would not be required to claim accelerated death benefits in order to be
eligible for Medicaid or SSI. Benefit payments actually received pursuant to the
Living Needs Benefit option would, of course, be considered in applying eligibility
asset and income tests, thereby reducing dependence on federal assistance pro-
grams. However, it is important to codify the current interpretation of the law that
the mere right to the acceleration would not cause the potential benefits to be
counted for eligibility purposes. Policyholders must have very compelling arguments
that current law already provides an exclusion for these amounts, and without the
exercise of the option the death benefits clearly would be paid on a tax-free basis
shortly anyway. Under current law an accelerated death benefit option is not con-
sidered for Medicaid and SSI eligibility purposes unless and until it is paid. Howev-
er, with the bill's clarifications, companies will be further encouraged to offer accel-
erated death benefits, thereby improving the quality of life for the terminally ill.

The Prudential strongly supports S. 284 and thanks you for considering it.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF WILLIAM C. HOFFMAN

The members of RESIST of America and The members of The Coalition shown in
Attachment A urge The Senate to pass Senate Bill S. 267.

ISSUE

Do we still have "TAXATION WITHOUT REPRESENTATION" in America?
YES, WE DO! The taxation of nonresident pensions by the states is a prime exam-
ple of "TAXATION WITHOUT REPRESENTATION."

How can a nation that was formed over The issue of "TAXATION WITHOUT
REPRESENTATION" allow this to happen? BECAUSE IT IS THE BEST KEPT
SECRET IN AMERICA! No one was told about this unfair tax. This tax interferes
with our right to travel across the United States of America and live where we
choose without a financial penalty.
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BACKGROUND

Several states now tax nonresident pensions. There are, in total, about 40 states
with source tax laws and each of them could implement this tax on nonresident
pensions. I will frequently use California as an example during this presentation for
three reasons:

1: They are the most aggressive State
2: They often lead the Nation in new trends
3: We understand their nonresident laws and procedures better.

The 40 states mentioned before, tax nonresidents on various types of source
income. There are legitimate reasons for some of these taxes. An individual could
operate a business or work in a nonresident state. In these cases, the resources of
the state are being used or jobs are taken from the residents. If the nonresident
doesn't want to pay these taxes, they can remove the business from the state or not
work in the state. They have a choice.

Nonresident taxation of pensions is different; because unlike a business, job, or
investment, the pension tax debt can not be removed from the state. The retiree is
trapped for the rest of their lives by the state in "financial Slavery."

States can raise nonresident taxes whenever they like. What can nonresidents do
about it? NOTHING!

What services do we get as nonresident taxpayers? NONE! We can't use schools,
or even buy a fishing license at resid "it rates.

What do we get from the government of the taxing state? NOTHING!

THIS TAX HITS RETIREES HARD!

Imagine:
An elderly lady in Nevada that makes between $12000 and $13000 a year. She isn't

rich, but she is surviving. Then the mailcarrier delivers a notice from California that
says she owes taxes on her pension, plus penalty and interest. She can't believe it;
and being honest, she tells California that she has never paid. The result was they
calculated her tax debt from 1978 till the present. She now owes about $6000.

Imagine:
A retired man from California, whose wife died, meets a lady, marries her and

moves to New York because she is still working there. He discovers that he not only
must pay California taxes on his pension for the rest of his life, but must include his
out of California income and his new wife's income. He pays New York much less
because they give a large exemption for resident pensions.

Imagine:
A lady in Texas who just received a bill from CA for more than $24000.

Unfortunately, these are not imaginary cases. They are just a few real cases out
of thousands in our files.

STATES POSITION

Some states correctly assume pensions are intangibles, similar to savings ac-
counts. Others claim pensions are deferred income.

Defining pensions as "deferred income" is an indiscriminate use of the English
language and law. Income that is deferred should be paid unconditionally, either to
the retiree or to their heirs. Pensions clearly do not meet the requirements of de-
ferred income. If you are unfortunate and die one day before you retire, you or your
heirs receive only your own contributions plus a small amount of interest. You re-
ceive none of the so called "deferred income."

These states claim that benefits were received when the retirees were earning the
pension. Therefore they owe taxes for the rest of their lives, and do not deserve any
additional benefits.

There is a fallacy to this argument. Consider two similar retirees. One decides to
remain in the state where the pension was earned and the other moves to another
state. The resident pays taxes, but continues to receive benefits from the state, and
can vote, petition and otherwise be represented by the government of that state.
The nonresident pays taxes, but receives nothing. Didn't the retiree who remained in
the state also get benefits while they were earning their pension? ISN'T THIS DIS-
CRIMINA TION? HOW CAN THIS BE EQUAL TREATMENT?

Most retirees paid taxes on contributions to their pension plans. Apparently, Com-
panies, Federal, and State agencies did not pay taxes on their contributions to pen-
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sion plans or accrued interest. Before the publicity that RESIST of America initiat-
ed, no one was informed, by either their State or employer, about nonresident tax-
ation of retirement income. Why weren't we informed about this unfair tax that
would lead to "Taxation Without Representation" in the future? Why weren't op-
tions offered to the employees, such as 401K Averaging Plans? The only reason for
deferring taxable income is to pay fewer taxes on the income later. Nonresident re-
tirees might pay significantly more taxes instead of less. It i. particularly frighten-
ing to speculate on how high nonresident taxes could become in the future. When a
State needs more income, they can raise these taxes at their discretion and a non-
resident can do nothing about it. The retiree cannot vote, petition, receive benefits
or enjoy governmental protection from the taxing State. This situation is intoler-
able.

It was this unfair tax that prompted me to form RESIST of America in July of
1988. RESIST of America is a nonprofit organization that was incorporated July 28,
1988. The only goal ' RESIST of America is to end the tax on nonresident pensions
by the states. RESIST of America is a "grass roots" organization that operates en-
tirely through volunteers. No one in our organization gets a salary. Our organiza-
tion is not, however, against fair taxation with representation.

CALIFORNIA HAS IT BOTH WAYS

California has obtained (from their point of view) delightfully contradictory court
rulings.

Borchers-Baustian
The Borscher case was tried in the district court 2 of Los Angeles, CA. It involved

a man who earned his pension in Illinois and moved to California to retire. Borscher
claimed that he didn't owe California taxes on his pension income because the
SOURCE of his pension was Illinois. California disagreed. Borscher lost after a ten
year court battle.

The Baustian case involved a man who earned his pension in California and re-
tired to another State. California claimed that he owed nonresident taxes on his
pension because the SOURCE of his pension was California. This decision
was made by The State Board of Equalization. The cases occurred about the
same period.

As a spokesperson for the California FTB cheerfully acknowledges, residents
can be taxed on all income, regardless of its source; nonresidents are taxed on the
source regardless of residence.

To make matters worse, California hired collection agencies that use "Gestapo
Tactics" to harass and threaten Senior Citizens for the collection of these unfair
taxes. They also offer rewards for information on delinquent taxpayers. Other states
will probably follow California's lead.

INCOME EARNED IN OTHER STATES ALSO TAXED

There is another point that has aggravated Seniors Citizens. Several States (par-
ticularly California) use total income earned (including income earned in other
States) to establish the highest rate for taxing pensions. Even so, they claim they do
not tax out of State income. However, any increase in taxes as a result of including
non-California income is clearly a tax against that income.

This procedure, causes additional inequality between retirees. A retiree that sup-
plements their income through investments, can decrease their tax liability by in-
vesting in items (Federal Securities) that states cannot tax. Those retirees that must
work to supplement their income have no options and must include this income. As
a result, the retiree that works pay more taxes than the retiree that invests, even if
their total income is the same.

CALIFORNIA, PERHAPS OTHER STATES, TAX NONRESIDENT, MILITARY PENSIONS

Some believe that California does not tax the nonresident pensions of military
personnel. Don't you believe it. Check California tax forms 1031 and 1032. California
gives an exemption for military personnel, but the maximum exemption is a gener-
ous $40.00 per year. Other states have not answered the question of whether or not
they tax military pensions. We suspect they do.

CONSTITUTIONALITY OF NONRESIDENT TAXES

One of the first officials contacted by our organization about this issue was The
Attorney General of Nevada. It was our hope that he would challenge the constitu-
tionality of the nonresident tax on pensions by the states. We knew that it was un-
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constitutional for a citizen to sue a state in a Federal court. Unfortunately, Brian
McKay, who was Nevada's Attorney General then, told us that the U. S. Supreme
court had upheld the nonresident taxes about 70 years ago. He sent us the Michigan
State Law review, which discussed many cases covering this general issue. He rec-
ommended that we try to get Federal Legislation passed. Research into other court
cases and investigation of The California State Law Review confirmed his position.

Can we solve this problem at the State level?
There are some Senators that believe that we should work though the states and

organizations like The Multi-State Tax Commission to end this tax on nonresident
pensions. We have tried. It is impossible to sway State Legislators when you are not
represented. New Jersey is the only state that was convinced to stop taxing non
resident pensions. This success occurred due to the efforts of The National Associa-
tion of Retired Federal Employees (NARFE) and due to a study by New Jersey that
the collection of these taxes was not economical.

Our efforts with California have been futile to say the least. Last year, The Cali-
fornia Legislature introduced two bills to prevent or limit the taxation of nonresi-
dent pensions. AB-3976, which would completely end this unfair tax and AB-3963,
which would give a $20,000 credit to nonresidents, but income earned in other
States must still be used to determine the tax rate. AB-3963 also contained a"sunset clause" which would automatically repeal the law 6 years after enactment.

Trice Harvey, an Assemblyman from Bakersfield, invited me, Pierce Powers (Na-
tional Association of Retired Federal Employees-NARFE), Elton Hipport also from
NARFE, and Douglas Baldwin, representing The Air Force Association to testify
before the Revenue and Taxation Committee for AB-3976.

Johan Klehs, Chairman of this committee (District San Leandro) refused to let us
testify, claiming there was not enough time and that we were "out of order." The
testimony for and against the previous issue, to grant tax exempt status for busi-
nesses that grow ostriches for food involved less than a dozen people, and took more
than two hours (not counting two hours for the ostrich barbecue).

Our issue involves millions of Senior Citizens as well as the young people in the
State. Clearly, we were faced with a "stacked deck." The committee has every right
to oppose our position; however, there is never a reason to be rude and inconsider-
ate to anyone. Johan Klehs treated us like people without representation.

This year AB 1513, SB 427, and AJR 25 were introduced. The two bills would
- repeal the tax on nonresident pensions, and the joint resolution urges The United

States Congress to pass the bills that prohibit this tax. This year it was Dick Mill-
ington (Regional Vice President-NARFE) who received the rude treatment.

I have subsequently written a letter to The Speaker of The California Assembly,
Willie Brown, and suggested a plan that would end "TAXATION WITHOUT REP-
RESENTATION" and yield California more income.

WE NEED FEDERAL LEGISLATION! THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES IS OUR LAST

HOPE!

We are asking you, The Congress to help us end this terrible injustice to our Sen-
iors and our Future Seniors. The issue of taxation of nonresident pensions by the
states affects every American. Even if a citizen does not have a pension or if they
never leave the state where the pension is earned, they are affected.

Many states give credits or rebates to retirees that pay taxes to another state. If a
state does, then the taxpayers of that state are paying for the benefits, services, and
government for these retirees. The taxes paid by the retirees, that should help
defray the cost of their benefits, services, and government, are instead paid to their
former state. That state doesn't give anything to the retirees or the resident state's
economy. Even if the resident state does not give credits or rebates for taxes paid to
another state, their citizens still lose. The money paid to another state by the retir-
ees is not available for expenditure in your state.

There is a better way. Taxpayers should pay taxes only to their state of residence,
where they receive benefits, services and government, where they have the right to
vote, petition, and otherwise influence their representatives.

Three bills have been introduced into The House of Re resentatives to stop states
from taxing nonresident pensions, (H.R.431, H.R.1531, and H.R.1655).

H.R. 431 and H.R. 1531 are similar to The Senate Bill S,267. The main difference
is that S. 267 includes pensions and other Retirement income instead of just pen-
sions. The difference is important. California has recently introduced legislation to
tax Social Security. Some other States have already done this. Without the clause,
"other Retirement Income," we could be back where we started even if The House
Bills passed. House bill H.R. 1655 is more complex, but does have some favorable
attributes:
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1. States must inform employees each year about his or her nonresident tax poli-
cies.

2. States must offer a lump sum settlement if the conditions of 1. are met and the
retiree leaves the state.

3. Income earned in other states cannot be taxed.

DOES S. 267 COST THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT?

The Federal Government should realize a slight increase in tax revenue if S. 267
passes, because those retirees that still itemize on their Federal taxes would have
fewer deductions.

States would probably not lose income either. If we do not pass S. 267, it is ironic
that the most aggressive state, California would lose. California is still the second
largest retirement state behind Florida. When the other Source tax States, realize
that California is stealing money from their economy, you can bet they will retali-
ate and impose taxes on their retirees that move to California. It is difficult to pre-
dict which state would lose the most, but one situation is easy to predict. If taxes
are paid to the State of Residence, where the Retiree can vote, petition, receive serv-
ices and benefits, everyone gains, including the states.

We urge you to pass S. 267 and end the tyranny of "TAXATION WITHOUT REP-
RESENTATION," without a financial loss to the Federal Government and, we be-
lieve, without a loss to the states.

Stop this terrible injustice to our Senior Citizens and to all Americans.

ATFACHMENT A

The following is a partial list of organizations that have joined RESIST of Amer-
ica in a coalition. The goal of the coalition is to end the taxation of nonresident pen-
sions by the states. These organizations represent millions of people.

William (Billi C. Hoffman, President, RESIST of America, 2440 Ash Canyon Rd., Carson City, NV 89703, (702P
883-8620

Air Force Association
Air Force Sergeants Association
Airline Pilots Assn.
American Assn. of Foreign Service

Women
AMVETS
Assn. of Military Surgeons of the US
Association of the US Army
Commissioned Officers Assn. of the US

Health Service, Inc.
Common Cause
COSSO-Council of Sacramento Senior

Organizations
CWO & WA Assn., US Coast Guard
FAIR (Represents 34 Organizations)-

Fund for Assuring an Independent
Retirement

Federal Managers Assn.
Fleet Reserve Association
Marine Corps League
Marine Corps Reserve

McDonald County Unit of the Retired
Teachers Assn.-MO

NARFE-National Assn. of Retired
Federal

National Assn. For Uniformed Services
National Assn. of Postal Supervisors
National Guard Assn. of the USP
National Military Family Assn.
National Taxpayers Union
Naval Reserve Association
Navy League of the US
Nevada Taxpayers Union
Non-Commissioned Officers Assn.
Reserve Officers Association
SCAN--Senior Co-operative Alert

Network
Society of Medical Consultants
The Retired Enlisted Association
The Retired Officers Association
US Army Warrant Officers Association
US CG & Chief Petty Officers Assn.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF KAY BAILEY HUTCHISON

INTRODUCTION

Good morning Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee. I am Kay Bailey
Hutchison, State Treasurer for the State of Texas. I appreciate this opportunity to
participate in hearings on legislation designed to relieve state and local govern-
ments of the costly burdens imposed by the Tax Reform Act of 1986.

THE GREAT NEED FOR INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENT

Over the last decade, states have faced growing budgetary constraints due to
limits on public taxing and spending, and shrinking budgetary surpluses. These
pressures on state and local budgets have led these governments to continually
defer needed infrastructure investment until the time their budgets could better ac-
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commodate them. But this can result in a "fiscal time bomb" which will explode
when an increasing number of deferred projects will have to be paid for. Studies
estimate national infrastructure needs have already reached the range of $64 to
$118 billion (1982 dollars). These projects should be deferred no longer.

Texas, which has the largest number of highway miles in the nation, estimates
the need for over $40 billion over the next 20 years to cure road deficiencies and
respond to growth. Bridges are also a major problem. Texas local governments have
approximately 10,000 bridges which are judged to be obsolete or structurally defi-
cient-this translates into the need to replace or repair over 56 million square feet
of bridges in the state.

In addition to the need to repair aging infrastructure, states and localities must
comply with court-ordered improvements to school and prison systems and provide
desperately-needed water and wastewater systems.

The Socorro School District of El Paso is a prime example of the problems Texas
is facing as it attempts to adequately fund education. The Socorro School District is
one of the fastest growing districts in the United States. Due to the growing immi-
grant population, the number of students has grown 14% per year. The district has
just completed 3 new schools with 2 more on the way this year. But, as they open
new schools, they must also open portable buildings for those schools to accommo-
date their growing student population.

Water and wastewater projects are also of paramount importance along the
Texas-Mexico border. Cameron Park, the largest colonia in Cameron County (north
of Brownsville), consists of 753 housing units with 3,690 residents. Local health offi-
cials claim this colonia needs an adequate sewage treatment facility to help curb
disease. The City of Socorro, which has the largest concentration of colonias in the
state, has a population of 22,000--87% of whom live below the national poverty
level. One-third of this area is not served by a water system; those not served rely
on hauled water or shallow brackish groundwater. There are no sewers in this area
and, as a result, there is an incidence of gastrointestinal disease which is three to
four times the national average.

These types of projects must be completed to provide essential services. But state
and local budget problems leave little room for these projects.

INCREASING RELIANCE ON DEBT FINANCING

According to the National Association of State Budget Officers, state surpluses
were 4.8% of expenditures in 1989. In 1991, these surpluses fell to a mere 2% of
expenditures.

Additionally, the Center for the Study of the States reports that without tax in-
creases enacted by state legislatures, state tax revenues would have fallen about
1.3%, or some 6%, when adjusted for inflation. "while state tax receipts are stagnat-
ing, spending requirements are not," the report warns. State governors have esti-
mated that spending will increase 5.2%, and outlays for Medicaid and other pro-
grams could be considerably higher.

Also, Fiscal Year 1991 state budget shortfalls totalled $11.8 billion in the 30 states
reporting shortfalls, and up to one-third of 450 Texas cities have experienced reve-
nue shortfalls in the most recent fiscal year.

To cope with this situation, most state and local governments have moved increas-
ingly to debt financing of infrastructure projects. In 1981, 37.5% of infrastructure
investment was financed by the issuance of municipal bonds. By 1989, debt financ-
ing paid for 53.9% of infrastructure investment. And, this trend is likely to contin-
ue. But the rebate regulations make this trend more costly than it has to be.

THE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1986 MADE DEBT FINANCING MORE COSTLY

It's clear that Texas has urgent infrastructure needs which must be debt-financed.
But the federal government has made this more difficult by imposing the arbitrage
rebate regulations. These regulations have increased costs of debt financing because:
(1) issuance costs increase as issuers sell bonds in smaller amounts more frequently
to comply with spend-out schedules, (2) issuers must hire consultants and create
new accounting systems to comply with the regulations, and (3) issuers avoid ad-
vance refunding high coupon pre-1986 debt to avoid subjecting the refunding bonds
to rebate restrictions.

(1) Construction bond issuers must often split what could be one bond issue into
two or more in order to insure proceeds will be spent in accordance with the two
year spend-out schedule. They may also issue more frequently to comply with the
requirement that no more than 25% of bond proceeds be spent on equipment.
These additional bond sales increase costs of issuance.
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For example, a state agency regularly finances the design and construction phases
of projects separately in order to comply with the two-year spend-out schedule. This _
practice cost them approximately $80,000 in additional issuance costs during the
last fiscal year.

A university will regularly issue notes for the construction of several projects at
once. However, to comply with the requirement that no more than 25% of an issue
be used to purchase equipment, they must often issue additional bonds, even when
bond proceeds are on hand. These additional bonds are issued to handle equipment
purchases which, if purchased from bond proceeds on hand, would take them over
their 25% limit. This practice cost $50,000 over the last fiscal year.

(2) Because the regulations implementing the Tax Reform Act of 1986 are so
complex and lengthy, issuers aren't able to comply without the assistance of finan-
cial advisors, bond counsel, and accounting firms. There are also significant costs
to states and localities for the internal tracking systems which must be created
and maintained for compliance.

The State Treasury, on behalf of two state bond issuers, is paying an outside con-
sultant to calculate arbitrage rebate approximately $35,000 per year for 33 bond
issues.

Another state agency paid $93,000 in one fiscal year to outside consultants to
create a tracking system and perform the calculations. Their costs will likely be
$20,000 per year for future annual calculations.

A Texas city is paying $29,000 per year for internal recordkeeping costs and calcu-
lation of rebate by outside consultants. Another city spends $10,000. per year for the
man-hours needed to maintain the necessary internal records.

It's clear that the IRS $3,000 credit is not sufficient when calculation costs for a
plain vanilla general obligation bond issue will range from $30,000-$90,000 over the
lfe of the bonds. And these costs do not include the man-hours required to create
and maintain the recordkeeping necessary to provide the data for the calculations.

(3) In some cases, issuers do not refund pre-1986 debt in order to avoid dealing
with the arbitrage rebate regulations, though the issuer's Current debt may bear
interest at a rate which could exceed current rates by more than 3%. If arbitrage
rebate were not a factor, the debt service savings resulting from the refunding
could ease the burden on taxpayers.

For example, a Texas issuer sold over $300 million in bonds in 1983. The outstand-
ing bonds carry coupons ranging from 10% to 10.75%. With current tax-exempt
rates at 7%, the refunding of the outstanding debt could produce substantial sav-
ings. But due to the rules which would impact the refunding, the issuer cannot
refund the outstanding issue because they cannot produce savings.

It's these-expenses, in addition to the loss of investment earnings which must be
rebated to the federal government, which make the financing process more difficult
and costly. This makes it even more difficult for states and localities to provide
needed infrastructure.

S. 913 WILL HELP DECREASE THESE COSTS

I'd like to speak specifically two provisions in S. 913 which will significantly
reduce the costs to state and local governments while increasing revenues for the
federal government.

The provisions I'm referring to are: permitting issuers to retain 10% of their arbi-
trage earnings; and, eliminating yield restrictions for issuers who plan to comply by
rebating excess investment earnings.

By permitting issuers to retain 10% of arbitrage earnings, the federal government
provides an incentive for issuers to earn as much investment income as they safely
can, which will help offset the costs attributed to calculating arbitrage rebate and
provide the federal government with additional rebate income. Because issuers are
not currently permitted to retain rebate, there is no incentive to earn as much as
possible on their investments. In fact, I've responded to a request by state and local
governments to create a tax-exempt investment pool where they may invest tax-
exempt bond proceeds in other tax-exempt securities. This tax-exempt fund will
eliminate the participating issuers' need to calculate rebate and will eliminate any
rebate they may have otherwise been required to pay to the federal government. In
some cases, the pool participants may be choosing to risk earning negative arbitrage
to avoid the cost of calculating rebate. Giving these issuers the incentive to earn
arbitrage would certainly increase the dollars flowing to the federal government.

If yield restrictions are eliminated for issuers who wish to choose rebate as an
option, the earnings which can flow to the issuers and to the federal government
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will increase because earnings will be unrestricted. And, the costs of complying with
yield restriction will be eliminated.

If this provision is coupled with allowing issuers to retain 10% of arbitrage
earned, issuers will be less restricted in the arbitrage they may earn, and will have
the incentive to earn as much as possible. This would provide federal, state, and
local governments with sorely-needed funds.

PASS-THROUGH OF BANK DEDUCTIBILITY TO BOND POOLS

One provision which would also reduce costs and which I'd like to see included in
S. 913 is pass-through of the small issuer bank deductibility to bond pools.

Texas is developing a school facilities program which would consolidate the issu-
ance of school district debt through a state bond pool. Clearly, the state would be
able to offer greater interest savings if small issuers could transfer their bank de-
ductibility to the bond pool. Other states are also interested in this concept and
would like to see it included in S. 913 (Alaska, Michigan, Maine, Vermont, New
Hampshire, Indiana, Colorado). (See Exhibit I.)

SUMMARY

There is a great need for investment in infrastructure. It does not look like there
will be current receipts or federal funds available for this investment any time in
the near future. Therefore, debt financing will be utilized increasingly in the at-
tempt to meet these needs.

However, in these recessionary times, by imposing federal mandates without fund-
ing them and reducing federal assistance, the federal government practically points
states and local governments down the road of debt financing, and then throws up a
roadblock the arbitrage rebate regulations.

While I support the federal government's desire-to curb abusive tax-exempt issu-
ance, I believe that goal can be reached further burdening issuers and in a way
which will benefit the federal government. And S. 913 can accomplish these goals.

Thank you.

EXHIBIT I-THE PASS-THROUGH OF BANK DEDUCTIBILITY TO

PARTICIPANTS IN A POOLED ISSUE

SUMMARY

The United States Senate Finance Committee and Mouse Committee on Ways and
Means are considering comments and developing proposals on how federal tax code
provisions can be simplified and made more efficient.

This proposal would amend the tax code to permit the limited pass-through of
bank-qualified borrowing to small-issuer participants in a pooled issue.

The amendment would allow small issuers of bank-qualified bonds (also known as
qualified tax-exempt obligations) to sell !heir bonds to a pooling issuer, or bond
bank, which would then designate and issue an equivalent amount of pool securities
as bank-qualified bonds and use the proceeds to buy the small issuers' bonds. Any
small-issuer bonds purchased with the proceeds of the bank-qualified pool bonds
could not subsequently be designated and sold in the marketplace as bank-qualified
bonds.

This benefits both the small issuer and the U.S. Treasury. Small issuers participat-
ing in a pooled issue achieve the lowest possible interest rates on their bonds from the
pass-through of the bank qualification, and achieve the lowest possible issuance and
administrative costs resulting from economies of participating in the pool. Fewer
dollers spent on cost of issuance and interest payments means fewer bonds issued and
lower annual debt service costs.

For the U.S. Treasury, fewer tax-exempt bonds would mean a decrease in the
supply of tax-exempt investments and a lower interest rate on such investments.

HOW THE PASS-THROUGH WOULD WORK

CURRENT LAW: Banks may purchase qualified tax-exempt bonds and deduct 80
percent of the cost associated with the purchase and carry of such bonds. These
bonds are sold by tax-exempt entities--the small issuers-who expect to borrow $10
million or less in a calendar year. Small issuers, who would issue bank-qualified
bonds on their own, do not receive this benefit when they participate in a pooled
issuance, unless the pool authority itself expects to issue less than $10 million a
year.
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The value of bank qualification varies over time; the interest rate on a bank-
qualified security maybe anywhere from 5 to 35 basis points lower than an identi-
cal bond that is not bank qualified, depending on credit market conditions and the
demand of banks for tax-exempt securities.

THE REQUEST: To permit the limited pass-through of bank-qualified borrowing
to small issuers participating in a pooled bond issuance.

THE BENEFITS: The addition of bank-qualified borrowim as a pass-through fea-
- ture supports tax simplification and helps those small issuers targeted for assistance

by the staff of the House Committee on Ways and Means-the "governmental units
which are unduly burdened by the administrative complexity of rebate calculations.
• .have difficulty accessing the national debt market at reasonable rates and must
rely heavily upon local banks as purchasers of their obligations."

The small issuer and the U.S. Treasury benefit from the pass-through. Small issu-
ers participating in a pooled issue achieve the lowest possible interest rates on their
bonds from the pass-through of the bank qualification, and achieve the lowest possi-
ble issuance and administrative costs resulting from the economies of participating
in the pool. Fewer dollars spent on cost of issuance and interest payments means
fewer bonds issued and lower annual debt service carrying costs.

For the U.S. Treasury, fewer tax-exempt bonds means a decrease in the supply of
tax-exempt investments and a lower interest rate on such investments.

EXHIBIT 11

The following national public interest groups, representing virtually all segments
of state and local government, support S. 913:

Airport Operators Council International; American Association of Port Authorities;
American Association of School Administrators; American Association of State
Colleges and Universities; American Planning Association; American Public
Gas Association; American Public Power Association; American Public Works
Association; Association of Local Housing Finance Agencies; Association of Met-
ropolitan Sewerage Agencies; Association of Metropolitan Water Agencies;
Council of Infrastructure Financing Authorities; Government Finance Officers
Association; International Bridge, Tunnel and Turnpike Association; Interna-
tional Institute of Municipal Clerks; Municipal Treasurers Association; National
Association of Counties; National Association of Development Organizations;
National Association of Elementary School Principals; National Association of
State Auditors, Comptrollers & Treasui-ers; National Association of State Treas-
urers; National Conference of State Legislatures; National Council of Health
Facilities Finance Authorities; National League of Cities; National School
Boards Association; Public Housing Authorities Directors Association; U.S. Con-
ference of Mayors; Water-Pollution Control Federation

PREPARED STATEMENT OF STEPHEN KAFOURY

I. INTRODUCTION

My name is Stephen Kafoury. I am pleased to be here today and I appreciate the
opportunity to testify on legislation to simplify and improve provisions of the Inter-
nal Revenue Code governing the issuance and purchase of tax-exempt bonds issued
by local public school districts.

I am an elected member of the Portland, Oregon Public School District No. 1, im-
mediate past president of the Oregon School Boards Association, and currently serve
on the National School Boards Association's (NSBA) Council of Urban Boards of
Education Steering Committee. I am here today on behalf of NSBA, and the over
97,000 local school board m mbers responsible for governing local public school dis-
tricts across the nation.

Ii. OREGON LAW PRECLUDES ISSUES OF ARBITRAGE BONDS

I should like to begin by providing you with a brief overview of the law that ap-
plies to local public school district finance in my home state of Oregon.

Oregon school districts rely on real property taxes to fund the cost of providing a
free, appropriate public education to our students. The annual operating budget of

' Committee on Ways and Means-U.S. House of Representatives, "Written Proposals on Tax
Simplification-Bond-related Proposals," Committee Print-101st Congress, 2nd Session, May
25, 1990, p. 60.
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Oregon school districts is subject to a local property tax cap which will be substan-
tially reduced over the next five years, despite the fact that we anticipate signifi-
cant increases in enrollment, personnel and education programming. Facility con-
struction and building improvements (as defined in the Oregon constitution) are not
subject to this cap if the projects are financed by voter-approved general obligation
bonds. Because that is so, Oregon school districts are effectively precluded, as a
matter of law and fact, from issuing "arbitrage" bonds or using the proceeds of tax-
exempt issuances (including arbitrage) to fund any project other than those which
satisfy the "facility construction and improvement" definition contained in the
Oregon constitution.

III. EDUCATIONAL BENEFITS OF S. 913, THE TAX-EXEMPT BOND SIMPLI-
FICATION ACT OF 1991

In Oregon, as in many other states across the nation, the cost of school district
compliance with the current arbitrage, rebate rules must come directly from funds
which would otherwise be used to fund the many education and related services our
students so desperately require. In that regard, we believe that the bill you consider
today would go a long way toward assuring that the interests of students, school
districts and the Federal Government are both furthered and preserved. This is so
for several reasons.
A.Small Issue Rebate Exception: Removal of Disproportionate Regulatory Cost,

First, increasing the small-issuer rebate exception from $5 million to $25 million
will provide relief to the over 7,000 small school districts that are the least able to
understand and pay the cost of compliance with over 234 pages of complex Treasury
Department arbitrage rebate regulations and penalty requirements.

For example, this provision would have been a significant benefit to the Beaver-
ton, Oregon School District which issued a bond in 1988 to finance the cost of facili-
ty construction and equipment acquisition. Properly sized at $13.8 million, the bonds
were issued at the commencement of plan design for the facilities. Nevertheless, be-
cause bond proceeds were invested and paid out over the term of the construction
contract, the district was required to pay rebate or invest in State and Local Gov-
ernment Series issues. The district elected to pay the rebate. As a result of this elec-
tion, on March 14, 1991, the district had spent over 100 hours of management and
250 hours of clerical time on compliance activities, purchased computer software for
$5,000, educated auditors on how they arrived at their rebate figures, and paid to
the Federal Treasury a rebate in excess of $512,000.

Alternatively, enactment of this provision in 1991 would assure that at least a
portion of the $250,000-$300,000 rebate the North Clackamas School District esti-
mates it will be required to pay on a $22 million issue to fund the cost of construct-
ing a new elementary school, completing construction of a junior high school, and
making additions to several existing facilities will be available for construction
maintenance and equipment upgrades.
B. Small-Issuer Bank Interest Deduction: Reduction of Loan Costs

Second, increasing the small-issuer bank interest deduction exception from $10
million to $25 million will simplify and reduce the cost of financing for small school
district issuers by allowing them to borrow directly from their local bank rather
than incurring the additional costs associated with borrowing from the bond
market. In addition, NSBA believes that increasing this exception wili have a posi-
tive political impact on local taxpayers who understandably would prefer that local
tax dollars remain in their community supporting the local economy.

C. Retroactive Rebate Relief Provision: Fairness
Third, this legislation would make the rebate relief provision contained in the

1989 Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act retroactive to bonds issued after August
31, 1986. NSBA believes that this provision is needed to assure that districts which
issued bonds prior to enactment of the two year rebate exception are not penalized
in their efforts to comply with rules Congress has expressly recognized as unwork-
able.
D. Five Percent Unrelated Use Provision: Unnecessary

Fourth, the bill would repeal the five percent disproportionate or unrelated use
restriction. NSBA believes that, with respect to the facts that obtain in the local
school districts setting, this rule serves no legitimate purpose. That is, although cer-
tain portions of a local public school may be available for pre-arranged use by the
public-at-large (i.e., gymnasiums, tennis courts, theaters), state laws generally oper-
ate to preclude the private sector from owning an interest in school district proper-
ty.
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E. Ninety Percent Rebate Provision: Practicality for School Districts
Finally, the legislation would require that school district issuers pay only 90 per-

cent, rather than 100 percent, of rebate. This provision is beneficial to all school
district issuers, large and small. As the Committee is aware, it is exceedingly diffi-
cult (if not impossible) to accurately determine the rebate that will be due and
owing at the termination of a project. This is particularly true when bond proceeds
are being used to fund projects at a number of different sites. Because that is so,
NSBA believes that it is important for the Congress to recognize and address the
inequity, which flows from a rule, which requires district issuers to pay 100 percent
of rebate by extending this ten percent "safe-harbor" to school district issuers.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, NSBA urges this Subcommittee to support public
education by amending the current arbitrage rebate requirements to simplify the
administrative burdens and complexity imposed on local public school districts by
the Tax Reform Act of 1986

We appreciate your interest in this matter which is of particular importance and
concern to local public school districts. NSBA will be happy to assist you in any way
you deem appropriate as you address this issue. On behalf of NSBA, than you
again for the opportunity to testify before the Subcommittee today.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF LOUIS H. KATZ

Thank you Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee. My name is Louis
H. Katz, and I am vice president and treasurer at George Washington University
here in Washington, D.C. I am here on behalf of the National Association of Inde-
pendent Colleges and Universities, the American Council on Education, the Associa-
tion of American Universities, and the National Association of State Universities
and Land Grant Colleges. Thank you for the opportunity to appear before this dis-
tinguished panel this morning.

I come before you this morning to testify in support of legislation introduced by
your colleague, Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan, which would make two important
changes in the tax code that are critical to the health and continued viability of
colleges and universities across the nation. This legislation, S. 150, would modify the
characterization under current law of bonds issued by private, nonprofit colleges
and universities as "private activity" bonds. The legislation would restore the cate-
gory of "exempt person" bonds which existed prior to 1986. This category would be
comprised of qualified bonds issued by state and local governments, and qualified
bonds issued by Internal Revenue Code (IRC) section 501(cX3) organizations. The leg-
islation would also remove the $150 million limit on the amount of non-hospital tax-
exempt bonds that a nonprofit organization could have outstanding at any one time.

President Laney has properly addressed the disparity between public and inde-
pendent higher education institutions that the 1986 Act caused. Before I turn my
attention to the impact of the $150 million limit, I do, however, wish to add a few
remarks on this subject.

The 1986 decision to recharacterize tax-exempt bonds issued by private nonprofit
colleges and universities as "private activity" bonds has significant tax policy impli-
cations, and is deeply troubling. The congressional ambivalence about this modifica-
tion was apparent when, in the conference report to the 1986 Act, the conferees
wrote that they:

"recognize that section 501(cX3) organizations typically perform functions which
governments would otherwise have to undertake. The use of the term private
activity bond to classify the obligations of section 501(cX3) organizations in the
IRC in 1986 in no way connotes any absence of public purpose associated with
their issuance."

Unfortunately, the classification of bonds issued by private colleges and universi-
ties as "private activity" bonds does connote a lack of public purpose for several rea-
sons. This characterization draws a sharp and inappropriate distinction between pri-
vate nonprofit colleges and universities and their public counterparts, and it equates
bonds issued by colleges and universities with profit-making ventures. The equality
between public and private higher education with regard to public-purpose mission
regUires equal access to tax-exempt financing.

addition to the recharacterization of these bonds, the second significant feature
of Senator Moynihan's legislation is the elimination of the $150 million limit on the
amount of non-hospital tax-exempt bonds from which a 501cX3) organization may
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benefit. This special limit, imposed by the 1986 Act, has precluded access to tax.
exempt financing for a number of outstanding independent colleges and universities
across the country. In addition, the $150 million limit addresses a congressional ob-
jective that was addressed and achieved by other tax rules contained in the 1986
Act.

The House version of the Tax Reform Act contained this $150 million limit as a"wealth test" on independent colleges and universities benefiting from tax-exempt
bonds. The suggestion that independent colleges and universities be subject to a
wealth test to prevent arbitraging likely arose from the historical practice of these
institutions of maintaining endowments as a funding source to ensure their cont'n-
ued ability to operate. The earnings from an endowment are, in effect, substantially
similar to the annual appropriations received by governmental colleges and univer-
sities. Nonetheless, the existence of endowments gave rise to the perception that pri-
vate colleges and universities were involved in economic arbitrage.

This committee, when determining tax policy, has always attempted to treat simi-
larly situated individuals or groups similarly. Unfortunately, this $150 million limit
fails this test. It imposes different rules on independent colleges and universities
than their public counterparts, despite the fact that both public and independent
institutions have identical public purpose missions. The cap also imposes limitations
on vastly different types of institutions, which were in all likelihood not intended
when the rule was drafted. If the $150 million limit were enacted to serve as a
Health test, then it fails to meet its objective. Large institutions without similarly
large endowments are restricted in their access to capital, all by virtue of the fact
that they have significant facilities needs.

Perhaps even more disconcerting is the impact that this limit has had on smaller
institutions. These institutions traditionally have not required a sufficient amount
of capital to justify the significant costs of issuing their own tax-exempt bonds. How-
ever, in a number of states, these smaller institutions have been able to participaLe
in pooled financings. In these types of arrangements, a larger institution serves as
the primary issuer, and is able to absorb a significant share of the initial costs of
issuing the obligation. These smaller institutions are then able to "pool" their limit-
ed resources with the resources of the larger ir,3titution and gain access to the tax-
exempt bond market. The $150 million limit, ;ince it precludes many of these larger
institutions from entering the tax-exempt bond market, also precludes smaller col-
leges and universities from obtaining the benefit of tax-exempt financing which
Congress has historically granted all 501(cX3) organizations, regardless of size.

It is also important to recognize that other changes made by the 1986 Act have
nade the $150 million limit unnecessary. The 1986 Act included a number of modifi-

cations to tax-exempt bond rules for 501(cX3) organizations, including arbitrage
rebate requirements, as well as bond maturity, hedge bond, and advance refunding
restrictions. These changes, as well as the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act
of 1982 public approval requirements, render the $150Omillion limit obsolete.

Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, I urge you to give favorable consid-
eration to Senator Moynihan's legislation, S. 150, which would restore the tradition-
al parity in access to tax-exempt financing between public and independent colleges
and universities. Thank you for the opportunity to appear before you this morning.
I would be happy to answer any questions which you may have.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE BARBARA B. KENNELLY

Good morning. Thank you Senator Boren for this opportunity to appear before
you this morning.

I too am here to lend my support for S. 284. Denis Mullane of Connecticut Mutual
Life suggested this idea to me more than two years ago now. I introduced legislation
to clarify the tax treatment of the prepayment of death benefits in the House and
was pleased that Senators Bradley and Lieberman subsequently introduced Senate
legislation.

I am pleased to say that my companion bill, H.R. 134 has 115 cosponsors in the
House including 9 on the Ways and Means Committee. I am extremely hopeful
about its chance for passage this year. On the House side, there are ongoing disctax
treatment to those situations where payment is paid by an insurance company to
the insured. This is to protect beneficiaries against some of the unscrupulous prac-
tices of some of the so-called living benefit companies, some of which pay out as
little as 55% of face value. In addition, the cost of a prepayment me say at the
outset that.I believe these differences are relatively minor and would present no
roadblock to enacting this legislation this year.
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First and foremost, H.R. 134 would limit preferential tax treatment to those situa-
tions where payment is paid by an insurance company to the insured. This is to pro-
tect beneficiaries against some of the unscrupulous practices of some of the so-called
living benefit companies, some of which pay out as little as 55% of face value. In
addition, the cost of a prepayment option under a life insurance contracts would not
be treated as a "qualified additional benefit."

Second, H.R. 134 legislation would provide favorable tax treatment only for bene-
fits paid out after December 31, 1991. Further, in order to assure a referral solely to
the Ways and Means Committee, H.R. 134 does not include the Medicaid clarifica-
tion contained in S. 284.

Finally and perhaps most contentiously, H.R. 134 does not extend favorable tax
treatment to permanent confinement to a nursing home. This reflects my concern
that to do so would result in improper utilization of nursing home services and that
of the staff on the Joint Committee on Taxation who expressed concern that such a
provision is at odds with the definition of life insurance.

In summary, I believe we can enact improvements in our health care system this
year despite the deficit and a pay-as-you-go budget. Access to these benefits on a
tax-free basis can make the lives of the terminally ill significantly easier with very
little cost to the federal government. I would urge the Committee's favorable consid-
eration.
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Congressional Research Service ° The Library of Congress - Washington, D.C. 20640

June 11, 1991

TO Senate Committee on Finance
Attention- John Leggett

FROM American Law Division

SUBJECT Congressional Power to Proscribe Certain State Taxes

This memorandum is in response to your Inquiry to consider whether
Congress is empowered under the Constitution to enact legislation which would
forbid the States, as certain of them do now, from imposing a tax upon the
income of residents of other States derived from the pension system of the
taxing State. At present, as we understand it, at least five States do expressly
treat their Income tax laws as applicable to the pension income of persons who
have moved from the State and reside in another State. Pending before the
Committee is S. 267, 102d Congress, which would prosenb the practice.

Under the supremacy clause of the Constitution, Art. VI, cl. 2, federal laws
which are "made in Pursuance" of the Constitution are pronounced to be 'the
supreme Law of the Land; and the Judges in every State shall be bound thereby,
any Thing in the Constitution or Laws of any State to the Contrary
notwithstanding.' Under this clause, whenever Congress acts within one of its
delegated powers, it may entirely displace state law on the same subject matter,
whether state law be in Sonflict with the federal law, be complementary to it, or
be in some other relationship to it. Of course, Congress need not pre-empt state
law; it may leave it to coexist to the extent it does not conflict with the federal
policy or interfere with the effectuation of the federal policy. The question is
always ore of congressional intent. '[Wle have consistently emphasized that the
first and fundamental inquiry in any pre-emption analysis is whether Congress
intended to displace state law... .' Wardair Canada Inc. v. Florida Dept. of
Revenue, 477 U.S. 1, 6 (1986). Only in the absence of declared congressional
intent, either in statutory language or in the legislative history, Ploes the Court
enter into an examination of whether the two laws may coexist. Louisiana
Public Service Comm. v. FCC, 476 US. 355, 368-369 (1986).

Here, where the intent is clear, we need concern ourselves only with two
questions. Is there a delegated power under which Congress may act? If there
is, may Congress displace a state taxing law in the exercise of the power?

Although there are numerous constitutional issues that are problematical,
in the sense that it is possible to derive more than one defensible answer by a
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reading of the constitutional provision, its structure and history, and thejudicial
precedents, these questions lend themselves to straightforward resolution. The
commerce clause, Art. 1, 18, cl. 3, is the settled source of authority, and state tax
laws enjoy no immunity that other state statutes do not have.

One of the predominant legislative powers delegated by the Constitution is
the power to regulate commerce among the States. From the beginning, it has
been understood that the authority at least comprehends the ability to regulate
that which crosses an interstate boundary, even to the extent of prohibiting
activities that cross state boundaries. Champion v. Ames, 188 U.S. 321 (1903).
Interstate commerce is definitely involved in this tax situation. The pensioners
have moved across a state line. The pension income moves across state lines,
either through the mails or through some form of electronic transfer. The tax
bills are mailed into other States, and efforts to collect the taxes claimed to be
owed similarly utilize the mails or other forms of interstate instrumentalities.
Congress may deny the use of the mails to further conduct it deems to be
against public policy. In re Rapier, 143 U.S. 110 (1893). It regularly regulates
other means of interstate communication.

Thus, the jurisdictional basis exists for legislation. We need not consider the
doctrine that has developed as a potent engine of federal regulation, the theory
ofjurisdiction based upon the "effect" upon commerce of certain activities, even
though, based on the amount of funds involved, legislative jurisdiction no doubt
exists on that theory as well.

Once legislative jurisdiction is found, federal power to regulate is plenary,
bounded only by the limitations the Constitution itself places on the power.
While there has been controversy of late with respect to the extent of
congressional power to regulate the States as States, there is none about the
power to displace state law in its impact upon private conduct. National League
of Cities v. Usery, 426 U.S. 833, 840 (1976), overruled on other grounds in
Garcia v. San Antonio Metropolitan Transit Auth., 469 U.S. 528 (1985).

A wealth of precedent attests to congressional
authority to displace or pre-empt state laws
regulating private activity affecting interstate
commerce when these laws conflict with federal
law.... Moreover, it is clear that the Commerce
Clause empowers Congress to prohibit all - and not
just inconsistent - state regulation of such
activities. . . . Although such congressional
enactments obviously curtail or prohibit the States'
prerogatives to make legislative choices respecting
subjects the States may consider important, the
Supremacy Clause permits no other result. Hodel
v. Virginia Surface Mining & Reclamation Assn.,
452 U.S. 264, 290 (1981).
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A substantial body of precedent establishes that state tax laws are not
exempted from the breadth of this principle.

Illustrative of this point is Arizona Public Service Co. v. Snead, 441 U.S.
141 (1979), a case so similar to the present controversy that it merits extended
treatment. The case Involved a conflict between New Mexico and Arizona. New
Mexico Imposed an energy tax on the privilege of generating electricity within
the State. The utilities party to the case produced in New Mexico electricity
which they sold almost exclusively to consumers in Arizona. Utilities selling
their electricity within New Mexico paid a retail sales tax on that activity, and
they could offset the sums paid under the generating tax with a credit for the
sales tax. But the companies selling electricity in Arizona had no gross receipts
tax liability against which to offset the generating tax liability.

While Arizona and the utilities were contesting the generating tax liability
in New Mexico courts under a negative commerce challenge, the two Arizona
Senators sought and obtained in Congress a measure which prohibited the New
Mexico tax, only the New Mexico tax. Tax Reform Act of 1976, § 2121(a), 90
Stat. 1914, 15 U.S.C. § 391. The section provided:

No State, or political subdivision thereof, may
impose or assess a tax on or with respect to the
generation or transmission of electricity which
discriminates against out-of-State manufacturers,
producers, wholesalers, retailers, or consumers of
that electricity. For purposes of this section, a tax
is discriminatory if it results, either directly or
indirectly, in a greater tax burden on electricity
which is generated and transmitted in interstate
commerce than on electricity which is generated
and transmitted in intrastate commerce.

The Finance Committee's explanation of the section follows:

The committee has learned that one State
places a discriminatory tax upon the production of
electricity within its boundaries for consumption
outside its boundaries. While the rate of the tax
itself is identical for electricity that is ultimately
consumed outside the State and electricity which is
consumed inside the State, discrimination results
because the State allows the amount of the tax to
be credited against its gross receipts tax if the
electricity is consumed within its boundaries. This
credit normally benefits only domiciliaries of the
taxing State since no credit is allowed for electricity
produced within the State and consumed outside
the State. As a result, the cost of electricity to
nondomiciliaries is normally increased by the cost
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the producer of the electricity must bear in paying
the tax. However, the coat to domiciliaries of the
taxing State does not Include the amount of the
tax.

The committee believes that this is an example
of discriminatory State taxation which in properly
within the ability of Congress to prohibit through
its power to regulate interstate commerce. S. Rept.
94-938, pt. I, pp. 437.438 (1976).

Debate on the Senate floor, in which a motion to strike the provision was
defeated, made clear the conflict was between the two States. 122 CONG. REC.
24324-24329 (1976).

Unanimously, in Snead, the Supreme Court sustained the federal statute
to invalidate the New Mexico tax. Two important points were made.

First, New Mexico argued that the statute was only a restatement of the
commerce clause limits on state taxation. Thus, under the precedents, New
Mexico's total tax structure had to be assessed to determine if the State in fact
did impose a greater tax burden on electricity sent out of State. The result of
that examination revealed that utilities selling electricity within the State paid
a total 4% tax, 2% from the electrical energy tax and 2% from the gross receipts
tax, whereas sales out-of-state subjected a utility only to the 2% generation tax,
leaving out-of-state distributors actually better off than in-state ones.

The Court rejected this attempt to conflate the commerce clause standard
and the statutory standard. The former might well require a totality review, but
the statute "is directed specifically at a state tax 'on or with respect to the
generation or transmission of electricity,' not to the entire tax structure of the
State.* Snead, supra, 441 U.S., 149. So considered, the generating tax was
discriminatory within the meaning of the federal statute. Id., 149-150.

Thus, Congress is not limited to legislating against state taxation or
regulation that would be independently invalid under the negative commerce
clause. It may proscribe state laws on its own views of policy, based on its own
considered judgment of fairness and equity.

Second, New Mexico argued that if the federal law were construed in this
fashion, it would be unconstitutional. Again, unanimously, the Court faulted
this contention.

In view of the broad power of Congress to
regulate interstate commerce, this argument must
be rejcted.... Here, the Congress had a rational
basis for finding that the New Mexico tax
interfered with interstate commerce, and selected a
reasonable method to eliminate that interference.
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The legislation thus was within the constitutional
power of Congress to enact. Id., 150.

Snead is not an Isolated case. Following Evansville-Vanderburgh Airport
Auth. Dist. v. Delta Airlines, 405 U.S. 707 (1972), in which the Court ruled that
neither the commerce clause nor federal law precluded state or local authorities
from asessing head taxes on passengers boarding flights at state or local
airports, Congress, after extensive hearing, included § 7(a) in the Airport
Development Acceleration Act of 1973, 87 Stat. 90, 49 US.C. App. 1 1513. That
section expressly pre-empte state or local gross receipts taxes on the sale of air
transportation or the carriage of persons traveling In air commerce. In Aloha
Airlines v. Director of Taxation of Hawaii, 464 U.S. 7 (1983), the Court applied
this provision to invalidate a state tax on the gross receipts of airlines selling
air transportation and carrying persons traveling in air commerce. See also
Wardair Canada Inc. v. Florida Dept. of Revenue, 477 U.S. 1 (1988)(interpreting
federal law, including 8 7(a), as not precluding a state tax on all aviation fuel
sold within the State to airlines regardless of whether the fuel was used to fly
interstate or internationally).

Just as with airlines, Congress has legislated to proscribe what it deems to
be discriminatory rail taxation by the States. Emerging after a long
congressional debate over improving the condition of the Nation's railroads, the
Railroad Revitalization and Regulatory Reform Act of 1976, inter alia, forbade
a series of state taxes having a discriminatory impact upon the railroads, § 306,
90 Stat. 54, 49 U.S.C. § 11503, which has resulted in innumerable decisions in
the federal and state courts and the invalidation of a variety of state tax laws.
E.g., Ogilvie v. State Bd. of Equalization, 657 F.2d 204 (8th Cir.), cert. den., 454
U.S. 1086 (1981); Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac Railroad v. Virginia
Dept. of Taxation, 762 F.2d 375 (4th Cir. 1985); Kansas City Southern Railway
Co. v. McNamara, 817 F.2d 368 (5th Cir. 1987); Trailer Train Co. v. State Tax
Comm., 929 F.2d 1300 (8th Cir. 1991). And see Burlington Northern Railroad
Co. v. Oklahoma Tax Comm., 481 U.S. 454 (1987)(1 306 permits federal court
review of railroad's claim of alleged overvaluation of its property).

Following the Court's decision in Northwestern States Portland Cement Co.
v. Minnesota, 358 U.S. 450 (1959), in which it held that the net income from the
interstate operations of a foreign corporation could be subjected to state
taxation that was not discriminatory and was properly apportioned to local
activities within the taxing State forming a sufficient nexus to support the tax,
Congress, responding to the concerns of businesses that mere solicitation within
a State would be sufficient to establish a tax nexus, and see Scripto v. Carson,
362 U.S. 207 (1960), enacted what was intended to be a temporary law. P. L. 86-
272, 73 Stat. 555, 15 U.S.C. 1 381. The statute provided that no State was to
have power to impose a net income tax on income derived within the State from
interstate commerce if the recipient of the income confined its business within
the State to 'the solicitation of orders.. . in such State for sales of tangible
personal property, which orders are sent outside the State for approval or
rejection, and, if approved, are filled by shipment or delivery from a point
outside the State.' See Heublein v. South Carolina Tax Comm., 409 U.S. 275
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(1972)(interpreting statute to approve the particular tax structure in issue).
Again, this statute has occasioned a great deal of litigation in applying it, with
no hint of a constitutional problem. See Sweeney, State Taxation of Interstate
Commerce Under Public Law 86-272: "A Riddle Wrapped in an Enigma Inside
a Mystery", 1984 B. Y. U. L. REV. 169.

Finally, in order not to I rolong overly this memorandum, we consider one
more case, a case that is so id:osyncratic as probably to be a sport in its precise
approach but nonetheless in a line with the other cases discussed. In State
Board of Insurance v. Todd Shipyards Corp.., 370 U.S. 451 (1962), the issue
before the Court was the validity of Texas taxes levied and collected on
insurance covering the company's property in Texas. All transactions pertaining
to the insurance took place outside Texas. The insurers were domiciled in
London and were not licensed in Texas, did no business in Texas, and had no
office or agents in Texas. The insurance was bought and issued in New York,
and the premiums and claims were payable in New York. Under three older
Supreme Court decisions, the taxes would have been invalid, but more recent
decisions had undermined them. However, the Court held that the vitality of the
actual decisions was irrelevant, since Congress had adopted their principle as a
statutory bar to the questioned taxes.

When the Court in United States v. South-Eastern Underwriters Assn., 322
U.S. 533 (1944), had reversed years of precedents and ruled that insurance
transactions across state lines constituted interstate commerce, subjecting the
business to congressional regulation, Congress responded by enacting the
McCarran-Ferguson Act, 59 Stat. 33, 15 U.S.C. §6 1011-1015, providing that the
regulation and taxation of insurance should be left to the States. On its face, the
statute did not speak to the issue in Todd Shipyards. But the legislative history
of McCarran-Ferguson did speak to the issue. Id., 370 U.S., 455-456. Thus, the
House Committee report stated:

It is not the intention of Congress in the
enactment of this legislation to clothe the States
with any power to regulate or tax the business of
insurance beyond that which they had bepa held to
possess prior to the decision in the So theastern
Underwriters Association ease. Briefly, your
committee is of the opinion that we should provide
for the continued regulation and taxation of
insurance by the States, subject always, however,
to the limitations set out in the controlling
decisions of the United States Supreme Court, as,
for instance, in Allgeyer v. Louisiana (165 U.S.
578), St. Louis Cotton Compress Co. v. Arkansas
(260 U.S. 346), and Connecticut General Insurance
Co. v. Johnson (303 U.S. 77), which hold, inter alia,
that a State does not have power to tax contracts
of insurance or reinsurance entered into outside its
jurisdiction by individuals or corporations resident
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or domiciled therein covering risks within the State
or to regulate such transactions in any way. H,
Rapt. 143, 79th Cong., lst ss., p. 3 (1945).

Senator McCarran read to the Senate this portion of the House report
and stated that "we give to the States no more powers than those they
previously had, and we take none from them.* 91 CoNG. REC. 1442 (1945).

On the basis of this evidence of congressional intent, not embodied in the
statute, the Court held that it made no difference whether the three older cases
remained valid. Congress "indicated without ambiguity that such state
'regulation or taxation' should be kept within the limits set by' the cases. Id.,
370 U.S., 456.

Nor need we limit ourselves to congressional regulation of commerce in
seeking examples in which state tax laws have been overridden. In Davis v.
Michigan Dept. of Treasury, 489 U.S. 803 (1989), the Court unanimously applied
4 U.S. C. 0 111, which forbids the States to discriminate against federal officers
or employees in taxing their pay or compensation, to strike down a state law
that levied an income tax on retirement benefits paid by all employers, including
the Federal Government, but that exempted retirement benefits paid by the
State or its political subdivisions. Similarly, in Memphis Bank & Trust Co. v.
Garner, 459 U.S. 392 (1983), the Court utilized 31 U.S.C. 0 742, which barred
discriminatory taxation of interest from certain obligations of the United States,
to strike down a state law taxing the net earning of banks and expressly
defining net earnings to include interest on obligations of the United States and
its instrumentalities but to exclude interest earned on obligations of the State
and its political subdivisions. See also American Bank & Trust Co. v. Dallas
County, 463 U.S. 855 (1983)(applying 31 U.S.C. § 742).

In conclusion, it may be said that Congress, under its commerce power, may
legislate to modify or to displace state regulatory or taxing authority insofar as
it applies to interstate commerce (and, of course, to the extent it has an impact
on interstate commerce). In so acting, Congress need not merely supplement
what the Constitution itself would prohibit or limit under the commerce clause,
the due process clause, the privileges and immunities clause, and other
constitutional provisions. It may enact its own policy notions and define in its
discretion what constitutes interferences with interstate commerce.

The precedents reviewed thus uniformly support the validity of S. 267.

# n) H. Killian
Senior Specialist
AmercanContittional Law
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June 11, 1991

TO : Senate Finance Commitwe

Attention: John Legstt

FROM American Law Division

SUBJECT Validity of State Tation of Nonresidents on Income Earned
or ObtaLkrd Within the State

This memorandum is in response to your further inquiry relating to S. 267,
pending before the Committee. The bill would prohibit a Stue from imposing
an income tax on the pension or retirement income of individuals who are not
residents or domicliarles of the taxing State. Our previous memorandum
addressed the issue of congressional power to enact S. 267.

A separate issue, however, is whether, in the absence of federal legislation,
a state tax on the pension income of nonresidents would be valid under the
Constitutipn, perhaps the due process, "ue of the 14th Amendment or the
privileges nd immunities clause of As t i *, 1. 2, el. 1.

Uttle doubt exists that the States have the power to tax the income, from
whatever source derived, of nonresidents, so long -u the source of the income is
within the taxing State. In Shaftlr v. Cwter, 252 US. 37 (1920), a resident of
Illinois who derived income from oil and gas lea and from oil producing land
In Oklahoma, challenged the application to him of the Oklahoma income tax law
to the extent of the Income derived from the Oklahoma sources. The Court
sustained the power of Oklahoma to impose the tax.

(Wie deem it clear, upon principle as well as
authority, that just as a State may impose general
income taxes upon its own citizens and residents
whose persons are subject to its control, it may, as
a necessary onsequence, levy a duty of like
character, and not more onerous in its effect, upon
incomes accruing to non-residents from their
property or business within the State, or their
occupations carried on therein; enforcing payment
so far as it can, by the exercise of a just control
over persons and property within Its borders. Id.,
52.

Decided the same day, Ymvis v. Yak & Towne Mfg. Co., 252 US. 60
(1920), upheld a similar tax imposed by New York on residents of Connecticut
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and New Jersey upon income earned in New York, id., 75, but the Court did
hold unconstitutional a provision of the New York law that denied to
nonresident taxpayers the personal exemption granted resident taxpayers. Id.,
77-82 (privileges and immunities clause violated by the provision).

Reaffirming the approach of these two cases, the Court in Austin v. New
Hampshire, 420 U.S. 656 (1975), found the privileges and immunities clause
violated by the operation of a state income tax law which caused the tax to fall
exclusively upon nonresidents and which totally exempted residents. In no way
did the Court indicate any doubt about the continuing vitality of the two 1920s
cases. And see Hellerstein, Some Reflections on the State Taxation of a
Nonresident's Personal Income, 72 MICH. L. REv. 1309, 1310, 1341.1354 (1974).

In the presence of firm precedent for the proposition that a State may use
its control over the source of the income of a nonresident as the basis for the
imposition of an income tax as to that income, the only other premise for a
constitutional attack would be to allege a due process violation arising from
double taxation, should that occur, inasmuch as the State of residence could
impose a tax on all personal income of a resident wherever earned. New York ex
rel. Cohn v. Graves, 300 U.S. 308 (1937); Lawrence v. State Tax Comm., 286 U.S.
276 (1932); Maguire v. Trefry, 253 U.S. 12 (1920). In practice, of course, the
prospect of double taxation has been mitigated or eliminated by the utilization
of credits for taxes paid elsewhere. Hellerstein, op. cit., 1311. But, in any event,
the Court long ago renounced the prospect of using the due process clause as a
bar to double taxation. Guaranty Trust Co. v. Virginia, 305 U.S. 19, 23 (1938);
Curry v. McCanless, 307 U.S. 357, 372-374 (1937).

No reason appears to present itself why state income taxation of pension
and retirement income should lead to a different result than that reached with
respect to more direct earned income in Shaffer v. Carter. The States imposing
such a tax take the position that pension and retirement income are but
deferred payments for past years of service rendered to the employer, requiring
no different treatment of this income, and in Davis v. Michigan Dept. of
Treasury, 489 U.S. 803, 808 (1989), the Court adopted that precise
characterization with respect to the pension benefits of retired federal officers
and employees.

In conclusion, it appears to be settled that the state tax laws being
considered would be sustained against federal constitutional challenge.

Johnn H. Killian
Senior Specialist

American Constitutional Law
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMES T. LANEY

Good morning, Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee. My name is James
T. Laney, and I am president of Emory University in Atlanta, Georgia. Thank you
for the opportunity to testify today in support of S. 150, introduced by Senator
Daniel Patrick Moynihan earlier this year, and cosponsored by Senators Boren,
Danforth, Pryor, Symms, and others. This legislation would undo several changes
made to our tax laws affecting colleges and universities which never should have
been made.

I am speaking on behalf of the National Association of Independent Colleges and
Universities as well as the American Council on Education, the Association of
American Universities, and the National Association of State Universities and
Land-Grant Colleges. These organizations represent a diverse group of institutions
of higher education, ranging from small liberal arts colleges to research universities.
All of these institutions are deeply concerned about the ability of colleges and uni-
versities to utilize tax-exempt financing to carry out their educational mission.

Tax-exempt bonds are utilized by hundreds of colleges and universities, both
public and private, for a wide variety of purposes including: construction and ren-
ovation of facilities such as libraries, academic buildings, and dormitories; major
equipment purchases for modernization and research; and public safety projects,
such as renovation of electrical and fire detection and prevention systems, as well as
modifications to provide access to the handicapped.

At Emory University, we used tax-exempt financing prior to 1986 to finance $250
million of facilities, including research facilities where federally-funded research is
being conducted, student dormitories, 'hospital facilities, classrooms, and other aca-
demic facilities. Because of the $150 million cap imposed on independent institutions
in 1986, Emory is one of the institutions no longer able to use tax-exempt borrowing as
a method of financing university facilities. Out of necessity, we have begun the process
of funding urgently needed facilities through taxable borrowing. Borrowing in the
taxable market will needlessly increase the university's financial costs. The result will
be higher costs to university students and their families. You are aware that there are
two areas where there is tremendous national pressure to hold down rate increases.
How did we get into this bind?

The 1986 Tax Reform Act saw the rules governing tax-exempt bonds revised-and
new restrictions enacted-to a degree never before or since contemplated. You will
be hearing testimony today from others who will discuss the impact of a number of
these restrictions in more detail. I would, however, like to use this opportunity to
discuss what I believe are the harmful effects of two changes made by the 1986 Act
that specifically target independent colleges and universities: (1) the characteriza-
tion of bonds for these institutions as "private activity" bonds; and (2) the $150 mil-
lion per institution limit on non-hospital qualified 501(cX3) bonds. In both cases, I
respectfully urge the subcommittee to reverse these two decisions because they seri-
ously erode the ability of independent institutions to address pressing capital re-
quirements.

1. CT ASSIFICATION AS PRIVATE ACTIVITY BONDS

From enactment of the income tax until 1986, bonds for nonprofit organizations
described in section 501(cX3) of the Internal Revenue Code generally were treated
the same as bonds used directly by states and local governments. In tax-exempt
bond parlance, governments and section 501(cX3) organizations were classified as"exempt persons." The 1986 Act redrew the line between section 501(cX3) organiza-
tions and private businesses that receive tax-exempt financing for property used in
their profit-making activities. Section 501(cX3) organizations are now treated the
same as profit-making ventures, i.e., like private businesses.

As a matter of principal-not of finance-all of the institutions on whose behalf I
am appearing today strongly object to this categorization. These institutions are pri-
vate in their lack of direct governmental operation and funding, but they are not
private businesses. Tax-exempt bonds provide funds to our nonprofit colleges and
universities for the execution of clear and essential public purposes. Colleges and
universities utilize tax-exempt bonds for the traditional kinds of public purposes
which the Internal Revenue Code requires as & precondition to tax-exempt status
under section 501(cX3). In fact, one rationale-for tax-exempt status of nonprofit insti-
tutions is that they serve purposes and carry burdens that governments would oth-
erwise bear.
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The second point I will address is a direct financial restriction on independent col-
leges and universities imposed by the 1986 Act-the $150 million per institution
limit on non-hospital qualified 501(cX3) bonds. The $150 million limit effectively pre-
cludes approximately two dozen independent institutions from benefiting from new
tax-exempt bonds. Thus, a growing number of universities may no longer use tax-
exempt bonds to finance their capital projects--classrooms, libraries, research lab-
oratories, and dormitories. The currently restricted institutions precluded front any
tax-exempt borrowing represent 20 percent of the independent doctorate-granting
universities in this country and their number will grbw larger over time. They are, I
would respectfully point out, among the institutions that undergird this nation's
basic research capability.

I urge the subcommittee and Congress to repeal the $150 million limit for two
reasons. The first is the compelling facilities needs of independent colleges and uni-
versities for new and renovated facilities if we are to meet the demands of the 1990s
and the next century. A recent report by the National Science Foundation main-
tains that colleges and universities are having to defer $3.60 of needed repair and
renovation work for every $1 spent on such work. Off all capital expenditures un-
dertaken by independent colleges and universities, repair and renovation work is
most dependent on debt financing.

The second reason I urge repeal of the $150 million limit is that it unfairly singles
out independent colleges and universities and is premised on a misunderstanding of
the role of these institutions. Until 1986, 501(cX3) organizations were granted access
to tax-free bond financing in recognition of the core public services they perform.
Independent colleges and universities serve identical functions and provide similar
services as the governmentally-funded institutions of higher education.

It is important to recognize that other changes made by the 1986 Act make the
$150 million limit unnecessary. The 1986 Act included a number of modifications to
the tax-exempt bond rules for 501(cX3) organizations, including arbitrage rebate re-
quirements, as well as bond maturity, hedge bond, and advance refunding restric-
tions. These changes, as well as the public approval requirements enacted in the
Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982, render the $150 million limit obso-
lete.

Determining eligibility for tax-exempt financing by the amount of debt outptand-
ing or by the size of the institution's endowment represents a misunderstanig of
the institutions involved and the use of their endowment assets. The amount of debt
outstanding for each of these institutions is a direct result of the size and complex-
ity of the institution. The endowments of independent colleges and universities pro-
vide a financial base for long-term operation-a base not unlike the annual appro-
priations received by their state and local counterparts. More than 65 percent of col-
lege and university endowment funds are restricted by donors as to how the income
derived therefrom may be spent.

To give you an example from my own institution, Emory's endowment currently
produces approximately only 8 percent of our current operating budget, or a total of
$56 million of annual income, which is fully committed to current requirements: $9
million to student scholarships; $12 million to servicing capital debt obligations; and
$35 million to academic programs, leaving nothing available to the institution to
fund future capital requirements. I have not polled the other institutions above the
$150 million ceiling. However, I believe I can safely predict that none of the institu-
tions have significant, uncommitted endowment resources, making it almost a ne-
cessity that they rely on higher cost taxable financing to meet future capital re-
quirements. I believe I can also safely predict that all-the institutions have substan-
tial additional capital needs that must somehow be met if they are to continue to be
a major part of the educational and research enterprise of the nation.

Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, the colleges and unive'-sities of this
nation provide one of the chief means by which this nation has prospered. We at-
tempt to offer the highest quality of education possible. If we are unable to provide
adequate facilities and financing of higher education, we cannot maintain that level
of excellence. If public and private institutions ere treated differently for purposes
of tax policy, we cannot maintain the healthy atn;-.-phere of competition between
and among institutions.

I urge you to approve the legislation offered by Senator Moynihan and cospon-
sored by Senators Boren, Danforth, Pryor, Symms, and others which recognizes and
reaffirms Congress' commitment to higher education. I thank you for allowing me to
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appear before this distinguished subcommittee and would be happy to answer any
questions you may have.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOSEPH 1. LIEBERMAN

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I want to thank you for the
opportunity to appear before you today to talk about the Living Benefits Act, S. 284,
that would provide for prepayment o death benefits to people who are terminally
ill. This legislation amends section 101 of the IRS Code to exclude accelerated death
benefits from income if paid to an insured person who is certified by a licensed phy-
sician as being terminally ill and expected to die within 12 months. In addition, the
bill amends the Social Security Act to ensure that policyholders are not compelled
to elect prepayment of death benefits, in order to become eligible or remain eligible
for federal means-tested programs. I am pleased to be working with Senator Bradley
of this Committee on this legislation, along with my Connecticut colleagues, Senator
Chris Dodd and Congresswoman Barbara Kennelly.

When individuals suffer from cancer, AIDS or other life-threatening diseases, they
are forced not only to confront the tragedy of their illness, but also the overwhelm-
ing economic consequences of their condition. Some of these people are in the prime
of their lives and the principal financial supporters of their families. If they lose
their jobs or are too ill to work, their families are unable to meet everyday expenses
to cover the costs of housing, food and other necessities, and often they do not have
the resources to obtain needed medical care. Too many people who find themselves
seriously ill soon find themselves destitute as well.

Yet, for many of these people, thousands of dollars that they have saved carefully
over the years lie just beyond their grasp-in the form of life insurance policies.
Many Americans make life insurance their primary form of savings. In 1989, the
American Council of Life Insurance found that 104 million Americans were covered
by $5 trillion in individual life insurance and 138 million people had $3.4 trillion
through group policies. The average American household has $87,600 in life insur-
ance. This is money which could ensure a terminally ill person access to needed
medical care, or could make the difference between keeping their home or becoming
homeless. Our legislation would allow those who have a year or less left to live to
opt for prepayment of death benefits, thus providing them with funds to pay for the
enormous expenses associated with a terminal illness. Our bill gives certain serious-
ly ill people a chance to live the remaining months of their lives as normally and
comfortably as possible-by allowing them the opportunity to choose between re-
ceiving health care in a hospital, in a hospice, or in their own home; by giving them
access to the medical equipment they need; or even by making it possible for them
to take one last trip to visit a close friend or relative.

Prepayment of death benefits would provide a unique opportunity to channel a
significant pool of existing financial resources to those in desperate need, with virtu-
ally no cost to the federal government. In fact, the legislation may save revenue if
one considers that the money will enter the economy sooner because of the acceler-
ated payment, and the influx of money may help many people avoid having to re-
ceive special government aid, such as Medicaid, welfare, or food for the poverty-
stricken.

Terminal illnesses strike people from all segments of the population-the elderly,
the middle-aged, young adults, and even children. Our bill would give such people
economic flexibility-it would give them wider options on how to take care of their
special needs as they approach the end of their lives. For example, one resident of
Florida-where prepayment of death benefits is allowed-who lived alone in a trail-
er and whose only source of income was from Social Security, received an acceler-
ated payment on her life insurance so that she could finance a last visit to her sister
in Maryland, and to purchase a powered wheel chair so that she could be mobile.

Along with Florida, 48 other states have approved the sale of accelerated death
benefit policies, and many insurance companies are now offering prepayment of
death benefits if the person insured under the policy becomes terminally ill. But a
gray area remains, and that has to do with tax treatment of such benefits. Under
current law, death benefits paid to survivors of the life insurance policy are not
taxed. But how accelerated benefits paid to the policyholder who has a year or less
to live are to be treated is unclear under current tax law. Our legislation will
ensurb that all those who receive accelerated benefits will not have to pay taxes on
them. Furtherm, re, the living benefits we provide for in our bill would give eligible
policyholders the full value of their policies, instead of the lesser amounts they
would receive if they were forced to turn in the policies for their cash values.
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Both Prudential Insurance Company and Connecticut Mutual are to be commend-
ed for taking the lead in the insurance industry in proposing and crafting policies
that would allow the terminally ill access to these benefits. I am proud to be work-
ing with Senator Bradley and the other 51 cosponsors on this legislation and I look
forward to enacting this legislation so that those who qualify can benefit from this
provision as soon as possible.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SHEPARD MCKENNEY

My name is Shepard McKenney and I am one of the owners of the Hinckley Com-
pany, a yacht building firm located in Southwest Harbor, Maine. We are the oldest
builder of production sailing yachts in the United States. We are one of approxi-
mately 800 small businesses in Maine associated with recreational boating which in
total employs about 4,000 people. Maine is a center of traditional boat building and
most of its boat yards are relatively small, employing less than 25 people. Ours is
among the largest, employing, up until recently 160 people. We build boats from 40
to 60 feet at prices that run from $400,000 to $1,500,000.

The recession which began two years ago, and which has been especially severe in
the Northeast has had a damaging effect on our industry and our area. Eastern
Maine in recent years has had high unemployment and up until recently yacht
building has provided one of the few opportunities for year round employment.

At The Hinckley Company we have attempted to fight the recession by an aggres-
sive cost cutting program including eliminating all capital spending and a wage
freeze for all employees. As a result of these and other steps we have, up until this
year, been able to maintain reasonable full employment. A key element in holding
our company together during this difficult period has been that we have aggressive-
ly marketed our products in foreign countries and the fact that a quarter of our
production in the last two years has been exported to Japan, one of the most quality
conscious markets in the world.

However, we can not survive without selling the majority of our production in the
United States. Since the imposition of the luxury tax on January 1, 1991 we have
sold 3 boats--this during a period when we would expect to sell 6 to 8 boats. One
went to a customer in Switzerland (where the tax did not apply), and two to domes-
tic customers. In the case of the domestic sales, we are finding that, to have any
possibility of making the sale, we must agree to absorb the luxury tax in some fash-
ion or other. Let me put this into context. Despite the fact that our boats are among
the most expensive in the world for their size, our average profit margin over the
last three years in boat building has been approximately 5%. I think you can see
te affect of absorbing a 10% luxury tax. In other words, to a great extent the
uxury tax that is being paid is being paid by us and not by our customers.

The fact is that, with rare exceptions, people aren't willing to pay the luxury tax.
It is not, in most cases,that the prospective buyers are not able to pay the tax-they
just won't. No one wants to pay a tax, and if the tax is avoidable people will avoid
it. It is a simple matter for individuals with large disposable incomes to indulge
themselves in other ways-be it golf condos on Hilton Head, foreign travel or race
horses--these are not subject to the luxury tax. The wealthy not only have lots of
money, they have lots of choices and they are choosing not to buy boats.

Because yachts are not being ordered we, and many other builders of yachts have
had to take drastic steps. Earlier this year we laid off 10% of our work force and cut
the pay of our remaining work force by 10% across the board. Let me give you some
specific examples of the impact of these cutbacks.

Bill Carver, 61, has worked for the Hinckley Company for 26 years and he is one
of 15 employees we have lad off since the beginning of the year. Bill works as a
rigger, and we simply don't have enough work for him anymore. Because Bill's work
is so peculiar to the boat building business, he will have a hard time finding other
work. At the moment he is on unemployment as are many of those we've been
forced to lay off. In fact, of the 15 people laid off only 7 have been able to find other
work.

Mike LePlante, 31, an apprentice carpenter, was not laid off, but like our 130 re-
maining employees he did have his pay cut by 10% in February. Mike, who has
three children, was already struggling to pay his rent, but was willing to accept
minimal income to pursue his dream of being a boat builder. Mike showed great
promise of being capable of the kind of craftsmanship required in doing the interi-
ors of one of our yachts. With the pay cut, Mike couldn't afford to support his
family and has moved with his family to Connecticut to live with his mother in law.
Mike is one of 7 employees who have left the company as a result of the pay cut,
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including Kay Stein, 31, who could no longer afford day care for her 5 year old
daughter, Haley, and her 3 year old son Evan.

Norman Shaw is an electrician with the Hinckley Company where he continues to
be employed. Norman gave up a higher paying job in the computer industry in Mas-
sachusetts to come to Maine to build boats. As is the case with many people at the
Hinckley Company, Norm has been willing to accept a lower pay to work in the
boating industry because of his love of craftsmanship and boats. With a 10% pay cut
and no cost of living increase since 1989, Norm says he doesn't know how much
longer he can wait before he moves out of the area and out of boatbuilding. The
taxes on Norman's house have gone from $800 per year to $2,500 per year in the
last three years and his wife is facing the prospect of being laid off from her work at
the local hospital. In the meantime, Norm is giving up his luxuries, and is selling
his 22 foot sail boat which has been his principal source of recreation.

While all of these situations concern us, what concerns us more is that the imme-
diate future looks grim. For the first time in memory we do not have a single strong
prospective customer for a new boat. If something doesn't happen soon, all of our
employees will be looking for work.

Nor are we alone. Lee Wilbur, a powerboat builder who is a neighbor in South-
west Harbor has gone from 40 employees a year ago to 11 employees today and has
not gotten a single new boat order since the imposition of the luxury tax.

Duffy and Duffy, a powerboat builder in nearby Brooklin, Maine has gone from 48
employees, a year and a half ago, to 22 employees today and has received no new
boat orders since the imposition of the luxury tax.

North End Marine in nearby Rockland has gone from a staff of 105 in November
1990 to 60 on June 1, 1991.

With job loss so high and boats sales so low, I think it is safe to say that unem-
ployment benefits paid will far exceed any luxury tax collected-and this does not
account for the loss of income taxes, sales taxes and other economic spinoff from the
industry-must less the loss in human terms.

It may seem that fancy yachts are only an indulgence for the rich. But in reality,
these boats are the livelihood and love of many talented and dedicated working
people who have devoted thee lives to building and maintaining these craft. Yachts
are, in fact, a great redistributor of wealth. The building of them requires enormous
amounts of labor. The average number of worker hours in one of our boats is ap-
proximately 10,000 or five man years. The materials and products we incorporate
into our boats are 90% domestically produced where they provide substantial em-
ployment. Yachts require a great deal of maintenance. We estimate that between
5% and 10% of the purchase price of one of our boats is required for maintenance
and upkeep anually. This maintenance and upkeep provides substantial employ-
ment for people in the boating industry.

On the Main coast I believe we build some of the most beautiful yachts in the
world, employing the highest levels of craftsmanship. We take great pride in what
we do and I hope the owners of our boats will forgive me when I say that I believe
that we own these boats as much as they do. I might go further and say that they
can do without these boats--but we can't.

At a time when there is much talk about the level of quality in American prod-
ucts and our ability to compete abroad is questioned we believe we are an industry
that should be encouraged, not punished. At the Hinckley Company our principal
competitors now are foreign-in Finland where yacht building companies are direct-
ly subsidized by the government and in Taiwan, where the effective labor rate is
less than half of ours. We are confident in our ability to compete in national and
international markets despite adverse competitive circumstances such as those illus-
trated by Finland and Taiwan. For that matter, we welcome the challenge of the
ups and downs of a free economy, including the recession. We ask for no help from
our government.

What is hard for us to understand is why the government in Washington would
institute a policy that seems designed to single out our already depressed industry
for extinction-and for no good purpose.

- PREPARED STATEMENT OF DANIEL A. MICA

Good Morning Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee.
My name is Dan Mica and I am Executive Vice President-Federal Affairs of the

American Council of Life Insurance. I am accompanied today by Stephen Kraus,
Chief Counsel, Pensions at the ACLI.
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I am pleased to testify today on behalf of the American Council of Life Insurance,
which represents 616 life insurance companies, holding nearly 94 percent of the life
insurance in force in the United States, and the Health Insurance Association of
America, which represents 300 private health insurance companies providing health
insurance for 95 million Americans. We are pleased to express our support for S.
284, the bill introduced by Senator Bradley which would treat accelerated death
benefits on account of terminal illness as a non-taxable death benefit.

GENERAL COMMENTS

As a result of recent activity by some of the nation's largest insurers who are of-
fering terminal illness accelerated death benefits to existing policyholders, more
than 4 million individuals are now eligible for this benefit. Therefore, it is impor-
tant that the Congress act quickly on this issue.

While we believe Senator Bradley's bill is an important step in the right direc-
tion, we think Congress needs to go further in two other areas.

First, Congress needs to clarify the tax treatment of death benefits which
may be accelerated under conditions other than terminal illness.

Second, Congress should clarify that long-term care insurance be treated like
health insurance.

Taken together, this three-pronged approach will help to address an important
aspect of the health care crisis facing this nation.

We are all concerned with the escalating costs associated with terminal or cata-
strophic illness and the need for long-term care. We believe there is an important
role for the private sector to play in providing individuals with protection against
the devastating financial impact these costs can have on individuals and their fami-
'ies. The life and health insurance industry has developed innovative and cost effec-
tive insurance products to meet these needs.

Unfortunately, the ambiguities in the tax treatment of these products is discour-
aging the public from purchasing them. The tax laws need to be clarified- to foster
the development and growth of these very popular products.

ACCELERATED DEATH BENEFITS

The 1980s saw the evolution of a new generation of products by the life insurance
industry. Called accelerated death benefits or "living benefits," these products allow
policyholders access to the face amount of their policies prior to death in response to
the growing need for more comprehensive health care coverage. This cost-effective
approach uses a life insurance-policy as the foundation to provide benefits under
certain circumstances, such as:

* terminal illness-a medical condition which results in a drastically limited life-
span, usually twelve months or less.

" long-term care-personal care, health and social services needed by individuals
who experience a chronic illness or disability.

* catastrophic illness--a medical condition which would, in the absence of exten-
sive or extraordinary medical treatment, result in a drastically limited life-
span.

" permanent confinement to a nursing home-an illness or physical condition
which can reasonably be expected to result in an individual remaining in a
nursing home for the rest of his or her life.

Providing these coverages under a life insurance policy eliminates the administra-
tive cost of separate contracts, enables a company to coordinate design of contract
benefits to prevent coverage overlap, and ensures against lapse of coverage by per-
mitting policy loans to pay premiums not otherwise paid by the policyholder when
due. More importantly, however, is the cost savings inherent in utilizing the value
of the death benefit and cash value of the underlying life insurance policy to pro-
vide these valuable benefits.

A terminal or catastrophic illness accelerated death benefit typically pays a cer-
tain percent of a policy's death benefit in a limp sum. Most policies currently being
sold limit the proportion of the, face amount which can be accelerated. The portion
of the death benefit which is not accelerated is paid to the beneficiary upon the
death of the insured.

A long-term care accelerated death benefit usually provides for the payment of a
certain percent of a policy's death benefit each month the insured requires long
term care. Such payment reduces both the policy's cash value and death benefit in a
pre-determined amount. Under another policy design, the policyholder has the
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option of receiving a lower payment based only on the excess of the death benefit
over the cash value of the policy. Under this option, only the death benefit de-
creases each month by the amount paid.

The following example of a particular long-term care accelerated death benefit
might be helpful.

Assume long-term care payments begin under a policy purchased by an individual
with a $100,000 death benefit and a $10,000 cash value. The first monthly payment
equals $2,000-that is, 2% of the death benefit. Both the death benefit and the cash
value would be reduced by 2% so that after the first payment the death benefit and
cash value will be $98,000 and $9,800 respectively. Under this particular policy, the
policyholder has the option of keeping the cash value intact by choosing to receive a
lower payment of $1,800, resulting in reduction of only the death benefit to $98,200
and leaving the cash value at $10,000.

There is substantial public support for these accelerated death benefit products.
Almost 3/4 of those interviewed by the Roper Organization in May 1990 for an
ACLI-sponsored study approved of the concept of accelerated death benefits. In addi-
tion, over 60% holding individually purchased life insurance policies indicated inter-
est in being able to accelerate the benefits of their cwn policies.

In response to the growing public awareness of this need, the number of compa-
nies offering such products has increased rapidly. As of October 1990, the ACLI
identified a total of 70 companies having some type of accelerated death benefit
product. Preliminary results from our latest survey show that more than 100 com-
panies are now offering some variation of this product. While most of the products
currently available are offered with individual permanent life insurance policies,
these bene-fits are also available with either individual or group term life insurance
policies.

LONG-TERM CARE INSURANCE CONTRACTS

Also since the mid-1980s, the number of companies developing long-term care in-
surance products and the variety of products being developed has grown dramatical-
ly. Today, more than 115 life and health insurance companies are offering long-term
care insurance protection and almost 2 million individuals have purchased long-
term care policies.

Long-term care includes a wide range of medical and support services for people
who suffer physical or mental disorders causing functional limitation or disability
and who therefore need assistance for an extended period. The responsibility for
providing long-term care assistance ranges from the individual and family to the
government through the Medicaid program for those unable to provide for them-
selves. Stimulating the development of the private market for those who can afford
coverage make it possible for the Federal government to target its direct long-term
care assistance to those who are in greatest financial need.

Initially, long-term care policies were only marketed on an individually-purchased
basis, but now are increasingly being offered through employer-sponsored programs.
Both individually purchased and employer-provided long-term care policies current-
ly being marketed by our industry have a level, individually determined premium
which is guaranteed renewable. The insurer may not cancel the policy (except for
non-payment of the premium) and the individual's premium will not increase re-
gardless of his age or physical condition. Under an employer-based program, if the
employer terminates sponsorship or the individual leaves the group covered by the
policy, the insurer guarantees that each individual will have the right to continue
the coverage provided under the policy at the same premium.

NEEDED CHANGES IN THE TAX LAWS

In order to make these products available and more affordable to consumers and
to enable insurers to market these products successfully, the insurance industry be-
lieves that several clarifications and changes are needed in the current tax law as
respects both accelerated death benefit policies and long-term care policies:

(1) Accelerated death benefits. Accelerated death benefits paid under life insurance
policies should be treated like death benefits and thus, excludable from the income
of the policyholder.

(2) Definition of life insurance. It should be made clear that the presence of an
accelerated death benefit does not alter the status of the basic policy as one of life
insurance for purposes of the tax law. Also, policyholders should be allowed to pre-
fund the accelerated death benefits (e.g. by paying the premiums on a level basis).
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(3) Long-term care benefits. Long-term care benefits paid under health insurance
policies should be treated. like health insurance benefits and thus, excludable from
the income of the policyholder.

(4) Premiums for long-term care benefits. Amounts paid to an individual by reason
of coverage under a long-term care policy should constitute payment -for expenses
incurred for medical care and therefore any premium for such coverage should be
deductible just as premiums for other policies covering medical expenses are deduct-
ible.

(5) Inclusion of long-term care in a cafeteria plan. Coverage under a long-term
care insurance policy should be allowed as a benefit under the cafeteria plan provi-
sions, thereby allowing employees to elect such coverage to be paid from the avail-
able pool of dollars.

(6) Treatment of long-term care contributions under certain employer programs.
Contributions made by an employer on behalf of its employees for benefits under a
long-term care insurance policy should not be includable in the employees' income
and should be currently deductible by the employer.

CURRENT LEGISLATION

We are pleased that several bills have been introduced that favorably deal with
one or more of the issues outlined above. Earlier in this statement, we expressed our
support for S. 284, which would treat accelerated death benefits on account of termi-
nal illness as a non-taxable death benefit. The most thorough treatment of these tax
issues, supported by the ACLI and HIAA, is contained in S. 1021, a bill introduced
by Senator McCain, and H.R. 1693, introduced in the House by Congressman Gradi-
son. We strongly support the efforts of Senators Bradley, McCain and others who
have introduced legislation to clarify and modify the tax law as it applies to acceler-
ated death benefit products and long-term care insurance.

CONCLUSION

The potential devastating cost of terminal or catastrophic illness and long-term
care is a critical issue that must be addressed. The life and health insurance busi-
ness can meet a significant part of the challenge in an efficient and cost-effective
manner. Congress, for its part, can help by providing favorable clarification of the
current tax law with respect to accelerated death benefit and long-term care prod-
ucts. This will go a long way towards addressing this problem and encouraging in-
surers to develop an extensive, private insurance market. Moreover, such action will
encourage those individuals who can afford to protect themselves to do so, and en-
courage purchase of insurance at younger ages when the price is more affordable. In
addition, such action will stimulate employers to provide coverage to their employ-
ees where the potential for reaching the most people is greatest.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to present our views. We look for-
ward to working with you and your colleagues to develop legislation that will effec-
tively deal with the critical health issues facing this nation.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR BARBARA A. MIKULSKI

Mr. Chairman, when the luxury tax on boats was put into the 1990 Budget Recon-
ciliation bill, I was on the Senate floor telling this Congress that "we have to go get
it0 from those who got it." I meant that. America needs a tax system that makes
people pay their fair share. Those who are benefiting most from this country's suc-
cess have a responsibility to give something back.

But America doesn't need a tax system that puts people out of work. That's just
what the luxury tax on boats is doing. We thought we were going after the Donald
Trumps and the Leona Helmsleys when we put this tax into the budget package. It
turns out that we're just hurting the Mom and Pop small businesses in Maryland
and across the country. These are the people who build the boats, insure the boats
sell the boats-and they are hurting. That's why I am a cosponsor of the Boating
Jobs Preservation Act of 1991.

When I was first asked to support this bill, I was pretty skeptical. Removing a tax
on boats costing over $100,000 didn't seem like a good idea. Decided to take some
time to meet with members of Maryland's boating industry to get their point of
view on the tax. They came to see me in my Baltimore office and really let me know
how this tax is hurting the people of Maryland.

In just the last eight months, Maryland has lost over 50 boating businesses and
hundreds of boating jobs. One small company, which once employed 20 Marylanders
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building yachts, filed for bankruptcy just last month. I don't want to see any other
Marylanders put out of work because the President and the Congress made a mis-
take last fall.

The boat luxury tax isn't just putting people out of work, it might not be raising
any revenue at all. Studies show that the lost tax revenues from decreased boat
sales may be larger than that collected from the luxury tax. If this tax isn't raising
any money to help balance our budget, why do we have it?

The Boating Jobs Preservation Act will help keep boating jobs, and keep them in
the United States. I hear that Bermuda has eliminated all taxes on new boats sold
there to lure business out of this country. That means more American jobs moving
overseas. I've seen enough of that. We need to create good jobs in this country, not
keep shipping them overseas.

Mr. Chairman, I am supporting the Boating Jobs Preservation Act because it is
clear that Congress made a mistake last Fall. We need to stand up and admit that
the boat luxury tax is hurting Maryland and hurting America. Let's repeal this tax
before any more boating jobs are lost.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DENIS F. MULLANE

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, my name is Denis Mullane. I am
Chief Executive Officer and President of the Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance
Company. Founded in 1846, Connecticut Mutual is headquartered in Hartford, Con-
necticut. with $11.8 billion in assets, is one of the oldest and largest life insurers in
the United States.

Thank you for giving me the opportunity today to add my comments to those of
your colleagues, including our own Senator Lieberman, and my colleagues in the
life insurance business. I do not want to repeat their articulate and persuasive argu-
ments in support of this legislation--so I will be brief-but not so brief as to fail to
acknowledge Senator Bradley's leadership in sponsoring this legislation. He and his
highly competent staff are to be commended for their hard work in securing the
impressive bipartisan support this bill enjoys.

For my part, I would like to emphasize two-perhaps not readily obvious, but nev-
ertheless substantial reasons-for supporting this legislation.

First, this bill wvill encourage insurers to make living life insurance benefits avail-
able to current policyholders--individuals and their families who are already faced
with the tragic costs of a terminal illness: "tragic" because these costs are incurred
out of desperate hope, and "tragic" because all too often that hope is disappointed.

By definition, life insurance is sold only to healthy individuals with a reasonably
lengthy life expectancy. We often wish it were otherwise; but, were it so, life insur-
ance would be prohibitively expensive or, more likely, a bankrupt enterprise unde-
serving of the responsibility of managing policyholder dollars.

This legislation will encourage insurers to give policyholders, regardless of their
current state of health, the option to elect the prepayment of what would otherwise
be life insurance death proceeds.

Actuarially, I am advised that it is a predictable and prudently assumable risk to
offer this election to current policyholders who are terminally ill-that is, individ-
uals who, because of the state of their health, are uninsurable, unable to purchase
either health or life insurance.

However the uncertainty of current federal tax laws prevents us from offering
this election as a provision for almost one million, existing Connecticut Mutual indi-
vidual policies. A substantial question exists as to whether amending existing Con-
necticut Mutual life insurance policies to provide living benefits would disqualify
the Company for taxation as a life insurance company. This risk of disqualification
is too great for prudent management to assume.

This legislation removes the uncertainty and, as a result, offers the opportunity
for living benefits to individuals who may already be suffering from a terminal ill-
ness.

A second, less dramatic, but no less significant reason for supporting this legisla-
tion is the added stability it will offer an industry which, like many others, is
making tough decisions concerning employment and expenses in order to compete
effectively with other financial institutions during this recession.

Our ability to make a living benefits rider available to our policyholders will con-
tribute significantly to our financial stability and to that of the life insurance indus-
try generally.

Life insurance was never intended to be, and should not be viewed, as a short
term investment. It is a long term commitment to the financial future of a family or
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a business. This legislation encourages policyholders to view life insurance-as it
should be viewed--as a long term commitment to their financial security. This view
of the proper function of life insurance will permit life insurance companies them-
selves to avoid some of the problems they experience when policyholders are encour-
aged-by the tax laws or otherwise-to treat their policies as demand deposits.

In conclusion-and by way of summary-two reasons for your serious consider-
ation and support of this bill are:

First, it would encourage the availability of funds to policyholders who
cannot, because they are terminally ill, currently purchase additional insur-
ance; and

Second, it will, in a small but significant manner, contribut* to the stability
of that sector of the financial services community represented by life insurers.

Thank you very much for your time and attention.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JEFF W. NAPIER

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, let me thank you for the prompt
hearing you have scheduled on this legislation to stop the tremendous job loss in the
recreational boating industry occasioned by a 10% excise tax on certain boating
products, combined with the effects of a severe recession.

Congress sometimes makes big mistakes in its policy decisions. It made one last
year in the budget package during the heat of an election campaign. The budget
package was crafted without the usual Congressional hearings. Most members of
Congress didn't get to participate.

The political need for share-the-pain, tax-the-rich symbolism in the budget pack-
age resulted initially in a 10% so-called "luxury tax" on certain items including
hats. This, notwithstanding the well-established'fact that such excise taxes are re-
gressive and ultimately destroy jobs and tax revenues alike. Ultimately, the budget
package did tax the rich directly by raising the tax rates but, by that time, it was
too close to election to redo the tax package and remove the excise tax before the
floor votes.

Had hearings been held on the boat excise tax, Congress would have heard about
the British and Italian experience with such taxes: the boating industries in these
countries immediately became severely depressed, thousands of jobs were lost, tax
revenues were actually less than before the tax, and the cost of collection was great-
er than the tax yield. A losing policy all-around.

(I would ask the Committee's permission to introduce further detailed information
into the record on the tax experience in these countries, along with other informa-
tion to supplement my verbal comments.)

All of these same things have happened now in the U.S. boating industry; we esti-
mate that 19,000 jobs at the manufacturing, distribution and retail levels have been
lost due to the excise tax. I would note that this is double the number of jobs we had
predicted would be lost last Fall when the concept was under discussion and before
enactment.

The sales for much of the boating industry by its nature, cyclical with the eco-
nomic times-are down about 40% or more across the board from 3 years ago. As a
big ticket, discretionary income durable product, boats are extremely price sensitive.
Department of Commerce studies, subsequently reconfirmed by proprietary compa-
ny marketing studies, consistently indicate a 2 to 1 elasticity factor-that is, sales
go down 2% for every 1% increase in price-no matter the reason for the price in-
crease. Thus, we expected sales of product subject to the 10% excise tax would go
down 20%. In fact, they have gone down 25% in addition to the 40% loss produced
by the recession. That is to say, sales of the bigger boats subject to the tax are off an
astonishing 65% from the average annual sales for the 4 years preceding the reces-
sion. Clearly, this is the result of the excise tax.

A few more specific examples: In the first calendar quarter of 1990, retailers in
the Pacific Northwest region served by the Northwest Marine Trades Association,
sold $29 million worth of boats of a value covered by the excise tax. In the same
first-quarter of 1991, only $3 million worth of such boats were sold. Note that the
Pacific Northwest region is not anywhere near as greatly affected by recession as
the rest of the country. One can only conclude that the excise tax made the differ-
ence. Indeed, boat retailers and prospective purchasers alike, suggest that is the
reason.

At the opposite end of the country in the state with the biggest boating market,
Florida, sales of larger boats have similarly plummeted due to the tax. Meanwhile,
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only a few miles off the shore of Florida in the Bahamas, Prime Minister Pindling
has announced a program of further reducing Bahamian taxes on boats to a level
well-below the new U.S. excise tax, along with the building of new marinas, all as a
part of that government's effort to create jobs from the sales, servicing and tourism
involved in boating. What a contrast in government tax policies and job creation vs.
job destruction!

The strong domestic market which the U.S. boating industry had enjoyed in
recent years gave us economies of scale in our manufacturing processes which made
us very competitive internationally. The U.S. boating industry is one of the few U.S.
manufacturing industries with a favorable balance of trade, including even with
Japan. But now, these economies of scale and our competitive advantage are slip-
ping away as a result of the 10% excise tax devastating the domestic market. Once
again, we are the losers.

Finally, the tax yield which the budget package attributes to the excise tax just
isn't there but, rather, a net revenue loss occurs. In the first instance, various
former IRS officials have suggested that the cost of collection alone will exceed any
tax to be generated. Secondly, the severely depressed sales will reduce the tax reve-
nue yield below original estimates based on projected strong industry sales. Third,
and probably largest of all, the corporate and personal income taxes no longer paid
by bankrupt boat companies and 19,000 unemployed boating industry workers
amount to tens of millions of dollars of revenue loss to the government. In addition,
they amount of millions of dollars worth of unemployment claims to the states-
which may be viewed as an additional revenue loss to government. And finally, the
five hundred million dollars worth of favorable balance of trade the boating indus-
try contributed to the United States international balance of payments deficit is
being lost.

Far from taxing the rich, the excise tax on boats is hurting the little guy-unem-
ploying 19,000 blue-collar and sales people. Far from yielding money to the govern-
ment, it is a net loss probably in excess of $30 million. The British and Italian gov-
ernments recognized the error of their tax policy and in the case of Britain, re-
pealed their excise tax totally, and in the case of Italy, reduced it substantially. Not
surprisingly, both industries returned to prosperity and again generated tax reve-
nues for their respective governments while reemploying thousands of people.

We urge swift passage of S. 649 before the opportunity of the industry to recover
and re-group is totally lost in bankruptcies and before the government loses tens of
millions of dollars more in revenue and defaulted SBA loans from this bad policy.
For the sake of American jobs, please favorably report S. 649. Mr. Chairman, if I
may, I would like to express particular thanks to Senators Bentsen, Mitchell,
Chafee, Dole and Breaux for their interest in this matter. All have significant boat-
ing industry unemployment in their states as a result of the excise tax and are un-
derstandably concerned, as we are, that remedy be provided quickly.

THE PRICE ELASTICITY OF BOATING PRODUCTS IS 2.00

A price elasticity ratio of 2.00 for boating products simply means that if the price
of such products increases by 1% greater than the current rate of inflation, sales go
down by 2%.

This has proved to be the case historically in terms of consistent marketplace ex-
perience-whether price increases are due to labor or materials cost increases, taxes
or whatever. Accordingly, while prices have increased at varying rates over the
years, more in times of high inflation due to cost push than in times of lesser infla-
tion, manufacturers and retailers in the boating industry have tried hard to limit
price increases to a maximum of the current rate of inflation. Basically, marine
product manufacturers and retailers recognize in their pricing decisions that they
cannot increase more than the current inflation rate unless they create a volume
reduction.

This, rule-of-thumb experience has been studied and quantified by both the indus-
try itself in proprietary studies and by private and government agencies over the
last forty years. For example, the Conference Board has conducted several such
studies covering the time periods of 1948 to 1965, and 1960 to 1975 in connection
with the Department of Commerce. These studies consistently yielded price elastici-
ty ratios of 2.00 or more for the sporting goods categories of the Bureau of Censes
co-itaining boats. Similarly, a study by Dr. David Raboy on "Results of an Economic
A; alsis of Proposed Excise Taxes on Boats" originally conducted in 1987 and up-
Ir ted in 1990, reached the same conclusion as does a study by The Futurers Group

',r,tcded "Cwurner Spending on Pleasure Craft Boats: Price and Income Elastic-
itk, done in 198'i.
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Finally, actual experience with excise taxes on boats in the U.K. and Italy have

shown that sales fall by double the amount of tax; when the taxes were repealed
sales rebounded to earlier pre-tax levels.

These studies and actual marketplace experiences would suggest that sales of
boats subject to the 10% federal excise tax beginning January 1, 1991, would be
20% worse than the recession level sales of other boats not currently subject to the
tax. In fact, this is exactly the experience in comparing sales results for the first-
quarter of 1991; sales of smaller boats not subject to the tax are down 40% or 50%
depending on boat brand, type and geographic region, whereas sales of bigger boats
subject to the tax are down 60% to 70%.

The consistency of these studies and the historical experience with current experi-
ence presents clear and convincing evidence that the current 10% tax has dropped
the sales of affected boats 20% below what it would otherwise be in these recession-
ary times; it has made the recession and job loss that much worse.
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NATIONAL MANUFACTURERS
MARINE .,, ASSOCIATION

EFFECT OF EXCISF TAX

Survey Results of
Representative Sample of Boat Builders

Subject to 10% Excise Tax

I. TERMINATIONS OF EMPLOYEES AT BOAT MANUFACTURERS
SINCE JANUARY 1, 1991.

(1) Number of companies reporting: 64
(2) Terminations: 4233
(3) Average annual compensation: $23,112
(4) Total annual wages lost: $97,796,860

II. UNIT SALES SINCE JANUARY 1, 1991:

(1) All $100,000 plus sales
(2) $300,000 plus average

price boats

III. SALES IN DOLLARS SINCE
JANUARY 1, 1991:

- All sales of $100,000 boats $517mm

1990* 1991 Ch

1835 712 - 61%

321 41 - 87%

$157mm - 70%

* 1990 sales levels reflect depressed recessionary conditions;
1991 figures are worse due to additional burden of 10% excise 'ax.

JWN/cac-wl4
June 1991

401 North Michigan Avenue • 312/836-4747
Chicago, Illinois 60611 • Fax: 312/32q-9815



NGE Capital
The GECapital Recreational Boat Market Analysis

This quarterLy market analysis was compiled by GE Capital. It represents inventory sold by recreational
boat dealers who finance inventory with Distribution Financial Services. The price points shown in the
analysis reflect the original whoesale invoice amount.

HEW EGI.AND: SOUTHEAST: AL, MI ATLATIC:
C. DE, ME, MA, IF., GA, MS. NC, DC. IN, KY.
Nil. NJ, NY, RI, SC MD, Oil. PA, 11
VT VA,WV

N.,

MIDWEST:IL, IA. SOUTHWEST: AR. WEST: AK. AZ. CA.
MIMN.ND, SD, COKS.LA, MO III, ID. tTNV.
WI NE, NM. OK. TX OR. In, WA. WY

1 st Quarter
1991

d* Mid Atlanti Midwestji ,iSImmlue West

Less than $15 85% 78% 82% 91% 88% 83%
$16-25 10% 11% 10% 5% % 10%
$26-SO 2% .7% 5% 3/ 3% 5%
$51-7S 1% 2% 2% 0% 1% 1%
$76-100 1% 1% 1% 1% 9% 1%
Ova $10 0% 1'% 1% 1% 0% 1%



Unit Boat Shipments ($100,000+)
Peak to Trough of Recession Cycles

1991 Worse Than Historical Experience Due To Excise Tax
Thousands

20
1987-91 Decline u 65% I

1970-76 Decline - 47%

1 519 7 9 8 2 D glin e 3 6 %

10-c

5-

70 71 72 73 74757677 78 7980 81 82838485 8687 88 8990 91

I Inboard Cruisers Sailing Yachts Total

Source: National Marine Mfg. Assn.
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Unit Boat Shipments ($100,000+)
By Quarter

Thousands
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Source: National Marine Mfg. Assn.
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/New luxury
PORTLAND (AP) - The fed-

eral government's new 10 per-
cent luxury tax on boats that cost
more than $100,000 has hurt
Maine's already-depressed boat
building industry, forcing em-
ployee layoffs.

-This tax just turns off the
spigot on the American boat
builder in an arbitrary way,"
said Hank Halsted, of the Hinck-
ley Co.. a luxury yacht builder in
Southwest Harbor.

tax on boats costing jobs in Maine
Halsted said he knows of four Maine is home to dc:eft of part of the budget compromise

boat orders his company has lost boat builders. Some build sco, es aimed at reducing the federal de-
for 1991 because of the new tax. of boats a year, others make only ficit. The tax is applied to the
The lost orders, he said, have re- one or two to stay in business. portion of retail prices that ex-
suited io five or six workers be- While there are no exact fig- ceeds $100,000 on new boats sold
inlaid off. ures, it is estimated there are in the United States.

alsted, whose company sells about 100 boats built in Maine Boat builders say the tax has
15 to 18 boats a year in the eachyearwith price tagsof more hurt an industry already strug-
$350,000 to $1.4 million price than $100,000. Each boat order gling from the effects of& slug-
range, said the law was designed can employ many workers for gish economy.
to get money from the rich, but months at a time. "How muh you blame on the
instead will hurt the working The tax, which has drawn pro- economy and how much you
men and women who lose jobs tests from the boat building in- blame on the new tax, who
because of it. dustry, was enacted last fall as knows?" said Philip Bennett,

sales manager at Hinckley. "But
Vit sure doesn't help."

The National Marine Manufac-
turers Assccation, "'1,'7-mem-
ber organization based in
Chicago. estimated that 6,000 to
8.000 jobs will be lost in the boat
building industry nationwide be.
cause of %he new tax.

As the association spearheads
a campaign to have the tax re-

=ealed, Maine boat builder. have
ed a letter-writing cam-

paign to enlist the support of the
state's congressional delegation
for such an effort.

In a recent letter to Senate Ma-
jiy Leader George J. Mitchell-
Tmothy Hodgdon, pres t of

Hodgdon Yachts Inc. in Booth-
bay Harbor, wrote that many
boat builders will go out oIi-
ness in the next year, tax or no
tax.

cO
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New taxes
translate
t ost jobs

F%.Z think of the labor that
goes into &eir boats when out on the
water fishing, cruising or merely
sunning the family. As with all con-
sumer products, however, boat build-
ig. retailing and servicing creates
jobs - as many as an estimated
600,000 across the United States dur-
ing such peak production years as
1985. Today. that worker total has
slipped by more than 100.000.

In Maine, an estimated 11,432 peo-
ple are employed in all phases of the
recreational boatig industry. Boat.
ing can mean a start for high school
students as dock hands at marinas,
for entrepreneurs at marine dealer.
ships, and white collar jobs for sales-
people, executives and engineers.
Businesses allied to the industry em-
ploy people in publishing, finance, in-
surance, chemicals, metals and elec-
tronics.

Boating is a cyclical industry with
swings from growth to contraction.
As the market cooled in 1989 and 190,
production fell by over 40 percent in
that period and jobs were lost. Add-
ing to the problem are recent action
by the federal government placing an
excise tax on large craft, user fees on
all boats 16-feet and longer, and a
gasoline tax increase paid by all mo-
torboat sere.

National Macinc Manufacturer's

will be Joining forces with boating
corners to work for repeal of the
new taxes. "Our motivation is
early focused: to help Imure that
current ndmry jobs will be pre-
served and that these lost may be|
regnd," Napier ud,
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Regressive
new taxes

At first glance, few Mainera are likely to endorse a
national campaign to repeal the new federal luxury tax on
expensive boats. The 10 percent tax, which applies to
that portion of a boat's retail price above $100,000, was
enacted as part of the recent budget compromise.

The boat tax was aimed at the well-to-do Americans
who can afford to buy boats costing $100,000 or more. But
judging by comments from Maine boat builders, the tax
has an unwelcome side effect: It is taking jobs away from
the working men and women who build boats.

Hank Halsted of the Hinckley Co. in Southwest
Harbor, which builds luxury yachts, says his company
has lost four 1991 orders as a result of the new tax. That,
in turn, resulted in layoffs of five or six workers.
Nationwide, the National Marine Manufacturers Asso-
ciation estimates the new tax will result in the loss of up
to 8,000 boat building jobs.

According to Christopher Evans, vice president of
Sabre Yachts in South Casco, the new luxury tax on boats
is unfair. "It's aimed at boat buyers and not at the
broader range of luxury people can have, such as ski
condos and luxury vacations." He's right, of course, but
there is a broader point to consider.

The luxury tax on expensive boats, cars, jewelry and
furs was but one element of the tax package enacted in
October. Taxes for Medicare were increased, as were
taxes on gasoline, diesel fuel, alcohol, tobacco, air travel
and telephone calls.

Unlike the income tax, which is a progressive tax, most
of the new revenue raisers are regressive. Although
Congress did increase the top tax rate for the nation's
wealthiest taxpayers from 28 percent to 31 percent, that
is a far cry from the top rate of 70 percent in force just a
decade ago. And as Maine's boat builders are discovering,
even so-called luxury taxes can take a greater toll on
working people than on wealthy consumers.

For many economists, tax progressivity is the truest
measure of tax fairness. A tax ii said to be progressive if
it increases as a percentage of personal income as income
rises. The next time Congress needs to raise revenue,
fairness dictates that it be done via the federal income
tax.
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Boat lobt
B;" VItIr .Layton Jr.

BOATIU.S. a 380.(0.tember.
national lobbying group for recre-
adonal boatr. Is asking boat own-
ers to urge their congressional rep-
resentatives to repeal the new
federal boat user fee schedule
which became effective Jan. 1.

A repeal bill. HR. 534. has been
introduced to Congress by Rep.
Robert Davis R-Ml,.) the senior
Republican member of the House
Merchant Marine Committee
which has jurisdiction over the
U.S. Guard.

The bill is co-sponsored by
Reps. Herb Bateman (R-Va.). Frank
Pallone (D.NJ.). Bill Hughes (D-
NJ.) and Robin Tallon (R-S.C.)

Mike Sciulla, BOAT/U.S. vice
president, said this week that hisA4

Aleandria, Va-hued orguNI
Is tryig to Ses many members
of Congress as Possible to co-spon-
sa the repeal bilL.

None of the revt to be rais
by the boat fee schedule will be
used to defray Coast Guard opera-
tional costs or to defray any federal
government costs related to mar-
lime activity, Sciulla said in a tele-
phone interview.

Annu.ml fees range from $25 to
S 100 and ar applied on a graduated
scale to toas beginning at 16 feet in

-length which are operated in Cow
Guard jurisdictional wars, regard.
less of W meansof pvpusion.

The fee schedule was proposed
in 1981 by Office of Management
and Budjet DiEM~1 David Stock-

mm during the Reagan administe-
dn. WCcording1 to Sciulla who said
his organization has been fighting
it ever dme.

He said he fee schedule sipped
through late last year along with
th 10 percent luxury tax on yachts
when Congress passed the Budget
Reconciliation Bill.

TheNational Mariekmaufa-
turers A iiis still fighting
teTO 'percent luxury tax on the
price- of a yacht that is in excess of
$100,000..

The Chicago-based organization
estimates that there will be 8,000
layoffs in the marine industry

because of te luxury tax.
The tax which. as did the fee

Wi.b .aeeffective uIX. a

battles user fees
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Soundings
.By Arthur B. Layton Jr.

Anit_'9the possibility of War in
the Middle East, which can begin any-
time after Jan. 15 under conditions
approved by the United Nations, has
shoved the 101st Congress' Budget Bill
well offstage, but not for de National
Marine Manufacturer Assocatio." The 10 percent excise tax on the
amount paid for a new yacht in excess of
S100,000 became effective Jan. 1, accom-
partied by a 5-cent a gallon rise in dte
federal fuel tax and the establishment of
Coast Guard user fees for boaters

Maine builders and the marine manu-
facturers association agree that the new
taxes and user fees could not have come
at a much worse time. The boat building
industry is still trying to claw its way out
of a two-year recession.

The marine association, no stranger to
Maine builders, has not given up. Last
month the Chicago-based organization
met with yacht builders to discuss strate-
gy. Thcir object is to have the tax modi-
fied or rescindd this year.

Maine's custom and semi-custom
builders have been relatively lucky dur-
ing the downtum, but if there are any
doubts about hard times nationally, here
is a brief litany of woe.

Tartan Marine Inc., which has, proba-
bly mor correctly had, 25 dealers in the
Northeast and the Great Lakes, suspended
production last September. The reason
given was a sales slump in Tartan's once
popular and affordable line of 28-feet to
4 1-feet, auxiliary sailboats.

Bristol Yacht Co., and its paent compa-
ny, CJ. Pearson Co., both of Bristol, R.I.,
have shut down and gone into state
receivership to protect themselves fnxn
creditors. The reason - a plummet in sales.

Canada's C&C, the sailboat and
powerboat maker, finally called time-out
last September, after nine months of
financial struggle, and entered Canada's
equivalent of U.S. Chapter II bankruptcy
proceedings to reorganize itself.

The problems at C&C may be a little dif-
fcbrnt, but the glut in the production boat
market has not helped its financial position.

Ericson Inc., a California builder,
foundered last spring. A subsidiary of
Picific Seacraft Corp. has acquired
selected assets of the defunct company
and plans to build Ericsons.

It may seem mean-spirited in Washing-
ton for boat builders to complain about a
tax on the price of a new boat in excess of
$100,000 when war abroad may be immi-
ncnt and homeless people, racial friction
and the educational system remain
national problems.

But it is not mean-spirited, particularly
in Maine where boat building existed
long before Maine became a state. Drive
four miles in any direction on ML Desert
Island and you either pass a boat builder's
home or a boat yard.

The out-ot-sate customers who sup-
port the island's industry could easily
decide, with modem communications
systems and financial arrangements, to
buy their boats in Europe. It would be a
severe blow to the area's economy. 0
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Soundings

By Arthur B. Layton Jr.
"1h nan boating industry may

still have a chance to get itself unstuck
from the goring horns of the B.dget
Reconciliation Bill recently passed by
Congress.

That at least is the opinion of Keff
Napier, president of the Chicago-
based National Marine Manufacturers
Assocthuon.

"TiiAhse only approved the bill by
a vote of 228 to 200 and the Senate 54 to
45 - not a strong endw nt," Na ier
is quoted as saying in a recent news
release sent to boat builders throughout
the nation.

And then Napier warms to his point
.Many members of the House and

Senate were already talking of revising
the deal when the next Congress con-
venes in January --- a's our cue to get
both industry members and individual
boaters working hard toward a repeal of
these measures."

The measures he refers to me warmed-
over news, but they are still hot items for
an industry that has been taking a finan-
cial burning of various deprs for nearly
two years.

Th big burn, ofcourse, isthe 10 per-
cent excise tax to be posed n the por-
ion of the retail price ofa boet hat is

above $100,000.
Luxwy boo, or yachts a hal-mtark pfcoml Maime Econmick main.

ste mrcn, ad reenl Istaew
maiaatrewwa, buy them in Maine
because o(the swae's rquwation for fine

Maine I nt n the economic main-
sewam of America which is why de
yachu it builds have been inesionally
coanpesidv,

It would be a tragedy if the new tax
reduces Maine's access to the economic
mainstream. The new tax may do just

You cannot get much of a yacht today
foi ter than $100,000. They are not like
automobiles.

Up to and in excess of 5000 man-
hours go into assembling a yacht, which
accounts for $10,000 being not much of
a price for a high-tech yacht. High-tech
may not be necessary, but that is what
customers want.

It only takes about 20 man-hours to
assemble an automobile.

Congress has sealed shut anticipated
loopholes. The oniy bright spot is that the
tax only applies to the first sale which
could aid sales of used boats.

The slow bum in the tax bill is
expected to be the annual user fees that
have been levied on boaters who operate
in waters subject to Coast Guard juris-
diction.

Regardless of method of propulsion
there will be an annual fee of $25 for
boats 16 to 19 feet; $35 for boats 20 so
26 feet; $50 for boats 27 to 39 feet; and
$100 for boats 40 feet and longer.

In return all they get is another bow
sticker. 0
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Boatbuilder cuts 50 more jobs
A Burligton County botbuilder. it
a toedoed by a mw luxury tax, yemter-

We~ noucd the lmyof 50 Worker
Yacht Co, now employs about 250

e ato New Gratna boatyard, down
Io b out700 workers a year Mo, a spokes-
man Said. LyoY& in the pan year have
affected "all arem o the company from the
excutive leval down," said apoksman
Thoem.Carroll

./IN

Also..the compV n, In Jam.uy dmled afacility to St. Petersburg. FI. idling about
50workers there. About 20 workers moea
from the Florida facility to New Gretna as
part of a consolidation program, Carroll
said.Viking blames the cutbacks on a new fed.
eral tax on boats coasting more than
$100,000.

At the same time. a "credit crunch* has
made it more difficult to finance yacht pur.
chasMes said Carroll.

The tax, equal to 0 percent of a bontes
purmo price, took effect Jan. 1 as part of
n effort to reduce the nation's budget deft-

"It's killing us. no doubt about it." Carroll
said of the tax.

Viking's sales have fallen "60 percent or
more" since the tax took effect. The com.
pany's yachts sell for 820.000 and up.

"It was a get-the-rich tax, but what it's
done is get the working man right in the
throat." he said.

The boatbuilding induatay b lot about
2.O00jobs since the tax began, amodlngtoa survey by the National Marine MAmoufio

turers Asmciation. Carroll maid.

Bostbuildsrs, who Initially lobbied to
block enactentof the tm, ew a to
repeal It. he said.

Meanwhile, over"sm sales am keeping
Viking afloat. Caroll said. "I'd any 70
percent of what I'm building is ping to
Europe." he ai
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expects
layoffs
CYNTHIA VAUGHNHerald Busiries$ Writer .

Wellcraft Marine employees J
were told Monday that its five
south Manatee County plants will
shut down Thursday until March
4. a worker who wished to remain . "
anonymous said. One company
executive said late Monday after-
noon he had not heard about any
layoff plans.

The explanation given for the a. '."m.
layoffs was that management
wants tq see how many sales or-
ders are generated at the large

.. ia at Show, which ends
Wednesday, said the worker, who
has been a reliable source in the
past. He told The Bradenton .
Herald earlier this month that
employees recently have been i to
asked to wurk four-day weeks and ,
shorter hours.

Employees of Wellcraft, 1651
Whitfield Ave., will receive no
pay for the days off, the worker A
said.

Attrition is taking its course,
and we're not hiring," said Bill
Mudgett, senior vice president of
sales and marketing. He said he
had not heard that any further
layoffs are planned. 110 workers "'

were laid off in November.
Other senior executives did not

return telephone calls Monday.
A seven-day layoff does not

qualify workers for assistance un-
der federal or state labor laws,
said Larry McIntyre. administra-
tor for Program Evaluation Rapid
Response for the Florida Depart-
ment of Labor in Tallahassee.

Mudgett. who just returned
from the Miami Boat Show, said
that although attendance is down -.

about 20 percent from last year.
customers are spending more.

"People know the boats; they're
doing their homework," he said.

"They're buying bigger boats'
but staying below the $100,000
limit because of the new federal
luxury tax on boats costing more
thar, that, he said.

"We're seeing some light at the ,adenton Hera;
end of the tunnel." Wellcraft employees will be out of work from Thursday until March 4.
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Carver halts production
of boats over 36 feet
By Gary Beckett
Stff Writer

Officials of powerboat mak-
er Carver Boat Co. in late
February said they will tem-
porarily suspend production
of all models 36 feet and
larger beginning April 26.
Carver also plans to shut
down its Californian Yachts
subsidiary, based in Rocky
Point, N.C., which builds 45-
to 55-foot motoryachts.
Carver, a division of Dal-

las-based Miramar Marine
Inc., will lay off the 235 re-
maining workers at the
Rocky Mount plant It also
will dismiss 150 to 200
workers at Carver's 470,000-
square-foot headquarters
plant in Pulaski,s.
The planned cuts account

for 40 percent of Carver's
salaried personnel and 27

percent of its factory workers,
said Dick Nocenti, Carver's
vice president of marketing.
Nocenti said the indus-

trys two and a half year re-
cession and the Middle
East war shared part of the
blame for the move. Howev-
er, he said, the recently en-
acted 10-percent luxury tax
on new boats priced at
more than $100,000 has
dramatically reduced sales
of boats in that price range,
which accounts for roughly
70 percent of the company's
product line.

"We're experiencing fairly
good demand for mid-size
models, particularly our 33-
and 34-footers," Nocenti
said. "But when you get to
anything priced over
$150,000 people aren't inter-
ested. That's when the (luxu-
ry) tax really begins to hurt"

Nocenti said dealer orders
for Carver and Californian
boats in the over-36-foot
range will be filled from ex-
isting inventory.
Carver opened the Rocky

Mount plant in January
1988. It employed more than
600 workers by mid-1988,
Nocenti said. Carver moved
produdon of all Californian
models to the Rocky Mount
plant in 1989 after closing
Californian's Tustin, Calif.,
headquarters operation.

Nocenti said Carver's Pu-
laski facility employs about
630 workers, down from a
peak of 1,312 in October
1988. N
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Endangered species: 8oatbuiler Vncent OeLucca (top) Lumberton. Joseph Palochi (below). production supervsor atadds is name to a petition protesting a proposed 10 percent tax Jersey Yacht, says some New Jersey boatbutiders have beenon luxury stems. like boats built at tie Jersey Yacht Company In forced to shut down or cut back work forces

Tax could
sink yacht
builders
By BERNIE WEISENFELD
Cowe-Pos Stan

South t"-ye botbuilder,.
their sales already srking an a
weak economy. an trying to scut-
tie a proposed luxury tax on
Yacht..

The boatbuilders he horn
tobbhing their senators and con
gpesaman is recent days, urging
them to vote against Pre-itent
Bash's $500 billion Ietict.
reduction package. The plan
includes a 10 percent tat on plea-
sure heats costing more than
$100,000

*Jobs are scarce reght now and
that ta is ridiculous.- Vincent
DoLuces, an employee at Jersey
Yacht Co. in Lumertc, said
yesterday.

"1 den't the it at all." said
Deloe, aigning tin name to a
'Bare Our Jobs" Poster on the
aide oa boot hu. DeLucca also
reuistend his opposition yester-
day with a phone call to the office
o U.& Sen, Frank Lautenherg.
D-NJ

"If it does go through, it puts
me out ofajob." said DeLucca, a
Vasehees parent or three teen.
agers.

Th proposed lury ai could
ed 8,000 jobs at boatyards
satoawide, says the NationalJMrin Manufacturern Aaecia.
tio 't" potential toll in lost
iles 8350 million, the group
says

'They're trying to get more
money from the nch, but w*re
poor guys building this stiff (ora
living ' said Zygmost Niedzialek
of Haisesport. a 20-year
employee at Jersiey-Yacht.

It'., terrible," said Felis Colon
hired just ise weeks ago 1 live
in Camden where we don't And
many jobs,' he said.

Vilkno Yacht Co. of New
Giretn. Bulington County, also
is fighting the prowiei tao.

'We've had nevers] petitions,
ard we've distributed phone st
(1f ongressmel) to all employ-
ers. urging them to make calls on
how their jobs will be affected,"
said Andrew Davala. a spokes-
man for the Burlingon County
batyard

The lusry tax wouldd affect
100 percent of our peoduo" he
said. Vikinigs 38- to 58-fas
yachts sell for $250,000 to $1
million.

The Winry tax would worsen
poor conditions for the boat.
building industry, boatbuildern
said.

Jersey Yacht laid off 10 workers
last week because or eelining
sales, a spokesman said. Viking.
also hit by a stes slump, cur-
rently has about 300 workers.
down from 730 employees in
1987-88.

The boating industry ha
been down for the tst two yan,
said Joseph Palacki, prduction
supervisnr at Jersey Ya-hL He
blamed an economic slowdown

and-lAhe nation's thrift crisis.,
which ha choked off dealer fin-
ancing foe iw bet investune

Mon recently, rising gs prices
and New Jersey's increa ed " e
w have hurt buses, be said

bigger eomyaaies here in New
Jersey hars already shut down
for a period oftime." Palecki said.
Others hae laid off 50 to 75

rcent of their work force, he
New Jersey i, a major

hosbs lding state, with sbout 12
compares in the business, h,
sald.

'Balancing the budget tu not
what we're voting against " jid
Palecki. Rather, *they ought to
take a look at some of these t&us
and make it more equitable," he
said.

'*A:
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New luxury tax protested by Maine boatbuilders
*, Nlzny say they hae had
to Lw f ll workers bccaus
the tax has brought about
a decline in boat order.

thy ( l"Xt CANnIfD
Stalf Wite,

Masne batbuders are prtesting
a new federal toat luar tax that
e say ha luaher depressed their
iduasy
Their concerns come as the

sala's Lrert toatbstkla trade
Orl.sMathm eammpaps t0 have the
Ux -eeA The to) penvnt tederat
lax. paed by eat m last falt tn
part of the overall bUdlge applied
to the p4 o rt ad prm iat
e 1co; tOM an new buhla sold
i the Utdic States

Ioatoudine .rnrady strugglin
frm a sluggih enosay, sy they
bave had Is lay of worked because
of a decide at boat owners brought
at by the new las They my that
ance people lantd of the tax, they
stoppedl onlicig high priced bats
Hank IIsted, ad the IEtatebey Cs

honaldbau a tas a Stiacsea Har-
bor, sad the li amwa designed to gt
money frm the nt, but "ad wil
hart the worhmg man and women
who Mejabs bemuse c at-

Tha Us" just tlar of the spigot
an the Amatcewm boathlddr i an

tary waya sod Hased. whose
company sells 15-15 hoas a year at
the So.0 to i4 million pane
range "Th', what thi law s a

There om duzets af batchuldent
aheng the Ma m-St. s of
whtach bald scot of heat ayer
Then whi maharly one or two
to say it beiaa.
Fat IS~Mm am not avilble, but

Otisentratd thee weabot ioo
heafuls in toln ach. ea wth
pneelog of mr than Staja=
Acash bat order on et ploy many
wlers tr matona as ltee+

Hald smd he know four boat
orders ha mmiApy has hlt he Ol

"hetiae of the new ink lobt order
that base resalad at be or ax
win k- being lid off

Mbp tletneft, les manager at
tlttirf. iy, 'ad thapioarenttomy hoa

badta cmajor cotiaitron thettwaot
ing industry, and the tax mld or the

" hl for *..- r4 .
"low muc yarNam an the

economy and hia mtht )cu basme
c the new tax. w a ocns, he tad

it stre dlaont help"
Thu Natia Maroa Midja

UUMe Asaowht. a t.7i5'ti~rmo
orgaaajtr. "asd a Chigo. rt-
mated that i, 00 c t wil be
oat at the hastsddtg indutty
ntaotatcde becise ci" the new tax

Association spbkfnata Gregoy
Pruau iUiid the government at
kme unaci taixe irnm tic wages ad
ltioaaff carbon, and -d end Wp
paa ,g them alnare t itheec. h
PredcIed the gpicrncec will ci
as much m-.'w.y .ot at -il elect i
n lew taxes
"Itd he a wash.- he sat "1"o us.

thia % purely a p" isuea
itic assoctaita toil %wcahea a

inttpagn to hvw the s repealed
when Congress convenes this
moth In the meantime, Ment
batlhddars have started a ltter-
writing campoa to the lates Car-
greoaa da tmlin. aarcag it to
help rpea the -

tnsareent lettrtoSbc George J
M ell. Timothy liodgdac, pru-
denl of tIldia Yieh Inc e
Hootlhbay latba, crate tiht mnsy
boatuk-rs wil gp uut ad uinesas
a the next yesr, tax er so tax

1hal the Usat W si h UM1,AM ts
tas siuatin and hasten thi deme
of some of ui who would hae madea.- he wrow

Chnitpher .vans, aiu pra-solent
oAf Vo:oh. a South Caoa. 5aid
tluxury atoms arta he lard extra

the tas should apply to mare than
ju acycicars. boat% atd sac
plans SabreYachubhascanotaty i
orde r ad t ayotany cookwe
because of the ta

"We atipa (the escpaa ihea the las retd bccaua's 5
a actaety ad tU." Ewan aoid
James Chandler, tiawor ad theft

Mame Mar 7Thade A.sanito,
ad the I talIq chanted more exi-
ren Among the tate's bo•hiolhklel
thac any other c.%ue in recent
memory_

It's a dotde wthtammy wilt the
po" e-ocmy. mad nm a luxuy
ix.tC'h.adkr .o

S-

- I-

Willasta Settee. inaw. f Dtlatha' Mria taad 6- r f iha tbeSAlf 1llef and Mante Operator. AoAslcain bets thei lednmx ia be
i 
gln(ailyp tktd ol h) lhc Impmn a i A- lcdttl Ice on mi lwoith ls
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Silverton lays off 30 more workers
Is ('IIERYI, WIIEATON

Staff Writer
Solkcrton Marine Corporation

atiounced plans Friday to slow
iii production rate and cut .30

,%LSIkers. its third round of layoffs
%likC SCiMcnhcr.

Citing increasing recessionary
pressures. a "discriminatory" ex-
'3"-" iJ-. and the Middle East cri-

sis. Silverton executives said in a
statment that i's time for a more
cautious approach to business.

"By taking a conservative ap-
proach right now. we are bracing
(or the worst and hoping for the
hcst." said Michael Murawski.
Silvcrion vice prcsidcnt and gcn-
cral manager.

Murawski said Silvcrton is rc-

ducing its staff by about 30 cm-
ployees from all levels and de-
partments. Under company poli-
cy. the furloughed workers will
be notified by Jan. 18 and their
last day of work will e Feb. I. he
said.

On two separate dates during
September. the company laid off
Please see *Silverton. page 2-A

[Frolk j!e!

about 60 people. Coupled with
Friday's announced cutback, Sil-
venon's work force has dwindled
to 120 employees.

"We have every intention to
get the people back as soon as
possible," Murawski said
"With the Middle East thing, we
can't tell what the future may
hold. I will make a committrnent
to get them back as soon as possi-
ble."

The decision to postpone t
production consolidation 'of
Mainship, Silverton's sister corn-r any, was another contributing
actor to the staff cutback, he

said.
Mainship, which manufactures

a contemporary line of power
boats that range from 35 to 41
feet, has been working out of
Marlboro, but plans were an-
nounced during the fourth quarter
of 1990 to move and consolidate
production to Millville.

Given the uncertainties of the
current contracting market, all
such plans were put on hold, ac-
cording to Murawski.

"What we are seeing on the
sales end is that many would-be

buyers are worried and waiting
for a resolution to the Mideast cri-
sis," Murawski said. "Couple
this with the recession spreading
to different economic groups and
geographic areas and the recently
introduced excise tax, it doesn't
paint a very promising picture for
short-term demand."

When the dust settled from the
federal government's budget
deficit battle, recreational boating
had fallen victim to new "user
fees" and an excise tax on new
yachts. A ten percent tax is levied
on any part of the retail price that
exceeds $100,000.

The National MPu fturcrs
Association, which represents ap-
proximately 1,800 boat builders
nationwide, has fought the excise
tax from the beginning, Murawski
said.

The NMA has estimated that
approximately 100,000 jobs with-
in the industry have already been
lust and that the new tax could
lead to another 20 percent decline
in overall sales with thousands of
jobs lost in the process, according
to Murawski.
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Boat-makers hoping
roughest seas past
tiy ELAINE ROSE said Joanna Krahn of the Ma-
lwoa Mo.i rine Trade Association of New

Southern New Jersey's boat Jersey
niaoilacirers expect to be Small boat sales went up

bout 25 percent in 1990. as
,ailing some rough water in atl.nifaclurees put together991;l, hill hope that new Min-pcagsol6.o2-oo rf

l dt' et ending foreign packages to n-rotera
tiarketo will keep their ships with motor, trailer, and acces.
alloat series priced In the S5,000

Sliigth sales over the past 6.000 range, Krahn said."Therc's definitely an in-
Is O yenr. h.se forced many
tUipllics to iy oif workers, crease in family boating The
IIe reprsrntliises say the state has recognized this and
vorst io over - unless tihe pet in more launch ramps,"
bi-+,ok er"r deepens or the war site said.
IItilorii nolessoa Concentrating on family
In tie l8.ro.aot f persissl boaters and "giving more boat

to 15e111, ahoot ,io0 people for ledollarthananyoneelse

istr n Ailanoic altc, oCp t there" is tile way Sitveron
%.l. aild toiteiland coint Marine Corporation of Mill-
:,s. ant that nnumb er wilt sli le hopes to weather the
Ir h decrease by at t Iorm. said Vice President Mi-

l'-f ... Oh by tile end of 1 r See oats, Page 15

,:ieres psychlocl+ concern
B o tii the moarkettlace, tile money

is ot spelnt Ol distitonlar.y
itenis." said David liroe.

M a n u fa c tu rc r s e.. . .i .... . ,- N ational
h ar c., Miucturers Asboui-

expect rouglest A .....enly ettacied 10 per-
cet federal lutry tax ott

seas are tast Itis C..ti.. ,lcore Iion
SltoO.000 is elected to cost

tConitinuoedft ot'age 34 abut 8. Ali erl'all job tills
t)or if) all ititinility that has

titeady ieen beset by layofTs,
Ili Oooiie said.

!KIhie eolhly laid tit ahol "Wiithheit amlout of taxes
.ott okelist eiar, ut d. the oVe,'tv'itoI% i iitll to
iottelsit.vcl aty toleitt .ik - selrss Ilei botis ithat
I 1-eivhli to 1, 199.1. Xhiu

+  
-- n't lit. %,l and [ih,- people

I.tski sad huI will he I.d1 ol tihe tax
.i he rveioI' ntral or

SliveiIon is fow tticentrtii tegallve." silv .lait leek IIl
tIng stllet boats in ' "I t tit Itlistient of thll Yaclts of
:,, loti hlone. attd e-ts iv .iTtoellihli
.iblUll 110) oI'{''l it VIt CiA -11~

its • iltie h.i'k it --tu-ltl Ot-ill t hoesi to See
1 it% ujh.ll . . ' ,i e l.lW . 11 1,1 ,mi,,thr 21) ip- ,e ofl duchnell t

+
it

upoald"il
, 
Nill,ski soldl ,t-% tills )eC t .. lIll IIl ll t

lit .i, -I ' I' -.- 1 hi.ivt ln.e.-k .tilc Ii hvg.'ipha-
'h. ll il "a l it ii I.- i'iiih. htlb t 155 1 iiople,

Workers apply resn to boats In various stages of completion at Viking Yaihts I Na Oretna

down front a high of 290 two
years ago. lie said

Most solltiet New Jersey
boat matllilcittet buy i2ts
ftoci area dhstllltOrs, who
ate also iiglll c1 tile slomp,
Leek said

Oe.ll Vactits koltes to
olfst slIes lo-i-s wlth tile in:
trodu4cliti of Ittew models atd
all Icreasing lI...elgc Iialke.
Leek said Tito teats ago. tie
rolneally 0ad o I Overseas
sales, bot Ipes .bout 20 is-r-
cent of the vtil leaving tie
plant tils iear till go to for-
elgo Itls, lie oaid

Etropeali td Japailese
otakel are ;di- i hrght spot
oli thlte ior for Viking
Yacht I ouli.llt s.. cd E-
live Vice l't- dlst lioticas
Carroll ... etigi sales ac-
couted fo alil jweceo of
the olnttas % idal two )ealS
aIt, jtlllle to 17 percent iln
1100. atti . ci. ise. 14 1-
sed 2 lit1 1t [ Itt Itl ,ts
o t, ru ve o.ii (lief 1'1 + I wi ll
W 'khng Ir l I ..h..., a tile l'l

bi~S I ichll I"I het i.*lld Th., Is

analogous to the Rolls Royce
aid Meicedes of boati.ig." he
said

Rut a prolonged war in tile
Middle -East asd resutlttig
sotriog fuel prices could put a
dittlir oi those projectiots.
Cal roll said.

'fle company is wt setting
its production scledultes as far
head as it did derolg better
ttues, but if foreign sales fig-
ores renmaio steady. some of
iti' 200 eiployeese ho uere
laid off in bepteober lay he
called back to tork Carroll
said The eeOuliiy reee'itly
decided to close its St 'cters-
bog, Fla, plat and cosll-
d;icv operation in tle New
titetia taciltly

Dealer inventory is at a
tliv)ear low. so artV ""w
sales wll resullt ill prodocn
oltiers. said Kenneth Jeosen,
situ e tireodelt ofr 'ost Maote
In| %li) s I anldilng'I hem, no qou l s d alioul

it tlleidtbs i ini a do-l
li " Jli s l- 10% is

Ivt hle4 g o

Boating
Industry
Snapshot
* In 1989, about 1.100 peo-

pIe n re employed tn boat
Maufoactuering in Attatio,
Cape May. and Cumot-
ln gounies, that number
will probably decrease by
at least one-touth by the
end of this pen

M Soall hoat sales wacii up
about 25 percent in 1990

" Sivloeton Matie Coipota-
ion o Mlville laid ol about
90 woktets lasi yeat, W
does riot expe t any Ioo
work force tedactios lieus
year

* Tie new 10 pocenl tetl.eal

luxu Otas on leins cosiO
ooi Ihlan 51I30.000 5. ex

poted t0 cost aboul 0 10th
Aetcan ubo,.d InlJsiy
lobs titls year

...... ql :TT:10AT MAF, ACtff TUNING+ IIIII
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W: 7--Y' sO .ci budget deallaze last year. ' companies, more tha'anyothestat~e " "s
" ooeo h most-publicized facts was its naios. Ia 1990,5.,000 of b~e state s 18,800

. tas -cbe-rie" provision. boat builders tosstheirjobs according to
."- •The 5500 billion def'icit reductos bifl Ss igut~s.

tasesu people at thebeftymate of"t10perces: Ose oftlte barde..bnd it BuzrrBa" tr furs, eapessive cansod yachts that Buil~diag's Lastass plant, which suspended,
'iesceed aset pice limiL.. itS South Foridaoperations snDecembe,..

- obody wants a used lir and few people " Almost 2030 people were laid off ...would buy a second-band Mercedes if thy "Nobody blames the luxury tan for all th€•'"/. can afford a sew one, but boat builders say " problems were facis - said Frank H{erbold,."
- they are fetig the pinch from the lug dinrrto of the Marne Induss'ies Association

• -, ppyeot 0. used yachts. VAth reuiszing. of South Flond.- "Bat this is th frostisg on
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Lwawy boat tax
seen as threat
by boatbuilders
By DONALD WlT~TKOWSKt

A new luxury tax on expesiw boats. tfweits
or a soak-the-rich sentiment embraced by Con.

hits el cuoo year. threatens boat man-
rers already stokirg in a sea of red ink

industry office als say
The 10 pe-ent surcharge on new boss cost-

i1It more than $100 000 is among the tax prov-
sions in the federal budget approved lot month
by a bitterly divided Congress and now awaiting
President Bush' promised sitgoaure

The levy widl be imposed on that portoa of
the pce above $10.000. mean the buy eof
St ilOOO boat. foreltople. i face ala ..ry
tfi% oI1110,0000

Although middle-lss America might not
care that those wealthy enough to afTrd expot-
sive pleasure craft sill be hit harder, boat.
builders and retailers are predicting she saw

Z ee Bats, Page %4

WA
Jos Rotofo Jr, om f C opo iland Yacht,
presfcotsc uo a eiotwls wn alt thls wine

Boats' EHolse Yacht has lashei
B06-ftl MW foes by 90 perfeant and

bols• r - -a- bols ng .:Lux y tax ft. .ito I h

bad news for ZpHr O Mayse Jame

boatbuilders
New Jerse, wrote to Bsh la-s

iCootsnued rpm Page All month segcng him to reject the
luoary tax.
US Rep. William J, Hughes. Dwl'devnstaxe the indusy. Ine o a oted last the buden.t i

owever, theft may be a bu-po. becsse of the expectedsq sput fom alOmabt t ta usrV the tax will have on bouttaes effect cI Las. I as boatism afcttrers
sh to save mosy, Officials Hughes. whose district in

said Later on. production ad claoes much of the Nec Jerse
sales are epeced to plummet shore. also objected because th, T[he first yuarter of next yer budget includes what he said r
will be dead sa John IL Leek unwarrante ne user fes on an-
t11. peidet of Ocean Yachta botts plying sisters palsiles
Ic in Mulhcs Touwnhlp, which bythe U CteG sp a l
manufactures buas ranging It Me arinoncials alsofnotedsa
prtc lto00.Otot $mulllm the bahdietirpmoses a $-lens-

"As bad s the but busme pl o iorens in the federal
has bess - wet-s dcwn cowd40to sa~solice tao. a ncoher eapences-
50 percent - we may go does petetobaurt thecalgndoc

another 40 to 0 percent." said
try

John RotIle Jr, owner of Cape Although the boatbuilders
IlandK Yacoh Shales & Marira In haveomplained of being singled
Somers Potts shose boa0 sell out by Corirgtea the budge alsI
for 1100,00 and op cills for a I0 percent luiu aI.

"It will be very l rlflclL I think cn espenaive planet cars. leecel
a lot of retailers won't make it ry and furs to raise revenue 'o
through the witer." Roltele help oflte the federal deficit
said -We were basically held up as

The boitleg idustd already is a sacrificil tamb" Leek .1 el
in the mId t i hard tims doe to the bu manufacturers
the restsson in the Northet, Hughes cted uniuresfulli To
the savinsc and loan crisis that cocuvce the House Ways and
has tightened credit, and Over- Means Commitee and the House
production by maUfntclurem Democratic Caucus to Pir

.The marine retail industry through a compromise to ate
probably is is its worst slufp In the luxury tax also apply to Ire
she list two decades" said Phil sale ofused boats
Kesler. eseultive directorofthe Under Hughes' plan ohutll
Marine Retailers AssOeallot, a wassuported by the boatLog Iu h
natnal lobby representng4tOt by, there would have been u
boating retailers percent surcharge for both ne-

Soaring fuel prices brongh t a edu boatbscstlngmoreihn
about b) tension it the oil-och it00000 That would hve cut+
Persian Gulf region folleoin tmed the residual effect un b t
lrq'i Invasion of Kuwit in Aug builders, said Hughes' aide
Ust have further depressed the Mark Brown
mankeL Now with the to percent tax t

Boaihuiders hate been laying certanmlir, manufacturers t.',.
oil workers and cutting back on begin searc i ror sayo to nct r
producon to avoid goi Under come the predicted adverse in-
he luxury ax will result in the pac On business
loss of',O00 more job, In the next Pe itlance Vkung Yaht Co
two years, according to the Na- in New Gretna. builder of boat,
tional Marine Manufacturers As- ratgig in pne rrom U1 000 1i
soiation. she boathulders' as. 12 million, will concenlrate mur
tional lobby on the internasionol market us 3i1

"There has been a let of Der- effort to double llts sales in Fu
vousness brought on by the lua- tofo and Japan. said Andre% Da
ry sts," said Robert A Hased. V l. the company's director -it
nalonal marketing manager for personnel
Egg Harbor Yacht Co in t -We're hoping there may b
Harbor City "t's not helping us some way to compensate for the
at all " luxury tx. -he said
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Randy X Incaid prepares foe asuctn a tac l Ju l iM's, Marin Itn LA01sa

Boat industry hits rough seas
T Lod,,

L A KEL %ND - Randy Kincaid, who has weathered the past
three years in a slumping boat industry, is calling it quits

today
Knct'id asner of Jangle Jim's Marine on U S 92 is auc-.

tiuning ofl his inventory and turning his attention to a growing
aui tlmn business

it was bad lat month and the month before. Kincaid said
earlier this wek But it got worse this month "

There is nothing happening. I m liquidating all my inven-
tory Ie had a lot of interest in that hutas far as belngable to
sell merchandise at regular price - Man. no way'

Xint-id is not alone Sales of motorboats, yachts, marine
ports and accessories in Polk County were off 45 percent in
October from a year ago. the state Department of Revenue
said in ts modt recent report Sales, which totaled $1 a mil-
lion in Oct 1989. plunged to $1 million to October 1990

There as a lot sf apprehension in the market because of the
fear ol gas price - Kincaid said "That is one of the things

tha is most depressing, On top of that is the uncertainty of
where were headed m terms of energy costs

Nationally. recreational boating was a 114 billion business
in 1990, according to the National Mane EManufacturers As-
sociaton, a 7.000-member todustrytrade group Revenues for
1990 were down 22 recent from a record o f17 9 billion set
in 1889

Higher fuel prices, a weaened economy and a new 10-
percent luxury tax on beats costing more than $t00000 have
combined to put the bite on beats, discretionary purchases
that are the first to go when parse strigs are pulled light
' The beating industry as a whole has been soft for the past

three years." said Ed Coker. owner of Coker Marine in Lake.
land "But it's one of those things that is coming back "

Dealers are not the only ones affected by sliding boat sales
Many boat plants have been shut down, said National Marine
Asocation's president, Jeff Napier "if we don't have a
strong spring selling season, a lot score will go down." he said

Kincaid, who became a registered auctioneer last year.
said the he is negotiating with a two Florida-based boat man.

0- See BOATING. page 6E

Boating industry
10 Coatieied from I E
ufaciures to liquidate whole plants.

Polk County may be insulated
som(what from the national slump.
because most dealers run smaller,
less expensive operations that can
weather sluggish sales more readily,
Cnkee said

'All your major dealers, are fold-

ing up right and left." Coker said
"Their sales are down so much nhat
they can't meet their overhead and so
they're Just shutting their doors,
Smaller. independent dealers are
stilt doing well,"
Coker said that his business is up

about 8 percent over last year
Kineald said that it may take a

year to see boal sales back on track
"It's not all dismal, Polk County is

probably faring better than a lot of
places but it's going to be off for a
year before it comes back," Kincaid
aid

Tihs artkle co tois information
from the Associated Press.
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Recession taking heavy t
on)boat makers., retailers
BYJANELLBLOUNT mately 100-employee work- slightly In 100. Wi
OoaUWOn g "eW force this week, but ald he may rail, Arkansas

Arkansas boat manufactur. didn't know how many workers are aided by the fact
ers and retailers are feeling will be affected. of them sell small t
the bite of recession and fac- Planned government fund- large fishing popular
ing the dark side of the indus- Ing has been tabled due to the Ing a longer-than-ave
try's economic cycle, war, Smith said, adding that ing season.

According to information business may be bolstered
from the National Marine Man- when the tide in the gulf war User fee effe
4facturer9"AssoCiation-new turns. Currently, Smith said,
boat sales nationwide fell 21 SeaArk is watching govern- Earl Milligan, ownSes~k i wathin govrn-ligan Bradford Marlr
percent in 1990 from 637,500 in ment and industry oil spill re- SpringB, said he sold
196 to 504.100 last year. sponse movement as a poten- Spr sai he $2,d

The association, which has trial positive factor. for more than $ 0e
about 1,700 members nation- "It's harder to sell
wide and 15 in Arkansas, Indi- Tax in works boats," he said, add
cated the industry operates in Greg Proteau, a spokesman anxious to see what
5- to 10-year cycles, for the NUMA, said Monday user fee on boats la

Since 1968. "decreased new the federal excise tax on 19feet will have on sa
boat sales have been attribu- $100,000-plus boats may not Bernard Hargrove,
ted to declining consumer con- have an immediate effect on Red River Marine I
fidence in the economy, in- smaller boat makers and re- Springs, sells the so-ca
creased interest rates followed tailers, but that another tax ury boats, but said th,
by restrictive credit growth" may be on the way. "The foot's account for less than
and the situation in the Middle in the door," he said. of his total sales.
EasL the NMMA reported. "When the government real- sales of the highe

Ranger Boats in Flippin re- Izes it's not making money on boats "have not been d
cently laid off 75 people be- this tax, it will try to broaden
cause of the economic crunch, the base. The tax will most im- "We've bat a lot
according to Randy Hopper, pact the thousands of techni- level boat (purchases
president of the fiberglass clans, mechanics craftspeople, the war situation," I
fishing boat firm. salespersons, office and other said. Younger con

Warwokers whose livelihoods go "aren't in the market
WarW af.ectin ...... .ea 61a -a - -A k.

While the decrease in boat
sales has hurt manufacturers
like Ranger, recreational boat
makers are not alone. War in
the gulf also has affected com-
mercial boat manufacturers,
including SeaArk Marine Inc.
in Monticello (Drew County).

John Smith, vice president
of sales and marketing for
SeaArk, said the company's de-
fense-related business and oil
industry related business "are
hitting us both ways."

Smith said SeaArk plans to
lay off part of its approxi-

cabin cruisers that will be
taxed. "Job loss In the boating
industry has already topped
100,000 due to a 40 percent
drop in sales over the past two
years" The association ex-
pects the excise tax to cost the
industry another 8,000 jobs

The recreational marine in-
dustry in Arkansas employed
an estimated 6,377 people in
1989, according to the NMMA.

Retailers like Art Eastham,
ownerloperator of Art's Marine
and Sports Center in North
Little Rock, said sales fell only
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feels the excise tax will "have
little effect on those who can
afford to spend money" on a
more expensive craft.

As for the danger' of a
broader-based excise tax, Har-
grove said attempts to lower
the cut-off amount for the tax
would meet with more opposi-
tion. "We didn't have the en-
tire industry concerned" with
the $100,000 figure.

"It's a veat time to buy a
boat under $100,000," Hopper
said.
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1ins N ikitis, a custom boat builder and ossner of ulsterer Shipwrights, Inc.. of Keyport, poses on a 26-root steam launch
oorth SI~t.)he completed recently at his a frkshp. %ikaitis says business has never been slower in his 32 .jrs usa nus
tom shipright.

N.J.'s boat industry facing tough year
By HENRY STERN

Associated Press Writer

New ),ns's bot industry faces an unccraLin future as tde reces-
sion and ncw usury taxes combine io discourage prosp ive buy-
ers And the situation is made worse by boat owners, who are driv-
ing doen prices b unloading sLirt vessels

Boat buiJ.rs anJ boat sellers said Tuesday that the new teat will
likel) s.oninuc a plunge that quickened last year with the recession-
ary economy.

t hJ nican norc layoffs n an industry that has already losthu nJrcd, I fjulh
-J',: ncr s,*n anything tle it." said Hans Miktt, the ownrt

of talt ShApe rights in Kcypon "It's juqt devastating This past
)Car has bcn the pits tm picking through stuff right now looking
for business -

Mikitis, who hi' uniom built boats for 34 y,!us, said he has re-
ccincd a fiain of Lh inquiries this year Lhat he did in the past. A
few years a3go. he eniplocd 22 pcoplc; last )car he had four. this
ycar it's just himt

"I d ins ,nou hoe long I can wait for this to come around." he
said.

Nkaii atributed his company's frofall to the poor economy. bus
dismissed die mpacs of higher gasoline prices. Larger marufacur-
ers share Mikiis evaluation of the past year and they sense gloom
for the year ahead

A fcderal luxury tax that began Jan. I o ts blamed hi mini for
the bleak outlook. The t0 per ent surcharge *s applied to the p rtion
ofLh : prie that exceeds S 00 ,O . For e an'pic t lax on a S .t,().-
020 heat would be levied on $400,000, for a total o'S-J.lXXJ

The National Marine Manufacturers Asoctaton esmic h
surcharge will cost'"TOW jobs over sc next two )cars

"! think jt's going so be a very slow ycr for cvcrtsods " i
Maria Henriques. Lhc office manager of the 20-cmplovcc Henrtiqucs
Boat Works in Berkeley Township. "There might he a olls We
just don' know at this potnL We just have to hang in three "

Hcnqucs. , hose company makes boats in te 5146101 Js Sn.1.
000 pricc'range, said cash-strappcd boat owners trying io ;ll thcr
vessels have hammered down prices.

The savings and loan crisis also has contbuicd, during up funds
for anybody who might want to take out a loan so buy. -cnrulacs
said

Ken Jcnsen. a vice presided a Post Marine in Mays Landing. a-
ticipatcd a 30 pcrcnl drop in business this year and said fcdral
lawmakers should have beer more senstuve to the industry 's plight

"Pcople might have shrugged this tax off during a strng healthy
economy." Jens n sad.

Tbc doen or so tolws made this year by Post Marine cost he-
twees $1003151 and S600.000. Jensen said he's lard peopl off. hut
be wouldn't say bow mansy.
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tWeathering the storm
Boat makers anxiously await economic upturnNY LAURA SIMMONS "We are able to pan that on to the

__ __ _ __ _ __ _ della and that makes usprty compe.
Stlv. actually." Dryaet id.

CAM Talln beat manufacturers 'Tho marnie market s headed for aare banging bh durng a prolonged real oPLcr in the near future." he added.wane of bad economic newr. "We feel lk by poslonng ourselves
At lest o manufacturer, however, dur.ng A flat tme. wel catch the rdehaa washed out and another has stared a up."

nw comnaly hopng to catch the next Bryant said ome of the larger manu.
wave up. facturers are partially to blame for their
Boat Makens are among the first to currant difficulties.

feel A downturn in the economy, industry "When the ectionty was booming and
export ay. and among the first to feel business was going great. the manufac.
an upturn. Au consumer cordefce turnM in my opinion, didn't keep close
wanes big ticket iteas hke boats are enough contact with their dealers They
qsmbiy acratchad off the Oboppsng lw should have lstened a little more instead

0n of the thngns we have fond out of buildtg boats.-
ns, Se re probably om o the best eco- Suotx Sports Inc. a Greenback an-
n mdc o1WAtOn. saad Scott Atchley. di- fnounced last June it planned a public
retor of marketing or Cobui fBla tock offering to raie capital for a plant
Vonore. "When we trip. obnybedy else expaomon and other taprovenenta.
falM down." "The public offers i gong along as

In 1iKgread exnpenditure on boatig planned.* std George Fowler, president
me $137 billion, down from $17.1 bd- and ba executive officer. "Blcust of
boa a tam9, accord g to the National tho market condition, tos little slower
Manna Manoacturers Assocaton- The thn we had projected, bot Other than
20"'rAnt drop i 110 was pr ceded by that. the onginal plan i intact and being
another bad year in 180. wh h saw a I played OuL We are gog to eeocto the
percent decrease. The teduSty enjoyed plan: we are juslt lettig the timetable
robust sales a m miemnd-ItnlldI- . slide a tle -

After two bad years, some manufac- Fowler said he thinks the boat market
tuers aid they were hoping to see a haul bottomed OWL "At what pace the r-
modest gainn rl, but the Persan Golf covery ts. I think is yet to unfold"
War Quickly dashed those hoies. Fowler said he has seen encouraging

"It lmbs like. because o the situation signs at this year's boat sbows, and or-
to the glf and othr economic tungs go- deis are up 15 to 20 percent from the
U19 on a the U.S.. it wdl probably be n- sname line last year.
their fat year." Atchley said. -Even though we are having a better

Thunder Craft, a manlacturer in yeart, I don't think it's gong to be brag.
North Knox Cony. shot down its plant going rights fto anybody As I son it. the
I October and has not resumed opera- pipeline sill has excessaveramounts of i-
tbes. ventory in it."
So lay. East Temnesnen's largest The boat indusiry in the 199hn will be

boat manufa roer, shut down for one "different from the 1990s. he said.
meek earlier this mnth and has mn- "tinkin th'lsil look off at a high
tioned the possblity of gmng to a four- rate of speed." Fowler said- "The growth
day workweek to decrease inventory. mas probably an out-of-control situation.Joe Bryant started Bryant loats Inc. In the 'g0s. hinki I hramorecon-
Last October in Sweetwatr. The 12-em- trolled growth."
Fa yee company is nulde up prmrnly of Them Ru . director of' corporate corn-alofly members munaiatens (f U S_ Marine. which has

"We we some opportunily in a doon two plants in Dartldrile. &aid his nompa.
market." Bryant said, 'We are able to ny originally projted I"I to be a year
com in. and we don't have an exiremrly for gins.
high ov r" ad. and we are ke png the -The hiiting nlustry has always led
cots asClowrto the vat as poitfh!, the eoncl pjicour.'" N. said "We

were of the opinion unhl the 1tiC o Jan.
uary that it was going to be very good
year and hietmeregolnto improve."

Soles. b Weer. bane "hit the wall"
since Operaton Desert Storm began, he
said 'Frankly, it's a day-to.day thing.

We ore matching it closely."
Employment at the two Dandndge

Plantal down from 210 in January 190
tO 161 thu month.

Executives at Master Craft Boat Co.
in Maryville ware unavailable for com-
menL However. a spokeswoman sa,d
current employment is '223. down from
350 reported n January 1930,

Doug Hippo of spro Bouts givns a boat the pool test Weti.-a r.lieg lion
through th lin at the companp facoiy at Greenbabk.

Freddy Slamitt prepares a load of Supra Boats models for shipment to the West Coasl

. lu
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BOAT SHOW LISTS UNDER TAX THREAT
By Cindy Piarp-n-nan

Fot many hout dtA rs. the VnatIl Slates Sailboat
Show opnng taday in Alaapli wl ha a hLtrswftt

lnomlnama the City DmJK and harbor. where dal-
e=s hace nthe or20 y to "sa tl stuff ad wn
p~n~eri . whatheaa hIt a 10 percent tax On
is Eyach tthalng toe tan 5100,000 woald do

Sunday, ttn 20 ~prearta tax on lo+<aied l.xur7 Re
dadn mil mar, ba il plan aimedat ean g

the fedaefl ddeca The plaa sail mus be approved by

Dnan= amn expected to use athe patnanibtas
martorn tol at thai -etahds ha - the t-r"of

Micl .lacklat ao . txa na recto oft tht ae .
Trades Asaociatla io Matn.a ahn ofe said
how win " e soetung very poNwe fo the so
aout of that likey have devaat

i
a

anfe the Indupt"

&idusr oabs erves acknwledg that the arkeat- V a
u ploy to Inded a very i. to-nem soklaion to a problem &
that W lihaly hta 0o 0 S.OhnOb In the baing industry. *
which has already La off ane.stith itt 600,000 et- It
play becaseofa two-yea, salesasamp. the Naainal -

Sm. a teng an the a ociatit , have tumbled 20

to 30n "h yarcopard wth99. hn they
were =m I perr.*nL from th ~e~ befoae -4, j

Althtagh hdtt coting momn than 8 100.000 account
harny 5 peent f nWM ayn trade S na LhSayt
k ena boats reqoln en man-hos, because they
arlara and! hmatl

-Can a people ar gong a tot s ean ajo pana

=nma tt paint )As, and tr ehlt jea nae

an tnp Mc Bac tn a n ahi -~

Manry indu tery oaen snay a blk oft aa32
milin a year the feda gaenmtnt expects ha reap-
hrom the r, l tury ta cmild ha elmn up in uandm-
yb~ntn beadt-

matuy tan conplad wth thn gas tan anda
milamnn- these thebana lla an ti ha hett

kta oat for the mana nduaty.' Thoma,
Tainera. oea M aan Ocnr An Y acht Basin Inc. th I I
based it North Eat eat nX Wn
• Vtht i amsth IaOmdoan-t nu lom mtwatp atplen et

don Hopndla peop ig adyt Md Jay Ldamr. wner ja 'f
thef weak builro

haahotaina n they p Vnaha l tart rctig
mnany 1100.000 boata at 899.0009so that buyers can -a"~it

A.a daas and thety create they cin't rely on the ILm.a I~
aaupaa tha people wha can affond baats cmaing

ma Iba 800.000 Lion t can abouti a 10 pertata x a.

don the mae.heyseeatsasa oan-

The effect oftha sliping boating marhat can ha ownt
In the numb"a of exlhbtors schneddn an appar at this .
pie a~ ahowte Fma than 200 hoats wil heanot inpday.
dam .hfrm cw at 300 a1" year, said JdFmay tHoiland. a *
spohaaian fa Antapta8lSasht,.

taoath r tata anw ty dealers he utaa
of binehss and athensi dana mwant thenaas

Noa Athins, parnttt aero Atbina Yacht Saks Ian

Annapil& mt be anal n balkallnesoo mith anmal
ata .taha 3000. opted out of the atilbot sham

rhe aecession ta verny. very real, and K' akn a tohal
firs on hlt-Ucket S-a.' sbe aaW *We'r Judil ftacu"ln
now -A trytowhanthethe stoi.*

The Oha .as tts tOALM to 7 p a . hmgeama
Sainday and l10 a p to Monda Adm lda St~boa la wjav mien sthaem (IiA n salClty Dock. whlea Jt= No
foraalts and 84 fotlht 1 inda. = 2 Font Mlyn Yachtl and Shlthnalg It, no ahis mot~any's ho
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BUSINESS

Luxury Tax Gives Builders
of Yachts a Sinking Feeling

WMMARY The 10 percent luxury tax worked out by Congress and the
Bush adminIsltratlIon last fall was designed to boost revenues by taxing
t , rich, i yacit makers say th tax threatens their Industry and
actually may end up costing the government mon . They maintain that
It will destroy Jobs and thereby hurt working en, not the m aty.

In their alleged zeal to reduce the hem-
orrhaging federal budget deficit. Con-
gress and the Bush administration

hase struck a crippling blow at a premier
Amencan industry: yacht building. one of
the ess areas where U S. manufacturers
still hold a commanding lead over foreign
competitors.

On Jan. l. a 10 percent luxury tax went
into effect on yachts costing more than

ject to the tax was sold Several builders
report order cancellations. As a direct result
of the tax, yacht makers expect to lay off
8,000 workers and predict that one-third of
the industry ssill shut its doors.

Some 450 boat builders make only
yachts subject to the tax: rost are small.
labor-intensive firms. Yacht makers widely
believe that because of job losses, the tax
v, ill cost the goverment money - in lower

S100,000.as vell as a handful of other
high-ticket items. A child of the bipartisan
budget accord reached last October, two
weeks betore the congressional elections,
dse luxury tax inherits the features ofclassic
Washington politics. Crafted more for its
symbolism than for what linle revenue it
might raise, the tax strikes at a small, frag-
mented industry, leaving unscathed large
marine manufacturers as well as companies
with important political friends and power-
ful unions. such as Kansas airplane
builders and Detroit automakers.

Already reeling from a deep 2-year-old
recession in the marine industry, yacht
makers say that the luxury Lax has ground
sales to a near standstill. At a recent trade
show in New York, nary a yacht sub-

income and business tax receipts and high-
er outlays for unemployment insurance.

"'The high-visibilty politician wanted to
get across to his constituents thai he was
going to tax the fat cats, and it's just not
working:' says Chares Pigadis. president
of Lake's Yacht Sales Inc. of Freeport.
N.Y.. as he watches people file through the
huge Hateas cabin cruiser on display at
the New York National Boat Show in Man-
hanan'in mid-January.

Bryant Phillips. marketing director for
Hatteras Yachts of High Point, N.C., ex-
plains: "Rich people don't build boats. The
average workingman builds boats. Nobody
in ourconpany owns a Hatteras yacht. Un-
fortunately, it's the working person that is
paying the price of this luxury tax.

The1x was a key elementof Congress's
-soak the rch'" tax dnve. led by House
Ma)onty Leadcr Richard A. Gephardt of
Missoun. who also frets about U.S. com-
petitiseness, Yet yacht makers observe that
luxury taxes air easily avoided by those
intended to pay them. Yachts simply are not
a necessity of life. even for the ulinrich.
Faced with a steeptax, buyers; stop buying.

The 10 percent luxury tax is levied ont
each dollar of a sale over 5100.X0. On a
SI million boat it hits S90.000, it reaches
S690.000 on the $7 million top-of-the-line
Hatteras yacht. The levy must be paid in
addition to state soles tax. bringing the total
excise tax to 18 percent in some states At
such levels of taxation, buyers simply defer
purchases or turn to used yachts. w which are
exempt For example. any buyer of the
Trump Princess. which Donald Trump
bought for about $30 million and which he
intends to sell. will pay no luxury tax.

,In any esent. most buyers of arge
yachts. say builders, are small business-
men. no( multimillionaires. Multmillion-
aires buy custom yachts costing SI0 mil-
lion and up. and they commonly register
them in Grand Ca.nian or other Caribbean
tax havens, escaping U S. taxes altogether
The more typical yacht customer is a suc-
cessful retiree who uses a boat as a second
home. Many rely on bank financing.

Thesecustomers are in rebellion "'They
are people who have, someplace along the
line. done something rght:* says Rick Loh.
sales manager fbr Grand Banks Yachts Ltd.
of Greenwich. Conn and they 'are about
taxed out. The attitude among most people
is they'll be damned ifthey're going to pay
a luxury tax" Adds an angry salesman at
the New York bout show. "Me guy whho's
retired and may have 5250.000. he wants
to fulfill his dream to own a cruiser, He's
put up every dime he's got to buy a beat.
It stinks. The whole thing stinks."

American yacht-making is an entrepre-
neurial affair, with production companies
btilding rrasb: 50 to a few hundred yachts
in a year. aa.i cusiotm makers a dozen or
fewer. The National Marine Manufacturers
Association says thaflOO to 15,000
boats could be subject to the luxury tax.
Builders areconcentraed in Maine, Rhode
Island, Florida, North Carolina and Cali-
fornia. Both custom and production oper-
ations are labor-intensive, employing fiber-
glass laminators, carpenters, electricians,
painters and upholsterers. /

MsIGHT /FEBRUARY 11. 1991

says the tax harms workers who build $1 million boats such as
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Mike
Royka

As usual, Congress
missed the boat

It seemed like a smart idea to congressmen at
the time. In fact, it's always a clever political
move, although not very orginal: Soak the rich.
Let fat cats pay mor ta because they can afford
it.

And what better symbol of sef-indulgent wealth
than The Yacht? Yeah, look at those rich swells.
in their fancy yachtng whites, lounging us a har-
bor, guzzling gin and tonic while decent. hard-
working foLk can't afford a rowboat.

Nobody ever lost an election by' boldly standing
up to rich and pampered yachtsmen.

So Congress last year showed its concern for the
middle class by enacting a special 10 percent tax
on certain luxury tens, including boats that cost
more than S100,000

They were in such a hurry to grandstand that
they didn't bother to bld hearings, get opinions
from the boating industry or talk to economists.

If they had. they mght have been told what
would happen. And they wouldn't be feeling as
stupid as they are right now.

It didn't occur to them that somebody consider-
ing a S300,000 boat might say "Let's see, un this
state I have to add about $00.000 in sales tax.
Now they want me to pay another 520,000 in
federal taxes? So that's S40,000 more. And since
I'm going to finance the deal. I'm alsogoing obe
paving interest on that 540.000. Hey. forget it. Ill
buy a good used boat instead, or maybe I' just
charter one." .
It seems that a lot of potential boat buyers

thought that way. Which shouin't have been a
surprise- Not every big-boat buyer is a Rockefeller.
Many are successful small busLnessmen, lawyers,
doctors, and the boat is the big payoff of thes
professional bves. For some, it takes the place of
the weekend house on a lake or in the country.
Others use boats as retirement homes.

In a way, it was like slapping a 10 percent tax
on any lake or beach house, weekend farm or
other second home that costs more than $100,000.

But Dan Rostenkowski and those other creative
minU wanted to show voters that they weren't
afraid to soak the rich, even if the tax caused
some fat cat financial pain.

And cause pain it has. But to the rich? Na.
Hardly any at a. The super-rich already have
their yachts or can buy them in another country
that isn't tax-goof. .

What Congresa managed to do was put thou-
sands of people out of work, close some small
businesses and depnse the treasury of taxes that
these thousands of working stiffs would have oth-
rsiw e been paying.

Apparently Congress didn't know that boats are
built by people. That's not surprising, since con-
gresmen dont build anyhing Mostly. they bat-
WIe. Just watch C-Span.

But it's true. Boats are put together by crafts-
men. The btgner and more luxurious Lhe boats, the
more skl and time are required.

When the tax took effect, right on top of a
recession, people stopped buying, and the luxurN
boat business sank.

Boat companies had to lay off workers The
National Marine Manufacturers Association
estimates that more than 19000 jobs will be lost
this year because of the tas.

Nobody knows how many of those 19,000 peo-
ple will stay unemployed or find lesser jobs. But
the association estimates that without incomes.
they will be paying at least 530 milon less in
income tax. Maybe as much as 560 million.

Some boat companies, especially small, family-
run operations, went out of business. For example.
David Walters, 49, has been building quality
yachts in Rhode Island for about 20 .ear, He
sold about six boats a )ear, ranging us price from
S300.000 to S600,000. He employed 40 people.

He had to close down. His 40 workers lost their
jobs, Now he's in Florida, selling used boats,
which a.n't taxed, on comrmssion.

"People are upset about this tax. They're not
going to give 10 percent to the government, espe-
cial, as a tax that doesn't apply to other recrea-
tions. Congress isolated on a Nery small group. It
looked fashionable, going aRer people who have
money. But it's the people who build boats that
are being penalized.

"t the time I left New England, they had
wiped out three of seen buyers in my area. And
the ones remaining are hanging on by their finger-
nads.

"Congress made a temble mistake This tax is
reenue negative and put a lot of poople out of
work. I lost everything. I worked 60 and 70 hours
a week, and everything i',e built is gone. I could
have stayed us business if they didn't have- that
tax."

And there is the ripple effect. The thousands of
people who lose their jobs stop spending, and that
hurts local merchants. Thx suppliers to the boat
companies sell less, so they lay off workers, -ho
pay less tax and spend less And on and on it
goes.

To show you how smart Congress is, this coun-
try's private boat industry is--or maybe was-the
world's leader. It reported American boats. Well,
maybe the Japanese will fill that gap.

.And how much revenue has the boat tan
brought to the federal government? Econormsts
aren't sure, but they say it's possible that the cost
of collecting it is wiping out what is being collec-
ted,

That means Conress came up with a tax that
loses money, has wiped out thousands ofrjobs and
deprives the treasury of millions in income tax
dollars. Not to mention the misery that comes
with being tossed out of work or losing a business

This is just another of many reasons congress-
men should always sit up straight us their chairs. If
they tilt their heads to the side. their brains might
fall out of thee ears.

-1
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Boatbuilders
struggle to
stay afloat
8y BERNIE WEISENFELD
Couor Pos Staf

South Jersey's yacht buddn an ia tros
bled waters

A redetsJ tax ha. bit had at the industry ,
already rulingg in a bcooned caoo

7 
.

Th, tax is e a.1 to .O percent ofthe prct of
recreational boats cutting ,100.000 or

morn. It's meant to heTp reduce he ntlon'a
budget dni iot but local boatbuodor say the
ley could ink oheir industoy.

Since te tao took effect Jan. t. they say,
new bot .ale haSet plummeted and business
conditiuos have gone from bad to worse.

0 Egg Harbor Yacht Co. which once
erspltyed 250 workers in Eu Harbor City.
filed fur bankruptcy protection earlier that
yeer The Atlantic Ccuaty firm. now down to
a half dozen emplyreal. plans to close i
about a month.

, V ,king Yuhl Co has cut it. payroll to
about 2W people from almost 700 workers a
ear ago The company' sles of 30. to Wo.toot

fiherglass motorbouto am off by 60 percent
from .yearsgo atsliesman tys.

VAbig. bawd in N- GCretna in Bls River
Tonrtqhip, Burlingron County. laid off 50
workers last month Earer ibis year. the firm
olosied a S5O-ooraer factory an St. Petesburg.
Fla

* Employment (aling. too. atJersey Boat
Co. oa Lumberton 'We're down hrm 72 pro.
pl (loss fall) to 30 and counting" Mid
production supervisor Joseph Pmlecki. -

a A ripple effect is humtinrgSU pliers such
Johnson & Tooews. a Mount l-urel firm

that butlda marine encreL
Fo entry boost they don't salL we don't sol

too ergnes," Said A] Horis, a spokesman for
the Bet. 'All thos big bosts tak. two
elrgines) ot a time. ao w r down two-to-

Jobrhns & Towers' marine-moatrcsit now
employs ala people. down trm 20 at yeu-end
0990, Hasrr says.

At E" Harbor Yacht. general manager
Roert Hzad calls tho onthe nall nail in
tha coffin* tar South Jeraey' oie-thelrvnig
yacht industry

From what I understad tram talking with
mej*e boathusildrs, since Jun. t them baa not

SIMpi. Robert Haiard. general msoag
of Egg Harbor Yacht Co. says thne faderl

batn one boat sold domestially. he aid
Cape tay yacht dealer Dick Webr recently

set his eonPnossm,. Rep, Bill Hughes. D-
NJ. that be hod no new-bat sales i January
and Februar - down from revenues o1f4.2
million a yew arhee.

ota industry is videtully at a tsadatilL"
Weber wrot.

Nationwide. the host-building industry ha
loot about 9,000 lobs sim Ja. I. Says the
Chicngo-based National ht od ujt actur.
an Aseoition.

Soma batbuildar sm chengnlg course in a
bid to surne.

Vikblg Yacht recetly decided to absorb the

luxury tax is to blanne fr twi hrms prob-
lems. The fie wlt close in a bou a mouth.

ta payment in a effort to spur sae., said
company cbairman Robert Heoty. It'. too
arly to ae results from the offer. be Said.

1 compesy also it relying on sIts tfor.
Sip huyer, who sn exempt from theao.

Meanwhile. the boatbuilding industry is
lobbying had to have the new al regaled.l

Industry members say the on ho tailed to
produce enwinu because boat buyer either
have deteretd purchase or hao bought usd
bosts. which sre not tazed.

Also.cri.ms say. the federal gormment boa
let income tones toem laid-off boatboilders.
while tste reeves from hat sales and egis-
teotius bay* toalet.
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Critics of boat tax
say levy wiI cost
more than it saves
8% FL i F ROSE The National Marine Manufal-
Siam ww turers Associaton haa estimated

The new federal tax on expen- about 8,00 people in the boating
je boats wil cost the goven Industry could lose their jo u
ment more to collect than it will I resu 'the luxury taL
produce In onvnues the chair- Rep Witliam Hughes, D-nd.
man of a national coaliton ror it said Monday he is a co-sposior o(
repeal said Monday House Bill 951. a repeal measure

The National Coal too Save filed several weeks ago in the
Jobs n Boatng is gathering sup- House Ways And Meaus Commit-
port i2 coastal and Great tee
Laxes states to pressure Con. But Hughes said te as
gress into rescinding the luxury Initiated by Republicans who
ta said chairman Robert T wanted to increase revenues

ealey chairman Rtheboardo T while keeping President George
Hialyg *til n Bass rer Bush'a campaign promise act to
To. nshp raise taxes - and effects o the

The 10 percent excise tax on economy were not studied In ad-
itemt costing more than $100,000 vance
oua enacted n late October. "11 received very litte asnal-
uhen Democratic Corgressonal sis. no studies were commit-
ders h, ped to reduce the fed. soned, and there was no effortto

eial deficit by taxing the rich. determine the effect on the boat-
Her.le) said Ing industry. which was already

Politically. it %as great for the i a depression." Hughes said
November elections.' he said Hoghes said he ha seen eso-
'But after the ei, aon they mates that it could coat up to ,Fswm aas
found itwsabilgblooper" $ W million to collect the $3 w wstael d f lV~gyagI

million the new luxury tax is
Boating sales are off 0 per, expetedto generatethisyear.

cent to 70 percent throughout the While optimistic about eventu- Walter. vice president o(comma- said. Sport fishing bouts up to 58
country. and the luxury ltax s the al repeal o the tax. Hughes said ateationsatViking Yacht Feet longwiltcontnuetobeman-
'coup de grace" that could bring it will be a fight because repre- There were some aigns otgood uflctured in New Gretna. be
an already troubled industry at- sentatives ofstates with no boat- newsMondayattheViklng Yacht said
most to a stardstill Healey said Ing industry still support the docks where cranes were unload- Construction should begin in

The federal government has measure. ing sboot 300 tons equipment about a week on two motor
estimated the tax will raise 33 that armed from Flonda over yachts destined for European
million for its coffers this year. The southern New Jersey boat- the weekend, ports., Healeysid.
but "by Washington standards, ing industry, has a 40 percent o Nvember. Ach th at may mean good news
that does not euen get rear their unemployment rate, and the tax asking Yacht for some of the 206 workers who
collection costs." Healeysaid could mean lower sales and even omcials annou ced plans to were laid offin September. when

Add in the cost o" unemploy- more layoffs. Hughes said. close the Florida flcilit . wbmch company officials said the Per.
ment benefits for laid-off work- South Jersey Yacht Sales laid employed several hundred peo- ias Gull Conflict and the u-
ers and the income taxes they off 20 of the 35 workers i it pie. and consolidate operations Igs-and-loan celSia ted to a de-
dons pay. and the government serotce department. the first Nr- at the NewiJersey plsnt linte in boat iales
%il lose money with the excise loughs in the dealership's 1- The molds from the Florda Viking hopes to bring back 50
tax said Kathy MacC austand, yesI history. Weber said plant will be used to make 57-to to 100worker within a month.
who is in charge of promotions at -The luxury ta is still a major 72.rool motor yacht. or literallyy dependingon orders for new mo-
hiking thom is our side." said George almost a home afloat, Healey toryachtoHeaTeysaid.

49-891 0 - 92 - 12
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-By HENRY STERN-
^Associated Prissn Witer.
Nan Jersey's boat industry faces an uncertain future as the
recession and nW luxury taxes combine to discourage prospective
buyers. And the situation is made worse by boat owners, who are
driving down prices by unloading their vessels.
Boat builders and boat sellers said Tuesday that the new year will
likely continue a plunge that quickened last year with the
recessionary economy.
That could mean mo re layoffs in an industry that has already lost
hundreds of jobs. The latest figures available showed there were
1,100 people employed in the industry in 1989 in Atlantic, Caoe May
and Cumberland counties, where the industry in New Jersay is
centered. There were no statewide figures available.

'I've never seen anything like it,'' said Hans Mikitis, the owner
of Master Shipwrights in Keyport. "It's just devastating. This past
year has been the pits ... I'm picking through stuff right now
looking for business.''
Mikitis, who has custom built boats for 34 years, said he has

received a fraction of the inquiries this year that hs did in the
past. A few years ago, he employed 22 people last year he had four;
this year It's just him.

' don't know how long I can wait for this to cone around,'' he
said.
Mikitis attributed, his company's freefall to the poor economy, but
dismissed the impact of higher gasoline prices. Larger manufacturers
share Mikitis' evaluation of the past year and they sense gloom for
the year ahead.

A federal luxury tax that began Jan. I was blamed by many for the
bleak outlook. The i0 percent surcharge is applied to the portion of
the price that exceeds 0180,000. For example, the tax on a $500,0e0
boat would be levied on $400,000, for a total of $40,000.
The NationalMarine Manufacturers Association estimates the
surcharge will cost7 c ,So0 jobs over the next two years.
-I think it's going to be a very slow year for everybody'' said

Maria Henriques, the office manager of the fl-employee Henriques Boat
Works in Berkeley Township. "There might be layoffs. We just don't
know at this point. We just have to hang in there.''
Henriques, whose company makes boats in the 9146,000-5350,000 price
range, said cas-strapped boat owners trying to sell their vessels
have hamered down prices.
The savings and loan crisis also has contributed, drying up funds
lor anybody who might want to take out a loan to buy, Henriques said.
Ken Jensen, a vice president at Post Marine in Mays Landing,

anticipated a 30 percent drop in business this year and said federal
lawmakers should have been more sensitive to the industry's plight.
'People might have shrugged this tax off during a strong healthy

economy.'' Jensen said.
The dozen or so boats made this year by Post Marine cost between
40090" and 06M,@". Jensen said he's laid people off, but he

wouldn't say how many.
Last year, instead of the usual wait lists for boat slips at marinas
around the state, 14,000 of the slots for boats went unused,
officials said.
With the boat show season set to begin, including one this week in
N York City, boating officials soy the next couple of months will
tell.
'Maybe then things will start to move,'$ Mikitis said. ' don't

know.''
ap-ny-Sl-08-91 1915est

.... I .
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Hans Vlthsis, a boat blsder In Keyo shows off 26-foot I launch worth $100,000 tat he
completed recently. he sap business has neve ben slower in Mai 34 years as csitom aitpwright.

Boat business sinking in high
taxes, low
By The Associated Press

New Jersey's boat-building
industry faces an uncertain fu-
ture as the recession and new
luxury taxes combine to dis-
courage prospective buyers.
And the situation is made
worse by boat owners. who are
driving down prices by unload-
ing their vessels.

Boat builders and boat
sellers said yesterday that the
new year will likely continue a
plunge that quickened last
year hithl the recessionary
economy

That could mean more lay-
offs in an industry that has al-
ready lost hundreds of Jobs,
The latest figures available
showed there were 1.100 peo-
ple employed In the industry in
19 tn Atlantic. Cape May and
Cumberland counties, where
the industry in New Jersey Is
centered. There were no state-
wide figures available.

"I've never seen anything
like it," said Hans Mikilis, the
owner of Master Shipwrights In
Keyport. "It's just devastating
This past year has been the pits
.- I

'm 
picking through alofT

looking tsr

customer demand
Mikitis. who has custom

built boats for 34 years, said he
has received a fraction of the
inquiries this )Car that he did
in the past. A few years ago, he
employed 22 people, last year
he had four, this year it's just
him.

"I don't know how long I
can wait for this to come
around." he said.

Mikitls attributed his com-
pany's difficulty to the poor
economy, but dismissed the im-
pact of higher gasoline prices.
Larger manufacturers share
Mikitis' evaluation of the past
year and they sense gloom for
the year ahead.

A federal luxury tax that
began Jan. I was blamed by
many for the bleak outlook.
The t0 percent surchargg Is ap
plied tothe portion of the price
that exceeds $100.00. For ex-
ample, the tax on a 500,000
boat would be |nvied on
$400,000, hor a total of $40000

The National MaJ Man-
ufacturers' Association esti-
mates the surcharge will cost
&000 jobs over the next two
years.

"I think it's going to be a
rl low]N

a
? ur , verytdv

flee manager of he 20-employ-
ee Henriques Boat Works in
Berkeley Township "There
might be layoffs We just don't
know attthis point Wejust have
to hang in there."

Henriques, whose compa-
nj makes boats in the $14.000-
5350.000 price range, said cash-
strapped boat owners trying to
sell their vessels have ham-
mered down prices.

The savings and loan crisis
also has contributed, drying up
funds for anybody who might
want to take out a loan to buy,
Henriques sold.

Ken Jensen, a vice presi-
dent at Post Marine In Mays
Landing. anticipated a 30 per-
cent drop In business this year
and said federal lawmakers
should have been more sensi-
Uve to the industry's plight and
not Imposed a heavy tax in a
weak economy.
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Major move is on to save
r c national boating jobs,

dog-tired.r'---- Harbor. Henriques anid PostTht's what one get when be Marine.
conscientiously covers the Miami . IN MY Inteve with NMILA's
International Boat and Sailboat 1L2Jeff Napier be stt "It we can

Show. Completely covering the get 30 to 40 percent of the coupe.
show makes a believer of anyone to sig on the bills, well establish
wbo bad doubts that this show h enough momentum to go to hear.
Actually th e word's arget boat BU GARY tugs with the committee having Ju.

row. atBoating _ r oan probably get the bi
Covering "h show meaw that recommended out of committee."

you not only cover the core of the jobs Coali it w neces to Napler went n to rate that the
show In the Miami Beach Conven- interview two people who were In Committee no Taxation in
lina Center and the aem of show- The group orgaizin congress has Just about admitted
grounds surrouudlng it, It also effort, Robert Healey, a former that the excace tax on boats will be
means thatyou take theshuttle bus Trento resi t, who Is of a revenue loeer. n a letter to Sen-
to the show's sailboat component at the Viking Yacht Company in tor John Chafee the committee es-
the International Yacht Harbor Grtn, NJ, and Jeff Napier. p10, timated that the boat luxury tax
and to the Bbcayne Say Marriott dent of the ' Marine Min- would bring In about three million
Maina where powerbots of large A dollars in IUL Tax speciaII55J tndi-
dimensions are exhibited in the cate the cost of collection and en-
water. FINALLY CATCHING up with forcement will exceed the reve

However, to members of the Healey between the many meet. nuesthtareralsed.
boating press who have already re- lags he was attending relating t Boating industry officials esi-
viewed most of the boats on db- this organization, the goal of which mate that 8000 American boat
play, there's yet another facet of is to brin about the repeal of the building job will be lout s a direct
the show, one that's not open to the 10 percent luxury ta congress im- result of the new tax. Napier stated
general pubc, namely, press coO- posed on that part of the con of that to sacrifice American )obb and
ferencr And, of course, thewre' new boats that exceeds 100,000 we to eoparadize our boating export
the opportunity to Interview Indus- got ur K' . plus position Is unconscionable.
try leaders about subjects that will Accoding to Haley the coall Getting back to Haley, be pulled
eventually effect your readers. don has organed groups in 2 no punches with the statement

states where boating is predomf, that, "The No. I enemy Is not the
A UBJECT o e Times wished nant in some fashion - maiac. marketplace but Is our govern-

to expoe s oe that important turn recm on, ae Chairmen meaL The American yacht builder
many residents of the Garde have been appointed in these states nows no equal around the world

State -- the birth of the Save the to or bo g pub suppo n prodtiction-manfacturtng."
Job Coalition, at stake ~ for the repeal of the l Healey continued, "In other

Thousands of job are at stake l countries you have a number of
the recreational boating e . Ifiedn s mA moon to join te mailer boat builders, but In the
New Jersey. If everyone whose livof quay yachts
IJerend r on thebeak tof Now to be --nspor- of the repes! leg- American builder has no equal."
Je reyn ation Al, to have thegm Tim Healey continued. "We have Mltsu-
try rested In one municipality o y support repe o e luxury bIW a our daler In Japa. Theywould match Hamilton Towship legato build boats but they buy our boats

eplt point A o dg to Hesl5, dm Con. ad el them oves there. We alo
To ake ait.32oft B ea h rm Jamso Swn I an a- have dealers In seven major coun-

tos at the M l Beach show wer dent afforte of the rJX effort, tWes in Europe"NewJ Iesmy'bsinesse. Item th elyasosae ht eao I
tme local circulation a m Herethatetar D

was the Swtilk Parachute C. Bradley recently met with a group Remember today is your lat op.
my's booth whjch - m of New Jersey yacht builder In portunity to attend the Jersey

Richard Sw'lk and wich Marlboro, NJ. Thee yacht builders Coast Boat Show at Monmouth
tsred fe rfts. The coeny no who have ab-ady kid off hun- Park. Hours are 11 a.m.-7 pm
longer m afAt sr aacha dreo femplyees Include V~dL Bill Gurr is Times boating

To get the tory on the Save the Ocean Yachts. Jerey Yach S-. columst.
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Boating industry
seeks tax repeal

Asthboating market cooled
in 1989 and 1990, production
feil by 40 percent end jobs were
lost. Compounding the problem
is the recent enactment by the

F government of an excise tax on
craft, user fees on boats 16

fetand longer, and a boating
gasoline tax =e.

An estimated 19,009 people
are employed in al phases of
the boa industry in New
Jersey; 13,244 in Pennsylvania.

6A 10 percent tax increase on
our products causes a 20 per-
cent decrease in sales "ex.
plained National Marine Manu-
acur President Jeffa or. "Te bottom line

means even more industry jobs
will be LA.*

Napier said the boating i.
ustry is joing forces with boat-

ing consumers to work for re-
peal of the new taxes.
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Sales pictures
*The n aare in, end they

confirm what signs have indicated
in recent month: These are bad
times in the recreational boating
nduatry, and the outlook is that

phey will get worse.

* Figures released by the National
Marino Manufacturers Associ-
atn last week _ahot at _
sales dropped in 1990 even more
than the year before.

NMMA estimates that 504,100 KEVIN DeN
boat were sold in the United
States and its territories last year,
4dwn almost 21 percent from the BOA1
637,500 sold in 1989, which was a
dtop of 14. percent from 1988, the hardest-hit,
when sales reached a record sold last year, doi
749.020. 1989 and 13.500 it

The figures include all categor- "We used to thi
isa of veesela, from sailboards to market was econo
cruising yachts, and each segment cession-proof," N
shows a decline, man Greg Proteau

_ Outboares were the most popu- proves that is no
lar, with 227,000 units sold - think that's going
more than half of all boats sold. fore it's going to ge
But that was a drop of 22 percent of the new tax C
from last year and marked the first us."
time since 1983 that outboard Proteau was ref
sales fell below 250.000. percent luxury tax

Inboard cruising yachts valued ing more than SC
at more than $100,000 were among effect Jan. 1.

growing more bleak

RAL]
ING
rith only 7,500

from 12.300 in
1988.

nk the big-boat
my-proof or re-
MMA spokes-
said. "This year
longer true. We
to be worse be-
t better because
ongress put on

erring to the 10
on boats cost-

0,000 that took

The boating industry has gone latent demand built up.
through similarly bleak periods in "If we get people feeling com-
the last two decades and has re- fortable about making major pur-
bounded each time. Sales rose chases. and they get back in line
steadily from 436500 in 1970 to Again, well see this group coming
729,000 four years later before fall- back into the market with very
ing to 529,050 in 1975. and went strong intentions, and well se the
through other ups and downs be- new boat buyer, because they're
fore peaking in 1988. now totally out of it."

And while sales dropped, recres. Attracting new boaters is a key
tional boat use and ownership con. to the induatrs long-term suc-
tinued to climb, according to cew. That is one segment of the
NMMA estimates. population that has been con-

Last year, 73.37 million people spicuously absent from boat shos
went boating, up from 72.67 in over the last two years.
198& And host use increased from a
16.07 million in 1968 to 1.02 MU S
year. U.. C t Guard Auxiy Fl-

Because sales have declined for tWela 10.9 begins classes in small-
three years, the industry feels craft handling and sailing starting
there are boat owners who are at 7:30 Monday night at Emerson
ready to trade, but are hesitant be- High School. The classes are pert
cause of the recession, Protea of Emerson's community educa-said. f h ce ~ , m u tion progrm , and a S M e it ra -
asid. -

"It was established in the 106 tion fee is required. All ages are
and' 0%6 in people who ar hard. welcome.
core boaters, they're going to want To register, contact James Bay-
to change what they're using," ley at The Billano School, Lin-
Proteau said. "Every three to five wood Ave.. Emerson, NJ. 07830.
years, they're going to turn those or call 262-5502,
things. They haven't been doing
that with any regularity the last This article contains materist from
two years. So we feel we have a The Record's news services.

cc
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Boatin'

With
Beecroft

My ICHARD 8 ilCaOO

The toll of the new federal boat tax. a whopping
10 percent of all over $100.000 that a boat costs, is
already being felt locally.

Silverson Marine Corp. of Millville, plans to halt
operapns for a month and has sent layoff notices
to I18 employees at the plant on the banks of the
Maurice Raver. The employees were told to check
in about the middle of February to see if the situa-
tion had changed. The company plans to reopen as
soon as conditions improve sufficiently.

It may be hard for some of us to feel sorry for
the chaps who buy boats worth more than $100,-
000. But, with the modem credit system, there are
more of them you think and not all are the "fat cats
'that Congress believes.

The new taxes will stars being collected some
time later in the Spring. The Coast Guard, which
will be th collection agency (but gets none of the
benfits) hasn't made up its mind on the system to
be usedye.But, don't gloat. Every boat owner will feel the

squeeze. 'There are new taxes for smaller boats,
too. The small boat owners will pay from $25 to
S100 depending on size.

The boat manufacturing industry has been in a
slump for some time and the new taxes that took
effect on Jan. I is making the decline steeper. The
ironic part of the whole thing is that it is probable
the loss in revenue as a result of the slump in the
boat manufacturing industry will be greater than
the new taxes collected. The downward trend will
carry over, too, into many associated trades.

Richard Schwartz,. president of the
B.O.A.TJU.S., the nation's largest boating organi-
zation. urges us to write to our Congressm n and
Senators to have Congress repeal the tax which is

known as a "boat use tax." The dropped "user
fee" because it implied you would get something
for your money. It admittedly does nothing rot ei-
ther boatmen or the Coast Guard but goes into the
general fund.

The law itself flagrandy states "The collection
of these charges does not constitute an expressed
or implied promise by the United States govern-
ment to perform any service activity in any certain
maner or at a certain place." In plain words, pay
up sucker just for the right to put a boat in the wa-
ter,

Meanwhile, the National Marine Manufacturers'
Association (NMMA) has Iifflileased it annual
statistics for last year, 1990. It shows a great drop
in the sales of every type of boat, from yachts to
tiny canoes, outboard motors and accessories
throughout the country.

There ae some people employed in the boat
manufacturing industry in every state in the nation
including the District of Columbia. They total
more than 250,000 persons, all told, and hundreds
of thousands more are employed in associated
businesses and industries.

The figures show, too, that about 80 percent of
all boat owners are working people in the under
$50,000 a year income category. Many of the own-
ers are also workers in the industry, many of whom
Mfy lose their jobs. We have already experienced
that in Millville.

For those who may be considering buying a ncw
boat shipped down to keep it below the $100,00
critical price tag, forget it. The new law says that
all accessories, equipment and gear that would be
included in a complete boat, will be added to the
price if it is bought within six months of the origi-
nal purchase. Maybe you can buy a bare hull and
then wait six months before completing it, but I'd
check it with my tax consultant rut.

The new law isn't all smoothed out yet, but any
way you look at it it will cost you more to own a
boat, any boat, this year than last. It is probable
that the Coast Guard will issue stickers for your
boat to indicate that the tax has been paid.

All this confusion hasn't helped the boat show
business either, where patronage as well as salcs
have fallen.

But cheer up. It's only 54 more days to Spring.
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,Boats increase, boating industry employment declines in state
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New Boat Tax Will Depress Boating World
A few weeks ago I reported about the impact the $25 decal or use

tax that was part of the Congressional budget package will have on the
voting industry. This information was made available to me by the N.J.
Marine Recreational Fisheries Coalition.

Now that the budget package has been passed, the boat tax has
bet n established, since it was part of the package. What effect will the
tax have on an already depressed industry? It is feared that 8,000 job-
will be lost according to sources at National Marine Manufacturers
Association. The tax revenue on the payroll of thl;uni'mployed workers
will equal or exceed the anticipated new tax. So you ask, why impose
new taxes if there will be no plus to the federal budget? Your guess is as
good as mine - "No common sense!"

The above mentioned 8,000 jobs that are feared to be lost are only a
drop in the bucket when compared to the 100,000 jobs lost over the last
two years. It has been that long since the boating industry has
experienced the 'leak in the bilge."

The NMMA reports that boat owners are the source of $112 million
each year from federal fuel taxes. This money goes to the support of the
U.S. Cooat Guard, state fish and wildlife services, and state boating
safe ty services.

The $25 use tax is for boats 16 feet and as the boat length increases
so does the tax, up to the present maximum of $100.

New Jersey boaters have had to pay the state sales tax, state
registration, fee, excise tax, and now the use tax. How much money are
boaters suFposed to have? Yes, many boat owners are very well off
financially, but 80 percent of United States boat owners make less than
$50,000 per year.

Why pick on the boating industry? No other sports-related activity
is having its anchor line cut. This action could be compared to imposing
a use tax on every person that attends a football, baseball, soccer,
hockey, tennis, or golf event, because they used some federal service to
get to the game site. Maybe I shouldn't rtinn this because someone
may get the idea to do just that.
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Raising revenue will burden boaters
By CARl. STEVENS -- 1 On r eFo o ,., . - Outdoors &o@2 a= WForga Ca~m~.Pot -~debte over the bdget deficitt.

E atsf dhouldgetreadytodga fueled by a desperate need on thepartf tha members of th4 Hoese
little deeper since the recently 40 feet. Failure to pay the user fes and Sethe Budaet cof tesH to
Passed federal budget, in an effort tax could result in a fine of up to raise enuel Ldet --. ae, the
to raise capital. mae"s owning S5.000. Sae Commerce te
even a small tub expensive. The beat user fee deal was Sen* commare Us-.

The federal coffers are expected engineered by Rp, leon Panetta ,'-ind by See. Prto ng (D-
to increase by 1200 million from (D-C if.). Sam Gibbons (DFls.) &C),i ogwitS.iTed S
the pockets of recreational boat and Bill Franel (R-Meine) over (R-Ark.),ave inandproducd .
owners through a webwork of the ok*etiona of the Houe Met- -im = t rie r d

unprcedntednewtexe f~~ ~n~e ow~ .~ blank chek to raise reveues,un iecdtd now taxes and fees, chant, Marine Committee. IUe 'h.a9_!MieMnf

It*s also earmarked to cut expenses committee, which hT jrisdiction tursNational Maine Mnfr
by some 8240 billion over a five- over the CoastGuard, has opposed turin sa
year Period. boating usr fen for the pas 10 the sxc, ta. ipeor( larger lux.

On Jar, 1 boats will be faced yams on the ounda that such MY tax provision. will affect
with an annual user fee of 25 to userfeeswouldbeasseaedip y btw 0,00 and 1500 best
$100 per boat, depending on because someone owned a lost unite - Sd theuser feewill effectlength, which is expected to raise not because he actuely d other 4.5 million boats.
me $130 million. A .10 percent government services. The t will cret a window ofluxuIry tex on bests coating more Recreational boaters already py opportuity foe n*.tem s

than 8100.000 will rais another over$125 million per yar to and eyoePlannilngto buya new
120 million, federal government on motorboat 'e should dosm by Ji. I.

The nichel-per.gallon increase ftol taes to fund all pmgrams In genera a sale will be oneald-
in the federal gas tax will take whichbenefitthelm. nd to accur upon te pasag of
another S0 million pe year out of The legislation also specifically titl, ,t-Ieathere t casthe pochqla ofboiitera states that ven after a bainhas wrteoevwbthuchaThe nW useir e tax will be paid a user te, it dont translate prie is paid. Te ta does not
saaesaedaonuallybylaneehafo. to mere or better services by the apolytoltemepurcbsmedpu t

lw 2fb 6 edera government The repon to contract that was binding on

for boats 20-26 eet. 150 foe boat bilitie to inll hesin, by t the purcbaeronorb.1c.effpE30.
27-39 fe@iPbd $100 for boats over Coast Guard have diminished

recently, but boosters am still "a 10 perch ent sioe r tax i.

expected to pay more for is. impoed a the portion ofthe retil
The legislation states. The col-

lction of these charges or fees does
not constitute an expressed or
implied promiE by the United
States to perform ay service or
activity in a certain manner or to
provide any service at a particular
tnie or plaoe.'

Boaters probably will be
required to buy a sticker at local
poet offices. and enforcement by
the Coast Guard is expected to
begin in the Sping of 1991.

he fate of litin user, f.e* "s

price oe t s above $I00,0.
Exmpt e veeela ued excusi-
vly ins ttrde or buinea, except
when used for enteainment or
reortopu le s.

The ntibue rule will prevent
businemses om using items sub.
ject to the tea in their trade or
bustle and then selling them (or
converting them to ,Msonal use)
within twoyears a way of avoid.

ie the tam
You als cannot buy Domwpomom to build boat, since pur-

chees would be aggregated for
purpose of the ta. Installation of
any part or ccesosry on boas
ceaing above 100000 within six
months ofthe datate bet Is first
plod in sare will al be taed

atlO , p-onoftha price ofthe part
and ItsaInstallation,_ scuelngwhat itwould take to
fight these ,me in the emig

year, a PEMMA spoliamspointed out that boaters wee not
the ol one displeased with the
budget package, siace the Ruse
only approved ths bill bye vatof
22&200 and the Seate 54-4L
Membe ofthe HPu- end S at

an talking of evsing thewhen the next Congress coon-sin anuary.
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Taxes taking
,.wind out of
owners' sails
The "freedom" to sail the seas we took for granted to so lorg Is about over.

It started this past Jely with the Federal Communication Co nsle IOut-
in a $3 fee for the boat's shp station ticemt 0rigioaly, this license was free
ad merely a piece of paper knows as fI Forst4 206that the boat owner filled
out to register kis VHF radio and receive a set of call letters.

Very few recreatloualboatmen ue their call letters these days, even tboogh
the law requires them to do so. Now, not only do we pay e the radio, bet if
the Coast Guard boards your vessel, they wil asto see tiee. Noo-compli-
once could result in a warning feros
the FCC o a fine up to $1,000. Talk ischeapn mome r
,Then there's that ugly ploy BOATING

known as user fee," a o bo a AIN
from feet on u The tax stars at Pug
$25 for boats 16 to 19 feet, and works Fr909RIKEN
upwards to $100 for boats over 41 / rWEEIKSEN
ft This tan deal squeezed through
with t lp of r e tves from NOW
California, Minnesota and Florida.
Not surprisingly, these states rank two, tUee and four respectively in state boat
regisratioas. lance New Jersey ranks 14th on this tist, we have no clout at alL

THE REAL SHAME of this tax ia that moee of the revenue collected
is ever likely to be returned to boatn fee safety, matenance of the wa-tt, wa , le" bo tg ucauoi.

Tbet theres 1uxr tax" that looks to tack on another tS per-
ceot to the c mn of buats s sell fee over $100,000. The crime here Is that
this tax affects muck more than the people who boy these boats. It crip-
ples the week-force of the heating industry that actualy maW nfcue these
yachts and supAien the boatbeilders with the materials.

The boating Industry has seen very soft sales for the past two years.
The Na ional Marine Maoufacturmn Associsto, , out that as many as
.w000 people woul lone teir O a in ae mao r indutry because of the
"luxury tax." The payroll taxes that these workers Iose effectively cancels
any tax benefit the -xury tax" snigi

Lastly, let's net forget the l rne nop nd diesel ful these days thanks to
the crisis in the Middle East. V fear not, a new federal tax of a nickel per
gallon will he added to fuel prime so the government an gain another$0
million per year to waste away.

KIND OF MILES you feel like the government doesn't want you to
have a hoat Fat chance of that happelni. My friends work bard to keep
their boats. They work hard so when tie weekend rolls around, they can
pu their tos ils ed thems and eq*o fresh air and ruhin and water shun8cruising and sailing and being with their fm idies en open water. The

past election has pointed out to various sog politicians that people real.
lydo care about how their t money Is spent And even It them elected ol-
fIcials run around with no direction, like a boat without a rudder, sooner
ar later they will either be aground eet of ga

In the meantlae, there areono rop n tt n torctder. e sedtan" woo't go loa effect until Jansar 11 It really is a goodtimeta
buy a big boat conldg dealer lavewtory aad attractive pricing. Used
hoats are l[&oly td ir I; rFoetivm bot n " * ve rvar
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Boaters]
The b g~tlofWashing.

ton is finally over and the result is
mixed for recreational boaters.
There's old news, good news, and
bad news for boaters compared to
the budget summit compromise
early last month.

The old news is that the 10 per-
cent luxury tax on boats costing
more than $100,000 remains as
originally planned, with the tax as-
yessed only on the part of the Cost
exceeding $100.000.

The good news is that the gaso-
line tax, originally projected to in-
crease in three steps to 12 cents.
will go up only a nickle. That will
coast boaters an additional $50
million annually, but is not as big a
hit as it might have been.

For many boaters, the good
news, tll be outweighed by the bad

-- the long dreaded user fees will
become a reality and at substan-
tially higher levels than those con-
tained in the original budget
agreement.

The summit proposal contained
across-the-board S25 Coast Guard
user fees, but the final plan calls
for a four-step fee, based on length
of boat. Boats 16 to 19 feet will be
assessed an annual $25 fee. those
20 to 26 feet will pay $35, 27 to 39

lose in U.S. budget battle
Schwartz said his group, which the lose of jobs, meaning less in-

has been working against a user come tax.
fee for more than 10 years, will not "The luxury fees will cost 8.000
abandon its fight. jobs." said NMMA spokesman

"While we have lost this battle, Grer Proteau. "We're unhappy
the war over user fees is far from about losing more people to afinished. It's going to take the gov. largely symbolic gesture to tax the
eminent months to implement rich, This comes at a time when
this plan and BOAT/U. S. will go we've already lost 100.000 jobs
to the mat early next year in Con- over the last couple of years."
gress to challenge this gross in- Proteau. speaking from NMMAKEVIN DoMARRAIS equity." headquarters in Chicago, saidMany of the changes made sn boaters who have a valid contract
the budget package were the result as of Sept. 30 will be exempt from
of public pressure on legislators. the new tax, as will those who take
That's why the gasoline tax rise title before Dec. 31.
was as small as it was. Because "We don't know how a used ves-

feet $50. and 40 feet and over $100. there was public sentiment to tax sel taken in trade will be treated, if
Failure to pay the fee could re- the rich, luxury boats became an it will reduce exposure," he said.

suit in a fine of up to $5,000. easy target. 0 *
According to the Boat Owners The user fee proposal receivd The largest yacht match racing

Association of the United States little attention in the budget pro- event in the world. the Omega
(S9OAT/U. S.. which lobbied ex- coa. As a result, there was little Gold Cup. ends its eight-day race
tensively against the increases, the opposition when it was originally Sunday in Hamilton, Bermuda.
new fees will cost boaters $130 proposed and little when it was in- The regatta boasts yachting's ol.
million annually. creased. With Congress looking for dest match racing trophy, the

"Recreational boat owners are any source of funding, the user fee King Edward VII Gold Cup.
already paying their fair share and became a reality. Although the exclusive domain
are v ';ling to pay for any direct According to the National Ma- of Bermuda since 1917, the Cup
goveai,ment services, but this is rine Manufacturers Association, was originally given by England's
nothin, less than a new tax mas- the user fees will actually be "rev- King Edward VII to the 1907 Tri-
querading as a user fee," said enue neutral" for the government Centenary Reptta at Jamestown,
Richard Schwartz, president of because it will result in a drop in Va., , the first permanent
the 375,000-member association, sales, meaning less sales tax, ard English settlement in America.

A
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Marine Manufacturers president describes industry losses
WASHINGTON - The good IIalmost 00., full ad part Ume there would be no boating ladu 8 ail iaoy t 4n pa me. m niwlm -

news for the e-i hootn8 boating try as we boo it in the US, hen sadisttarrict in theeiy. hn- = fi5 ieoid
fraterity iltata hlipiean Coo- NA IRS WENT oe topint oit only 2 pard of annual it vol. Sn" revs"a tu ais nora msiiejimoao for thegroma omm Deain Cac "lou that s detulied ahout 13 per. u- falilsnth ti411|gd." finding 04 years ago. aid woIui I midd s eo
harm O plad HL Amoeng the cOnL tiI ad another 27 per- Napier ontlined. -to fas cae thrgh lfn ItS UC nver dl m m le d im
embers of te cancom a f -New Cent in 1990 fOr a crmlative 42 the aft revenue yed from Itna in 3.tona. Hovgthrough the 1th thereby redoifi whobaa, Ute

Jersey amo Rpo Deen Gelo (aPt. perrot. The et rmlt bet mao I= than, or at bot, e m nam o4 O fiscal o c hUOG C. gowominot ni e n, - t i
lipposayl Willi HugheslDorn sive layoff and plant clo-ngs in too fro reducedsake ativty. ro rtd a oemfUi mefr- msibWlngomybooge hccCily. Odhort boo rD-pnmptn E Cmcia the bdmetes ar d m, busle dared employme pyr ,d dollas remtem e otaleiell Jpi tona S t ifa iO9ef g luresi thath the manufacturing reduced o poretesplse oo ethdd Stf a rr Pfo h uieile ie beo-

pl in) and J a e S a meC edi- p O W Ne nn4 tinn -at~l~ an, d'iWr haveil 4wrnl UmSa~ (am ofo plssaue h o sm

Smo( thample nd5 Ivvr eaan ee Npir opaedt __' sad tor Iretai Napier pointed Isso te d0 Maai e o p UaL mlidh
's had. . at seem, =ythe oM -ol tam bynmom dmfidee rihe modb ho Kyam m

itO~hw= busnes : Lox ana Tht wa houshol addition oa les than1 44f m Le Marin Rotor&

hr h rm the the Nation aine ree Nftol Cs dlt0om a road In peau a the tom Ii the wcold be Ite a ion shot aUse thrbdq qua r e b fmeL.ri Nuff ehbig Camd of the r nermsabal hut- m AnOd abtIOMIIM u a trade of I%= fll- forced mn y crman e out of Octoer on have dim" aNm iAhelng Indust7 sad mo eb of hut group that inlud erys m ony N oehi te iiz2 months business altoether hi kobn - threhut rinfgft OFA l ate
ilg oemmrJ orgenatolns at my ubot hnlltoc sad emeonfetar- Sramg that the puihas of OSl yG elhs - in ni . alfn ofe ail4t r. slim Fo 1tm , theIThe baring ow called berlon, mecoheeblhp. Price nd th existenre of discrr. Chad=m Strong. Chiairmen of the phmL utbadam a."" itsne rwhlfo weF
of the federal luxnfy tan iad fee Napier compared today'e md linary Incom. Napier maid. 0 bOastbo aerd isais orpo wrmTaeAs thow - yinoreaes pr-pI'ed to be inflicted stato of affairs in the baUtlg butnO percent Of US hust oners e o. rlles lONCd the -coaltargest GETTING DOWN 'a 10"" lead said b"Nten i seoeI.06.fieotOnel keeteon Ua part Of Rem wth IM when the industry Iloumehold income of losn than manufacturer of outboard otant gmey. SteNWUlWeore, mob" beast. from dolm o seIritke doft"o redaction pirbago 4j& hit en alt tis high record Laseh " 0.0001a yeaad 10 percent have andL the scond largest masnfac. at es n dustry tohIs se al)t dw ehNUlor decrased aeri).Leg discussed by the administra and employment The t19S figuresa oueolnd income ofl is than tower of racreational hosts. Stroeg pIoad whtth 10 why mIs is ak
isn ndlCongrom. Cooed eden and services talling SOMr If the boiling lodenry oas pointed out that his compaey em paest for Pat memes Of Cow

The openiag tessmsmy was de- oe $10 bilin oakh over =900 dependent on the purchtaor of lux- playn amo 9M workers and is grant to bn ibe lettre bilt Cerop is Tlmea howlttep
livored byiJeff Neperpruoleot of hoot unlts sold tad employment at ury yachts by -ealhy individuals 5000 der, - an orgnoataoi the poma teM of an. eam en colummus
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Prediction: 8,000 workers will lose jobs over boat taxes
National Marine Manufacturers Association president says result not worth loss to workers
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1EN MIStU#ICS, N3O, LV $9.3335
t&:,3s BOAT.

OCT 31 L990 cortiesnfrom Pag;
or football teams have to explain a
10 percent surcharge on ticket
sles? Nope. Do they raie prices?

-Td finally, it's going to cost
mere to own a power boat because
ofthe inated gasoline sThe'" ,! milinire Wadn Mbu th'an
Is one thing, but when it costs more

for the party or charter captain to
nr the operation. guess who's

A - "going to take up the slack' The
acommercal waterman d w th
increased costs wil pass them on
too. Sam go" for ay

Outdoors bui man Veding on aboaters >r a livie.

Rick Methot NMMA president Jeff Napier says boa te
that 8,o00 workers would be laid offs a A sad note'9 1 b d e Ps)Tltxestlby Regularreaders of this column9 1 be t Owe 8,000 workers canes out t know we cover Pennylvania, simply
estimated tax yie," he said. Napier because so many New Jersey

as have already been lost due to the there, especial during the two-
recession. He went on to say. in a press week buck season.
roease to outdoor writers, that the Ad much o the infor aion thaboatingb o ti gAmerica to have a favorable balance of hunting especially has been with

'- ,7 rade. about $1 bl llion in a ..n a exors the input o(Ted Godshall. He was
led ; -our price competitienesS abroad Is the chid of the state's public

The adoption of the e t the resut of our voume eficences In information division r the state
plan has given boaters and boat the U.S, market. The excise tax will Game Commission. He died last
manufacturers that sinking feeling. reduce our sales volume, cost week while attending the fall

That's because the tax package would 1 efficiences and pricing advantages on meeting ol the Pennsyvania
hike user fees, slap a 10 percent r the very boats which lead our exports. Outdoor Writers Association, a fatal
surcharge on expensive boats and boost This helps illustrate the foolishness of heart attack He was 58.
the price of gasoline. Oars never looked the proposal.- In the scores of times I phoned
better. Industry statistics claim that 80 Ted for information regarding this

It's no secret the boating industry is percent of US. boat owners have column he was always a good and
foundering and it's been taking on household inComes of less than $50000 reliable source of infornatior. We
water for the past couple of yean like and 60 percent less than $35,000, but disagreed on some points of
most other big-ticket sales, things were contribute $112 million annually in Pennsyhania deer managemenL
booming in the heady mid-lSg0S. But federal fuel taxes which pays for Coast but Ted was a man who resumed
when the country finally woke up to an Guard and state boating safety practices phone calls with the information
unbalanced checking account, and state fish and wildlife services In sought; there's no t much more that
something had to give and big boats addition most states charge boat makes such a man a "good guy" in
sunk on the list of life's priorities. owner sales tax on purchases and the mind of any reporter. Rest in

If things get much worse people who mandate registration fees New Jersey peace, old friend.
like to float on water wil go back to is one. More lenient laws elewhere is
inner tubes. The National Marine why you see so many Delaware- In the salt
1Nanufacturei"TAsso-iation does" registered boats ... and Vermont Joe Ciad- of Bordentown. who
mrnce words, saRjfomrmathey are- registered vehicles ... in New Jersey. does tend to be creative with a
The organization says a huury tax on That's the big-ticket stuff. Nowwhat ruler's measurements when it
recreaional pleasure boats is "a dumb about the $5 annual tax for the rest of comes to fish, says bluefish were
idea that misses the revenue-rising the crowd. It starts with 16-foot boats. hitting well on cut mullet off
target altogether." Not too many anglers or recreati"nal Belmar Jetes this week Two to

The tax would add t0 percent to the boaters dare put a craft in the ocean fe pounders were common,
cost of boats with a $100,000 or MOM less than that measure. For a boat more although no bass showed up to
pce tag. It might be tough for most of than 100 feet in length the tax could be make things interesting that day.
us to turn a sympathetic ear to the wail $100. The shore right now? No tounstk
of the well-heeled, but according to a The New Jersey Marine Recreational no clogged beaches.
Newhouse News Service report New Flieries Coalition is naturally opposed Greg Bogan claims bladdshing
Jersey is one o the nation's leading to that Part of the gripe is that the is hot at the Point Pleasant Canal
producers of expensive boats- No sale, money raised is hardly dedicated to Fish a shack tide with Uddler crabs.
no job Adding tt the problem is that in anything that will benefit boaters Some winter Sounder are being
any recession. cash is king. How to get Is there any other spoils-related caught in the Manasquan. use
cash? Sell the boat. That means, nO actty getting so hammered? Name blod or sand worms and chun
doubt, more boats than buyers. A boat one. Do owners of professional baseball with clam or mussel. Nigh crawler i
glut. See W"T. Page C3 will do ina ptnch.
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While we admit that the money has to come
from somewhere to pay the nation's bills, we think
that the small amount (small when talking budget
figures) that would be raised by a luxury tax on
boats would not be worth the damage that it could
do.

That may sound like t old "not in my back-
yard' syndrome, but according to Jeff Napier of the

- Natigm _ irisq.. b lgue'w Amgjation,
while,the tax on boats valued at over $100,000
would bring in only a nominal sum it could cause
the loss of about 8,000 jobs in.the boat manufac-
turing industry and associated fields.

"It's a dumb idea that totally misses the revenue
raising arget altogether". Napier says, adding that
losses wouldn't only be limited to boat builders but
would pass on down to marinas and suppliers who
are already suffering from a business dwrsum.

The proposed 10 percent tax on luxury boats
would have to be born by the buyer and that would
put American builders at a disadvantage with for-
eign companies. The U.S. at present has a favor.
able trade balance in the boating industry and the
tax would jeopardize that advantage, Napier be-
lieves.

Another even less popular fund raiser suggested
is the imposition of a $25 per boat users fee that
would take more money from the boating public.
That fee, too, could hurt the industry. But. the
worst feature of the proposal is that the so called
user fee would not go for use by the Coast Guard
or the National Park Service that provide services
to some boaters. It would go into the general fund

New Jersey boaters are already taking some ac-
don to oppose the fees (which have been proposed
before and defeated) and are petitioning Congress.
mars Bill Hughes who is a member of the House
Merchant Marine Committee. The fee should be
opposed because it is not a fair charge to boatmen
and it wit; further burden an already highly taxed
recreation.

New Jersey boat registrations have fallen in re-
cent years and the recreational boating industry is
in a slump with sone marinas closing and others.
for the firsitime inyears, having vacant boat slips.

That economic situation can only be worsened by
the added $25 fee.

The fee is being oposed by both commercial and
rreationtal boating groups but should also be o~

by tourist organizations as boating andf
ing. that depends n it, are two of the major tourist
attractia of dhe state.

There are, of course, many wealthy boat owners,
those with large luxurious boats known as yachts
(echWnically, every pleasure boat is a yacht) but
most Ameikan boat owners are ordinary working
people, Statistics show that about 80 percent of
boat owner are from families with under $50,000
annual income and of them about 60 percent have
incomes of less than $35,000 annually. Most are
rot "fat cats".

In New Jersey and many other states -boats are
already subjeect to sales taxes and registationn-
fees and every piece of equipment boatmen use is
also taxed by the state, the federal government or
both.

I don't think that puuing a "users fee"on boats
is any more fair than putting it on bicycles or rid-
ing horses or any other kind of recreational equip-
ment.

You can tell your congressman, Bill Huthes, by
writing him at home: 222 New Road. Lnwood,
NJ. or calling him at 609-927-9063. Tell him what
you think.

Tax threats may or may not have anything to do
with it, but at the Annapolis Boat Show I noticed a
decided increase in the number and variety of very

"small boats on display. Both in power and sail.
there were a great many boats in the under 15 foot
class. All were trailerable and many were light
enough to be car-toppers. Many of those display-
ing the small craft were individual builders or op"
erators of small shops, but all exhibited remarkably
crafted merchandise.

There were still hundreds of the biggies for
world cruising or 'round the world racing. but we
were told by one salesman for a 54-foot ketch that
there were a lot of "lookers" but sales were off.

Maybe the fact that those "yachts" or any boat
big enough to be lived in can no longer claim tax
deductions as a second home makes a difference.
The interest on a morgage for a boat worth more
than S100,000 makes a substantial deduction.

e**$t*.

If you were planning on taking a Saturday after-
noon or Sunday boatride down the Cohansey River
from Bridgeton's waterfront, forget it until next
Sprin& Howard Zwicker tells me that tomorrow he
has a charter for the trip and that is the last one for
the season. Plan on it for next year. It's fun and in-
formative.
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Written Testimony

S 649
Senate Finance Committee
June 12, 1991

Mr. Oairman and members of the Committee, I am Hick Blackistone,
Executive Director of the Marine Trades Association of Maryland,
which works with approximately 1,500 recreational boating
businesses throughout our stato. I am submitting this written
testimony in support of S 649 which would repeal the new
luxury/excise tax on vessels costing more than $100,000.

As you well know, the marine industry in this country is
facing the worst depression in its history. Vhile we can,
of course, blame some of this slowdown on the recession
comparative analysis of uits of boats sold and sales figures
illustrate clearly that the new luxury tax on vessels has
been a dramatic blow to our industry. It has cost us thousands
of jobs and, in the past six months, over fifty small boating

Ices businesses have closed their doors. This trend is continuing
and will continue.

The luxury/excise tax in combination with local and state
taxes aimed at wealthy rich boaters or the "fat cat" have
not panned out as the wealthy have decided not to use their
discretionary dollars on boating and the result has been
devastating to the blue collar worker, the middle income
professional and the small business owner. A recent survey
of thirteen of our large boat dealerships has revealed that
sales are off over 55 percent in the first quarter of 91
compared to first quarter 1990 and employment is down over
40 percent. Not to mention the lost ancillary revenues the
state and local communities would receive due to boat purchases
if they would take place.

While we recognize that state budgets are in terrible shape and
that Congress has budget deficit reduction responsibilities too,
small business and our manufacturers cannot carry this burden
and the average citizen cannot carry this burden. Government
should look for incentives to promote business and increase
the tax base rather than leave it up to us to figure out how
to meet our taxation, regulation and legislative responsibilities

na with a shrinking customer base. Frankly, many of us don't know
what to do anymore!

The Marine Trades Association of Maryland is asking you to take
the initiative through passage of S 649 to begin to turn this

A situation around. We will be happy to work with you in any way
possible. We are, in fact, depending on you because, without

A sounding melodramatic, the fate of many of our businesses is
y MTA

Working with the Anne Arunel County 1i Wi' w re .

St. Mary's County Marina AsS0L.t3.Jm , I 1 A ,,. h,,
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in your hands. By way of example, Dickerson Boatbuilders, a 45 year
boat building tradition on the Chesapeake's Eastern Shore of fine
custom sailboats filed for bankruptcy one month ago. It will probably
end up in auction. The luxury tax must be repealed so that we can
inspire purchases and stop this trend among our nations boat builders
and the trickle down effect which is causing other service companies
to close.

Maryland and the famed Chesapeake Bay no longer has a boat building
industry.. .with the closure of Dickerson we will rely on others who
manage to hold on. Now, consider sone of our long time dealers:

Oxford Yacht Agency: Units sold 1st Quarter 90
Units sold Ist Quarter 91
Loss of employees

Harrison Yacht Sales:Units sold Ist Quarter 90
Units sold Ist Quarter 91
Loss of employees

McDaniel Yacht Sales:Units sold 1st Quarter 90
Units sold Ist Quarter 91
Loss of employees

Chesapeake Yacht Sales: Units sold Ist Q 90
Units sold 1st Q 91
Loss of employees

Annapolis Yacht Sales:Units sold Ist Quarter 90
Units sold Ist Quarter 91
Loss of employees

Shady Oaks Yacht Sales:Units sold 1st Quarter 90
Units sold 1st Quarter 91
Loss of employees

- $2.2 million

= $1.8 million

= $1.2 million
= $120,000

= $4.3 million

= $1.1 million
= $240,000

= $1.3 million
= $107,000

We hope that you will consider these businesses and their colleagues
and vote for S 649.

Thank you.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF EVERETr A. PEARSON

My name is Everett Pearson, President of Tillotson-Pearson, and I have been in
the boat business in Rhode Island for the past 34 years. I am here representing
three marine related organizations, ASAP, a group of 150 marine related businesses,
Bristol Sailing Industries, an association of boat manufacturers, and the Rhode
Island Marine Trades Association.

I co-founded a company called Pearson Yachts in 1957, which we sold to Grum-
man Aircraft Corp, and started our present company in 1966. We manufacture 3
lines of boats. J Boats, high performance racercruisers, from 22' to 44', priced from
$15,000 to $300,000, and Alden Yachts, custom built expensive yachts that range in
size from 44' to 54' and priced up to the $800,000 range. These two lines are high
quality products that were both recently picked by Fortune magazine as two of the
100 best made products in the United States. The third product line is manufac-
tured under a joint venture agreement with one of the largest boat manufacturers
in France, Jeanneau. These boats are 42' cruising catamarans, selling in the
$350,000 range. We also manufacture a swimming exercise machine called SwimEx,
wind generator blades for a California company called US Windpower, and fiber-
glass bus bodies which mount on Peterbilt truck chassis.

I have been involved in this industry a long time and have been through many
business cycles. I majored in Economics at Brown University, so I understand the
workings of the markets and the business world.

Let's concede right off the bat that yachts make an alluring and seemingly logical
target for a luxury tax. Yachts epitomize the public's concept of excess wealth and
luxury, and everyone will agree that anybody who can afford to pay two or three
hundred thousand dollars for a yacht, can certainly afford to pay a tax on his indul-
gence. The problem is that this tax cannon aimed so righteously at the rich, has
missed the rich entirely, and instead has exploded directly among the ranks of the
blue collar men and women who actually build the yachts. The impact has been
sudden and catastrophic, resulting in-not just a slowdown, but a complete stop in
the purchase of American built yachts. This government inflicted blow has brought
every U.S. boat builder to the financial brink, and forced the layoff of thousands of
workers-while at the same time not contributing one cent of increased tax collec-
tion. It is this multiplicity of bad effects, and total absence of good effects that
makes this tax so unjustifiable.

In retrospect it can be seen that the rich yachtsman who was the target of this
exercise had three very simple options:

1. To postpone or cancel purchase.
2. To purchase a used yacht from the abundant supply currently available.
3. To purchase overseas and register in places like the Bahamas which have now

legislated special sanctuaries from this new U.S. luxury tax.
Any one of these options are disastrous to the American builders and workers to

whom new boat sales are life blood. Let me review and assess the extent of the
damage that is clearly attributable to the imposition of this luxury tax.

In the middle 70's and again in the mid 80's we had a slow down in business and
our small boat sales volume fell off rapidly while the expensive line of boats contin-
ued to sell. High priced yachts proved to be recession proof and continued to sell.
Most recently in 1989, when our inexpensive boat sales slowed considerably, we sold
19 J44's, (retail about $325,000), in 1990 we sold 24, but since this tax went into
effect we have only sold two of these boats into the United States market. Because
of the relatively weak U.S. dollar, our sales overseas have picked up, and 6 boats
have been sold.

As our products became competitive in the international market last year, we
planned on this extra volume to maintain profits in 1991. Along comes this tax, de-
stroys the domestic market, volume falls dramatically, and 84 people have been put
out of work.

In 1989 we sold 8 high priced Alden sail boats ($450,000 to $800,000) and 7 more in
1990. Since this tax was imposed, we have sold 0 of these high priced recession-proof
products, and 52 people have been put out of work and on to unemployment rolls.

Ted Hood's Little Harbor Custom Yachts, in Portsmouth, RI has sold an average
of 12, high quality, high priced boats per year for the last four years. These yachts
average between $500,000 and $3,000,000 each. Since the end of last September, the
deadline for ordering to avoid the tax, he has not sold a boat.

Ted Hood also reports that his Black Watch power boat division has been selling a
few small boats, but he has not sold any of the $200,000-$400,000 large boats since
the first of the year. Over 24 production workers have been laid off in this division.
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Hood Yacht Systems, building equipment for large sailboats, has seen an increase
in their foreign sales of 40%, but their domestic sales are down by 50%. Thirty per-
cent of their work force has been laid off.

Little Harbor Marine, which does service and commissioning work, anticipates a
reduction of about 30% in its work level this year.

In summary Ted expects to see his business in these four companies off 40% and
a reduction in his work force of about 40%. This does not take into account the nu-
merous small businesses in the area that do sub-contract work and are effected as
well. Ted reports that this means he will lose money this year and will be looking
for a refund, instead of paying taxes. In addition, many employees instead of earn-
ing money to pay taxes, will be on unemployment or welfare benefits.

Many customers have told him that when you add up state taxes and this federal
tax it pays to buy the boats overseas and commute to where the boat can be moored
tax free. It's a lot more fun traveling to these areas than paying taxes here.

Ted Hood says, that if you sum it all up, there will be much more lost in the econ-
omy than can be gained from this tax. The suffering of laid off employees will be
great, and we will lose productive capacity.

He states that some of the European companies, i.e. Italy years ago, found out
what happens when you tax people too much. They find a way around it, and the
economy goes to hell. Our country's capabilities have been slipping badly in world
competition and this tax on our boating industry, that was once one of the best in
the world, will cause it to fade into oblivion..... :

In Maine, where The Hinckley Company produces products that compete with our
Alden line and Little Harbor, the results have been the same. No boats have been
sold, and many people have been laid off.

Linda Dunn, who operates Marine Documentation, Inc. in Newport, RI, reports
that in most years, they document between 50 and 75 new boats for the U.S.
market. This spring business has been brisk on vessels being built overseas, but not
a single new vessel has been documented for the U.S. market.

Here at TPI, in 1991 we have sold 5 42"catamarans, 3 into the West Indies char-
ter fleets and 2 into the Mediterranean. We have 11 excellent prospects here in the
United States all sitting on the sidelines waiting the outcome of this tax situation.
No one wants to be the last jackass to pay this tax.

One thing we all know is that "capital moves," and taxes are a powerful influence
to make this happen. Let's look at the wind energy industry. In the late 70's the
government, in a much wiser and more positive action, voted a tax credit for capital
flowing into alternate energy fields. This spurred the development of a wind energy
industry to generate electrical power.

There were numerous locations in the U.S. ideally suited, with plenty of wind
available, where these wind farms could be located. California in another wise busi-
ness decision, offered tax credits to its residents investing in alternate energy-pro-
ducing companies. Look what happened. A billion dollar industry sprang up in the
state as capital flowed to take advantage of reduced taxes. U.S. Windpower, a com-
pany started in Massachusetts, moved there and now employs 500 people there.

We seem to have many legislators who think these types of tax incentives help
the wealthy and have no benefits for the working man. There is no question the
wealthy benefit as they invest capital and reduce their taxes. But let's look at what
these California tax incentives, which spurred on the development of this industry
but which were eliminated 5 years ago, did for our work force in RI.

Over the last eight years, we have had an average of 38 men working on wind
blades, and over 40 million dollars of revenue flowed into the RI economy. We have
produced approximately 17,000 blades for these machines and have shipped about
one truckload of blades every week to the West Coast.

Our work force consists of mostly portuguese and hispanic immigrants, many of
whom peak very little english and many who do not read or write. The fields of
employment open to them has historically been farming, which has now disap-
peared in RI and southeastern MA, laboring on road or other types of construction,
which has dried up over the past few years, fishing, an industry beset with it's own
problems, or nursery work which is still available but seasonal. The fiberglass boat
industry has been the main source of employment for these workers over the past
thirty years here in southeastern New England.

This tax, intended to sock it to the wealthy boat buyer, has socked it to these boat
builders. In this area of the country alone, it has put over 2000 of them on the un-
employment rolls and has caused the bankruptcy of 9 companies. These workers,
many from Fall River, Massachusetts, where the unemployment level is now over
19%, makes it virtually impossible for them to find other work. Their future is in
the unemployment lines, and the costs associated with that far surpass any revenue
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that this tax will ever generate. And where are the wealthy boat buyers? Either
buying used boats, or overseas purchasing a boat, or sitting on the sidelines with
their investments in tax free bonds earning income, while they await the final dis-
position of this tax.

In scenario, completely opposite from this one, but influenced by taxes, the French
government passed a law called "Loi Pons," to encourage investments in overseas
islands to develop jobs. The law allows any company paying taxes in France, or in
the French islands, which invests in any French island around the world, and keeps
the investment in place for five years, to deduct 100% of the investment as soon as
it is made, from their taxable revenues. They are then allowed to deduct operating
expenses, associated with these investments, against income over the next four
years.

This allows French boat builders, Beneteau and Jeanneau, to dominate the sail-
boat industry worldwide. They have been producing approximately 400 large boats
per year for charter companies that operate from Turkey to Tahiti. The Beneteau
factory in North Carolini is presently busy turning out products for the charter
fleets in the French West Indies under this law. Thousands of jobs were created in
France and many more in the West Indies. It has enabled French companies to
dominate the yacht charter business, as they now control over 70% of this market.

Our company, because of our joint venture with Jeanneau, has orders for five 42'
catamarans. Three are destined for the West Indies and two for the Mediterranean,
all sold to investors under this French law.
Two months ago we were contacted by a European charter fleet operator who

wanted to know if we could build three 65' sailboats and guarantee delivery before
the end of this year. They have French buyers ready to purchase these boats, but
there are no more available in Europe, as the companies producing these large
boats are sold out. Quite a contrast to the condition of United States boat builders.

There has been sales activity on the brokerage level that several firms report is
the best it has been in several years. This means that people are still buying boats;
used boats that don't employ people and where they can avoid taxes. Interyacht, a
brokerage firm in Annapolis, MD, reported that March was the best sales month
that they have had in 25 years. This activity shows that, despite the recession, boats
are selling and that this tax is the culprit killing new boat sales.

Speaking primarily about our area of the country, New England, which had been
devastated by the recent recession, this tax is the coup de grace to one of its oldest
industries. Over two thousand workers have been put on the unemployment roles as
builder after builder succumbed, to either the recession effecting small boats, or the
lack of demand for large boats which this tax quickly inflicted on them.

New England bankers, paying for the sins of their gross mismanagement over the
past few years, are desperately trying to put their houses in order in a hurry, and
are compounding the industries problems by severely restricting credit. This applies
to buyers, seeking retail loans, dealers, looking for floor plan money, and manufac-
tures needing working capital.

There are no large pleasure boat builders in New England. We are all relatively
small businesses, struggling to survive in a hostile environment. We cope with for-
eign imports, high energy costs, high workmen's compensation costs, high medical
costs, and yet we employ many artisans, whose skills match those of any boat build-
ers around the world. This industry survives because there are still Americans who
want to buy a first class American product built by people who carry on the herit-
age of our industry. Discriminating against the buyers of these floating second
homes, called "yachts," by imposing this tax, is destroying this industry.

As 1 write this explanation of how this tax effects our industry, I wish I had the
skill to explain it, in the manner that Mike Royko, the nationally syndicated colum-
nist did, in a recent editorial on the subject. He covered it beautifully, and if you
missed it, you should make it a point to find it and read it. It says it all.

The question that must be answered now, is how do we correct this dreadful error
before we have totally destroyed this industry. We are here asking for your help
and leadership in guiding us out of this desperate situation by doing somEthding. If it
is not politically possible to repeal this law at this time, then at least vote to post-
pone it, so potential buyers can go ahead with their purchases. This postponement,
would then give us time to continue working for its repeal and to keep building
boats while we do so. To not do anything, is letting our businesses die a lingering
death and making the innocent worker pay dearly, as they suffer the consequences
of this misguided tax law.

We do not understand the inner workings of our legislative process but with some
guidance we are all willing to work and help in any way possible.
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The thin.# we do understand is that there are a lot of boat builders in the unem-
ployment lines that shouldn't be there. Let's repeal this tax and put these people
back to work!

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR CLAIBORNE PELL

Mr. Chairman, I much appreciate this opportunity to testify before the Senate
Subcommittee on Taxation in support of a repeal of the "luxury" excise tax on rec-
reational boats.

At the outset I want to commend my colleague from Rhode Island, Senator
Chafee, and Senator Breaux for their leadership in proposing legislation (S. 649) to
repeal the recreational boat luxury tax. I am an original co-sponsor of that bill.

Mr. Chairman, the 10% excise tax on the sales price in excess of $100,000 of recre-
ational boats was enacted last year with two objectives: to raise revenue, and to tax
the wealthy.

In reality, the tax fails in both of those objectives. What the tax has produced,
however, in tandem with the economic recession, is a catastrophic collapse in the
recreational boost industry.

Rhode Island is one of our nation's leading producers of recreational boats, with a
Kroud heritage of the great names in American yachting history. That industry in

hode Island has now been devastated by bankruptcy, plant closings and layoffs.
Those in the industry who face the challenge of selling motor and sailing yachts to
the wealthy will tell you today that the luxury tax has played a major part in that
collapse..

Mr. Chairman, I have heard not one cry of complaint from wealthy yachtsmen
about the luxury tax on boats. But I have heard desperate pleas for help from those
whose jobs have been eliminated or threatened by collapse of boat orders and sales.
I have heard from marine architects, from shipwrights, skilled workers in wood and
fiberglass, and engineers who have produced some of the world's greatest and most
admired sailing vessels and who are now either jobless or fear they soon will be.

Is the luxury tax raising revenue? The best informal estimates are that it will
raise less revenue than the costs to the federal government of imposing and collect-
ing the tax.

Is the luxury tax really taxing the wealthy? Hardly. A y well-off yachtsmen who
wishes to pursue his recreation can do so easily without e r paying a luxury tax.
He can, for example, purchase a $500,000 yacht in England, hmeport it in the Car-
ibbean, and sail it up and down the coasts of the United Stat stopping in to test
such waters as those of Newport or Annapolis, and he will not Ray our luxury tax.

Or, a well-off person can simply decide to pursue another les ,red recreation-
buy a hunting lodge, a condominium at a ski resort, or a string o lo ponies and
there is no luxury tax. In truth, Mr. Chairman, if we wish to tax e well-off we
must tax their income, not their purchases.

To suggest that this luxury tax on recreational boats offsets the exci taxes im-
posed last year on the beer, wine, cigarettes and gasoline consumed by th average
American is simply absurd. " x

The luxury tax on boats is little more than a symbolic gesture toward tax uity,
but for the boating industry workers in Rhode Island it is symbol they can not
afford.

This is a tax that raises little or no revenue and instead of taxing the wealth
imposes a crushing burden of unemployment on thousands of skilled American
workers. I urge the subcommittee to approve legislation to repeal the tax.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR HARRY REID

I would like to thank the Chairman of the Senate Committee on Finance, Senator
Bentsen, and the Chairman-of the Subcommittee on Taxation, Senator Boren, for
acknowledging the magnitude of the source tax issue, and for permitting Senator
Bryan, Bill Hoffman of Retirees to Eliminate State Income Source Tax, the Federa-
tion of Tax Administrators, and myself to come before them today to discuss a
matter in which all Members of Congress have a stake-a matter in which all
Americans have a stake.

A few years ago, I was approached by Nevadan Bill Hoffman, wh,) told me about
a problem Nevadans were having. You see, many Americans are retiring to the
Silver State, because, among many other reasons, there is no state income tax. Bill
informed me, however, that these new Nevadans were being harrassed by their
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former states of residence, and were being taxed by them. Now, I've always been a
resident of Nevada. I have never had another state levy a tax on my income or
assets. But I know many, many people who have moved to Nevada, retirees and oth-
erwise, who certainly never expected to be told they must continue to pay state
income taxes to the state where they used to live. To be perfectly honest, I could
hardly believe what Bill Hoffman was telling me.

There are Nevadans, and citizens in every state, who are forced to pay taxes to
states where they do not reside. These retirees pay taxes on pensions drawn in the
states where they spent their working years, despite the fact that they are not
present to participate in the programs which their taxes are funding-they do not
participate in medical assistance programs, senior centers, public parks, or even get
to vote in their former state of residence-yet they still pay taxes to these states.

No one wants to pay a penny more in taxes than he or she has to. But most
Americans pay what they owe. They pay because they know what they are getting
in return, and in the United States, you get a lot in return. But you don't get a
single benefit from a state in which you do not reside-except in some instances, a
tax bill. As you will hear many times today, this is taxation without representation.

This practice is affecting more and more Americans as economic times become
tougher, and certain states have become more creative in looking for revenues. That
is why Retirees to Eliminate State Income Source Tax (RESIST), founded in July of
1988, has grown beyond the borders of Nevada to include members in every state of
the Union. This is a non-profit, grass roots organization in the truest sense of the
word-it operates entirely through the work of volunteers-no members are sala-
ried. The credibility of this group has convinced other long-established organizations
such as the National Association of Retired Federal Employees to make a commit-
ment to prohibiting taxation of non-resident retirement income. This is a bi-partisan
effort, of millions of Americans who cannot live with unfair reductions in the fixed
incomes which I heir retirement provides them.

I know of people who are taxed at a rate which reflects the entire income-not
just their income derived from the taxing state. An individual could find him or h~r-
self paying a tax on his pension that far exceeds the rate that would have been ap-
plicable a the time the pension was earned. He could also find himself paying tax on
the same income to more than one state. ,

Most states offer a tax credit when their residents pay their income taxes to other
states. While this allowance is admirable, the state offering the credit is LOSING
REVENUES. If I retire from California to Oklahoma, and California decides to levy
a tax on my pension, Oklahoma will most likely grant me a credit for the amount I
owe California. But Oklahoma will still be the state providing me with medical as-
sistance and other seniors programs, as well as access to its parks-not to mention
the right to vote. And Oklahoma will be providing me all this free of charge since
California will be receiving my tax dollars!

To prohibit this unethical practice, I have offered legislation which prohibits
states from taxing pensions or retirement income of non-residents. States are cross-
ing state lines, collecting taxes from non-residents, and are retreating, offering noth-
ing id return. State residents who conscientiously pay taxes on their pension have
the privilege of voting in that state, and have access to state funded social services,
parks, and other amenities. Non-residents just pay.

All too frequently retirees are unaware that they must pay tax to the state from
which they draw a monthly pension check. As in Nevada, many people plan retire-
ment in state with low or non-existent income tax and spend or save accordingly.
Notifications that back taxes and penalties are owed to a state other than where
someone resides is rightfully met with indignation and horror. The indignation rises
from the shock of post-revolutionary taxation without representation; the horror
rises from the inability to pay an enormous tax debt when one lives on a fixed
income.

Once more, I would like to thank the Chairman for the opportunity to discuss
source tax, and I would like to urge his support for prohibiting this unfair practice.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SAMUEL SHAPIRO

Good morning. I em Sa Shapiro end for the last ten years Z

have served as the Treasurer for the State of Maine. I em pleased

to have the opportunity to speak with you today.

With three other very able representatives of the National

Association of StatqTreasurar here today to give you their

Insights Into the unintended costs and chaos that have visited

state and local Issuers of tasx-eept debt since the new provisions

of the 1986 Tax Act have taken effect, particularly in the now

infamous area of arbitrage and rebate regulations, Z will focus my

testimony today on another technical provision in the Coda which

currently denies to smaller and usually more rural Issuers of debt

in Maine, as well as in many other states including Tex, Indiana,

Now Ha shire, Vermont, and Michigan the lowest possible interest

rate costs which I know In what you want them to receive.

I will propose for your considoratLon an amendment to the Code

which will allow these generally infrequent Isuaers of debt the

opportunity to achieve the best interest rates available to them

and thus allow them to build e--te eawiroent0l Infrastructure

facilities, roads, end other public purpose fallities they must

have. I believe moreover that this proposal will result in no net

Increase in sc-called lost revenues to the federal treasury.

As State Treasurer, me of my responiLbiltles ts to serve on

the boards of all those state level agenotes or authorities In

Maine which are allowed to Issue tax-empt bonds. in that role,

I serve for example on the board of Maine's Housing Finance Agency,

the Economic Development Authority, and the Municipal Bond sn.

For over eighteen (16) years the Maine Bond Sank has worked

with all Maine local government in providing coat effective access

to the national credit markets. Most of our smaller omunities

simply would have, no access to the lower Interest rates available

in the national credit markets if it were not for the ability of

the cMd Bank to pool thes issuere together, provide state level
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credit enhancement In the form of the state's morel obligation end

payment of costs of issuance, and take them Into the national

markets as a pool. Particularly for large ticket Items, such an

environmental Infrastructure for drinking water or waste treatment,

local ta-eampt buyer markets cannot absorb all the debt Is needed

to pay the costs.

This brings us to the problem I would like bring to your

attention today. In the code, governmental issuers who sell less

than 810,000,000 in a calendar year have available to them a market

for their bonds which Is not available to anyone else. Banks.

Banks are interested In this debt because it Is so-called bank

eligible debt on which they can still deduct their carrying cots.

For issuers who sell over $10t none of their debt can be sold as

bank eligible debt. What happens In this syatam to the small

county, selling leas than VlON In a calendar year, who wants to

obtain the benefit* it can only get by selling through a Bond Dank

pool? They are denied the benefit of bank eligibility solely

because the Bond Bank sells more than $1014 In a calendar year.

What this means is that the small issuer who can obtain a

benefit from selling with the Bond Bank pool is denied the 1/4 of

1% benefit it can get by selling benk eligible debt. It also means

that the federal treasury suffers the lost revenue associated with

the higher Interest rate that this small issuer must pay because

its debt cannot be bank eligible when It Is in the Bond Bank pool.

The local issuer pays more Interest than the market says that it

must and the federal treasury lose# more money.

Attached to my testimony is an amendment to Subparagraph (A)

of section 265 (b) (3) of the Code which corrects this problem.

This amendment allows small communities to continue to got the

benefit of the lower interest rate of bank eligibility along with

the lower Interest rate Wa issuance cost savings available to it

only when It sels in a pool such as the Maine Bond lnk. The

amnmnt accomplishes this improvement without any Cinancial

benefit to the state issuer. The benefits available in thief

amendment are available only to the local Issuer of the debt, on
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Its local debt interest rate. Z beleve- their wre Legitimate

benefits whioh should be made available to the state level issuer

as part of this change, such as allowing for payment of costs of

Issuance when the state to selling on behalf of the local umit, but

they are not Included In the amendment so as not to oloud the issue

of th io1W rtance of providing the bank eligibility benefit to all

local issuers of 61014 or less, regardless of the format In which

their sale of debt takes place.

More and more states are coming to recognize the fact that

they can and must play an even greater role in assisting local

governments In raising the money they need for capital projects.

Particularly In rural states with smaller communities this state

role of credit facilitator and enhancer is Important. In order for

these state level assistance programs to be most effective they

most work for all local governments. By forcing communities to

attempt to decide between whether they can sell locally bank

eligible tax exempt debt as opposed to selling In the national

credit markets with a pool like the Maine Bond Bank we fracture the

unity that Is needed to be able to give all local governments the

lowest total cost debt financing mechanisms we can.

Federal and state government are demanding many things of

local governments today. The need for capital in infrastructure

finaning alone in eteggring. Zn Maine, we will have to raL

well over a billion dollars between now end the end of this century

to pay for Drinking And astoe water failitiee. I believe that the

adoption of this amendont to the Code Will provide a small, but

Important step In eeSLOtAg loal government, particularly our

smaller and more meal eoemunities, in raising the most affordable

capital available so that they can undertake the work that must be

doe.

ihsiv you for the opportunity to spea with you today. z

would be glad to attempt to answer any questions the Coemittee

members may have.
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MAINE MUNICIPAL BOND BANK
-1 UpftM 0&1 a P.O. Wa 2M a Aufuft Mak 04 .T (e07) CM .U-b6

8AK 3ZOZGL DOND8 IN POLID SALTS

Proposed Technical Correction to Section 265(b) Znternal
Revenue Code of 196.

Attached is proposed technical correction to Section 265 of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1966, drafted at the Bank's request
by its bond counsel, Hawkins, Delefield and Wood. Oven the
composite issue language in the report of the Committee on Ways and
Means to the MiscellaneOus Revenue Act of 1988 the proposed
language has been carefully drafted with a view to prevent any
perceived potential for abuse this proposal might raise with
respect to pooled financing.

The proposed technical corrections are intended first, to
prevent qualified small issuers from being harmed by their
participation in a bond bank financing by application of the
composite issue rule. For example, in the instance in which a town
issues $1,000,000 in January. sells its note to a bond bank that
contemporaneously issued S20,000,000 to purchase a number of local
notes, and then issues an additional 65,000,000 in December of the
same year, it is proposed that the $5,000,000 should be bank
deductible and the situation should not be viewed as if the town
had previously issued $20,000,000 through application of the
composite rule. This in the way in which the current law operates.

Second, the proposed technical corrections permit qualified
small issuers to benefit from the interest rate reduction they
would have been eligible to receive had they not participated in
a pooled financing through "peass-up* of their bank deductible
status to the pooled Issuer. Zn the amendment, the publicly
offered pooled issue benefits from a lower rate only on the portion
if Its sale used to purchase bank deductible status obligations
which Interest rate saving it will pass through to the qualified
small Issuers. To prevent any perceived potential abuses, the
proposed technical correction requires a matching of dollar amounts
end maturities, and an actual tracing of proceeds.

M I
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Subparagraph (A) of section 245(b)(3) is amended to read
as follow I

(A) Z GMEAL - Any qualified tax-exempt obligation
acquired after August 7, 1966 or any qualified tax-exempt
pooled obligation shall be treated for purposes Of paragraph
(2) and section a91(e)(2)(3) as if it were acquired on
August 7, 1386.

Subparagraph (F) of section as(b)(3) is amended by
adding to the end thereof the following now sentence:

For purposes of thius paragraph (7), the term
"composite issue" shall net include any qualified tax-exempt
obligation merely by a reason of its purchase by a pooled
issuer.

Paragraph (3) of Section 265(b) is amended by adding to
the end thereof the following new subparagraph:

(G) QUALFIED TAX EXEMPT POOLED OBLIGATION - For
purposes of subparagraph (A), the term "qualified tax exempt
pooled obliqation" means a tax-exempt obligation issued by a
pooled issuer as part of an issue

(Z) which is not a private activity bond (as defined in
section 141);

(ZX) the proceeds of which are actually and exclusively
used to acquire one or more qualified tax-oxempt
obligations:

(11Z) the face amount of which does not exceed the
aggregate amount of the acquired qualified
tax-exempt obligations; and

(IV) the debt service schedule of which corresponds to
that of the acquired qualified tax-exempt
obligations.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE E. CLAY SHAW, JR.

Mr. Chairman, I am delighted to testify before this committee in strong support of
S. 649, a bill to repeal the excise tax on boats costing over $100,000. I have intro-
duced companion legislation to S. 649 in the House (H.R. 951). My bill currently
enjoys the support of over 100 House members, as well as a substantial number of
Ways and Means members, the committee I serve on.

As members of this esteemed committee will recall, this 10 percent "luxury"
excise tax on boats costing over $100,000 passed last October, as part of the 1990
Budget Reconciliation Act. This tax was drafted and passed by Congress in haste
and in virtual secrecy. There was no research about its impact, and no chance for
comment by the public, accountants or tax lawyers who might have pointed out
flawed assumptions or other pitfalls of this tax. The marine manufacturers did not
testify before Congress, and neither did the American worker. As I am sure mem-
bers of this committee are aware, tax legislation should be prepared during 4n ex-
tended legislative process that involves public hearings and intense analysis. Since
Congress was in a frenzy to "soak the rich" and adjourn last year, no analysis was
done, and the result is a destructive tax. -

If Congress had bothered to consult with the experts, we would have been told
that the marine industry declined 42 percent from 1988-90. Anyone with common
sense knows that levying a tax when an industry is already hurting is not wise
policy. But Congress was not interested in wise tax policy; Congress was interested
in making a political statement ("soak the rich"). Now that the statement has been
made, I say let us move on to correct this mistake. Certainly this hearing is a step
in the right direction, and I commend you, Mr. Chairman, for holding it.

Our nation's marine industry is an important generator of wealth for our nation.
In 1990, $13.7 billion was spent at the retail level alone on boats and related ex-
penditures. Over 486,000 people are employed in the U.S. boating industry (twice as
many as our domestic steel industry). Many of these workers are skilled craftsmen,
as boat building is very labor intensive. Hence, when a boat building job disappears
or goes overseas, we waste the talents of an American artisan. According to reliable
estimates, over 19,000 of these skilled, blue collar workers will lose their jobs pri-
marily because of this 10 percent excise tax.

The boating industry also helps reduce our trade deficit. The industry registered a
$249 million trade surplus in 1989, and a $616 million trade surplus in 1990. Import
penetration in the U.S. market was under 5% in 1989. The reason our marine in-
dustry dominates the global boating market is simply because we produce the high-
est quality boats. An American manufactured boat is synonymous with quality and
relability. I wish we could say that about some of the other durable items this coun-
try produces. Some observers contend that the Japanese and Germans see our
slumping domestic marine industry as the perfect opening to increase their market
share in this country, just as they did with automobiles, electronics, etc. I view this
threat as yet another unforeseen consequence of this onerous tax.

Some skeptics of this repeal legislation contend that the reason our marine indus-
try is in a depression is solely because of the recession, and that the excise tax has
had little or no effect on the industry. This reasoning is patently ridiculous. First,
and perhaps most importantly, we can look to other nations which instituted a simi-
lar tax, and learn from the folly of their ways. For example, lawmakers in Britain
and Italy in the 19705 found that boat sales decreased by double the percentage
amount of the excise taxes they levied, and tax revenues decreased when they im-
plemented an excise tax on boats. Hence, from the experience in Britain and Italy
we have reason to expect a 20 percent additional decline based on the 10 percent tax
in this country. Subsequently, Britain repealed its tax and Italy reduced its tax. Un-
fortunately for those countries, they devastated their marine industries in the proc-
ess.

Secondly, people can easily avoid this tax. They can just not buy a boat. Instead
they can spend the money on an European vacation or jacuzzi, or some other big-
ticket luxury item which Congress does not presently tax. Another easy way to
avoid the tax is by buying a used boat. They can also buy their new boats overseas
and just "visit" the United States. This is already happening in the Bahamas. In
response to Congress passing the 10 percent tax, the Bahamas in turn reduced their
boat taxes to less than 1% of a vessel's value. This move stands to hurt my home
state of Florida the most, simply because of the popularity of boating in my state
and Florida's proximity to the Bahamas. As the Bahamas are only 50 miles off the
coast of Fort Lauderdale, it now makes sense to buy and slip a boat in the Bahamas
and use it in the States. This move will lure American boaters, draw boats sales and
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service, as well as tourism to the Bahamas, and in turn, create jobs for the Bahamas
at our expense.

[Interestingly, this is not the first time Congress has levied a 10 percent excise tax
on boats, and hopefully, not the last time it will repeal such a tax. Congress levied a
10 percent tax on boats to raise revenue for World War 1, and then repealed the tax
in 1924. In the report language of the repeal bill (H.R. 6715, Report No. 179, 68th
Congress), Congress gave its reason for repealing the tax:

The tax upon the sale of yachts is a great burden to yacht builders of this
country, since it forces persons to purchase yachts outside the United States
from foreign manufacturers in order to avoid the tax.

This scenario is remarkably similar to what is happening today with the Baha-
mas.]

Finally, boats are a very elastic product. Any increase in price markedly impacts
sales-and the price of boats and boating went up dramatically last year, thanks to
Congress. I can understand the boaters' feeling they were singled out by the Con-
gress last year. Congress not only levied this 10 percent excise tax on boats, but also
a "user fee" for all registered boats over 17 feet, new fuel taxes, and a $35 FCC
radio fee. Is it any wonder customers are staying away from buying new boats in
order to avoid paying any more taxes to the federal government?

Of course, the stated reason for this tax was to help reduce our huge federal defi-
cit. The boat tax was projected to raise $148 million over a 5-year period, according
to the Joint Committee on Taxation. In fact, this fiscal year, the tax is expected to
raise a paltry $3 million. The tax is then projected to raise $7 million in FY92, $42
million in FY93, $46 million in FY94, and $50 million in FY9S. Although I admire
the often useful work of the Joint Committee on Taxation, their projections are at
best an informed guess, and at worst, a shot in the dark. From the anecdotal evi-
dence I have seen, no one is selling boats, and therefore, no one is paying the tax.
You cannot tax something that does not exist. In the long run, I believe this tax will
be a revenue loser.

I contend that this tax will cost the government more money than it ever hopes to
collect because of the hidden cost of the tax. Specifically, I refer to the cost of en-
forcement by the IRS, the cost of compliance by retailers (higher costs in time, extra
paperwork, and perhaps lost business), revenue losses from reduced tariff collec-
tions, increased unemployment benefits, and the general "ripple effect" when an in-
dustry lays off its workers. I believe that when you add up all these factors, this tax
will be a revenue loser.

I am not alone in my assessment. According to the New York Times (1/22/91),
some tax experts and business leaders say the overall luxury tax may cost retailers
and the IRS more to collect than the revenues it brings in. Peter Scott, former gen-
eral counsel to the IRS, has stated, "The revenue gains from the luxury tax are illu-
sory; businesses and the IRS will spend two or three times more to comply with and
collect it than the small amount of revenue it raises." One more point: Before this
tax was passed, the National Marine Manufacturers Association estimated that
8,000 American workers would lose their jobs because of it (that figure has since
been revised upward to 19,000). Those 8,000 marine workers were expected to pay
$30 million in federal income tax this year-ten times what the federal government
expected to raise from this tax. Of course, the federal government can now expect to
lose even more federal income tax revenue since 19,000, instead of 8,000 marine
workers, are projected to lose their jobs.

The evidence is overwhelming-the *boat tax is an unmitigated failure and a
plague the Congress has visited upon an important American-dominated industry.
Instead of raising revenue, it loses it. Instead of making rich people pay more taxes,
it throws people out 'of work. It invites international predatory competitors to prey
on our weakened market. It destroys small businesses.

Mr. Chairman, I urge this committee to favorably report out S. 649. Congress
made a mistake in passing this tax. Let us not let class warfare disguised as deficit
reduction dictate the destruction of jobs, of peoples' futures, and the vitality of the
boat building industry in America. This legislation in not about giving a tax break
to someone rich who wants to own a yacht; it is about American jobs, pure and
simple. Let us treat it as such.

Thank you for your consideration.

49-891 n - Q - i'
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE OLYMPIA J. SNOWE

S. 649, LEGISLATION REPEALING THE 10% TAX ON CERTAIN BOATS

Senator Boren and Senator Roth, first let me preface my remarks by thanking
you for the opportunity to testify in favor of legislation repealing the new, 10 per-
cent federal excise tax on boats that cost more than $100,000. I appreciate having
the opportunity to tell you why the passage and enactment of this measure is so
very important to the people I represent in Maine.

When this tax was originally drafted, the intent was commendable: namely, to
ensure that the highest income taxpayers continue to pay their fair share in taxes.

However, as commendable as that goal might have been, in actuality the 10% tax
on boats is having an entirely different impact-it's putting highly-skilled, blue-
collar workers at Maine's boat building companies out of their jobs.

According to the Maine Marine Trade Association, (MMTA) there are twenty-four
companies that build recreational boats selling for more than $100,000 in Maine.
These businesses directly employ roughly 500 Mainers.

The MMTA estimates that half of these 500 jobs have either already been lost, or
are seriously at risk, due to the recession in the boatbuilding industry, exacerbated
by the new 10% federal tax. What this tax has done is send an already slumping
industry into a freefall.

This is happening because few, if any, orders for new boats covered by the tax are
being placed these days. Indeed, the June 1991 edition of Trade Only, an marine
industry publication, reports that sales of boats costing more than $100,000 have
fallen 86% from last year's level!

This torpedoing of new boat sales makes it unlikely that the revenue projected
under this tax will be realized. Compounding this will be the loss of income taxes
from laid-off workers and additional expenditures in federal programs, such as un-
employment compensation.

Let me briefly describe to the Subcommittee the effect this tax is having on the
boat building industry in Maine.

Earlier this year, one well-known boat building company in Maine let go 10 per-
cent of its workforce and instituted a 10 percent pay cut for the firm's remaining
135 workers.

This same firm has had only one new order for the construction of a boat this
year. And they were able to get this order only after the company itself agreed to
pay the 10% tax on the boat's cost!

Then there's another family-owned company, one that's been in the boat building
industry in East Boothbay Harbor for more than 160 years. Their business has de-
clined so much that they have laid-off 11 employees, taking their employment level
from 20 people down to nine.

A custom boat building company is Southwest Harbor has suffered such a decline
in orders that, while it used to employ 40 people, it now only has enough business to
support 13 employees.

Yet another boat builder has had four orders for new ships put "on hold," because
the customers are having second thoughts about buying these boats, due specifically
to the new tax. Consequently, this company has laid-off half of its workforce, and
may have let the remaining employees go if business does not pick-up soon.

Finally, a boat building company in Trenton, Maine recently filed for Chapter 11
bankruptcy protection from its creditors, and is trying to reorganize itself.

In Maine, many of these boat building companies are small, family-owned busi-
nesses that have been in operation for generations. In coastal towns along the rocky
shore, building boats has been a way of life, not a 9-to-5 job.

All of these remaining jobs are being threatened by the new 10% federal tax on
boats. That's why so important for this Subcommittee, and the 102nd Congres, to
swiftly repeal this devastating tax.

That's also why I am a cosponsor of H.R. 951, repeal legislation introduced in the
House by Congressman Clay Shaw.

Mr. Chairman, with this tax Congress took a shot at the wealthy, but hit low- and
middle-income workers. As one boat builder said, "These rich guyts don't need to
own the boats as bad as we need to build them." The recession is tough enough in
Maine without this kind of piling on, so I urge you to "sink" the boat tax.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE BARBARA F. VUCANOVICH

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today in support
of S. 267 which would prohibit a State from imposing an income tax on the pension
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or retirement income of individuals who are not residents or domiciliaries of that
State.

On January 3, 1991, in response to a growing anti-tax movement in my State of
Nevada and in many other States, I introduced H.R. 431 in the house. Both S. 267
and H.R. 431 would put an absolute ban on the unfair practice of taxing non-resi-
dents' pension income.

Many- retirees who have moved to other States suddenly find their pensions taxed
by the State of their former residence. I feel that it is unfair that these people are
being taxed by States where they receive no benefits and cannot vote. Retirees who
had their incomes taxed the first time around while employed ought not be taxed a
second time on their pensions by a State where they no longer live. Retirees on
fixed incomes should live comfortably, without worries of being unfairly taxed by
other States.

As you know, my State of Nevada has no income tax, however, this issue does not
only concern retirees living in states with no income taxes, it is an issue of concern
to retirees all over the country. Many States have source tax laws, although many
don't go after the pensions of ex-residents. What is of concern to many folks is that
these States may activate the source tax laws at any time they so desire. Just ask
retirees who are ex-residents of California how these source tax laws affect them.
California is the most aggressive of the taxing states. It has hired collection agencies
to collect unpaid nonresident taxes on pensions. These agencies harass and threaten
senior citizens. California includes in the tax assessment a 55 percent penalty and
daily interest. In many of these cases California was delinquent in notifying the tax-
payers of the tax thus creating huge interest penalties and an overwhelming tax
burden. In addition, California and some of the other States, not satisfied with just
taxing the pension, base the tax rate on the retiree's total income, by this action,
they manage to levy a tax on the retiree's out-of-state income, too, whether from
investments or another job. simply stated, this is "taxation without representation."

Mr. Chairman, the Boston Tea Party and the Revolution occurred because of un-
reasonable taxation without representation. Congress must resolve this situation as
soon as possible; our seniors and retirees deserve no less.

In addition to H.R. 431, which has 115 cosponsors, I have introduced H.R. 1655
which has been referred to the House Ways and Means Committee. This bill would
amend the tax reform act of 1986 to: (1) provide taxpayers with an advance notice of
the tax, (2) use a taxing formula that does not include income from other States,
and (3) provide taxpayers an opportunity to prepay the tax before they actually
leave the state. H.R. 1655 has 33 cosponsors.

S. 267, H.R. 431 and H.R. 1655 do nothing more than provide simple fairness and
decency to our senior citizens and to all American taxpayers who may live in one or
more States during their lifetime.

On the State level, my State of Nevada has passed legislation that would "exempt
property in Nevada from execution for failure to pay income tax to other States on
benefits received from pension or retirement funds." The statute does not invalidate
another State's source tax; it merely prevents collection by placing a lien on the
individual's property located in Nevada. The State of New Jersey has gone so far as
to repeal its tax on nonresidents' retirement income.

Finally, Mr. Cchairman, I would like to welcome Mr. Bill Hoffman, a constituent
of mine from Carson City, Nevada. Bill, along with his wife Joanne, founded the
"resist" organization, retirees to eliminate State income source tax, and have
worked tirelessly for this just cause. Bill will be happy to answer your specific tech-
nical questions. along with "RESIST", the coalition consists of the Air Force Asso-
ciation and thirty one military organizations and the National Association of Re-
tired Federal Employees.

Thank you, Mr. Chariman.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARY ELLEN WITHROW

Good morning, Chairman Boren, members of the subcommittee. I am Mary Ellen
Withrow, state Treasurer of Ohio and senior vice president of the National Associa-
tion of State Treasurers (NAST). I am pleased to be joined today by my colleagues
and friends from California, Maine, Oregon and Texas. I thank the subcommittee
for the opportunity to testify today on behalf of NAST in support of S. 913, the Tax-
Exempt Bond Simplification Act of 1991.

It's true that we've heard repeatedly about the decay of our country's bridges and
sewer systems, highways and water treatment facilities. In the 1980s, this issue took
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on a sense of urgency and the public responded with great interest and resolve to
rid our country of this problem.

In fact, in July 1986 one of the funniest photos to run in our nation's newspapers
and papers across the world was no joke at all. One morning during rush hour in
downtown Columbus, Ohio, a local lawyer and his Mercedes Benz were swallowed by
a huge sinkhole which developed when a large portion of the city's sewer system
catastrophically collapsed. Luckily, the car's driver emerged unscathed, but a celeb-
rity nonetheless.

This event, however, could have been disastrous. Hundreds of cars and pedestri-
ans travel that area each day, for it sits merely a half a block from the Ohio State-
house. (See Attachments 1 and 2).

These stories go on, with similar occurrences in each state.
That's why I'm here today to talk with you about the importance of tax-exempt

financing and the need for federal regulation that really makes sense, the need for
federal regulation that doesn't tie the hands of state and local governments and our
ability to implement programs.

In the 1980s, the voters of Ohio responded to such an emergency and overwhelm-
ingly approved an historic ballot issue in November 1987. Called State Issue 2, the
referendum created the Ohio Infrastructure Bond Program, the nation's first infra-
structure program created by an amendment to the Ohio Constitution.

The Ohio Infrastructure Program strives to construct a state-local partnership to
maintain and restore the essential services of community life. -

The Ohio program is important in three respects. First, it represents a significant
investment by a state in an area which has seen dwindling revenues in the last two
decades. Issue 2 demonstrates that Ohio and its citizens put infrastructure at the
forefront of their public policy concerns.

Secondly, the program declares that states must claim a share in what was previ-
ously considered a local interest. In this respect, the Ohio plan recognizes the
mutual interest in infrastructure that exists between all levels of government.

Last, the Ohio Program creates a system of decision-making that places much of
the responsibility for directing state spending into the hands of local officials. This
ensures that money goes where it's needed in an efficient and effective manner. (See
Attachmen t 3.)

HOW THE PROGRAM WORKS

Specifically, the Ohio Infrastructure Program allows the state to use general reve-
nue as support for general obligation infrastructure bonds. These bonds are issued
solely by the Treasurer of State for a maximum amount of $120 million per year.
Total infrastructure funding available during the life of the program is $1.2 billion.

To effectively distribute this money to Ohio's communities, the state is divided
into 19 funding districts. There is a maximum cap on the amount of infrastructure
money any one district can receive, -based on population. Roughly, this amounts to
$10 per person per district over the life of the program.

For example, Cuyahoga County's district-basically, the Greater Cleveland area-
can receive up to $15 million per year through the program. Smaller districts, made
up of several rural counties, might receive less than $4 million a year.

Of the approximately $120 million available to the districts each year, $12 million
is set aside for mall governments with populations of less than 5,000 people, and up
to $25 million is retained as emergency funds.

Further, the Ohio Infrastructure Program includes a loan portion of the plan, set
up to be a revolving loan program which will continue well past the 10-year period-
established for bond issuances.

The emphasis in the Ohio program is on replacing and repairing existing infra-
structure systems. In the Cleveland area alone, funding for recommended infra-
structure- projects totals nearly $54 million for a three-year period. Eligible projects
for the Ohio program include the improvements of roads, bridges, drinking water
systems, waste water facilities and solid waste handling facilities.

These projects are designed to receive up to 90 percent state funding. Projects cre-
ating new infrastructure systems may receive up to 50 percent state finding.

The funding process generally operas like this: local officials interested in re-
ceiving infrastructure funding must work through their district committee. Each
district committee is made up of individuals appointed by their local governments
and acts as the local arm of the infrastructure program. Only by committee approv-
al may a subdivision receive a grant or a loan through the program.

But before they file an application with their committee, a subdivision must con-
duct a thorough study of its infrastructure needs and responsibilities, called a Cap-
ital Improvement Report (CIR).
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The report must include:

-an inventory of existing infrastructure;
-- an identification of capital improvement needs; and
-a prioritized listing of the subdivision's upcoming infrastructure financing

projects.

The district committee essentially acts as a filtering device for these capital im-
provement reports. The committee evaluates the CIRs based on prescribed criteria
and information pertinent to the district. Criteria are designed to show the impo,:-
tance of-a project to a district, as well as the extent of the assistance required to
move the project forward.

The committee must also consider the best use of the limited funds available to
their districts. For that reason, cost-effective projects are most likely to receive the
blessing of the committee.

Capital improvement reports are ranked based on this criteria, with those rank-
ing highest considered for funding first.

If the proposed projects clear the district committees, they are sent to the director
of the Ohio Public Works Commission (OPWC). The OPWC is the group statutorily
charged with the implementation of the Issue 2 Program. If a project application is
found to be in harmony with the program's other requirements, a funding agree-
ment is produced and sent to the subdivision.

It is important to note that no subdivision receives grant money up front. The
OPWC makes disbursements of program funds to local governments based on the
amount of work completed. Thus, potential abuses are eliminated.

To date, nearly 850 infrastructure projects have been funded through the Issue 2
program. The projects will provide the State of Ohio with more than $350 million in
infrastructure facilities. Two bond issues, totaling $240 million, were brought to
market by the Treasury in 1988 and 1989. We anticipate another sale this year as
the OPWC distributes the remaining infrastructure funds. We did not issue bonds in
1990 because funds remained from the previous two issues.

So far, most of the infrastructure funds have been awarded as grants. But by year 3
of the program, at least 10 percent of the district allocations must be used as low
interest loans or loan assistance. By year 5 of the program, at least 30 percent of all
Issue 2 monies will be distributed as oans.

Each loan recommended by a district committee is of great future value to the
district involved. The value of a loan's repayment is directly recycled back to the
district making the loan. This "recycling" or "roli-over" occurs as often as the value of
loan repayment revenue is sufficient to support a sizable revenue bond. District
committees that-are aggressive in their loan-making activities, both in loan volume
and high-end interest rates, benefit from having more funds returned to them for
additional loan-making in future years.

The Ohio Infrastructure Program is the only program structured to get both state
and local governments directly and actively involved in infrastructure financing.
This partnership ensures that infrastructure funds do the job they're meant to do.

Modified for the needs of Ohio's citizens, the Ohio Infrastructure program is an
example of a successful, functioning bond bank. Though many state bond banks
offer primarily infrastructure loans, Ohio has found that a strategic mix of grants
and loans makes the program both practical and enduring.

In 1987 after Ohio voters approved such a progressive initiative, the Ohio Infra-
structure Bond Program was designed and implemented to follow the guidelines es-
tablished by the federal government in 1986. The Ohio plan is an excellent example
of an effective and prudent effort to finance state capital needs.

THE OBLIGATION OF A PUBLIC OFFICIAL

Like members of the United States Senate and other elected officials, when I first
took my oath of office, now eight years ago, I promised to fulfill my duties as an
elected official to the best of my abilities, always working for the betterment of the
people of our state.

But it very much disturbs me today to know some other elected officials, charged
with the care of public funds, are forsaking their public duties to circumvent the
burden of the 1986 Tax Reform Act.

In the Ohio Treasury, it is our objective and our duty to make the most out of
every tax dollar and since I took office in 1983, my office has earned more than $1.6
billion in investment earnings-all non-tax dollars for the people of Ohio. Last year
alone, we earned more than $300 million.

But some other public funds managers see the picture a different way. Why
should they earn as much as they can on the investment of their bond proceeds,
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when the earnings must go, not to their community or needed projects, but to the
federal government? Unfortunately, some public officials now resort to what is
called "yield burning." The potential of public investments is not maximized, thus
less is earned and fewer dollars are rebated to the federal government.

This leads me to another point. More than 200 years ago, the newly-established
colonies of New England rebelled against the taxing burdens of Mother England.
The result was the infamous Boston Tea Party. Like the early revolutionists, public
officials today are rebelling against the tiresome calculations and the overwhelming
burden placed on them by the 1986 tax laws and arbitrage rebate.

It remains in the enduring Constitution of the United States that one level of gov-
ernment should not tax another level of government. Yet arbitrage rebate amounts
to nothing more than the federal government taking from the people what was
earned at a state or local level.

But still, until Congress amnends or repeals any law, it is still the duty of each of
us to follow the statutes of our country.

In the Ohio Treasury, we have assumed the burden of monitoring tax laws and
modifying our investment pool to assist local governments in meeting their arbi-
trage obligations.

STAR Ohio, the State Treasury Asset Reserve, is a public funds investment pool
managed by the Ohio Treasury. Started in 1986, the program now has assets of
more than $2.9 billion and more than 1,700 accounts.

Its users are our state's cities, counties, townships, villages, fire districts, and
water treatment facilities. Schools, however, are one of the largest participants in
STAR Ohio. Proceeds from both the 1988 and 1989 infrastructure bond issues and
other funds from local bond issues are also invested in STAR Ohio.

STAR Ohio now offerr an even greater service to such investors. In recent years,
we have developed a program to calculate the arbitrage rebate of bond issue earn-
ings-at no cost to shareholders. I'm sure you will agree the calculation method
and tracking of arbitrage can be very tiresome and confusing. For those who do not
invest in STAR Ohio, I m sure this is a huge burden on their investment managers.
For them, bond counsel must be hired or software must be purchased in order to
track and meet arbitrage requirements. For a township or small fire district, either
alternative can be very costly.

For those who do invest in STAR Ohio, however, I hope our service has made
their job of complying with federal regulations much easier.

SUPPORT FOR THE TAX-EXEMPT BOND SIMPLIFICATION TAX ACT OF 1991

It is true the 1986 Tax Reform Act was passed to prevent abuses in the funding
systems set up throughout the country. But some of the provisions of that legisla-
tion are overwhelming. Still, if you must have such strict laws to prevent abuses,
then let there be some incentive to those of us who are doing it right-those of us
who are following the laws you established.

That is why I am wv.'y much in favor of the passage of the Tax-Exempt Bond Sim-
plification Act of 199i, sponsored by Senators Max Baucus (D-Mont.) and Christo-
pher Dodd (D-Conn.)

You took the first step in assisting government bond issuers when some amend-
ments were made to the 1986 tax reform bill. Your 1989 amendment offered Ohio an
alternative to rebate. While we still anticipate paying several million dollars in
rebate from our 1988 Infrastructure Bond issuance, we chose in 1989 to take advan-
tage of the change in the laws and were able to meet the spend-down requirements.
Therefore, we do not expect to make payment to the federal government on rebate
or face a penalty.

Today, most bond issuers are at the local level--small cities and villages which
are trying to meet the needs of their communities. Perhaps their water treatment
or waste treatment facilities are old and outdated. Through bond issues of only a
few million dollars, they are taking the initiative to improve tl.eir community.

Yet, it is these small communities which truly need the investment earnings from
their public funds. At all levels, each dollar earned is needed, but at a very local
level of government, each dollar and cent is often needed to fund and complete
projects to improve the lives of the residents.

I am very much in favor of the provision in this legislation which increases the
small issuer exception t,% arbitrage rebate from $5 million to $25 million. There are
few abuses at the level of smaller bond issuers. Help them endure the hardships
placed on them by dwindling tax bases and fewer tax dollars from the state and

eral governments. It is the people in our township, villages and smaller cities
who would truly benefit from such an amendment.
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Further, I also support the provision of S. 913 which allows the bond issuer to pay
only 90 percent of the arbitrage earned as a rebate. Allowing issuers to keep 10 per-
cent of what they earn in arbitrage is indeed an incentive to maximize their earning
potential and stop the abhorrent practice of "yield burning."

Quite honestly, without such an amendment, some bond issuers opt for a short-cut
which short-changes the federal government. I'm sure the federal government
hasn't earned as much from arbitrage rebate as anticipated. With such an incentive,
the federal government will receive more dollars and state and local governments
will benefit by retaining a portion of their arbitrage earnings.

PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS TO S. 913

While I, along with public funds managers at all levels, appreciate the proposal of
paying only 90 percent of the arbitrage earned, we would appreciate an even larger
portion of arbitrage earnings.

This is still money earned by state and local governments. And in the end, I'm
sure legislation which will be passed will ensure the federal government will receive
the majority of arbitrage earnings. But grant us the opportunity to benefit also from
our efforts. An amendment allowing us to keep 20 percent or even 15 percent of
what we earn would do much for the good will of government working together at
all levels.

Further, for those of us who comply fully with federal arbitrage rebate laws, offer
us a federal credit back to our state in highway dollars or other federal funds to
complete much-needed projects. Help us ensure that our earnings will go on to
assist the people of our state.

CONCLUSION

Through my efforts as Ohio Treasurer, I have worked with many other public offi-
cials at the federal, state and local level. I am a member of the Anthony Commis-
sion on Public Finance and past president of the National Association of State Audi-
tors, Comptrollers and Treasurers. I support Rep. Beryl Anthony's bill, H.R. 710,
ane the Baucus-odd companion bill, S. 913.

I have spent much time talking with my colleagues in other states and I assure
you we are all concerned about the same things-primarily the burden on state and
local governments which are expected to deliver more services with less money-all
with fewer federal tax dollars and oppressive federal tax laws.

I understand the need for such legislation. Some take their duties lightly, others
do not make themselves accountable to their people.

But in Ohio and many other states and localities, we are doing it right. We follow
the tax laws and other laws of our country. Please work with us and give all public
funds managers an incentive to work hard to maximize the earning potential of ar-
hitrage investments.

An-d that's important, because in the years ahead, the only thing infrastructure
advocates can count on is less money for public works projects.

It's up to us to create and carry out the innovative capital investment programs
that will ensure a sound future for our communities.
Attachments.
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Sewer line
caved in
to old age
It% Alas Johnson and
P ~o ioee, ,.r.

The rollap, e(if liA4-ear old
sewer that left A lil Crater In W
Broad St yeterdsy could be re-
peated. esweially Downtown. if
decrAt ng 4e-Or line aren't re-
tidacel. l.I.--piint iffiral

Ito n not ijoig inmatter." .Aid
Joe Nei:hardt of the Deselopment
i.mmittee for Creater 'olumbus
Ne,-dhArdt i, ,-rdinating a
S150.it coiintaiidc ntudy of
rnad%. sewer. bridges and water-
lines for thedit.Iopmont commit-

I.%e gitin talk. %hout Ihe
danger of - .er I ollapen Lownum,v~." %eilhard! -d "'When I
h.ikeil do%.n t., -hat hole. I
thought Sr air- .-r% fortunate
that it %Aanut or.

The 4 -inch brick ut il.tnation
-anitar) and -t,,rm 'or line
that Collapiud al,,ut i U:, .i in % ..-
terdaS in front if thr lAVeque
Toner aq built in It72 Another
l4-inch brn.k liii" twldp if wa,
huilt in Ih Thv ron, line sho,
care, t)oantun %coare and
storm a after

WHEN THE sewer failed. it
puckeil in about 12.1o1 cubic feet
of iand and graiel. hollowing out
the earth up.rting a 20-hy.3
foot section of W Broad St.. said
lAi% F FereIl. development plan-
Per for the city Ihivion of Sew.
era and Drainage The result
wm a 2-foot-deep hole that Mi-
chal M ehmidit car fell into
lie was not injured. .

City official have estimated
the repairs may not he completed
until Monday W Broad St ,4
tione.I between Front and Ilash

Officials neid they would have
to wait until today to begin repair.
ing the sewer hecaun ('Jlumbus &
Southern Ohio Flctric Co wurk-
era had to reroute power lines that
rut through the collapsed section
of street The rerotin' was com-
plated lat night. anl the electri-
cal workers exited to lie fin-
,shed with other work in the b
b) earl) this morning.

'We will aot aater th ae
until it's deenerleizW. mid Mi-
chael Lotg he o the ft'h dt
ic Utilities aid Avia i DarP -

ment -It*$ too daa wnua

WHlEN TH cllape occurred.
debris slid past two Ohio Ball
trunk lines tiat coRtrol tale-
i-h-nes on part of the West Side
and urn 13.000-volt power lines
that feed Downtown buildinan.
'puikemen for the utili.ies mid.
Th- lines are about 10 feet below
i h, paement

,zone of the cables wan dam--
aged. but utility workers
kept out of the pit until 130 pea.
lircauw of the ponbiity; of a
4hort circuit in the power ia.

The hole disrupted traffic and
slowed COTA buss. Westbemid
bunes were rerouted. and -m-b-e
stops were moved. a CIA
spokesman said.

COTA rider, who head
can still catch their b at
Broad and High Ste., COlA
spokesman Paul Quinn said.
Thr goin west should go to
either 3rd and dread or Front and
road
THE BIG hole drew spectatora

all day.
Long called the collapse an

"isolated incident. There is ao
cause for alarm."

But he aid city craw. will run
Special television camera
through the newers to check for
further decay or blockages...Columbus does have a used
program of newer replanemnt
and rehabilitation.- Ie said. -ne

problem omes a our sewers come
of aa."

Neidharlt is much less opti-
mistic.

We knew there are brick new-
er, underneath the aLreets." Neid-
hardt tid. "But they were built to
fail "

Warren J. Cramean, former
Columbus service director. said
the problem is not brick sewers
but the volume of water paying
through the combined sewers.

"Wbat happened is that we
have agpretly increand volume of
storm watwr becse of the nem-
ber of Downtown parking lote.
ad the vo*meceeds the capa-

ity of the old system."
EHrlY RAMS early yester-

4dy didn't create the problem.
which probably involved erosion
over a log period of time. Cre-
man said.

Robert Roush. sewer mainten-
sacw manager for the city. aid
cave-ins are not uncommon
around older sewer line, but he
"id this is the largest he has een

in his nine yem with the city. He
said Colomli has many similar
sawer line. in the older parts of
town.

City worked will check for
sower llae damng by crawling
throws the Broad SL sewer be.
tween Clvi Csater Dr. and 5th St,
nest week ell said.

Thd lty 10nelM miles Of CM-
bnd ats and sanitary ewers.
low teat a 10t of the toan h
said. Only a mnall frato of the
combined sawer, an bnck. id
we've beem spamtig U eoes
an we can. Mot of them remaina-
ing are DensacraL

The ity j Cpaidtanta oSEnginering C siwanse M TN

for aeator-le 11R b hat Was
romvnMay 21L The asit mte he

to awned coateacia for atine.,
lafNgds week fr reronairhmdwaa m tn-e the Inm.,
bolt ea atMewtto the aS oo n i w

on theWet.
EP
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The Merceldee-Benas belomgtag crose 4'ctlon rind include toys
I to Michael M. Schmidt. top. Is tions of ewer pipes and ele,

- --- ' lifted from the Big ole onW. trice. lLine. City e,,neerb"I road SL. yesterday. Drawings UIeve nfltm the street will eno

show the pit in profile and about S100,0.

Hole traps spectators, too
('")iN'Ai : CilimbUs. We nave akihe Another

big tiep .n our quset for national attention
We ire fnwr, throughout the nation as -he cit)

with a Mieceves-t'era in the middle of the hole in the
middle of tnn town

The BLg Hole on Broad St.,just'cest of Iligh St_ has
become a Local tourist atteacon since It made its
sudden appearance Wednesday morning when a sower
Collapsed The national news covered it received may
make it a regional attraction because cit) officala say it
may be around for another week.

SONGS ARE being composed. T-shirts can't be far
behind.

Out thoue hoping to see the famous hole are in for
oine disappointment. The Mercedes is gone already. It

%as 'ifted out by crane yesterday. Michael M. Schmidt.
the lawyer % ho drove the car into the 20-foot-deep ho'e
'.dil nesda. Aaq rescued uninjured.

But evei without the Mercedes. the hole is drawing
i vady itream of people. Some picnicked yesterday on
the qt ol of the W) andotte Bilding and the Huntington
Plaza. a hich overlr'ik the crater.

"I think it is something." said Jason Kean. 46. "I've
Ived here all my ife and never dreamed that I wouldse
-imelhing like this in Columbus."

Terry Armstrong. 216 said her aust is Long Beach.
'alif caild Columbus whe she heard the news of the

,r'ter
"She heard shout it oan CNN (Cable News

Setwurk ." Armstrong si. "She used to live here. and
..he just wanted to know if it was tne or MOL"

Soume people have tried to hn a name os the
ratherr "Bucky's Undergrouad Garage." "Mel Dsdge's
'unken Gardens" and "Columbus' Answer to the Grao4
C'anr'in" are ,ome that Columbus Police Officer Jim
l'.'i'nington has heard.

"IT IS .OMETHING that people have been able to
hae Vni fun with." Penningtoa said.

The hile also appears to be the answer to Down-
v s miribhund night life. At 1030 p.m. Wednesday.

Moure I han IOU people were gawking at the pp.
"Ii as. hte ,ral," one observer said. "One couple

n.i. their 'ig. amindszed terrier, and lifted it up so it
e e tuethe.u iin, oo"0

.,vervl 'tr,.wt %vndorm moied their carts closer to
' he t rater ye-tir-lay iii take advantage of the crowds it
'irw

140i realI cell durtig luncth time." said Denial Lie

McNam, ho iedles cresn bar-
Sue Nisw'on. .31. rime Cowntoui' 'j.P , -

pothole at the insiotence of her 4')ear.sid von. ."n' .1
"lie *anted to see it," said Ne s'n. paiting i.- .- I

on the head "I'mjust glad I wass I in Brrad '
0
i r.'. t

happened."
But it's hard to impress some people. Truck lroer

Pat Masues. 12. said such things 'apyos all te n
his home tateof Iowa.

"In Ft. Dodge. boaS there is a lot of underz-)"r.'.
mining. so we see our share of sinkholes It's just a io',
in the found "

The 20-by-30-foot crater is going tq put a good-szed
hole in the city's coffers. It will cost at least IOO.000 ar
will require at least a week to repair two sewer tines ind
flu the crater. Jerry Francis. Administrator of ,he
Columbus Division of SewerAge ard Drainage. .aid
yesterday

THE CITY HAS HIRED a hOav)-equipment ".t
tractor to help with the project There also %1i! be
overtime coats for police officers who ar" ,irectini
traffic Whether the tourist dollars that fn ,n can
offset the expenses rem.oins to be sen

Workers are still removing debris from the .,ttom
of the pit. Whes that chore is finished, city crews will
repair a 42-Inch brick unitary and storm sewer built IM
1872 and a similar 43-inch line that dates to 1884.

Francis speculated that the lower. 48-nch secer
may have developed a break, allowing dirt to fall Into it
and be swept away to the Scioto River. The upper sewer

8
a t = when the earth supporting it was

Son&. That trpgg the street cave-ia.
'lbs city Is looking at various ways of shoring up

similar l town severs, Francis said. One way is to
install stol plate linlng to strenghen the old brick
structures.

Until the sewers and street are repaired, police
officers will be posted at 21 Downtown intersrctio
from a .m. to 7 p.m. on weekday) a

W. BROAD ST. will remain closed between 3rd and
Front Ste. Police plans for rerouting traffic are:

9 Eaatbound traffic oet Broad St4 from the West ,d'
wil detour south on Civic Center Dr to Main St., east on
Main St. to 4th St and north on 4th St to Broad St

a Westbound eIaffit on Broad St. from the East Side
will detour south on 3rd St. to Town St. west on To" n
St to Front St. and north on Front St. to Broad St

qt
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Ohio's Infrastructure Program
1990
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25%
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DENNIS ZIMMERMAN

THE DETERMINANTS OF BOAT SALES

Effective 1991, a 10 percent tax was imposed on the portion of the purchase
price of a boat in excess of $100,000. The tax does not apply to purchases for
business use, such as commercial fishingor transportation, provided the purpose
is not entertainment or recreation. The purpose here is to use the last twenty
years' experience with how boat sales responded to price changes as a guide to
assessing the impact of the luxury excise tax on boat sales.

The demand for luxury boats is expected to be determined by real income
(both individual and business), the relative price of boats, financing costs,
consumer confidence, real household wealth, and the real price of gasoline.

The boat industry generously provided measures of boat sales, both units
and dollars. The industry reports that two categories of boats contain the units
subject to the luxury tax, *inboard cruisers' and "auxiliary powered sailboats
over 30 feet.' Since the distribution of boats by price within these two
categories is not available, the analysis presented here measures output as all
boat.sales within these two classes of boats. The average nominal price of
cruisers has exceeded $100,000 every year since 1980 (except for 1983), and was
$184,402 in 1990. The average nominal price of the sailboats did not exceed
$100,000 until 1990, when it was $108,399. Thus, the great majority of cruisers
(which constituted 82 percent of units sold in these two classes in 1990), but a
much smaller share of sailboats, potentially are subject to the tax.

Industry data on units sold and total revenue are used to calculate the
average sale price, which is divided by the consumer price index to create a
relative price of boats. A relative price measure is necessary because demand is
expected to respond to a change in the price of boats only if the boat price
changes more or less than the price of other goods and services. '

The most important of the factors that affect demand is income. Boats are
purchased by both individuals and businesses. Individuals' demand is probably
sensitive to expectations of permanent or lifetime income. In the absence of
such an income measure, income is represented by real disposable personal
income lagged one year. In other words, this ye- 1 boat sales to individuals are
influenced by the income of individuals in th preceding year, a proxy for
permanent income. Business income is represented by real corporate profits
after tax (adjusted), and business demand is expected to be sensitive to current
year profits.

Since boats are durable good, financing costs may also influence demand.
The real corporate bond rate was included to represent the cost of financing a
boat purchase (a series on auto loan rates that extended over the entire sample
period was not available). Using the bond rate makes the interpretation of its

I A second price measure was tried in the regressions, the implicit price
deflator for boats from the producer price indexes of the Department of
Labor, also deflated by the consumer price index. It gave results inferior to
the average sales price data.
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influence difficult because the bond rate affects the cost of producing boats to
the extent capital is financed with debt. But the bond rate and auto loan rates
are closely correlated.

Changes in household net worth can also be expected to influence the
purchase of consumer durables such as boats. Real household net worth was
obtained from the Federal Reserve's Flow of Funds Balance Sheets. The
University of Michigan Survey Research Center's measure of consumer
confidence was also included.

The real price of gasoline was included to test for the possibility that
demand for boats was adversely affected by sudden shifts in a major operating
expense (gasoline and recreational boats are complementary goods). Another
variable likely to be important, but for which no data are available, is the stock
of boats for sale in the *used boat' market. Boat registration data are
incomplete, and would not be a good indicator of this stock unless the share of
registered boats for sale is stable over time. Alternatively, a measure of "used
boat' prices would be useful. Because the sale of used boats is not subject to the
tax, the relative price of new to used boats can be expected to increase (although
not by the amount of the tax, since sellers of used boats can be expected to raise
used boat prices in order to capture part of the tax price differential). Finally,
any omitted variables that have a systematic influence on sales will be captured
by the 'error term.'

Inspection of the sales data indicate that 1990 is an outlier--the sales
decrease experienced in 1990 (from 14,300 to 9,100 units) dwarfs any absolute
or percentage change in unit sales during the twentyyear period. However, the
unexpectedly large decrease to 9,100 units in 1990 cannot be attributable to the
luxury tax on boats. The tax was not effective until 1991, and any effect in
1990 should have been to accelerate 1991 sales into the last quarter of 1990 in
order to avoid the tax. The usual approach to analyzing such a change is to test
for a shift in the demand schedule. This was done by including a shift variable.

RESULTS

Table 1 summarizes the regression results (estimated in double log form)
for the sum of cruiser and sailboat units sold. The coefficients reported for the
variables are elasticities. They are interpreted as the percentage response of
boat sales to a 1 percent change in the variable. All of the regressions were
subject to serial correlation that biases the estimated coefficients. This was

2 Some might expect population to be an important determinant of

demand for boats. The influence of population is captured by the form in
which the model is estimated. Units sold and the two income variables are
measured in levels and therefore grow in response to population growth.
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corrected, and the Durbin-Watson statistics reported in the table indicate that
serial correlation has been removed.

The first column reports the estimated coefficients for real disposable
personal income (Y), real after-tax corporate profits (C), the real interest rate
(R), the relative price of boats (P), the shift variable (S), and a constant term (k).'
The numbers in parentheses report the t-statistic. A t of 2 or greater implies
two things: the hypothesis that the variable has no (zero) systematic influence
on the units of boats sold is rejected; and there is a small chance, approximately
5 percent, that the hypothesis of zero relationship has been incorrectly rejected.
As t declines, the probability that the true relationship is zero (in spite of the
nonzero coefficient in the table) increases at a rapid rate.

Table 1. Regression Results for Units of Inboard Cruisers and

Auxiliary Powered Sailboats Over 30 Feet

1 2

Years 1970-90 Years 1970-89

Constant k -10.6 -10.6
(2.13) (2.13)

Real disposable 1.81 1.81
personal income Y (2.11) (2.12)

Real after-tax 0.41 0.41
corporate profits C (1.93) (1.93)

Real interest rate R -0.07 -0.07
(0.28) (0.28)

Relative price of -0.25 -0.25
boats P (0.42) (0.43)

Shift S -0.40
(2.89)

Adjusted RI 0.847 0.797

Durbin-Watson 2.43 2.41
Statistic

Standard Error of 0.119 0.119
the Regression

I No results are presented that include gasoline prices, consumer
confidence, or household net worth-all had the wrong sign and were
statistically insignificant (suggesting their true effect on sales was zero).
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Column 1 indicates that the model explains 85 percent of the variation in
boat sales from 1970 to 1990. Both real disposable income and corporate profits
have a positive effect on boat sales. A 1 percent increase in Y generates a 1.8
percent increase in sales to individuals; a 1 percent increase in real corporate
profits generates a 0.4 percent increase in business sales. The real interest rate
has the expected negative sign, but it is very small (-.07) and is not statistically
different from zero (t=.28).

The important coefficient for the issue being addressed here is the relative
price coefficient. It has the expected negative sign, suggesting an increase in
price will reduce quantity demanded. But the elasticity is relatively sm~ll, -.25,
and moat important it is not statistically different from zero (t=.43). This
means that use of the -.25 elasticity estimate carries a very high probability that
we are overestimating the price effect, which is probably zero. In effect, this
result suggests that sales of inboard cruisers and auxiliary powered sailboats
over 30 feet are not very responsive to price changes. Demand is relatively price
inelastic.

This is not entirely surprising, since it is commonly believed that the
demand for luxury goods is much more sensitive to income than to price. What
springs to mind is the conventional wisdom contained in the old saw about the
purchase of very expensive consumer durables: if you need to ask about the
price, you can't afford it.

The shift variable, S, is statistically significant and indicates that something
happened to cause boat buyers to desire to purchase substantially fewer boats
at any given price; in other words, the demand schedule seems to have shifted
down in 1990. This interpretation of 1990 events is strengthened by the results
presented in column 2 of Table 1. The sample period is shortened by dropping
1990 and eliminating the shift variable. The estimated price and income
variables remain virtually the same; the only change is a small reduction in the
share of the variation of boat sales explained by the regression to 80 percent. '

Of course, statistical proof that a shift occurred is no substitute for an
explanation of the economic, psychological, or other forces that caused the shift.
Three possible explanations come to mind. First, the Gulf war increased
uncertainty and may have made buyers reluctant to purchase boats beginning
in the third quarter of 1990. This does not seem that likely. The consumer
confidence variable mentioned above dropped considerably in 1990, but still did
not prove to be statistically significant in explaining boat sales from 1970 to
1990. Second, perhaps the market for luxury boats is saturated. The portion
of the population with the means to buy these boats is relatively small, and

4 These two models were also estimated with the real interest rate
removed and with the alternative relative price variable, from the producer
price indexes, substituted for the average sale price data. The statistical
significance of the income and price elasticities were not sensitive to these
specification changes. The magnitude of the income elasticities varied by
about 0.1.
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annual sales grew rapidly from 7,465 units in 1982 to 16,000 units in 1987.
Sales declined slightly in 1988 to 15,820 and somewhat more in 1989 to 14,300,
even though income and corporate profits continued to grow.

Third, it could be that the change in real disposable personal income for the
portion of the population that buys luxury boats (and for whom no income data
series exists) suffered income reductions substantially larger than other portions
of the population. For example, the Treasury Department found that realized
capital gains (an important component of income for those with high adjusted
gross incomes) dropped substantially beginning in 1989. With sales falling 1.8
percent for every I percent reduction in income, a double digit fall in income of
the wealthy would help to explain the 1990, and perhaps 1991, sales decreases.
In effect, this explanation suggests the possibility of measurement error in the
individual income variable Y.

IMPACT ON BOATS SOLD

What do the estimates in equation 1 of Table 1 suggest about the effect of
the luxury tax on boat sales? It is important to place the share of boat sales
subject to the luxury tax in the context of total boat industry sales. In 1990,
504,100 boats were sold, of which 9,100 (1.8 percent) were in the two categories
identified as containing luxury boats. Total sales were $4.604 billion, of which
$1.557 billion (33.8 percent) were in the luxury boat class. These 1.8 and 33.8
percent figures represent upper bounds on the luxury boat share of the boat
industry subject to the tax, for two reasons. First, boats in the two categories
with sale price less than $100,000 would pay no tax. Second, business purchases
are not subject to the tax, unless the boat is used primarily for entertainment
or travel. No estimates of below-$100,000 luxury class boats or business
purchases are available.

The average nominal sale price in 1990 of these 9,100 luxury class boats
was $171,039, which implies an average tax of $7,104, or 4.2 percent of average
price. The model estimates presented above suggest that luxury boat sales have
not been responsive to price changes from 1970 to 1990. If this zero
relationship exists today, the luxury tax probably is not responsible for the sales
reductions being experienced currently by the boat industry.

This is, of course, a difficult proposition for the boat industry to accept,
particularly when sales are declining and a new excise tax has been imposed.
It is, therefore, worthwhile to inquire into the amount of sales reduction that
could be expected if the seemingly historical zero price sensitivity (sales not
responsive to price change) is incorrect, and sales are actually responsive to price
changes. Assume the price elasticity is actually equal to minus 1.0 (the
percentage increase in price is matched by an equal percentage decrease in
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sales). The increase in the price of boats attributable to the tax is 4.2 percent.'
In these circumstances, the 4.2 percent average price increase from the luxury
tax would imply 4.2 percent reductions in luxury units sold (from 9,100 in 1990
to 8,718 in 1991) and in total revenue from luxury boats (from $1.557 billion to
$1.491 billion). For the boat industry as a whole, these reductions would
represent percentage decreases of 0.08 percent (less than one-tenth of one
percent) of total units sold and 1.4 percent of total revenue.

The model does suggest, however, that income changes, both individual and
corporate, have an effect on luxury boat sales. Over the 1970 to 1990 sample
period, each one percent decrease in real disposable personal income has been
associated with a 1.8 percent decrease in sales and total revenue; each one
percent decrease in real after-tax corporate profits with a 0.4 percent decrease.
Real personal disposable income dropped from the second quarter of 1990 to the
first quarter of 1991 by 1.4 percent, suggesting 2.5 percent reductions in luxury
boat units sold and total luxury boat revenue. Real after-tax corporate profit.*
grew by 1.1 percent from 1990 to 1991 (forecast), suggesting a 0.4 percent
increase in sales and revenue. The combined effect of these two income changes
suggests about a 2.1 percent decrease in sales and revenue. When adjusted for
luxury boat industry share, the expected effect in 1991 is a 0.04 percent
reduction of industry sales and a 0.71 percent reduction of total revenue.

The bottom line here is that in spite of all the talk about a recession, real
disposable personal income has declined very little in the last year and corporate
profits are actually forecast to increase. According to the model estimates, the
large decrease in luxury boat sales is not attributable to either the luxury boat
tax or changes in real disposable personal income for the entire population. It
is worth pursuing the extent to which the decrease in disposable personal
income of the portion of the population that purchases luxury boats may have
exceeded the decline for the population as a whole, as well as the influence of
the used boat market on the demand for new boats.

ESTIMATION ISSUES

Two possibilities might lead us to question the zero estimate of price
elasticity from the equations. First, one might ask if there is sufficient variation
in the price variable to give it a 'statistical" chance to be significant. In other
words, if the price variation over the sample period was inconsequential, finding
a zero coefficient is predictable and accurate. A zero coefficient estimated in

" Note that the price elasticity estimated in the model reflects the change
in relative price (the extent to which the nominal increase in boat price
exceeds or falls short of the rate of inflation). The CPI in 1991 is forecast to
increase by 2.9 percent between the last quarters of 1990 and 1991, which
might suggest that the real price of boats increased by 4.2 - 2.9 percent, or
1.3 percent. But boat prices are rising for reasons other than the luxury boat
tax, and it is assumed the inflation rate is netted against the non-excise tax
portion of the boat price increase.
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such circumstances would not, however, be evidence that a substantial price
increase imposed by a tax would also have a zero effect on quantity demanded.

Fortunately, price does vary adequately over the sample period. The
average real relative price over the sample period was $92,442; and the mean of
the absolute value of annual price changes over the period was $5,194. These
values translate to an average annual percentage change In price equal to 5.5
percent, greater than the 4.2 percent average tax imposed on luxury boats. It
is important to remember that the luxury tax is a 10 percent tax on the portion
of sale price in excess of $100,000. A boat selling at $200,000 prior to the tax
would experience a supply price increase of $10,000 and a percentage price
increase of 5 percent. In contrast, a $125,000 boat would experience an increase
of $2,500 or 2 percent. It is clear that the typical boat's price increase
attributable to the luxury tax would be well within the range of price variation
covered by the 1970 to 1990 sample.

The second possibility is that the model is not properly specified and the
true relationship between price and quantity demanded has not been estimated.
The question being asked here is, assuming a stable demand schedule, how much
will quantity demanded respond to a shift in the supply schedule caused by an
excise tax on boats. The model attempts to answer this by estimating a
statistical relationship between price and quantity changes from 1970 to 1990.
The estimated price elasticity would be biased if the observed price of boats
reflects shifts in the demand schedule as well as the supply schedule-the
demand schedule would not be properly "identified."

This identification issue is not a problem if the boat industry operates
under conditions of constant cost within the relevant range of production, a
reasonable assumption for many industries that constitute a relatively small
share of the economy and are not extremely capital intensive. Under these
conditions, the supply.schedule is horizontal at the market price, and a shift of
the demand schedule has little effect on market pricq. If, however, the industry
is characterized by increasing production costs over the relevant range, the price
elasticity in the model suffers from "simultaneous equations bias' (the price
variable is simultaneously determined with the quantity variable and is
correlated with the error term). To test for this bias, the model was reestimated
using "two-stage least squares' (essentially this means specifying a supply
equation, using all variables other than price and quantity in the demand and
supply equations to estimate a new "predicted' price variable, and substituting
this 'predicted" price variable for P in the model). If simultaneous equations
bias exists, the variables in the model should be Improved and make more
economic sense. In fact, -the opposite occurs. The price elasticity becomes
positive (and insignificant) and the income variables become negative (and
insignificant). It appears that the 'predicted' price series (calculated on the
assumption of an upward sloping supply schedule) introduces more error than
may be present in the potentially biased P.



COMMUNICATIONS

[COMMENTS ON TAX-EXEMPT BILLS-S. 90, S. 150,
S. 284, S. 913]

AMERICAN CONSULTING ENGINEERS COUNCIL,
Washington, DC, June 11, 1991.

Hon. DAVID BOREN, Chairman,
Subcommittee on Taxation,
Committee on Finance,
US. Senate, Dirksen Senate Office Building,
Washington, DC.

Dear Mr. Chairman: The American Consulting Engineers Council (ACEC) is
pleased to submit testimony in support of S. 90, The Environmental Infrastructure
Bond Act of 1991. We believe passage of this bill is critical to the attainment of sev-
eral national objectives: the restoration of incentives for private investment into
critical environmental infrastructure projects, the improvement of our inter. national
competitiveness through increased productivity, the resuscitation of the financial
health of U.S. cities, counties, and states, and the restoration of economic growth
through the creation of jobs and investment in plant and equipment.

The 1986 Tax Reform Act attempted to sort out and eliminate abuses in the use of
tax exempt bonds by local governments and other special purpose government enti-
ties such as tax exempt subsidies to commercial enterprises as a way of luring pri-
vate investment and commercial spending into their communities. Sports arenas,
convention centers, and parking facilities were the types of projects whose excesses
led to the reform.

The Congressional and IRS intent, however, went beyond reform and emphasized
maximization of revenue in order to offset revenue loss in other "reforms' in the
bill. The consequence has been a 50 percent decline in bonds in the years immedi-
ately following the imposition of the law in 1987. The result of the statutory defini-
tion and the implementing IRS has been a virtual elimination of many projects for
pollution control and environmental compliance with federal requirements. The pri-
mary limitation has been a draconian definition of "private activity" that requires
all projects to be classified as private activity projects where more than five percent
of "benefit" of the project is allocated to a private entity, that is a trade or business
other than a government. unit. Moreover, the imposition of this restrictive private
entity designation has further limited environmental infrastructure by the creation
of the state volume cap, which limits private activity bonds to $50 per capita or $150
million. Based on this further limitation, most states are now at or near the cap.
S. 90, introduced originally in the last Congress as S. 700, preserves the reform of

the 1986 Tax Reform Act, while providing the reasonable incentives for state and
local governments to attract private capital for vital environmental compliance
projects. It does this by retaining the 95% rule but redefining the "public." The fa-
cilities covered are specific to those which are required to comply with regulations
of the U.S. EPA. It also modifies the arbitrage and obligation rules to conform with
the more realistic practice for the design and construction of facilities, and, further,
it establishes modified depreciation rules for infrastructure facilities.

WHY IS S. 90 SO IMPORTANT?

(a) Incentives for private investment into infrastructure
The traditional method of capital finance for state and local facilities is debt secu-

rities tied either to the general full faith and credit of the governmental entity or a
(396)
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dedicated revenue stream based on fees that are derived from the service which the
facility provides (wastewater treatment, drinking water, solid waste disposal). The
last decade was one in which solid conservative tax-free public investments became
masse in the face of corporate junk bonds and 12 percent S&L accounts. It is time to
restore investment in our own communities as a solid personal and institutional in-
vestment choice. One of the critical consequences of the 1986 tax change is that mu-
nicipal securities became much less desirable for institutional investors. According
to the Public Securities Association, banks have reduced their holdings by more
than $100 billion because of the arbitrage limitations on deductibility of interest.
Insurance companies have likewise cut their portfolios of municipal securities. If
local and state governments can rely only on private investors, bond subscriptions
must offer high interest rates and the market capacity for these important securi-
ties must shrink. Is this the public policy we want to foster?

The foreclosure, moreover, of the private investment sources for environmental
compliance can only increase demand for di ect federal financial support for grant
programs to meet federal environmental sta? lards. Do we really want to return to
the multiplicity of federal grants with all he costly federal requirements they
entail? These are political decisions, not market or economic choices. The
wastewater construction grant program was beset with unnecessarily long delays
and changing rules. That program is phasing out into a revolving loan program
which ACEC has consistently supported. But the political pressure to return to
direct federal financing is inevitable to meet federal requirements. Deficit pressure
is no restraint. S. 1081, the Senate proposal to reauthorize the Clean Water Act,
contains a new $2 billion plus grant program. A healthy and reasonable private in-
vestment option is the only sound alternative.

(b) Increased productivity through infrastructure investment
Conventional wisdom in the 80s suggested that prosperity and growth resulted

from maximizing investment in the private sector. However, recent analysis sug-
gests that investment in public facilities has a direct impact on national productivi-
ty and, thereby, competitiveness. A study published this year by the Economic
Policy Institute entitled Public Investment and Private Sector Growth by Dr. David
A. Aschauer concludes that the decline in infrastructure investment between 1970
and 1985 has paralleled the decline in productivity in the private sector. Further he
concludes that comparison among the industrialized nations shows increased infra-
structure investment yields higher productivity (see chart following). In fact, As-
chauer's calculations demonstrate that the return on private capital would actually
have increased by 2% if U.S. infrastructure spending had remained at the 1970
level. Further, productivity growth, he concludes, would be at 2.1% for the period
1970-88 rather than the dismal 1.4% it has sunk to. S. 90 would help reverse this
trend and improve our infrastructure deficit as well as private productivity.
(c) Resuscitate the financial health of US. cities, counties, and states

The bankruptcy of the City of Bridgeport, CT, is only the latest and most shocking
of the stories of extraordinary deficits by state and local governments. Much of this
is, of course, due to the collapse of the real estate industry in many communities.
But it is also related to the reliance by governments on income sources, such as lot-
tery proceeds, which are not reliable and tied to fluctuating consumer habits. This
is particularly critical when capital spending is a function of fluctuating revenue
sources. Sewer, water, and waste collection revenues are relatively recession proof
and have always been seen as stable for bond repayment. S. 90 would create the
solid debt financed revenue bonds which permit localities to meet the long term cap-
ital needs of environmental compliance.
(d) Restoration of economic growth through job creation and private investment

When asked what factors cause industry and businesses to locate in a community,
the availability of adequate capacity in sewer, water, waste disposal, and other local
utilities is always near the top of the list. The ability of communities to plan for
growth to attract new residents and businesses is a key factor in job creation and
expansion of the tax base. Federal policy to support capital long term planning
through the tax code has been a key factor in post World War II growth. The
change in this policy implemented in the '86 law cannot stimulate new growth, but,
in fact, is likely to reduce opportunities for new job creation. S. 90 will restore the
ability of communities to have a reliable source of reasonable cost capital for envi-
ronmental compliance facilities that will provide the capacity for growth, as well as
assure the quality of life to make them desirable places to live.

The Joint Committee on Taxation estimated that S. 90 would produce a short
term revenue demand of a few hundred million dollars. Isn't that worth the im-
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proved environmental compliance, international competitiveness, job growth and
quality of life that it will mean for hundreds of communities, large and small? The
American Consulting Engineers Council thinks so.

We urge favorable consideration of S. 90 and speedy passage in the Senate.
Sincerely,

ANDREW J. PARKER, JR., President,
American Consulting Engineers
Council.

Figure 7
Cross-Country Comparison of Productivity Growth

and Public Investment to'GDP Ratio
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TmE CITY or Ntw YORK

Statement of David N. Dinkins, Mayor of the City of New York and
Elizabeth Holtzman, Comptroller of the City of Now York

We are pleased to submit these comments on behalf of the

City of New York (the "City") in connection with proposals currently

before your committee to change the provisions of the Internal

Revenue Code (thi' "Code") with respect to tax-exempt bonds. It is

our understanding that In many respects these proposals reflect the

work of various groups, including a commission to study tax-exempt

financing organized by Congressman Beryl Anthony (the "Anthony

Commission"), to reexamine certain provisions of the Tax Reform Act

of 1986 (the "1986 Act") relating to tax-exempt financing.

As you may know, after years of deterioration of the City's

infra 'ructure and capital facilities following the New York City fiscal

crisis of 1975, the City in 1986 announced a 10 year capital program

which contemplated the issuance of approximately $2.5 billion in

tax-exempt debt annually. This program was increased in 1988, but

recently was scaled back somewhat in 1990. As a result of this

program, the City has been the largest municipal issuer of tax exempt

debt in the country. As such, the City strongly supports the efforts

of the Anthony Commission and other groups to have Congress

reexamine the provisions of the Internal Revenue Code relating to

tax-exempt finan Ing. S.913 introduced by Senator Baucus

Incorporates many of the recommendations of the Anthony Cnommission.

General Statement

Although the Committee has before It many proposals of

interest to the City of New York, this statement concerts only the

proposals relating to tax-exempt financing.
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As a general matter, the City wholeheartedly endorses

proposals to reduce the burdens of the 1986 Act on legitimate issuers

of tax-exempt financing, Including S. 0, introduced by Senators

Bor-en and Domenirl, and S. 150, introduced by Senator MoynEhAn.

While the City fully understands the desire of Congress in the 1986

Act to eliminate abuses by certain Issuers of tax-exempt debt under

prior law (which abuses Involved attempts to earn an arbitrage profit

or to benefit private businesses rather than munlcipalitle), it has

been the City's Pxperience that the provisions of the 1986 Act

relating to Issuance of tAx exempt obligations went far beyond what

wiAs necessary to eliminate such abuses. In many cases, the City has

found that the provisions of the 1986 Act preclude its abilIty to

finance legitimate m=ielpal activities with tax-exempt debts. In

addition severe administrative burdens have been placed on City

personnel In complying with these provisions, and the cost of such

.,'npUance in mAny cases is wholly disproportionate to the benefits

a&6,leved.

A further problem with many provisions of the 1986 Act is

that the City, its bond counsel, and ultimately the IRS and the

Treasury Departmepit, have had sIgnifIcant difficulty in interpreting

them, as appUed to a large Issuer like the City. For the first

fourteen months, after the Act was issued, from September 1986 until

October 1087, the City was unable to issue any long-term tax-exempt

debt financing new facilities at all. The issuance of IRS Notice 87-69

In October 1987 did clarify certain issues so that the City could go

forward with the tax-exempt financing of general munielpal capital

projects. Unfortunately, even five years after the passage of the

1986 Act, there remsin many unanswered questions, and the

uncertainties surrounding these provisions place a significant burden

on the rity and Its t&xpayers.

Many facilities which the City strongly believes should have

been financed on it tax-exempt basis have had to be financed with

taxable debt because of uncertainties surrounding the definition of

"private loan bonds", and the unreasonable restriction on private loan
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bonds applicable to large issuers. The City's recent experience has

been that the Internal Revenue Service is having significant difficulty

in resolving these uncertainties.
1  The City has in the past four

years been forced to in excess of $1 bilUon in taxable debt. Many of

the projects financed with this debt involved capital grants or

low-interest loans to homeowners and private developers of low-income

housing. The City believes that these projects carry out essential

ga,--. -ont functions of providing decent housing for low-income

people and should properly have been financed on a tax-exempt

basis. It is only because of the discriminatory and unfair restrictions

on large issuers and the legal uncertainties as to what constitutes a

loan bond that the City has had to issue such a large amount of

taxable debt.

The City therefore believes that reforms to Sections 141 to

150 of the Code are necessary to permit the legitimate issuance of

tax-exempt municipal bonds for public purposes. As a general matter

the City supports the proposals to liberalize these provisions.

The City notes, however, that a number of the proposals in

S. 913 are intended to provide relief to small issuers. While it has

no objection to such proposals, it strongly believes that the Committee

should additionally consider, both as a matter of equity and balance,

at least one proposal, discussed below, which it believes will provide

significant relief to large issuers.

Sr,eciflc Comments:

A. S. 913 Proposals

The proposals in S. 913, as we understand them, would

liberalize the current law as follows:

(1) The $5 million small issuer exemption from rebate in

Section 148(f)(4) would be increased to $25 million;

1 On December 7, 1989, the City, on the advice of its baid counsel,

filed a request for an IRS private letter ruling that a number of Its
programs involving grants or below market interest loans to private

omeowners and developers of low-income housing are not in violation
of the private loan restriction. Eighteen months later the issues in
that ruling have yet to be resolved.

II | Imams
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(2) The 2-year spend down provision lit Section

14(f)(4)(Iv) would be made retroactive to August 15, 1989;

(3) The small issuer exception from the Interest expense

disallowance of Section 265(b)(3) would be increased from $10 million

to $25 million;

(4) The 5 percent test for private business use not related

or disproportionate to government use financed by th. issue in

Section 141(b)(3) would be repealed;

(5) Section 148 would be amended to permit the payment of

rebate In lieu of re-itricting yield on investment of bond proceeds;

(6) Section 148 would be amended to reduce the amount to

rebate from 100 percent to 90 percent of arbitrage earned;

(7) CertaIn advance refunding transactions would be

prohibited.

B. City Positlon

1. Committee Proposals

While as noted above the City generally supports all

liberalizations of the 1986 Act, proposals (1) and (3) above relating

to the small issuer exception do not help alleviate the City's problems

at all, and the Impact on the City of proposal (2), allowing the

retroactive application of Section 148(f)(4)(iv), is marginal at best.

The City strongly supports proposal (4) calling for the

repeal of the 5 percent test for unrelated business use. The

determination of related as opposed to unrelated use as well as the

proportionality test has been very difficult for the City, and does not

seem to advance the purposes of the statute. Elimination of this

requirement will enable the City and other issuers to have greater

flexibility in allociting debt proceeds, and obviate the need for

expensive tracking or related and unrelated use.

Proposal (5) relating to rebate will. in Hatt of yIeld

restrictions, be of some benefit to the City to the extent that it has

had to restrict the yield on the investment of bond proceeds in

accordance with the statute and the regulations. It is unclear at this

time, whether and to what extent, if at all, the City will have to pay

rebate. As a policy matter, the City believes that the dual
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requirement of both yield restriction and 100% rebate pnymenta on

arbitrage earned In excess of the statutory and regulatory safe

harbors is unnecessarily restrictive. We have no objection to the

Treasury's proposal that there be residual authority to impose both

requirements to prevent abuse. The City also supports proposal (6)

to reduce the amount of rebate required from 100 per,,ent to 90

percent of arbitrage carried,

The City is not affected by the seventh propo.;al, but it

believes It to be sownd tax policy.

b. Additional Proposal.

There Is one additional proposal that the City strongly

believes the Committee should consider. This relates to the limitation

on private loan bonds In Section 141(c). As you know, Section

141(c) currently limits the amount of the proceeds of a tax-exempt

issue that can be huaned to a private party to the lesser of 5% of an

issue or $5 million.

The City urges that Section 141(c) be amended to eliminate

the $5,000,000 per issue restriction and limit the definition of private

loan bonds to Issues in which more than 5% of the proceeds are used

to make private loans.

While this change would not affect any municipality that

issues less than $100,000,000 per Issue, It would permit the few large

Issuers, such as the City, that find it Is not economically feasible to

issue debt In amoutits of less than $100,000,000, to operate under the

same restrictions (i.e., no more than 5% of an Issue may be private

loan bonds) as smaller Issuers. Under current law, a Inrge issuer

like the City that, on the advice of Its lead underwriter, has had

two Issues in excess of $1 billion In the past year, is limited to using

only 0,5% of an issue for private loan bonds - one-tenth what a

smaller issuer can use.

The 1986 Tax Act limited the amount of proceeds to be used

for loans to the le.ser of 5% or $5 million to reduce the diversion of

government loan proceeds to conduit financing of non-governmental

users. It was not intended to affect the availability of tax exempt

financing for traditional governmental activities. In the City's case,
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the private loan ristrction prevents the use of tax-exelopt capital

financing for legitimate municipal programs which involve financing

private developers to carry out municipal functions. 'The City's

low-income housing programs, for example, which were structured

prior to the 1986 'l' ax Act, generally involve loans, or grants with

enforcement liens, to private homeowners and, in some cases, to

private developers of low-income housing. These programs were

patterned on the federal Interest subsidy housing programs of the

late 190's. As the programs were coming to fruition in 1986 and

tA7?, the City was advised by its bond counsel that some of the

elements of these programs, Involving loans or grants to private

contractors to build municipality subsidized and regulated private

housing for low-income families, might be considered private loan

bonds. Given this uncertainty and the restrictive $5 million limit on

private loan bonds, the City has been forced to finance significant

portions of its program on a taxable basis. The City has thus since

1986 been faced with a situation in which Important elements of its

malor program to combat the growing problem of homelessness can

only be financed with taxable debt, because of the arbitrary and

discriminatory operation of limitations In Section 141(c) of the Code.

The $5 million limitation permits smaller municipalitirs greater

flexibility In structuring these kinds of loan subsidy programs than

that afforded a larger municipality like the City of New York, even

though the needs and problems of larger cities In dealing with

homeless populations and unemployment are in many ways more

r,'essing.

Furthermore, as Indicated above, the City has long

contended that a significant portion of the funds advanced under

many of these programs are not in fact loans but are grants end thus

are not in fact private loans within the meaning of Section 141(c).

However, the IRS has yet to so rule. The City believes that lifting

the Joan bond restriction from $5,000,000 to 5% of an issue will

significantly alleviate the necessity for the City, the IRS and other

Issuers to have to make these kinds of delerinetons as to what

constitutes a "loan".
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Limiting large Issuers to the same percentage Ibettatlons as

smaller Issuers wil lift the unfair and discriminatory burden which

the 1086 Tax Act plaoes on the large cities of this nation. To the

City, this latter proposal Is of significantly greater benefit and

importance than all others advanced in S. 913. It urges that it be

Incorporated into any bill that Is reported.

COLORADO WATER RESOURCE & POWER DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY,
Denver, CO, June 21, 1991.

Mr. WAYNE HosIER,
U.S. Senate,
Committee on Finance,
Washington, DC.
RE: Written Testimony Regarding Public Hearing on June 12, 1991, Subcommittee

on Taxation, Senator David Boren, Chairman.
Dear Mr. Hosier: The Colorado Water Resources and Power Development Author-

ity has established two pooled-loan programs to assist cities, towns and districts
with the financing of their water supply and wastewater infrastructure needs. The
Authority is the Administrator of the Water Pollution Control Revolving Fund
(WPCRF), a revolving fund established to receive capitalization grants from the U.S.
EPA under the Clean Water Act of 1987. The Authority pools the needs of several
borrowers and then issues tax-exempt bonds to fund loans.

Most of the borrowers in our programs, with the exception of a few large borrow-
ers in the WPCRF, issue less than $10 million of tax-exempt bonds per year. On
their own, these cities, towns and districts are bank-qualified and benefit from tax
law provisions that permit banks to deduct a portion of the cost of carry of small-
issuer bonds. When qualifying small-issuer bonds are purchased by banks that pass
along a portion of these tax benefits to the issuers, the rates on these bonds may be
anywhere from 5 to 35 basis points less than if they were purchased by non-bank
investors and institutions.

Under current tax law, borrowers that participate in the pool lose their bank-
qualified status and the bank deductibility benefits. Therefore, a small issuer must
sacrifice lower rates associated with bank qualification to take advantage of econo-
mies of scale and national market access inherent in participation in a pooled issu-
ance.

The enclosed proposal would amend the tax code to permit the limited pass-
through of bank-qualified borrowing to participants in a pool. This benefits both the
small issuer and the U.S. Treasury. Small issuers participating in a pooled issue
achieve the lowest possible interest rates on their bonds from the pass-through of
the bank qualification, and achieve the lowest possible issuance and administrative
costs resulting from economies of participating in the pool. Fewer dollars spent on
cost of issuance and interest payments means fewer bonds issued and lower annual
debt service costs. For the U.S. Treasury, fewer tax-exempt bonds would mean a de-
crease in the supply of tax-exempt investments and a lower interest rate on such
investments.

Financing water supply and wastewater infrastructure to meet the Safe Drinking
Water Act and Clean Water Act requirements is an important issue facing Colora-
do's cities, towns and districts. This amendment would represent one small step in
decreasing the costs associated with these requirements.

I feel this proposal supports efforts to simplify tax code provisions, assists small
issuers in meeting their demands for infrastructure improvements, and gives these
same issuers a vehicle for accessing national financial markets that otherwise may
not be available to them.
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Senator Max Baucus and Representative Beryl F. Anthony are currently initiat-
ing tax code simplification measures on behalf of tax-exempt small issuers. I believe
this proposal would support and complement those efforts.

If you have any questions about this proposal, please feel free to call.

Sincerely,
DANIEL L. LAW, Executive Director.

Enclosure.

THE PASS-THROUGH OF BANK
DEDUCTIBILITY TO PARTICIPANTS

IN A POOLED ISSUE

IWAMAs-I
SUMMARY

The United States Senate Finance Committee and House Committee on Ways
and Means are considering comments and developing proposals on how
federal tax code provisions can be sirnplfied and made more efficient.

This proposal would amend the tax code to permit the limited pass-through of
bank-qualified borrowing to srng-issuer participants In a pooled issue.

The amendment would allow small Issuers of bank-qualifled bonds (also known
as qualified tax-exempt obligations) to sell their bonds to a pooling Issuer, or
bond bank, which would then designate and issue an equivalent amount of
pool securities as bank-qualified bonds and use the proceeds to buy the small
issuers' bonds. Any small-issuer bonds purchased with the proceeds of the
bank-qualified pool bonds could not subsequently be designated and sold In
the marketplace as bank-qualified bonds.

This benefits both the small issuer and the U.S. Treasury. Small issuers partici-
pating in a pooled Issue achieve the lowest possible interest rates on their
bonds from the pass-through of the bank qualification, and achieve the lowest
possible Issuance and administrative costs resulting from economies of partici-
pating In the pool. Fewer dollars spent on cost cl Issuance and Interest pay-
ments means fewer bonds Issued and lower annual debt service costs.

For the U.S. Treasury, fewer tax-exempt bonds would mean a decrease in the
supply of tax-exempt Investments and a lower inerest rate on such Investments,
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THE PANS-THROUGH OF BANK
DEDUCTIBILITY TO PARTICIPANTS

IN A POOLED ISSUE

HOW THE PASS THROUGH WOULD WORK

CURRENT LAW: Banks may purchase qualified tax-exempt bonds and deduct
80 percent of the cost associated with the purchase and carry of such bonds.
These bonds are sold by tax-exempt entities --the small Issuers- who expect to
borrow $10 million or less in a calendar year. Smr'l Issuers, who would issue
bank-qualified bonds on their own, do not receive this benefit when they partici-
pale in a pooled Issuance, unless the pool authority itself expects to issue less
than $10 million a year.

The value of bank qualification varies over lime; the interest rate on a bank-
qualified security may be anywhere from 5 to 35 basis points lower than an
identical bond that is not bank qualified, depending on credit market conditions
and the demand of banks for tax-exempt securities.

THE REQUEST: To permit the limited pass-through of bank-qualified borrowing
to small Issuers participating in a pooled bond Issuance.

THE BENEFITS: The addition of bank-qualified borrowing as a pass-through
feature supports lax simplification and helps those small Issuers targeted for
assistance by the staff of the House Committee on Ways and Means -- the
"governmental units which are unduly burdened by 1he admlnlstrative complex-
ity of rebate calculations...have difficulty accessing the national debt market at
reasonable rates and must rely heavily upon local banks as purchasers of their
ob'lgations.' I

-he small is.uer a the U.S. Treasury benefit from the pass-through. Small
issuers participating in a pooled Issue achieve the lowest possible Interest rates
on their bonds from the pass-through of the bank qualification, and achieve the
lowest possible Issuance and administrative costs resulting from the economies
of participating in the pool. Fewer dollars spent on cost of Issuance and Interest
payments means fewer bonds issued and lower annual debt service carrying
costs.

For the U.S. Treasury, fewer tax-exempt bonds means a decrease in the supply
of tax-exempt investments and a lower Interest rate on such Investments.

Committee on Ways and Means -U.S. House of Representa.ivee, "Wilten Proposls on Tax
Skmpification - Bond-related Proposals', Commitee Print - 101st Congres, 2nd Session. May
2S. 1990. p. 60.
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TE PASS-THR0UGH OF BANK
DEDUCTIBILITY TO PARTICIPANTS

IN A POOLED ISSUE

Bank-qualified borrowing Is one of two small Issuer exemptions; the other
exempts small Issuers from arbitrage rebate. As noted in the Joint Committee
on Taxation's General Explanation, the small Issuer arbitrage rebate exemption
can be passed-through to pooled-issue participants. This amendment will result
in parallel benefits to small Issuers with regard to bank-qualified Issues.

DETAILS OF THE PROPOSED TECHNICAL CORRECTION: Local issuers with
bank-qualifled bonds or loans sell these securities to the bond bank, The bond
bank designates and Issues an equivalent amount of bond-bank securities as
bank-qualified bonds. These bond-bank securities are then sold as bank-
qualified bonds and the benefit of lower Interest rates on these bonds is passed
through to the local issuer. Maturity schedules on the bond-bank securities
would be similar to those of the local bank-qualifled bonds. The portion of the
bond bank issuance that Is bank qualified can be processed either as a
separate series within an Issue or as a separate issue. In the amendment, the
publicly offered pooled Issue benefits from a lower rate only on the portion of its
sale used to purchase bank-deductible obligations, and the interest rate saving
will pass through to the qualified small issuers.

The bank-qualified designatron would either be retained by the small issuer or
passed through to the pooling authority, but would not be available to both. If
the bank qualification Is used by the pooling authority, tie local, snall issuer,
bonds purchased by the pooling authority may not at some future date be sold
as bank-qualified obligations.

What follows is a technical correction to Section 265(b) Internal Revenue code
of 1986. The proposed language has been carefully drafted with a view to
prevent any, perceived potential for abuse this proposal might raise with respect
to pooled inanoing.
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THE PISSTARoUM H OF BANK
DEDUCTIBILITY TO PARTICIPANTS

IN A POOLED ISSUE

THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT

BANK DEDUCTIBILITY:

Subparagraph (A) of Section 265(b)(3) Is amended to read as follows:

(A) IN GENERAL- Any qualified tax-exempt obligation acquired after
August 7, 1988, and any qualifled tax-exempt pooled ob:gation shall be treated
for purposes of paragraph (2) and Section 291 (e)(1)(B) as if it were acquired on
August 7. 1986.

Paragraph (3) of Section 265(b) Is amended by adding to the end thereof
the following new subparagraph:

(G) QUALIFIED TAX-EXEMPT POOLED OBLIGATION - For purposes of
subparagraph (A), the term "qualified tax-exempt pooled obligation" means a
tax-exempt oblgation Issued as part of an Issue

(1) which is not a private activity bond (as defined In Section 141);
and

(i) the proceeds of which are used actual y and exclusively
(I) to purchase obligations

(a) which satisfy the requirements of this paragraph [other
than the designation described in subparagraph (b)(3)
(B)(l)(llt)] provided that If the pool issuer has made the
designation described in subparagraph (b)(3)(B)(i)(llt)
none of the issuers of obligations purchased with the
proceeds of the qualified tax-exempt pooled obligations
of such Issue makes the designation described in such
subparagraph with respect to such purchased
obligations, and

(b) the weighted average maturity of which is not less than
the weighted average maturity oi the qualified tax-
exempt pooled obligations of such Issue; and

(11) to pay Issuance costs o1 the qualified tax-exempt pooled
obligation.

m l - m I
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STATEMENT OF THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE OFFICERS ASSOCIATION

INTRODUCTION

The Tax-Exempt Bond Simplification Act of 1991 (S. 913) is strongly supported by
the Government Finance Officers Association because it provides a modicum of
relief from the overly restrictive limits placed on tax-exempt bonds in the 1986 Tax
Reform Act. It also has been endorsed by 27 other organizations representing every
segment of the state and local government community in a Legislative Alert sent to
all U.S. Senators (attached), and the National Governors' Association has called for
its enactment. It is an important first step in correcting the unintended regulatory
overkill caused by the Tax Reform Act of 1986.

The need for relief from the costly administrative burdens imposed by the 1986
Tax Reform Act has been well documented and there is a consensus that Congress
overreacted to a few reports of perceived abuses. The costs to state and local govern-
ment associated with these changes have greatly exceeded any benefit to the federal
government and, indeed, public resources have been wasted to comply with needless
regulation.

Nevertheless, even though there is substantial support for simplification in the
Congress as well as in the Treasury Department, we are told that the costs of the
changes for the federal government may be prohibitive. We disagree with the ra-
tionale for estimating those costs and urge Congress to reject any argument that
results in an increased burden to state and local governments which far exceeds any
benefit to the federal government.

In these comments, responses are offered to the arguments presented against pro-
visions in S. 913 by the Joint Tax Committee in its pamphlet, "Description of Tax
Bills (S. 90, S. 150, S. 267, S. 284, S. 649 and S. 913)."

PROVISION 1: FIVE PERCENT UNRELATED OR DISPROPORTIONATE USE TEST

The five percent disproportionate or unrelated use test is one of four tests used to
determine if a bond is classified as a governmental bond or a private-activity bond.
The Joint Tax Committee is correct in its assessment that this test effectively
lowers one of the other tests (the 10 percent private business use test) to 5 percent.
As an example, this test limits the amount of bond proceeds that could be used to
build a cafeteria in a school building if the cafeteria was operated privately and the
operator made payments to the school district for use of the cafeteria facility.

This is clearly not an abuse of tax-exempt financing and not something Congress
sought to curtail in 1986. The 10 percent private business use test is adequate and
in 1986 this test was made more restrictive by reducing the percentage from 25 to
10 percent. The effect of the five percent unrelated or disproportionate business use
test is that issuers are literally paying lawyers to review architectural plans to
verify that the floor space used by private users such as the cafeteria operator is not
excessive.

The Joint Tax Committee staff apparently believes that repealing this provision
will increase the private activities for which tax-exempt financing may be provided.
State and local governmental issuers do not routinely use some portion of their
bond proceeds for so-called private purposes. To begin with, these are governmental
issues and are subject to review and approval by voters or officials accountable to
elected officials. Decisions to undertake such financings are public decisions. Fur-
ther, we are unaware of any credible information available to the Joint Committee
staff on which it based its conclusions. No data collection mechanisms are in place
at the federal or state levels.

The Joint Tax Committee staff refers to these financings as "conduits." This is
totally misleading. A conduit bond is one where a governmental entity has no re-
sponsibility to repay the bond and the private beneficiary is solely responsible. The
bonds subject to the five percent disproportionate or unrelated use test are govern-
mental securities for which the governmental issuer is totally responsible for the
repayment of the bonds.

The Treasury Department acknowledges that this section is unintelligible. It rec-
ognizes that repeal of the five percent rule would accomplish significant simplifica-
tion without sacrificing significant policy objectives. The Department says it has no
objection to repeal if an acceptable offset is provided. We do not, however, believe
that there are any measurable revenue consequences to the repeal of this provision
because there is no indication that there is significant private use financing provid-
ed with governmental bonds and three other current law tests would continue to
limit private involvement.

49-891 0 - 92 - 14
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PROVISION 2: ELIMINATION OF THE YIELD RESTRICTION REQUIREMENT IN CERTAIN CASES

Requiring the yield restriction in those cases where rebate or the 1989 penalty
provision apply is completely unnecessary. The yield restriction rules were in place
prior to the enactment of arbitrage rebate and a strong argument can be made that
members of Congress were not made aware that they were imposing duplicative ar-
bitrage restrictions. Requiring issuers to restrict the yield they earn on bond pro-
ceeds that are invested for temporary periods to eliminate the earning of arbitrage
at the same time the issuer is subject to rebate can only be described as punitive.
The Treasury generally agrees with this position.

It is true as the Joint Committee staff notes that the two restrictions apply to
different time periods, but these periods overlap-thus these are overlapping re-
quirements. This belt and suspenders approach cannot be justified, and we point out
that it costs the federal government money. If issuers restrict yields on their invest-
ments, they are reducing the amount of rebate they must eventually pay to the fed-
eral government.

The Joint Committee staff proposal to impose rebate for some prescribed period
and then to impose yield restriction thereafter is a step in the right direction. How-
ever, we would suggest eliminating rebate altogether, imposing spend-out require-
ments during the first three years after the bond issuance and then subjecting
unused bond proceeds to yield restriction.

ISSUE 3: REDUCTION OF ARBITRAGE PROFITS SUBJECT TO REBATE

Permitting issuers to retain some reasonable percentage of their arbitrage rebate
as an incentive for them to maximize investment return is a sound policy. We only
question whether 10 percent is a large enough percentage-25 percent may be more
appropriate. We subscribe to the view that this is a revenue-raising provision that
should be adopted immediately and the revenue raised should be used as an offset
for other bond relief provisions. The Treasury Department believes the proposal
merits serious consideration. The Joint Committee staff concern that this change
could lead to earlier and larger issuances of tax-exempt bonds is simple paranoia.

The concept of arbitrage sharing is one we believe should be explored more fully.
It may be possible to develop a streamlined arbitrage compliance system with issu-
ers and the Treasury sharing arbitrage profit in exchange for extremely simplified
compliance requirements.

POSITION 4: INCREASING THE SMALL-ISSUER REBATE EXCEPTION

Increasing the small-issuer rebate exception provides relief to those governments
most in need. A large number of issuers account for a small amount of total dollar
volume so it is possible to provide a substantial amount of simplification at little
cost. As the graph on the following page so vividly illustrates, 89.5 percent of all
municipal issues in 1990 were less than $25 million, but these accounted for only
28.6 percent of total municipal volume. It is safe to say that the governmental bonds
eligible for this exception are not arbitrage-motivated. These bonds are for core gov-
ernmental facilities such as schools, streets, city halls, fire trucks, etc.

There are several other reasons to increase this exception. Small issuers go to
market infrequently and when they do, they often package several projects together
to reduce issuance costs. Issuers whose total annual borrowing exceeds the $5.0 mil-
lion limit should not be forced into more frequent and costly borrowing practices. It
has been five years since the arbitrage rebate was enacted and project costs have
escalated during that time. The $5.0 million limit is now less adequate than ever.
The existence of computer programs for calculating rebate does not simplify the
rebate requirement substantially. The Joint Committee staff fails to point out that
the source of complexity is the mind-boggling tracking of investment and expendi-
ture transactions through the accounting system and the collection of the data that
is used in the computer program. The actual calculation of rebate is not a signifi-
cant compliance problem.

Another reason to expand this exception is because other options that were to be
made available to issuers are not viable options. For example the Treasury Depart-
ment's State and Local Government Series (SLGS) program was intended as a mean-
ingful rebate safe harbor. Treasury has been unable to date to fulfill the intent of
the law which was adopted with issuer support in 1986. Rigid administrative re-
quirements limit the utility of the program, and the federal government fails to pro-
vide a reasonable return on the investment of bond proceeds.
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PROVISION 5: RETROACTIVE RELIEF FOR CERTAIN CONSTRUCTION BOND ISSUES

The burdens and complexity of the arbitrage rebate which Congress recognized
and responded to in 1989 by actingig the two-year rebate exception should not be
imposed on any bond issuer. Congress should provide relief to issuers who must
comply with an unworkable requirement. Issuers should be given the option of com-
plying with the two-year requirement and not saddled with up to 15, 25 or 35 more
years of rebate compliance.

PROVISION 6: EXPANSION OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTION SMALL-ISSUER EXCEPTION

The bank interest small-issuer exception should not be viewed simply as an un-
necessary tax subsidy to financial institutions as the Joint Tax Committee staff pro-
poses. This is a method of finance used by many small jurisdictions that do not have
access to the national capital markets to finance their infrastructure and other
public facilities. The Joint Committee staff misses the point that issuers who rely on
local banks are incurring lower issuance costs. If the banks cannot use the deduc-
tion, borrowers have to find other purchasers and, in other instances, they have to
pay higher interest costs to the banks which means more tax-exempt borrowing is
outstanding.

The availability of the interest deduction permits banks to offer lower-cost financ-
ing to governmental entities most in need. There is another advantage that should
not be overlooked. Bank investments in municipal bonds are stable investments. It
is in the national interest to provide banks with incentives to invest in municipal
bonds rather than risky real estate and other investments that have been the cause
of the recent financial crisis in the banking industry.

The bank interest deduction provision was not treated as a tax-exempt bond pro-
vision in 1986-it was a banking provision. Therefore any revenue loss associated
with a change in this provision should not be associated with tax-exempt bonds in
1991.

The Joint Tax Committee staff points to the growth of individual investors in tax-
exempt bonds as the solution to the marketing difficulties historically addressed by
bank and other financial institution purchasers. In other words, the banks were the
buyers of last resort. The strength of individual investors in the last few years
should not be assumed to be a long-term trend. If other competing investment vehi-
cles are made available and faith in the stock market is fully restored there could
be a reduction in individual demand resulting in considerable volatility in the mu-
nicipal market.

Questions concerning these comments should be directed to Cathy Spain or Ruth Wallick,
Government Finance Officers Association, 1750 K St., NW, Washington, D.C. 20006 (202) 429-
2750.
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Legislative Alert
from

Airport Operators Council International
American Association of Port Authorities

American Association of School Administrators
American Association of State Colleges and Universities

American Planning Association
American Public Gas Association

American Public Power Association
American Public Works Association

Association of Local Housing Finance Agencies
Association of Metropolitan Sewerage Agencies

Association of Metropolitan Water Agencies
Council of Infrastructure Financing Authorities

Government Finance Officers Association
International Bridge, Tunnel and Turnpike Association

International Institute of Municipal Clerks
Municipal Treasurers Association
National Association of Counties

National Association of Development Organizations
National Association of Elementary School Principals

National Association of State Auditors, Comptrollers and Treasurers
National Association of State Treasurers

National Conference of State Legislatures
National Council of Health Facilities Finance Authorities

National League of Cities
National School Boards Association

Public Housing Authorities Directors Association
U. S. Conference of Mayors

Water Pollution Control Federation

TO: United States Senators

DATE: May 8, 1991

SUBJECT. S. 913 -- a Bill Introduced by Senators Baucus, Dodd, Boren and Riegle

ACTION NEEDED: The national public interest groups listed above urge you to co-
sponsor S. 913, introduced by Senators Baucus, Dodd, Boren and Riegle which provides relief
from some of the overly restrictive provisions on the ability of state and local governments to
finance critical infrastructure projects.

THE LEGISLATION: The legislation seeks to simplify provisions authorized as part of the
1986 tax reform law which adversely affect the ability of state and local governments to
finance vital public capital projects. In fact, the bill addresses several of the suggestions
made by the Joint Tax and the Ways and Means Committees in their 1990 reports on tax
simplification.
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Specifically, the legislation, if enacted, would make changes in the tax-exempt bond are that
would relieve government from administrative and financial burdens and provide some
incentives to institutional investors to purchase bonds sold by small governments to pay for
needed infrastrucure.

Tax-exempt bonds are the major financing tool used by state and local governments to build
schools, roads, jails, hospitals, solid waste projects and other public facilities. The
simplification measure contained in S. 913 would, although incremental, So a long way in
assisting states, counties, cities and other governmental entities in providing these important
public services throughout the country.

S. 913, as drafted, would-

o raise the small-issuer arbitrage rebate exception from S5 million to S25 million;

o permit issuers to retain 10 percent of the rebate owed as an incentive to maximize
investment earnings;

o raise the small-issuer bank interest deduction exception from S10 million to 525 million;

o make the arbitrage rebate relief provision enacted in 1989 retroactive to bonds issued
after August 31, 1986;

o repeal the five percent unrelated or disproportionate use rule; and

o eliminate the yield restriction requirement if the issuer complied with the rebate
requirement.

Clearly, these simplification measures are not major spending proposals, and once again, we
urge you to support S. 913 as a sure way to help your state and local governments provide
necessary public services in a cost-effective manner.

Thank you for your support, and we look forward to working with you. If you have any
questions, please contact Cathy Spain or Joanne Field. Federal Liaison Center, Government
Finance Officers Association, 1750 K Street, N.W., Suite 200, Washington, D.C. 20006.
(202/429-2750).
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STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL RURAL WATER ASSoCIATION

Thank you very much for allowing the National Rural Water Association and its
45 state affiliate organizations to testify before your Committee today. Our organiza-
tion represents over 10,400 small community rural water and sewer systems in the
48 contiguous states.

The purpose of our testimony is to strongly support the passage of S. 90. Our pri-
mary reason for this support is that small communities and rural water and
wastewater systems are in great need of financial assistance in order to modify ex-
isting facilities or construct new facilities to meet the expanding federal environ-
mental protection requirements.

The size of the problem faced grows each month. Initial estimates for the cost to
comply with only the first requirement of the Safe Drinking Water Act were over
$3.0 billion for small systems. With each new contaminant covered by EPA, the cost
will grow. With the federal Farmers Home Administration (FmHA) grant and loan
program funded at less than one-third of this level, small communities will not be
able to meet these environmental protection needs without access to private finan-
cial markets.

We would like to raise one additional issue that we-are requesting that you con-
sider irk this bill. We are requesting that these provisions of the tax code be ex-
tended to non-profit rural water systems that are eligible for grants or loans from
FmHA. Many of our rural water and sewer systems are not specifically units of
local government, but they do serve as the water or sewer utility for the wide geo-
graphic area they serve. Their inability to obtain bonding authority because of tax
code restrictions has caused a serious financial disadvantage to many rural areas of
our country. I would urge you to modify the IRS code to allow small FmHA eligible
rural water and sewer systems to be treated as units of local government for federal
tax purposes as defined by Section 115(c).

Thank you very much for the opportunity to testify and we urge the speedy pas-
sage of this bill.

NEW HAMPSHIRE MUNICIPAL BOND BANK,
Concord, NH, June 17, 1991.

Hon. DAVID BOREN,
U.S. Senate,
Hart Senate Office Building,
Washington, DC.

Dear Senator Boren: I am writing to ask for your support for the enclosed propos-
al which would provide pass-through of "bank deductibility" to participants in a
pooled bond issue. Please consider this letter and the enclosed proposal as written
testimony to your Subcommittee on Taxation's public hearing held June 12, 1991.

Participants in a pooled financing, according to current law, lose their "bank
qualified" status and the bank deductibility benefits. Therefore, a small issuer must
sacrifice lower rates associated with bank qualification to take advantage of econo-
mies of scale and national market access inherent in participation in a pooled issu-
ance.

The enclosed proposal would amend the tax code to permit the limited pass-
through of bank-qualified borrowing to participants in a pool. This benefits both the
small issuer and the U.S. Treasury. Small issuers participating in a pooled issue
achieve the lowest possible interest rates on their bonds from the pass-through of
the bank qualification, and achieve the lowest possible issuance and administrative
costs resulting from economies of participating in the pool. Fewer dollars spent on
cost of issuance and interest payments means fewer bonds issued and lower annual
debt service costs. For the U.S. Treasury, fewer tax-exempt bonds would mean a de-
crease in the supply of tax-exempt investments and a lower interest rate on such
investments.

We feel this proposal supports efforts to simplify tax code provisions, assists small
issuers in meeting their demands for infrastructure improvements, and gives those
same issuers a vehicle for accessing national financial markets that otherwise may
not be available to them.

Sincerely,
HOYT A. HANEY, Executive Director.

Enclosures.
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Subparagraph (A) of Section 265(b)(3) in amended to read
as follows|

(A) IN GEMNRAL - Any qualified tax-exempt obligation
acquired after August 7, 1986 or any qualified tax-exempt
pooled obligation shall be treated for purposes of paragraph
(2) end Section 291(e)(1)(5) as if it were acquired on
August 7, 1986.

Subparagraph (F) of Section 265(b)(3) is amended by
adding to the end thereof the following new sentence:

For purposes of this subparagraph (f),.the term
*composite issue" shall not include any qualified tax-exempt
obligation merely by a reason of its purchase by a pooled
issuer.

Paragraph (3) of Section 265(b) is amended by adding to
the end thereof the following new subparagraph:

(G) QUALIFIED TAX EXEMPT POOLED OBLIGATION - For
purposes of subparagraph (A), the term "qualified tax exempt
pooled obligation" means a tax-exempt obligation issued by a
pooled issuer as part of an issue

(1) which is not a private activity bond (as defined in
section 141);

(11) the proceeds of which are actually and exclusively
used to acquire one or more qualified tax-axempt
obligations;

(111) the face amount of which does not exceed the
aggregate amount of the acquired qualified
tax-exempt obligations; and

(IV) the debt service schadule'4. f.0 Which corresponds to
that of the acquired qualified tax-exempt
obligations.
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THE PAS-THROUGH OF BANK
DEDUCTIBILITY TO PARTICIPANTS

IN A POOLED ISSUE

HOW THE PASS THROUGH WOULD WORK

CURRENT LAW: Banks may purchase qualified tax-exempt bonds and deduct
80 percent of the cost associated with the purchase and carry of such bonds.
These bonds are sold by tax-exempt entities -the small issuers- who expect to
borrow $10 million or less in a calendar year. Small Issuers, who would Issue
bank-qualified bonds on their own, do not receive this benefit when they partici-
pate in a pooled Issuance, unless the pool authority itself expects to Issue less
than $10 million a year.

The value of bank qualification varies over time; the Interest rate on a bank-
qualified security may be anywhere from 5 to 35 basis points lower than an
Identical bond that Is not bank qualified, depending on credit market conditions
and the demand of banks for tax-exempt securities..

THE REQUEST: To permit the limited pass-through of bank-qualified borrowing
to small Issuers participating In a pooled bond Issuance,

THE BENEFITS: The addition of bank-qualified borrowing as a pass-through
feature supports tax simplification and helps those small issuers targeted for
assistance by the staff of the House Committee on Ways and Means -- the
"governmental units which are unduly burdened by the administrative complex-
ity of rebate calculations...have difficulty accessing the national debt market at
reasonable rates and must rely heavily upon local banks as purchasers of their
obligations.' I

The small is~uer &ad the U.S. Treasury benefit from the pass-through. Small
Issuers participating In a pooled issue achieve the lowest possible interest rates
on their bonds from the pass-through of the bank qualification, and achieve the
lowest possible issuance and administrative costs resulting from the economies
of participating in the pool. Fewer dollars spent on cost of issuance and interest
payments means fewer bonds Issued and lower annual debt service carrying
costs.

For the U.S. Treasury, fewer tax-exempt bonds means a decrease In the supply
of tax-exempt investments and a lower interest rate on such investments.

1 Comntlee on Ways and Means - U.S. House of Representatkves. Written Proposals on Tax
Simplifrcatlon - Bnd-related Proposals*, Comrittee Print - 101st Congress. 2nd Session, May
25. 1990, p. 60.
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'"HE PASS-THROUGH OF BANK
DEDUCTIBILITY TO PARTICIPANTS

IN A POOLED ISSUE

Bank-qualified borrowing is one of two small Issuer exemptions; the other
exempts small Issuers fior arbitrage rebate. As noted in the Joint Committee
on Taxation's General Explanation, the small issuer arbitrage rebate exemption
can be passed-through to pooled-Issue participants. This amendment will result
In parallel benefits to sina' Issuers with regard to bank-qualified Issues.

DETAILS OF THE PROPOSED TECHNICAL CORRECTION: Local Issuers with
bank-qualified bonds or loans sell these securities to the bond bank. The bond
bank designates and Issuet, an equivalent amount of bond-bank securities as
bank-qualified bonds. These bond-bank securities are then sold as bank-
qualified bonds and the benefit of lower Interest rates on these bonds is passed
through to the local Issuer. Maturity schedules on the bond-bank securities
would be similar to those of te local bank-qualified bonds. The portion of the
bond bank lssuaice that is bank qualified can be processed either as a
separate series within an issua or as a separate issue. In the amendment, the
publicly offered pooled Issue btanefits from a lower rate only on the portion of its
sale used to purchase bank-deductible obligations, and the interest rate saving
will pass through to the qualified small issuers.

The bank-qualified designation would either be retained by the small issuer or
passed through to the pooling authority, but would not be available to both. It
the bank qualification Is used byi the pooling authority, the local, small issuer,
bonds purchased by the pooling authority may not at some future date be sold
as bank-quarified obligations.

What follows Is a technical correction to Soction 265(b) Internal Revenue code
of 1986. The proposed language has been carefully drafted with a view to
prevent any perceived potential for abuse this proposal might raise with respect
to pooled financing.
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S THE PASS-THROUGH OF BANK
DEDUCTIBILITY TO PARTICIPANTS

IN A POOLED ISSUE

SUMMARY

The United States Senate Finance Committee and House Committee on Ways
and Means are considering comments and developing proposals on how
federal tax code provisions can be simplified and made more efficient.

This proposal would amend the tax code to permit the limited pass-through of
bank-qualified borrowing to small-issuer participants in a pooled Issue.

The amendment would aflow small Issuers of bank-qualified bonds (also known
as qualified tax-exempt obligations) to sell their bonds to a pooling issuer, or
bond bank, which would then designate and Issue an equivalent amount of
pool securities as bank-quaified bonds and use the proceeds to buy the small
isuers' bonds. Any small-Issuer bonds purchased with the proceeds of the
bank-qualified pool bonds could not subsequently be designated and sold in
the marketplace as bank-qualified bonds.

This benefits both the small issuer and the U.S. Treasury. Small issuers partici-
ating In a pooled Issue achieve the lowest possible Interest rates on their
nds from the pass-lhrough of the bank qualification, and achieve the lowest

possible Issuance and administrative coass resulting from economies of partici-
pating In the pool. Fewer dollars spent on cost of issuance and interest pay-
ments means fewer bonds Issued and lower annual debt service costs.

For the U.S. Treasury, fewer tax-exempt bonds would mean a decrease in the
supply of tax-exempt investments and a lower interest rate on such investments.
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STATEMENT OF THE PuBuc SEcuRITIES ASSocIATION

The Public Securities Association (PSA) is pleased to comment on three of the
bills that the Subcommittee is examining in today's hearing, S. 913, S. 150 and S. 90.
Each bill merits serious consideration by the Subcommittee. Specific comments on
each proposal follow.

PSA is the international trade organization of banks, securities firms and related
firms that underwrite and deal in state and local government securities, U.S. Gov-
ernment and agency securities, mortgage-related securities and money-market in-
struments. PSA's members account for approximately 95 percent of the nation's mu-
nicipal securities activity.

S. 913

S. 913, introduced during the 102nd Congress by Senator Max Baucus, is designed
to simplify the U.S. Tax Code as it pertains to tax-exempt municipal bonds and to
provide assistance to small communities seeking to finance capital investment. One
of the most important provisions of this bill would reduce borrowing costs for small
bond issuers by enhancing bank demand for small issue tax-exempt securities.

Background
One of the ways in which the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (TRA) influenced municipal

finance was by shifting the incentives facing potential investors in bonds. The most
immediate effect of the TRA with respect to demand involved commercial banks.
Prior to the TRA, commercial banks were allowed to deduct 80 percent of their in-
terest costs associated with holding tax-exempt bonds. Accordingly, banks were
active players in the bond market. By the end of 1985, banks held $231 billion worth
of all municipal bonds outstanding, or 35 percent.

The TRA, however, eliminated the ability of banks to deduct interest costs associ-
ated with carrying tax-exempt securities for all but a small class of municipal
bonds. Congress took this action to ensure that commercial banks could not elimi-
nate their income tax liability. PSA does not quarrel with the underlying premise of
this policy goal. Rather, we are concerned about the impact that loss of bank de-
ductibility has had on the composition of demand for municipal bonds, and by ex-
tension, what these demand changes portend for the future cost of borrowing for
state and local issuers.

Current Status
As a result of the changes in the 1986 Act, banks have steadily reduced their

holdings of bonds. As of the end of 1990, banks held just $117 billion worth of bonds,
amounting to a reduction of $114 billion since 1985. Consequently, commercial
banks (as a group) no longer support the bond market, but weaken it, since by sell-
ing bonds they add more supply to the market. In fact, banks undoubtedly would be
selling at a greater rate but for the fact that their holdings in 1986 were grandfa-
thered from the loss of bank deductibility.

Although it is difficult to quantify precisely, the loss of bank demand has certain-
ly kept municipal yields higher than they otherwise have been. One can get an idea
of the importance of bank demand by examining the one sector of bonds that banks
are allowed to purchase with deductibility. In 1986, Congress decided to support the
market for bonds issued by small cities and towns by allowing banks to deduct 80
percent of the cost of carrying public purpose (non-private activity) bonds issued by
communities that issue $10 million or less in such bonds annually. Congressional
policy goals have been served well by this provision. Although disinvesting in the
municipal market as a whole, banks have remained active in the market for bonds
issued by small communities (so-called "bank qualified" bonds).

Communities that qualify as issuers of bank-qualified bonds enjoy a yield advan-
tage over similar communities that do not qualify. This advantage varies widely de-
pending on market forces, but is currently somewhere in the neighborhood of 15 to
25 basis points (0.15 to 0.25 percentage points) and has been as high as 35 basis
points in 1990. In other words, small issuers are able are able to finance their public
needs more economically because the "bank-qualified" provision stimulates bank in-
vestment. In 1989, approximately $11.5 billion in bank-qualified securities were
issued, resulting in an interest cost savings of between $173 million and $228 mil-
lion for those issuers over the lives of their issues. Raising the limit for bank-quali-
fied bonds to $25 million annually, as is proposed in S. 913, would extend the inter-
est rate benefit to a wider group of small communities and would provide current
small issuers with greater latitude in planning their financing activities.
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Other S. 913 Provisions
In addition to expanding the number of communities that qualify to issue bank-

qualified bonds, S. 913 also contains other provisions that would assist small com-
munities and simplify the Tax Code as it pertains to public finance. The bill would:

-Raise the annual issuance limit for exemption from arbitrage tracking and
rebate regulations from $5 million to $25 million.

-Require that only 90 percent of arbitrage earnings be refunded to the Treasury.
-Make the exemption from arbitrage regulations for construction bonds spent

down within two years retroactive to the effective date of the TRA.
-Repeal the five percent unrelated and disproportionate private use rule.
-Allow arbitrage rebate to correct errors in yield restriction fdr bond proceeds.

S. 150

S. 150, introduced by Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan, would alter the tax treat-
ment of bonds issued by non-profit tax-exempt institutions as defined in section
501(cX3) of the Tax Code. The bill would expand financing options for non-profit in-
stitutions and would remove some of the restrictions imposed on these institutions
by the Tax Reform Act of 1986.
Background

Before 1986, tax-exempt bonds issued for non-profit institutions were treated es-
sentially in the same manner as bonds issued directly for state and local govern-
ments, with essentially no restrictions on volume of issuance by 501(cX3) organiza-
tions. The Tax Reform Act of 1986, however, imposed two significant restrictions on
tax-exempt securities issued on behalf of 501(cX3) organizations. First, the Act classi-
fied 501(cX3) bonds as private-activity bonds I and subjected 501(cX3) bonds to many
of the same issuance restrictions as mortgage-revenue bonds, small-issue industrial
development bonds and other private-activity bonds. Second and more important,
the Act placed a limit of $150 million on the volume of tax-exempt bonds that any
non-hospital 501(cX3) organization can have outstanding at any time.

In crafting the private-activity bond restrictions in the 1986 Tax Reform Act Con-
gress recognized the unique role of 501(cX3) organizations that issue tax-exempt
debt. The Act exempted 501(cX3) bonds from many of the private-activity restric-
tions, such as annual state volume caps, the advance refunding prohibition, and lim-
itations on the use of tax-exempt financing for the acquisition of land and existing
property. However, despite the latitude that these exemptions provide for 501(cX3)
organizations, a number of institutions remain constrained by the $150 million
limit. Because the limitation is not indexed for inflation, and because of the fiscal
pressures being faced by many institutions of higher education, the number of orga-
nizations affected by the limit is likely to grow considerably in coming years.

Current Status
The institutions hardest hit by the $150 million restriction are private, tax-

exempt colleges and universities. Today, approximately twr' dozen private, non-
profit colleges and universities have reached their $150 million limit and are pre-
cluded from any additional tax-exempt borrowing. S. 150 would remove the $150
million issuance limitation and would otherwise treat bonds issued by 501(cX3) orga-
nizations in the same manner as other non-private-activity tax-exempt bonds.

The $150 million limitation was imposed to prevent the excessive issuance of tax-
exempt bonds by what were perceived as wealthy, well-endowed institutions that
could afford to finance a portion of their capital investment at taxable interest
rates. However, there is no direct correlation between an institution's level of en-
dowment and its capital financing needs. Under current law, it is possible for a
large but poorly endowed institution to reach its tax-exempt financing cap and be
precluded from further issuance.

In addition, in order to take advantage of economies of scale in issuing securities,
many 501(cX3) issuers participate in pooled financings where proceeds from a single
issue actually benefit a number of institutions. Because the $150 million limitation
has removed some of the nation's larger educational institutions from the tax-
exempt market, fewer pooled financings now take place. As a result, many smaller
institutions now find it difficult--or more expensive-to access the market.

1 Private activity bonds are bonds where more than 10 percent of the proceeds of an issue are
used by a private party and more than 10 percent of the debt service is secured by a private
party. There are significant restrictions on the ability of states and localities to issue private-
activity bonds.
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By removing the $150 million limit for non-hospital 501(cX3) institutions and oth-
erwise treating non-profit organizations like state and local governments for the
purpose of issuing tax-exempt bonds, S. 150 recognizes the important public purpose
served by non-profit institutions and addresses problems created by the 1986 Tax
Reform Act provisions.

S. 90

S. 90, introduced earlier this year by Senator Pete Domenici (D-NM), is a bill de-
signed to provide financing incentives for investment in infrastructure projects that
benefit the environment. The bill would, among other things, remove some of the
more significant restrictions placed on tax-exempt private-activity environmental fi-
nancing in the Tax Reform Act of 1991.

Background
State and local governments have traditionally played a large role in financing

much of our nation's environmental infrastructure through the building of sewer
and water systems, solid waste disposal systems, and other environment-related cap-
ital investment projects. Before 1986, tax law provisions allowed a considerable
amount of latitude to issuers that financed environmental infrastructure with tax-
exempt debt, even when the projects involved the private sector to a significant
degree. Under provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, however, private-activity
bonds issued to finance sewage treatment systems, solid and hazardous waste dispos-
al systems and water-furnishing facilities were, together with other private-activity
bonds, subject to annual state volume cap restrictions and other issuance limita-
tions. Certain uses for tax-exempt finance, such as private pollution-control facili-
ties, were eliminated altogether by the Act.

Current Status
According to a report by the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Rela-

tions (ACIR) titled "The Volume Cap for Tax-Exempt Private-Activity Bonds: State
and Focal Experience in 1989," state and local governments issued $2.4 billion of
tax-exempt private activity bonds to finance environmental projects in 1989, ac-
counting for 16 percent of all bonds issued under state volume caps. The ACIR has
also found that 1989 issuance of sewage and waste disposal bonds was 49.4 percent
lower than the annual average from the period 1984-1986, before the imposition of
state volume caps. The 1989 volume for pollution control bonds was 93.4 percent
lower than the 1984-1986 annual average. Although accurate and complete data on
volume cap allocation are difficult to obtain, there is significant anecdotal evidence
that environmental projects receive relatively small allocations, largely due to com-
petition for allocation with other, more visible types of private-activity projects.

There is also evidence that demand for volume cap for environmental projects far
outweighs the allocation, especially in large states like California and Florida. More-
over, environmental projects like solid waste disposal facilities often require such
large allocations that a single project could exhaust a state's entire annual volume
cap. In all, private-activity bonds have constrained bond-issuers in financing envi-
ronmental investment, especially for projects involving the private sector.

S. 90 would create a new class of governmental tax-exempt bonds called "infra-
structure bonds." Infrastructure bonds could be used to finance sewage, so id waste
and hazardous waste management programs and water-furnishing facilities, regard-
less of the involvement of private parties. The bonds would also be used for "any
other facilities whose purpose is to enable state or local governments to comply with
federal environmental requirement." Infrastructure bonds would enjoy the same
status as non-private-activity bonds now enjoy. Thus, infrastructure bonds would not
be subject to state volume caps. In addition, the bill modifies the arbitrage rebate
requirement for proceeds of tax-exempt debt to allow issuers more latitude in carry-
inf out environmental infrastructure projects. The bill would also put environmen-

infrastructure facilities in a seven-year accelerated cost recovery system (ACRS)
category, with a ten-year class life for the purpose of the alternative depreciation
system.

By expanding the use of tax-exempt bond financing for private-activity environ-
mental infrastructure projects, S. 90 recognizes that such services as providing
drinking water, processing waste water and disposing of solid waste are traditional
government activities, regardless of who owns the facilities that provide the serv-
ices. The bill would provide meaningful and effective assistance to states and local-
ities in providing these traditional government services. By using tax-exempt bonds
as an incentive mechanism, the bill would provide latitude and flexibility to state
and local governments in defining local or regional environmental problems and
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providing solutions in partnership with the private sector. PSA supports the concept
behind S. 90 and urges the consideration of responsible measures to assist states and
localities in carrying out their responsibilities of providing environmental services.



[COMMENTS ON S. 267-BARING STATE SOURCE
TAX]

STATEMENT OF THE AIR LINE PiLOTs ASSOCIATION

The Air Line Pilots Association is proud to give its strong support to S. 267, on
behalf of all our active and retired members. ALPA represents 43,000 pilots at 44
airlines.

The Association believes that some states are running afoul of individual rights,
in their overzealous efforts to eliminate the- red ink from their budgets. In despera-
tion these states have resorted to taxing their old and defenseless former residents.
Easy targets for taxation, these are law-abiding people who previously lived, worked
and paid taxes within one state's borders but who have chosen, for watever reason,
to retire outside them.

This practice is, in the purest sense, taxation without representation, and the As-
sociation strongly supports S. 267 as a necessary means to stopping it.

State taxes create state revenue. State revenue is then allocated to provide state
services to state residents. This process is all determined by elected state officials.
However, a non-resident does not enjoy the benefits of this allocation process, nor
can he influence the process. He is not represented. There is no one, over whom his
vote has control, that he can turn to. He has no vote.

While the states have, and should have, significant powers under our nation's
system of federalism, these powers must be curtailed in areas of overriding national
concern. Since aviation is one of these areas, we fully appreciate the need for feder-
al controls.

We believe state taxation of retired former residents is another such area. Con-
gress has an overriding interest in protecting the free movement of its citizens from
one state to another. This includes the right of citizens of one state to be free of
governmental intrusion by a state of former residence via remote taxation.

The authority of Congress to enact this legislation is clear. It has limited the
states' taxing authority on several occasions. One example involves pilots and flight
attendants whose jobs may require them to occupy airspace over several sates. An
amendment to the Federal Aviation Act prohibits a state from taxing them on this
basis alone. Another example involves military personnel who are assigned to duty
in a state which is not their state of domicile. The Soliders' and Sailors'- Relief Act
provides that their military pay cannot be taxed by the non-domicile state. And, of
course, federal law prohibits any state (such as Maryland or Virginia) from taxing
the income of Members of Congress who maintain an abode in such state for pur-
poses of fulfilling their duties in Washington.

The case of retirees who move to another state is no less compelling. It should be
obvious that retirees have the unfettered right to break their ties to a state in
which they formerly resided. But they never can break those ties when they are
subjected to sources taxes on their retirement income. In conclusion, the Association
firmly supports this bill, designed to safeguard retirees from such abuse.

June 6, 1991
WAYNE HOSIER/ED MIHALSKI,
C/O Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, DC.
SUBJECT: Senate Hearing on Pension Tax (Source Tax)

A recent column in the Washington Post dated June 6 1991, alerted readers to the
impending Senate hearing on a bill to bar a state from taxing people who move to
another state.

I support a Senate Committee bar which disallows any taxing authority from re-
quiring the payment of taxes from a former citizen of the taxing authority which
mightbelbased on the former residency status, i.e. Source tax.

(426)
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To permit such taxation is in reality "taxation without representation," a tenant
that is one of the cornerstones of our Revolution and Constitution. To allow such an
inequitable violation of the basic Bill of Rights guaranteed by our Constitution is
unthinkable. It is perfectly understandable that from a political point of view, state
politicians believe they will have the best of both worlds; a revenue raising vehicle
without fear of reprisal from the voters, since those taxed have no voting rights in
the former state. Clearly it is taxation without representation.

Personally I would take the position one step further, such that those senior citi-
zens whose soul source of income is a retirement pension should be relieved of all
state and federal income taxes. After laboring many years and supporting the feder-
al and local governments via income taxes, they have "paid their fair share" and
should be able to enjoy their "golden years" without being encumbered with tax
bites out of their fixed incomes.

I urge the committee members to submit, and the Senate to enact, a taxing law
which, at least, bars any state from taxing a former residents retirement income,
for any reason or under any circumstances.

RAYMOND A. ALLEN.
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AMERICAN FOREIGN SERVICE ASSOCIATION,
Washington, DC, June 5, 1991.

Hon. DAVID L. BOREN, Chairman,
Subcommittee on Taxation,
Committee on Finance,
205 Senate Dirksen Office Building,
Washington, DC.

Dear Senator Boren: We wish to record our support for S. 267, "a bill to prohibit a
state from imposing an income tax on the pension or retirement income of individ-
uals who are not residents or domiciliaries of that state" on which you have sched-
uled a hearing before your Subcommittee on June 12, 1991.

Our Association represents the interests of the Foreign Service of the United
States. As you know, during their careers, Foreign Service personnel are assigned
abroad for extended periods of time. While residing overseas, they may designate a
certain State as a "legal," or "home leave," residence. In most instances, however,
this represents a residence in name only since they rarely have occasion to benefit
from any State services. Naturally, they are obliged to pay whatever taxes are due
from them while claiming a State as their legal residence.

We understand that certain States are asserting their authority to levy a "source
tax" on the annuities or pensions of retired persons now living elsewhere, but who
maintained a legal residence during their working years in a "source tax" State.
Apparently the rationale is that if an individual's retirement income was earned
during years of residence in a "source tax" State-even though the source of their
income was outside of that State-that State has the right to collect an income tax
on that person's retirement income, irrespective of his/her present State of resi-
dence.

This practice inflicts an injustice on those Foreign Service retirees who, during
their years of employment, may have maintained a legal residence in a "source tax"
State but who realized no income originating from within that State. Moreover,
equity suggests that all retired taxpayers (including those retired from the Foreign
Service) should pay a State income tax on their retirement income only to the State
in which they actually reside, where they receive benefits and services, and have
the right to vote and petition their representatives.

Accordiifgly, we urge that your Committee support the passage of S. 267 by the
Senate, thereby taking action to rectify the injustice implicit in a "source tax" State
imposing an income tax on the retirement income of persons not resident of that
State. -

We would appreciate this letter being incorporated as a part of the record of your
Subcommittee's hearings on S. 267.

Sincerely yours,
THEODORE S. WILKINSON, President.
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3171 Brillden Court
San Diego, CA 92117
18 June 1991

Messrs. Wayne Hosier & Ed Mihalski
c/o U.S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Messrs. Hosier & Mihalski:

All About the Writers: Paula Anselmo and James Boyle have
shared the purchase of a residence in San Diego, CA. They
are both employed as Department of the Navy civil service
employees. They both pay state income, sales and real estate
taxes and automobile registration fees. They vacation within
and without the state of California. They are honest, voting
patriots who love each other and their state and country.
They also adamantly and passionately oppose the source tax in
any form for any state in the Union. Although any "right"
thinking non-lawyer would intuitively agree with the
"wrongness" of this idiotic and zealous misuse of unfettered
tax powers, Paula and Jim will try to present their common
logic against this aggressive and oppressive tax concept.

Common Reasonin : We will present our arguments against the
"source tax" in a series of paragraphs that categorize our
simple views against this awful concept. Much of our
representations will be presented as questions that we would
like the tax collecting zealots to answer. Questions posed
to encourage discussion, provoke thought and illicit
response.

Argument #1 - Why State Tax? We believe it is to develop and
maintain systems such as roads, parks, legal, regulatory,
licensing and legislative. There are probably others, but
the common thread of these services is that they are internal
to the state and are provided to the permanent or visiting
public of that state. Neither does the state export services
nor do they import tax moneys. States seem to recognize the
reasonability of free trade zones, and customs holding areas
for the sake of not applying taxes until merchandise is
inventoried and/or sold within the state. The states
withhold applying sales taxes, auto registration fees and
income taxes until a sale is made, or the owner of an auto
chooses to use it on the highway or until income is paid.
Clearly these practices describe a system that collects on
services rendered for a described period of use. In summary,
the state taxes are applied internally for internal service
systems.

Argument #2 - Why Taxation with Representation? As we pay
California taxes, as residents, we may vote for our state and
federal representatives. We thei-have some control over the
direction of state development through our representatives.
One person, one vote. We can only be a permanent resident of
one state. Neither does another state try to collect income
tax from us nor do they allow us to vote in their state. As
we use other state's highways or services, we are taxed as
they dictate through gasoline taxes, or park fees, etc., but
since we do not direct their state's development through
their political representatives, we likewise are not taxed as
residents.

Argument #3 - Why State Sovereignty? Why does the power of
te Federal Government cross state lines? Because state's
powers don't. Although states cooperate with each other for
mutual benefit, they jealously guard their sovereignty right
to rule within their borders in a way to meet the welfare and
purpose of the state and its citizenry. God only knows why
any state would accept the notion that a new resident's
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income tax liability should be retained by the losing state.
Ore gon is one of those states that send ex-California
residents income taxes back to California. I can see no
benefit nor gain for Oregon.

S The power of the Federal Government was meant to be
theconnective tissue that holds the Union together. If ever
there was a reason for federal intervention, the source tax
is that reason. It is the essence of Orwellian government
gone mad. This is the ultimate government power trip over
the founding fathers intent to provide freedom to the people
and a government of, by and for the people. The source tax
provides no service, no representation and invades the
sovereignty of sister states. It is unjust and unnecessary.
For all those who freely choose to leave one state for
another, they are replaced with those who come to purchase
their place in the "sun." -Thus, a new resident picks up the
tax burden left behind. Alternatively if no one replaces
those who leave, it is an obvious sign the state has lost the
confidence of a free people and its collapse is justified.
Paula and I are nearing retirement and are losing confidence
in what used to be a great state. In our 20 or so years in
California, our taxes and fees have skyrocketed while we've
experienced a oss of the freedom of movement on our
highways, freedom of use of our waters, "freedom to breathe
clean air, effectiveness of our judiciary and legislature.
Our strongest vote isn't our political vote any longer, it's
our economic vote that would allow us to say "enough" by
leaving these poor public services and placing our tax money
in another state that is affordable and effective. The
freedom we need is the best exercise of Adam Smith's "velvet
glove" of economics. If the government can't get the message
politically let us maintain the right to economically
withdraw. We the people are burdened enough without being
chased down by mad dog tax collectors. We fervently hope our
plea is answered with corrective legislation.

We would also hope the Federal Government learns the lesson
of the economic vise its citizenry are being squeezed into by
all government. Spend one time looking at the
Macro-economics of approximately 30% federal income tax, 5%
state income tax, 7% state sales tax, 1% real estate tax on
the appraised value of a home we can no longer afford to buy
and which is appraised at four times our combined income or
about 4% against income, a water and sewer bill that has
increased by 400% due to our Mayor O'Connor's lousy
management that caused us to miss federal funding for a new
sewage treatment plant because she was too busy getting her
face in the paper. The tax bill alone represents about 47%
of our income and we haven't yet even paid the food, lodging,
insurance, auto license fees, transportation to work, repairs
on home and cars that just allows us to get to and from work
so we can continue to keep paying 47% to taxes. Spendable
income? What's your definition? My definition is that it
doesn't exist. And then when we plan for our "golden" years,
we find the long arm of an over zealous and overweight
government try to rob our only real freedom. Maybe Canada
isn't such a bad idea.

Very respectfully,

JAMES A. BOYLE PAULA M. ANSELMO
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239 Linger Lane
Sun City Center, Fl.
June 8, 1991

U.S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington, D.C. 20510

Att: Mr. Wayne Hosier

Mr. Ed Mihalski

Gentlemen:

We were formerly residents of the State of New York and
moved to Florida when we retired not only for the climate
but also for thelower taxes.

In today's environment all of the states are having budget
problems including states that at the present time are free
of state taxes.

We are opposed to source taxes and feel since we paid
Federal and State taxes for most of our life time, it
would be an injustice to require us to start paying taxes
to our state of origin.

Our greatest objection isif our retirement state, Florida,
which is already discussing a state tax,decides to establish
one, we would be taxed by both states.

Please consider this possibility as it apparently will
become fact in the not too distant future.

Sincerely,

k -IN

John E. Ast Joyce F. Ast

jea/ja
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P.O. Box 4279
Kailua-Kona, HI 96745

June 17, 1991

Committee on Finance
United States Senate
SD-205 Dirksen Building
Washington, DC 20510

Subject* S.267, to prohibit a State from imposing an income tax
on the pension or retirement Income of individuals who
are not residents or domiciliaries of that State
Subcommittee Hearing Wednesday, June 12, 1991

Dear sir.

There are people in my community who, if found by the California Franchise
Tax Board for non-payment of source tax over the past 20 years, will lose their
homes and income to that voracious sink hole of wasted money. It's up to the
California Legislature to balance its budgets, not on the back of retired people
who have moved to another state. Why shou dnon-residents bali out a state so
Inefficiently run by the demigogs in the California Legislature.

In Hawaii, we are already burdened by Federal, State, County, Property, and a
Value-added tax, and that's at the fifth highest tax rate in the U.S.A.

California does not allow me to vote there or receive any state benefits whatso-
ever. All they care about is money - any way they can steal it. If the I.R.S.
used the methods used by the CAlifornia Franchise Tax Board to tiludgeon a tax
return from old pensioners, the U.S. Congress would fire the I.R.S. Director. See
attached for proof of the above statement.

Taxation Without Representation was a centerpiece of the American Revolution,
and we should never break our historic obligation to those who gave their lives
for this country.

Many of us are veterans of WW-I. I also served in the Korean war, and my son
spent 13 months in Vietnam. When I asked California for my second state-
sponsored house and farm loan, which is my right under California law, I was
turned down because I don't live In California.

Fairness should be a two-way street In this country. Today there is no tax
fairness In our country as long as California source income tax is imposed on
non-resident retirees. Your support of S.267 to put an end to this practice
Is urgently requested.

Very truly yours,

R. D. Bach

Encl.

cc: Wayne Hosler, U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
Ed Mihalski, Minority Chief of Staff, U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
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California Justice?
IN HER Washougal, Wash. mailbox
was a tax bill [from California] for
$400, made out to S. Venis. Vickie
Laurence wasn't worried until* she
noticed her own Social Security num-
ber at the bottom of the bill....

Vickie suggested that the state of
California locate this S. Venis, get its
money from him and get his real SS
number. "That's when they started
telling me I should just pay the tax,"
says Vickie. "I said : 'No way!' "

Vickie called the Social Security
Administration and it removed S.
Venis' funds from Vickie's account.
Vickie called the IRs. It discovered
that S. Venis owed the federal gov-
ernment $20,000 in back taxes.
Vickie explained the mistake and the
IRS said she wouldn't he asked to pay
the $20,000. But, said the IRS, the
state of California had slapped a lien-
on her 1990 tax return. Vickie really
should try to straighten things out
with California, said the IRS.

Jim Reber, spokesman for the Cali-
tbrnia tax board, says it's not Califor-
nia's responsibility to clear up the
mistake."We're not in a position to
verify some 14 million-plus Social Se-
curity numbers," says Jim.
- Y MARGIE BOULE,

The Orejoniatn
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June 7, 1991

The Honorable Lloyd Bentsen
Chairman
Senate Finance Committee
205 Dirkson Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Chairman Bentsen:

It is my understanding that the Senate Finance
Committee is considering S.267, dealing with the
State's power to tax the retirement income of non-
residents.

Although I am a State legislator, I do not believe
that a state should have the power to impose an income
tax on the pension or retirement income of individuals
who are no longer a resident or domiciliary of that
state. While individual states might attempt to
protect their residents by prohibiting such taxation,
the better way to deal with this issue is through
Federal legislation. Therefore, I urge you to
support S.267.

Very truly yours,

ANDREW LEVIN
Senator, First District

AL: CSY

cc: R. D. Bach
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NORTHROP IM4 Centuryr PS East

Los Angele. C"Ion. 90067-2199
Tlp9on 213 SS3-6262

October 16, 1990

Mr. Ray Bach
73-1133 Ka'iuinani Drive
Kailua-Kona, Hawaii 96745

Dear Hr. Bach:

Please accept our apology for the lengthy delay in responding to your
inquiry.

The Northrop Retirement Plan (the "Plane) is a non-contributory plan
where employee contributions are neither required or permitted. Your
participation in the Plan began on your first day of hire and was a
condition of your employment.

Your retirement benefit was based on your age at retirement, your
years of service and your salary as specified in the Plan document in
effect at the time of your termination. When you retired, you elected
an option which is payable for your lifetime. Therefore, no further
benefits will be paid upon your passing.

Your questions regarding your taxes and the notice from the Franchise
Tax Board should be referred to your tax advisor as we are unable to
help you with these matters.

Please call me at (213) 201-3442 if you have any other questions.

Sincerely,

Linda N a - K
Manager
Retirement Administration
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M& Dwe %wa"

&Adum~m Wetee Aacba%

June 18, 1991

Wayne Hosier
Ed Mihalski
c/o U. S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington, DC 20510

Tentlemen:

I am writing in hope that you may be instrumental in helping to
eliminate the current policy by some states of levying State
Income Source Taxes.

I worked for 33 1/2 years in Fresro County, California when I
retired in 1981. 1 feel that as long as I lived in the State
of California, I had the obligation to pay State Personal Income
Tax since I was using the services the State had to offer, such
as roads, police, etc. etc. However, having moved away from the State
I feel I should no longer have to pay the source tax since I am not
eligible to participate in any of the state services.

I live in Florida now where there is serious consideration being
given to start a State Income Tax movement. Does that mean that
I will have to be paying two State Income Taxes for the privilege
of still breathing? I pay taxes here in Florida as a resident in
a number of ways, property, sales, all kinds of taxes, but I feel
that I must pay the taxes if I am to live here. There are no free
lunches.

I do feel the source tax is unfair to retirees. This was not known
by me at the time I retired, thus my original estimate of what my
County pension was going to be was out of kilter as I had not
anticipated paying State Income tax out of my pension. I moved to
Florida to take care of my elderly parents who had lived in Florida
all their lives. My take-home pay is definitely not what I had
anticipated it would be when I made the move.

Please give this matter your perusal. Certainly, there must be
other ways for those States to raise tax money than to tax out-of-
state retirees. There are people who come in and go out of the
State, working short periods of time in transitory jobs, who never
even file in California, let alone pay State Income Tax.

Thank you very much for listening. Please give this matter your
consideration.

Sinqerey ,/} ,

DORA R. BARAY
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To: MU.Wayne Homier and Mr. Ed Mihaiski, U.S. Senate

Finance Committee, Washington, D.C. 20510

Sirs

I would like to make a statement in opposition to
state pension tax or source taxes.

Having come to California several years ago I am now

at retirement age. I have grave concern of state

collection source tax. I have an elderly mother living

back in my home state that I may have to go back to take

care of to keep her off government pay rolls.

I feel it is very unfair an unconstitutional that I go

back to take care of her and still have to pay California

tax. I have and always will continue to pay taxes, but I

want to pay In a state where I might live.

Your support in this area of referral of this state

law is greatly appreciated

Flavis E. Borron

c/o U.S. Senate F.nance Committee
Washington, DC 20510

Juine 12, 1991

Albert J Boudreau
26743 Mondon Hill Rd.

Brooksville, FL 34601

Dear Sirs

Please vote no that would allow States to tax persons

retired, but living in another state.

Yours truly

Albert J Boudreau

June 24 1991
Dear Sirsi

In regards to the bill on "source tax" JUST SAY NO

I started with Pan AM in Miami Fla. in 1955. was

moved to San Francisco in 1976 and retired 1985 and

returned to Florida. Icertainly dont need any more

taxes to reduce my small pension. Any thing you can

do will be greatly appreciated.

Thanking you in advance

David L.Bowen

6935 Deer Sprs Rd

Keystone Hts. Fla.

32656
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6604 Hiddenite Ct.
Alexandria, VA 22310
6 June 1991

Wayne Hosier and Ed Mihalski
do U. S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Sirs

It is interesting that states are trying to tax the retirement pay of
former residents that have moved to other states. Maybe they got
the idea from the U. S. Government that requires by law that the
state where a military employee came from is the state where he
pays taxes. This in place of paying taxes in the state where he
currently lives, is employed, and uses the public amenities.

The Soldier's and Sailor's Relief Act that directs this tax anomaly is
one of the largest discrepancies in equitable tax law imaginable. The
military personnel living in Virginia are doing so at the expense of all
other residents of Virginia since they pay a very small portion of the
taxes the rest of us-pay.

While there may have been some sympathy factor involved
originally, I can assure you the military are now very well paid. The
last General Accounting Office audit showed the military to be paid
27% more than Federal civilian workers and equal to the private
sector.

When the Navy Commander sitting next to me makes more salary
than I do, lives in a more expensive house than I do, has just as nice
a car as I do, lives in the same county as I do, and drives on the same
roads as I drive to work on, I would think he should pay taxes the
same way I do. In actuality he pays no property tax on his car and
no Virginia State Income Tax and he receives a tax-free housing
allowance though he still deducts his housing interest from his
Federal Income Tax. He also pays no income tax to his "State of
Residence" because they only require it be paid when he actually
lives there.

With the budget situation the way it is in most states it is
inexcusable that everyone should not pay their fair share of the
taxes. The exemption from taxes for the military, while it sounds
very patriotic, does not bear scrutiny. It is time to face the fact that
military people use the facilities and services of the area where they
live and should thus help pay for those benefits.

Please seriously consider how we might correct this totally
irresponsible tax policy for the benefit of all U. S. citizens. Let
everyone, including retirees and the military, pay taxes where they
are living and using the public facilities, not where they used to live
and will probably never live again.

Sincerely,

Steven W. Brennan
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June 19, 1991

Mr. & Krs. Henry Brough
2227 Arch McDonald Drive
Dover, F1 33527

Mr. Wayne Hosier
Mr. Ed Mihalski
c/o U.S. Senate Finance Comaittee
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Sirs,

On reading the recent article in the Tampa Tribune concerning the
"Fvjrce Tax" which the U.S. Government would like to impose on pensicners

who lived in one state, and earned a pension there; then retired to 1.ve
in another state. I am furious! Having resided in New York State for
59 years, I paid high taxes all those years compared to several other
states. We had a state income tax for many years plus a federal income
tax. Now In our golden years when we can use and enjoy the fruits of oir
hard work, the U.S. Government wants to make us pay the debts that the
uncontrolled New York politicians have incurred. I cannot vote in New

York state, so why should I have to pay a tax there? I must live according

to my Income, so let the government do likewise.

We are using part of our income to help seud members of our family
through college. I consider an education one of the most important
achievements of ones life. Our young people in our family do not smoke,

drink or use drugs (only medicintal). That, I feel is something to boast
about Young or old they know the effects of drugs and should not consume
any what-so-ever. I am very much against my tax dollar going for drug

addicts because in most cases it is a lost cause. We must educate our

people to go to church or synagogue, and learn to obey the Ten Commandments.

I may seem very hard hearted but really I am not. I advocate helping
people who help themselves, or those who need a little supplement. Many
don't try :o help and are just looking for a free ride.

I a' passing the word around and asking those people who are affected
by this "Source Tax" to use their clout, if it only be a letter, and make

it known to our Senators that it may mean a vote against them if they allow
this to be pass--!. snat other recourse do we have but a vote? It seems
that the retiree and the Social Security recipient are always the ones to

be picked o.t, while the wealthy are paying no income tax or very little.

Their too, I must hit on the judicial system, which In my opinion is
badly in need of reform. Too much is centered on the criminal and not on
the victim. The victims often dontt have a second chance but the criminals
have many chances such as being on death row for 10 years. Here in Florida,
as it is national news, we have had seven student murders at the Gainesville
State University. It is a depressing situation, having known the girl from
Brandon.

Many of our people do not have health insurance because they can't afford
it. Some people with disease such as asthma can't get insurance, We have
a family member in this situation whom we must help with the medication.

Now uur Congressmen want to take away from me a sun of dollars that I need
for this person. I class this as greedy and selfish.
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I will be watching and studying the workings of the Congreassen on this
bill. Also I will be checking each one vho voted for and against the bill.
That will deteruine my vote. I cannot stress it enough that I an definately
opposed to this legislationll

Very truly your@,

Henry Brough

Hilda Brough

June 10, 1991

TO: Wayne Hosier
Ed Mihalski

SUBJECT: STATE INCOME "SOURCE TAXES"

We would like to express strong opposition to any legisla-
tion that would permit states to levy state income taxes against
former residents who have retired and moved to another state. Retirees

have paid their share of local and state taxes in the states in which

they worked prior to retirement and a move to another state. We regard

this as a clear-cut case of DOUBLE TAXATION and question its legality.

NAME ADDRESS

3 4 4a . ROAILL1

Joseph o Buesbe
5258 4juena Wood Drive

10 June 1991 Burke, VA 22015

Wayne Hoier & F4 NItalgki
0/0 U.S. Senate Finance Comiittee
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dea~r Sir;

"Source Tax"' (3.434 ?

I feel that source tax by any state is "Taxation without representation",
and its use now or in tke future Is contrary to tke intent of our
Constitution, and should be stopped by Federal Legistration, now.

Tank you
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- ti~)June 10, 1991

Re: Source Tax Bill introduced by Sen. Harry Reid.

Please support the bill to outlaw source taxes.

I feel it is extremely unfair to allow a State to impose
taxes on those who no longer live in Lat State. We do not
vote in those States so there is a good example of "Taxation
without representation."

Why should people be forced to pay taxes in States where they
no longer receive any benefits from those taxes?

Manv of us worked and payed taxes in a particular State. Now
th4. we live in another location, we pay taxes in our new
State of residence. We are still paying our fair share of
government and should not be expected to pay more than that.

Let us, who are retired, enjoy the fruits of our labors. We
worked very hard to have a few years in our old age to enjoy
life. We have enough problems without an added and very
unfair tax.

Sincerely,

Marge rBurIingame I
10003 Oak Forest Drive
Riverview, FL 33569

49-891 0 - 92 - 15
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Allen R Clark
PO Box 207

Dahlgren, VA 22448-0207

June 10, 1991

Wayne Hosier & Ed Mihalski

c/o Senate Finance Committee

Washington, D.C. 20510

For the Record:

I oppose the "SOURCE TAX", and ask my elected

officials to actively support legislation to bar a state

from taxing the pension benefits of people vho move to

another state that doesn't have an income tax.

Sincerely,

Allen R Clark

Sincerely,

Allyson E Clark
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4514 Pinecrest Heights Drive
Annandale, Virginia 22003
7 June 1991

Dear Messrs. Hosier & Mihalski:

Please add my name to the list of those who oppose the source
tax. That tax constitutes taxation without representation and if
it can be applied to pensions, then the next step could be to tax
the earnings of former residents who reside in other states.

The source tax is nothing more than a ripoff of the pensions of

senior citizens who live on moderate incomes without being a
financial burden bn the state and federal governments.

Please enact a law that will prohibit the use of the source tax

by states.

Sincerely,

Martin L. Cohen
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17110 McDuff Ave.
Olney, HD 20832

June 13, 1991

Mr. Wayne Hosier and Mr. Ed Mihalski
U.S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington, DC 20510

Dear sirs:

This is a statement for the record declaring my objection to the source tax.
The primary reason for this objection is that this is a clear case of
"taxation without representation". The Boston Tea Party occurred to protest a
similar method of taxation. Obviously this is not a problem at the Federal
Level, but in order for state and local government to remain responsive to the
people who elect them, taxation at the state and local government must affect
only those citizens who live in the taxing area. There is precedent for this
kind of action since some of the states waive taxes for active duty military
whose home of record lies in their state. I feel that the bill to outlaw the
source tax is most appropriate since the concept of taxing the populace only
by their elected representatives forms part of the bedrock of this nation.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

John S. Cole, III

Sincerely,

Carole Cole
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Colin A. Cooke.
6495-B Carlisle Place,
Ocala* Fl. 32672.

June 19th. 1991.

U.S. Senate Finance Committee.
Washington. D.C. 20510.

Gentlemen,
Good Morning,

I protest the very idea of a Source Tax, that is,
taxing me in retirement on my fixed income pension simply
because my working years were in another or other States. The
populous States seem to have a predilection for spending money
they don't have. For those of us that spent our working years
in one State only, or whose employer transferred us from State
to State, arg we to be taxed in retirement by five, six, seven
or more States? Isn't it illegal and unconstitutional to tax a

person iA retirement for the benefit of a State where he or she
does not live, does not use their services or facilities, and

cannot vote ?

When a person retires from a high taxation State and can no
longer afford to live there in retirement, and thus moves to
the South East or South West, or a State without income tax,
isn't that person taking a sensible path trying to ensure
financial independence ?
I urge you to completely outlaw the proposed Source Tax. It
borders on corruption of our protective ConEtution; it is
immoral. A pox on the evil minds of those that concocted it!
For a time in early England homes were taxed on window area
amd that drastically altered design and construction, all for
the worse. Being ridiculous it was eventually repealed and
perhaps the originator of the idea was even beheaded......

Please consider that I paid my State taxes for all the years
that I worked, and paid my way in the County, Municip ty,

and District as well. I do not now have the monies ILthen.
Please tell the 'tax and spend' enthusiasts to consider the
present users of all their facilities for more income, not the
retirees that can no longer afford to live there, or have to
move for health reasons. To even consider taxing those that
no longer live or VOTE there is outrageous!

Thank you for your consideration.

Yours truly,
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10 J"e l9gg

To: Mr. Wae Hoeler

Frcu: Clarence R. Canrad

Subject: "Source TW" On Retired Federal mxplcqee8

1. 1 recently read an article In the newspaper regarding
the above mbJet. I wish to go m record as being op2oed
to aw- laouree tax".

2. The tax Is me aore w- to take nom from older people
who are already struggling in today's eeooa. It Is also an
attractive wa for State politicians to get funds from people
who do not live or vote in their State.

3. I hope the Congress will outlaw the so-valled sour
tax. I repeat that I an opposed to the tax.

C rely

5159 Bigelow Dr.
Holiday Fla. 54691
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June 14, 1991

Wayne Hosier and Ed Mihalski
c/o U.S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Sirs:

I have worked for the Federal Government for 25 years and

have paid state taxes to Virginia since age sixteen. I have

lived in the Northern Virginia area all my 49 years.

I strongly object to paying taxes to a state that I will

not be living in and the reason I won't be living there is

because I can't afford to after I retire. It took me years to

be able to afford to buy a small condo in this area, which I

will be forced to sell when I retire in order not to live in

proverty until I die.

I -think this proposed tax is the most unfair tax I have

ever heard of and I hope the state of Virginia will not acti-

vate this tax at any time in the future.

Sincerely,

Ms. Barbara J. Crites
1503 S. George Mason Drive #11
Arlington, Virginia 22204
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June 11, 1991

(oS. Senate Finance Committee
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Hosiere

Q up ee of this correspondence is to request u t 9 &26?
1-1 ith X.D. 43, 1531, ad H.R. 165,) Llls that have bees An4dzU

the U.S. Wapee to stop states Ivam tazin4 ,o=-resident pensions
ak ti es a a source income tax.'

Taxpayers should pay taxes only to their state of residence. where they
receive benefits, services and right to vote, petition, and otherwise influence
representatives. As I am sure you are aware, social security benefits are
exempt from this taxation as well as federal taxes, and their residence state taxes,but W~eral retirees are not exempt_ in anyway Tatowthou 0ersntt

.I 7e nation without R Presentation
violates the fundamental principles on which oux country was founded. I have no
objection to paying my share of taxation when I have representation, but some
states (particularly California ) have carried this issue to the extreme and
abused it. matters wcrse,'this non-reset e sec tax is-,6edt

1-1 . -_U eOmR1nent In another state, ec%. WnIch .s M'IcUIous).
Furthermore, this individual has little hio X& iiUWjRE o tese taing states
outside of support from the Congress or Supreme Court to change this unjut tAxation.
Members of Congress have exempted themselves from these laws, and I ask tha
same be considered for all retirees.

I might point out that many of these retirees have been forced to move to
states that do not have income taxes in order that thuf nay survive on limited
retirement incomes with inflation and high medical costs today. Very few retirees
have extra money today to throw away on such unfair ,taxation. Many of these

dt ar.t their working yeas for reaons beyond
fha aam.nirO2.an d ie p ivJn in one or more states to keep thier Jobs
&a boinafttla3LucD&&a_=11rpenat Inveatments, etc eolomy today.
thsm..A13 ba many government be a cloaina requiring such transfers to *other
ae .A te maa holds true for aeroaM ce and otherItnduatries. Does this mean
someday they will be required to pay several states non-resident source Income
tax on their pension when they relocate to a cheaper area of economy to survive
on iiited retirement income.

%WAsi Committeei'umm~

DORO F. ILQB (Retired Civil Service Annuitant)
555 S. . Whitaore Drive
Port St. Luoa, FL 34984
Member of NARFE and REIST
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HEARING. Wed. June 12, 1991 at 10.00 AM in Room 215, Dirkeen Senate Of-
fice Bldg. by Senate Finance Subcomimittee on Taxation, Senator
David Boren, Chairman.

Bill #S-267 'A bill-to prohibit a State from imposing an income tax
on the pension or retirement income of individuals who are not
residents or domiciliaries of the State'.

TESTIMONY FAVORING PASSAGE OF S-267.

TAXES. Always a problem, a 'bitter pill to swallow'. But, OTAX

ATION WITHOUT REPRESENTATION', is completely unacceptable. There are a

growing number of Senior Citizens being adversely affected by just such

taxation on their pension income.

HOW can any State tax a person's income after they move from that

State? They claim any income 'sourced' in their State is taxable, no

matter where you reside. They have determined pensions to be 'source in-

come' of their State, because it was earned while you worked in their

State. Examples of 'source income' would be, income from a business,

rental property, or capital gains on property in the taxing Stite.

CALIFORNIA does not consider investment income, earned in their

State, as 'sourced' their but as 'sourced' in the State of residency,

and not taxable for a nonresident. But, investment income earned in the

State of residency is used by California, when computing a nonresident's

income tax. Hard to comprehend? YES!

THE LEGAL CLAIM (?) used to excuse taxing nonresident's pension in-

comes In many cases, no income tax was ever paid on the employer's con-

tribution to the pension fund, so this tax must be paid on any withdrawl

from that fund. Then what percentage of your annuity should be taxed?

Only your employer's portion at best, and that is exactly what you pay

on, if you elect to collect your pension as a lump sum. That withdrawl

is never taxable again; but, if you elect to take your annuity in in-

stallments, even after you leave the taxing State you are required to

pay this income tax for the rest of your life. Not on that portion con-

tributed by your employer, but on your entire pension and the tax may be

computed on your entire income, regardless of it's source.

WHO HAVE YOU WORKED FOR: You may have worked in California for a

company located in Illinois, your pension plan may be in New Jersey:

but, California claims they have the right to tax your pension income

wherever you live. You may have moved before drawing the pension, it

makes no difference. How can a pension under such circumstances be

considered 'source income' of California?

MOVING FRON ONE INCOME TAX STATE TO ANOTHER INCOME TAX STATES

We are told the State of residency usually (not always) gives credit

for the tax paid to the former State of residency, to avoid double tax-

ation (for some unknown reason ,it is not considered double taxation to

pay income tax on a sales tax, as is the case of those States having no

income tax: but, do have a sales tax). There seems to be the miscon-

ception that if you move to a State that has no income tax, you do not

have to pay any taxes.

PURSUING THE COLLECTION OF INCOME TAXS ON NONRESIDENTSo Individuals

have been removed from a State for as long as 50 years before being ap-

proachod for this tax. Persons were never told, when they retired, they

would continue to be taxed on pension income no matter where they resided,

and in some cases told they were not required to pay ifAlert the State.
California is guilty of allowing persons to live outside-their State for

many years before attempting collection of this income tax, then they add
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penalties (551) and interest (251). Pensions of individuals who were not -

taxed as residents, became taxable when they left the State, because of
a change in State tax laws after they moved. This law was put into ef-
fect without any vote of these many retirees who had left the State.

COLLECTING STATE INCOME TAX OF ONE WHO HAS NEVER LIVED IN THE STATEs
Two persons worked for the same company, headquartered in California.
Both would receive pensions considered as 'sourced' in California. The
'in State' employee and the 'out of State' employee both get their pension
from the same fund. They both could then be taxed on their pension, ex-
cept the resident retiree could receive certain tax credits not allowed

the nonresident retiree.
RETIRING PERSONNEL Seniors, forced to retire on a fixed annuity,

because they are no longer fully productive in the work force. Seniors,
who have planned for the day when they could enjoy amenities employment
deprived them of. Seniors, encouraged by Government to save, so they
would never become a financial burden on Government. So now, along with
all the other increased expenses accompanying aging, a very few States
can place a financial burden on retirees, which in many cases, they are
unable to meet.

STATES REACTION TO NONRESIDENT TAXING OF PENSION INCOMEs
Because of concern for the unfair financial burden placed on 'imported'
retirees, some States have enacted 'protective' laws to keep States from
seizing property, in the resident State, should the abused retiree be
unable to satisfy the taxing State's alleged tax obligation.

COMPLEXITIES A DIFFERENCES OF STATES TAXING PENSION INCOME, Some
States exempt all income from tax, some exempt all pension income, some
exempt a portion of all pensions, and some exempt all or a portion of
CERTAIN pensions. S-267 would certainly simplify the tax problem for
at least, the nonresident.

RESIDING AND HAVING WORKED IN SEVERAL STATESi Problems are faced
by the retiree who has worked in more than one State. He must file in-
come tax forms for each State that demands taxes on his pension, result-
ing in a tax preparation expense that exceeds the tax liability. Tax
accountants must have ready access to the intricate tax laws of all fifty
States, making for a greater margin of error in the tax computations of
the nonresident retiree.

WE ARE LIVING IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, We are not living
in Europe, Asia, South America or Africa, and while our States have a
right to govern themselves to a great extent, we still have a CENTRAL
Federal Governmental body to see that justice is carried out by the States.

FINANCIAL GAINS FOR INCOME TAXING STATESs Under the present practice
of States taxing nonresident pension income, the problem will intensify
to the point where no State will enjoy any great deal of financial gains.
There will be only the added expense of collecting, printing and pre-
paring tax forms, etc. An accounting 'nightmare', not to mention the
'friction' created by the 'tax war' between the States.

COST OF PASSING S-267i Without any cost to the Federal Government
and some increase in revenue for the Internal Revenue Service, this in-
equity of taxing the pension income of individuals not residing or domi-
ciled in the taxing State, can be corrected by voting into law Bill S-267.

James W. Dawes
118 Palo Verde Loop
Sequim, VA. 8382
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John B. Denning
1720 Pasadena Avenue
Sebring. Florida 33870

June 21, 1991

Honorable Wayne Homier
U.S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington, D.C. 20510

Reference: State Retiree Source Tax

Dear Senator Hoiser:

I as concerned about the legality of recently imposed retiree
state source taxes by several states, regardless where the retiree
resides. I am opposed to such an unfair tax, i.e., taxation without
representation. I strongly recommend that your committee report
include strong support for congressional action to prohibit such unfair
state source taxes.

In that regard, there are many questionable administrative and
legal problems related to such a state source tax. For example:

1. What constitutes state territorial rights for an employee
having lived in one state and worked in another?

2. What would be the status of a Virginia or Maryland
resident who worked in the Virginia-located Pentagon
which has a D.C. address, and was paid from a finance
office located outside of Virginia and Maryland?

3. In came such a tax was imposed, how could it be enforced
on an equitable basis?

4. It must be presumed that such a state tax would provide
for complete individual taxpayer rights to all of that
state's resident rights, including state elections, state
services, and state entitlement programs.

5. State entitlement programs for medicare/medicaid services
could become a severs financial burden for any state
imposing source taxes. Surely organized retiree groups
would pave the way for obtaining medical assistance from
that state through legal taxation rights.

It is understood that Senator Harry Reid, Democrat from Nevada,
has introduced a bill that would outlaw state source taxes for retired
employees. Hopefully, your committee report will support that bill to
the extent possible and be submitted in time to become a factor in the
evaluation and promotion of the bill for vote.

Sincerely,

John B. Denning

JBD/ehg
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June 17, 1991

Wayne Hosler and Ed Mihalski
clo U.S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington, DC 20510

To Whom It May Concern:

The thought of paying a state tax on my retirement pension to a
state in which I no longer live or vote is disgusting. The senator
who Introduced this bill along with every lawmaker who supports it
should be removed from office.

I am originally from Ohio, retired and moved to Florida, primarily
because the taxes are lower here and housing is more affordable.
I worked for the Timken Company in Canton, Ohio for 34 years
and retired with a small pension. I retired in 1979 and now in
1991 my pension check Is exactly the same. It never went up a
dime and never will. It is a struggle to cope with inflation and
every day living expenses on a fixed retirement pension. We
retirees are trying to live our last years in dignity, so PLEASE
DON'T BURDEN US WITH MORE TAXES THAN WE ALREADY
HAVE.

This additional retiree tax is repulsive to citizens like myself who
worked very hard and long to make this the great nation it is.

Thank you.

Pat DiBattista
2105B Lake View Dr
Tampa, FL 33612
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June 9, 1991

Mr. Wayne Hosier
Mr. Ed Mihalski
c/o US Senate Finance Committee
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Sirs:

I would like to register my strong support for the bill being
introduced by Senator Harry Reid, of Nevada, regarding the
source tax.

As a US Department of State employee who anticipates retiring
away from the high costs of living of northern Virginia, I
would find it absolutely unfair to be required to pay a
portion of my pension to a state in which I did not reside.
In fact, I consider the whole source tax concept to be
constitutionally illegal, as I have paid state income taxes
while I have been a legal resident of Virginia, even though I
have served overseas with the US Foreign Service. Although
the Commonwealth of Virginia does not now pursue the source
tax issue, that may not always be the case.

Senator Reid's bill to make the source tax illegal is right
on target, and deserves to be made into law.

Sincerely,

Leonard A. Dillard, Jr.

10801 Oldfield Drive
Reston, VA 22091
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459 Sycamore Lane
Haines City, FL. 33844
June 12, 1991

Wayne Hosiler & Ed Nihalskli
% U.S.Senste Finance Co ittee
Washington, D.C. 20510

Lear Sirs:

I strongly protest the proposed "Source Tax" on my pension.

I have been retired for eight years, with a meager pension based on
a much lover %alarv than that currently paid for the same position, and, as a
widow, must ,.pe with inflation on this fixwd income.

It is only a matter of time before the states with no income tax will
be levying a state tax on its ceiidents.

I receive no services from my former state, and feel that this pro-
posed tax would only foster the irresponsible fiscal management and malfeasance
of the legislators, and perpetuate the lack of 'ncentive to reform.

fours 
t
ruly

Irene Dooley
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june !3., i9i"

Wayne Hosier
United States Senate
Committee on Finance
Washington. DC. 20510

Dear Sir,

Subject: Statement re. S.267 Hearing, 12 Jun 91

I believe the practice of source taxes by the states, of
which California is one, is completely unacceptable in our
system of representative democracy. The practice runs
contrary to the long-standing American notion that taxation
must be accompanied by representation. This obviously is
thwarted when people are forced to pay taxes to a state in
which they are excluded from voting, and thus without
representation.

There are many legislative leaders, both at the State and
Federal level, who have committed themselves to support the
abolishment of this unfair method of taxing. I applaud them
for their stand in ensuring simple fairness and decency to
our retired citizens, as well as all Americans who may live
in more than one state during their lifetime. It is through
efforts of people such as this, as well as citizen
involvement, that has caused at least one state (New Jersey)
to re-think the morality of their source tax law, which now
has been repealed.

Sir, simply put, I joined the armed forces in 1954, and have
been a Federal Employee every since. I just recently found
out about source taxes. No one, especially the state of
California, advised me of a lifetime tax obligation simply
because my employer, the United States Air Force, sent me
here to work. Now my thoughts drift to my upcoming
retirement later this year, and the task of finding a tax
preparer in rural Alabama who is knowledgeable of both
Alabama and California's tax laws to prepare my tax returns
each year. That, of course, is in addition to the pain of
paying taxes to a state that I do not live in, cannot vote
in, have no access to government services, and if I were to
visit California, I would have to pay an out-of-state fee tor
the privilege of a fishing license.

Sir, I'm told the Senate and Congressional Representatives
have passed a law the exempts themselves from this type of
taxation while working in Washington, D.C. That is
discriminatory. The remainder of Americans deserve no less
from you as our elected officials. As such, I respectfully
ask that S.267, and any other similar bill, be supported to
eliminate taxation without represenLation.

Ken Durelt
3100 Vineyard Rd
Roseville, Ca 95678
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Gertrude C. Eberly
385 V. lichards
Fallon, NV 89406G -.A- ql

Wayne Hosier
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
Washington@ DC 20510

and
Ed Hihalski, Minority Chief of Staff
U.S. Senate Committee of Finance
Washington, DC 20510

Re: S-267-Hearing June 12. lOam Non-Resident Source Tax on Retirement
Pension.

Enclosed please find a copy of my letter of March 29, 1988, sent to
118 U.S. Senators and Representatives which explains the circumstance
under which I learned I was liable for non-resident source tax in
California.

Also enclosed is an Associated Press release nationwide which further
explains my circumstances.

In October 1989. the State of Nevada enacted legislation preventing
other states from placing lens against personal and real properfty
and levying bank accounts of Nevada residents for nonpayment of source
taxes levied by other states.
In April 1990, I cancelled authorization for the California State
Public Employee's Retirement System to withold source income tax
contributions from my retirement pension and stopped paying $50 per
month on back source tax on my retirement from California.

Lastly, enclosed is a copy of the last statement I received from the
Calfornia State Franchise Tax Board dated June 11, 1991.

I urgently request the Senate Finance Committee to approve S-267
allowing it to go before the full Senate for a vote which it is hoped
will be favorable.

Were I to move to another state or country; I gould not have the
protection of Nevada law to prevent the California State Franchise Tax
Board from placing leins against property nor it's ability to levy my
bank account. Therefore, I am prevented from joining my daughter and
family in Japan where they will be in residence until 1994. At the
age of 75, I must remain in Nevada alone with my only family being
halfway around the world.

Your support of S-267 will be great appreciated.

Respectfully,

ude C. Eberly
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Gertrude C. Eberly
385 W. Richards

Fallon, NV 89406
702-423-2197

March 29, 1988

This concrns notification by the California Franchise Tax Board that I owe back
California income tax, pnalties and interest for 1986.

I left California in Decmber of 1978 after retiring from the State of
California after 31 years of service, June 30, 1978. I paid California State
income tax for that first six months of my retirement in 1978 plus capital gains
tax for the sale of my house to California State Franchise Tax Board.

December 14, 1987, I was notified by California State Franchise Tax Board I had
not paid income tax for 1986. I responded promptly completing what I assumed to
be the proper section of the form advising the Franchise Tax Board I had not
lived in California since December 1978, and listed my California retirement
income. February 24, 1988, I received from the Franchise Tax Board notice I
owed $417.22 in taxes, penalties, and interest for 1986.

I lived in Idaho from December 1978 to November 1983, when I moved to Falln,
Nevada, where I have resided since. I was never apprised by the California
State Retirement Board, the Franchise Tax Board nor tax preparers that I was
expected to pay income taxes to California.

When I called the Franchise 1ax Board, February 24, 1988, in answer to my
questions, the Technician replied over and over, "you earned the money in
California and you have to pay non-resident tax". (This implies that I owe 10
years of back taxes, penalties, and interest.) It appears that I will be unable
to get my questions answered without going to Sacramento, further, I have no
recourse beyond the Franchise Tax Board. This further illustrates my contention
that this is taxation without representation, and thus unconstitutional. Had I
remained in Idaho I would be paying income tax to two states and the Federal
Government.

I am 71 years old and do not have the means to contest this (as a retiree and
widow). Therefore, the Franchise Tax Board has license to assess whatever
penalties thay choose, in this case 55% of the original assessment, plus
interest.

I have recently returned from the office of a CPA. Enclosed is a copy of a
similar case which was appealed and the State Board of Equalization upheld the
Franchise Tax Board ruling that pension income derived from employment in
California was subject to a non resident tax. (see enclosure)

Raymond F. Regan, CPA of Fallon, agrees I and others who are residents of Nevada
and other states aside from California, in no way can benefit from that tax nor
through such taxation are we entitled to representation.

Under the circumstances, an appeal to the Board of Equalization would be
frivolous other than going through the process as a preliminary to a court
action. The process would be futile unless a tax attorney would be willing to
take a class action suit on a contingency basis, as most retirees do not have
the means to oppose this unfair, and I believe unconstitutional taxation.

I am bringing this to your attention in hopes that Federal Legislation might be
feasible to aleviate the burden on the senior population caught up in this
travesty.

Based on the 1986 assessnrnt of taxes at $261.00 p/a plus the 55% penalty, I
would owe approximately $4045.50 plus accrued interest for the 10 years. I am
unable to pay back taxes, penalties, and interest at this stage of my retirement
years. Accordingly the CPA states the Franchise Tax Board of California can
attach my retirement pay. Please note my annual gross retirement income is
$13,008 with $1,415 of that going to Federal Income Tax leaving a net income of
$11,593.00 or $966.00 per month to cover rent, utilities, medical, food and
personal expenses.
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I did not keep a copy of the initial form issued December 14, 1987, by the
Franchise Tax Board, or my reply, as I was certain that I couldn't be liable for
California State taxes under the circumstances.

Any help or advice will be greatly appreciated. I am appealing to you as my
resources and energies are limited at this stage of my life.

Respectfully,

Gertrude C. Eberly,

CC: 16 Members Senate Subcommittee on Labor and Hunan Resources
19 Mlemkrrs Senate Special Committee on Aging
65 Meders House Select Comittee on Aging
15 Organizations of Advocates;

Senior Alert Process
Senator Chic Hecth of Nevada
Nevada Legal Services
Representative Barbara Vucanovich of Nevada
California Public Employees Retirement System
California Franchise Tax Board
Association of American Retired Persons
Govenor of Nevada
Govenor of California

Encl: Franchise Tax Board 5820 (7-87) pages 1 & 2
Excerpt: Guidebook to California Taxes--Appeal Decision
Franchise Tax Board Letter, February 29, 1988

GCE/pm T 3-29-88

214 Guidebook to California Taxes

0 Pension Mome of nonresident

Appeal of John J. and Virginia B&usian (1979) (CCH CvilwoRxiA TAX
RPORTs f 15-609.94) involved the opposite of the fact situation in the line of
pension cases cited above; that is, the pension was based on services rendered
in California and was received after the taxpayer moved to Idaho The State
Board of Equalization held that the pension did not "accrue" until after the
taxpayer became a nonresident, However, the Board held that the pension was
nevertheless taxable by California. because the income was attributable to a
CAhfomia source. (Note that in the cases cited above the source of the income
is irrelevant, rince a California resident is taxable on income regardless of its

source.) Later decisions of the State Board of Equalization have held to the
n,me effect
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA

FRANCHISE TAX BOARD
P 0 Boxl 942640
sAC"rENTO. CA 04240-04
February 29, 1988

In reply refer to
72iATS'042IM'b

G G Ebeoly
38S H Richards
Fallon XV 89406

Account Xo.' S68074489ebar
Tax Year' 1986

Thank you for your recent communication.

In order to determine If a pension is subject to taxation by
California the following guidelines may be used'

A. 1I the pension is based on services performed in California, the
amount received is subject to taxation by California. This
applies to residents and nonresidents since they are both taxable
on Income from California sources.

B. If the pension is not from California sources it will only be
subject to California taxation if it accrues while the taxpayer
is a resident of California. (Xote' If the receipt of the
pension payment is subject to the survival of the recipient, it
will not accrue until it is actually received.)

a special rule applies to employee pension plans when (1) the employer
contributed part of the cost and (2) the individual will recover his
cost (total employee contributions) within three years. Under this
rule, pension payments are nontaxable until an amount equal to the
employee contributions has been paid. All benefits In excess of
employee cost are then fully taxable. Many Federal, State, county and
local retired employees recover their cost within three years; your
particular pension plan may be of this type.

All appropriate forms are being sent under separate cover.

Taxpayer Services

TIL010# ASSISTANCE

So~ CsIfMW Nol Ce&om SeownsUo Mee"~ A
Was Codas M M M M $1) (Ae cod 20. 40. 415, 7? ms) eWd Of im

Fat hee" kked wM TO ON) M42M
e5 VtIs e teo cam arm N Secsemt lWcLi cA "0) sn-?M
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O STATE OF CALIFORNIA

FRANCHISE TAX BOARD
P.0 BOX 942117
SACRAMENTO. CA 94267-0021
TELEPHONE'

916-369-0500

568074469BER DATE 02/22/88
G C. ESkLT TAX YEAR 1986
385 W RICHARDS NPA NO. 86-026638882
FALLON NV 89406 ACCT. NO. 

5
6 074489ESER

CODE 2003800

Notice of Tax Proposed to be Assessed
You did not file a 1986 California Personal Income Tax Return in response to our letler
dated 12/14/87 . nor did you provide information substartiating that a return is not required or
proof that a return has already been filed.

You must respond to this notice within 60 days by doing one of the following:

(1) FILE A RETURN and pay any amounts due; or

(2) Explain in writing why you are not required to rite a return.

IF YOU DO NOT RESPOND, YOU WILL BE REQUIRED TO PAY THE TAX, PENALTIES AND INTEREST
SHOWN BELOW. Payment of this amount will not relieve you of the requirement to file a return.

INCOME DERIVED FROM INFORy2ZN '&V pA (MieyA, )E $12,072 -00
STANDARD DEDUCTION 0.00

TAXABLE INCOME 12,772.00
TAX 261.00
LESS TOTAL EXEMPTIONS 4 3.00
LESS WITHHOLDING CREDITS 0.00
TAX LIABILITY 218.0
PENALTY 55 PERCENT (see reverse) 25.19
INTEREST TO 02/22/88 (see reverse) 2 2-,9
TOTAL TAX, PENALTY AND INTEREST 417e2

Additional interest is added at the rate prescribed by law from the date of this notice to the date payment is
received. However, no additional interest is added if payment in full is received within 10 days from the date
of this notice.

Filing a return will not relieve you of the requirement to pay penates for failure to ile upon notice and
demand and for delinquent filing.

Return this copy with your return, payment or explanation.

FILING ENFORCEMENT

rT SU-M MAV ?-In MW I
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.A - -Z t . Ilae- riat-.N a, say sbrgs.t Pst. FrIdy, August it 1989-

Retiree -miustpaystate-she left -in-i .9-7 8

:Associated Press

V'',SACRAMENTOF Calif. -' Seventy.
two-year-old Gertrude Eberly had been
retired for nine years, living In Nevada

'On a modest pension when the state of
California dunned her for nearly $4,000.

L,: Even though Eberly had moved from
California In 1978, the Franchise Tax
Board sent the former state worker a
bill In December 1987 for back taxes,
Interest and penalties on her California':
pensofor 1981-86

After exhausting Appeals to the tax
board and state and -federal politicians,
Eberly ranged to-pay. California Sl.-
lowed her to make $50 monthly Install.
meats W accommodate her annual pen-
sion and Social Security Income of less
thm $131

But-In pursuing the money, Califor.
sla unwittingly fueled a growing grass.

roots caippagn against what Eberly and
other pensioners nationwide say Is un--
fair taxation by states.
'. "I was just totally overcome and so
helpless," Eberly said In a telephone In.
terview, from her home In Failon, Nev.,
where h moved to be near her daugh-
ter's fa nily after retiring with 31 :years
service In the California Employment
Development Department. . .

41 wrote. Think it wa 120 letters to
senators and representatives and advoca.
cy agencies for the elderly. I got seven

_ replies. In those, they said, 'Well, this is
.not our problem.'" "

. Her Nevada representatives told her,
that since It was a California taxi-she
should write to Gov. George Deukme-
pan. DeukmeJpan's office politely sug.
gested she write her Nevada representa-
ives.

"I had no representation. That's
when I got angry a decided It was
unconstitutIonal." '
*., California Is one of states that

collectt a source tax" on pensions sent
outside their borders, said Bill Hoffman,
head of a group called Retirees to EUmi.
hate State Income Source Tax, or RE-SIST.. • . . . . " '

""The other states are daho,
Iowa, Kansas, Maryland,
New Jersey, Oregon, Utah,
Vermont and Virginia, Hoffman said.

.North Carolina recently approved a simi.
lar tax and several-other states are
poised to do so, be said.
:,: RESIST members complain they are
paying taxes to states where they are no
longer residents, can't vote and don't use

'the freeways and other tax-financed ser.-
vices.

"Of course the biggest objection to
this tax Is that It's taxation without

-representation," Hoffman said. "I have
no control over It. They could double or
triple or quadruple the tax and I couldn't

"do anything about IL"'
*-. -Hoffman, 57, a retired aerospace en.

,gineer, founded RESIST last summer af-
ter he and his wife, Joanne, moved from
Torrance to Carson City, Nev., only to
find they still had to pay California tax.
ea. Nevada hu no state Income ta. ' ." '.. :. . , .- ' : • . •
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i t If AiO4I lI
C. . ;rA TAX IOARo NOTIFICATION

If SACRAIENTO CA 942672021 OF TAX LIEN
568074489EBER328898170003832889q

DAIL: tt3,28/89

56tltl?'.',69EDER Trait: 198I-83r84*OSP86s87
GI',IFUUE C EBERLY

305 W RICHARDS ST Saarc..O ue2:81J
FALLUN NV 89406

It ?URN Pr" "Orr . w ro vo lwii

KEEP hPf ae b p recrd

DATE, 03/28/89

568076t8e9ESE'R
GERIRUDE C EBERLY

385 14 RICHARDS ST
FALLEN NV 69406

A STATE TAX LIEN HAS BEEN FILED FOR YOUR DELINQUENT CALIFORNIA
PERSIINAL INCOlIE TAXES. THE LIEN ATTACHES TO ALL REAL PROPERTY YOU
OiN UR ACQUIRE IN SACRAMENTO COUNTY.

A hI n is a matter of public record which may seriously impair your credit until released.

lira u dng lees required by law are included under collection costs in the summary below. A
.eri of lien will be forwarded to the COUNTY RECORDER upon lull payment of the
I . doe Failure to pay the balance due immediately may result in additional collection
*I 1,, in'. w ithoul lirll i notice.

SUMMARY OF BALANCE DUE
r ..... j -- Fj COLLECTION PYET OA

TAX YEAR TAX PENALTY INTEREST COSTS PAYMENTS TOTAL

i87 I 29.OD 112.46 35.59 10.00 0.00 397.05
1986 319.00 174.03 97.43 0.00 590.46
1985 245. 00 100.00 111.81 0.00 455.81
1984 279.00 100.00 181.89 0.00 560.89
1983 230.00 100.00 216.19 0.00 548.19
1982 212.00 100.00 272.39 0.00 584.39
1981 222.00 100.00 373.09 0.00 ,95.09

PAY THIS AMOUNT .

A. ,,',,Ial penalty and/or interest accrues at the rate prescribed by law from the date of this
to - ;10 the date payment is received However, no additional interest will accrue it payment

V-ujll is received ivithin 10 days fhont the date of this notice.

I 'c nrelt Bupeau
I' " oneNumber (916) 359-0500 568074489EBER 032889 8187 000383288
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0ngressiona1 Record
q PN;ND AI S I lt : 102" CN( NtSS. FIRS I ION

WASHINGTON, THURSDAY, JANUARY 24, 1991 Xx 16

Senate
Mr. BRYAN. Mr. President. I rise

today in support of legislation just in.
troduced by the senior Senator from
Nevada which will prohibit the collec.
tion of State source Income taxes from
pensioners.

As we all know, many Individuals
choose to retire to States other than
that where they spent their working
life. There are many reasons for such
moves, and I think we all agree that
retirees have the right to live wherev-
er they choose.

As Senator REiD has Just described,
however, many American retirees are
not allowed to break their ties to their
former State. While these individuals
are not allowed to vote in their former
State or enjoy any of the services their
former State may offer, they are
forced to pay State income taxes on
their retirement Income to their
former State.

While this problem Is especially
acute for retirees who move to States
like Nevada. which collects no State
income tax, the injustice of this "tax-
ation without representation" should
offend and outrage us all.

No one likes to pay taxes, but most
of us understand the benefit we re-
ceive from the taxes we pay. What
benefit do my constituents receive
from the taxes they pay to California?

All of us will someday be dependent
on pension income. Why should our
investment in pensions tie us forever
to any particular State? Many pen.
sioners move to Nevada with no
regard, or awareness, of the tax status
of their pensions. One of the most dis-
tressing stories I have heard regarding
these taxes has been reported in a
Nevada newspaper. Quoting from the
Las Vegas Review Journal:

Perhaps the nddest cue is that of 72 year
old Gertrude Eberly of Psllon [Nevadal.
Nine years after moving to Nevada, she sud-

denly was hit with a bill for $4,000 in delin-
quent CaWorna inome taxes. Unable to
P ay It all out of her $13,000 annual Income, -
Eberly agreed to PLY 50 a month to Call.
fomia. If she lives long enough, she mIlht
be able to pay off the debL

How can we justify such misuse of
the power of taxation? These pension-
ers do not vote n California, and thus
have no vehicle to convey their opposi-
tion to the tax. Nevada's elected offi-
cials have no power over California
taxes. The only solution is Federal leg-
Islation to ban State source taxes;
therefore, the need for our legislation.

Source taxaUon of pension income is
especially troubling since, for the most
part, pensions cannot be removed from
the offend!ng State. Pensioners may
transfer all their other assets to what-
ever State they desire, but their pen-
sions are held hostage by the State in
which they were earned.

Considering the longer lives we all
hope to enjoy, this fact becomes espe-
cially shocking. 85-year-old retirees are
no longer uncommon: such an individ-
ual may weUl be paying taxes to a
State from which he has derived no
benefit for the past 20 years.

I have spent most of my 26 years of
public service at the State level. I
value the right of States to govern
themselves as much us any other
Member of this distinguished body.
Nevertheless, these rights stop at the
State border.

Senator Rmi and I introduced this
legislation during the 101st Congress.
and concluded the session with 15 co-
sponsors. Similar legislation intro-
duced in the House of Representatives
attracted 94 cosponsors.

I urge my colleagues in the Senate
to cosponsor this legislation and to
help us put an end to this unfair prac-
tice.

V10 I1
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA
FRANCHISE TAX BOARD
PO Box 295
SACRAMENTO. CA 9t2-2952

56074489EBER052791?89000065435699

DATE, fl7.91

568074459EER
GERTRUDE C EBERLY

385 H RICHARDS ST
FALLON NV 69406

Tee Years: 1978.81,82,43,84-9

atance Due: C u ,e:3.s6

RETURN this portion with your payment
KEEP this portion for your records

Final Oats tar Paymet:l z wq

Legal action is pending on your unpaid account. Failure to MaY the balance in fun or contact this office within
fifteen (15) days from the date ot this notice wil result in the referral of your account to a Collection Agency in
your state for collection purposes. You are treble for any additional cost incurred by this Department as a
result of the referral. (Revenue and Taxation Code Section 18837(a) and 26254(a))

Payments and/or adjustments to your account through 0/10/91 are shown ieiw, It you paid the full amount '
afterOS/10/91 , please disregard this notice. If you paid the full amount on or before 05)/10/91
contact us wimedialely with proof of payment, such as the number we stamped on your cancelled check.

SUMMARY OF BALANCE DUE
TAX YEAR TAX PENALTY INTEREST LIEN FEE PAYMENTS AND TOTAL

1978 1,062.00 241.25 1,677.85 7.00 721.00 2,267.10
1981 222.00 100.00 463.33 450.00 335.33
1982 212.00 100.00 433.20 - 745.20
1983 230.00 100.00 369.041 699.04
1984 279.00 100.00 336.25 715.25
1985 245.00 100.00 237.51 582.51
1986 319.00 100.00 228.11 647.11
1987 239.00 100.00 138.62 10.00 487.62
1990 126.00 3.60 .80 66.00 64.40

PAY THIS AMOUNT& 6C,.31

Additional penalty and/or interest accruei at the rate prescribed by law from Ihe date of this notice to the

dale payment is received. However. no addional interest wil accrue if payment in full is received within to days
from the date of this notice.

Please make your check or money order payable to the FRANCHISE TAX BOARD. Write account
number 568074489 on your check to assure proper credit to your account,

STATE OF CALIFORNIA TELEPHONEt (916) 369-5005

FRANCHISTAXBOARD. PO Boxe2S .SSecrawmno. CAll2.205 568074489"EBER S2i.71 7890 000654356

tin? Wt 11-r

CALIFORNIA STATE INCOME TAX DUE
NOTICE OF COLLECTION REFERRAt
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1843 Wolf Laurel Drive
Sun City Center, FL 33573
June 8, 1991

Wayne Homier and Ed Nihalski
U.S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington, D.C. 20510

Gentlemen:

This in written to inform you of our opposition to the so-
called "Source tax". We strongly support passage of the bill
introduced by Senator Harry ReiL' of Nevada which would outlaw the
Source tax.

As we understand it, the theory of such a tax is that some
or all of the benefits earned during the time that a person was a
resident of a state can by taxed by that state even after the
person becomes a resident of another state.

The assumptions inherent in such a theory are ridiculous.
While a resident of any particular state, a citizen is subject to
all legal requirements for payment of taxes imposed by that
state. While a resident of that state, the citizen can vote on
what taxes should be imposed and how such taxes should be used by
that state. However, whet. the citizen leaves that state and
becomes a resident of another state, he or she can no longer
express opinions by vote as to either imposition of taxes or
disposition of revenues. Taxation by the former state would
certainly be "taxation without representation", and this nation
came into existence largely because of opposition to that idea.

The main purpose of taxes is to pay for services provided
its citizens by a governmental entity. When a citizen leaves a
state and establishes residence in another state, that citizen is
legally required to pay taxes in the new state of residence.
When the services of a former state of residence are no longer
available to a citizen, he or she certainly should not be taxed
to pay for such services.

Sin rely,

Paul B. Edwards

Sarah B. Edwards

Note: Five copies are enclosed for your convenience.
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Frank Franz
108 E. 5050 South
Ogden, UT 84408
18 Jun 91

Committee on Finance:

My law professor at Wayne State University, the late Al-

ff.ed Kelly, lectured our class quite extensively on the impor-

tance of Article IV of the United States Constitution. This is

the article that guarantees "Full faith and credit' among the

several states. Or. Kelly kept telling us of its various as-

pects, such as: we don't need passports and visas to travel be-

tween states; tariffs on goods passing between states are not

permitted; citizens of any state are entitled to the rights and

immunities of those of any other state; etc. Or. Kelly called

it the glue that made us one nation.

And now we see an attack on that glue. The source tax, a

tax levied on citizens of one state by another, effectively vio-

lates this idea of equal protection under the law. Now a citizen

can be taxed without any representation or recourse. Now an Ame-

rican can be penalized for traveling across state lines for the

purpose of selecting a residence. Perhaps he doesn't need a visa

but tribute must be paid to this, now foreign, state which ren-

ders him no service except to forcibly collect that tribute

The purpose of Article IV was to make us one nation, able

to defend ourselves against aggression, to work out our economic

destiny without the waste of interstate tariffs, without bloody

internecine warfare being a way of life, as it was in the frag-

mented suzerains of Europe. It was the European example that led

to these concepts. Concepts that have worked well over our his-
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tory. That have avoided, except for one sad episode, the spec-

tacle of states trying to gain hegemony over one another, never

agreeing on anything, vulnerable to external conquest, unable to

reach the full potential that a united states, a unified nation,

has been able to reach.

It is ironic that after 200 or so years, Europe has rea-

lized the error of its ways, probably from our example. They are

forming an economic community the has the potential for far ex-

ceeding our own. tt is ironic because at the very time they are
n/

putting our ex mple into practice, a handful of self-serving

state legis tures are trying to set a precedent in the oppositea

direction If we had a Chief Justice John Marshall around, I'm

certain he would oppose such a state of affairs. Unfortunately.

he's been dead since 1835; it's up to you folks now.

This could be a turning point in our society. Will the

states with their insatiable greed for more revenues be allowed

to erode our nation, or will the principle of national supre-

macy be reasserted? This could be an historic turning point;

I hope it doesn't fall through the crack. Please approve, and

report favorably on S. 267.

Thank you,

Frank Franz
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June 17, 1991

- Subcommittee on Taxation
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Subject: Hearing on June 12, 1991, of Bill S.267, to prohibit a
State from imposing an income tax on the pension or retirement
income of individuals who are not residents or domiciliaries of
that State.

Gentlemen:

We would like to take this opportunity to impress on
the members of the Senate Finance Committee the importance of
supporting Bill S.267 and releasing it for a vote of the entire
Congress.

As a veteran of the U. S. Navy and being retired from
the Federal Civil Service System, we find a problem with the
Source Tax curtailing another of our freedoms - that of being
able to relocate to whatever area of the country in which we
choose to live without paying a penalty for this freedom.

There are no services available and no vote is allowed
when a move is made; any State collecting source taxes is
certainly practicing taxation without representation. The
Revolution was fought over this very issue.

A person whio has worked in more than one State could
be responsible for income taxes to each of those States. More
than forty States have laws taxing source income; no doubt they
are waiting for Congress to ignore the issue to begin collecting
the taxes, just as California is doing at the present time. The
richest people in America in the near future wiLl be tax
accountants because no average American citizen could possibly
work his or her way through ouch a maze of paper-work. This
extra burden would cut further into retirement incomes.

We understand that members of Congress are exempt from
these taxes, why not all of us? In following the activities of
Representatives and Senators at both the State and Federal levels
of government, we believe our freedoms are being taken away by
the people we elect to protect us.

The excuse for collecting source taxes concerns those
pension plans on which state income taxes are deferred until
such time as retirement is realized. Those of us who were
employed by the Federal Government paid taxes on our gross
salary, not on an adjusted amount after the pension deductions
were made. Why are federal retirees being included in the
"deferred tax category"?
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We have no objections to paying our fair share of

taxes in the area where we live because each city, county, and
state must have income to provide the necessary services for its

citizens.

Individual citizens cannot possibly afford to pursue
this matter through the court system. The power of governments

with their attorneys and accountants would destroy any "grass-
roots" effort to obtain a fair hearing in any court in the

country. We are depending on the members of Congress for support

with this measure.

Ver - truly yoyrs,

Donald G. Gerrick

/ p.

Phyllis L. Gerrick

225 South Rancho Street
Ridgecrest, California 93555
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Gordon L GamW
404 Blmpdith Qv.

&M MY Cauter, FL 3357

June 11, 1991

Wayne Hosier and Ed Mihalski
U.S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Sirs.

You are currently involved in a debate
concerning whether to bar states from imposing
so-called "sourct"taxes. As a 67 year old
former resident of New Jersey now residing
in Florida I wish to comment.

One of the problems of retirees who
are mainly depandent upon pensions and social
security is that their total income is rela-
tively fixed and does not grow to meet rising
costs. Countless millions of retirees can
look forward only to increasing poverty as
they become older. However, that is not the
point of this letter.

Numerous no-income tax states (Florida
is the one with which I am most familiar)
have developed ways to compensate for the lack
of an income tax. Florida has dramatically
increased various existing fees and has estab-
lished many new ones. The State has budgetary
needs quite similar to the states with income
taxes and has chosen to develop other sources
of income rather than passing an income tax.
The result is that citizens are being "taxed"
as surely as if there were an income tax.

As a Florida retiree I am paying the
equivalent of an income tax. If New Jersey
were to also impose ! "source" tax on me
I would end up with double taxation. This
is grossly unfair to all citizens in this
category and is particularly unfair to those
on fixed incomes.

I appeal to your sense of fairness.
Please make every effort to prevent states
from extracting a "pound of flesh" -from
former residents.

Respectfully yours,

Gordon Goewey

ccl Nickie Valente
"The Bottom Line" columnist
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WAYNE HOSIER
ED MIHALSKI
C/O U.S. SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
WASHINGTON, DC 20510

I WOULD LIKE TO SUBMIT A STATEMENT FOR THE RECORD CONCERNING THE
PENSION TAX.

I LIVE IN VIRGINIA AND PLAN ON MOVING TO FLORIDA WHEN I RETIRE.
I FEEL THAT I HAVE PAID MY TAXES TO VIRGINIA ON INCOME EARNED WHILE
I LIVED IN THIS STATE, AND WHEN I LEAVE I WANT TO TERMINATE ALL
RELATIONSHIPS WITH THIS STATE. IT WOULD BE GROSSLY UNFAIR THAT I
COULD BE TAXED BY VIRGINIA WHEN I LEAVE SINCE I WILL NOT BE
RECEIVING ANY BENEFITS FROM VIRGINIA (IF, I FACT I RECEIVED ANY
WHILE I LIVED HERE). I WILL NOT BE VOTING IN VIRGINIA, I WILL NOT
EVEN BE PRIVILEGED TO BE TAXED ON MY PERSONAL PROPERTY, AND THEN
BE CHARGED ANOTHER FEE TO BUY A STICKER FOR MY CAR SHOWING THAT I
HAVE PAID MY TAX.

I HAVE ALSO PAID VIRGINIA TAXES ON A MILITARY RETIREMr.T WHICH WAS
EARNED TOTALLY OUTSIDE THE STATE, EVEN THOUGH VIRGINIA WAS
EXEMPTING THEIR OWN STATE/COUNTY RETIREES FROM PAYING TAXES ON
THEIR PENSIONS. YOU ARE PROBABLY AWARE THAT THIS IS STILL IN

LITIGATION.

I WILL BE PAYING MORE THAN ENOUGH TAXES WHEN I RETIRE TO FLORIDA,
WHICH PROBABLY HAS THE HIGHEST HIDDEN TAX,-S, SALES TAXES, ETC.,
THAN ANY OTHER STATE IN THE UNION (UNLESS IT'S MASSACHUSETTS!)

THE THEORY THAT ANYTHING EARNED IN A SOURCE TAX STATE SHOULD BE
TAXABLE WHEN A PENSIONER LEAVES THE STATE IS LUDICROUS...

SINCERELY,

9854 FAIRFAX SQUARE #212
FAIRFAX, VA 22031

10 JUNE 1991
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1087 Alcala Drive,
St. Augustine, Fl. 32086

June 11, 1991

Kearra. Wayne Hoser and Ed. Mihalski,
C/o Senate Flarnce Committee,
Washington, D. C. 20510

Gentlemen:
Refermce is hed to the matter of a source-tax on

my civil service pension. I lived in Naryland from
March 1931 to Sept. 1987 at which time I moved to

Florida and purchased a home at the above address.
I retired from N.A.S. Patuxent River, Md. after

43 years of service on June 1973, and during that time
paid taxes to Meryland for income and real estate.
Since Sept. 1987, I am a registered voter and propertyowner
in r lorida and to require me to pay a income tax to

Maryland does not seem right.
11'espectfully, . /

Francis E, Gore1v.

538 Country Meadows Blvd.

Plant City, FL 33565
June 12, 1991

Messrs. Wayne Hosier and

Ed Mihalski

C/IO U.S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington, D.C., 20510

Gentlemen:

I retired from Inland Steel Industries, located in East Chicago,
Indiana, in 1985, after thirty (30) years of employment. I paid
federal and local taxes all my employment years.

After retirement, my wife and I moved to Florida to get away from
the cold, snow-shoveling, etc., and we feel it would be very unfair

to pay a Source Tax on my pension.

I have no COLA on my pension, so after five (5) years of retirement,
my wife is working full-time at the Plant City Chamber of Commerce

and I am working part-time at a manufacturing plant of mobile homes,

just to make ends meet.

We feel it would be very unfair to tax my pension a SECOND TIME, as
I feel sure, many retirees in the same predicament would agree. Re-
tirees will rise up in anger if this happens.

Please do what you can for those of us who were forced into early
retirement and have some pension benefits. It will be six and one-
half (6j) years till Social Security benefits will be received and
the Cost of Living rises every year.

Sincerely,

Gerald W. Gott
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Frank C. Galford
4554.Targee Avenue
North Port, Florida 34287

Wayne Hosier & Ed Mihalski
U.S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington, D.C. 20510

18 June 1991

Gentlemen:

Is there no end to the ways and means that politicians
want to tax - tax - tax???

Please enact the bill to abolish the source tax. Surely
individual rights carry more weight then States rights.

Thank you for your efforts and time.

Sincerely,

Frank C. Galford

Copy To:

Senator Graham
Senator Reid
Mickle Valente, The Tampa Tribune

Wayne Hosier and Ed Mihalaski
U.S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington, D.C. 20510

June 22, 1991

Dear Sirs,

This is in regard to your planned hearings on outlawing state
source taxes on retirees.

I will begin by quoting from an article in the July, 1991 issue
of MONEY magazine that describes the current mess:

"Uncle Sam and the states treat an IRA rollover as a
nontaxable event," says financial planner Paul Westbrook
of Watching, N.J. So far, so good. Trouble starts,
however, if the state you have departed goes after the
money once you begin withdrawing it from your rollover
IRA. California, for instance, taxes the pensions and
IRAs of former residents because they earned the money
there. Outrageously, it also grabs for a piece of the
pensions thaL new residents have earned in other states,
presumably just because it's there - although the new-
comersL. get credit for taxes paid to their former state
of residence. Despite numerous challenges, California's
Board of Equalization has upheld both practices. The
state aggressively tracks down miscreants with the help
of its powerful computers and income data from the Internal
Revenue Service. Penalties can range to as much as 55%
of the tax owed, and liens may be slapped on houses and
bank accounts - unless the tax dodgers live in Nevada,
Washington or Florida, which have banned the practice.-

Though less grabby, six other states exercise similar
long arms: Iowa, Missesota, New York, Ohio, Oregon
and Vermont. Five more have such laws on the books
but don't currently enforce them: Arizona, Georgia,
Kentucky, Louisiana and North Dakota.
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In my case I worked and lived in California and retired to Oregon
three years ago. Since moving I have had to file a non-resident
California return and claim a credit on my Oregon return for pension
taxes. I'm not out any money but preparing an additional tax form
is a hassle. I also greatly resent being taxed by a state that
provides me no services and where I have no vote.

The MONEY magazine article also states that California taxes
rollover IRAs of former residents. I was not aware of that and
would have ended up owing California back taxes and penalties when
I begin drawing on my IRA account. I'll bet there are few ex-
California residents who are aware of this tax requirement.

The states that impose these source tax laws, Oregon included,
argue that the person earned their pension while residing there.
I would guess that the amount of money my employer (Pacific Telesis)
put into the pension fund, and treated as a business expense for
tax purposes, was miniscule when compared to the earnings on those
funds through investment. I don't believe source tax states have
a legitimate claim to those pension funds.

I hope thi effort of your subcommittee and the Congress are successful
in banning these provincial state taxing policies. We have to look
to you because the State Boardi of Equalization and Legislatures have
shown they are out to make a buck regardless of any fairness consid-
erations.

Best wishes,

Thom~as J. reen
230 Coachman Drive
Jacksonville, OR 97530

cc: Mark Hatfield, U.S. Senator
Bob Packwood, U.S. Senator
Bob Smith, U.S. Representative
Ron Grensky, Oregon Senator
Eldon Johnson, Oregon House

g
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I ask' that you

support legislation to bar states from Imposing "source taxes"

on retirees with pensions earned In one state, now living In

a-different state.

This Is unfair and unconstitutional, taxation without

representation, I also contend no state should be able to

collect taxes where the taxpayer will revive no benefit of

services or In any way have a say in the disposition of said

tax monies. The services received from any of these "states"

were bought and paid for by taxes at the-time they were re-

ceived and therefore these states are due nothing.

In closing let me leave you with this one glaring fact,

with the present taxes and fees, and Increasing budgets,

Increasing size of government (fed.,state,& local), lack of

discipline of members of government (all of above), there

has developed a growing lack of confidence in a mtJority of

voter representation. Please consider this and please pass

It ou to your colleagues.

Yours trulW-

Earl D. Hart Sr.

0 EAL a W
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SUBCOMMITTEE HEARING JUNE, 12,1991

S.267

WAYNE HOSIER
UNITED STATES SENATE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
WASHINGTON, D.C.
20510

SIR:

I AM WRITING TO SHOW MY SUPPORT FOR TAX BILL S.267. IT IS MY BELIEF
THAT THE "SOURCE TAX" IMPOSED BY STATES ON PENSIONS EARNED IN
THAT STATE IN PRIOR YEARS IS NOT ONLY UNFAIR TO THE PERSON
RECEIVINGTHE PENSION, BUT IS ALSO UNFAIR TO THE STATE IN WHICH THE
RETIRED PERSON LIVES. THE STATE OF DOMOCILE HAS THE EXPENDITURE
FOR SERVICES WHILE THE OTHER STATE HAS THE BENEFIT OF REVENUE.

I WOULD URGE SUPPORT OF THIS BILL.

JERRY R. HEARN
P.O. 8476 -

TRUCKEE, CA
95737
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940 Highland Ave.
Gettysburg. PA. 17325
June 10, 1991

Messrs. Hosier & Mihalski:
U. S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington. D.C. 20510

Re: Source Tax by States
Gentlemen:

Please register my support for any legislation that wouid
ban or outlaw any form of source tax by Statts.

While employed in Maryland, I entered into a 457 deferred
income plan offered as part of the pension benefits by my
employer. Upon retirement in 1988 I decided to move to my
home state of Pennsylvania

Recently I inquired about commencing payments from the
plan and was informed that the State of Maryland would ta,
The income under their source tax law. I feel tnat this is
not correct or fair for several reasons.

1. Nev-r was I informed thit this ,as one o" the
provisions of the plan.

2. The administrator r of the poln is in Tmes and I dtuh-
that any of the earnings came from Marvlaird investment..

.. I have not been a resident of Miarylanc' for .ne last
three years and a good part :f the earnings In the plan have
been (-ade during this time.

4. While giving in taryland I -,aid all .., taxes cn,: I
feel We sILould have the fre-dom to move without be no
beholden to a Drio: state.

I trust the Senate. ,inance Commirtee Vcjld io north
wi.h a recommendation of a croplete ban c source taxes.

Thank you.

i) r-merel v,

.aP, . H oc - .Fr-an . M. Hoc.-
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3 Village Center Drive, SMW
Homosassa, Florida 32646
June 19, 1991

Honorable Wayne Hosier andEd Mihalski
C/o U. S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington, D. C. 20510

Gentlemen:

My wife, Bobbie, and I are absolutely opposed to the "-source tax"
under consideration by your committee; and I'm certain it is
opposed by every retiree, military or otherwise, who falls within
the so-called middle income bracket.

The reason should be obvious; we have borne the brunt of income
tax for years - and still do- so any encroachment into the dollars
we now manage to hold on to will be the final straw in most cases.

We see the waste of luxury spending by US, state, county and city
government officials and the exorbitant luxuries enjoyed by private
industries and wonder why this money isn't tapped for the good of
all. How can their luxuriant executive expenses be justified and
our meager fruits of long hard work not be.

Please leave what little, in comparison to non-retirees, roney we
get alone.

Yours truly,

Info: Senators Graham and Mack 0 e;r-?Sy
of Florida
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3008 Sunrise Drive
Sebring, Florida, 33872
June 10, 1991

Mr. Wayne Homier
U. S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington, D. C., 20510

Dear Mr. Hosier,

Please put forth your efforts to bar states from
imposing the so-called sourcee! taxes.

We paid for our state services while we lived there and
we don't want to pay taxes for services to the state when
we're not living there and having no say in how the tax
monies are spent.

During the 35 years of one's working life you plan for retire-
ment, in particular, the most important financial portion.
It is unfortunate that after retirement, something such
as this, is always nipping away at your carefully made
plans. Unforseen taxation of social security, increased
health oare premiums and the proposed Isoure"tax 4
could easily put retirees at a poverty level or at least
ma1e life less than pleasant. •

So please, fight to protect us and ban the sourcee"
tax. Thank you.

Sincerel

Guy P. Horton

Frances S. Horton

7625 Glenville Court
Springfield, Virginia 22153

11 June 1991

Wayne Rosier/Ed ihalski
c/o U.S. Senate Finance Coumittee
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Sires

I strongly urge you to vote against any and all source taxes
either in existence now or those which may be proposed in the future.
How can any state have taxation without representation?

Sincerely,

Barbara D. Hunt
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STATEMENT OF THE IOWA TAXPAYERS ASSOCIATION AND THE IOWA ASSOCIATION OF

BUSiNESS AND INDUSTRY

RETIREMENT: WHOSE GOLDEN YEARS?

The issue of state taxation of pension distributions to nonresident taxpayers is
one which can only be resolved by Congressional action which would prohibit the
states from taxing such income.

Much like the controversy involving state taxation of corporate income (which
ended in the enactment by Congress of Public Law 86-272), the growing attempts by
states to extend their taxing jurisdictions outside their boundaries will create ex-
tremely complicated and costly tax policy and administration problems.

For example, most taxpayers are cash basis taxpayers. A cash basis taxpayer is
one who pays tax only when income is received. Thus, pensions earned as an em-
ployee, but paid commencing at retirement are normally not taxed until payments
are received. Then they are taxed by the state where the retiree lives. Currently
eight states reverse this traditional approach and claim the right to tax pension dis-
tributions of nonresident retirees which accrued in part in those states while the
retiree lived in that state.

In contrast to this, an accrual basis taxpayer pays tax on income when the right
to receive such income occurs regardless of when it is paid. These eight states re-
quire nonresident retirees who participate in pensions (and are normally considered
to be cash basis taxpayers) to be treated as accrual basis taxpayers for retirement
income purposes.

Any tax structure, be it state, local or federal is designed to pay the cost of provid-
ing services by that level of government. The taxes raised during a certain tax year
generally designed to pay the costs of those services rendered during that period,
not some time in the future. As needs and costs change, tax structures change.
Assume two individuals who worked side by side in a first state, e.g., Iowa, for their
entire career, earned the same amounts of income, and in all other respects are
identical. They would pay virtually the same amount of taxes during their career
and both would pay for the same services from the same levels of government.
When they retire, one remains in Iowa where the retirement was earned, and the
other moves to Georgia. The one who remains continues to receive services and con-
tinues to pay Iowa taxes. The other pays taxes in Georgia, but also would be expect-
ed to continue to pay income tax in Iowa.

The first state cannot justify an attempt to tax pension income of the retiree who
no longer lives there. There is no constitutional basis for such an attempt because a
nonresident is receiving no benefit from the taxing state. The nonresident paid the
same share of taxes for benefits received while living in the original state as did
everyone else who lived in the state during that period.

Difficult questions of tax equity arise in the attempt to tax nonresident pension
benefits. In the first place it is impossible for a state to apply this tax uniformly and
equitably. The retiree who is receiving monthly checks from a defined benefit plan
is easily found and the amount of income received easily ascertained. The retiree
who rolls over a deferred compensation distribution to an out of state fiduciary, on
the other hand, is not easily found will not likely be taxed by the state of origin.

Another major problem with state taxation of nonresident pension benefits is that
it inherently creates the potential for serious jurisdictional disputes and ultimately
the prospect of double taxation. In the case of a retiree who worked in several states
which tax nonresident pension income, each state would claim original jurisdiction
to tax a portion of the income. Even if all these states granted a credit for taxes
paid to another state the taxpayer would have a near impossible task in determin-
ing how to allocate each credit against all the others.

To make matters even worse, not all states gra t a credit for taxes paid to an-
other state on nonresident pension income. Georgia for example, refuses to allow a
credit for taxes paid by one of it residents for Iowa income tax claimed by Iowa.
Thus some retirees face double taxation of retirement income.

The administrative burdens created by taxing nonresident pension benefits are
horrendous. It must be assume that the only way states will come close to being
effective in collecting these taxes is through withholding, and therein lies the major
problem. As is demonstrated in later examples, it is not equitable to apportion taxes

be simply on the number of years someone worked in a given state. In many
cases an individual could have worked in a state for several years without being
vested in a pension, thereby earning no benefits. Others may have worked in sever-
al states for several different employers, rolling over pension accumulations as they
move from one job to another.
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Taking this argument to another level, we believe the taxation of nonresident
pensions is in violation of the U.S. Constitution on several grounds. First is the
Privileges and Immunities Clause which prohibits states from discriminating
against out of state individuals. There is a sharp distinction between a nonresident
who is earning income from business, trade or occupation and is subject to tax at
the time of the business activity, as opposed to a nonresident who no longer has a
connection with the state, except to have earned a pension while living there. The
former is receiving benefits and services for taxes paid; the later is receiving noth-
ing.

Second is the Commerce Clause and the Due Process Clause. The most often cited
case under the Commerce Clause and Due Process Clause is Compkte Auto Transit,
Inc. v. Brady, 430 U.S. 274 (1977). On at least three points the taxation of nonresi-
dent pensions fail to meet the test that was prescribed and Complete Auto. First, it
discriminates against interstate commerce, as evidenced by the fact that nonresi-
dents can be subject to double taxation. Second, it cannot meet the test of fair ap-
portionment. Third, it is not fairly related to the services provided by the state.

We also believe the taxation of nonresident retirement income also violates the
Employees Retirement Income Security Act of 1976 ("ERISA"). ERISA was enacted
to make the regulation of pension plans a federal concern and to insure uniformity
so that states could not adopt policies which adversely impact the benefits earned by
retirees. The attempt by states to tax nonresident pension benefits is a policy which
has adverse impact on the benefits earned by retirees. Any pension tax policy which
creates numerous additional expenses and puts taxpayers in jeopardy of double tax-
ation is contrary to ERISA.

A former resident of the State of Iowa, for instance, must determine the portion
of a retirement plan distribution attributable to the distribution over total income
earned which relates to the distribution. The result of allocating the distribution to
the state in this manner runs the risk of subjecting a nonresident taxpayer to Iowa
tax which does not actually reflect the amount distributed to the taxpayer as a
result of the taxpayers services within the state. Outlined below are three examples
demonstrating this result.

EXAMPLE 1

Assume that a taxpayer lives and works in Iowa for ten years and earns $575,000
during such ten year period. The employer contributes $75,000 to the taxpayerls re-
tirement plan over the ten year period. Assume that over the next five year period,
the taxpayer works and lives in Florida and earns $450,000 and that the employer
contributes $55,000 to the taxpayer's retirement plan. After five years of employ-
ment in Florida, the taxpayer retires. Under the allocation method formula dis-
cussed above, 56.10% (575,000/1,025,000) of the total distribution or $72,930 (.5610 x
130,000) will be allocable to and subject to tax in Iowa when the taxpayer actually
received from the Iowa employer $75,000.

EXAMPLE 2

Assume the same facts as before, except that the employer contributed $55,000 to
the retirement plan while the employee lives and works in Iowa and the employer
contributed $75,000 to the retirement plan while the employee lived and worked in
Florida. Under this scenario the nonresident taxpayer will be subject to Iowa tax on
$72,930 of the total distribution when the nonresident taxpayer only received
$55,000 from the Iowa employer. Since Florida does not have a state income tax,
this result could be quite devastating to the nonresident taxpayer. These examples
demonstrate, however, that the method chosen by Iowa to tax nonresident taxpayers
does not truly reflect the nonresident's earnings within the state.

The above example can get even more complicated if income was deferred
through a retirement plan in a state which, like Iowa, seeks to tax deferred income
upon receipt of the income. In addition, if the taxpayer moved to several different
states, rather than just two, the burden can become even more egregious and the
method of calculating the Iowa tax can become even more difficult.

EXAMPLE 3
Worker A and worker B earned $250,000 over the course of five years in Iowa.

Both worker A and worker B had $25,000 contributed toward their retirement plan.
Worker B moved to Florida and worked an additional five years in Florida earning
an additional $250,000. Worker B's employer contributed $50,000 to B's retirement
plan. In the first year of their retirement, both workers elect to take a lump sum
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distribution from their retirement plans. Worker A will be taxed on the full $25,000
that his employer contributed from Iowa sources. Worker B will be taxed on the
portion of "occupation" carried on within Iowa. That is, the portion of his $75,000
lump sum distribution that is attributable to an Iowa occupation. Since 50%
($250,000/$500,000) was earned in Iowa, it stands to reason that $37,500 (.50 x
$75,000) of the distribution will be allocated and taxed to Iowa when only $25,000
was actually contributed from Iowa sources. Two workers, A and B, similarly situat-
ed, are taxed differently.

The "source approach" to defing a state's right to tax income has the potential
of extending even further beyond the limits of rational tax policy. For example, how
will this doctrine apply to other tax deferrals such as the capital gain on the sale of
a primary residence?

It seems that this is no different than deferred compensation from a pension pro-
gram. An individual can move from state to state, buying and seinq homes, rolling
over the capital gain until finally he or she retires and takes the one tune capital gain
exclusion. At that point is every state where that person lived going to lay claim to a
portion of the remaining gain?

As we said before, this issue is appropriate for congressional action. While states
should be free to fashion their own tax scheme, there are times when federal inter-
vention is necessary.

There is precedent for congressional action of Public Law 86-272, which sets the
statutory limits on state's rights to tax corporations whose activities within the
state consist of mere solicitation of sales. Federal intervention is needed to prevent
states from depriving nonresident retirees of their "gold" in their golden years.

RICHARD W. PHILLIPS, President, Iowa
Taxpayers Association.

MARK DOUGLAS, President, Iowa
Association of Business and Industry.
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John J. Isely
9117 Canberley Dr., Tampa, Fl., 33647

Jun~e 11, 1991

Wayne Hc'sie-r a~nd
Ed Pliha1ski
c/c, LU. S. Senate Fiviance~Ce
Wa sh icjtOti )).C,, ,50

Sub j SO.'Ice Tr~ixes

Gen 'c I inoro

This is to inf.-lmn yiu that 1. alyi 3T)oc-csi ti.r t.c,

was r'revir'LUSly eg-.ipc'yed.

State taxes arP fr the .itppc'rt (if thp qci've-v--mrit .. ,
individual state to supply servic-s neccssrrv c
C it I ze115 . A sc'otce ta~x i~hefiv ,JSt a0O t hCr t'zyV Iti
govern inent ca avc,id the o5L~t f h iatt'- ta4-. 'i i . Tht.
co'nstittuents who cmi votc? i' thoir steo -

If the citizens of the So-urce -iti-te want a-er.vir' tl-
should pay thoir c'wn -jay by txL nthem!--zlv-s4 TI'h' )TC H' L 0
state's elected rees-atve AtU .Aiiv WIAfIn ao ~~
k intd o--f 'COP LIL-" . 7he +aXV--y tii tfl% Y .1- o 'IIa a F' 1 1
have t'c'ved south and won't be Ah c? to '-cte 4r,in:- thc- in
the nex-t election. ibis ini tliir Way, ot tryin ?- ip I-hy
traini WithOuL paYina he f r ci rh t

I na r eq' 1stef -ed vc. tt or whoi c, -te t i n ev,- r- a S )4IAd -4 '1 0i
electicin - and a retiree. I have been E:-m~lc--!j'.r, 'ok

states and can juzt ifrkagiiie hv iiira.cO ic c,t ..-
nightmare this kind cf scheme would prOduce.

Very truly yours.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

, , --I I



i. C. 60 Box 160
Pineville, HD 64~856-96O
June 22, IM

Mrs Wrm Noshier
U. S. Sam

Comttee on Finane
washingtm, D. C., 20510

Dear K. Noshirn

Rs Snate Bill so. 267

Presently qF retirees am being forced to pay income taxs to a state, in
which they do notreside. The non-,esident sate provides no benefits, whatso-
evr to the retirees. They are not permitted to vote or have a voice in that
statest governmental operations. This Is not only DOUBII TAXATION, bat
TAXATION WITAOUT RPRCSuTATION, which wan the cause of the Revolutionary War,
the resulti g In the in ependence of the United States of America. Isn't this
regression, back to the 'pe-Revolutionary War days? I sincerely hope not.

Tb smtmnt of 8. B. 267 into a law, would prevent this type of unfair
prentice of & state upon the retirees that chose to live in another state upon
retirement. The extra burden of double taxes, will result in man retirees
hawing to forego saw ot the necessities of life i. e., food, clothing,
adequate medical and hospitalisation and naq other items that are far from
Items of luxury. Wby should retirees be forced to pay double, just because
they moved from ow state to another? Is the Ulited States becoming les
then a free country in this century when m of our young -men and womn gave
so nch, m their lives so that we could live in a FRE COUTRI?

Nr wife and I moved to Misouri, so thatwcould assist in the care of our elderly
Others, and nov we are faced with double taxation/taxation without representation.
Is this fair? Retirees o for a variety of reasons, i. e., to be nearer
famil memhere, to assist aging parents, health conditions, or just to live in
a a miller, slower-paced coannity. Taxation without representation was not the
infant of the framers of our constitution, do wbq is Congress permitting
s tates to put the entire U. S. A. on the road of regression?

If such practice is not eliminated, it could result in every state taxing a
particular sMnt of retirees of another tat.. Such a practice could result
in a state collecting taxes from residents of 10, 20, even 40 or more states.
The passage of S. B. 267 or other appropriate legislation would eliminate such
complioated confusion and restore fairness to all retirees.

Your assistance in the passage of appropriate legislation, to prevent '

TAXATION WIT UT RZ STATION will be appreciated.

Sincerely,
.... "./_, .,.-/ -

,,e no C. Johnqsto
President, ZDonald County Retired Teachers
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June 7, 1991

Wayne Hosier & Ed Nihals.i
C/o U.S. Senate Finance Comnittee
Washington DC 20510

Dear Sirs:

I as in favor of legislation to bar a state from taxing the pension benefits
of people who move to another that doesn't have an income tax.

The so-called "source" tax is unfair to senior citizens. Please relay this
message to the U.S. Senate Finance Committee.

Thank you,

4179 Tampico Trail
Spring Hill, Florida 34607
June 7, 1991

U.S. Senate Finance Committle
Washington, D.C. 20510

Mr. Hosier & Mr. Mihalski,

After reading an article in the

Tampa Tribune, June 7, 1991, about source tax, I wish to

express my thoughts on the matter.

I am totally against this tax for

it will take a person on a fixed income and make him a

person on a lower fixed income, and at 72 years of age,

with no way to increase my income.

Sine pely Your ,

Howard J. JO /
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Jue 6, 1991

U.S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington, D.C. 20510

Sirs:

This letter is to support federal legislation which will bar any
state from imposing a "source" tax on the pension benefits of people
who move to another state that doesn't have an income tax. I object
to paying taxes to a state I no longer live in, expecially since I
did pay my share of taxes when I was a resident in that state. Such
a tax is taxation without representation.

It is my hope that the legislators will support such legislation
as it is fair and moral in protecting the incme of all pensioners.

Sincerely,

Vincent F. Kashuda
1734 Farmington Ct.
Crofton, MD 21114
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2319 Lancaster Drive
Sun City Center, FL. 33373
June 12, 1991

Wayne Rosier & Zd Mihalski
V U.S.Senate Finance Comittee

Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Sir@:

I strongly protest the proposed "source tax" on my pension.

I have been retired for twenty-one years, with a pension based on a
such lover salary than that currently paid for the same position, and must cope
with inflation on this fixed income.

It is only a matter of time before the states with no income tax will be levying
a state tax on its residents.

We receive no services from our former state, and feel jhat this pro-
posed tax would only foster the irresponsible fiscal management and malfeasance
of the legislators, and perpetuate the lack of incentive to reform.

May I add that I deplore your requisite that these protests be type-
written, knowing full well that most people do not have access to a typewriter.

Yours truly,

Edmund F. Keough

Yours truly,

Marion E. Keough /
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1801 Crystal Drive, #1004
Arlington, VA 22202
June 12, 1991

Senators Wayne Hosier and
Ed Nihalski

C/o U.S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington, D.C. 20510

Subject: Pension Tax

Dear Sire:

As a federal worker who currently needs to be living in
California for personal reasons, but who can't because of the
potentially taxing (pun) situation, I would like to go on record
to ask you to vote this down.

My argument is that a majority of the federal workers transfer
several times throughout their career. It would be terribly
unfair for one state to put a source tax on _l of your
retirement. I am 57 years old, with considerable health
problems, and need to move closer to my adult children who are in
California; however, any retirement pension I receive will be
slim, and a state tax could certainly hurt me.

California, and some of the other states with excessive state
taxes, should realize that the "new generation" is not closing
their eyes to this excessive taxation. The network news coverage
has recently highlighted how firms/business are moving away from
the costly California environment.

Thank you for your time.

Sincerely,

CLAIRE T. KOTHMAN
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Debra Kviatkovski
81 Riverside Dr.

Indian Head, HD 20640

June 10, 1991

Wayne Nosier & Rd Hihalski

c/o Senate Finance Committee

Washington, D.C. 20510

For the Records

I oppose the "SOURCE TAX", and ask my elected

officials to actively support legislation to bar a state

from taxing the pension benefits of people vho move to

another state that doesn't have an Income tax.

Sincerely,

Debra Kviatkovski
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June 8. 1991

Mr. Wayne Hosier
Mr. Ed Mihalski
U.S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington. D.C.. 20510

Dear Sirs,

It has come to my attention through an article in
the June 6. 1991 ama Tribune that the Senate
Finance committee a&Wolding hearings on whether
to bar states from imposing "source" taxes on
retirement pensions. I would like to be counted
among the many who I'm sure have gone on record as
being opposed to any legislation that would permit
states to collect a "source" tax. I shall be con-
tacting my Senator and representatives concerning
my opposition to this "source" tax issue.

Sincerely.

Joanne Latham

8759 Barcin Circle
Riverview, FL 33569
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6079 E. Rush Street
Inverness, Florida 32652
June 8, 1991

Wayne Hosier & Ed Mihalski
% U.S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington, D.C. 20510

Gentlemen

When we lived and worked in the state in which we we e employed,
we paid taxes on our income to support the services received
from that state. The income put back into the company retirement
fund was also taxed.

We no longer live in that state but you are goigg to tax us again
on mney that was taxed once, in order to support services no
longer received.

If you think the reaction to catastrophic insurance was something,
just wait until the groundswell on this one gets up steam.

Sincerely,

Robert P. Layton
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12305 Rambling Lane
Boyle, Maryland 20715-3211
June 10, 1991

Hr. Wayne Monier
Hr. Ed Hihalski
Senate Finance Committee
Washington, D.C. 20510

Gentlemen;

I vould like to comment on pending legislation to outlaw the so-
called 'source tax':

First, as a member of NAR73 I fully support their lobbying
efforts in opposing this odious taxation-vithout-representationt

Second, I have recently completed a real estate course required
by the State of Maryland fer obtaining a license to act as a real
estate agent. Although I have no plans to enter that profession
I took the course in preparation for selling my ovn home, and I
learned a lot from it. (No pun intended, i.e., 'lot't)

One of the things I learned Is that the tax on real estate Is
figured by multiplying the tax rate by the assessed value of the
property. In most, if not all, states the assessment of value
for tax purposes is a responsibility of the state government,
vhile the tax rate is set by the county, school district or other
local Jurisdiction.

We vere taught that the assessment process vas gradually taken
over by state governments after experience vith county or local
governments that deliberately 'underassessed' property in their
Jurisdictions in order to 'poor mouth' the state into giving then
a disproportionate share of state revenues. The state assessment
process is intended '.o assure greater equity state-vide.

I believe the same rationale ought to be applied nationally, by
the Federal government--that state efforts to receive a
disproportionate share of taxation by means of devices such as
the 'source tax' should be regulated and proscribed as necessary,
to insure as much national fairness as possible!

Respectfully,

Roer D. Leonard
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Mrs. Martha A. Logan
P.O. Box 3082
Apollo Beach, Fl. 33572

June 17, 1991

Mr. Wayne "osier
U. S. Senate Finance committee
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. Hos!er;

It has come t my atteniton that your committee is
investigating the use of a "source tax" to be imposed by
states on pensions earned in that state.

First, let me state that neither my husband nor I are
retired nor do we expect to retire for another fifteen
years. However, I am very concerned with the erosion of our
retirement fund. With the condition of our economy, the
population outlook and the present drain on Social Security
we realize that we cannot "depend" on Social Security to
help supplement our retirement; therefore, we are trying to
prepare for the future as best as we can without a crystal
ball.

As I understand the "source tax", it will be levied by
the state in which you were a resident and earned your
pension benefits. My husband and I have lived in several
states while saving for our retirement thus creating an
administrative nightmare.

1. Living in several states wh~le saving for
retirement, do you pay each state?

2. How do you determine which portion of a mutual
fund goes to each state?

3. 1 each mutual fund is in a different state
are these states entitled to a part of the tax";, (The
dividends and capital gains would have been eat-neo in that
state.)

4. What happens when you live in one state and
your employer is in another state and your paycheck comes
from the employer's state?

5. M>, husband is in sales and his territory
covers several different states, how do we determine just
how much of our pension belongs to each state.
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If our pension fund is diluted by additional state
taxes, federal taxes and inflation what will we live on when
we retire? Does it then become the responsibility of the
federal and state government to provide for us thereby
creating a need for more and higher "source tax", income
taxes and etc. Creating a "black-hole" from which there is
no escape is not the answer to increased revenue.

We should be encouraging people to save money thereby
creating more money for capital investments which in turn
would bring in more revenue. We need to be more innovative,
productive and competitive in the world marketplace which
would stimulate trade and increase revenue. The "source
tax"*is a band-aid approach to a problem that will not go
away. It places a heavy burden on a segment of the
population that cannot afford another assult on their
already meager resources. This group, retirees, cannot
simply go out and supplement their income because they are
penalized with additional taxes if they earn to much money
and/or they may not be in the best of health and able to
work.

The "source tax" would be a costly tax to collect, an
administrative nighmare and a short-sighted solution to a
long term problem.

Respectful l y,

Martha A. Logan
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June 6, 1991

7020 Hadlow Drive
Springfield, VA 22152

Messrs. Wayne Hosier and
Ed Mihalski

c/o U.S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re Source Tax on Pension Benefits

Dear Sirst

I wish to voice my opposition to the concept of taxation of
pension benefits by the states based on earnings while a resident
of that state.

During my federal career, I have had nine PCS (Permanent Change
of Station) moves which resulted in residency in six different
states and all but one have state income taxes. My total income,
including my contribution to retirement, was subjected to both
Federal and state income taxation. Additionally, while a
resident of those individual states, I paid my share for services
through other taxes, such as sales and personal property taxes.
Those states also received the additional benefit for school
support from the Federal government, since I was an employee at a
Defense installation and had children attending the local
schools. It would be ludicrous, not to mention a great
infringement upon my personal freedom and a financial burden on
me and my family, to expect that some day, my pension benefits
would not only be taxed by the Federal government but possibly by
six other Jurisdictions as well.

One of our great freedoms in this country is the right to move
and live in any state that wT wish. A prime motivation for
moving is to achieve a higher standard of living either by
securing a greater income or a lower cost of living. A big
component of cost of living is taxation. A person whose pension
is taxed by a state where he or she no longer resides is being
penalized for moving and subjected to taxation without ruoresen-
tation, the earliest identified Un-American concept.

I urge that the Congress pass legislation which bars the states
from levying a "source tax" on pension benefits.

Sincerely,
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Keith Lomas
3324 N-Mt View Dr,
San Diego, Ca 92110

11 June 91
Wayne Hosier/Ed Mihalski
US Senate Finance Committee

I am writing to urge that the source tax by states against
federal retirees be abolished.

I also understand that the states are only trying to collect the
source tax from CONUS retirees. The hundreds of thousands of
foreign and native born citizens who retired in a state, and then
moved to a/their foreign country (e.g.: Mexico. PhilippinesCanada,
Bahamas, ect) are exempt from the tax or pursuit by the states.
This is unfairly If the states are to levy a tax on non-resident
retirees, it should be applied equally to all and not Just the
CONUS retirees, or the tax should be declared invalid.

KIH0LOMAS

June 19, 1991

Wayne Hosier/Ed Mihalski
c/o U. S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington , D. C. 20510

Sirs:

We strongly object to the so-called source tax. We have
been Florida residents for almost three years.

As retirees, we receive pensions from the University of
California and California State Teachers Retirement System.
We have been paying California State Income Tax on these
funds.

As residents of Florida, we also pay our share of Florida
taxes to support services received here.

We believe this is unfair treatment and that the so-called
source tax should be outlawed.

Sincerely,

Margaret IR. and Roderic~ J. Long
25124 Pine Hill
Leesburg, Florida
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14 June 1991
Mr. Wayne Hosier
US. Senate Finance Comittee
Washington, D. C. 20510

Gentlemen:

Hr. William Hoffman will bring out most of the points in
regard to why the states' source tax should be made illegal.

There is a further point he may not bring out, however. That is
the near-impossibility of complying.

My case is probably typical of thousands of former CAlifornia
residents and, I daresay by extension, to many thousands who have
moved to states that have no income tax.

Since my income is too low to be source-taxable I am not obligated.

to pay this tax. However, I am obligated to attempt to fill our
California nonresident tax forms that, insofar as I am concerned,
might as well be written in a foreign language.

Fortunately, my wife is quite knowledgeable about such matters.

Even so, she spent four hours trying to figure out how to respond
to some of the questions in the form. After giving up she called
the California tax authorities. While they were uncertain them-

selves as to the correct answer she (my wife) adopted one of their

several responses and we mailed in the forms.
To my knowledge, no tax preparer in the state of Washington

is familiar with the California tax code. No law library I know
of has copies of the code.

In short, thousands of us are put in the position of being
legally obligated to perform the impossible. Surely there is a
law that says I cannot be held responsible for my inability to

leap over a tall building in a single bound or un a mile in less

than four minutes!

If you multiply my situation by many, many thousands it seems
obvious that the source tax is administratively impossible. Does
the State of California, or any other source-tax state, have the

right to demand of us that which we cannot do?
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5269 Bradgen Court
Springfield, Va. 22151
June 11, 1991

Hr. Wayne Hosier and
Hr. Ed Mihalski
c/o U.S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Sirs:

I am writing in support of legislation prohibiting the so called
"source tax" on federal pensions. I am currently a federal
employee residing in Virginia. Upon retirement I may leave
Virginia. I do not believe I should then have a continuing
obligation to pay Virginia taxes. Virginia would no longer be
providing me with services, so I should no longer be taxed by
Virginia. I also contend such a situation would be taxation
without representation and therefore especially objectionable.

While Virginia and most States are not imposing a source tax on
federal pensions, I nonetheless, support legislation prohibiting
a source tax. I specifically support legislation introduced by
Senator Harry Reid of N'vada prohibiting source taxes. Your
consideration of my views and entering of this correspondence
in the official record is appreciated.

Sincerely,

John R. MacDonald

copies:
Senator John Warner
Senator Charles Robb
Congressman James Moran
Senator Harry Reid



June 8, 1991

lon. Wayne Hoier
Mon. Rd Nihalaki
0/o U.S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington, D.C. 20510

Ret Pension 'Source Tax'
Senator Reid's Bill

Gentlement

One of the major precipitating factors in the Revolutionary War was the Issue of
Traxatlon Without Representation."

Now, over two hundred years later, the same Issue Is sW being fought. Source
taxation of pensions is, among other things, taxation without representation. I
urge you to support Senator Reid's bill to outlaw this practice.

In addition to the representation Issue, there is a question of equity. Source tax
states only tax those that can be easily identified -- which mainly hits retired
public employees The thousands of employees of both large and small private
employers who move to other states generally escape such taxation.

Although I am no longer a resident, I am required to con'Jnue to pay taxes to
the State of Calfornia. I am no longer eligible to vote there, I use no services
provided by the State, and I have no standing to do anything about this issue.

Therefore, I appeal to you as the court of last resort to correct this inequity by
supporting Senator Rid's bILL

Thank you,

Maurice L. McCarty
2732 Persimmon Place
Wiiamburg, VA 23185
(8N) 253-0701
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SUBCOMMITTEE HEARING JUNE, 12,1991

S.267

WAYNE HOSIER
UNITED STATES SENATE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
WASHINGTON, D.C.
20510

SIR:

I AM WRITING TO SHOW MY SUPPORT FOR TAX BILL S.267. rr IS MY BELIEF
THAT THE "SOURCE TAX" IMPOSED BY STATES ON PENSIONS EARNED IN
THAT STATE IN PRIOR YEARS IS NOT ONLY UNFAIR TO THE PERSON
RECEIVINGTHE PENSION, BUT IS ALSO UNFAIR TOTHE STATEIN WHICH THE
RETIRED PERSON LIVES. THE STATE OF DOMOCILE HAS THE EXPENDITURE
FOR SERVICES WHILE THE OTHER STATE HAS THE BENEFIT OF REVENUE.

I WOULD URGE SUPPORT OF THIS BILL.

DIANE MC LOUGHLIN
POB 1298
TAHOE CITY, CA 95730
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2228 Grenadier Drive
Sun City Center. FL 33673
June 17, 1991

U.S. Senate Finance Commi tee
Washington, D.C. 20610

Attn: Wayne Hosler
Ed Mihalskl

Gentlemen:

The Tampa Tribune gave the above address for comments regarding your hearing
on bills to ban source taxes.

We would not be affected by any Source Tax since we do not have any retire-
m ent income coming from any industry In any state. Our retirement is from
successful investments and savings from our working years.

However, we are opposed to the concept of source taxes for the following
reasons:

1. Taxes are supposed to pay for the services the citizen receives from their
local or state government.

2. People who leave an area no longer create the need for government ser-
vices at their previous address.

3. Once parties leave a local or state area, they become citizens of their
new community and pay their due amount at this new location.

4. There is no Justification for taxing retirement or bonus pay simply
because the basis for such pay may have derived from employment In that
community.

6. The need for tax revenue must not be permitted to allow taxation without
representation when there are n) current services rendered.

6. Persons on fixed incomes should not have governments raiding their
retirement earnings for no reason other than the necessity for tax
revenue.

7. Payment of Incurred debt must fall to the current citizens of that state.
not to those who have left. This must be true In spite of the fact that
the state may have access to some of the money yet due the departed
and locally disenfranchised citizen.

We are not sure of the right of the federal government to act on this issue, but
we are deeply aware that a citizen who cannot vote has no leverage with local
government officials. We must look to you for protection.

Somehow, local taxation must relate to current service.

Sincerely,

Russell E. Merritt Rosslyn M. Merritt
Democrat Republican
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My wife and I are retired end reside in Florida. Prior
to retiring we lived and worked in New York and paid
our share of Federal, State and City taxes. Upon re-
tiring and living on a fixed income we found it very
difficult to live in New York and make ends meet.

Upon encouragement from my brother who also lives in
Florida we decided to accept his invitation and look
around for perunent residence within our means. My
Vife and I were fortunate enough to find such a place
in Florida* Now we mensge to meet our monthly obli-
gations end manage to balance our bedget,

Now here come another surprise--the so-called source
tax. It is unconscionable for the States to come up
withibis gimmick to tax our pensions.

I was born-in New Yo* and worked in New York up until
I retired--with the exception of eight years in the
military and I paid every tax imaginable for a working
person of my status.

I urge the Committee to bar States from imposing this
so-called source tax. Please take into consideration
the fact that there are thousands upbn thousands in
the some situation as my wife end I*

Very truly yours,

//.Ie, ,e, x lA. . .

9'-7
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4ohn Miller
5400 Norgield Rd.

Capitol Heights, MD 20743

June 10, 1991

Wayne Hosier & 3d Mihalski

c/o Senate Finance Committee

Washington, D.C. 20510

For the Record:

I oppose the 'SOURCZ TAX*, and a k my elected

officials to actively support legislation to bar a state

from taxing the pension benefits of people who move to

another state that doesn't have an Income tax.

Sincerely,

John Hiller

Patrick G. Miller, Jr.

713 S St., N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20001
June 6, 1991

Wayne Hosier and Ed ihalski
C/o U.S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington, D.C. 20.rl0

To Whom It May Concern:

This letter is regarding the at-tached "The Federal Diary"
column from the Washington Post of June 6 dealing with the issue
of so-called "source taxes." This attempt to tax people who do not
live or vote in a particular jurisdiction is taxation without
representation. It is unconstitutional. I support attenpts by
Sen. Reid, or anyone else, to specifically outlaw such a tax.

sincerely,

Patrick G. Miller, Jr.

49-891 0 - 92 - 17
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June 19, 1991

Wayne Hosier and Ed MIhalski
c/o U.S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington, D.C. 20510

Gentlemen:

Re: Source Tax

Source income tax levied against retirement pensions of non-residents
amounts to taxation without representation. These laws are so unfair
that our forefathers fought a revolution over them. Yet, most taxing
states have these laws and can Implement or repeal them at their discretion.

I wish to urge the members of the Senate Finance Committee to support
S 267 which would outlaw the source tax and would make these laws illegal.
Members of Congress have exempted themselves from these laws and I ask
the same for all retirees.

Thank you.

Sincerely yours,

Arthur A. Minnie
3054 Timothy Avenue
Medford, OR 97504-9752-

June 11, 1991

TO:
Wayne Hosier
Ed Mihalski
U.S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington, D.C. 20510

FROM:
T.W. Minnock
433 S. Paula Dr. #8
Dunedin, Florida 34698

RE:
Source Tax

I am strongly opposed to the source tax, i.e. California. I
am a retired teacher from the state of California now living
in Florida. I gave twenty seven years of my service to the state
of California and to the people and students I taught.

I feel it is un-American and that this is a case again of
"taxation without representation".

I strongly urge you to support the bill to outlaw the source
tax introduced by Senator Henry Reid, D-Nev.
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Lyle B, Xorron

620 V. Sunset Strip Dr.

Beverly Hills, Florida 32665

14 June 1991

Dear Xr V Heser & Xr 8 Nihalski:

Recently, I was reading the Tampa Tribune and came across an article

entitled "Retiree tax may be source of discontent". The article was

about a so called "source tax", imposed by a state, on retirees

income even though they have left that state. I also understand that

if a person moved to another state that has an income tax they could

be liable for 7axes to both states. This must be one of those old laws

on the books and long forgotten like most of the old outdated blue

laws. I never heard of it until lately. Evidently some states are

scraping the bottomfof the barrel to find ways to collect a few more

dollars. How asinine can you get? People move for many reasons, not

just to escape paying income taxes. Call a tax what you will, a tax is

a tax and all states have them. Usually a tax in one i-tate is also

paid in another , although it may be called something else. I lett my

state, not to avoid paying taxes, but to escape the cold weather and

enjoy the sun and outdoors without freezing. I am now a resident of

Florida and have not found the cost of living to be much different.

The article also stated that this may not be an issue that Congress

can decide as there is an issue of states rights. I did not read nor

have I heard anything about individual rights. Evidently these states

feel that a person does not have the right to move wherever he/she

chooses without them imposing their taxes on us even though we are no
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longer a resident of that state. I believe a person has the right to

move to any state in this country without being imposed on by the

state that was left. Ve are no longer a citizen or resident of that

state, we cannot vote in that state, therefore we no longer have

representation in that state. I do not feel I have any responsibility

left to that state. A revolution was fought in this country over

taxation without representation, and people should not be taxed by

states where they receive no benefits and cannot vote. Icany ware have

been fought since and all have been over freedom and human rights.

Since reading the article in the Tampa Tribune I have read that

sometime prior to January 1990, legislation had been introduced into

both the U.S. Senate and the House of Representatives (8434 and

HR1227) which would eliminate the source tax process and sponsored by

Rep. Barbara Vucanovich (R-Nevada and Senator Harry Ried (D-Nevada).

It is now June 1991 and running. Most retirees have to live on a fixed

income and it is little enough to try and squeak out a half way decent

life.

Taxes have been the butt of good and bad jokes since time began.

However, the subject really is not funny. This is especially true of

an insidious levy called the "source tax." A state should not be

allowed to control a person's life or levy taxes on them once they

have given up residency in that state. I trust that you and your

colleagues will act quickly to eliminate this asinine law and protect

the indiviuals rights.

Thank You
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U.S. SENATE FINANCE COMMISSIONER
WASHINGT"N,D.C. 20510

DEAR SIRS;

AS A FDERAL RETIRE FROM ALEXANDRIA, VA. NOW

LIVING IN THE STATE OF FLORIDA. I WISH TO

STATE I AM DEFINITELY AGAINST THE SO CALLED

SOURCE TAX TO BE DmATED ON JUNE 28,1991.

THIS IS THE MOST UNFAIR TAX THAT HAS EVER

BEEN HEARD OF. I BELIEVE SENATORgS6OULD

HAVE HIS HEAD EXAMINED.

CC;
WAYNE HOSIER
ED MEHALOKI
U.S.SENATE FINANCE COMMISSIONER
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510
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M. & res. John A. Myers
2460 StAnton Avenue
Svrine Rill. F1. 14609
.U"" 10. 1991

Mr. Wayne Hoser
o/o U. 8. Senate Finance Committee
Washington, C. D. 20510

Dear Mr. Rosier:

"Taxation without representation is tyranny!

That statement is as true today as it was when uttered by James
Otis in 1763.

When we lived and worked in Pennsylvania, we paid our taxes to
P~nnsvlvania and received services from the state. We also had
reoresentation in HarrIsbure.

We are 1,-w retired and living in Florida and we do not want to
Dy taxes to Pennsylvania lust because our pensions were earned
there.

The state of Pennsylvania is wivine us zin in the way of services,
and "o one in the state caoltol reoresents us. Why should we be
taxed for the Ineptitude ,r the oolititarie r rini,,p. the .;te.
Wu art,, Uayiot, our fair share of taxes to the state of Florida.
and that is enough

We are strongly opposed to nayinm taxes to a state where we
no longer live or work.

Please let us know whether or not we can count on your suoport
Inthis matter.

Yours truly,

/ /:
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3une 20, 1991

Kr. Wayne Hosier
"r. Ed Mihalski
c/o U.S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Source Tax

Dear Sirs:

The Source Tax should be outlawed for the following reasons:

1. It is blatant taxation without representation

2. The taxing state provides no services whatsoever to the unrepresented
taxpayer

3. While the state in which we live, Oregon, does have an income tax It
gives those of us an offset for the taxes we pay to California, thus
depriving the state of Oregon taxes which should be pay to it. This,
in turn, deprives us and other Oregonians of services in Oregon which
Oregon cannot provide due to lack of funds, which must be substantial
since there are so many Californians who have retired and moved to
Oregon.

4. We are not trying, by this, to reduc bur taxes, but simply pay them to
the government entity providing us with services and representation.

5. The Source Tax, if not technically illegal, is certainly immoral and in
conflict with the spirit of our constitution and should be made illegal
without further delay

Sincerely,

Fr k R. Nadeau

Ruth E. Nadeau
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June 79, 1991
Valmore Nadin Sr.
1613 Westerly Drive
Brandons Fl, 33511

Gentlemen,

I am writing to you in regards to SOURCE TAXES. Hcw can the
Federal Government get involved in source taxes? To my way of
thinking it is more a state matter.

Source taxing is actually taxation without representation and is
to my way of thinking unconstitutional. Sinco )etireent I moved
from a state with what I considered repressive taxas in an effort to
preserve my lifestyle.

After 43 years in a chemical plant I believe that the ta::es
extracted from me by the state were sufficient. I 2m on a fi:ed
pension whose value will be dimished soon eno-_gL without the states
chasing me all over the country to get more.

As my representatives I Lxpect you to .ot. ,y iiShC on this
matter.

Val, a.-_, !Iacn .
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SOURCE TAX Is UNFARE
STOP IT NOW BEFORE IT GOE8 TO FAR

FROM: JOSEPH A NAHAS 6/7/91
237 FEDERALSBURG SOUTH
LAUREL ND 2072471

TO: MR. WAYNE HOISER AND
KR.BD MIHALSKI
C/O U.S. SENATE FINANCE COMMITTI
WASHINGTON DC. 20510

SUBJECT: SOURCE TAX, IT'S UNFAIR NOT ONLY TO RETIREES BUT

TO TRAVELING WORKERS AS WELL.

DEAR SIRS;

THIS TAX IS A SHAME TAX, A TAX THAT SHOULD HAVE BEEN
DECLARED UNCONSTITUTIONAL LONG AGO. IT IS EVEN WORSE THAN THE
"AGE TAX" (CATASTROPHIC TAX ON THE ELDERLY) CONGRESS TRIED TO
PUT ON RETIREE;'ABOUT TWO YEARS AGO.

JUST THINK OF THE MANY WAYS IT COULD BE ABUSED IF NOT
STOPPED NOW BrFORE IT'S TOO LATE:

A. IRA'S MOVED TO ANOTHER STATE, WHEN YOU MOVE, MIGHT BE
ATTACHED FOR REVENUE HUNGARY BUREAUCRATS.

B. SOCIAL SECURITY SURELY WOULD. BE NEXT AND WHY NOT,
ONCE YOU GET THE TAX COLLECTION FEVER IT WON'T END.

C. NOW WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU MOVE FROM STATE TO STATE,
WILL BACH STATE SAY "YOU LIVED HERB 5 YEARS SEND ME
200 WHAT YOU GET, WHETHER YOU GOT IT OR NOT, AND
WHETHER WE DESERVE IT OR NOT.

REMEMBER RETIREMENT DOLLARS RECEIVED ARE FROM THE SWEAT
AND BLOOD AND SAVINGS OF 30 TO 40 OR MORE YEARS OF HARD WORK.
IF BY CHANCE THEY BECOME SIGNIFICANT IT IS FOR SURE NOT
BECAUSE OF A STATE BUREAUCRATS BUT BY THE INDIVIDUALS ALWAYS
SEEKING TO DO BETTER. /

THIS TAX IS A REGRESSIVE, UNFAIR OURDEN ON ANY ONE WHO
WORKS AND WHO DOESN'T HAVE A VOTE IN THE MATTER.

IN TALKING TO REPRESENTATIVE TOM McNILLEN OF MARYLAND
LAST YEAR, HE TOLD US THAT WHEN HE WAS PLAYING PROFESSIONAL
BASKETBALL, HE HAD TO PAY A SOURCE TAX TO CALIFORNIA WHEN HE
PLAYED THERE. ONE WOULD SAY THAT'S TRULY UNFAIR.

ANOTHER POINT WOULD BE THAT YOUR NEW STATE DOESN'T HAVE
TO LET YOU' DEDUCT YOUR OLD ROME STATES TAXES FROM A TAX
LIABILITY YOU MAY HAVE IN YOUR NEW STATE.

"STOP SOURCE TAX NOW BEFOR" T l
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STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF POSTMASTERS

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am David E. Hyde, president of
the National Association of Postmasters of the United States (NAPUS). Our organi-
zation represents 44,000 active and retired postmasters throughout the country.

We appreciate this opportunity to submit a statement for the record and to lend
our support to S. 267--state tax on retirement income of non-residents.

Mr. Chairman, annuitants, particularly federal annuitants, have been used by
various administrations and states either to cut deficits or to make up tax shortfalls.

The source tax is clearly taxation without representation and is blatantly unfair
to retirees. Retirees, whether in the private or public sector have made their contri-
butions to their industry and or their country and in fact, they continue to do so by
paying state, local and federal taxes. The imposition of the source tax on individuals
who are on a fixed income is tantamount to taking money from the poor box.

Most retirees do not live in the lap of luxury; most have worked hard to educate
their children. Many have served in the armed forces and all have and continue to
pay their share of taxes. All have toiled in the vineyards. Isn't it time to allow them
to smell the roses without constantly getting thorns in their sides.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, NAPUS urges your support of S.
267 because it is right.

STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED FEDERAL EMPLOYEES

This testimony of the National Association of Retired Federal Employees
(NARFE) in support of S. 267 (Senator Reid's bill to ban the source tax) is authored
after the invited testimony and questioning of witnesses was finally heard by Sena-
tor Bradley on June 12, 1991. Thank you for keeping the hearing record open to
allow our participation. Petitioning our elected representatives is a cherished right
but one denied to source taxpayers.

As you will recall Senator Bryan and Representative Vucanovich spoke in support
of Senator Reid's measure and its House companion, HR 431. Later Senator Reid
was able to address you and the Subcommittee. We commend his statement to you.
After an intervening hearing Senator Bradley graciously heard short statements
from each of three invited witnesses and then questioned them. NARFE is grateful
to Senator Bradley.

NARFE enthusiastically supports the delivered and longer formal statement of
Mr. William C. Hoffman, President of RESIST of America. It is our members' con-
vention-established position that source tax is unfair in its theory and grossly so in
its application. In theory source tax is the collection of "deferred taxes" that the
relocated retiree has or should have planned for. This despite the fact that our
members paid taxes on their contributions during their employment and under the
Civil Service Retirement System receive no Social Security benefits.

In fact, only a few of 40 states are exercising the latent authority of their tax
codes in seeking to collect so called "deferred taxes," interest and penalties. These
few states, most egregiously California, have sought out as targets of opportunity,
largely, but not exclusively public sector retirees. You may have newly arrived con-
stituents who are not aroused now, but will be if their former state of residence
seeks to tax them using the source tax. Should this occur they must turn to you as
they can no longer participate in a meaningful way in the political discourse of
their former state. In addition to paying taxes to a jurisdiction where they are no
longer consuming government services, the new state of residence where they are or
will consume resources must do so without the economic benefit the source taxed
individuals would otherwise provide it in various taxes and consumer spending.

In its application the source tax has created a litany of horror stories recounted
well in RESIST's testimony. While these case histories are happening in other states
now, the experience will spread. Increased labor mobility (often required of our
members) provides ripe targets, faster computers combing larger databases provide
the means and the states' appetites for revenue to supply essential and mandated
services creates demand. The problem will not go away.

Efficient administration of state government is consistent with the collection of
taxes on the income of current resident citizens but inefficient and inherently dis-
criminatory when aimed at some, easily found, former residents now domiciled in
other states. On behalf of our nearly half million members throughout the 50 states
we urge you and the Subcommittee to favorably report Senator Reid's bill, S. 267,
the Source Tax Prohibition Act
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June 7, 1991.

Messrs. WAYNE HoslE AND ED MIHALKSKI,
c/o US. Senate inance Committee,
Washington DC

Gentlemen: Please report to the Congress our vehement protest and opposition to
the unconscionable and unconstitutional scheme of certain states to steal the
income of those residing in other states through the so-called "source tax."

Such a tax is unconscionable because it extorts money from those no longer resid-
ing in the state nor receiving benefits and services from that state; they have al-
ready paid taxes for the services rendered and benefits received while they were em-
ployed in that state.

My wife and I are not retired and are now employed in Florida where we live. In
the past we have worked and paid taxes in New York (4 years), Indiana (6 years),
Tennessee (8 years), and Ohio (15 years). By what stretch of the imagination, justice,
or common sense should the politicians of those states be entitled to tax us on
income to be received from a Board of Pensions in Pennsylvania, and from salaries
already taxed?

If such a tax is not unconstitutional, it ought to be. It violates one of the first
principles of the American Revolution that "taxation without representation is tyr-
anny.' As a resident of Florida, I have no voice in the policies of those states in
which I no longer live, but which wish to tax me for services I no longer receive.

Both my wife and I will appreciate your efforts to defeat the "source tax."
Sincerely,

FRANKLIN S. NAUMAN &
SHIRLEY (LEE) NAUMAN.

STATEMENT OF JAMES W. WETZLER, NEW YORK STATE COMMISSIONER OF TAXATION &
FINANCE

New York State opposes S. 267, which would prevent states from imposing an
income tax on pensions received by nonresidents. We endGrse the comments made
by Harley T. Duncan, the Executive Director of the Federation of Tax Administra-
tors, but would like to add some specific references to how S. 267 would affect New
York State.

Generally, New York takes a lenient approach to the taxation of retirement
income. First, New York exempts all public employee pens ions. Second, New York
exempts all pension income of nonresidents as long as it is in the form of an annu-
ity, which is defined as a uniform periodic payment for a period of not less than
one-half the recipient's life expectancy. Third, New York excludes the first $20,000
of pensions and annuities received by people older than 59 .

The practical effect of these exclusions is that New York will generally only tax
the pens ion of a nonresident when it is received in a lump-sum distribution or
other kind of nonperiodic payment. If Congress were to preempt states from taxing
any pension income of nonresidents, taxpayers would have an incentive to design
compensation plans under which what are, in fact, earnings would be paid out as
retirement income shortly after the taxpayer became a resident of a state with little
or no income taxation. This would be poor tax policy, and would very likely force
New York to adopt complex rules to prevent that type of tax avoidance.

While the sponsors of S. 267 are concerned about the possibility of burdens being
placed on retired public employees, the effect of S. 267 in New York would be to
mandate tax relief for high-income executives and others who can design flexible
compensation plans.

We are concerned about the proliferation of proposals to preempt state taxing au-
thority. These are extremely vexatious for those of us who are trying to deal with
state fiscal problems. Their sponsors rarely take proper account of the legitimate
concerns of state taxing authorities, and the bills are usually poorly drafted in the
sense that they have impacts well beyond those intended by their sponsors. Con-
gress should be spending its time on ways to help states deal with their severe fiscal
problems instead of on unnecessary legislation that would make them worse.
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June 6, 1991.
WAYNE HosiER & ED MIHALSKI,
cdo U. Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, DC.
SUBJECT: Source Tax

Dear Sirs: I urge you to vote for outlawing the Source Tax. It is very unfair for a
person to pay taxes to their state of residence all their working life, move to a state
which has no tax, and once again pay the original state.

I thought the Revolutionary War was fought over taxation without representa-
tion. Retirees require all the help they can get to live on reduced income, since med-
ical and other living costs are so high.

If source tax IS allowed, in all fairness, members of Congress and other persons
who enjoy the benefits of living in the DC Metropolitan area should also be taxed.

Once again, I urge you strongly to OUTLAW A SOURCE TAX.
Sincerely,

NAOMI M. NICHOLS.

Mr. WAYNE HOsIER AND Mr. ED MIHALSKI,
US Senate,
Finance Committee,
Washington, DC.

Dear Gentlemen: I am writing to you requesting your support in outlawing the
proposed state source tax (pension tax).

I have lived and worked in California all my life paying federal and state taxes. I
worked overseas for three years paying federal and state taxes. California especially
southern California is the most expensive state to live in. Because California in so
populated and so expensive I will not be able to survive on a fixed income and
thought of paying federal and two state taxes and possibly city tax if I choose to
move out of California is beyond comprehension. I am requesting your support along
with Senator Harry Reid (D-Nev) in outlawing the state source tax.

FRED A. NORTHcu'r.

STATEMENT OF THE ORGANIZATION OF PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYEES OF USDA

ISSUE

Some States have enacted legislation which levy income taxes on what is known
as "sourced income," money eaied while living in the State, even though you may
no longer be a resident of that State. In other words, you are to pay State income
taxes on that portion of your pension earned in the State. States that have "source
taxes" use the rationale that workers subtracted independent retirement account
contributions (not true in the case of Federal employees), and omitted their employ-
er's pension contributions, when they reported their taxable income. Now that they
are drawing the money out, the State wants its deferred share regardless of whether
the worker has now moved to another State. In theory the taxes are a payment for
State services received. The fad the services are no longer used is ignored. Also ig-
nored is the fact you can no longer write your State legislator to protest. You no
longer live in the State. What should be the State's share of your pension? Unless
you were employed in one State all your working life, neither the States or employ-
ers have the records to compute what would require a very complex formula.

Source taxes pose a difficult situation for people drawing Federal annuities who
may have been transferred to several States over their careers. They may face tax
judgments from all of them. Free portability of pension rights is also an issue.
Today's workers must be prepared to change jobs and move to new States to keep
up with kaleidoscopic economic changes.

Currently several bills have been introduced in the 102nd Congress (S. 267, HR
431-HR 1531 and HR 1655) which would prohibit (or at least limit) State imposition
of an income tax on the pension income of individuals who are not residents or
domiciliaries of that State.
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OPEDA a POSITION

OPEDA is opposed to all State income source taxes" and urges its members and
others to support Federal legislation (S. 267, HR 431, HR 1531, and HR 1655) which
would prohibit such taxes.
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Mr. Wayne Hosier
C/O U.S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington, D.C. 20610

June 7, 1991

Charles E. Pal mer
8273 Annapolis Rd.
Spring Hill, Florida 34606

Dear Mr. Hosier

I have Just become aware of the bill to "outlaw the source
tax" which is being introduced by Sen. Harry Reid, D-Nevada. I wish to
express my complete approval and support of this bill and encourage its
passage. As a retired person now living in Florida an my retirement income,
I no longer vote or have any voice in the government of my former State of
New York. Further, I paid my fair share of New York State taxes while
living there and now that I no longer live there, I feel that I should not
have to pay their taxes. I feel that such a tax would be grossly unfair and
it would certainly be taxation without representation. I ask that you
please do what you can to support this bill to its final passage

Thank you for your consideration in this matter.

Very truly yours,

Charles E. Palmer

~> * - ~
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Leroy C. Parker,Jr
2934 Elizabeth Place
Lakeland, Fl 33813

June 12, 1991

Messrse Wayne Hosier
Ed Nihalski

In care of
US Senate Finance Committee
Washington D.C. 20510

Gentlemen

We, the undersigned, wish to urge you to block the attempt of states
with state income taxes to collect taxes from retirees who have moved
to states with no state income tax. We worked and paid income taxes
for forty five years in our former state, (Va.) even though our wages
came from sources outside of the state of residence.

We do not believe our former state should be allowed to collect income
taxes from us, as we are receiving no benefits from said state in
fact our former state is still receiving real estate taxes on idle
farmland which we have been unable to sell.

If states with income taxes are permitted to tax retirees in states
without income taxes, it amounts to taxation without representation,
as we can not vote on any state or county ballot of our former state
of residence. This means we have no control over the governmental
processes of our former state, nor do we have any say in the election
of the governor or any other public official.

Many of our friends and relatives contend that states with income
taxes should balance their budgets, cut waste and excessive spending,
and operate within their tax base supplied by their permanent voting
residents, not try to collect income taxes from anyone who may have
been a resident at some time in the past.

Yours truly
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8210 Southwater C.
Springfield, Va. 22153
June 6. 1991

Wayne Holer and Ed Mihaski
c/o U.S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Messrs. Hosler and Mihalski:

To concept of a *source tax' was brought to my attention in
"The Federal Diary' of The Washington Post on June 6, 1991. Up to
this point, I was totally unaware of such a tax. While Virginia, the
state in which I reside, does not employ such a tax, I am vehemently
against such a tax, dismayed that any state utilizes this tax and
fearful that a state could initiate it in the future.

Firstly, such laws seem to discriminate against retirees. From
the description of these laws in the newspaper, it sounds as if only
retiree pensions are subject to the tax, while a person who moves
from one state to another prior to retirement is not subject to the tax.

More importantly, however, my dislike for this tax is a very
simple one, and perhaps "revolutionary." It is simply this: "Taxation
without representation is tyranny." The principle that a person can
be taxed on income after legal residence has changed is abhorrent.
The idea that a state can levy a tax on a non-resident means that the
individual has no say, enjoys no privileges, in the state which the
individual continues to support monetarily. This is colonialism in its
worst form, and I thought it was something we had claimed our
independence from over two hundred years ago. Unfortunately, I
am not up on Constitutional law, but it seems to me that this shouid
be unconstitutional, purely and simply. It certainly throws mud at
the Declaration of Independence.

I am, therefore, in support of that portion of the bill to be presented

by Senator Harry Reid that would outlaw source taxes. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dennis Perzan6wski, Ph.D.
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Kr. Wayne Hosier
United States Senate
Committee on Finance
RooM 231A
Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: s,267

Dear Kr. Hosier:

The Profit Sharing Council of America (PSCA) appreciates the
opportunity to comment on S.267, which would prohibit a state
from imposing an income tax on the pension or retirement income
of individuals who are not residents or domicile, of that state.
PSCA supports the purpose of S.267 and urges that the
Subcommittee recommend it for passage.

Founded in 1947, PSCA is a national non-profit association that
represents the interests of profit sharing and 401(k) plan
sponsors and participants. Its approximately 1,200 member
companies engage in every type of business activity and range in
size from family-owned fledgling enterprises to Fortune 500
companies. All members depend upon PSCA to represent and
advocate their interests concerning current legislative and
regulatory proposals that would affect profit sharing and 401(k)
plans.

As the states move to impose income taxes on the retirement
income of non-residents, PSCA members are concerned about:

" The unfairness of such a tax on qualified retirement plan
beneficiaries.

" The administrative burden imposed on plan administrators.

" The difficulties of enforcement.

The Unfairness

Without the passage of 8.267, the retirement plan beneficiary
will increasingly be subject to a double tax on payments from
retirement plans unless the state of residence is willing to
exclude from its own taxation amounts for which tax is paid in
other states. It is unlikely that all states would be willing to
waive the revenue this might involve. For example, a retiree
residing In Oklahoma who worked in California could face payment
of state income tax to both Oklahoma and California on the amount
he or she receives.
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Another burden on retirees would be the required filing of more
than one state income tax return. It would not be unusual for a
person who has had a long career with one company, and who has
worked in numerous locations during that career, to have to file
half a dozen or ore tax returns. Even if the plan administrator
has kept the various deduction requirements for each state, and
correctly allocated and reported such payment to both the
participant and the state, the filing burden on the participant
would be unreasonably difficult.

The Administrative Burden

The administrative burden which would be placed on retirement
plan administrators should most states decide to impose an income
tax on the retirement distributions of non-residents is
staggering. In such a system employers would have to account
separately for the portion of each employee's retirement benefit
earned in each state. They would have to report this accounting
to both beneficiaries and the states. For plans which provide
for a stream of payments, plan sponsors would have to make such
an accounting each year for every person who receives a
retirement benefit from the plan. Since federal law requires
that participants be allowed to leave any benefit exceeding
$3,500 in the plan upon a pre-retirement termination of
employment, and since many defined benefit plans do not provide
for pre-retirement cash-cits, it is possible that large companies
could end up doing this ijaw accounting for literally millions of
people.

Such a development would add a whole new layer of complexity and
expense to the qualified retirement plan system. Company
sponsors would have to develop and implement new systems so that
plan administrators could track the careers of participants by
the participant's work location. For defined benefit retirement
plans, this situation would impose enormous new actuarial costs
on sponsors as actuaries would have to calculate the value of the
participant's benefit for each state in which a participant
worked in addition to calculating the benefit overall. Sponsors
of defined contribution plans would have to set up separate
accounts by state for each participant so that employer
contributions, employee contributions and earnings on those
contributions would be properly allocated.

All of.this will be burdensome and expensive for plan
administrators. It is to avoid this type of complexity that
ERISA contains provisions allowing it to preempt state law.

No matter how diligent state revenue departments are, there will
be 9ffenders who refuse to pay what they will view as an
unreasonable tax. There would also be retirees who are unaware
that such a tax burden has been imposed on them until years after
the fact, when they receive a notice of assessment from state
taxing authorities.

Other variables which will add to the complexity of state
taxation of non-resident retirement payments include the taxation
of retirement lump sum distributions and lump sun payments madam
to those receiving pre-retirement distributions. Also, there is
the difficulty of determining how to tax distributions from plans
which offer Section 401(m) after-tax savings plans, 401(k)
hardship withdrawals and participant loans from qualified plans.

In fact. for many current older employees. the records necessary
to nroerlv administer the nationwide taxation by the states of
non-resident retirement income do not exist.
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ahe passage of 8.267 is beneficial not for what it accomplishes,
but for what it preventst a nightmare of duplicative taxation
and burdensome and expensive record keeping and reporting for
both qualified plan administrators and participants.

We would be pleased to discuss our comments. Please call if you
have any questions.

Sincerely,

AQ.zn16z.
David L. Wray, Pre

cot Mr. Ed Kihalski
Minority Chief of Staff

July 801991

Honorable Wayne Hoelor Ed. MiholKL!

The wife and [ were reaidends of N.Ys State and moved to

Florida to retire 4 years ago.

We would like to express our thoughts in regards

to the Source Tax.

We both worked in N.Y. and did pay our dues in Taxes and

nov we want to injoy vhat we collect.

we are very much not in favor of this tax what so ever.

Federal Goverment is taken taxs outoHedicares soon

nothing will be left.

Thanking you for your support.

Sincerley yours,

/0' .XA

Kr,& Krs L. Reynolds
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June 19, 1991

Robert 0. Ristow
170 Lani Way
Talent Or. 97540

Mr. Wayne Hosier & Mr. Ed. )ihalski

Senate Finance Committee

When a person becomes a permanent resident of a state that person
immediately receives many benefits and services from that state.
Among these benefits are the right to vote for state and local off-
icials, state police protection, health care services and many others.
The benefits and services provided by the state impose obligations on
both the citizen and on the state.

The citizen has the obligation to pay a fair amount for these services
both as state income or alternative taxes and as property or other
local taxes, He must behave in a law abiding manner, serve on juries
and support the state that he has chosen for his home.

The state is obligated to not only provide the services, but to also
insure that ALL citizens ofthe state help pay for these services in
an equitable manner. However the source tax makes it impossible for
the state to do this, Many retired state residents pay income taxes
to a state in which they do not reside and from which they receive
no benefits, By giving income tax credits to these retirees the state
in which they live exempts them from paying their fair share of the
costs of running the state. All residents of the state suffer because
money is being used to subsidise the state to which the source tax
is paid.

In 1989 the state of Oregon paid, as income tax credits $12,992,000.
These credits were given to full time permanent residents of Oregon,
These credits are more than double the credits given for the same
purpose in 1985 and reflect the increase in source tax collection
y other states.

'qa. - q1 L" :,-..
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The concept that the pensions of retirees are deferred income from
a previous time in their lives is seriously flawed and is not a viable
fiscal policy for a state-that stands to lose revenue from tho so
called source tax. The use of this concept to justify the source tax
leads to abuse. The decisions made by California tax courts are used
to champion the idea of deferred income when taxing the retirement
incomes of persons who have left the state. However when a retiree
moves to California from another state, California stands behind the
principle that a pension is income when and where received.

The IRS and most states consider pensions to be income only when re-
ceived and are therefore taxable in the year received. The money
that was earned to qualify for a pension, make an investment or
put money into a savings account, was already taxed in the year that
it was received and by the state in which it was received.

Pensions are not precalculated for a specific amount that can be
assessed and billed at the time of retirement. Rather pensions
have the requirement of survivability. The pensioneer must stay
alive to earn each months income.

Some states, California for example, use both the concept of
deferred income and the idea of income when received depending on
what benefits the taxing state at the moment. Retirees living in
California pay income tax to California on all income regardless of
its source (Encl. 1 Column 3) a pension is income when received. If
however a retiree moves from California, the pension now becomes
deferred income and is fully taxed by California as "source income"
( &cl. 1 Column 2).

It is obvious that the concept of deferred income as applied to ret-
irement incomes is arbitrary and capricious. Now consider the plight
of an individual who worked in four, five or more states while
qualifying for a single pension. Income tax returns must be filed in
each of the states, each state has its own rules and demands. The
individual has the burden of proof as to howmuch each state is
entitled. Tax courts or Revenue Depts. in each state must be sat;
isfied. No American citizen should have to face that ordeal just
to satisfy the financial needs of states in which he has no vote
and from which he receives no benefits.

Nonresioents of California
ReceivinE a California Pinsion
A, pensor, sinibusble to sevi':es p .
formec in Ciialornia to CalilornitS SOurce
in.O.ri Ca:iorrih taxes trio pensior,
wrvetrie. yo.; are a resioei: or a nor.
resioer 0 California atie n fnt you
recelve Ii.
Example 1 -You worked 20 years in
California You retrec and moved
permrneniy to Nevaso Wnim lvring in
Nevao. you begin receiving your
pension st-:ibu.ailt to Ina ae..::es you
per.orme: ir Caldornia. The uasble
amount 01 your pension to, leaetal
purposes is S20.O00.
DelernnineiO: As a nonresident o
California. you are taxable only on your
Califomia source income. Because your
pension is aribulable to services you
pelorrned in Calif|oi, your pension
has a Caliiornia source and is txable
b ) C uiforria Enter 620.00O as the
taxable amount of1 ti pension. on Sched-
le SI. wnri-n you must it.alo, to your

Form S40r when you file it Do not
make an Adjusimenl on Scheaule CA to
exclude t.e pension bon toa. income.
Allocation. A nonresden of California
who receives a pension 1We is atribu-

7FXi-toelns of L-aIRM-na Fleceivin'
an Oul-of.Slate Pension
Ceidorniu resicenls Sue axec or. AL
in o:ri. iniuon, inCome uorr, sources
OutiSeO of[ lnorr i -iee:ore a pensicr
afri;ipe to .,. ,"es perorr,e Outslt
Cai ornia Er" i':,EC sout y iu be-",
a Cailornia resicen. is LahsSO in its
entredy by Calhornia
Example 3 - You works. 10 yeai, ir,
exls. movec to CaIh$oi.s ac work.c

ort aod 5aonu! 5 years to: Ine same ccrr-
pany. You retireo in California enC began
aecering your pension. wnrch is etribul-
able to your services pertime! ir bol,
Calhonis and Texas. ire tlaxle aurrow.t
ol your pension lor feoe:bl purposes
is 410.000.
Determination: You are a lut.yelr
teshien: of Calilornia. As a Clhionia
rehiocnt, you are taxable on tli your
income. reardless of i source. 'rirt-.
tore. tAg amount taxablt toP Calm1 litr
purposes is $10.OO0. ever . Ioug. a por-
Vor. of tril pension is fo Ia services
you perloemed in Texas Do not m.ske an
isOlrltment on S..rneoule CA 1 exciuft
any el Ira pension from your in:ome

,J
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Tampa, Florida
June lO, 1991

Wayne Hosier and Ed Hihalski
c/o U. S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington, D. C. 20510

Subject: Source Tax - Reid bill

Gentlemen,

The Reid bill neods to become law.

Some will argue that it is Federal
with States Rights.

Interference

States Rights end at the State Border when they
cross the state line (such as collecting the
Source Tax from someone living in another state)
it becomes Interstate Commerce which is a Federal
Responsibility.

Thanks,

13419 Pkaftoo-. O_
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Owen Rothberg
286 New Mark Esplanade
Rockville, MD 20850

June 6, 1991

Mr. Wayne Hosler
c/o Senate Finance Committee
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. Hosler;

Mike Causey's column in the Wa3hlngton Post indicated that I
could make a statement for the record concerning the proposal to
ban the Source Tax by sending it to your-attention. As a former
resident of California who will be directly affected, I want to
express my opinion that such a tax should be outlawed.

I have not lived in California since 1977; I lived and worked
there, as a career U. S. Government employee, from 1961 to 1977.
As I understand it, the State of California considers that it has
a right to tax me on my retirement benefit, based on the time
that I worked in California and assuming that I move to a state
that has no state income tax. The theory is that I earned a
portion of my retirement benefit then- and so should pay taxes to
California when I get the income. In my view, the theory has no
merit. I paid my taxes on my income when I lived in California.
I will pay Whatever taxes are aDlicable to the state that I live
in if and when I manage to live long enough to retire. The State
of California, or any other state, has no right to any portion of
my income after I leave there and I, in turn, have no interests,
obligations, or rights to services there. If California wanted
the tax revenue from a portion of my retirement, they should have
taxed the benefit at the time that I earned it. Since I was a
voter in California at that time, I would have had something to
say about i hen.

Oen othbergJ

cc: Senator Sarbanes
Senator Mikulski
Congresswoman Morella
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Route 23 Box 310
Tyler, Texas 75703
June 18, 1991

Wayne Hosier
United States Senate
Committee on Finance
Washington, D.C. 20510

THIS LETTER IS IN SUPPORT OF SENATE BILL S267

HEARING DATEs JUNE 12, 1991

CONCERNING: STATE INCOME SOURCE TAX

I am supporting 5267 for the following reasons.

I am strictly against taxation without representation, that
is why our Forefathers fought the Revolutionary war.

The Income Source Tax is strictly taxation without
representation. I am against any state taxing people who don't
live in the state where the taxes are being levied.

I also do not feel that these states that are charging this
"Source Tax" should be allowed to charge it on wages earned in
another state, or from a spouse's retirement who never lived in
that state. This is what California is doing.

California refused to seni me the proper forms to fill out,
and one day in February 1991 %e received an outrageous bill for
almost $25,000 on my retirement, and selling of my home in 1988.
This included interest and penalties for not getting it filed
sooner. This was their fault. Ve never even heard of this
outrageous tax until we had been in Texas for over a year.

We do not feel it is fair for people to work a life time,
and then be taxed on their retirement no matter how much they
were able to put back to retire on. This money was taxed when we
were working, and this is double taxation by having to pay taxes
after we retire. We paid our taxes once, and once is enough.

These politicians are being overly greedy, and we want it
stopped.

We don't get any good out of these taxes because we can not
vote in those states, use the state parks, roads, highways, or
anything else as we do not live in those states. We should not
be taxed to pay for these states to run there government. Many
of us have found it necessary to move to be able to live better,
or educate our Grandchildren, take care of family members, or
thousands of other reasons.

Retirement pay is not the only place these states are
collecting this illegal tax. They also are collecting it on
wage earners who are working in other state and their spouses
wages who never lived in their state. Many people are paying
this illegal tax to more than one or two states that one spouse
or the other worked in. These states should not be allowed to
add interest or penalties when they refuse to send out the proper
forms on time.

I also agree with all of the statements which were stated in
the hearing you. held on June 12, 19917 on State Income Source
Tax.

Sincerely,

.o.



Sub: S. 267 To prohibit State Source Income

Taxing of Pensions.

Dear Mr. Hosier:

If you, Mr. Hosier, retired

with a pension from, let's say, a Calif-

ornia based corporation, and then moved

to Maryland and decided to go to work for

the U.S. Senate, California would tax your

pension,(now get this') based upon your

present tetal income! not just your pension!

How's that for "having-your-cake-and-eat-

ing-it-too!"

- Stan ya
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June 17, 1991

Senator David Boren
Chairman of the Senate Finance Subcommittee on Taxation
United States Senate
SD-205 Dirksen Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Subject: In support of Senate Bill S.267

Dear Senator Boren:

Taxation without representation is unfair! It is wrong for states
to impose nonresident income taxes on pensions and source income of
retirees. Please help us to stop these unjust, unfair and unwanted
taxes!

As you well know, S.267 prohibits a state from imposing an income
tax on the pension or retirement income of nonresident.
Nonresidents receive no benefits or services from their former
state: they cannot vote, petition or participate in that state's
government. Yet they are required to pay income tax to that state.

In addition, this is money that is leaving the state of residence
whereas it should be going into the economy of the state of
residence. This is not right! Taxes should be paid only to the
state of residence.

We ask your strong support in getting Senate Bill S.267 passed.

Sincerely

Howard and Havis Scarff
P. 0. Box 2024
Carson City, NV 89702
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Mr. Wayne Hosier and
Mr. Ed Mihalski
0/o U.S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington, D.C. 20510

Sirs:
You will shortly be holding a subcommittee hearing on

several bills outlawing State Income Source Taxes. I
wish to take this opportunity to encourage you and your
committee to outlaw this insidious tax. This is truly a
tax without representation. One is being taxed by a
State without being able to vote in that State. The
Stpte reoeivin&' the tax does not provide one paying the
tax with fire or police protection, street maintenance,
schools, libraries, parks and recreation facilities,
utility regulation or any other services one would be
entitled to if one were a resident of the taxing State.
The taxpayer required to pay the source tax is not able
to vote for representatives to the receiving States
legislative, local city/county government offices, school
boards, bond issues, etc. The taxpayer has absolutely no
voice in any state or local issues of the State receiving
the source tax. The taxpayer is completely disenfranchised
to political privileges and rights in the State receiving
his source tax monies. Therefore I strongly urge you and
your committee to work hard to eliminate this tax by
supporting the bill introduced by Senator Harry Reid
(D-Nev).

Thank you for considering my appeal and I eagerly
await the outcome.

R.D. Schmidt
4236 Lomo Del Sur
La Mesa, Ca 91941
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4728 54 th Street
San Diego,, CA 92115
17 June, 1991

The Honorable Senabor David Boren,, Chairman
Senate Finance Subcommittee on Taxation
Washington,, DC. 20510

Subi) Bill # S. 267 (Regarding State Source Tax.)
Hearing Date: 12 June, 1991, 10 AM.

Dear Senator Boren and Committee Members;
Few times in our- lives do people become so outraged that they

feel compelled to take time to respond. Just living in California
for soma 40* years has taught me to always expect the unexpected,,
however, I was none-the-less "Taken Aback" when a measure of pure
tax, gr-eed (known as the Source. Tax) came to my unexpected attention1
brought up from some endless hole of taxing possibilities. This tax
(I'm sure you are aware) allows states to tax non-residents pensions
or. retirement annuities accumulated while working in those states.
I hope you can appreciate the horrible nightmare of facing tax time
for a person who worked a few years in this stmte, a few years in
that state, and a few years in a few other steteso,(each state
eventually wanting their respective pieces of t:ie piel). Also,
consider the attitudes generated when states litigate other states
for the collection of non payment of taxes by people residing in
those states (not within their jurisdiction).

Once the General Public finds out about this tax (at this time
it still is a well kept secret due to the way states are going about
administering this tax).it is going to have many un-natural effects,
such as the way people save their retirement monies,. the effect it
will have on retirement plans such as IRA's, TSP's, etc.,and espec-
ial!, which states they choose to work and live in. It is very
demoralizing to find out (unexpectedly) about this tax after you have
reached retirement age and find out that now, one might have to
eventually ask for government support to enable one to make it to
the end! This tax does NOT encourage people to save for old age.
Thete is a very sickening feeling one gets when he finds out (Later)
that his former representatives are still trying to "suck out lifes
last blood"

Lastlysbut most importantly, is the MOTHER of all issues - - -
"Taxation Without Representation". The Source Tax without doubt fits
this catagory perfectly! The Source Tax is the most Un-American,
Un-Democratic, unequal, unjust and unfair tax that I have witnessed.
I have always been willing to pay my fair share (check my returns!)
up until now. Once an individual moves to an.,ther state, he or she
no longer is provided the goods or serv ices that this tax money
generates. They are not even able to vote on issues .fecti.nn" ,rr,.gnt
of those verj tax dollars!

Taxation has finally exceeded the upper limit of one's ability
to cope. Never have I felt so hostile, never have I been so revolted
by a specific issue

I therefore urge you Sirs, to represent democratic ideals and
vote for Bill S. 267.I'd like to remind you at this time of your own
similar state tax issue, Art. 113, Chapter 4, of title 4 of the US
Code concerning the law that exempts you from having to pay taxes
to Maryland, Virginia and Washin~jton,DC while you are residing in
those states or even while Congress is in session!

There are legitimate ways to tax people and there are obscene ways
to tax people. The Source Tax is the most disturbing I have seen.

:ost sincerely,

... ....-.. . -,. . . .



PO 925
Lakeland, FL 33002-0925
June 1, 1991

Wayne Nosier & Ed Mlhalsi(i
c/o U. S. Senate Finance Camlttee
Washington, OC 20510

Dear Gentlemeni

In regard to the Reid Bill, that would make it illegal for any State to
tax a Retiree's pension unless they live. in that particular state. I
wholeheartedly support this 0ill and would ask that you provide your support
to such a measure.

I worked in Ohio for most of my federal career and I paid my share of
Ohio State Taxes for all those year*, taxes that were levied against my salary
EEfLDR-W my retirement contributions being deducted from my Gross Income.
What right would a state, such as Ohio, have to tax my retirement wages that I
have earned in my owm right, when I don't even live there?

This would smack of 6Taxation without representation', gentlemen!! I
certainly-hope this country hasn't sunk to this level.

Please lend your support to passage-of this bill or any bill that would
outlaw such practice.

Sincerely,

TIMOTHY T. SCOTT

ce Florida Members of Congress
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COMo Bei, FL 32931

JUNE 10. 1991
SEATOR WAYNE 11031ER -& SENATOR ED KAISKI

U.S.- Senate Finance JomItteso

Washington,. D.C. 20510

We and all our friends and notghliots are siminal, I "fisrci rt
The reasons are very simile Uie States are spending wore money than

they arep getting from their paxmaent-rbiidents.,that-arei:utingstlli h~ir

facilities *For Instance jjlj! f ave -aw.inoteaie--totheit-tuuhers

oft5e% w'ho are paid an average of $ 40,000.00 A year plus other. benefites.

All State employees are the highutt-phid InAtlvnAtion. 1'olliqe, Fire Dept,

State Fplib. &thin'. 1 52,000.00 A year.

We moved out of tJisal States boause of tie high Taxes. Ouw..pdnsions are

small enough now PLUN PASS A.IAVIMIAT'WILL STO ALL ":SCJRC TAXES"

WE ARE FOR SENATOR Barry Reid 3L1 to outlaw all mourco TAXES.

We DONT EVER CST A'.U11ANCE TO VOT IN IMS STATES Of ANY EXPENDITURES.

Xcus ~truly, -

40j0 N Atlanti~ir. Ap t. 4 cSA

Coos.- beacho FPL 32931

Yours truly,

1890 N. .Atlagkic Ayvq..Apt. 40,71k

Cocws leach, FL 329%1
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June 26, 1991

The Honorable David Boren
United States Senate
Chair, Senate Finance Subcommittee
on Taxation. •

SD-205 Dirkien Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

REs COMMENTS ON S. 267

Dear Senator Boren:

SEIU is writing to express support for S. 267, which would
prohibit a State from imposing an-income tax on the pension or
retirement income of individuals who are not residents or
domiciliaries of that State, sometimes referred to as a source tax.

The issue is one of equity. Source taxes have been abused by
a small minority of states to wring income from those who can least
afford it and who benefit the least from tax-financed services:
low income retirees living in another state.

Further, in the. case of California, public sector retirees are
singled out for taxation, to the exclusion of private sector
employees. It is the policy of the Franchise Tax Board not to
pursue private sector retirees, because it has no efficient method
of tracing them. Retired state employees, however, depend on the
state for their pension checks, and are therefore easy to locate,
and to tax. California State Employees Association/SEIU #1000
(CSEA) represents 90,000 retired state employees who are extremely
upset by this unfair treatment.

The average monthly pension for a retired California state
employee is about $650 a month, or less than $8,000 a year. These
are not the people the states should turn to for funds in times of
fiscal distress.
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The Honorable David Boren
Page 2
June 26l 1991

93IU does not object, nor do our members, to fair taxation of
pension benefits. Federal-taxes on pensions, for example, are
applied uniformly and fairly. Similarly, retirees living in states
where pensions and other income are taxed by the state of residence
should and do pay those taxes, and they benefit from the services
those taxes provide. The vast majority of CSBA retire members,
for example, continue to live and pay taxes in Californial they
believe, however, that they deserve the choice to move without
penalty.

It is consistent with the concept of deferred compensation
that taxes also are deferred during active employment, and should
reflect the employee's new circumstances as a retiree when paid.
For example, tax rates on pensions are based on retirees' reduced
income, not on the higher income they earned while active. This
means pension income is generally taxed at a lower rate than would
have been applied to that same income during active employment.
Similarly, state taxation should not excessively penalize other
normal and expected changes that occur upon retirement, including,
in some cases, changes in residence.

Unfortunately, attempts to resolve these inequities in the
small number of states where they occur have been unsuccessful, and
have been opposed by revenue-conscious state administrations.
There is in this case no remedy short of federal legislation.

In sum, SEIU urges the Subcommittee's support for S. 267.
Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Peggy Connerton

Director of Public Policy

PC/ES/pdk
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June 10, 1991

U.S. Finance Committee

Washington, D.C. 20510

Members:

Please do your utmost to outlaw
the "source Law". Many people
moved from "source" states for
other reasons than an income-free
environment: health, family,
freedom from cold weather.

Most pensioners have worked for
years, worked under stressful
conditions at times and worked
loyally for little. We feel life
is unstable and fearful enough
at this stage without a loss of
well-earned income which we have
already been receiving.

Yours truly,l,

Y/ 4 ? 3L(V/ ,- 267

.z 33f63

3I

49-891 0 - 92 - 18
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June 20, 1991

Senate Finance Committee
Washington DC 20510

I encourage you to support the elimination of the so called
"source tax" to ensure states like California are not allowed to
tax persons who do not reside or vote in California.

It is a tragic state of affairs when a state can unilaterally
decide to take taxes without providing any type of service or

benefit. State taxes were paid by persons whn live in that state

and enjoy the benefits of their "taxation". However, to take

state tax money just because someone resided in a state for a
period of time is just wrong. Taxes should be only taken from

those who have some say in how the tax is spent. There is no way
a non-resident can have any say in the politics of tax spending.
In effect, there is a full effect of "taxation without any repre-

sentation" which has been, up to now, prohibited by constitution.
If this tax robbery continues to be condoned, there are no limits
states with deficits will go to get more money from people who
can not protect their interests. It is both unjust and immoral
for California to take from people who may not pay income taxes

in their state of choice, but are taxed at the level of their
home state spending patterns. Why should any resident of another
state be forced to pay for California's excesses.

It Appears to be a Constitutional issue whereby a person should
never be taxed if they have no business or residence in a state
just because the state has determined to "go after" their money.

Retirees, and others, should be able to live freely within any

state without having to be taxed by another state that believes
it has an interest in just getting tax money and not provide any
services.

The state of California has unjustly taken tax money from resi-

dents of Nevada because Nevada does not have a state income tax.
The state of California has decided if a state does not have an
income tax. then California will see if it can get some tax

money. I do not believe California should be able to tax me for
Federal pensions if I do not reside in California.

I believL this is criminal and should be stopped. Please pass a

strong anti-source tax bill and prevent robber states from un-

justly taking money from citizens of other states.

Sincerely,

Richard Sheresh
395 Lemire Court
Chula Vista, CA 92010
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Herman A. Sinemus
12000 S. Brierwood Pt.
Floral City, Fl. 32636

June 22, 1991

Sibjecte Non-resident state income ta-

Dear Senators Wayne Hosier & Ed Mihalski v

This letter is written in regards to your committee work
about state income tax. More specifically, it is about non-
residents being taxed on their pension from a state. My pension
is from California. I have permanent residence in Florida. I have
paid California State Income Tax for the six years of my
retirement. It just doesn't seem right.

Admendment X of our Constitution gives States the powers not
delegated to the United States by the Constitution.

Amendment XVI gives Congress the power to lay and collect
taxes an income.

Does this mean that Congress has the power to control all
taxes on Income from whatever source? Are States Rights pre-
empted?

Does State Income mean interest on an employee's
contribution forever?

If Congress has power over income tax, they should eliminate
the state income tax o-place regulations on the tax. One such
control could be interest earned on funds within the state are
taxable. Also, any Federal monies are non-taxable. It would add
more work and may not be worth the effort or cost.

We should be reasonable in our taxing exercise. It is
possible for citizens to Unite in TAXATION WITHOUT
REPRESENTATION. I believe there is some truth to that statement
in this good old U. S. of A.

Please consider the above in your Honorable judgement about
source taxes and the impact on the public.

Sincerely,

Kerman A. Sinemts

cc. Sc ators Graham and Mackl
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June 11, 1991

Deer Mr. Wayne Homtiers

V live in Florida only by ohanoe primarily beeaune of my wife's

severe arthritis and not being able to stand the cold Michigan weather

and closest to our families and for the climate my wife ean feel more

comfortable in. Arthritis is not curable and she has been a victim for

60 of her 73 yearswith over 40 surgeries and the expensive medication

she is on. We are retired but not able to really enjoy retirement as uch..

We both worked very hard for what we receive now, and to have to be

deprived of our fixed income to help finance the "Short Falls" should not

be up to the senior citizen who now is at the aeray of poor health and the

many many unscrupulous Big Business, entrepreneur, banks, Savings & Loans,

eto., and it appears that in today's news 4-5 Judg6s are accused of money

*scams in Fort Lauderdale. In our Florida House of Repreentatives and

Senate our leaders are spending my money for trips and meetings all over

the U..S. and abroad and you expect us "Tet Class Senior Citizens" who have

made Florida what it is today and will be in the future to build this state

up with our meager pensions and Soo. Seo. while the Government sends

Billions and Billiorm of dollars overseas to support everyone else except

us at home?

United States and Florida have more than enough problems with medical gouging,

hungry and homeless, jobless and crime and dope. If the Big-Wigs would

look into our back yard instead of their selfish interests we and America

and each state could possibly eventually be the greatest country in tie world.

We are falling so behind in education, helping and making jobs for the

new Graduates, it's pitiful.

Take away the freebees from the politicians and make them earn what

they were voted in for. Stop loaning Big Business money for businesses that

are J to 3/4 empty even before they are a few months old, or never rented

in the beginning.

Our r,,ade are deplorable througout, sales tax has been raised for roads

three times, tut it takes 6 or 7 years to start after a date set to begin.

In the reantime new commissioners and other governing officials are put

into office and the pries of roads, severs eto- goes double or more. Our

Social Seaurity an& pension does not qualify for us to uphold all the

Millionaires that are in the Senate and House of Representatives & Congress eta

How did they become Millionaires?

Perhaps a telephone employee for 30 years and Magna Cum Lauda graduate from

the oonsm sense school of hard knocks could do as well an they dol
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Pleceo veto any bill that would make Florida residents pay neoe tax
on pension earned and paid by other States. Can you include all retirees

all over the world? Where does one go to Live and so-called enjoy
retirement to the best of their health and income to get away from gougig

Sinoerely,

Vitold & Nadia Sailis

June 12, 1991

1851 PeAnnsylvania Ave. NW
Washington, DC

U.S. Senate Financing Committee
U.S. Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Abolition of State Imposed Source Taxes

Statement for the Record

This issue is one of charging for services not rendered. In

plain English, source taxes are theft. As a political movement,

source taxes are the type behavior seen in classic colonialism.

From a historical standpoint, such behavior on the part of

officials has led to the overthrow of the offending government.

Sincerely,

John Smith

(attachment)
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rdkmtificatien and Control of Orcanisational Kalf tinina

Socilist/Oolonialimt Cults

Louis Pasteur, the French medical research scientist, once aid that
where there are suitable hosts, there will be equally suitable parasites
feeding upon those hosts. Unfortunately, the principle applies to two legged
parasites as well as microbes. In the human environment, the two broad
classifications of such cults are SCIALISM and COWUIALIS. The picture
is clouded by the fact that in certain types of occupations, socialist/
colonialist orientations provide a socially beneficial function. Additional
confusion is generated by the fact that problems such as ignorance, greed,
over development, and various natural disasters tend to mask the impact of
socialist/colonialist activities.

This article outlines characteristic behavior that exposes socialist/
colonialist activities. Action is required to prevent initiation of their
destructive activities, to put an end to their activities once started, and to
minimize the damage caused in those cases where their destructiveness is in an
advanced stage of development.

The first stop in the process is identification of the source of the
organizational malfunctioning (socialist, colonialist, or neither), since i.
determines the required course of corrective action. The second step is to
eliminate the source of the malfunctioning and to take steps to prevent future
reoccurrences.

Any time a clear pattern of destructive activities is seen, socialist
activity should be suspected. This might involve strikes, layoffs, business
failures, wars, extermination campaigns, high unemployment, or the public
ownership of private resources.

The Socialist - The Person

In most cases only their actions will reveal the true intent of
socialists, and these will be carefully covered up. In some cases socialists
are sloppy in regard to cover ups; exhibiting readily identifiable behavior,

1. Socialists are natural born actors. They proliferate in the motion picture
industry as well as various political positions. They see no inconsistency
between being helpful one minute, and viciously attacking the next. All of
the actor traits may be seen - cosmetic surgery, impeccable dress, holier than
thou behavior, verbosity, use of extreme language (words such as absolutely,
never, always, and sometimes profanity), and uninhibited behavior.

2. Their charisma will charm you into submission. As politicians, they are
the worst of the demagogues, and most grandiose of the megalomaniace. Whether
they are considered great, too good to be true, superficial, callous, vicious,
or egocentric; the pattern of destructiveness remains.
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3. They frequently have a history of starting out mall and working their way
towards bigger and better thiev'e, both in personal development and
destructiveness. Attacks begin with easy marks such as the elderly and the
disabled. As national leaders, their objective is to destroy the entire
country (and eventually the world). They are the pirates of the business
world.

4. Any excuse is a good excuse for destructiveness. It you make the mistake
of providing them with support, you will be eliminated as a potential
competitor. If you oppose them, the same fate awaits you.

S. Frequently they are found in positions where they simply don't belong.
For instance the grade 8 artist who becomes a national leader. In females,
they may exhibit masculine strivLngs.

6. Their intolerance of externally imposed burdens may lead them to murder
their children, trash a business, etc.

The Socialist in the Oroanization

In an office environment and supervisory position, they like to start by
firing the entire staff. Hires have to measure up to their standards. k
favorite technique is to cut 50% or so of the staff each year, and to make
sure that any long term survivors are terminated.

Business piracy involves the creation of short term profits by firing
personnel, cutting any new initiatives (no new business), and butchering the
victim business to provide immediate profits for the pirates, with creditors
assuming the risk for any losses. Such management is irresponsible,
unreasonable, short sighted, and self serving by any standard. Piracy does
not require an external take over. Groups within an organization can butcher
it as easily as raiders external to the organization. Unions are frequently a
strong source of support for such activities.

The Socialist in Government

It goes without saying that mass murder is characteristic of most
socialist governments. Expansion into neighboring countries, by force if
necessary, is also characteristic. Anything destructive that can be done, is
done. A peculiarity is the political doctrine of public ownership of private
property. Your only mode of transportation must be public transportation, your
housing will be provided by the state, your health care will be state
provided, etc. They love racism (including sexism, age discrimination, etc.)
and the creation of cults of superiority (plenty of awards and hero medals).
They like to think of themselves as the master race. Propaganda is that of
demagogues, the big li (we are for the people, of the people, we always win,
we are always right, we accept no criticism, etc.), and terrorism (if you
disagree with us, you will be shot). They are reactionary - wars will be
fought with obsolete equipment and tactics (frequently mixed in with some new
technology), relying upon brute force tactics. In a war, they maximize losses
for their own troops. A country's industry becomes extremely backward and
outmoded. They destroy the economic and cultural foundation of their viotms.
Trade in narcotics (e.g. alcohol) is rampant. Achievement of their ultimate
goals will leave only the scattered remnants of a dead civilization.
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Any time a clear pattern of the mLoutilization of resources for the
benefit of special interests is soen, colonialist activity should be
suspected. This might take the form of excessive taxes, various levies
against salarLes, mquAdering of resources, over development, not.-cclpetLtive
procedures, monopolistic practices, restrictions imposed upon the public use
of public resources, the private ownership of public resources, or any other
exploitation of public resources by private interests.

The Colonialist - The Person

In most cases only their actions will reveal the true intent of
colonialists, and these will be carefully covered up. In some cases
colonialists are sloppy in regard tocover upel exhibiting readily
identifiable behaviors

1. Colonialists specialize in pleasant congeniality, without the occasional
rage sometimes seen in socialists. Even when mad they do not appear to be
particularly excited.

2. Their expansion is in the arena of ever larger empires. Sometimes bizarre
interests are soon, such as building a large collection of antique cars.

3. Their rigid inflexibility and love of detailed procedure may be
obvious. Whether they are considered grand, too good to be true, vicious,
callous, egocentric, or a robber barong the pattern of exploitation and
obstructiveness remains.

The Colonialist in the OQ&niatLon

in an office environment, dipping into the till is everything. The production
of legitimate products at legitimate prices is irrelevant. Business dealings
are frequently bizarre (but place cash in the right pockets). The power of
monopoly is abused. They are the robber barons. Resources that should have
been used to ensure the viability of the organization are diverted into
personal fortunes. Eployees are a comodity to be used in the same manner as
a lump of coal, and have the same rights.

The Colonialist in Oovesneent

As politicians, they institute programs to defraud entire countries. A
peculiarity is the doctrine of the private ownership of public property. No
restrictions upon the masons or privileges for the few are ever too absurd to
be implemented. A pattern of outright gifts, lucratift contracts, grants,
subsidies, etc. make overnight millionaires of the right people. No tax or
charge is ever too absurd. Lcrative manipulated pricing and taxing schemes
may be imposed. Military force is used only as a last resort. Economic
enslavement is preferred over terorLe. Like the socialist, they love racism
and big lies. The concentration of national resources in the hands of the few
frequently becomes such an economic burden that insurrection results. They
will wrap the chains of servLtude and indebtedness around your neck for
eternity. Achievement of their ultimate goals will leave the victim country
compltely depleted of all resources capable of supporting only a relatively
small, impoverished population.
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508 Plaza Ave.
Lake Placid, VL 33852
June 12, 1991

Mr. Wayne Hosier
Mr. Ed Hihalski
c/o U.S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington, D.C. 20510

Gentlemen,

My wife and I, both ex-teachers are Pennsylvania pensioners
who now live in Florida.

We wish to state our opposition to any Federal approval of
a source tax which would tax our Pennsylvania pensions.

We began to work in 1940 at the even-then stalvat o wage
of $1170.00 (eleven hundred, seventy dollars)gKJ-3i'sub-
sequent salaries, although improved over the original
amounts, were always inadequate to our needs as family
providers.

Please use your considerable influence to ensure the defeat
of any action which would result in the imposition of source
tax.

Sincerely yours,

Martin L. Stapleton
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10287 Abbott Road
Manassas, Virginia 22110
Jun. 24,1991

Wayne Rosier
U.S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington,D.C. 20510

Dear Kr. Homier:

I am writing for the purpose of informing you of my
support for Senator Harry Reid's bill which would outlaw the
source tax.

As a result of my Federal employment, I an subject to
relocation to any place that my agency deem my services are
needed. I. pay taxes to the state/locality in which I live. I do
not obtain a *free ride.'

Upon my retirement, I will continue to pay taxes in one
fo-r or the other to the state/locality in which I live. To have
the state/locality tax me after I retire for the monies I earned
while living in that location before retirement is, at the very
least, unfair. I paid taxes to that locality while I was there.
Other than political expediency, how can that locality justify a
tax on my income which is not earned as the result of any
activity in that locality?

I do not support the source tax. Please outlaw it.

Sincerely,

Frank Steele
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STATEMENT FOR THE RECORD SUBMITTED BY
PAUL E. SULLIVAN

(FEDERAL RETIREE, CSA-2-424-699)
FOR THE HEARING ON SOURCE TAX LAWS
BY THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510
JUNE 26, 1991

At the end of 1980 I retired from Federal employment with credit for 36
years' service, most of it In the Washington, D.C. area. Parts of my service,
however, were performed elsewhere; in all I worked in over a dozen States, but
paid State taxes only where I resided most of that time in Virginia.

At the end of 1989, because I found Virginia to be unethical in tax
matters, I moved to New Hampshire. After I moved I learned that any State can
tax a pension as deferred compensation if pension credit was earned in its
jurisdiction. I also learned that one State I served in has a program for
tracking down any retiree who earned part of a pension while working there;
then the retiree is found delinquent and assessed taxes, penalties, and
interest for all the years since retirement. Under that system even a tax
amount originally small becomes.significant and the retiree is an attractive
collection target.

I have no idea when that State or other States will find out that I am still
alive, retired, and ready to be plucked, but I know I need legal protection
against that threat.



1778 N Marian Avenue
Thousand Oaks, Ca 91360
June 21, 1991

Members of the Senate Finance Committee:

I am writing to voice my enthusiastic support for legislation
which will outlaw source taxes and eliminate the ability of a state
to tax the pension income of a non-resident. Rather than dwell on-
the true but overused saying of 'no taxation without
representation', I thought I might present a few other reasons as
to why source taxes should be banned.

First, I should mention that I am a federal civil servant
employed at a navy base in Southern California. The source tax is
particularly painful for the retired federal employee because
almost all of the pension is fully taxible. For a worker in
private industry whose total pension includes a sizable non-taxible
Social Security benefit, the source tax would be less painful but
still onerous.

In a business law class, I recall studying a Supreme Court
decision (cirra 1968) which stated that a state could not impose a
sales tax on an out-of-state mail order company that did not have
a 'physical presence' (like a store) within that state. I cannot
help but contrast this law with the plight of thousands of retirees
who move to another state, leaving no 'physical presence' (such as
real estate) behind them, and lo and behold here comes their former
state to impose a source tax on the retiree's pension I I I realize
that these are slightly different situations, but I fail to see
how any state can tax you for anything if you don't live there and
if you have no 'physical presence' in that state. By any
measurement standard that you care to use, thousands of retirees
ought to have the same taxation rights and privileges that a mail
order company has, yet unless you change the law, they don'til!

And in case you haven't thought about it, enactment of a law
to ban source taxes will actually enhance federal revenue. Since
retirees would have less state source taxto use as a deduction on
their federal income taxes, their federal taxes would be higher.

Also, sooner or later there will be a big outcry about the
current practice of military personnel being able to select a legal
state of residence during their period of active duty. The fact
that they can escape having to pay source tax by selecting a state
that doesn't have it is particularly galling to federal civil
servants since we work side-by-side with them throughout their
military career.

And finally, I'm mad at the state of California for waiting 25
years to tell me that they were going to tax my federal pension
forever if I moved out of state.

It's time to ban source taxes. It just simply isn't right to
permit this practice to continue.

Thank you for your time. -

o 4

r6hn2'vaso
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Wayne Hosier & Ed Mihalski
c/o U.S.

Senate Finance Committee
205 Dirkson Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Robert L. Talbert
7200 Pirates Cove Rd.
Bldg.#28 Apt.#2097
Las VegasNV.89128

June 17th, 1991

U.S. Senate Finance Committee:

Taxation Without Representation is unfair! It is wrong for
States to impose nonresident income tax on pensions and
source income. Please help us to stop these unjust, unfair
and unwanted taxes on retirees. I ask your support in getting
Bill S.267 passed. this is a rare opportunity to support
legislation that is needed and will not cost the Federal
government ONE RED CENT! Please vote "YES ON OUR bILL- s.267.
thank you.

- Sincerely

Robert L, ralbirt

- - - ~
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4728-54th St.
San Diego, CA 92115
June. 14, 1991

United States Senate
Committee on Finance.
Subcommittee on Taxation
Washington,, DC 20510

Subject:. Bill S. 267, June 12, 1991 Subcommittee on Taxation

Heating

Dear Senator Boren and Committee Members,

Bill S. 267 is one of the most important issues dealing with
taxation that I have seen in my lifetime. The so caLled "Source
Tax" that this Bill addresses is presently a nightmare for millions
of people wanting to re-locate to find some PEACE in their waning
years. This "measure" -f pure tax greed, that has come up from
some endless hole of taxing possibilities, I find most un-American.
It already has caused hatred. between states, terrible grief among
some of our elderly who have worked hard and saved that little,
precious part of income that MIGHT enable them to survive to the
end without government aid, and it has caused much anxiety for those
who have had to work in many different states to earn their living.
I could go on and on about the many un-natural. effects that will be.
occurring if this taxing practice is allowed to continue.

One of the- founding principles of this nation is that there
shalL be NO TAXATION WITHOUT REPRESENTATION. The "Source. Tax" is
a clear cut violation of this principle. I believe it is fair
for a retiree to pay state taxes to the state in which the retiree
resides. As a resident, the retiree benefits from the goods and
services provided by the state, which are generally paid for by
those state taxes. And as a resident, the retiree has the chance
to participate in the democratic process.

But for a state to tax a retiree on pension income simply
because once upon a time the individual worked in that state is
ludicrous and unconstitutional. If the retiree is not a resident
or current worker, he reaps no benefits from the goods and service&
those tax dollars provide. And as a non-resident, he cannot
participate in the democratic process. The pension income cannot
be treated. in the same sense as "earned income." While a person
is working or living in a state, state taxes are fair. The person
either by working or by living in the state, makes use of the goods
and services of that state, and should pay a fair share of the tax
burden. Pension income is not earned by CURRENT labor, and cannot
be treated the same as other earned income. Don't forget that
during employment an.-individual pays taxes to the state in which
that money is earned.

I would like to remind you at this time about your own state
tax issue, Art. 113, Chapter #4 of title 4 of the U. S. Code,
concerning the law that exempts YOU from having to pay taxes to the
states of Maryland, Virginia and Washington, DC while you are
working there. Please, Sir, people should be taxed fairly and only
in the state of residence. I urge. you and all your colleagues to
represent democratic ideals and VOTE FOR BILL S6 267.

Most sincerply

M. J. ayio/



6805 Ham Aveme
Ozon Hll, MD 20745

June 6,1991

Mr. Wayne Hosier
Mr. Ed Mfhas
cdo U.S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington, DC 20510

Gentlemen:

Regarding the Senate hearing on a bill to bar a state from taxing the pension benefits of
people who move to another state that doesn't have an income My, I am all in favor of
this ban.

I am currently a civil service employee who will be eligible to retire within three years.
One of my options upon retirement is to move to Florida, not because of the tax
advantage, but for the warm climate and fishing. No state tax is just an additional
benefit.

I do hope that Senator Harry Reid's (D-Nev.) bill to outlaw the source tax passes upon
introduction to the Senate. I lived and worked in California prior to moving to
Maryland. Without this ban Maryland would be able to tax my retirement income should
I retire in Florida. But isn't is possible that "alifornia would by to also get their "pound
of flesh"? After all, I did work there for a couple of years.

I support any effort to outlaw the source tax.

Sincerely,

had B.C Tom
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Joyce M. Tyler
6737 Friars Road, 0192

San Diego, California 92108

13 Jun 91

U. S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Memers:

I wish to go on record stating that I am opposed to anyone being required to
pay Source Tax to any state In which he/she is not a resident. It Is !!oM
for a person to be required to pay taxes to a state that no longer represents
him/her.

My husband and I have written letters to our Congressmen stating oy opposition
to the California Source Tax, but have not received a response on this issue.

I am a California resident and a Federal employee. When I retire, I want the
freedom of choice to reside wherever I decide without being taxed by another
state.

Source Tax is "TAXATION WITHOUT REPRESENTATION. It's time for the States'
greed to end.

Sincerely,



Statement of 2ony Connole, Vice-Chairman,
UAW West Central Florida Retired

Workers Chapter,

Before The Senate Finance Committee
United States Senate

An article in the Tampa Tribune of June . 1991

stated that Senator Harry Reid has introduced a bill which

would outlaw any state from imposing an income tax on

former residents who retired to another state after

having earned pension income while residing in such

former state.

My organization opposes any such "source income

tax" for the reasons hereinafter set forth.

This type of source tax would be eminently unfair

and burdensome to those who have retired to another state.

Most retired persons have relatively low and static incomes

which have already been reduced in purchasing power by

the increases in the cost-of-] giving. Increases have been

particularly large in the categories of food, utilities

and medical services, all of which consume a greater

share of retired persons incomes than those categories

consume of the incomes of those not retired. This, of

course, would increase and make even more harmful the

burden of any source tax applied to retired persons.

Every state seems to suffer currently from budget
problems, and all are seeking additional sources of income.

We sympathize with those state problems, but submit that

a source tax on income would not produce significant
income for any state.

To permit source income taxation would create such

complicated problems as to defy solution. During their

years of employment, many retired persons exercised that

that great American privilege of mobility and resided

'in several, or many, states while earning their pension
entitlements. Each state would contend that they were

the ony state with the right to impose a source income

tax on such retired person. Punitive and contentious
claims could be made by one state in competition with

others..Many construction and service occupations norm-

ally travel throughout the country in the course of their

worklife. Any effort to determine which state(s) have

a right to impose a source income tax is fraught with

contention and complication.

The final impact of a source tax would encourage

states to take punitive actions against other states

in areas totally unrelated to the source tax. The
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national government should not, by their action, encourage

such punitive activities among the various states.

Any claim that retired persons should be subject to
source taxation because they have escaped income taxation
by moving to a state without an income tax is completely

in error and ignores the nature cf taxation in such states.

The tax picture in Florida is a case in point. By failing
to enact a state income tax, Florida has by-passed the opp-
ortunity to have a progressive type of tax. In an effort

to meet their budget requirements, Florida has relied

heavily on the sales tax and the real estate tax. These
two taxes are particularly regressive since they impose

a, heavier burden on those with low and middle incomes

than ton the rich. A recent study by Citizens for Tax
Justice ranked Florida third worst in the nation in this
regard. Poor people pay five times as much of their income

as rich people do, while middle income households pay
almost three times as much.

"Iow and middle income" describes virtually all retired
persons. In other words, retired persons residing in

states without Income taxes already carry a disproportion-
ately large share of the total tax burden. They should
not be asked to increase that burden by a state in which

they no longer reside. A federal ban on source income

taxation at least would not increase this unfair burden.

Retired persons are among the most patriotic and
supportive citizens in the nation. Having worked a life-

time in the democratic and freedom-loving environment
of our nation, and having earned the right to retire

with only a moderate level of economic security, they

have not been overly demonstrative in viewing and dis-

cussing the inequities and insecurities of our nation.
They prefer to relax and enjoy the fruits of their retire-

ment. But this could change, and the imposition of a
source income tax could well trigger a vehement reaction

among the increasing number of retired persons in our

nation.

In behalf of my organization, I respectfully urge
that the Congress outlaw source income taxation.

Tony Connole

44 Douglas St.
Homosassa, FL 32646
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326 Snowy Butte Lane
Central Point, OR 97502

June-19, 1991

Wayne Hosier and Ed Nihalski
c/o U.S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington, D.C. 20510

Gentlemen:

It is my understanding from a recent article by Mike Causey, The Washington
Post, that the Senate Finance Committee's taxation subcommittee will be holding
hearings on several bills, one of which would outlaw the source tax. In line
with that article, I wish to make you aware of my dissatisfaction with the
source tax.

I was a Federal employee for 31 years and worked in Illinois, Texas, California
and Utah. Upon retirement I moved to Oregon which has a state income tax.
At present, I must file state income tax returns in Oregon and California.
If all states pursued thi,, source tax as diligently as California, I could
conceivably be required to file state income tax returns in all four states.

My disagreement with the source tax is based on the fact that in each state,
state income taxes, property taxes and sales taxes were paid to that state
while residing there. Why should any individual continue to pay taxes to a
state where they no longer reside. It is rather like continuing to pick the
bones after a death. I strongly protest the continuance of such a tax and
hope that you will outlaw such taxes.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Imogene S. Vancavage
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June 9, 1991

Mr. Wayne Homier and Hr. Ed Nihaaski
U. S. Senate Finance Committee
Vashington, D.C. 20510

Dear Sires

I wish to express my opposition to the *Source Tax* bill or the
'Reid 3111 am Introduced by Senator Harry Reid from Nevada.

I have a pension coming from Beatrice Foodm Company which was
headquartered in Illinois. I was born and raised in Iowa and
served one-third of my career with Beatrice Foods Company in
Iowa, one-third of my career with Beatrice Foode in Illinois, and
one-third of my career with Beatricoe Foodm in Wisoonsin. Now Z
am residing in Florida and expect to earn a cumulative salary at
least as much am I earned in the first three states.

Nov what state is going to tax my pension? In it Iowa, Illinois,
Wisconsin, or Florida -- or all of them?

I feel that the state where I choose to reside ham no bearing on
where my pension benefit was earned. I have paid my fair share
of taxes in each state that I have lived In and I refuse to pay
taxes to another state that I no longer reside in. Let these
states offer ne an Incentive to remain In their state -- much an
job opportunities or tax incentives to encourage me to remain.

Additionally, I am also a member of the American Association -of
Retired Perm oo (AARP) and support their efforts in opposition to
this bill.

Please give my remarks your mincerest consideration.

Respectfull ubmitte4

Hr. & Mrs. Richard L. Vaske
3719 Casaba Loop
Valrico, Florida 33594

June 7, 1991

Wayne Holer & Ed NihalskL
C/O U.S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington DC 20510

Dear Sirst

I am in favor of legislation to bar a state from taxing the pension benefits
of people who move to another that doesn't have an income tax.
The so-called "source" tax is unfair to senior citizens. Please relay this
message to the U.S. Senate Finance Comittee.

Thank you,

diAne A. VLck
5500 S. 7th Road
Arlington VA 22204
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2104 Harleston Place
Sun City Center, FL 33573

June 10, 1991

Wayne Hosier & Ed Hihalski
c/o U. S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington, D. C. 20510

Gentlemen:

The purpose of this letter is to let you know of my concern and to request

your assistance to get legislation enacted prohibiting States from imposing

Source Taxes on their former residents.

For your information, my Federal Retirement is the result of 20 years of

active military and almost 13 years of civil service.

I firmly believe that imposing so-called "Source Taxes" on individuals who

have changed their permanent residence to another state is totally unfair.

If I have to pay taxes to a State while I live there, that is part of my

obligation to that State. It is not right that I have that obligation

after I leave that State and change my permanent residence to another

State.

I believe that Federal Law, including Supreme Court Decisions, should pro-

hibit any State from imposing source taxes on individuals who have moved

to another State and then changed their residence to the new State.

There are those who have alluded to a possible case of States Rights.

I ask you and the members of the Senate Finance Committee, do States

have the right to gouge people who used to reside in their State? Is

that not Taxation without Representation?

Please Help! A Federal Law is needed to prevent such robbery and

wrong doing.

Thank you.

Sinc oerel Yours

copies tot kARP A NARFE
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To: Wayne Hosier/Ed Xihalski 10 June 1991
c/o U.S. Senate Finance Comittee San Diego, CA
Washington, D.C. 20510

Fm: Richard L. Walker
4676 Tivoli St.,
San Diego, CA 92107

Subj: SOURCE TAX LAW

The justification for the source tax as embraced by the State of California
would warm the cockles of King George's heart. It was the same line he tried
to use on those upstart colonists in 1760, 1765 and later in 1772.

Alas - All he got for hie trouble was a monstrous tea party and the final
dissolution of any claims that England had laid upon the richest and most
prosperous territory ever discovered by mankind.

And now, two centuries later, the ghost of English tyranny revives in the form
of the most repugnant and reprehensible taxation statute conceived since that
incident in Boston Harbor.

I have a great deal of trouble convincing my friends that a law exists which
will follow the with a tax obligation no matter where they choose to live and
that they will be forced to support a state government from which they receive
no benefit. Since 1776, we have set examples copied throughout the world in
defining freedom, independence and the right to pursue our own individual -
aspirations. We have always stressed that taxation without benefit or value
to the individual is wrong and unlawful. California and other states seen
determined to take us back to a pre-independence condition where taxes may be
imposed at the whim of any Johnny;come-lately legislator.

Every Congressman and Senator who supports the source tax should be ashaned to
show his or her face in public. The very idea of such a tax casts an ominous
shadow over our personal liberties and contradicts the principles on which
this country was founded.

I urge you to stand and vote against any and all source taxes, either in
existence now or those which may be proposed in the future. I also encourage
you to support Barbara Vucanovich's House bill which prohibits the concept of
a source tax.

Thank You,

04" L.06.
Richard L. Walker
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J'wI 10 , 1991
SWRATOR WAVNE HSISR A D NIHAISKI

U.S. SXKATW FINANCE CONKITI',

WAMSINOTQN , D.O. 20510

V and all our friends and neighbors are aNainsb a "Source Tax"

The reasons are very simple the 3tates are spending more mosey than

they are getting from their permanent residents thatare-uhing all thtkr

facilities . For instant.- NEW rAK CITI gave an increase to theit te hers

ofE % who are paid an average of $ 40,00.O) A year plus other benefits&.

All State employees are the highest: pkidin'the.nation. Police, Fire Dept.

State FeIlge a.:$ 52000.00 A_ yea.

Vs moved out of these States because of the hIgh Taxes.Our pensions are

emall enough now PLEAS PM A;LAW-TH&T WILL STOP ALL " SOURCE TAXES"

WE ARE FM SEIATOR Harry Reid Bill to outlaw all source tXM.

We DOWT EVER GET A CHANCEE TO VOTE IN THRSE STATU CN ANY EXPEND1TURES.

Or use any of their failltes.

Yours truly.

MrB. , "r. John C. Vdedon
'1860 N. Atlantic Ave. Apt. 404 B

Cocoa.- Beach, FL 32931

P.S.T1 NET ST I TOLLS TO RTIER EACH SrATE & kMIFS.
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June 10, 1991

U.S. Finance Committee
Washington, D.C. 20510

Members:

Please do your utmost to outlaw
the "source Law". Many people
moved from "source" states for
other reasons than an income-free
environment: health, family,
freedom from cold weather.

Most pensioners have worked for
years, worked under stressful
conditions at times and worked
loyally for little. We feel life
is unstable and fearful enough
at this stage without a loss of
well-earned income which we have
already been receiving.

Yours truly,

9 t & 4tV 4tA



fl740 Glen Mill Road
Potomae, ND 2o854-193,l
June i4, 1991

Hqi osier & 3d MLalsai
do 1.s. Senate Finance Cawdttee
WaShington, Do 20510

Gentlement

Please add v7 voice to those in
position to source taxation as described in
The Washington Post column The Federal Diary"
by Mike Causey on June 6, 1991.

hen a person moves to a different tax
area he/she should be liable for income taxes
on& in the area to which he/she has moved. It
Ti utterly pernicious of a state to go after
people who have moved ana and are no longer
a services burden to that state.

Thank you,

(Mr.) Merdith G. lMliams

CC: Senator MLkulski
Senator Sarbanes
Representative EVron

(Original and 5 cc to principal addressees.)

49-891 0 - 92 - 19
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June 18, 1991

Mr. Wayne Hosier
Mr. Ed Mihaleki
c/o U. S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington. DC 20510

Ref: Source Tax on Pensions

Dear Sirs:

I try to be a law abiding citizen and pay my fair share of taxes.

However, when a state wants to collect more tax when you no
longer live there is in my opinion, a criminal act. It may be a
state law but any state that has such a law and tries to collect
such a tax is nothing but a cheap thief and its leaders have no
morals and could care less about a person that has worked most of
their lives to draw a small pension.

I was born in Texas and worked there many years for the U.S.
Government. I have also worked for the USG and lived in New
Mexico, Louisiana, overseas and am finishing my USG career living
in the state of Virginia. Living in Virginia. I pay state income
tax, state and local sales tax, personal property tax; and yes,
there is a tax on just about anything you buy or do there. If I
move from the state of Virginia why should I owe them anything
because I have paid my fair share of taxes while I lived there.

Whatever state I might move to, I will pay a state tax of some
kind. Let's stop this unfair so called source tax on pensions,
before it gets activated all over the country. Please support a
bill that will outlaw a very unfair source tax.

Sincerely,

. i. WilisJr.

9000 Vernon View Drive
Alexandria, VA 22308
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Mr. Marion H. Willis
87 Pine Street SIW

Homosassa, FL 32646-9139

June 12, 1991

Messrs. Wayne Hosler & Ed Mlhalski
U.S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington, DC 2C510

Gent leman

lhile I receive no Income at the present time from another
states I have and probably P111 from time to time. I cannot,
for the life of me, see nhat right a state has to tax me when I
neither reside there nor partake of their various services,
highways, etc..

The state of California has been doing this for years,
taxing me as far back as 1968 shile I lived in Connecticut,
because my check originated In Cailfornia, even though I even
avoided visiting there as much as possible.

While I am concerned with the right of the Federal
government to get Involved in state rights, the right of
American citizens to live free of taxes imposed by states other
than their chosen state of residence cannot be controlled by
the states themselves, unless some means is provided by the
Federal government.

I have the same concern rega-ding sales taxes Imposed on
ma i 1 order purchases I

Cordially,

M -
Marion H. Will is

cc=Hon. Connie Mack, Sen.
Hon. Bob Graham, Sen.
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June 15, 1991

le Lida Circle
Carson, Nv.

8S706

Mr. Wayne Hosier
United States Senate
Committee on Finance
Washington, D.C. 20S10

Subject: S-267, Source taxing bU states.

Mr. Hosier;

I strongly urge the Senate Finance Committee to vote
Favorable on S e67, against states taxing the retirement
pension of a person who is not a resident of that state or
domiciled there. I feel that this type of taxation is
unfair, unjust and not in line with the principles that
crcsted our constitution.

I am a former native Californian, retire from federal civil
service in 1963. Mu contribution to mu retirement fund was
taxed at time of earning. After retiring, by the end of
August 30, 1968, 1 had paid California taxes on the
contribution of mu employing agency, D.O.D. Because of this
I feel that California has received taxes on all
contributions to mu rewtirement fund, called "deferred
compensation" by them.

Most or mu retirement is now made up of cost of living
increases, nothing to do with "deferred compensation".
T also wish to draw the committees attention to the Fact that
approximately 60% of mu annuity is From Treasury Department
investments in federal securities that can't be taxed by
states by Federal law.

On top of that, the wau California law is practiced by the
F.T.B., I must include anu income from Nevada. I have
Figured it out that even with ratioing by California
standards, I am paying California about S% taxes on income
earned in Nevada This is not correct!

Again, please vote ravorablu on this bill and allow it to go
before the full Senate with the Committee's recommendation.

Sincerely;

Duane 0. Windsor
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Mr. Wayne Hosier, Mr. Ed Kihalski
0/o U.S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington D.C. 20510

10 Cdne 1991

Dear Mr. Hosier, and Mr. Mihalski

I am writing to you over concern that I have involving the
State of California assessing a source tax on the retired
Federal employee who retires from the Federal Government
while in California and then moves out of California to
live and is then required to pay a California source tax
on their pension earnings.

The State of California Franchise Tax Board states their
reasoning behind this as follows: While working in California
the employer paid into the employees retirement fund, and that
during this period of time the State of California deferred
all taxes on the portion of the retirement fund that was paid
by the employer into the employees retirement fund.

This scenario may be true for the employee in private
industry, but J.t does not hold true for the Federal employee.
As you know the Federal employee pays 7% of his salary each
pay period into the Civil Service Retirement System (CSRS)
whioh is not matched by the Government each pay period.

This money is already taxed off the gross earnings to the
State and Federal government before the retiremnt is
deducted. In no way does the Federal Government match this
amount that is deducted each pay period and thereforeno
tax on the retirement is deferred as the State of Calif rnia
claims.

I then ask you this question; How can the State of Californi
tax a Federal retiree's pension when he is not residing in the
state? This is definitely taxation without representation.
The Federal retiree is paying taxes to a state that he is in
no way represented by, or is a resident of the state the
source taxes are paid to.

Currently there is a bill being reintroduced before Congress
by Rep. Barbara Vucanovich, this bill is H.R. 431 which will
prohibit states such as California from collecting source taxes
on retiree's pensions of those retiree's who no longer
reside in the stat6. I urge your help in ending this unfair
tax. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Edward G. Woodrich
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June 11, 1991

U.S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington, D.C. 20510

Attention: Mr. Wayne Hosier
Mr. Ed. Mihaleki

Gentlemen::

According to the news media, a Senate Finance Sub-
comittee is holding a hearing on whether to bar
States from imposing so-called source taxes.

Please be advised that I strongly object to and
oppose source taxes of any type which will adversely
effect those on fixed incomes--in most cases pensions.

It is difficult enough to live on a fixed income with-
out a source tax which is taxation without represen-
tation.

Please convey my objections to the Committee re-
garding source taxes.

Vrtruly yours,

Robert H. Wright
3527 North Honeylocust Drive
Beverly Hills, Florida 32665
905-746-07?15
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June 7, 1991

Virginia Zwieg
9080 SW 213th Terrace Road
Dunnellon, FL
32630

U.S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington, D.C.
20510

Attention: Wayne Hosier and Ed Mihalski

Gentlemen:

I am writing to express my concern over the source tax that
is being considered and wish to express my support for the bill
proposed by Senator Henry Reid which would outi-aw such a tax.

I am a retired school teacher from Wisconsin and am now a
resident of Florida- -My total retirement pay from Wisconsin
is $6 4 per month. A source tax, imposed by the State of
WiscoI sin, would reduce that by an estimated $40.00 to $50.00
p~r mbnth.

While a resident of Wisconsin I accepted the tax obligation
imposed not only because I had to, but because I was enjoying
the services provided by my tax payment. Now I am not in a
position to use the services provided by Wisconsin and do not
believe that I should have to pay for something I do not get.

I am not permitted to vote for any person seeking public office
in Wisconsin, so anytax on my modest retirement pay is a classic
example of "taxatton without representation" - an evil that
our ancestors died to abolish.

I urge you to prohibit any collection of a source tax by any
state.

Very truly yours,

Virginia Zwieg

cc: Senator Harry Reid
Senator Connie Mack
Congressman Cliff Stearns
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June 7. 1991

Wayne Hosier & Ed Mihalski
U.S. Senate Finance Committee
Wahington, D. C. 20510

Dear Sirs.

SOURON TAM: What will we get taxed for next?

I am not wasting your time nor mini to spell out my anger on
this subject by writing five pages, i.e., my allowable letter
space, but if I have to pay a source tax to the state of California
after having lived there 20 years and paying my taxes properly those
20 years, I'11 have to see it snow in the Bahamas first.

My husband and I had to sell our home in California to move
to Florida to take care of his ailing, elderly parents, and now
we have to pay a "source tax" to California? NO WAY JOSE!!

Thank you for reading my anger,

no signature needed as I am sure
there are many people in these
same circumstances.



[COMMENTS ON S. 649-REPEALING THE LUXURY
EXCISE TAX)

STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL AUTOMOBILE DEALERS ASSOCIATION

The American International Automobile Dealers Association (AIADA) represents
more than 9,700 new car and truck franchises marketing international automobiles
in the United States. Our members and their 240,000 employees sell and service im-
ported cars and trucks in the United States, as well as vehicles produced domestical-
lyby their international automobile manufacturers. AIADA appreciates the oppor-
tunity to submit to the Taxation Subcommittee our statement on S. 649, legislation
to repeal the luxury excise tax on boats.

AIADA believes that the bill, S. 649, considered by the subcommittee at the June
12 hearing is too narrow in its purpose of repealing only thejluxury excise tax on
boats. All of the luxury excise taxes are harming the industries subject to the tax
and are costing federal and state governments badly needed revenue. Furthermore,
this tax represents inherently bad tax policy and is clearly not collecting revenue
from high-income individuals as was intended. Therefore, it is AIADA's position
that all of the luxury excise taxes should be repealed. While our statement will
focus on the effect that the luxury excise tax has had on the automobile industry,
many of the problems we will address have been witnessed in the other industries
subject to the tax as well.

INJURY TO INDUSTRY

The 10 percent luxury excise tax was enacted as part of the Omnibus Budget Rec-
onciliation Act of 1990. The tax applies to the sales price exceeding $30,000 for auto-
mobiles, $100,000 for boats, $250,000 for planes, and $10,000 for furs and jewelry.
The objective of the tax was to raise revenue from high-income individuals by
taxing theirpurchases rather than their income, with a larger goal of improving the
progressive distribution of tax burdens within the tax system.

It is clear from just the first three months of the tax that the targeted high-
income individual is avoiding the tax by not purchasing these so.called luxuries, in-
cluding high-priced automobiles. Instead the tax has had unintended, harmful con-
sequences for the industries subject to the tax. For example, a first-quarter Econom-
ic impact Survey of AIADA's luxury-line dealers revealed that sales of $30,000-plus
automobiles dropped a dramatic 45 percent in the first quarter of 1991, compared to
sales of those same cars in the first quarter of 1990.' It is our belief that a signifi-
cant portion of that drop is directly attributable to the luxury excise tax.

While the luxury excise tax was touted as a progressive measure, just the opposite
has proven true. It has been the middle-income dealership employee who has borne
the greatest burden of this regressive tax. Lost sales at the dealership ultimately
result in employee lay-offs. AIADA estimates that more than 3,700 dealership em-
ployees have been laid-off as a direct result of the luxury excise tax in the first four
months alone.3 In an already depressed automotive industry, the luxury excise tax
is depressing luxury automobile sales even further and threatening the economic vi-
ability of many luxury-line dealers and the jobs of their employees.

Some argue that the recession is the cause of the drop in luxury automobile sales.
However, sales of all cars in the U.S. in the first quarter of 1991 were down 18 per-
cent from the first quarter of 1990.3 The luxury excise tax has clearly caused an
even greater drop in sales than the recession. Furthermore, it is not simply the
recent downturn in the automobile sales coupled with the price increase from the
luxury excise tax that has devastated the luxury-line dealerships. There is also a
perception among customers that he or she is paying thousands of dollars in taxes

'AIADA Economic Impact Survey. April 26, 1991, See attached.
AIADA Economic Impact Survey. April 26, 1991.3 Automotive Newa U.S. car and light truck sales. April 8, 1991.
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and getting nothing in return. It is the combination of these factors that has caused
sales of luxury cars to drop to such a low level.

LOSS OF GOVERNMENT REVENUE

As sales of $30,000-plus automobiles fall, so too does government revenue-and in
many forms. With fewer sales, the government collects less luxury tax, less gas guz-
zler tax (which represents substantial revenue from many of the vehicles in this

Srice range), less import duties, and less state sales tax. As dealership employees are
laid off, revenue from federal payroll taxes, state and local sales taxes and social
security taxes are lost and unemployment compensation increases, not to mention
the ripple effect on the economy as a whole.

The loss of all of this revenue, the increase in government expenditures for the
unemployed and the cost of collecting and administering this tax, make the luxury
excise tax a net revenue loss for the federal government. In fact, a study of the reve-
nue impact by the FAIRTAX Coalition estimates that the luxury excise tax on auto-
mobiles will cost federal and state governments at least $135.5 million in 1991.4

It should be noted that the projected revenue estimates calculated by the Joint
Committee on Taxation (JCT) for the individual luxury excise taxes are fundamen-
tally flawed. During the development of the budget reconciliation bill, Members of
Congress and the JCT staff did not have sufficient information upon which to base
revenue estimates for the individual luxury excise taxes. Therefore, their revenue
estimates are an educated guess, at best. Furthermore, the JCT revenue estimates
do not include many of the above mentioned revenue losses that result from lost
automobile sales and dealership employment.

BAD TAX POLICY

Contrary to the stated objective of the luxury excise tax, there is no basis upon
which Congress can assume that the tax substantially improves the progressive
nature of the tax system. As stated in the April 2, 1991, Congressional Research
Service (CRS) Report for Congress, "For most of the history of U.S. excise taxation,
however, the policymakers who devised the taxes knew almost nothing with certain-
ty about the distribution of purchases of the products they proposed to tax. Even
today, when surveys of consumer habits and characteristics are common, there is
little information." 5 Soon after the budget reconciliation bill passed, a Treasury De-
partment official stated that the staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation felt that
they did not have enough data on the distributional effects of the luxury taxes and
so the taxes "never-at any stage--served their purpose of offsetting the other
excise taxes in terms of the distribution of tax burdens." 6

Furthermore, when the select few members involved in the budget negotiations
last year chose the "luxury" items for tax, they had no objective, factual basis upon
which to base their choices. For example, why is a $40,000 automobile assessed a
$1,000 "luxury" tax, yet a $100,000 painting results in no luxury tax at all? Again,
as stated in the April 2nd CPS Report for Congress, "taxes have frequently been tar-
geted on goods thought to be luxuries, but judgments as to what constitute luxuries

aebeen highly subjective." 7 The fattat other goods, which are traditionally
thought of by the American public as "luxuries," were not subject to the tax sug-
gests that the goods selected for taxation were chosen out of political necessity,
rather than a conscientious effort to improve the progressive nature of the tax
system. Select American industries and their employees should not be forced to bear
the burden of a tax policy based upon such arbitrary decisions.

Last year, while AIADA and the industries facing the prospect of a luxury excise
tax made every effort to inform the Budget Summit Conferees and the Senate and
House tax writing committees of the potential problems of the tax prior to voting on
the budget, industries were not given the opportunity to provide Congress with
much needed input. No hearings were held and there was very little if any, consul-
tation with the targeted industries. In short, the luxury excise tax& were drawn up
hastily and in virtual secrecy, with devastating consequences for tf.e industries sub-
ject to this tax.

4 Economic Effects of the Automobile Luxury Tax. A study by Temple, Barker and Sloane for
the FAIRTAX Coalition. May 1991.

6 History and Economics of US. Excise Taxation of Luxury Goods. CRS Report for Congress.
Updated April 2, 1991.

1 Michael Graetz, Treasury Department Deputy Assistant Secretary for Tax Policy. November
9, 1990.

1 CRS Report for Congress.
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INHIBITING SAF]rY TECHNOLOGY

By depressing sales of high-priced automobilesthe so-called luxury tax will inhib-
it the development of important safety technology and its introduction- into the mar-
ketplace. Historically, the automobiles targeted by this tax have been world leaders
in the development and implementation of state-of-the-art safety technology, includ-
ing such life--aving features as air bags and anti-lock brakes. While these manufac-
turers bear the research and development costs, this technology has now become
more and more available across all product lines as the technology has been refined
and the production costs for such life-saving features are reduced. The luxury excise
tax will inhibit the introduction of leading automotive technology, including safety
features, that could ultimately benefit all consumers.

CONCLUSION

The consequences of the luxury excise tax for industries subject to the tax have
been greater than Congress had anticipated. Nor did Congress anticipate the reac-
tion of consumers to the tax, and the resulting loss in government revenue. On both
counts, Americans are losing. Congress should act now to repeal all of the luxury
excise taxes and prevent any further damage to the economy and American work-
ers.

AIADA thanks the subcommittee for the opportunity to submit its views on S. 649
and looks forward to assisting the subcommittee in an effort repeal of all of the
luxury excise taxes.
Attachments.

AIADA ECONOMIC IMPACT SURVEY

April 26, 1991.
Note: Total Surveys Mailed 1,515 (to MB, BMW, PORS, JAG, AUDI); Total Sur-

veys Returned = 372(25 of surveys mailed)

1. Has the imposition of the luxury excise tax on automobiles caused you to lay
off any employees?

Answer: Yes = 253 (68%) No = 119 (32%)
Comments: Many indicated that future layoffs were planned if poor sales con-

tinue.
2. If yes, how many?

Answer: 926 (projecting with 1,515 luxury dealers = 3,704)
Comments: Responses were as of April 26, 1991.

3/4. Difference in number of vehicles sold in excess of $30,000, 1st quarter 1991 vs.
1st quarter 1990:

Answer: 6,637 less units sold (projecting with 1,515 luxury dealers = 26,548
less units sold)

Comments: This represents a 45% drop in sales (6,367 less units sold divided
by 14,608 total 1990 sales).

5. How many demonstration vehicles have you taken out of service as a result of
the tax?

Answer: 622
Comments: 56 indicated that they removed all of their demonstration vehi-

cles.
6. At what mileage do you typically take a demonstration vehicle out of service?

Answer:
(1) 6,000 (102 responses = 35%)
(2) 5,000 (82 responses = 29%)
(3) 3,000 (23 responses = 8%)
(4) 4,000 (17 responses = 6%)
(5) 7,000 (9 responses = 4%)

Comments: Answers ranged from 1,000 to 25,000 miles.
7. At what mileage does your financial institution require "curtailing?"

Answer:
(1) 6,000 (58 responses = 49%)
(2) 5,000 (17 responses = 14%)
(3) 10,000 (15 responses = 13%)
(4) 12,000 (4 responses = 3%)

Comments: Many of the responses for this question were based on time.
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8. Is personal use of "luxury" demonstration vehicles important to your continued
viability as a "luxury" automobile dealer?

Answer. Yes = 304 (89%) No = 37 (11%)
9. Has the imposition of the tax and the IRS regulations for the tax resulted in a

loss of parts and accessories sales?
Answer: Yes = 271 (83%) No = 54 (17%)

16 May. 1)91 I -iN D USTRI E
The Honorable Lloyd Bentsen FEDERATION
Chairman - US Senate Finance Committee
SH-703 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington DC.
20510-4301

Dear Mr Chairman

I understand that your Committee is holding hearings on S-649. a
Legislative Bill to -epeal the lot excise tax on certain boats.

The British Marine industries Federation (formerly the Ship and Boat
Builders National Federation) is the national trade association
representing over 1,200 firm in the small ship and the whole of the
pleasure boating industry.

Our members manufacture and sell - at wholesale and retail level - boats,
engines, and associated equipment ranging from electronics, through
fittings, to clothing.

I would like to share with you and the Committee, for your record, the UK
experience with a similar tax 15 years ago, from my perspective am Chief
Executive of the British Marine industries Federation. That experience
suggests the urgent need to repeal the tax.

In 1975 our Government increased ute Value Added Tax rate from 8% to 25%
on all pleasure boats and boating equipment. Iinediately, sales stopped,
and layoffs of staff accelerated. Within months many companies were
headed towards receivership and inside of a year our industry was
devastated,

Boat sales in the Ux in the period when 25% VAT was in force were almost
nonexistent. Many pecple delayed the purchase of a new boat during 1975
realisinq that the determined protests of boat manufacturers might well
gain a favourable response in the next budget.

Unemployment in our industry soared to over 30%. There were 7,500
redundancies out of a total of 25,000 people directly employed in the UK
boating industry.

Most of these people were middle-class, skilled and semi-skilled workers.
Our industry has a groat tradition of craft and skills training these
people were lost to our industry and many did not return. The stafr
supported our protests through petitions to our Parliament and organized
pakades of boats through London and regional boatbuilding centres.

BRITISH MARINE INDUSTRIES FEDERATION
(A COTNY LOU=ED DY OUARMT=

BOAN &D Md "M 19
BOATING IDUSTRY HOUSE - VALE ROAD sem01

R~ Ye: 3W 534

OATLANDS PARK, WZYBRIDGE • SURREY KT13 ONS
T*1@hone: Webridp (0932) 864511 Facimle: (032) 852874
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We were able to convince our Government that their revenues dropped
dramatically because our customers were just not prepared to pay what they
saw as a 'too high' and unjust tax.

With the reductions in staff and companies in receivership, the whole
foundation of our industry was undermined; exports were sadly affected,
investment in innovation and new designs of boats had stopped. From being
the leading European boatbuilding country we dropped behind France,
Holland and Scandinavia, who were all continuing their new boat
development programes. Our sailboat manufacturers have never recovered
their original pre-eminent position, our power boat manufacturers took
ten years and a massive investment in new boat models to retain their
European market strength.

Your 10% excise tax will, r am sure, repeat the UK experience with its
major, adverse customer reaction, and in all of its undesirable
consequences for job loss and government revenue loss.

Our 25% tax was, eventually, reduced and all goods and services returned
to a standard rate of Value Added Tax. The subsequent investment by the
industry and the restoration of its home market provided an overall
increase in UK tax revenue. This firm home base led to a substantial
growth on boat and equipment exports which brought added revenue to the
United Kingdom.

The whole bad experience was unnecessary, and the burden of the tax fell
mostly, and unfairly, on the hard-working people in the boating industry.

From hard-learned, personal experience I urge you to repeal this mistaken
tax policy and to act to repeal the excise tax as quickly as possible.

Yours sincerely

PAUL V WAGS Fr
CHIEF E I'JE
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June 18, 1991

Messrs. Wayne Hosier and Ed Mihalski
U. S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington D. C. 20510

Gentlemen:

It should be apparent by now that the efforts to assist the
country's economic slump by placing a luxury tax on boats costing
over $100,000 was counterproductive.

Because of the unfair market conditions imposed on them by the
govertLment, some boat building companies have suffered a loss
in sales, nad in doing so it has cost the government lost
revenues in business and sales taxes. The loss of jobs for
people that had to be laid off at boat building companies costs
the government and states in those employee's lost income taxes,
and also costs increased unemployment benefits, further weakening
the economy.

Now just how far will the government go to ruin an already weak
economy? Let's not add to the cynical phrase "we're from the
government and we're here to help you."

The idea was bad in concept in the first place because for many
people, a boat isn't a "luxury" item, it's HOME. For many
people, their boat serves as their sole residence and represents
all their life's savings and work. Boats are perceived as a
luxury only because of the courage of some people to invest
all their money into something they truly love while others
meekly stand around in envy and complain that anyone with a
big boat should be soaked for taxes, user fees. and any other
r"uvunuu that the authorities tdn dLum up.

Most people would-have a hard time picturing themselves paying
$100,000 for a home of less than about 300 square feet of living
space that had the hell taxed out of it at every opportunity,
but that's what a boat home is. And that's luxury??lI Humph.

Repeal the tax on boats costing over $100,000 and do some justice
to the economy, the boat building industry, and America's hard
working citizens.

Martin D. Conyac
6171 Morning Glory Road
Alexandria, Virginia 22310
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June 18, 1991

2694 Mattox Creek Dr.
Oakton
VA 22124

Wayne Hosier
Ed Mihalski
c/o U.S. Senate Finance Committee
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Sirs:

Re: Drooosed "luxury tax" repeal

I am not a pleasure-boat owner, and I have no plans to buy one.
However, I do work hard for a living and I object to another ill-
conceived Congressional scheme to extract more taxes from the
public.

The new tax on expensive boats is a disaster for the builders of
boats, the skilled manual laborers, not for the wealthy buyers.
Countless laborers loose their jobs, and both "luxury" boats and
the less expensive boats disappear from the market. The
government looses taxes, exports decline, people suffer, the rich
buy foreign boats, and foreign boat manufactures profit. This
disaster was as predictable as death and increasing taxes.

What happened to common sense and knowledge of elementary
economics? I hope that Congress will display some overdue wisdom
about how life works and repeal this mistake.

Sincerely,

Michael Fenton

That sinking feeling
,"*ar fora look at"tax fairness'in action Check

tout the effects of the new luxury tax on boats.
Ua product of last year's budget agreement.
k In their quest to reach a deal, lawmakers
signed onto taxes to raise money from automobile us-
ers and beer drinkers and cigarette smokers. But these
a regressive taxes, disproport tely affecting low.
income citizens, a problem at election time.

So l and administration officials decided
that poor folks wouldn't mind paying more in taxes if
only they knew rich people were being soaked to. That

ted oD a federal lu tx on cars and plane and, yes.
boats that cost more than S100,000. The Joint hxation
Committee came out with all kinds of reassuring data
about the increased revenues lawmakers could expect.
On a S200,000 boat the tax amounts to SO.000 - mere
pocket change for the kind of corporate yacht3men

t negotiators assumed were buying these boats
But it wasn't long alter the tax took effect in January

that the whole scheme began taking on water People
stopped buying new boats. They bought used ones. or
they did theriroppinig in the Bahamas, whose govemr-
ment was lowering boat taxes about the time the
United States was raising them A once-bustling boat
yard in Connecticut was "virtually abandoned" the
New York Times reported, and "a strange quiet" filled
the air. A Caner Boat Co. subsidiary in Rocky Mount.

N.C., shut down production in February Pearson
'Yachts Corp. of Rhode Island, the world's oldest builder
of FIberglas boats, riled fot bankuptcy in March. And
the distress signals continue to mount as the tax hits
an industry already suffering from the recession.

With shutdowns have come layoffs - the blue-collar
kind. The National Marine Manufacturers Association.
which originay predicted that the tax would cost 8,000
people their jobs. has since raised the number to
19,000. Obviously putting people out of work hasn't
doni much for federal revenue enhancement: Jobless
people don't pay much in income or sales taxes. Nor
has it done anything for one of this nation's net-export
industres except cripple it.

But the larger port is oat when the reds set out to
soak the rich in this case. a lot of non-rich people took
bath. "Rich people don't build boats," one boat maker
told Insight magazine. "The average working man
builds boats. Nobody in out conany owns a Hatteras
yacht. L'nafortunately. it's the working person that is
paying the price of this luxury tax." Scores of law.
makers have signed up to repeal this version of tax
fairness. 90 House members from both sides of the
aisle at last count. The Senate Finance Committee has
scheduled hearings on the tax for next week. We hope
the bless find that comforting.
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STATEMENT OF THE MARINE RErAILERs ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

Thank you, Mr. Chairman and distinguished Senators. I am Phil Keeter, the Ex-
ecutive Director of the Marine Retailers Association of America. MRAA is the na-
tional trade association of 3,500 small businessmen and women who sell recreational
boats, boat equipment, and operate marinas. Our members come from virtually
every state in the country, and MRAA is closely aligned with about 120 regional,
state, and local marine trades associations.

We at MRAA want to thank Senators John Breaux, John Chafee, and Claiborne
Pell for introducing S. 649, as well as the nine other Senators who have co-spon-
sored the bill to date. We also want to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your leader-
ship in holding this hearing.

In addition to the distinguished Senators who have sponsored S. 649, we also want
to thank Congressmen Clay Shaw, Neil Abercrombie, David Bonior, Paul Henry,
Ray McGrath. Ron Machtley, Tom Petri, Jim Saxton, Larry Smith, and Guy Vander
Jagt who are original co-sponsors of H.R. 951, the companion bill to S. 649 in the
House of Representatives, and the 86 other co-sponsors of the House bill to date.

MRAA strongly opposes the recently passed provisions in the Budget Reconcilia-
tion Act of last year which contain a 10 per cent Luxury Tax on the sales value of
new recreational boats exceeding $100,000. The members of MRAA are opposed to
the Tax because:

* We believe we have been wrongly singled out to unfairly reconcile the Federal
budget deficit when the marine industry has been a positive contributor to the
American economy by being a net exporter and by providing a growing tax base and

* The Luxury Tax is not raising the anticipated Federal tax revenues.
In addition, we are opposed to the Tax because:
" The Tax is causing massive unemployment of blue collar workers,
" The Tax is causing massive business closings of boat manufacturers,
" The Tax is causing massive business closings of boat dealers,
" The Tax is not raising the anticipated tax revenues of state and local sales

taxes,
e The Tax has caused significant reductions in corporate and individual state and

Federal taxes,
* The Tax has caused significant increases in the costs of unemployment benefits

to displaced workers, and
* We believe administration and enforcement costs of the Tax are not only far

exceeding original projections, but also the very revenues generated from the
Luxury Tax.

Recreational boaters and the boating industry are suffering from a flooding sea of
new taxes and fees. In addition to paying well over $200 million annually to the
Federal government in excise taxes on marine fuel and fishing tackle, recreational
boaters are faced with:

" increased VHF radio license fees,
" increased state and Federal fuel taxes,
" increased slip taxes and/or access ramp fees,
" increased trailer taxes and fees,
' increased state sales taxes and, in some cases, a personal property tax,
" increased fresh and/or salt water fishing licenses,
" increased Federal and/or state park fees, and
" increased proliferation of state Luxury Tax proposals.

The timing of the Luxury Tax could not have been worse. The recreational boat-
ing industry is in a deep economic downturn with 1990 new boat sales down over 40
per cent from 1988, a year of record sales and the base year for Joint Tax Commit-
tee projections of Luxury Tax revenue.

Since the start of 1991, our industry has deteriorated even more. Sales of boats
retailing over $100,000 this year are nil. We believe this has been caused primarily
because of the effects of the Luxury Tax. MRAA through the Advisory Council of
Marine Associations, an organization of state and local marine trades associations,
is in the process of conducting a sales and employment survey of boat dealers. Pre-
liminary results of over 100 reporting boat dealers, representing approximately 40
per cent of the dealers selling boats exceeding $100,000, show boat sales down 89 per
cent in the first quarter of 1991 compared to the first quarter of 1990.

These dire sales figures have resulted in downsizing of employment at marine
dealerships. These same 100 plus boat dealerships have also reported a 45 per cent
reduction in jobs. Assuming a hypothetical scenario of extending this 45 per cent job
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loss total to the 486,000 ' people employed in the recreational marine industry, we
would find that more than 200,000 people could lose their jobs.

In addition, many businesses have closed operations. At the end of last year there
were approximately 17,780 recreational boat businesses in our country. Based on a
mailing we made at the end of February to all people in the recreational boat busi-
ness, we had to purge our mailing list of about 2,000 addresses. These people, have
ceased operations, and we expect many more dealers may be closing their businesses
soon after the summer selling season.

What originally was a "Tax the Rich" scheme by Congress has resulted in a cata-
strophic jobs loss issue affecting tens of thousands of blue collar workers many of
whom are having extreme difficulties obtaining employment elsewhere because of
the recession our country is suffering from.

With the loss of thousands of jobs and the closings of hundreds of businesses in-
volved in manufacturing, retailing, and servicing recreational boats, we have also
seen an increasing number of ancillary businesses that serve the recreational boat-
ing industry, such as, banking, tool supply, materials supply, shop equipment, boat
equipment and accessories, marine services, and other related business services suf-
fering from the effects of the Luxury Tax.

I hear stories every day of dealers reporting comments of prospective customers
who have decided not to purchase boats affected by the tax. We have also found that
the buying public believes the Luxury Tax has been placed on the industry on the
whole. We believe the implementation of the Luxury Tax has had an adverse effect
on sales of boats under the $100,000 threshold. In fact, many potential buyers are
also telling us that they do not like to be singled out and will not buy or trade up
because of the Tax.

I also hear stories that dealers will be unable to make capital improvements to
their facilities, necessary environmental improvements, and expansion.

Our industry needs your help to survive. In fact, I ask that you help save a very
important American business. REPEAL THE LUXURY TAX!

Mr. Chairman, I ask that the preliminary results of our survey be entered into
the hearing record. We will keep you and your staff informed as additional survey
results are received. We will be updating the survey with sales and employment fig-
ures for the second quarter and we will be receiving data on sales of boats less than
$100,000.

We again thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your leadership in holding this hearing
and ask for your support to move on S. 649, a bill that would save the marine indus-
try and would save jobs in the industry. We at MRAA will work closely with you
and your staff to answer any questions that may come up.

Industry employment figures were obtained from "Boating Safety Dollars At Work" pub-
lished by the National Association of State Boating Law Administrators.
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MORRIS M YACHTS

Builders Of Fine Cruising Auxiliaries
Clark Point Road. Southwest Harbor, Me. 04679
Tel. 207-244-6509 Fax. 207-244-S66

June 19, 1991

Comittee on Finance, U.8 Senate
SD-205 Dirksen Building
Washington, DC 20510
itt: Mr. Lloyd Benaon, Senate Finance Chairman

Dear Mr. Benson,

I read in The Wail Street Journal here you have become an authority onused boat sales (see attached. I vould hope you viii stick to the problems
of politics if that is your profession and 1iLt to others vho have some
experience in the business of boats.

I have been building boats since 1972; that's nineteen years ofexperience. I have survived oil embargoes and recessions and am proud to say
that I have laid off only one employee for lack of york over the years.

We build semi-custom sailboats from 20' to 36' ranging in price from
0100,00 to $300,000 at the rate of six to seven a year. We employ 22 people:skilled carpenters, mechanics, electricians and fiberglass technicians. Weproduce 44,000 hours of manufacturing production each year. The value ofeach boat is represented by 62% labor and 31% materials. That is a high laborcontent per product. Labor equals lobs, Social Security payments, Income taxpayments, IRA deposits and savings. Boat sales equal sales tax revenues.

Since November of 1990 we have not sold gat nev boat (note 1). Does therecession hurt ? You betl The Luxury Tax on top of the recession and salestax is murder. Contrary to your observation in The Wall Street Journal, yehave sold five used boats In the same time period. Does the recession hurt ?
Tou betl Used boat prices are soft.

(1) enclosure letter from John Mullen, Dallas Texas

-_-DESIGNS BY C.W. PAINE MORRIS 28 * 32 * 36 e 44-
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since November our crev has shrunk by 3, from 22 to 19. I do not knov
here it viii end but my professional experience tells me there are more
layoffs to come. For a lousy $3 million dollars in proleCted tax revenues
from boats less the cost of collecting the tax revenue, the jobs lost and
those that lay ahead is an exercise in lousy economics. Why not tax second
hone construction and art ? Aren't they luxuries? Why pick on boat builders?
We are producing a quality product vith American labor. I don't knov vhat
your priorities are in Texas. Ours is to build boats.

Get this monkey off our back and alloy us to help pull this economy out of
recession.

Thomas D.C Morris
President, Morris Yachts

c.c Olympia Snov
George Mitchell
Bill Cohen
John Mullen
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MARKETING 5 i2

Conceived to Soak the Rich, Luxury Tax
Stings Sellers of Boats, Bracelets, BMWs

By DAvw Was__
And Jl ACKI CALL Extra Bite

WASHINGION-The luxury tax. con- The U.S. luxury tax is 10% at the C
ceived by congressional Deocat to purchase price above-P w m m =show they were being tough on the rich,
may be generating more trouble than rove- *10,00
fue. - • "

Yacht builders are blaming the levy for *aO,OOO -I -I (1" vo's-
layoffs. Retailers near the borders say the -
paper work discourages foreign tourists $30000
(who are exempt) from buying. Jewelers
say the tax is more intricate than a Swiss
watch. The European Commaty says It
may be an unfair trade pr tce. Auto t 1 0 of tth5$J&
dealers say Waes of high-priced cars are $250,000 a INtU o*
off so much that the tax won't raise the ex- m , W
pected revenues.

And the disabled, who suddenly find .lined ... many jobs have been lost and $100,000. Since Hinckley's boats cost be-
some specially equipped vans now deemed there has been no increase in revenue." tween 5400.oo and $1.5 million, the tax
luxuries because of the added cost, are For all the second thoughts, though, re- amounts to an additional 30.000 to $140,-
complaining. "It is no luxury. I certainly peal is still a long shot. It Isn't clear that 000. In all, the Treasury estimated that the
wouldn't drive one if I didn't have to." any tax bill will move through Congress luxury tax would bring in $1.5 billion over
says Myron Taylor, a Farmington, N.M., this year. And many members of Congress five years. It's too soon to tell If that esti-
banker who recently paid a luxury tax of are skeptical about claims that the tax is mate was right.
5390.20 on a Dodge van that was road- to blame for the alh the woes of the boat Boat builders are making the most
fled so ie can drive from his wheelchair. builders and car dealers. For one thing. noise about the luxury levy-and are mak-

In fact, the luxury tax is drawing more vendors pumped up sales late last year by Ing the most headway on Capitol Hill as
bellyaching than nearly any other provi- warning cust It the tax well. But sales of high-priced autos are
son of last year's $5M billion. five-year would posed on Jan. 1. . also off sharply. Most of the pain is felt
deficit-cutting law. Some in Congress are nate Finance Chairman Lloyd Ben by European auto companies whose prob-
beginninR to listen. The Senate Finance n. -he reamontrt0 B -i r1 a t "I ms draw little sympathy from U.S. law-
Committeeholdshearingstodayonpropos- le t selling Is because of this recession ers. Overall auto sales in the U.S. in
als to repeal all or part of the tax on e- we're It." Adds the Texas Democrat: eflrstfivemonthsof1991wereoffabout
pensive cars, boats, planes, furs and je "Even second-hand boats aren't selling. I %; but sales of Jaguars were off 55%,
elry-including one bill t o exempt and it's because of the recession." the coanpay is now advertising that It
handlcapned from the car tax.. To which repeal-advocate Democratic rebate the luxury tax-an much as

As implausible as It sounds. Senate R Sen. John Breaux of Louslana replies. "If 53.30-on certain models. "It's something
publican Leader Robert Dole, from the wey re sinking before, I think we feel we have to do," says Michael Cook.
plane-bu 3ding state of Kansas, says re pu them nder water." spokesman frthe U.S. unitofJaguar Can
is the GOP answer to the Democrats" cm- She of Hitckley tAd. "Our dealers say It's a definite is-
paign for tax fairness. "A lot of middle- Co.. which bufst sailboats In Southwest sue."
class people are losing their Jobs." says Harbor, Maine, is convinced that the tax is "It makes a huge amount of differ.
Sen. Dole, who yesterday Introduced a bill compounding the problems presented by ence." says Peter Terian, owner of Raltye
to repeal the tax. Senate Democratic the recession. "Everybody mentions It," Motors Inc. of Rosyn, N.Y. "Our business
Leader George Mitchell, from the boat- he says. "It doesn't take a high-priced law- is down 50% on Rolls-Royce. Mercedes and
building state of Mine, says be will sup- yer (to avoid the tax 1. You just don't buy BMW. A lot o It is the economy, for sure.
port repeal "if the evidence establishes the boat." But you see It [the luxury tax ] when some-
that because of the tax, sales have de- The tax on boats is 10, after the first Please Tarn to Page B8. Column I
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Passed to Soak Rich, Luxury Tax
Is Dampener for Many Businesses

Continued From Page BI
one is presented with an extra $6,000 or
$7000 on a $100,000 purchase." To help
spur sales, Rolls-Royce also is offering a
luxury-tax rebate with ads that read: "If
the luxury tax is all that separates us,
it's time to talk."

On autos, the tax is 10% of anything
over $30,000, and the law says the total in-
cludes any equipment installed In the first
six months after the car is purchased. That
Is what snagged Mr. Taylor. the New Mex-
ico banker, who has multiple sclerosis. Af-
ter a local company. Independent Mobility
Systems Inc., lowered the floor of a Dodge
Caravan and otherwise altered the vehicle
for a wheelchair, the price was up to $33,-
962; the tax was 10% of the amount over
$30,000. or 3396.20.

"The worst part of it is that the more
severe the handicap, the larger the tax be-
cause the more sophisticated the equip-
ment they need," says Greg Anesi, presi-
dent of Independent Mobility. Mr. Anesi Is
scrupulously complying with the new law,
but two dealers contacted by The Wall
Street Journal are evading It-either by
improperly billing customers separately
for the van and the modifications or basi-
cally ignoring certain provisions.

The Ins and outs of what appeared to be
a straightforward tax have unleashed a
torrent of complaints. Neiman Marcus, the
upscale retailer, is upset that the Internal
Reve~nue Service wants to require for-
eigne-s to produce both a passport and an
airplane or boat ticket to escape the tax; a
passport should ;e sufficient, the unit of
General Cinema Corp. argues. The IRS

says the tax applies to any garment in
which fur Is more than 25% of the surface
area; the fur trade wants the tax to apply
only to garments in which fur is 50% or
more. The IRS is weighing these and
scores of other complaints about Its pro-
posed rules.

Jewelers are particularly vocal about a
provision that applies the tax to jewels that
a customer wants to have reset. Say a
customer takes a diamond brooch to a Jew-
eler and asks that the stones be reset as a
necklace. The Jeweler charges only $1,000
for labor and materials. But the IRS says
he must figure the fair market value of the
new necklace. If it's $12,000, then the tax is
$200, or 10% of the amount over the $10,000
threshold for jewelry.

"No consumer can understand why they
should pay a tax on something they've
owned for 20 years," says Michael Roman,
chairman of the Jewelers of America, a
trade group. I

Tough luck, the IRS says. It would ex-
empt only repairs and slight modifications,
such as resizing a ring or converting ear-
rings from pierced to clip-on.

The IRS does offer this somewhat ex-
treme example of a "repair" that is ex-
empt from the tax: "A customer brings a
ring to a Jeweler and claims to have lost a
2-carat round diamond from the setting.
The customer selects a $30,000 stone. The
Jeweler examines the setting but is unable
to either confirm or disprove the cus-
tomer's claims. The Jeweler ... relies on
the customer's signed certification that a
2-carat round diamond ... was lost."
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2 December 90 Thomas Morris
Norris Yachts
Clerk P.oint Road
Southwest Harbor

Dear Tom. Maine 04679

1 apologize for taking so long to respond to your letter of early
November that included the final specifications and detail drawings
of the Norris 44. You and Chuck Paine have obviously put a great
deal of time and effort into the refinement of the design. Since we
first spoke over a year ago, she has evolved into our dream boat.

I had expected to be sending you a deposit check so that you could
begin the tooling immediately. However, I now find that we can not
proceed further. It now appears that Anne and I will not be ordering
the 44. The newly passed federal ten percent tax over 0100,000 has
essentiaLly put her out of reach.

While this tax is a personal tragedy for Anne and me, for your
industry and all your highly skilled workers it is a disaster. it
will clearly have a negative impact on employment and it will
severely hurt one the few remaining industries in this country which
is known worldwide for absolute top quality.' I understand that David
Walters has shut down Cambria Yachts, a great lose for us all.

Anne and I will reach fifty shortly, and prior to this new tax had
been on track for the plan we made when we were married twenty-five
years ago. We purchased our only home for forty thousand dollars in
1968 and paid off the twenty-year mortgage two years ago. Our son,
Mark graduated from college a year and a half ago and is doing well
on his own now. Our daughter, Kate graduated just last June and
called this week to say that she is teaching full time and waiting
tables at night. She also is launched. We paid cash for our kids
educations and have always avoided debt. We chose never to buy a
second home and have usually focused on sailing vacations. We own a
1959 Rhodes Swiftsure 33 sloop with three other families and have
used it to develop our family's sailing skills. We have saved
faithfully for our "Before Fifty" dream for twenty-five years. My
architectural practice was reasonably successful until the recent
recession in the building industry, but fortunatey an investment in
starting a new retail chain has proved fruitful. Now Congress has
decided that Anne and I are excessively wealthy and that if we went
one of your wonderful boats that we must pay a luxury tax for a
floating second home instead of having the interrer deduction that
Congressmen and others use for their second homes. We have always
paid our taxes and never participated in any of the tax scams that
were floating around for years, and now--mad as I am--I refuse to use
an offshore corporation to buy a boat even if Congress tells e to.

Tom, I an not sure where we are heading now. I am afraid it will be
to buy a used boat of significantly lesser quality. Anne sends her
best. Thank you for all the time you have put into this effort.
Let's keep in touch. Best regerds,

John Mullen 5365 Montrose Drive Dallas, Texas 75209
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STATE OF RHODE ISLAND, DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT,
Providence, RI, June 26, 1991.

United States Senate,
Committee on Finance,
SD 205 Dirksen Building,
Washington, DC.

Dear Committee Members: As Director of the Rhode Island Department of Eco-
nomic Development, I am writing to implore Congress to repeal the Boat Excise Tax
by passing legislation 8.649/HR 951. At a time when Rhode Island is struggling
through the worst economic downturn since the Great Depression, it is not appropri-
ate to impose a Federal tax that puts out of business a number of Rhode Island
manufacturing companies that pay high wages, employ thousands, and export mil.
lions of dollars worth of products to other states and countries.

It is very difficult for the State of Rhode Island to attempt to bring new business
into the state in during these trying times. Therefore, the Department has refocused
its goals and it now concentrating on maintaining business in the state and helping
those companies expand and prosper. I believe that the boat tax, if not repealed,
will harm our boat building and manufacturing base, which has taken some thirty
years to develop.

I ask you to please consider passing the aforementioned legislation.

Sincerely,
JOSEPH R. PAOLINO, JR., Director.

STATEMENT OF THE SHANNON BOAT COMPANY

Shannon Boat Company was founded by Walter Schulz in 1975 in Bristol, R.I.
with the goal of building top-end semi-custom limited production yachts. Shannon
established a reputation for quality known worldwide, and by 1986 employed 110
people with approximately $5 million in annual sales. Shannon's models include 37',
43', and 51' sailboats and 36' motor yachts costing from $250,000 to $700,000. While
the current U.S. recession caused a slow-down in sales, Shannon was weathering
this economic downturn as it had weathered the 1975 and 1981 U.S. recessions.
Even during the Great Depression of the 1930's America's yacht builders had work.
During the period beginning January 1, 1990 to May 1, 1990, Shannon sold three
sailboats and two motor yachts worth $1.7 million and had 61 employees. During
the period beginning January 1, 1991 and ending June 1, 1991, Shannon had no new
boat sales with 28 employees. A sailboat order worth $260,000 was canceled in late
1990 because of the imposition of the excise tax.

Two sailboat orders and one motor yacht order worth $1.3 million are on hold by
the purchasers pending the outcome of efforts to repeal the tax. As of today there is
no work from new Shannon boat orders. Approximately 70% of Shannon s annual
sales occur during the Fall Boat Show season and with this tax in place the pros-
pects are dim for any sales if this tax is not repealed prior to the first boat show in
late August.

Shannon's highly-specialized skilled craftsmen earn an average of $12.80 an hour
but their skills cannot be absorbed in the current depressed R.I. economy and the
lucky few who find work will earn $5 an hour at best. It is impossible to reassemble
such a unique and talented workforce after major layoffs and it takes years to
resume efficient yacht production. Being a start up under-capitalized entrepreneur
venture, Shannon never had the necessary funds to actively market overseas al-
though Shannon's superior quality has been appreciated by German, Italian, and
English yachtsmen who have bought Shannons. Unlike other countries, the U.S. has
never helped American boat builders export overseas even though American boats
are acknowledged as preeminent throughout the world.

With the longevity of fiberglass as a hull material, used boats are ail alternative
to new construction. The imposition of this 10% excise tax makes the differential
between new and use boats even more dramatic to the disadvantage of new con-
struction. As an example, three used Shannon sailboats were bought by purchasers
this Spring who would have considered new boats if the excise tax was not in effect.

Admittedly, some rich people probably could afford in absolute terms to pay an-
other $20,000 on a $300,000 boat, but the relative price in-elasticity of high ticket
discretionary non-essentials like yachts makes small percentage price increase
result in no sales. At Shannon, in 16 years of building and selling direct 316 boats
costing over $100,000, if prices were more than 3% greater than perceived public
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value, then sales dropped dramatically. The excise tax adds 7% to the cost of a
$300,000 boat but does nothing to enhance perceived public value. The refusal of
banks to finance the 10% excise tax and state sales tax increases Significantly the
down payment from 20% to almost 40%. Because of the capital intensive nature of
the manufacturing process (large and expensive molds for hulls and decks that re-
quire large buildings, big cranes and boat moving equipment, long apprenticeship
and training requirements, complete woodworking shops, etc.) it is not possible to
incrementally reduce a work force to reflect decreased sales. Also, because of the
absence of the supplemental unemployment benefits enjoyed by other manufactur-
ing industries like automobiles, skilled boat builders do not have the option of stay-
ing unemployed until business picks up. Once boat builders are laid off, they are
forced to try to find alternative employment almost immediately to pay bills, and
buy groceries, etc., and then they cannot be recalled when sales do pick up.

In summary, the 10% Federal boat excise tax has already caused enough slow-
down in Shannon's sales to jeopardize severely our ability to survive. The recession
alone does not account for this slowdown. Once Shannon's workforce is laid off, the
ability to reassemble it is very questionable. Shannon is a representative example of
America's boat building industry. The enactment of such a revenue-negative and
hastily conceived tax verges on criminal neglect. The auctioning in receivership this
Spring of Cape Dory, Bristol, and Pearson/O'Day Yachts, three of the most famous
U.S. boat manufacturers, all successful for at least 25 years with over 1200 employ-
ees total at their peak, is indicative that the 10% boat excise tax is a tragic mistake
that can be corrected only by swift Congressional action with complete cooperation
from President Bush.

STATEMENT OF THE U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

The U.S. Chamber of Commerce appreciates this opportunity to present its views
on S. 649, legislation to repeal the luxury tax on boats.

LUXURY TAXES

The Chamber strongly supports repeal of the 10 percent luxury excise tax which
the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990 imposed on jewelry, furs, automo-
biles, boats and aircraft. This tax was imposed on the excess of sales prices over
$10,000 for furs and jewelry; over $30,000 for passenger vehicles; over $100,000 for
boats and over $250,000 for aircraft. The Joint Committee on Taxation estimated
that the new luxury excise taxes would generate $1.479 billion over FY 1991-1995.

Congressional intent behind the luxury excise tax was to increase tax receipts
from higher-income individuals by taxing items considered to be purchased primari-
ly by the wealthy. However, the distribution of the tax burden depends on all the
chain-reaction income changes resulting from the imposition of the tax. The burden
of the tax falls not only on those taxpayers who purchase the goods, but also on the
taxpayers who earn their money from these purchases. Although lower-income
households may not purchase the luxury goods and therefore not be directly liable
for the tax, they tend to suffer most from the resulting economic distortions created
by the tax. An April 1991 study by the Congressional Research Service concludes
that the person who pays the tax is not necessarily the person who really bears the
burden of the tax.

When consumers change their consumption patterns in response to the imposition
of a tax, the composition of output is altered. As sales decline, output and employ-
ment are reduced, resulting in lower taxable business receipts and wage income,
thus reducing federal and state income tax and sales tax receipts. Besides adversely
affecting the manufacturers and retailers of the taxed goods, the luxury tax also
negatively affects the businesses that service and supply these important industries.
The net result for the economy is a decline in the gross national product.

When the Joint Committee on Taxation estimated the revenue impacts of the
luxury taxes, they assumed no change in consumption. However, consumption has
changed and when one considers the resulting lower corporate and individual feder-
al and state income tax revenues, decreased state and local sales tax receipts, re-
duced FICA taxes, and increased unemployment insurance payments, it is easy to
understand how luxury taxes will generate significantly less-even negative-reve-
nue.
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S. 649

Senators Breaux, Chafee and Pell have introduced S. 649, legislation to repeal the
luxury tax on boats. Similar legislation has been introduced in the House by Repre-
sentatives Hertel (H.R. 613); Shaw (H.R. 951); Saxton (H.R. 1020); and Snowe (H.R.
2487). The luxury tax has had a devastating impact on the marine manufacturing
industry. The National Marine Manufacturers Association estimates that more than
19,000 jobs will be lost this year because of this tax.

Boat sales have declined severely since the tax took effect on January 1 of this
year. The boat manufacturing industry is almost exclusively composed of small,
family-owned businesses. Because of their size and close operating budgets, these
manufacturers are particularly vulnerable to sales fluctuations and many are clos-
ing, or have already closed, their doors. As a result, the boating industry estimates
federal corporate tax payments will fall by more than $60 million this year.

AUTO LUXURY EXCISE TAX

Not only has the boat manufacturing industry been harmed by the luxury tax. A
report prepared for the Federation Against Inequitable and Regressive Taxation
(FAIRTAX) indicates the 10 percent luxury tax has created a 20 percent permanent
drop in the demand for vehicles priced over $30,000-representing lost sales in 1991
alone of $1.31 billion for automobile dealerships. As a result of the tax, the report
projects for 1991 a loss of 3,320 jobs, and a further loss this year of $135 million in
revenue from customs duties, state sales taxes and federal income and gas guzzler
taxes.

Many erroneously assume the luxury tax applies primarily to imported vehicles.
Automobile industry economists estimate more than 65 percent of the autos sold at
prices exceeding $30,000 in the 1990 model year were produced by domestic manu-
facturers. When factoring in inflation and the regulatory costs imposed by the Clean
Air Act, the same vehicle that costs approximately $24,300 today will become sub-
ject to the tax by 1995. This is equivalent to lowering the threshold for the tax in
1995 to include even more models. As a consequence of imposition of the luxury tax,
the industry will experience reduced sales and substitution of lower-priced automo-
biles. This in turn will result in lower profits for domestic manufacturers, dealers,
and suppliers, thus lower federal income tax payments.

JEWELRY LUXURY TAX

Jewelry sales have also been harmed by the luxury tax. The jewelry industry is
particularly concerned that recently proposed IRS regulations could be interpreted
as an ad valorem tax capable of being imposed on the value of a particular piece of
jewelry as many times as it is modified. The imposition of this luxury tax presents
special problems for grandmother's jewelry." If a jeweler sold a diamond worth
$8,000 to a customer to be put into her existing mounting, valued at $40,000, the
customer would be subject to the luxury tax on $38,000, the total value of the piece
over the $10,000 threshold. Customers are often saddled with luxury tax liability
that far exceeds the cost of the modification. The tax also results in unrealistic ap-
praisal requirements for jewelers.

AIRCRAFT LUXURY TAX

Senator Kassebaum (S. 1239) and Representative Glickman (H.R. 2581) have intro-
duced legislation to repeal the luxury excise tax on aircraft. Sales of personal-use
aircraft have also declined due to imposition of the luxury tax. For example, Beech
Aircraft Corporation, a large manufacturer of owner-flown aircraft, has lost 39
direct retail contracts in the first quarter of 1991 as a direct result of the luxury
tax. This represents $77.6 million in lost retail sales, 255 foregone labor years, and
millions of dollars in reduced federal and state taxes. In contrast, $16,000 in luxury
excise taxes were collected on the two airplanes Beech did sell in the first quarter of
this year.

In addition, the proposed luxury tax rules unduly burden dealers of new planes.
Dealers can quickly become liable for the luxury tax if the 30-hour flight time limit
is exceeded during demonstrations. The tax may also be imposed on a subsequent
sale within two years of the first retail sale if the aircraft ceases to be used for
exempt purposes, requiring dealers to monitor the use of the aircraft after the pur-
chase.
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FUR LUXURY TAX

The fur industry is reeling from the effects of the recession. Because of the eco-
nomic downturn and problems in the world pelt market, profits for the fur industry
are down dramatically. Imposing a luxury tax further exacerbates the industry's
problems. It is important to remember that an excise tax was imposed on all furs
after World War I, but was repealed in the 1960's because it cost the government
more to collect the tax than it generated in revenues.

Small businesses compose more than 80 percent of the fur industry, and mink, the
largest selling fur in the U.S., is produced domestically. Many in the industry must
absorb the cost of the luxury tax just to retain sales. The luxury tax is imposing a
hardship on the industry at a time when it can least afford the extra burden.

CONCLUSION

The luxury tax imposed by the 1990 budget act is an ill-conceived tax from both a
policy and an administrative viewpoint. The net effect of these taxes will be signifi-
cantly reduced revenues, the loss of thousands of jobs for the American work force,
and extra administrative burdens placed on both the IRS and American businesses.
In the end, the burden of luxury taxes will not be borne by the "rich," but by the
Americans who will lose their jobs or their businesses because of declining sales.
Clearly, the 10 percent luxury tax on aircraft, automobiles, boats, furs, and jewelry
should be repealed.
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